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PEEFACE TO THE TfllED EDITION.
The second edition of " Practical Tanning " having been
exhausted in a comparatively short time, and there being a
continued
it

demand

have deemed
Acting upon their sug-

for the book, the publishers

advisable to issue a third edition.

gestion, the author has carefully revised

written the

and

volume, incorporating into

it

in great part re-

much new and

valuable information^ that should prove of service to anyone
that

is

desirous of acquiring a knowledge of

modern methods

of the leather-dresser's art.

Like the

first,

and second,

editions, this

volume presents

the results of the author's studies and researches, as well as of

own experience and that of other practical men with whom
he has come into association and consultation. Nothing has

his

been incorporated that has previously appeared in any other
American of English work on the subject. The author has,
however, consulted and made free use of the trade papers, and
particularly acknowledges his indebtedness to The Shoe and

Leather Reporter,
its

Boston, Mass., for material taken from

columns, and also to

The Cassella Color Co.,

of

New

York, for information relative to the most approved methods
of dyeing leather

This volume

is,

and

furs.

as the title indicates, essentially a practical,

and not a theoretical or technical, treatise, and it has been
aimed to give the details of tannery processes with such clearness and precision that nothing further in the way of explaThe receipts, formulas, and instructions
nation is required.
that are given have been used in actual practice, or been tested
experimentally, and their value has thus been demonstrated.
Carried out with intelligence and care, they will produce satisfactory results.

(V)

PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.

VI

In the Appendix a number of patented processes are
No doubt the intelligent tanner and student will
described.
find

much

of interest

and suggestion

in this portion of the

book.

The

and exhaustive index with which
the volume is supplied render reference to any subject or
detail in it, prompt, easy, and satisfactory.
The author presents this new edition of " Practical Tanning " with confidence in its superiority over its predecessors,
and he believes it will be appreciated for its practical usefulHe would like to receive from those who use his book,
ness.
expressions of their opinion of the same, also any suggestions,
receipts, formulas, and descriptions of processes that may be
He may be addressed in
of assistance and interest to others.
full table of contents

the care of the Publishers.

Louis A. Flemming.
Chicago, III.,

October, 1916.
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PRACTICAL TANNING.
SECTION ONE.
The Manufacture of Sheepskin Leathers.
Soaking Green-salted Sheepskins.

—The

process to

first

the tanner or the wool-puller subjects sheep pelts

The purpose

water.

to dissolve the salt

of this process

and remove the

stances that adhere to them.

In

warm weather

is

is

which

soaking in

and
and objectionable sub-

to soften the skins

dirt

Clean water should be used.

ten or twelve hours

is

generally sufficient

time to accomplish the object of the process in cold weather
the skins can be soaked longer without injury. The softening
;

and cleansing

qualities of the water

may

be increased by the

addition of borax, from one to two pounds for one hundred

When

gallons of water.

the skins have become soft and clean

they have been soaked enough

they should then be removed
from the water and thrown over horses or otherwise allowed
;

to drain for several hours, or they

may

be passed through an
extractor and the surplus water removed from them.
They
should be clean and soft before any depilatory is applied to

them.
Soaking Dry Sheepskins.

—Sodium

sistance in soaking dry sheepskins.

small quantity

bisulphite

is

of

much

It is inexpensive,

as-

only a

it does not swell the pelts and it
upon the wool. It also acts as an antiseptic and prevents the growth of micro-organisms which
would produce decomposition and loss of skin substance. One
pound of commercial sodium bisulphite is used for each hundred gallons of water in the soak vat. The dry pelts are
placed in the prepared soak and allowed to remain therein
until they are flexible and can be broken over the beam.

is

has no injurious

1

required

effect

;

PRACTICAL TANNING.
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After they have been either broken over the

beam

or

drummed

put into a fresh soak to complete the
softening and they are then treated in the usual way.
Very

for a short time, they are

hard skins usually require a second soaking in the sodium
bisulphite solution.
Ordinary skins become sufficiently soft
in twenty-four hours.

It

is

always advisable to place the

skins in fresh water a few hours after they have been softened

remove the sodium bisulphite from them as well as the
and dirt. It is also good practice to use
fresh solutions of the chemical for every two or three packs of
skins.
The next process is the removal of the wool.
Removing the Wool. To accomplish the depilation of the
pelts sulphide of sodium and lime are generally used in the
form of a thick solution or paint, which is applied to the flesh
side.
Lime and arsenic are also used, especially uppn skins
to

last traces of salt

—

that are to be subsequently tanned into glove leather.
receipts for
1.

making the paint

Put 25

lbs.

water to cover

of lime into a tub

it.

add more water

Several

are here given.

and add

Stir the lime until

it is

just

enough hot
and

entirely slaked

In another tub or barrel dissodium in 10 gallons of hot water.
Mix the lime and the solution of sulphide together and allow
the mixture to become cold before applying it to the skins.
2. A suitable paint is prepared as follows
Use 60 lbs. of
lime, 30 lbs. of sulphide of sodium and 20 gallons of water.
Place a thin layer of the lime upon the bottom of a clean tub
or vat sprinkle on this a thin layer of the sulphide of sodium
and proceed to place the rest of the lime and sulphide in alternate layers.
Ten or twelve gallons of hot water are next
added, a little at a time, and the mixture is thoroughly slaked
and then left over night. The rest of the water should next
be added and then stirred up to a paint-like consistency. It
is always advisable to pass a depilatory paint through a finemesh sieve in order to remove particles of unslaked lime,
as

it is

needed.

solve 25 lbs. of sulphide of

:

;

;

small stones,

A

etc.

is made by dissolving sulphide of
sodium in hot water until the solution stands at 18 or 20

3.

good depilatory

THE MANUFACTURE OF SHEEPSKIN LEATHERS.

Baume

6

and then adding 18 gallons of slaked
mixture to the skins when it is cold.
4. A mixture of lime and red arsenic can be recommended
for loosening the wool upon skins for glove or glazed leather
since it makes fine, smooth grain.
The proportions are 100
lbs. of lime and 25 lbs. of red arsenic, the two being thoroughly
mixed together dry, and then slaked with 50 gallons of hot
degrees

Apply

lime.

test,

this

water.

—Spread

Applying the Depilatory Paint.
time,

upon a

flesh side

piles until the

next day, when the wool can be

Only enough
saturate the skin and cover

easily

the skins, one at a

and apply the prepared paint upon the

then fold the skin with the wool on the outside

;

and place in
to

table

removed.

allowed to run

off into

of the

mixture should be used

it

evenly and none should be

the wool.

The workman should wear

rubber gloves to protect his hands.

When

the weather

in a pile, but during

is

may

cold six or seven skins

warm weather

four should be so placed, and

if

they are to be

left for

four hours or longer they should be singled out
lie

by

it is

itself.

best if

The wool becomes

it is

be placed

not more than three or

twenty-

and each

pelt

loosened in a few hours, but

not removed until the next day.

Very young

lambskins, however, should be "pulled" as soon as the wool
is

loosened and then be put into cold water to which

sulphide of sodium has been added

;

in this water they

be kept for some time without injury although
to pass

them promptly

it

is

some

may

advisable

into the lime.

After the wool has been removed from the skins dissolve
1 lb. of bicarbonate of

soda in

warm

water for each dozen

and wash them in a drum in this solution for one hour
next wash them in clear water for a few minutes and then
put them into the lime liquor.
Liming after Removal of the Wool. To start the liming of
skins

—

the skins slake 2 gallons of lime with 6 gallons of water for

Put the lime into water in a vat put the
and leave them one day then haul them out and
gallon of lime slaked with 5 gallons of water and put

100 average" skins.
skins in

add

1

;

;

4
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the skins in for another day
a

then haul them out and put in

;

more lime and leave the skins

little

The next

process

is

deliming,

in a

commonly

day or two longer.

called drenching.

—

Methods of Deliming (Drenching) with Bran.
1. Take a half
bran
and
add
enough
barrel of
water to make it mushy
cover

it

up and

let

it

stand in a

warm

place for 48 hours to

Into a vat large enough to process 400 skins run the

sour.

and empty

same the sour
Add about 3 pints of sulphuric acid and 3 pecks of
bran.
mix thoroughly and heat to 90° F. Throw the pack of
salt
skins into the prepared drench and process them for three
hours heavy skins a little longer. The skins will be made
soft and clean by this treatment and, if intended for black
leather, will require no working on the beam, but if for colored leather it is advisable to work them out on the beam so
Washing in warm
that the grain will be clear and clean.
requisite

volume

of water

into the

;

;

water after drenching puts the skins into the best condition
for pickling

and tanning.

Another formula for a bran drench

2.

pounds
until

of bran;

it is

add water

sour; then

to

make

a

is

as follows

mush and

:

Take 50

let it

stand

put the sour bran into a paddle together

Add 10 pounds of sulphuric
and process the skins until they are soft and clean.
Rinse them in warm water; work them over the beam and
with 700 gallons of warm water.
acid

then pickle them.

A

3.

process of drenching

ommends

following manner
it

which the writer especially

involves the use of bran and

to 120°.

:

Run

lactic acid in

rec-

the

water into a paddle wheel and heat

Put into the warm water two

pailfuls of

dry bran

stand over night. The next morning bring the
temperature up to 95° F. Take one pint of lactic acid for

and

let it

each hundred pounds of skins and put about half of it into
the bran liquor; throw the skins in and while the paddle is
running add the rest of the acid. Run the paddle for from

two

and

to four

rinse

hours according to the thickness of the skins

amount of lime in them, then take the skins out and
them in warm water. This washing should not be

the
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neglected, especially if the leather
after

is to

be colored.

The

down about twelve
Heat the

inches and run in an equal quantity of water.
liquor to 95° F.

Do

not use any more bran but take a pint

hundred pounds

of lactic acid for every

and proceed exactly

way

in this

skins,

For the

they have been rinsed, are ready to be pickled.

second pack of skins run the drench liquor

O

of skins to be treated

as described for the first

for six days;

then run

off

Continue

lot.

the liquor and

make up

a fresh drench with water, bran and acid and proceed in the

manner

described.

This method of drenching makes the skins

and clean and in good condition for pickling and tanning,
no matter what the tannage may be.
4. Lactic acid is an efficient deliming agent for limed
sheepskins.
For a pack of 800 to 1000 sheepskins 20 lbs. of
the acid and 20 lbs. of salt are required. The water should
be about 85° F.; if colder than this more salt is required to
keep down the plumpness. Half of the acid and all of the
after
salt are added to the water before the skins are put in
the skins have been in the drench fifteen minutes the rest of
the acid should be put in.
The process requires usually about
forty-five minutes.
Several lots of skins may be put through
the drench with a fresh addition of 15 lbs. of lactic acid for
each lot, adding 5 lbs. at first and 10 pounds fifteen minutes
soft

;

later.

The

skins can also be nicely drenched by using one pint of

the acid for one hundred pounds of skins.

And by

careful

and thorough washing before drenching the quantity of acid
can be reduced one-third. Rinsing in warm water and pickling then follow in the usual order.
5.

Butyric acid has been found to be an excellent deliming

material for sheepskins.
skins

is

8 to 10 ozs.

A

The quantity used

few pounds of

salt

for

100

lbs.

of

should be added to

There is no loss of skin substance where
this drench is used and the grain is made soft and clean.
6. A mixture of 4 parts formic acid and 1 part lactic acid
the acid solution.

is

also very efficient for the purpose of deliming skins.

It

may

be used after a bacterial bate, also to drench skins not other-
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The drench

wise bated.

more

prepared by adding a pint or

is

of the acid mixture to sufficient water to

wash twelve
In this bath the goods are drummed or paddled
until their appearance indicates that they are delimed
after
this they are rinsed and pickled.
dozen skins.

;

Another

efficient

drench

is

prepared by using a half pint of

the mixture of the acids and two pounds of calcium chloride
for ten or twelve

dozen skins.

7. For glove leather and for glazed leather the writer
recommends the use of oropon, a commercial bacterial bate,

for

deliming the skins.

From

6 to 8 ozs. of the material are

100 lbs. of skins. The temperature of
100°
the water should be
F. at the start.
Pour in the disdissolved

and used

for

solved bate and then throw in the washed skins and run the

paddle one hour.

Allow the goods

remain in the liquor

to

The next morning stir them about for a few
minutes and then take them out. It is of benefit to the skins
to wash them in warm water to which some boric acid has
been added. This removes the last traces of lime and makes
the grain soft and silky. The process of drenching with
over night.

oropon, washing in a boric acid drench and pickling with
acid and salt insures fine grain, texture

and

color in the

finished leather.

Pickling with Acid and Salt.

and preserves the
1.

Dissolve 40

lbs, of

lbs. of salt

lbs.

minutes, then horse them

up

and add 5
Use 12 gallons of this

in 40 gallons of water

Drum

of skins.

For skins that are

cleanses, bleaches

Reliable formulas for the process are

skins.

sulphuric acid to the solution.

liquor for 100

2.

—This process

the skins in

it

thirty

to drain.

to be vegetable-tanned,

and when

it is

desired that the leather possess a certain degree of firmness,

the best results are obtained by using 2

lbs. of

sulphuric acid,

and 20 gallons of water for 100 lbs. of stock.
Formic acid can be recommended for use in pickling.
Skins pickled with it tan rapidly and with a nice light color,
and less tanning material is required than when they are
20

lbs. of salt

3.

tanned without being pickled.

When

formic acid

is

used
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there

no

is

liability of

7

lime blast causing trouble in coloring.

add to the
This quantity of liquor is for
100 lbs. of skins. Drum thirty minutes, horse up and drain.
4. Butyric acid is not only a perfect deliming agent for

Dissolve 25
solution

lbs.

7 lbs.

sheepskins,

of salt in 20 gallons of water

;

of formic acid.

it is

also of value in the process of pickling, espe-

chrome tanning. Ten pounds of salt, 2 quarts of
the acid and 15 gallons of water is the formula for 100 lbs. of
skins.
A soft grain and an agreeable feel result from the use

cially for

of a butyric acid pickle.

Pickling removes whatever dirt and iron stains there

be on the skins, but
that

is

used

is

it is

may

a matter of importance that the salt

clean and pure

;

otherwise

it

may

cause stains

that cannot be removed.
Pressing the Grease from Pickled Sheepskins.

method

of

—The

following

removing grease from pickled sheepskins has been
respect.
Get a sufficient number

found satisfactory in every

of sheet-iron plates as large as the press (hydraulic) will take,

about one-sixteenth of an inch thick.

on each

plate,

spread out

flat

Place one dozen skins

with the bellies and shanks

folded in, so as to have each plate of skins about the

Place the butt of

same

size.

one skin as equally as possible over the

other until the press

is full.

It will

be seen that the pressure

comes directly on the parts of the skins that need it most.
After the pressure has been applied and the skins have been
pressed throw them into a drum together with warm salt
water and drum them until they have come apart and are
well opened out.
They are then in condition to be tanned.
It is advisable to place sawdust or bran between the layers
of skins to keep them from slipping and to apply the pressure
very slowly as the stock is easily damaged at this stage.
Two-Bath Chrome Tanning. Good chrome leather can be

—

made by using any one

of the processes described below.

The

and pressed.
be tanned and for each hun-

skins are tanned after they have been pickled
1.

Weigh

the pack of skins to

dred pounds of them use 6

lbs. of

of salt, 3 lbs. of muriatic acid

bichromate of soda, 4

and 15 gallons

of water.

lbs.

This
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is

the

and

first

bath of the process.

Throw the

drum

skins into the

Pour the prepared solution into the drum
through the hollow axle and let the drum rotate one hour and
a half or until the liquor has struck through the thickest skins
then horse the skins up over night to allow for draining and
for the chrome to become fixed in the fibers.
The next morning prepare a 10 per cent, solution of bisulphite of soda and
dip the skins one at a time into it, then throw them into the
drum. The second bath is prepared by dissolving 12 lbs. of
hyposulphite of soda and 3 lbs. of salt and adding the solution
to 15 gallons of water, then adding to it 6 lbs. of muriatic
acid.
The skins are drummed in this liquor from one to two
hours and are then again horsed up over night. The neutralizing and washing of the leather are then proceeded with and
the skins are next shaved and fat-liquored.
2. In this process sulphuric acid is used in the first bath
instead of muriatic acid and bisulphite of soda is employed in
the second bath instead of hyposulphite of soda and acid.
For each 100 lbs. of pickled skins 6 lbs. of bichromate of
soda, 2 lbs. of sulphuric acid and 4 lbs. of salt in solution with
set in

motion.

;

15 gallons of water are used.

The

skins are

drummed

liquor from one hour to two hours and are then horsed

allowed to drain until the next day.

in the

up and

If the process

is

not

completed the next day the skins should be covered up and

The

kept from the light and not allowed to dry or harden.
second part of the process consists of a solution of 6

lbs.

of

bisulphite of soda in 15 gallons of water for 100 lbs. of stock.

The drumming

is continued for one hour or until the skins
have assumed a light blue color throughout the thickest parts.

This completes the tanning.

After the leather has drained

it is washed and neutralized.
method of chrome tanning in which bichromate of
potash or bichromate of soda is used in the first liquor and

twenty-four hours
3.

A

hyposulphite of soda in the second bath produces leather welltanned and of good texture. The skins may be tanned in
the acid-pickled condition.
after the

It is also practicable to take

them

drenching and washing, and pickle them with 4

lbs.
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of sulphate of

alumina and 4

drum

for the process.

using a

per 100

lbs. of salt

U

lbs. of stock,

Pickling with formic acid and

recommended for this process of tanning, the pickle
some degree to fortify the fibers against the corro-

salt is also

serving to

sive acids that are used in tanning.

The

first

chrome bath

or

consists of 6 per cent, of the weight

of the pack of skins of bichromate of potash or of soda, 3 per

and a few

cent, of muriatic acid

of water

The
it

if

stock

a
is

lbs.

of

salt,

in 15 or 20 gallons

drum is used, or in 60 gallons if a paddle is used.
drummed in this liquor two hours or paddled in

several hours

and allowed

remain at

to

rest in it

over night.

The next morning the skins are struck out and dipped in a
weak solution of hyposulphite of soda to which a little muriAfter this has been done, the goods are
allowed to drain a short time before they are placed in the
atic acid is added.

This bath consists of a solution of

second bath of the process.

hyposulphite of soda, to which muriatic acid
the soda and 5

proportions are 18

lbs. of

100

The hypo

lbs. of skins.

added

to water in the paddle

The

added.

of the acid for

and
the
and
then added
and paddled several

dissolved in boiling water

is

the acid

;

is

lbs.

is

previously chromed skins are thrown in

The

hours or until they are a light blue color throughout.
second bath can also be applied in a drum.

allowed to drain 24 hours and
One-bath Process.

with 6

lbs.

—

1.

The

is

fifteen

is

placed in a

The

used.

solution

is

lbs.

is

drum

of stock

Six pounds of tanolin

minutes.

solved in 2 gallons of boiling water
is

leather

then neutralized.

pickled stock

of salt and 8 gallons of water for 100

and drummed
that

The

is

dis-

the tanning material

divided into three portions.

poured into the drum and the stock run for
one-half hour then another portion is poured in and the
drumming continued another half hour then the last portion
Eight
is added to the skins and the drum run one hour.

One

portion

is
;

;

ounces of bicarbonate of soda are dissolved, in a

and poured into the drum.

One hour

soda are dissolved, the solution
the skins are

is

poured into

drummed another hour

little

water

more of the
the drum and

later 6 ozs.

;

they should then be
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When removed

completely tanned.

from the drum they

They
and neutralized.
2. A satisfactory method of tanning pickled sheepskins
consists of first tanning them with sulphate of alumina and
salt and then tanning with chrome liquor.
When this process
is used it is necessary to remove the acid from the skins.
This
is done by stirring them about for a few minutes in a warm
drench of sour bran and salt. They are then in condition to
receive the alumina and salt.

should be horsed up and allowed to drain 24 hours.
are then washed

The usual formula

preliminary tanning

for the

sulphate of alumina and 6

lbs.

is

:

3

of

lbs.

of salt for 100 lbs. of skins.

These materials are dissolved in 6 gallons of warm water and
the skins are drummed with it thirty minutes.
The sulphate
of alumina does not act as a tanning agent in this process as
it is

washed out before the leather

It serves to

dried.

is

plump

the skins and to prevent contraction of the grain and fibers by
After the skins have been

the astringent chrome liquor.

drummed

with the sulphate of alumina and

salt,

3 gallons of

concentrated chrome liquor diluted with 3 gallons of

water are poured into the

drum

warm

in portions of 2 gallons at in-

and the drum

is run for two or three
hours or until the skins are tanned through. They should
then be left in the liquor over night in order that the chrome
salts may take full efiFect upon the fibers.
The next day the

tervals of thirty minutes,

tanned leather
3.

is

washed and shaved in the usual manner.
may be tanned into plump, well-

Pickled sheepskins

tanned leather in the following manner
sulphate of alumina and

ing water
in a

hour

little
;

slowly to this 8

hot water.

lbs.

ozs. of

Drum

to

make 10

gallons of solu-

bicarbonate of soda dissolved

the skins with this liquor one

then hang them up to dry.

When

they are dry wet

them back and tan them with one-bath chrome liquor in
usual manner.
When a piece of chrome leather remains
in boiling water the tannage

leather hardens

and

of

3 lbs. of salt in a few gallons of boil-

add enough cold water

;

Add

tion.

Dissolve 3

:

is

complete.

curls in boiling water.

the
soft

Imperfectly tanned
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A

Process for Glove Leather.

—The following method

11
of hand-

ling j)ickled sheepskins for glove leather, although called a

two-bath process,

is

really a three-bath process.

are not taken from the

drum

they then finish out into

The

soft,

skins

and

durable leather.

pickled skins are given a fairly strong repickle so that

the grease will run good, and are pressed or

much

The

until they are fully tanned,

wrung

until as

of the natural grease as possible has been extracted.

They should then be drummed
broken up.

in a salt solution until well

Care should be taken after the skins have started

in the press to keep the pressure steadily increasing.

They

are

horsed up from the salt solution and allowed to drain before

The

weighing.

drum and
of salt

is

1

skins are next weighed

and thrown into a

per cent, per one hundred pounds pickled weight,

put on them, 3J to 4 per cent, bichromate of soda

dissolved in 10 gallons of water for 100

lbs.

is

pickled weight.

This should be fed in two portions. The skins are drummed
in this from two to three hours.
This will be a short liquor
but for the leather desired it works very well.
The next step is to put 3J per cent, sulphuric acid in 10
gallons of water for each 100 lbs. of skins and 4 lbs. of salt for
2 lbs. of acid.
This is fed through the gudgeon and the skins
are drummed with the solution twenty minutes.
Then 12 lbs.
of hyposulphite of soda are dissolved in 12 gallons of water
for 100 lbs. of stock and the solution is fed to the skins and

drummed

two hours; this completes the tannage.
The leather, after it has been horsed up twelve hours, is
washed and neutralized and then fat-liquored. If it is to be
finished in the pearl or regular chrome color it should be given
for

2J per cent, white chip soap boiled and made up to 10 gallons
for 100 lbs. of leather and drummed twenty minutes, and
then given 5 per cent, of eggyolks. Horse up and allow to
drain twenty-four hours and then hang up to dry in a modthen drum the leather in warm water until it is
thoroughly wet through, set it out and hang it up again.
Finishing is done by staking on the machine, dry drumming
with French chalk, and then staking again.

€rate heat

;

12
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If

it is

desired to

have

make

would neces-

colors, the fat-liquoring

be done without the soap and the skins would be
colored with suitable dyestuff and handled in the finishing as
sarily

to

regular chrome leather.

—

Washing Chrome Sheepskins. In every case
chrome tannage it is necessary to let the leather drain over
horses or on smooth piles for from twelve to twenty-four hours
before proceeding to wash and neutralize it.
This is done to
allow the chromium hydroxide to become dehydrated and fixed
Neutralizing and

of

in the fibers.

The most

efiicient neutralizing

One pound

bicarbonate of soda.

is

of leather.

It is dissolved in

the leather

is

washed

substance for chrome leather

used

is

10 gallons of

in the solution

half hour with running water;

Some

lize

then

The

washed another
out or pressed and

is

set

tanners shave their leather before they neutra-

Borax

it.

It is

it is

lbs.

water and

thirty minutes.

plugs are next pulled out and the leather
shaved.

100

for

warm

is

also often used for neutralizing the skins.

used in the same quantity and manner as bicarbonate of
After the skins have been neutralized and washed, they

soda.

are struck out and shaved, then dyed black

if

black leather

is

wanted.
Blacking with Hewatin and Direct Chrome Black.
rich black

is

—A

fine

obtained on chrome sheepskins by carrying out

the following instructions
of water 1 lb. of

hematin

:

Dissolve by boiling in 4 gallons
crystals for

100

lbs.

of leather;

add

to the solution 6 or 8 gallons of cold water, a small quantity

of

ammonia

to

make

perature of 125° F.
fifteen

it

slightly alkaline,

minutes, add to the liquor in the

chrome

and use

it

at a

tem-

After the leather has been run in this dye

C
and drum

leather black

drum 1| pounds of

(Cassella) dissolved in 5 gallons of

the leather fifteen minutes longer.
Drain the liquor out of the drum and pour the fat-liquor in;
then run the drum one-half hour; wash the skins in warm
boiling water

water, set

them

mineral seal

oil,

out, oil the grain lightly

and hang up

with neatsfoot or

to dry.

Sheepskins that are designed to be given a glazed finish are
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benefited by a light retanuage with gainbier before they are

This

dyed.

assists in getting

a fine color and finish and makes

skins may be paddled or drumgambler liquor.
Blacking with Logwood and Titanium Potassium Oxalate.
In this process of dyeing logwood extract or crystals, titanium
salt and direct chrome black are used.
The quantities of dyestuffs named are for 100 lbs. of shaved leather.
Drum it in a
Then pour
solution of 3 ozs. of the chemical for ten minutes.
into the drum a solution of 2 lbs. of logwood, | lb. of chrome

the leather less stretchy.

med

The

in the

—

and 4

leather black

Drum

soda in 12 gallons of water.

ozs. of sal

the skins in this liquor for twenty minutes; then pour

in a solution of 3 ozs. of titanium potassium oxalate

the

drum run

ten minutes longer.

liquor out of the

drum and run

Then

in the fat-liquor or

skins and then fat-liquor them.

Blacking with Direct Dyeing Chrome Black.
neutralized and shaved, into the

drum

Then pour the

axle of the drum.

let

wash the

—Put the

leather,

together with 10 gallons

Run

of water at 125° F. for 100 lbs. of leather.
utes.

and

either drain the

for a few

min-

solution of dyestuffs through the hollow

After about one-half hour

drumming

the

For blue-black with a blue fleshchrome leather black C (Cassella)
and 10 ozs. of chrome leather black 2061 J. It is advisable to
add a small quantity of logwood liquor to the dyebath after a
short drumming to fill the leather somewhat.
Fat-liquoring may be done either before, during, or after the
dyeing.
If the fat-liquor is added to the dyebath it is advisable to drum the leather in the dye liquor for fifteen
minutes before adding the fat-liquor. Another method of
blacking with direct chrome leather dyes is as follows: Use
4 or 5 ozs. of Nerazine G and 4 ozs. of chrome leather black
dyeing will be completed.

side use from 1 to 1| lbs. of

C

for

100

lbs.

of leather.

and the blue-black
leather black

black grain.

This produces a fine grain black

flesh that is usually

C used alone also produces
The leather, thoroughly

liquored with alkaline fat-liquor,

is

dyed

Chrome

desired.

blue-black flesh and
neutralized
for thirty

and

fat-

minutes in

14
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drum with

ature of 120°

By dyeing
for

dye
140° F.

lbs. of

to

first

for

100

with 8 to 10

of leather, at a temper-

lbs.

ozs. of

chrome leather black C

twenty minutes, then adding to the liquor

acid

T

2

and ten minutes

drumming

B,

liquoring

grain

it,

sides.

1 ox. of acetic

later a solution of 8 ozs. of leather black

the leather ten minutes more, and then

a fine color

A

is

fat-

secured on both the flesh and the

small quantity of logwood extract liquor

added to the dye liquor

is beneficial,

increasing the fullness ot

the leather.

—

Redyeing Colored Skins Black.
Skins that have been colored
and finished can be redyed black in the following manner
Drum them in hot water for a half-hour to remove the finish
and to prepare them to receive the dye. Then for each dozen
skins dissolve 6 ozs. of permanganate of potash in 6 gallons of
:

warm

water.

Drum

the skins in this solution fifteen minutes;

then without stopping the

drum pour

into

it

1

of logwood
and run the
up, pour into

lb.

crystals in solution with 10 gallons of hot water,

drum for one-half hour. When the half hour is
drum a solution of 1 oz. of copperas and J oz. of bluestone
and drum ten minutes longer. Then wash the leather in two

the

changes of water,

set it out, oil

the grain and hang

it

up

to

dry.
Fat-liquors for Chrome-tanned Sheepskins.

—After chrome-tan-

ned sheepskins have been neutralized, washed and shaved they
and then fat-liquored or fat-liquored and dyed
Some tanners combine the two processes, first
afterwards.
dyeing the leather in a drum and then running the spent dye
liquor out and applying the fat-liquor; it is also practicable to
add the fat-liquor to the dye liquor in the drum after the skins
The fat-liquor feeds and
have assumed the desired color.
nourishes the leather. Sheepskins are naturally soft and do
not require much fat-liquor; nevertheless, some grease and oil
are required to impart to the leather the desired fullness and
are either dyed

soft feel.

able

•and

When

the fat-liquoring

is

drum is heated with live steam,
drummed ten minutes to warm

a separate process a

it

suit-

thrown in
and make it more re-

the leather

is

THE MANUFACTURE OF SHEEPSKIN LEATHERS.
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The fat-liquor is now poured into
drum through the funnel attached to the hollow axle and
leather is drummed with it for thirty minutes or longer

ceptive to the fat-liquor.

the

the

or until

it

to

has absorbed the

The temperature

behind.

150° F.

After the process

out of the drum, and

if it

and grease and

oil

may

of the liquor
is

completed the leather

was not previously

be rinsed in hot water, drained and dyed;
grain,

was fat-liquored the custom is to
and hang it up to dry. Any one

ceipts

may

fore

it

is

taken

it should
was colored be-

colored,

if it

strike

it

out, oil the

of the following re-

be used with the assurance that the leather will be

manner.

fat-liquored in a satisfactory
1.

left the water
range from 120°

For 100

of leather

lbs.

pint of neatsfoot

|

oil,

lb.

:

of eggyolk.

lons of hot water; add the oil
cold water to

make 12

One pound

of Castile soap,

1

Boil the soap in 2 gal-

and mix thoroughly.

gallons of liquor.

When

Then add

the tempera-

ture has been reduced to 80° F. by the cold water, add the

eggyolk;
oil

may

mix thoroughly and heat

to boiling point.

be used in place of neatsfoot

oil

Castor

with equally good

results,
2.

For each dozen skins

to be fat-liquored use

1

pint of

eggyolk, I pint of olive oil, 4 ozs. of Castile soap, 6 gallons of
Chip the soap into the water and boil until it is
of water.
oil.
Boil the mixture of soap and
100° F. and add the eggyolk. For glove

dissolved; then stir in the
oil;

down
make a

cool

leather

to

paste of 1 pint of flour and cold water and stir

it

unto the soap,

it

into the

drum

oil

at

and egg solution. Mix thoroughly; run
110° F. and drum the skins with it thirty

minutes.
3.

Dissolve 8 ozs. of potash soap in a small quantity of hot

water and stir the solution into 1^ lbs. of neatsfoot oil heated
Mix thoroughly and allow the oil to cool slightly.
to 160° F.

Then add IJ

lbs. of

sulphonated

sion readily soluble in hot water.

mixture

for

softness that
4.

A

100
is

lbs.

desired.

oil,

making an emullbs. or more of this

thus

Use 2

of leather according to the degree of

^^'^f

^

fat-liquor considerably richer than the foregoin^piajjjg^j^/^^
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made

lbs. of neatsfoot oil, ^ oz. of carbonate of potash,
potash
soap and | lb. of sulphonated oil. Mix and use
I
the same^as No. 3.
This fat-liquor gives a well nourished,

of 2|

lb. of

feel to the leather and there is no danger of spew.
Chrome-tanned skins can be nicely fat-liquored with eggyolk and neatsfoot oil. Such a fat-liquor is especially suitable

springy
5.

For each dozen skins use

for colored leather.

and ^ pint of neatsfoot or olive
together and add warm water.

1 pint of

eggyolk

Beat the two thoroughly
at a temperature of 95°

oil.

Use

and drum the skins with it thirty minutes.
For chrome-tanned glove leather One pound olive oil
soap; 2 ozs. borax; ^ pound neatsfoot oil; 2 lbs. eggyolk for
100 lbs of leather. Apply before dyeing at a temperature of
F.

6.

:

125° F.

For 200

7.

treated cod

lbs.

oil,

2

of skins, use soap, 8 ozs.; olive

birch

lbs.;

Boil the soap, olive

and cod

add the birch

Stir the

it

oil.

2

oil,

oil in

ozs.;

to

make 15

2

lbs.;

3 ozs.

salts of tartar,

a few gallons of water, then

emulsion thoroughly, then add to

the salts of tartar dissolved in a

enough water

oil,

little

Add

hot water.

gallons of liquor and use at a tem-

perature of 160° F.

A good

8.

of soap, 1

neatsfoot

of tartar, 4 ozs.

stir

water;

For 200

thoroughly.

add

water to
150° F.
9.

oil,

3

lbs.,

lbs.

moellou degras, 3

of leather.

is

made

lbs., salts

Boil the soap and

a few gallons of water, then put in the moellon degras

oil in

and

heavy dull-finished leather

fat-liquor for

lb.;

it

to the

make 24

The sulphonated
is

stir

again.

Run

in

little

enough

gallons of liquor and apply to the skins at

value in fat-liquoring.
the leather

Dissolve the salts of tartar in a

mixture and

oils

that are

The

drummed

oil is

now purchasable

are of

dissolved in hot water

and

with the solution either before or

The oil can also be added to the
dye liquor and applied to the leather in that form. It is generally best to pour it into the drum after the color has been
taken up by the skins. When leather is fat-liquored with
sulphonated oil before it is dyed it should be rinsed in hot
after

it

has been colored.
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water afterwards and then given the sumac or gambler, and

A

dyed the desired shade.

mixture of sulphonated

and

oil

neatsfoot oil produces better results than the former used alone;

a

little

ammonia should be added

to the mixture.

In addition to the sulphonated

oils

there are several

liquors on the market that are blended and aged

many

made in the tannery.
make excellent fat-liquor

tanners in preference to liquors

10. Castor oil soap

may

of the oil

The

leather.

and castor

oil

One-half pound of the soap and |
be used in 12 gallons of water for 100 lbs. of

chrome

for colored
lb.

fat-

and used by

skins.

fat-liquor is

made by

boiling the soap in a

little

and stirring and boiling the mixadding water to make 12 gallons.

water, then adding the oil
ture; finally

—

Methods of Coloring Chrome-tanned Sheepskins. The coloring
of chrome-tanned sheepskins is accomplished in various ways.

At the present time
coloring
tray

artificial

dyes are in general use.

Drum

usually given the preference over paddle wheel,

is

and brush

coloring, since

number

of a large

it

accomplishes uniform dyeing

of skins, in a short time

and with

little

Skins that are to be colored should be prepared with

labor.

particular care.

Only sound skins

are suited for the purpose

and they should be well tanned, free from lime spots and disand the grain should be as free from natural grease

coloration,

as possible.

that

is

It is also

necessary that the process of tanning

used should yield a leather that

has been dried and staked even though

is soft
it

is

and

full after it

given very

little

Complete neutralization of the acid
in the skins is also of much importance.
Even though acid
dyes are applied it is always best to neutralize the leather befat-liquor or

none

fore coloring

liquor

is

it.

at all.

Where

there

is

acid in the leather the fat-

imperfectly absorbed and the dyestuff

precipitated in the bath or taken

when

it is

finished the leather

up

is liable

is

liable to be

too superficially,
to spew.

and

If the skins

are colored immediately after they have been neutralized

washed, the

last

and
washing should be in hot water, thus raising

the temperature of the leather in anticipation of the dyeing
process.

2

The

flesh side

should be shaved smooth before the

18
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Where

skins are colored.

dyeing

it is

the leather and that

Before

sticky.

fat-liquoring

done previous to
thoroughly into

is

essential that the liquor penetrates

and protected

it

as

is

does not leave the grain greasy or

it

colored the leather should be kept wet

much

Dyeing may

as possible from light.

be accomplished with acid dyestuffs direct without a mordant
or with basic dyes after the skins have been mordanted with

tannin.
Coloring tuith Acid Dyestvffs.

with direct acid dyes
instructions

:

The

is

— A practical method of coloring

carried out according to the following

skins,

and shaved, are

neutralized

The

liquored lightly and then rinsed in hot water.

12 gallons of water at 125°

each 100

F., for

lbs. of

fat-

skins and

them, are

is then started.
The dyestuff solupoured
through
the
hollow
axle
into the rotary
tion is then
drum and the leather is drummed from fifteen to twenty-five

put into the drum, which

Where good penetration is desired 1 or 2 ozs. of
ammonia should be added to the liquor in the drum. At the
minutes.

end of the time stated the dye bath
of sulphuric or formic acid.

neutralize the

is

acidified

Enough

by the addition

acid should be used to

ammonia which may have been added and

in

addition to that quantity 2 parts by weight of formic acid or

by weight of sulphuric acid

1 part

of dyestuff should be used.

upon the leather

color

To

The

is

increase the fullness of the

drum

after the

acid thus used fixes the

leather

to the

drumming.
some sumac or

dyebath or run into

bath has been acidulated.

particularly advisable

Any

4 parts by weight

in ten minutes further

gambler liquor should be added
the

for every

if

This treatment

the skins are to be glazed.

is removed by washing the skins in
of soda crystals for 100 lbs. of
which
4
ozs.
of
acetate
water to
leather have been added.

acid in the leather

The sumac
sumac

Two
may
ess

;

liquor referred to

leaves or

is

a decoction of 6 to 8

sumac powder with 5 gallons

gallons of such liquor are used for 100

lbs.

lbs.

of

of hot water.

of leather.

It

be added to the dye liquor at the beginning of the procand after twenty minutes or so the solution of 3 to 4 ozs.
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much
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bisulphate of soda in

added gradually while the drum is
turning the drumming is then continued ten or fifteen minutes.
The colored leather is then rinsed and passed on for
further treatment.
The temperature of the dye bath should
120°
140°
be from
to
F.
and it is good practice to pass the
skins through water at 140° F. or to drum them with it
one gallon of water

is

;

;

them into the drum.
and fullest coloring results when acid colors are
topped with basic dyestuffs. This is done by adding a solution of 2 ozs. or more of some basic color to the dyebath as
before throwing

The

soon as

richest

the acid color has been exhausted from the dyebath

all

by the addition of sulphuric

acid.

completely, the basic color

applied by

is

If this cannot be effected

drumming

the leather

which case no further rinsing is necessary.
Acid dyestuffs are dissolved by pouring boiling water over
them and boiling up if necessary. The solution is then passed
through a piece of cheesecloth or a fine sieve, and any particles remaining undissolved are brought to solution by pouring some more boiling water over them.
Sulphuric acid,
which is used in the dye baths to get the full shade, may to
very great advantage be replaced by formic acid. Formic
acid, after the process is completed, is entirely removed from
the leather by evaporation and hence is harmless after it has

in a fresh bath, in

served

its

purpose in the dyeing operation.

when an

to the leather

excess of formic acid

orates during the drying of the leather.
just twice as

much

vantage of doing so

No harm
is

results

used as it evap-

It is necessary to

use

formic acid as sulphuric acid but the adoffsets

the extra cost.

Coloring with Basic Dyestuffs.

—Basic

colors are applied to

chrome-tanned sheepskins in the following manner The neutralized and shaved leather is treated in a drum with a sumac,
:

gambler or
is

fustic liquor.

After this has been done the dyeing

proceeded with, the process lasting twenty minutes or longer

at a temperature of 125° F.

It is

always advisable to add the

solution of dyestufif in several portions through the hollow

axle while the

drum

is

turning.

20
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A decoction of 7 or 8 pounds of sumac leaves or sumac
powder with 5 gallons of hot water is suitable for mordanting
the leather.
For very light shades 6 quarts of such liquor
are sufficient for 100 lbs. of leather for dark shades from 8 to
;

it is used.
As the
sumac bath by itself fastens the tannin to the skin in an uncombined state, a solution of tartar emetic is generally used
to overcome the uncombined tannin and to fix the color upon

10 quarts.

It

should be strained before

After the skins have been treated with the
sumac, the solution of tartar emetic is poured into the drum
and the process is continued fifteen minutes. The leather is
the leather.

then rinsed in

warm

water, the spent liquor is run into the

dyed with the basic color. From 8
100 lbs. of leather.
dyestuffs
Basic
are dissolved by stirring them into boiling
water, to which some acetic acid has been added to overcome

and the leather

sewer,

is

to 12 ozs. of tartar emetic are used for

The

hardness.

solution should be strained before

mixed

Dyestuffs that do not dissolve readily are

it

is

used.

to a paste

with acetic acid and boiling water is then poured over the
paste.
The solution is then strained through cheesecloth or
a fine

sieve, cooled

down with

and applied

cold water

The

leather at a temperature of 125° F.

to the

skins should always

be kept in motion while the dye is being poured into the drum
and the drum should not be stopped until the leather has been

drummed

with dye at least ten minutes.

—

Gambier Mordant. Two or three pounds of gambler for one
hundred pounds of leather is another excellent mordant for
basic dyes.
Boil the gambier in four gallons of water then
add cold water to make twelve gallons of liquor. Use at 125
;

degrees F., and

Then

drum

the leather with

it

thirty minutes.

dissolve four ounces of titanium-potassium

oxalate in

drum and run ten minDrain the liquor out and proceed to color the

hot water, pour the solution into the
utes longer*
leather

with the basic dyestuff.

Quermos

used in place of gambier with equally good
Fustic Mordant.

—Fustic extract

shades of tan and yellow.

extract

may

be

results.

is an excellent mordant for
Use two to three pounds for one
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hundred pounds of

leather.

increase to twelve gallons

Dissolve in boiling water

by the addition

use at a temperature of 125 degrees F.

Then

twenty minutes.

dissolve

21
;

of cold water

Drum

then

and

the leather

and add four ounces of

salts and let the drum rotate fifteen minutes longer.
Drain the liquor off and color the leather with aniline dyes.
Two pounds of gam bier and one pound of extract of fustic
Use with
is also an excellent mordant for basic or acid dyes.
titanium -potassium oxalate the same as gambier or fustic

titanium

used alone.

—Four

Sumac and Titanium- Potassium Oxalate.
liquid extract of sumac may be used for each
medium-sized skins.
The sumac is mixed
and the skins are drummed with the liquor

Then pour

into the

drum

ounces of

dozen small and
with hot water

twenty minutes.

the solution of titanium salts (one-

half ounce to one ounce for one dozen skins) and run the

minutes.
Wash the skins and dye with basic
dye them with acid colors without first washing them.
Dry powdered sumac may be used. The particles of sumac
serve the useful purpose of taking up whatever grease there

drum

ten

colors or

may

be upon the grain as well as acting as a mordant by giv-

ing up tannic acid.

Combined Dyeing

Process.

—Bottoming with acid

dyestufis or

with diamine and anthracene colors and then topping with
basic dyes

is

a most excellent method of coloring chrome-tan-

ned sheepskins, especially if they have damaged grain and it is
desired to cover up such defects as much as possible.
The
coloring is usually done in two baths, viz. the bottoming and
the topping bath.

The

leather

is first

drummed

with the requisite quantity of

The solution of dyestuff is then poured into
drum and the drumming is continued another half-hour

fustic extract.

the

and complete absorption of the
if necessary, by the addition
100

lbs.

dyestuffs

is

then brought about,

of 2 to 3 ozs. of acetic acid per

of leather.

Colors of very superior fastness

about 4 to 8

ozs. of

may

be obtained by adding

bicarbonate of potash to the bath charged
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with anthracene colors before the addition of acetic acid, and
at as high a temperature as possible,
150° to 160° F. The color solution is then drained out of the

by working the goods

drum and the leather topped with basic colors in a fresh bath.
The skins are fat-liquored either before the dyeing or after
In the

the topping with basic colors.

they should

latter case

be rinsed thoroughly before they are fat-liquored.

Acid, dia-

mine, anthracene and basic colors can be especially recom-

mended

for full,

The quantity

even and rich shades.

of

dyestuffs required to color a lot of leather depends, of course,

upon the size and condition of the skins, and must be decided
by the dyer. It is always wise to try a few experiments on a
Small scale before proceeding to carry on dyeing operations on
a large scale.

Dyeing Light Shades with

Add

Dyestuffs.

—When

light shades

such as grey, drab, champagne, pea green, beige, etc., are
wanted, the skins should be colored in the following manner

They are

neutralized, shaved, weighed

and then drummed with

the solution of acid dye, according to the shade that
minutes.

for ten

leather

is

Then

the fat-liquor

drummed twenty

be reversed by

first

minutes.

is

desired,

poured in and the

is

The procedure can

fat-liquoring the skins

and dyeing

also

after-

wards, also by pouring the dye liquor and the fat-liquor into
the

drum

simultaneously.

In order

to get complete penetration all that is necessary is

to neutralize the skins well

After the leather has been
able to add

a decoction of

and

to prolong the

drummed

sumac

a half hour

drumming.
it is

advis-

or of gambier to the bath

has been exhausted by the leather and to
run the drum another half hour. Where the color is added
to the fat-liquor, which should be alkaline, from 2 to 4 ozs.
are used for 100 lbs. of leather. If very light shades are wanted
the color of the skins should be lightened by passing them
through a solution of one per cent, oxalic acid, then through
a solution of sugar of lead, one or two minutes in each case
after the fat-liquor

and

this treatment

be several times repeated

it.
Acid dyes are particularly
and fancy shades.

requires
light

may

if

the leather

suited for coloring
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sumac referred to above is made by
sumac leaves or powder with 5 gallons

decoction of

ing 6 to 8

lbs.

water.

gambier

If

of

should be used

;

is

much of it
may be made of

used one-half as

or the liquor

as of

steep-

of hot

sumac

equal parts

gambier and fustic.
Diamine Colors are of value to the dyer of chrome leather.
After the skins have been neutralized and shaved the solution
of diamine dye is applied, no mordant being required.
After
the leather has taken up the color a solution of bichromate of
potash or of sulphate of copper should be poured into the
drum for the purpose of setting the dye and making it faster
to the action of the fat-liquor.
A little salt added to the dyebath is of use in getting good shades of color. No acid is used
and no retannage is necessary, and the leather should be
perfectly neutral before

it

Diamine blacks

colored.

is

used successfully with logwood, the leather being dyed

is

to

A

good way
dye with them and then to

with the diamine black and then with logwood.
to use these dyes for colors

are
first

Diamine dyes are especially useful
for coloring leather that is finished dull or upon the flesh side.
It is best to use acid fat-liquor upon leather colored with these

top off with basic dye.

dyes.

Acid Colors and Bisulphate of Soda.

—One hundred

pounds
and

of leather can be nicely colored by using acid dyestuffs

The required dyestuflF is dismade up to 12 gallons of liquor,
After the leather has been drummed

bisulphate of soda as follows

:

solved in boiling water and

which

is

used at 140° F.

twenty minutes, 8

ozs. of

bisulphate of soda are dissolved in

hot water and added to the contents of the
is

continued for ten minutes,

been absorbed.
and,

if

The

leather

not previously

when
is

all

drum

then rinsed with

fat-liquored,

;

drumming

the dyestuflp will have

is

warm

fat-liquored.

water
It

is

generally best to fat-liquor before coloring with this process.

Complete penetration is obtained by adding 2| ozs. of ammonia
to the dyebath and drumming one-half hour longer before
adding the bisulphate of soda. When this is done the quantity
of soda should be increased slightly to neutralize the

ammonia.
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—

Tans and browns of good
and penetration are obtained on chrome sheepskins by
the use of phosphines and titanium-potassium oxalate. The
Coloring with Phosphin6 Dyestuff.

color

instructions for 100 lbs. of leather are as follows

:

Drum

for

ten minutes with a solution of 3 ozs. of titanium-potassium
oxalate.

Then pour

into the

drum

1 lb.

of fustic crystals in

and let the leather drum ten minutes. Then add
3 ozs. more of the titanium salt and drum ten minutes.
Rinse
the leather, drain it, and color it the shade desired with phos-

solution

phine dye shaded with brown, from 2 to 16 ozs. of the phosozs. of brown according to shade desired.
Fat-liquor after dyeing with a slightly alkaline fat-liquor, and

phine and from 1 to 4
finish as usual.

—

and Logwood Mordant. A mixture of 2 lbs. of fustic
and 2 to 3 ozs. of logwood crystals produces excellent
results as a mordant for acid colors.
After the desired shade
has been secured, the skins are drained off and fat-liquored
either with acid fat-liquor or with an emulsion of oil and eggTopping acid colors with basic dye is one of the most
yolk.
approved methods of getting tan and golden-brown shades.
Formic acid added toward the end of the process increases the
depth of color and fastens the color upon the leather.
Sumac and Acid Color Mordant. Full, rich shades of tan
and brown can be secured by using the following process
Drum the skins in a solution of 2 lbs. of sumac extract and
6 ozs. of acid brown aniline for twenty minutes. Then disFustic

extract

—

solve in a

little

hot water 5

and pour the solution
minutes.

Wash

them with

basic dyes.

ozs. of

into the

titanium-potassium oxalate

drum and run

the

drum

ten

the skins in two changes of water and color

—

—

Formulas for Popular Shades: 1. Dark Tan. For
100 lbs. of leather.
Drum thirty minutes with IJ lbs. of
Chrome Fast Phosphine B. M. R. (Cassella), at 120° F. Then
Practical

add 5

lbs fustic extract in solution at

minutes.

Finally pour into the

potash at 120° F. and
liquor, set out

120° F. and

drum

2

ozs.

drum twenty minutes

and dry the

leather.

drum

thirty

of bichromate of
longer.

Fat-
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brown is obtained by the use
on a tannin mordant in the following manner
Boil until dissolved 2 lbs. of gambler and 1 lb. of extract of
2.

rich shade of chocolate

of aniline dyes

:

4 gallons of water, cool down with cold water to

fustic in

Drum

12 gallons of liquor.

100

lbs.

make

of skins with this liquor

pour into the drum 4 ozs. of titaniumpotassum oxalate dissolved in hot water and drum the skins
fifteen minutes longer.
If the mordant has been taken up
by the leather, run the liquor off and run the dye solution into
the drum; if it has not been taken up it is best to wash the
skins before giving them the dye.
For 6 dozen skins use 8
ozs. of yellow 849 and drum the skins ten minutes; then add 1
lb. chocolate brown 270 (Atteaux), 8 ozs. Bismark brown, 8 ozs.
thirty minutes; then

chocolate

brown 0, dissolved

Run the drum

drum.
put in

all

together and poured into the

twenty minutes after the color has been

then wash and fat-liquor the skins and hang them up

;

to dry.

Extract of sumac

may

be used for the mordant

if

preferred.
3.

Golden-rod yellow, Bismark brown and champagne colors

are valuable in dyeing chrome-tanned skins.

A

combination

and blue and brown produces a fine shade
of tan.
Mordant the skins with gambler and fustic, then apply
titanium salt; then wash them and dye them with 20 ozs.
golden-rod yellow, 8 ozs. of brown aniline and 8 ozs. of blue or
of golden-rod yellow

green aniline.

Drum

and uniform shade of
4.

An

twenty minutes; the result

oxblood color can be secured as follows

dozen skins use from 4 to 6

ozs.

of extract of

the leather with this fifteen minutes.
in the

drum

drum

fifteen

a

is

fine, fast

tan.
:

For each

fustic.

Then add

Drum

to the liquor

ozs. of tartar emetic for each dozen skins and
minutes longer. Wash the skins and prepare a
color bath at 120° F.
Use from 2 to 3 ozs. of amaranth 3/R
for each dozen skins and drum twenty minutes, then wash
and fat-liquor the skins. The shade can be darkened by

2

using 2 ozs. of the amaranth aniline and 1 oz. of chocolate
brown for each dozen skins. A liquor made of fustic and
peachwood extracts is an excellent mordant for wine color.
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The skins

are

drummed

tion of titanium salts

in this twenty minutes

run in

is

;

then a solu-

;

drummed

they are

ten min-

then washed, and colored by the use of amaranth aniline
which a very small quantity of malachite green has been

utes,

to

added.

brown and yellow fustic produce a fine shade
of color for gloves, linings, etc.
For each 100 lbs. of leather
dissolve 2 ozs. of alizarine leather brown B No. 9052 by boilAlizarine

5.

ing in 6 gallons of water.

Drum

use at 195° F.

drummed

being

Add

6 gallons of cold water and

thirty minutes.

While the skins

dye dissolve

in the alizarine

1

are

quart of extract

and

at the end of
pour the solution into the drum and drum
minutes longer. Drain off the spent liquor wash and

of yellow fustic in 1 gallon of hot water
thirty minutes
fifteen

;

fat-liquor the skins.

To

6.

color

chrome sheep a nice shade of green drum them,
Then add
ozs. extract of sumac at 110° F.

per dozen, with 4
to the bath, for

100

lbs.

of leather, 4 ozs. of titanium salt dis-

Drum ten minutes. Drain the liquor ofi"
and color, per dozen, with 3 ozs. of either leather green special
Drum the
or dark green M and 1| ozs. of amaranth 1/R.
if not
fat-liquor
them
skins twenty minutes, then wash and

solved in hot water.

previously fat-liquored.

A

wanted for some purposes.
and for each 100 lbs. of them
use 19 gallons of hot water and wash them in this fifteen
minutes then drain the drum. Pour into the drum 3 lbs. of
extract of fustic dissolved in 12 gallons of hot water and run
7.

Take

dark olive-green color

is

the skins from the shavers

;

the

drum

thirty

minutes.

Then take 12

dissolved the day before and allowed to

of copperas

ozs.

settle

and the

clear

off.
Pour half of this liquor into the drum and
end of fifteen minutes' drumming look at the skins. If
they are dark enough wash and fat-liquor them if not dark
enough add more copperas liquor and drum fifteen minutes
longer then wash the skins thoroughly and give them the

liquor taken
at the

;

;

fat-liquor.
8.

Coloring after Fat-liquoring.

—Very

uniform results are
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obtained by coloring chronae sheepskins after they have been
fat-liquored.
After they have been washed and shaved, mordant them with gambier or with gambler and fustic then
fat-liquor them with acid fat-liquor or with any other good
fat-liquor; then color with aniline dyes and dry them for
finishing.
This method of coloring is preferred by some
dyers.
The process can also be varied by fat-liquoring the
skins first, then applying the vegetable tanning material and
coloring with basic dyestuffs.
Titanium oxalate may be used
;

in the usual

uniform

manner and

is

of

much

assistance in obtaining

colors.

at present can be mixed with
which can be mixed with one
another at will
Paraphosphines, Bismarck browns, Leather
browns Russian Red and Oxblood A and B (Cassella). For
darkening the shade
Saddening Agent for basic colors.
Neutral blue and Solid green crystals.
Acid colors (Cassella)
Indian Yellows, Acid phosphine,
Havana brown, for shades of tan and brown. For oxblood,
New Red B for leather, Roccelline mixed with Havana brown
or Acid phosphine J I.
For saddening the shade, Saddening
agent for acid colors, Naphthol Black B and Fast Acid Green B.
Flesh- Finished Chrome Sheepskins.
For some purposes sheep-

The shades

demand

in most

the following basic

dyestufifs,

:

;

:

:

—

skins finished

wanted.

For

upon the

flesh-side

with a

soft,

velvety finish are

this class of leather skins that

have defective

grain are used since the value of the leather does not depend

upon the quality of the grain. The leather is produced by
the usual methods of chrome tanning; but instead of being
finished upon the grain the skins are dressed smooth and
velvety upon the flesh-side.
After the skins have been neutralized and washed they are
put into a drum together with 4 gallons of water and 5 lbs. of
pipe clay for 100 lbs. of leather and are drummed twenty minutes.
They are then run on a wet wheel, which gives a good
face to the leather.

warm

After this has been done they are run in

The coloring is done in the
upon grain-finished skins. Fustic, gambier

water and are then colored.

same manner

as
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and sumac are used

as

mordants

method

of coloring

Wood

for basic dyes.

are used also, in conjunction with titanium

A

salt.

to apply acid dyestuffs in a

is

dyes

satisfactory

The

drum.

dye liquor without acid is poured into the drum together with
the skins, which are then drummed twenty minutes.
Good
penetration is essential on this leather and it is helpful to add
to the dye liquor from 1 to 2 ozs. of ammonia.
At the end
of twenty or twenty-five minutes 2 parts by weight of formic
acid for every 4 parts

contents of the

drum

by weight

may

this quantity of acid

monia added previously.

A

utes longer.
after the

of dyestuff are

A

be necessary to

The

leather

is

added

to the

more than
neutralize the am-

to acidify the bath.

little

drummed

ten min-

quantity of sumac or gambler liquor added

bath has been acidulated imparts a feeling of fulness

As a
soap and

an emulsion

to the skins.

fat-liquor

oil, castile

flour is especially suitable

pensive liquor can be used.

The

of eggyolk, olive
;

but a

less ex-

skins, after coloring,

are

washed and then given the fat-liquor or they may be fatliquored first and then colored.
Drying and staking are done in the usual manner. Staking
on a machine should be followed by knee staking so as to get
all the stretch out.
The skins are then given a light run on
a very fine emery-wheel and are then ready to be trimmed
and sorted. If the work has been properly done the skins
finish soft, evenly colored and with a smooth, velvet-like face.
Finishing on fine emery removes all roughness and makes the
leather soft and smooth.
If white skins are wanted, the tanning process is followed
by a treatment with flour, fat-liquoring, and finishing being
then proceeded with in the manner that has been described.
Coloring

Drying

out.

Chrome-tanned Sheepskins

—Chrome

after

Fat- liquoring

and

sheepskins take color exceedingly well

and dried, but it is gendye such skins after they
However, Mr. Chas. Lamb, an English

before they have been fat-liquored

erally considered impracticable to

have been dried

out.

leather expert, claims to have perfected a process of coloring

the leather after

it

has been fat-liquored and dried, and he
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describes the working of the process in the following words
'*

When

the dry skins have been thoroughly soaked back in

warm water they are ready for dyeing, this
in a drum fitted with steam pipes neither
;

some appliance

tray are suitable without
hot.

The dyeing

is

being best effected
the paddle nor the

for

keeping the dye

best carried out at a temperature of

140° F."
**

The manipulation

is

as follows

:

The dye

is

carefully

weighed out into a small wooden tub and dissolved by pouring upon it about 200 times its weight of boiling water, stirNext,
ring briskly until the dye has gone into solution.
weight
of
the dyebisulphate of soda, equal in weight to the
stuff, is dissolved in

hot water in a separate vessel.

the concentrated dye solution

is

now

Half

of

added, together with the

bisulphate of soda solution, to a suflBcient quantity of water
at 140° F.

drum to cover the skin. The leather is
drum is started. After running the goods in

in the

entered and the

dye bath fifteen minutes, the remainder of the dye solution is added and the drumming continued for thirty minutes
longer or until the goods have attained the depth of shade
this

required.
for each

The

quantities of dyestuff

dozen skins

an equal quantity

is

8 to 10

ozs. of

of the latter.

washed in warm water,

and bisulphate of soda

the former and, as stated,

After dyeing, the skins are

set out, lightly

rubbed over the grain

with glycerine and dried out strained on boards."

Dyeing and Fat-liquoring Chrome Sheepskins aftei' Drying out
from the Chrome Tannage. A process of drying chrome-tanned
skins immediately after the tannage is completed, keeping
them in the dry or crust condition as long as it is desired
to do so, and then coloring and fat-liquoring them, is described
by the inventor, Robert W. Griffith, in the Shoe and Leather
Reporter

—

"

The goods on being taken out

lup over night without being

of the tan bath are horsed

washed and the next day are

set

out and shaved and weighed. A bath is prepared in a drum
with 4 lbs. of standard lactic acid for every 100 lbs. of wet
leather and 12 gallons of water.
The goods are run in this
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bath ten minutes

drying

;

they are then taken out and sent to the

and allowed

to dry out.
After drying the leather
can be stored away until wanted and can then be sorted into
suitable grades as required.
The dry leather when treated in

the

loft

manner

described absorbs water readily and assumes

its

same as it came from the tan bath.
It can, at this stage, be washed thoroughly without fear of
injuring its character by the removal of desirable tanning
original wet condition the

salts."

"The

operations -of dyeing and fat-liquoring can be

diately proceeded with,

immeand because of the even absorption of

moisture by the leather these processes proceed very uniformly

and are consequently
from the

After the skins are set out

facilitated.

can be tacked out at once, a process
which yields a considerable gain in the measurement without
fat-liquors they

affecting the character of the leather.

the bath for experiments

is

A

suitable strength of

one-third of standard lactic acid

and two- thirds water."

The
by

quality of the leather,

this treatment.

The

it is

claimed,

is

much improved

process has been patented

by the

inventor.

White Chrome-tanned Sheepskins.

—For some

purposes, such

as suspender trimmings, baseball covers, linings,

white leather

is

wanted.

etc.,

The alum tannage can be

a

soft,

used;

there are also special tannages that produce such leather.

It

and by a treatment with flour and bleaching with borax and acid to finish
them into soft, white leather. The tannage is the same as for
any other chrome leather. After the leather is fully tanned
it is washed and bleached.
For each 100 lbs. of skins use 1
lb. of borax or bleaching soda dissolved in hot water and wash
is

also practicable to take chrome-tanned skins

Then drain out the water, replace
the plug and put into the drum cold water to which some
sulphuric acid has been added, and drum the leather with it
thirty minutes.
The borax opens and softens the skins and
the skins twenty minutes.

prevents the acids from doing injury.

been washed in the acid solution

it

After the leather has

should be washed in clean
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The next

hot water and shaved.
flour,

50

lbs.

is

the treatment with

of flour being used for 100 large skins or 200

The

small ones.

process
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flour

stirred into 10 or

is

12 gallons of water

and the leather is drummed in the liquor
two hours; it is then struck out and pressed and given some
fat-liquor.
For some purposes the skins work out sufficiently
white without the borax and acid treatment. Sulphonated oil
for

100

lbs.

of skins

dissolved in

When the

warm water
leather

in a clean dry

drum

is

is

dry

excellent fat-liquor for these skins.

it is

moistened and staked, then run

with powdered chalk or soapstone an hour

and then arm-staked.

Chrome

skins in the natural greenish-

blue color of the process are obtained by simply washing,

shaving and fat-liquoring them; then drying, staking and
tacking onto boards.

The Finishing of Chrome-tanned Sheepskins.
After chrome-tanned sheepskins have been dyed and
liquored they are struck out and the grain

is

fat-

oiled lightly

and 3 parts paraffin oil
for glazed finish, and equal parts neatsfoot and paraffin oils for
dull finish.
Care must be taken to not give the skins too
much fat-liquor and oil and thus make them too soft and
with a mixture of 1 part neatsfoot

oil

The skins, after the grain has been oiled, are hung
dry.
The best results are obtained from rather slow

spongy.

up

to

drying in a room with a temperature of about 80° F., and

having a good circulation of

When

air.

dry the skins are dampened and staked.

way

dampen them

A

satis-

have a tub two-thirds-full
of warm water and to put about a dozen skins into the water
at a time, leaving them two or three minutes therein, then
placing them in a pile, well covered, on the floor or in a box.
When they have become pliable they are staked and restaked,
and then tacked on boards to dry. When thoroughly dry
they are taken off" the boards, trimmed and prepared for the
work of finishing.
factory

Black
greasy

to

Glazed Finish.

it is

is

—Where

advisable to apply to

to

the grain of the leather
it

is

a dilute solution of acid to
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may

be used. The acid,
rubbed into the grain and the leather
dried.
When dry, the grain should be rubbed with a soft
cloth and then be given the first coat of seasoning or finishing
clear

Either lactic or formic acid

it.

diluted with water,

The

ink.

An

1.

is

acid assists in getting a clear, bright finish.

excellent seasoning for black-glazed finish

the following ingredients

wood
J

oz.

crystals, 3 ozs.

;

Ivory soap, 1

:

nigrosine, 4 ozs.

lb.

;

is

made

glue, 1 lb.

;

of

log-

bichromate of potash,

;

fresh beef blood, 2 quarts.

;

Dissolve the soap in 8 gallons of boiling water and the glue
Dissolve the logwood and nigrosine
and add the bichromate of potash
when cold add the blood. Take 1 quart of the glue solution
and 1 quart of soap solution and mix into the logwood and
blood solution.
Stir the mixture well and strain it.
Hub a
also in 8 gallons of water.

in 2 gallons of hot water

Dry

light coat of this seasoning into the grain of the leather.

warm room and

in a

dry and glaze again.

warm

of equal parts of neatsfoot
2.

The

ozs.

^

oz.

;

;

little,

finishing oil or with a mixture

and paraffine

oils.

following formula also produces an excellent season-

ing for glazed finish
2

of seasoning,

Finally, after the finish has aged a

very lightly with

oil it

Apply a second coat

glaze.

Whole

:

nigrosine, 2 ozs.

blood, 1 quart

;

;

flaxseed, 2 ozs.

;

logwood

bichromate of potash, ^

glycerine, J pint

;

oz.

;

crystals,

vinette,

carbolic acid crystals,

1 oz.

Boil the flaxseed thirty minutes in 1 gallon of water

;

then

and add the logwood, nigrosine and potash
and boil up again then cool the solution to 90° F. and stir
There
into it the vinette, blood, glycerine and carbolic acid.
should be 2 gallons of seasoning. If there is less, add enough
Apply the dresscold water to make the quantity specified.
ing to the skins, dry and glaze in the usual manner.
Blood albumen, 1
3. Another formula for glazed finish is
crystals,
1 oz.
wood
lb.
black nigrosine, 5 ozs. logwood
strain the solution

;

:

;

;

;

alcohol, 1 gill.

albumen in 1 quart of water over
and logwood in 3 gallons of water.

Dissolve the blood
Boil the nigrosine

night.

When
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the solution

is

When

albumen and wood alcohol. Give
seasoning, and glaze them twice.

cold add the

the skins two coats of this

the grain of the leather

rub into

is

greasy

is

it

of benefit to

a solution of wood alcohol and black nigrosine.

it

and add

Dissolve 1 oz. of nigrosine in 1 gallon of water

wood
when it

this a little

skins and

deepened by

A

Rub

alcohol.
is

this treatment

up

A

to

this into the grain of the

The black

dry apply the seasoning.

and the grain

is

cleared.

is

solution of oil-soluble black aniline in benzine

in touching
4.
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is

of use

spots that are not a good black.

kid finish on black sheepskins can be secured by the

use of the following seasoning
beef blood, 2 quarts

;

:

Logwood

orchil, J pint

liquor, 6 quarts

water, 1 quart

;

;

ammonia,

milk, ^ pint.
There are excellent seasonings on the market that can be

^ pint

;

bought ready

for use.

The tanner can buy them and dispense
own finishes. This is done by

with the labor of making his

many, who

find

it

convenient and advantageous.

Seasoning for Dull Finish.

beeswax, 4

ozs.

—Ivory

soap, 1 lb.

black nigrosine, 4

;

wood

ozs.

;

;

flaxseed, | lb.

gelatine, 4 ozs.

;

Put the soap, flaxseed
and beeswax into 2 gallons of water and boil thirty minutes,
then add the nigrosine. Dissolve the gelatine in 1 quart of
water and add to the solution. Then dissolve the aloes in the
wood alcohol, add to the other solution and strain the mixture.
Apply a coat of this dressing to the grain of the leather, rubbing it in well. When it is dry, iron the leather, and then
give it a second application of the dressing; but do not iron it
aloes, 2 ozs.

As a

again.

;

alcohol, ^ pint.

finishing touch oil the grain with paraffine

Seasoning for Colored Sheepskins.
is

—

1.

A

obtained on colored sheepskins by using a seasoning

of egg-albumen

and water.

solution,

The

acetic acid,

oil.

clear, bright finish

made

bichromate of potash

quantities are 4 gallons

of egg-albumen

solution, 1 oz. of bichromate of potash, 2 quarts of acetic acid

and 20 gallons of water. The ingredients should be mixed
thoroughly.
The seasoning should be applied sparingly so
that the grain and wool pits will show when the leather is glazed.
3
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little

A

solution of vinegar 1 part

bichromate of potash

is

and 12 parts water and a

useful in clearing the grain for

colored glazed finish.

Another formula for a seasoning similar to No. 1 is Egg
albumen, 12 pints; bichromate of potash, 1|^ oz. acetic acid,
10 ozs. water, 5 gallons.
:

;

;

albumen and mix

together then add one
more of water. Rub the
finish in well, dry and glaze.
For second seasoning use:
Blood, 3 gallons water, 5 gallons vinette, 2 pints.
Apply
a coat of this to the glazed leather, dry and glaze again, and

Dissolve the

all

;

teaspoonful of sperm oil and 3 pints

;

the leather

is

;

finished.

Degreasing Sheepskins.
skins can be

—Much

removed by pressing

to tanning, or while the

of the natural grease in sheepin a hydraulic press previous

goods are in the limed or the pickled

condition, preferably the latter.

The

pressure applied

is

very

great and large quantities of grease are removed in this way.

Pressing before tanning

is

always advisable and yet this

method is not always as eff*ectual as might be desired. Treatment with naphtha in liquid or gaseous form is often resorted
to.
This method of degreasing usually removes every particle
of grease and oil from the leather.
It is used after the tanned
skins have been dried and before they are finished.
The work
of degreasing with naphtha should be done in a building apart
from the main factory and no fire or artificial light should be
allowed near the naphtha vats.
The skins are immersed in the naphtha in a tank or closed
vessel or drum which either revolves, or in which they can be
stirred or otherwise agitated so as to insure rapid and thorough
permeation of the naphtha.
in this

manner the

By

processing the greasy leather

liquid becomes so thoroughly saturated

with the oily matter extracted that
If

one bath

is

it

not sufficient to extract

are removed to a fresh bath.

will take
all

up no more.

the grease the skins

They may be

subjected to a fresh

supply of naphtha again and again until the liquid in which
they are

last

grease.

The

placed remains pure and shows no trace of
action of the

naphtha

is

oil

quite harmless and

or

no
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The

leather

strength of the leather

is lost

can be degreased by soaking

by
it

this treatment.

in the fluid for several hours

and then pressing out the naphtha with a

On

slicker.

a

small scale the work can be done by throwing the skins in
loosely

and separately and

the liquid a half-hour.
the}""

them about

stirring

for

an hour or

Light skins show a difference after they have been in

two.

When they

seem

sufficiently degreased

should be taken from the naphtha, pressed out with a

slicker

and then hung up

naphtha

until the

is

entirely evap-

orated.

When an unsuitable oil has been used upon leather it is
sometimes necessary to purify the leather from the gummy
matters that have resisted the action of the naphtha.
In such
cases a drenching with alcohol, wood-spirit, ammonia or some
other solvent

is

required.

After this treatment the leather

is

and finished in the usual way, and when it is glazed it is
unusually bright and clear and the fibers are soft and strong.
" Leather is degreased
The Leather Trades Review says
by treatment with volatile solvents, which have the power of
dissolving the contained grease.
The common method of
degreasing is to hang the goods in a closed chamber, into
which the vapor of light petroleum-ether or benzine is allowed
dried

:

to enter, the

benzine or petroleum-ether completely dissolv-

ing the grease.

The

solvent condenses on the leather

liquid then exudes which flows to the bottom of the

and a
chamber

run away into a distilling plant placed in close proxby which the solvent is recovered, to again, in the form
of vapor, pass into the chamber.
In this way the goods are
subjected to a continuous current of the solvent, and they are
allowed to hang in the chamber until every particle of grease
has been extracted." Sheepskin fat is soluble in hot alcohol,
ether, chloroform, petroleum-ether, commercial benzoline and
naphtha, and all of these mediums are used for degreasing
tanned leather.
A method of degreasing followed out in Buenos Ayres is as
follows
The pelts, dewooled by sweating, are put into the
degreasing apparatus, which consists of a metal drum coated

and

is

imity,

:
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with zinc and

wiiich can be hermetically closed.

To

the

which are in wet condition, the degreasing liquor is
added. This consists of benzoline and methyl alcohol.
The
latter is used because the skins are wet and the benzoline,
which does not mix with water, would not penetrate the skin
and neutralize the grease. The alcohol is the medium to
assist in mixing the water and benzoline and insures the
desired effect on the wet skin.
After the skins have been in the drum for an hour and a
half they are taken out and pressed quickly, and most of the
grease comes away in liquid form.
The mass pressed out can
by distillation be reworked and the degreasing materials
skins,

recovered with a loss of about 30 per cent.

The

skins are

soaked in water and thrown into the lime and worked in the
usual manner.

The ordinary purposes of the above method could be modiThe dewooled skins, after soaking and liming,

fied as follows

:

may be reduced in the paddle vat by lukewarm water and
thoroughly stretched on the Vaughn machine, and after this
put into the extraction apparatus. This operation is succeeded
by pressing and a treatment in a drench or bate. If the skins
are not too greasy a second putting through the machine
After vegetable-tanned skins
would be an improvement.
have been degreased it is generally necessary to retan them,
The best
as the tannage of greasy skins comes out easily.
material for retanning

is

one that tans mildly without making

the leather loose and spongy and at the same time giving the

Sumac is undoubtedly the best
purpose.
The liquor may be made 2° or 3°
skins should be drummed with it two or three

leather a nice light color.

material for the

Baume and

the

hours, according to their weight, then dried and finished.

Benzine to which some acetone has been added is often used
for degreasing tanned skins, the solvent being recovered for
subsequent use.

Alum

Tannages for Pickled Sheepskins.

—

1.

Soft

and

well-

tanned skins are obtained by tanning with sulphate of alumina
and salt, eggyolk and olive oil. Flour is used also to impart
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One hundred pounds

fullness to the skins.
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of pickled skins

can be tanned with 3 lbs of sulphate of alumina, 2 lbs. of salt,
5 lbs. of flour, IJ lbs. of alumina, 2 lbs. of eggyolk and 1 lb.
of olive

The

oil.

flour is

made

into a paste with cold water.

The

sul-

phate of alumina and salt are dissolved in a few gallons of

and

water,

to the solution 4 ozs. of bicarbonate of soda are

added, and then the eggyolk and olive
flour paste

is

oil stirred in.

Finally

added and the skins are drummed with the mix-

and then hung up to dry.
room for some
weeks before they are finished. They are then staked and
buffed and drummed with 1 lb. of eggyolk and 5 lbs. of French
chalk, set out, tacked and dried.
The foregoing formula is
used and recommended by the tannery school of Pratt Institure two hours,

When

left

in over night

dry they should be

The

Brooklyn, N. Y.

tute,

left

in a clean, dry

skins can be finished white, or

colored any desired shade.

wood

using

dyestuffs

Delicate shades are obtained by
combined with some subdued aniline

Special glove dyes are also procurable especially suita-

dye.
ble for

The

alum-tanned skins.

and
and flour, dried out and kept an
indefinite length of time, improving with age.
They can then
be made into excellent chrome leather by being washed back
and tanned with one-bath chrome liquor.
2. Another good formula that produces nice white, soft and
well-fed leather is as follows
For one dozen skins, 1 lb. of
alum, 1 lb. of salt, | pint of eggyolk and 1 lb. of flour are
used.
The alum and salt are dissolved in hot water. The
flour is mixed with cold water and the eggyolk is added and
the whole thoroughly stirred.
The solution of alum and salt
and the mixture of eggyolk and flour are put into the drum
together with the skins and the latter drummed for two hours.
salt

skins can be tanned with the sulphate of alumina

without the eggyolk,

oil

:

The
One

skins are

left

in the liquor over night, then dried out.

two gallons of warm water are used with the tanning
materials for one dozen skins.
This tannage should not be
used upon skins in the pickled condition. If such skins are to
to
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be tanned with

it

the pickle should be removed by a light

sour drench of bran and

salt.

One dozen small lambskins for glove leather can be
tanned with | lb. of alum and | lb. of salt. Dissolve the alum
and salt together, making a half pail of liquor for one dozen
3.

Drum

skins.

the skins with this solution for half an hour

then add one pail of good flour to each 10 or 12 dozen skins

and 1 quart of eggyolk. Run the drum a half-hour longer,
then hang the skins up to dry. After drying lay away for a
while to age.
Next dampen the skins and drum with a little
flour, then knee-stake them, wash them and give them two

Dry again, stake
and finish.
The skins should be taken from the drench
and tanned without pickling. If pickled, drench them in a
drench of sour bran to remove the acid.
quarts of eggyolk to twelve dozen skins.

Sheepskins taken from the drench or depickled in a bath
and salt can be alum-tanned in the following

4.

of sour bran

manner For every 100 lbs. of skins, 3 lbs. of sulphate of
alumina and 6 lbs. of salt are dissolved in 6 gallons of water.
This liquid is put into the drum with the skins and the drum
is run thirty minutes.
A solution of 10 lbs. of hyposulphite
of soda in 5 gallons of warm water is poured into the drum
and the skins are drummed in the combined solutions for
:

twenty minutes.

upon the

The hyposulphite

fibers of the skins,

and

of soda fixes the tannage

also thins the goods.

In

order to overcome the thinning of the skins another solution of
2

lbs.

water

of sulphate of
is

added

alumina and 4

to the contents of the

lbs. of salt in

drum and

the

3 gallons of

drumming

is

continued for another half-hour or until the skins have become

plump. The next operation is rinsing in clean water and
allowing the leather to drain several hours, then drying it
out.

Skins of fine texture and grain are obtained by this

process.

It

is

very essential, however, that the skins be

entirely free from acid
is

and

perfectly neutral

when

the process

begun, otherwise they will be imperfectly tanned.

the skins have dried they
in a

warm

may

be

solution of sulphonated

made
oil.

softer

Flour

After

by drumming
be added

may
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to the oil.
The leather can also be washed back and tanned
with a one-bath chrome liquor and finished in any manner

desired.

White chrome leather

secured by bleaching the

is

skins with borax and sulphuric acid and fat-liquoring with

sulphonated

oil

and

flour.

Alum-tanned skins should be buffed on the flesh side on an
emery-wheel to get rid of all loose flesh and to make them

and smooth. Flour in any alum process increases the
softness and plumpness of the skins and makes the grain less
liable to crack.
The cost of tanning is of course increased by
soft

using

flour,

to offset the

but the better quality of the leather

is sufiicient

added expense.

For soft white leather that is suitable for any purpose
which such material is required, tanning with sulphate of
alumina and bicarbonate of soda in the following manner will
5.

for

be found a satisfactory process.

The

skins, pickled

and

greased as thoroughly as possible, are thrown into a
together with 10 gallons of water, 3

Glauber's salt for 100

lbs.

of goods.

lbs.

of salt

Drum

and

fifteen

1

de-

drum
lb.

of

minutes,

Next put into the drum 10 gallons of lukewarm
water and 4 lbs. of salt and drum it 10 minutes. The tanning liquor should be prepared the day before it is to be used.
Boil 12 lbs. of sulphate of alumina in 10 gallons of water.
Also boil in a clean pail 1 J lbs. of bicarbonate of soda. Pour
the soda solution slowly and whilst constantly stirring into
the alumina liquor, allowing intervals for the effervescence to
subside.
After the skins have been running in the salt water
then drain.

ten minutes, pour into the

drum

half of the alumina-soda

drum for three hours then horse the skins up
smoothly over night and the next day hang them up to dry.
liquor and

When

;

they are dry put the skins back into the

8 gallons of water and

drum

drum

ten minutes

;

drum with

then pour into the

the rest of the alumina and soda liquor and

drum

the

more or less, according to their thickness.
Drain and hang up to dry.
For some purposes the skins will be found sufficiently soft

skins three hours,

but

if softer

leather

is

wanted, dampen the skins with water
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and

fat-liquor

them with sulphonated

oil,

from 3

to 6 lbs. of

the

oil,

according to the degree of softness desired.

the

oil

in 8 gallons of

warm

water

;

drum

Dissolve

the skins thirty

them out and apply to the grain a solution
of 2 parts of glycerine and 4 parts water, to which French
chalk has been added. Dry, stake, tack on boards and buff
minutes

;

the flesh

The

then

set

needs

if it

it.

skins after they have been dried from the tannage can

be wet back and retanned with chrome liquor and finished
into

chrome

leather.

—The acid

pickle can be removed in a bath of
For 10 dozen skins use 4 lbs. of whiting
and 24 quarts of salt in water at 90° F. Drum the skins in
this bath twenty minutes, then let them remain in the bath
an hour, and then throw them into a light sour bran drench
for half an hour, adding salt to keep them from swelling.
Finally wash them in warm salt water to remove every trace
of whiting and bran.
Plenty of salt must be used to keep the
skins from swelling, and precaution must be taken to wash
all the whiting from the skins or they will be harsh and brittle

Depickling.

whiting and

salt.

after tanning.

100 lbs of depickled skins can be tanned with a tanning

6.

paste composed of 9

Use

them
oil

lbs.

of alum, 6 lbs. of salt, 20 lbs. of flour.

and drum the skins one or two hours, then dry
Dampen and stake and fat-liquor with sulphonated

at 90° F.,
out.

or add eggyolk to the tanning paste.

—

Alum-tanned leather is as a rule dyed with wood
which may be shaded with acid dyes another way is
to bottom with wood colors and then to top with basic dyes.
The wood dyes are the more durable, but the aniline dyes are
A mordant is not necessary as the
the more easily applied.
alum itself acts as a mordant and the color adheres readily to
the alum-tanned fibers.
Wood-color extracts in crystal form
dissolve readily in boiling water and give nice, clean shades
It is necessary to thoroughly
of color on alum-tanned skins.
wash the dry skins before coloring them. This is done by
washing them in warm water in a drum, giving three changes
Coloring.

colors

;
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of water and adding a small quantity of carbonate of

monia

to the second water, say 2 per cent,

am-

on the weight of

The washing consumes about one hour and the
temperature of the water should be about 85° F. Some skins
A polygonal drum is very
require more washing than others.
the skins.

useful in washing

and coloring any kind of

leather.

When

completed and most of the tanning dressing
When a white flesh
has been removed the skins are colored.
and colored grain are wanted the dye is applied to the grain
the washing

side only

is

by means of a brush or a sponge.
flesh and grain sides.

Coloring in a

drum dyes both

After the leather has been colored

it is

given a nourishment

tanning material lost by washing and
This is a retaimage of alum, salt, flour and eggyolk,
coloring.
which may be worked in mechanically or the skins may be
to

make up

for the

kneaded in the mixture.
Sulphonated oil may be added to the paste in place of eggyolk.
For black skins logwood and striker are used. The
skins are then given the retannage or nourishment and are
then dried and finished. Shades of tan are secured by first
drumming the skins in a bath of 1^ per cent bichromate of
potash for 20 minutes; the liquor is drained off and a new
bath of gambler added and the skins drummed thirty minutes.
Wood dyes such as Cuba wood, fustic, Brazil wood and logwood are next applied and the color developed with titaniumpotassium oxalate. The right shade can also be obtained by
applying basic color to the wood-dyed bottom, then retanning
the skins and finishing them.
Coloring with Natural Dyestuffs.

—The

following recipes for

dyeing tawed leather with natural coloring matters are taken

from an

may

article in the

prove of interest

"Shoe and Leather Reporter." They
and value because of the scarcity and

high cost of synthetic or
Camel-brown.
of Brazil

—Boil 2

artificial dyestuffs at
lbs.

wood and some onion peelings

warm by brushing
Chestnut-brown.

the present time.

of oak tan, 2 ozs. of sumac, 1 oz.
in

water.

Apply

on.

—Boil

1

lb.

of

ground logwood, 2

lbs.

of
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ground Brazil wood,
nuts in water.
Coffee-brown.

and a

tic

—2

little

1

lbs.

of rasped fustic and 4 ozs. of gall-

lb.

of

ground oak

tan, 1 lb. of rasped fus-

soda lye are boiled in water.

wood and

Then

boil If

logwood in water,
adding this second decoction slowly to the first one until the
liquor has assumed a brown color then add a little copperas
dissolved in warm water, which darkens the shade and acts
ozs.

of Brazil

1 oz. of rasped

;

as a striker.

Flesh

color.

— Boil 4

grains of potash

wood

until the desired tint

Green.

—For

bruised

ozs. of

Avignon

berries

and 25

then add gradually a decoction of Brazil

;

is

obtained.

this color boil 10 lbs. of rasped fustic, 2 lbs. of

logwood, J lb. of ground gallnuts, and 3 ozs. of sulphate of
copper or buckthorn berries may be used for the yellow.
;

Another recipe

for

green

is

:

1 lb.

of logwood, 1 oz. each of

onion peeling cut up and rasped fustic and 2

ozs. of

alum

boiling for 2 hours in 6 quarts of water.

—

Lilac.
Boil for two hours, 12 ozs. of logwood, a little lime
and alum, then add 2 or 3 ozs. of Brazil wood and boil for

another ten minutes.
Olive green.

—Boil

fustic

and some bruised gallnuts

in water,

then sadden with a solution of copperas until the desired shade
is

obtained.

Rose

color.

—This

is

obtained by boiling for an hour, 15

grains of cochineal ground fine, in 1 pint of water, then add

J ounce of logwood and 6 drops of spirits of salts.
Violet dye is made by mixing 8 parts of rasped logwood with
2 parts of Brazil wood, boiling
1 part of

Dark
ries,

}

up

in

40 parts of water with

alum.

yellow.

oz. of

—Boil up in water 8

potash and 1

oz.

ozs.

of fustic.

ground Avignon berFor light yellow, sub-

stitute quercitron for the berries.

Azure blue on kid leather
ozs. of prussiate of

may

be secured by dissolving 2

potash in 6 quarts of tepid water.

this over the skin until

it is

Brush

well permeated, then give a light

coat of very dilute iron liquor.
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Black dye

made by

is

lbs.

of logwood with 8 ozs.

Filter;

apply the liquor to the

boiling 3

of fustic in 6 quarts of water.

when nearly dry give a wash

leather, then

An

solved in water.

dressing

oil

43

of copperas dis-

then usually applied to

is

the grain side of the leather.

Brown.

— For brown, take 25 parts of willow bark, 8 parts

of

elder bark, 1 part of logwood and | part of indigo carmine.
If the bark of willow is boiled with a strong solution of cop-

peras

furnishes a shade

it

known

as English grey, while

many

variations in shade can be secured by modifying the ingredi-

For example, a grey-brown

ents.

together

is

produced by extracting

with boiling water 35 parts willow bark, 2 parts

A

and ^ part of Brazil wood.

elderberries

mixing 3 parts willow bark, 4 parts

grey-green

and ^ part

fustic

by

of log-

wood.

Tanning with Formaldehyde.
cess of

a

—The

really practical pro-

first

tanning with formaldehyde was published by Eitner,
chemist, in 1899.
According to his instructions,

German

sheepskins, after the usual

beamhouse work, are

treated for 24

hours in a liquor made from J part of commercial formaldehyde with 100 parts of water. On coming from this bath the
skins present an acid reaction, and they

must be neutralized

with a weak alkaline solution such as carbonate of soda,
borax, phosphate of soda, but better

ammonium
are

washed

still,

with a mixture of

sulphate and carbonate of soda.

Finally the skins

in clean water for forty minutes,

withdrawn and

allowed to drip on a horse.

They

are then fat-liquored with a fat-liquor

parts of neatsfoot

parts of water.

A

product

is

oil,

The

made with 100

25 parts of carbonate of soda and 500

skins are turned in this liquor one hour.

thus obtained which

resembles alum-tanned leather.

is

very supple and closely

It is of the

nature of ordin-

ary alum-tanned, leather rather than of the glazed variety,
the fullness of which

it

and more

does not possess.

Nevertheless the

than a simple alum-tanned
leather.
If the flesh side is passed over an emery wheel it
very much resembles the velvety appearance of chamois
grain

is fuller

brilliant
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If to the soap fat-liquor a little raoellon of first

leather.

quality be added, skins of yellow color and extremely supple
are obtained, which can be bleached

produce white skins.

by the same processes

Neatsfoot oil and clear cod

are used for chamois leather.

For a sheepskin

as
oil

60

of average weight

70 grammes of grease are necessary.

to

Finishing
for

is

carried out by smoothing, staking, dyeing as

ordinary chamois leather.

If the skins are to be

dyed

they are treated like chamois rather than like alum leather.

Formaldehyde leather may also be treated like mocha glove
leather, which is finished on the grain side, the grain, however, being buffed ofif by means of emery or carborundum.
In carrying out this work carefully a surface is obtained which
is not a grain and which has the characteristic feel of velvet.
In formaldehyde tannage the grain of the skins has a slightly
hard appearance.
harshness

is

If the grain is buffed off as described this

completely removed and a very fine leather

is

obtained.

The preparation
ways.

In the

first

of the skins

method,

may

be carried out in two

after the skins

have been well

scudded and bated, they are placed in a |^ per cent, solution
of formaldehyde and left for 12 hours, then neutralized, washed

and fat-liquored with a mixture of 2 parts of
and 1 part of good moellon. The skins are dried,
by carborundum in order to give them a velvety and

in pure water

neatsfoot oil
fluffed

regular appearance.

In the second method the skins are first treated in the bate
and afterwards immersed in the J per cent, solution of formaldehyde, but only for one or two hours, and after this, they
are tawed in the ordinary fashion for glazed skins, and the
finishing processes are the same.

In dyeing the skins obtained by the first of these two
methods, the processes commonly employed for chamois leather
may be used, in which the skins receive, after dyeing, a light
fat-liquoring in the form of a little moellon.

In this way

skins are obtained that are useful for belts, lithography,

The formaldehyde tannage

etc.

of sheepskins can also be carried
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For each 100 parts of pelt, dissolve 1 part of
about 2| parts of commercial formaldehyde
in a convenient quantity of water so that the process can be
carried out in a paddle.
The skins are left twenty-four hours
in the paddle, then withdrawn, neutralized, washed and fatout as follows

formaldehyde

:

i. e.

liquored, the latter consisting of 3 parts of soft soap in sixty

Skins are thus obtained which are very similar

parts of water.

to alum-tanned goods.

They have

very fine grain, but they stretch a

a white section, present a

little less

than glazed skins.

chamois
moellon should be
the skins the characteristic odor of

If the skins are desired slightly yellow, similar to

skins, instead of fat-liquoring with soap,

used,

cod

which

also gives to

oil.

When skins are being tanned with the grain removed a
formaldehyde tannage can be carried out much more easily,
since there is no compact grain to resist the penetration of the
formaldehyde. In this case a 1 per cent, solution can be used.
This quantity is added in two portions, and fat-liquoring is
carried out with 6 parts of soft soap.
This sort of leather can
be very satisfactorily employed for fancy belts, pocket-books,
lithographic rollers, morocco leather manufacture and other
fancy

articles.

Nappa Leather for Gloves and Mittens.
Nappa

time made by a chrome
tawed with alum or sulphate of
alumina, dried and then retanned with the chrome liquor.

The

leather

The

process.

is

at the present

skins are

first

is very soft and durable.
The colors
and browns, and these are obtained by dyeing
with acid and basic dyestuffs the anthracene yellows and
anthracene chromate browns being especially suitable for this

resulting leather

are usually tans

;

kind of

The

leather.

pickled skins, after they have been pressed for removal

of the grease, can be tanned in a

The sulphate

gallons of

3

lbs.

of sul-

of salt and 4 ozs. of bicarbonate of
alumina and salt are dissolved in 5
boiling water and the soda, also in solution, is

phate of alumina, 2
soda.

drum with

lbs.

of
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slowly stirred into the liquor.

make 12

drummed

in

and then dried

in the liquor over night,

left

then added to

is

gallons of liquor and the skins are

two hours,

warm

Cold water

it

in a

room.

alum tannage can be
used.
The skins can be well tanned with alum and salt, but
in this case it is best to depickle them before treating them
with alum tannage. The alum-tanned skins, after they have
been in the dry condition some time are w^ell washed in tepid
water and then subjected to the chrome tannage. Any onebath tannage can be used. The tanner can buy the chrome
Instead of the above tannage any

material or he can prepare the liquor himself.
the following formula can be used

:

8

dissolved in 10 gallons of water for 100

The

skins are

drummed

lbs,
lbs.

of

For instance,
chrome alum

of wet leather.

in this solution one hour.

A

solu-

tion of IJ lbs. of soda ash or 3 lbs. of soda crystals diluted

with J lb. 40 per cent formaldehyde is then gradually added
to the liquor in the drum and the leather is drummed another

hour or two

;

it is

next placed on horses for twenty-four hours,

then neutralized and washed in the usual manner and

fat-

Another excellent formula for the chrome liquor is
as follows: 10 lbs. of bichromate of soda are dissolved in 2
gallons of water and to the solution 10 lbs. of sulphuric acid
are added.
6 lbs. of syrup glucose are then slowly added in
portions
several
to the liquor, time being allowed for the
This liquor when
agitation to subside between the additions.
liquored.

diluted to 45 B6.

is

ready for use, 15

lbs,

of

it

being required

add some salt to
press
and
drain
from twelve
the
leather
the liquor and to let
to twenty-four hours before washing it.
The two-bath method of tanning the skins is as follows
For each 100 lbs. of skins use 6 pounds of bichromate of soda,
4 lbs. of salt, 3 lbs. of muriatic acid and 15 gallons of water.
Throw the skins into the drum and set in motion. Pour the
prepared solution into the drum and let the goods drum from
one to two hours, then horse up over night. The next morning prepare a 10 per cent, solution of bisulphate of soda and
to tan

100

lbs.

of skins.

It is advisable

to
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dip the skins one at a time into this solution, then throw them
into the

Add

drum.

12

lbs. of

hyposulphite of soda in solu-

tion to 12 gallons of water, then put in 3 lbs. of salt,

the liquor add slowly 6

lbs.

of muriatic acid

skins in this from one to two hours.

and

and drum

to

the

Drain from twelve

to

twenty-four hours, neutralize and wash as usual.

Tanolin or any other one-bath chrome material can be
used with satisfactory results. The fat-liquoring is done with

any good chrome leather

fat-liquor,

such as 1

soap, 1^ ozs. borax, 8 ozs. of neatsfoot oil

yolk for 100

Eggyolk,

lbs.
I

4

Castile soap,

Or the following

of leather.

pint

;

ozs.

flour, 1 pint
;

;

lb.

and IJ

of olive oil
lbs.

of egg-

oil,

J pint

:

olive or neatsfoot

water, 6 gallons, for each dozen skins.

Chip the soap into the water, boil until dissolved and stir in
the oil.
Boil the mixture of soap and oil cool down to 110° F.
and add the eggyolk. Mix the flour into a thin paste with
cold water and add to it the soap, oil and egg mixture.
Use
110°
F.
Commercial fat-liquors are also suitable for this
at
Directions for their use are furnished by the manleather.
;

ufacturers.

The
well

leather prepared in this

manner withstands heat very

and may be dyed without being impaired at a temperwhich temperature is requisite for imparting

ture of 175° F.,

a high degree of fastness to the dyeings.

The
or

coloring
in

else

is

the

drum heated by steam
The Cassella Anthracene

carried out best in a

ordinary drum.

Yellows and Chromate Browns are used in the following

manner

:

The

leather

is

thrown into the drum and the soluand containing 1 per cent, ammonia

tion of dyestufF at 120° F.
is

poured in and the drum

is

run

fifteen minutes.

A solution

and bichromate of potash is then
the drum.
The temperature is raised
and the goods are drummed at this

of formic acid well diluted

added

to the liquor in

by steam

170° F.,

to

minutes. Then the liquor is allowed
120°
to cool down to
F., when 5 per cent, gambler is added,
and this is absorbed by the leather in another half-hour's

temperature for

drumming.

fifteen

Finally the skins are rinsed in

out, dried out

warm

water, set

and dressed in the customary manner.
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The Anthracene Yellows and Anthracene Ohromate Browns
can be combined with each other to produce any desired
shade.
Yellow glove and mitten leather is obtained by coloring with gambler, picric acid and

fustic.

25

Boil

lbs.

of

gambler in a barrel three-fourths full of water. To this solution add 1 pint of muriate of tin and 3 ozs. of tin crystals and
fill the barrel with water.
To color 100 skins use from 6 to 10
gallons of this gambler liquor at 90° F, and 4 gallons of
water and drum the leather one-half hour.
8

Prepare a solution of picric acid and fustic by dissolving
ozs. of each in 2 gallons of boiling water, to which add

1 gallon of cold water.

Pour

with the gambler liquor and

This process of coloring
Staking,

fat-liquoring.

may

this solution into the

drum

be applied either before or after

drumming

with powdered soapstone

and staking again completes the process
the leather

is

drum

the leather thirty minutes.

of manufacture,

and

ready for use.

Vegetable-tanned Sheepskins.

—

Quebracho Tannage. Soft and well-tanned leather is made
by tanning pickled skeepskins with quebracho extract. This
tanning material is used alone with good results it is also
used in combination with chestnut and hemlock extracts. It
is recommended that for the quebracho tannage the skins be
pickled with formic acid and salt.
When so pickled and carefully tanned they have fine, soft grain and there is no danger
of difficulty in dyeing due to lime spots.
The natural grease
should be removed by pressing the skins while they are in the
pickled condition.
It is also practicable to press them after
they have been colored in the first quebracho liquor they are
then put back into the liquor and tanned thoroughly. There
should always be salt in the quebracho liquors. A quantity
of the extract is boiled with water in a barrel and this forms
a stock solution from which the tan liquors are made and
;

;

strengthened.

To make

the

first

tract to water in a

liquor,

paddle to

add enough of the dissolved exa 3 or 4 degree barkometer

make
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Let the skins turn in this liquor until they have

liquor.

assumed a uniform color and are well struck with the tan
then either strengthen the liquor or pass the skins into a fresh

and stronger liquor
hours the liquor
are

left

is

of 6 or 8 degrees strength.

After several

strengthened to 10 degrees and the skins

therein until they are completely tanned.

The

skins

can be taken out of the paddle after the grain is set and
tanned out in a drum, thus saving time.
When it is fully tanned the leather is washed and fatliquored with a solution of sulphonated oil or some other fatliquor and dried, or

The

it is

dried

and

fat-liquored after dyeing.

by being tacked onto wooden strips
The tanner must be
avoid drawn grain by having the liquors too

skins can be tanned

or frames and suspended in the liquor.
careful

to

strong at the beginning.

The

liquor for the fresh skins should

not be over 6 to 8 degrees strength
is

;

but as soon as the grain

well set the liquor can be strengthened.

make

bossed, the skins

fine leather for

sweat-bands for hats, and

Colored and em-

pocketbooks and bags,

for other purposes.

A

good tanning process consists of starting the skins in
weak hemlock liquor and then passing them into a stronger
liquor composed of hemlock, oak

wood and quebracho

extracts,

care being taken to handle the skins every day until they are

Hemlock and quebracho extracts combined form a
good tan for sheepskins. The liquors may be two-thirds quebracho and one-third hemlock. The resulting leather is tough,
firm and pliable it has good color which is more satisfactory
in every way than the color of hemlock leather.
Hemlock Tannage. Large quantities of sheepskins are tanned
with hemlock bark extract, and applied to various purposes.
The tannage fills and plumps the skins and the leather has
good color on which it is easy to apply aniline dyes. Hemtanned.

;

—

lock-tanned skins are finished in the natural color of the tan

;

they are dyed black or colored and finished with a smooth or

an embossed grain

for fancy leather purposes.

Pickled skins should be pressed for removal of the grease

and drummed
4

in

warm

salt

water to soften and open them
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out and to separate them and prepare them for the tannage.
There should be considerable salt in the liquors. The tanning
is begun in weak liquor, which
is gradually strengthened
until the skins are tanned through.
When tanned the leather
A
is horsed up to drain, dried, then colored and finished.
mixture of oak and hemlock liquors produces light-colored,
well-tanned leather.

Combination Tannage.

alum and

salt

—A combination tannage of gambler,

can be recommended

leather from sheepskins.

in the usual

for

manner and

From

a paddle.

3 to 5

The

for

making a

durable

are then placed in gambler liquor in
lbs.

of gambler

is

one dozen skins, according to their

After the skins have

soft,

skins are limed and drenched

begun

to absorb the

the quantity used

size

and thickness.

gambler, from 8

ozs.

alum and J lb. of salt for each dozen skins are
added to the liquor and the paddling is continued until the
tannage is completed. The leather is then washed in warm
water to remove the adhering tan and then fat-liquored with
to 1 lb. of

acid fat-liquor, dried, wet back, colored or blacked, dried again,

and

finished.

alum and salt are added it is practicable to put
the skins and tanning liquor into a drum and drum a few
hours or until the skins are thoroughly tanned. Some soluble
After the

can also be added to the liquor and applied to the leather
toward the end of the tanning process. Excellent leather is
also made by taking the skins out of the gambler liquor when
they are well struck through, striking them out, and then
oil

drumming them

in a paste of water, flour, alum, salt

either eggyolk or sulphonated

them with

aniline dye

oil,

and

drying, and then coloring

and titanium-potassium

oxalate.

Que-

bracho extract may be used in place of gambler with equally
good results. The color of the tanned leather can be greatly
modified by adding a solution of fustic or other dyewood to
the gambler liquor.
The entire process can also be reversed.
The skins can first be drummed in alum and salt, dried out
and staked and then retanned with gambler. For glove
leather flour and oil may be added to the alum and salt liquor,
the skins drying out

soft

and

full.
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Heavy skins can be tanned with gam bier, split and shaved,
and then retanned with gambier, alum and salt they can
also be alum-tawed, sammied and shaved, and then retanned
in a drum with gambier or quebracho.
There are numerous
;

variations of the process, these few suggestions being suflBcient
to give

some information about methods that may be used.

After the leather
fat-liquored,

and

is

dry

drummed

can be colored and,

it

in acid fat-liquor or

and

soap, dried, staked,

durable leather that

is

if

not previously

an emulsion of

oil

finished, the result being soft,

suitable for gloves, linings

and various

other purposes.

The use
plete

When

of

sumac

for the

is

after the regular

tanning process

purpose of preparing the leather

is

com-

for coloring.

the skins are completely tanned, they are horsed

up

over night and are then placed in sumac liquor. This is prepared by adding water at 122° F. to 25 lbs. of best Palermo
sumac. The liquor should be cooled to 90° F. before the skins
are put in

;

and

after the

goods are in the liquor they should

be stirred about more or
drained, set out and dried.
in a drum.

less

If soft leather is

a solution of sulphonated

and

left

in over night, then

The sumacking can
oil

also be done
wanted the skins can be run in

before they are dried.

When

dry they should be kept in storage some time before they are
colored

and

finished.

Well-tanned leather results from a tannage of gambier and
The skins are put into a 10-degree barkometer liquor

sumac.

slightly acidified with acetic acid.
this liquor a few

liquor

;

After they hav^e been in

hours they are placed in another and stronger
this they are passed into a third and still

and from

stronger liquor to which acetic acid

and oak wood extract
have been added. From this third liquor the skins are passed
into the sumac bath, and then oiled and dried out.
The application of an alum or kid tannage to skins tanned
with gambier or quebracho makes fine, soft dongola leather.
For 200 average skins a mixture is prepared of 5 lbs. of alum,
9 lbs of salt, 24 lbs. of flour, 10 dozen eggyolks or a corresponding quantity of sulphonated oil and 8 gallons of water. The
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alum and
is

is

salt are dissolved in part of

The eggyolk

stirred in.

or the

the water, then the flour

mixed with warm water

oil

next added and the whole mixture

The

skins are

drummed

is

thoroughly

stirred.

with the mixture one hour, then dried,

colored and finished.

Sumac Tannage.

—Sumac

makes

light-colored leather

soft,

that can be easily colored and finished in

any desired manner.

The tannage is done in paddles; the skins are then dried and
finished.
The first liquor is rather weak and mellow; and
and as the tannage proceeds the liquors are stronger and are
warmed. A mixture of oak bark and sumac is also sometimes
used; and a shorter tannage is obtained by drumming the
skins with the tanning liquor after the grain has been set in

a paddle.

Tanning with Alum, Sumac and Oak Bark.

—A

soft,

light-

colored skin that can be used in the natural color of the tan-

nage, or colored any desired shade

alum, Glauber's

and

salt,

common

is

made by tanning with

sumac, oak bark, nutgalls

salt,

acid.

The pickle should be removed from the skins by drenching
themwith whiting and salt, followed by washings in two baths
of warm salt water.
To make the tanning liquor, dissolve in
5 gallons of water, 6

4

lbs.

of

common

lbs.

salt.

of alum, 3

lbs.

of Glauber's salt

and

In another tub boil in 5 gallons of

water 5 lbs. of ground sumac, 3 lbs. of oak bark and 1 lb. of
ground nutgalls. Mix the two solutions, then strain while
the mixture is hot and add to it 4 ozs. of sulphuric acid.
The liquor is used lukewarm and the skins are drummed

with

it

until they are tanned, then allowed to drain twenty-

four hours.

They

are next struck out on both sides and oiled

with neatsfoot oil, then dried. A solution of sulphonated oil
can be used instead of neatsfoot oil the skins can be drummed
Drying and staking finish
in it or it may be applied by hand.
;

the leather.

worked

out,

The

and quickly and when

can be colored any shade or left in the natural
The leather is durable and quite moisture-

color of the tan.
proof.

skins tan cheaply
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—Sheepskins, prepared as

for

any other tannage, may be tanned by being hung in chestnut
liquor or drummed in Uquor made direct from the extract, or
from a mixture of chestnut and quebracho extracts. If the
skins are intended to be colored after they are tanned,
to tan

them

direct in the extract liquor

with sumac.

it is

best

and then to retan them

Stock to be run in the natural color

is

usually

struck in the combination liquor giving the shade desired.

main requirement of the tanning
Tanmaterial is that it is clean, bright and quick in action.
ning can be begun in a paddle and finished in a drum, the
With very thin

skins the

leather being then dried, treated

with sumac, colored,

liquored with acid fat-liquor, and dried,

and

fat-

finished.

—

Tanning with Sumac, Alum and Salt. Sheepskins may be
tanned in sumac liquor and then placed in a solution of alum

and

salt for

leather
oil,

is

Taken out of the latter solution, the
struck but and oiled with sulphonated

one day.

rinsed

off,

hung up and

Coloring can then be done with

dried.

artificial dyestuffs, basic or acid

worked out

soft,

and

;

the skins are again dried,

finished.

Methods of Dyeing Vegetable-Tanned
Blacking Vegetable-tanned Skins.

—There are

Skins.

many methods

and processes of dyeing gambler, quebracho, sumac or combinaOne of the newer and better processes is the use of logwood and titanium-potassium oxalate. Take
the dry skins and soften them with warm water.
Then drum
them first in a solution of 4 ozs. of the titanium salt for 100
lbs. of dr}'^ leather; next pour slightly alkaline logwood or
hematin liquor into the drum and after the leather has been
drummed with the same fifteen minutes, pour into the drum
4 ozs. more of the titanium salt; drum ten minutes longer, then
wash and fat-liquor the skins if they were not fat-liquored be-

tion-tanned leather black.

fore

they

striker

is

were dried.
required.

logwood strikes a

When

soft

soft,

No

copperas, iron

liquor or other

The titanium-potassium

oxalate after

deep and permanent black.

black leather

is

wanted the following procedure
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may

be adopted

and

press them.

or

Take the skins out of the tan liquor, wash
Then fat-liquor them with acid fat-liquor,
with an emulsion of soap and oil, and dry them out in the

usual manner.

:

When

dry, soften the skins with

warm

water

and dye them in the manner that has been described; then
wash them and dry them for finishing. A few ounces of
fustic paste or crystals boiled with the logwood makes the
black deeper and richer.
For some purposes the skins work
out sufficiently soft without being fat-liquored, but

if

soft

wanted they should be fat-liquored immediately
after they have been tanned, or after they have been colored.
There are several direct blacks obtainable that dye the leather
leather

is

a deep black without the use of logwood.

Where

the flesh-

wanted colored, the skins are drummed with the solution of dyestufFs; where it is to be left uncolored the black is
applied by hand to the grain side only.
If the flesh-side is to
remain undyed the staining process is applied as follows The
solution of direct black is heated to 125° F. and applied
directly to the grain.
Usually two coats are sufficient.
side

is

:

to

be colored blue, purple or blue-black,

drummed

with the solution of black and then

If the flesh-side

the skins are

is

stained on the grain with the dye, washed
leather that

is

and

For

dried.

to be given a glazed or other bright finish, a

black with a greenish cast

is

to be given the preference.

—

Dyeing with Acid and Basic Dyestuffs. Fancy-colored skins
must have clear, uniform colors to give satisfaction, but it is
not an easy matter to get such colors unless the grain

and

free

from excess of tannin.

in clean liquors

and

all excess of

is

sound

The tanning should be done
tannin should be gotten rid

of before the process of coloring is undertaken.

The

dye,

especially acid dye, strikes defective spots in the grain very

quickly and, because of the precipitation of the dye on such

and the darker coloring which results from the same, the
an unevenly colored grain which detracts from its value.
Tartar emetic is useful in removing
surplus tannin from the grain and in fixing the dye upon the
Basic dyestufFs are deleather and getting uniform shades.
spots

finished leather shows
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coloring.

which often causes uneven
Acid dyes color more slowly than basic dyes and

more time

is

posited on the skins very rapidly,

therefore required for the production of well de-

veloped shades, but the colors are generally more uniform

and more permanent, and the
plainly as

The

when

show

defective spots do not

as

basic dyes are used.

skins are usually dried after they are tanned

and are

and washed and cleared before they are colored.
make them of uniform thickness.
When the washing is properly done the colors are clear, full
and deep. The dry skins are moistened in a tub and left in
piles for some hours to become soft and wet, or they may be
moistened in a drum. The water used for this work should
be soft and warm since such water has greater softening and
and cleansing power than cold water. A safe temperature is
from 85° to 95° F. The skins are washed in a drum until
they are soft and clean.
Sorting for black and colors is best done before the skins are
softened

The

skins are shaved to

washed.
defects,

The

light shades require leather that

is free

from

while the dark shades allow of a certain amount of

covering from the dye bath.
Clearing Bath.

—A clearing

getting satisfactory shades,

of the grain

is

of assistance in

especially if the leather

is

of a

dark color from the tannage. One pint of sulphuric acid is
used for ten dozen skins, in water heated to 85° F. If a
paddle is used the skins are run in the acidulated water one
hour; in a drum one-half hour.

The next operation is treatment with sumac. Two or three pounds of sumac mashed
with hot water and mixed in the paddle makes the bath, or a
drum may be used. Two or three pounds of sumac are
required for eight or ten dozen skins.

Run

in this liquor one

hour, then set the goods out preparatory to the actual coloring.
Coloring with Aniline Dyestuffs.

up the skins

—The

sumac bath

dye liquor

freshens

Another
formula for the same is 4 ozs. extract of sumac for one dozen
skins.
In this liquor the goods are drummed twenty minutes.
Then to clear the grain and to set the dye, 2 ozs. of tartar
so that they take the
:

readily.
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emetic for each dozen skins dissolved in hot water are poured
into the drum, and the skins are run fifteen minutes longer.
is best to rinse the skins in warm water, drain
the liquor out of the drum, and put the skins back and color
them. From 2 to 4 ozs. of dyestuff are required by each

After this

it

dozen skins; the temperature of the dye bath being about
100° F. Fustic may be used in place of sumac. Upon the
skins prepared in the manner described either basic or acid
dyes may be used. Dyeing is usually commenced by entering
the skins in a
its full

weak dye

strength.

A

bath, which

gradually brought to
fairly even temperature of about 120° F.
is

should be maintained, and on this account it is advisable to
heat the skins in hot water before passing them into the dye
bath.

Some

with basic

dyers color with acid colors and then top off

colors.

When

this is

done

it

is

best to apply the

basic dye in a fresh bath in order that there

may

be no pre-

cipitation of the dyestuff in the liquor.

Another method of preparing the skins for dyeing is as
follows The dry leather is moistened and softened, then run
:

in a solution of 8 ozs. of titanium-potassium oxalate for every

100 lbs. of dry skins. Drumming with this solution ten
minutes gives a yellow base on which any shade of tan,
brown, oxblood, etc., can be easily obtained. The skins are
drummed with sumac before they are given this treatment.
If acid dyes are to be used the skins can be colored at the
end of ten minutes without being washed if basic dyes are to
be applied after the drumming in the titanium solution, the
liquor should be run off, the skins washed and then run in
the dye liquor.
No tartar emetic or bichromate of potash is
used in this process of coloring which is neither expensive nor
;

The colors produced by it are fast to light,
and have less tendency to "grinning" than
those obtained by the process of dyeing formerly in use.

complicated.
full

in shade

Where

be used for 100
boiling water.
that

is

used as a mordant, 1| pints may
of leather; it is dissolved in a pailful of

extract of fustic
lbs.

The

is

skins together with the quantity of water

required are put into the

drum and

the latter

is set

in
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motion. The solution of fustic is next slowly poured into
drum and the drumming is continued twenty minutes.
solution of 4 ozs. of titanium-potassium oxalate

drum and

to the liquor in the

the leather

A

then added

is

run

is

the

fifteen

utes longer.

The

skins can then be either fat-liquored

dyed, or dyed

first,

then fat-liquored.

min-

and

After the leather has been running in the solution of acid
dyestuff twenty minutes, 4 ozs. of formic acid for each 100 lbs.
of leather are poured into the dyebath to exhaust
leather; the

drum

is

it

upon the

run ten minutes longer and the skins are

then rinsed and either fat-liquored or dried.

A

fat-liquor suitable for vegetable-tanned skins

is,

2 to 4 per

cent, sulphonated oil or Turkey red oil or a mixture of sulphonated oil and neatsfoot oil.
1. For 100 lbs. of dry leather previously
Oxblood Shade.

—

treated with sumac use 8

Soften the skins with

ozs. of

warm

titanium-potassium oxalate.

drum them

water and

ution of titanium salt at 95° F. for ten minutes.
liquor out of the

One dozen

drum and
oz. of

Run

the

dye them.
requires about 6 ozs. of ama-

rinse the skins; then

skins of average size

ranth 3-R and ^

in the sol-

malachite green.

Boil these dyes in 1

gallon of water; add 7 gallons of cold water and apply to the
skins at 100° F. and

drum

fifteen

Then wash and

minutes.

fat-liquor the leather.
2.

Moisten with
90° F, Dissolve

Directions for coloring ten dozen skins.

warm

water and run in

drum with water

in hot water 3 lbs. of tartar emetic.

at

Pour the solution into

drum and run the drum fifteen minutes; then drain the
liquor ofi;
To color, use 4 lbs. of amaranth 3-R, given to the
Then add
skins in four portions at intervals of ten minutes.
to the contents of the drum 1^ lbs. of amaranth 1-R and 8
ozs. of chocolate brown and run the drum one-half hour.
the

Drain the liquor off; run in the fat-liquor; next add 10 ozs.
of bichromate of potash and let the drum run ten minutes
longer; then wash the skins and dry them for finishing.
3. The correct shade of oxblood can be obtained on vegetable-tanned skins in the following

manner

:

Boil 10 lbs. of
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hypernic chips and strain the liquor.

Put the skins into the

drum with water at 90° F. Add the hypernic solution while the
drum is running, and drum the skins one-half hour. Dissolve
by boiling 7

amaranth 3-R in 1 gallon of water. Strain
the solution through cheesecloth and cool it down to 110° F.
by adding cold water. Apply this to the leather in three
portions at intervals of five minutes, running the drum iifteen
ozs. of

minutes after the

last of the

dye

is

poured

spent dye liquor and rinse the skins in clean,

then

drum them with

a solution of 3

in.

Run

warm

ozs. of

out the

water,

and

bichromate of

potash for fifteen minutes; and then fat-liquor them.

Brown

—

Mordant the skins with sumac and
Then dye with 1 oz. of leather
brown F for each large skin and less for smaller ones. Drum
the leather one-half hour, wash and fat-liquor it.
2. Another excellent shade of brown can be obtained in the
Shades.

1.

titanium-potassium oxalate.

following

manner

:

Drum

the skins in a solution of titanium

Drain the drum and add the color solution made of 4 ozs. of phosphine for leather, J oz. green and
Run the leather in the dye fifteen
^ oz. methyl violet 2 B.
minutes, then wash and finish it.
Tans and Browns, all shades, are produced by the following
method Sumacked and dried after tanning, use for 100 lbs. of
dry leather, washed and cleaned, 1 to 3 lbs. of phosphine for
leather and 1 to 8 ozs. of shading brown, according to the
depth of shade required. Drum the leather in the color bath
a half hour or until it is exhausted. Add while the drum is
in motion, 4 to 10 ozs. of titanium-potassium oxalate dissolved
in hot water.
Drum ten minutes more and rinse well; if not
previously fat-liquored apply such liquor and dcy the skins
salt for ten

minutes.

:

for finishing.
It is always safe to prepare the skins by drumming them in
sumac liquor for half an hour, then striking them out by
hand or machine. The next step is treatment with a solution
of titanium salt; finally coloring, washing and finishing.
Tartar emetic can also be used upon the skins after they
have been run in the sumac liquor; the goods being then
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can be
acid.

colored.

Leather that

much improved by

is

dark, greasy
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and

dirty

the use of borax and sulphuric

Put the skins into the drum with warm water contain-

Run

ing considerable borax and wash them twenty minutes.
off

drum warm

the borax bath and put into the

water acidified

with sulphuric acid and wash the skins ten minutes, then
rinse

Make a sumac bath

them in clean water.

strong and

Drum the leather in this bath
thirty minutes, then rinse it in warm water and strike it out
for coloring.
Run it in warm titanium solution, then in the
hot and add a

little salt to it.

dye, rinse and finish.
Fat-liquoring.

—Whether

or not sheepskins should

be

liquored and the quantity of fat-liquor to use, depends

the kind of leather that
softness that is desired.

is

being

made and upon

If firm leather

is

fat-

upon

the degree of

wanted the skins

can be finished without fat-liquor if soft leather is desired
the skins must be fat-liquored, but not heavily. The surplus
water should be pressed out of the skins and the drum heated
;

with steam. Run the leather in the closed drum a few
minutes to warm it. Next pour the fat-liquor through the
hollow axle, about 2 gallons a time at intervals of five minutes, and drum the leather with it thirty minutes.
Let the
skins then drain a few hours strike them out and hang them
;

up

to dry.

—

Dyeing with Fancy Effects. By a special preparation or
manipulation of the leather or by a suitable application of
the dyestuff, a great variety of effects may be produced, of
which those described in the following notes meet the present

demands

of fashion.

Marbled

effects

are obtained

by folding the moist leather

prepared for the dyeing into a great

number

of irregular

by hand, or with the help of clamps on the fleshside, and pressing the pleats so formed as firmly and as closely
together as possible, whereupon the leather is dyed either by
spraying the dye on, or by placing it on a metal plate and
dipping it quickly into the liquor. This process must be
pleats, either

carried out very rapidly.

The

leather

is

then rinsed in pure
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water kept ready at hand.

may

The

greatest variety of effects

be obtained by repeating the operation several times

with different color solutions, and the

effect

may

still

further

be varied by treating in a like manner leather previously
dyed a uniform shade. The method of dressing which follows
is

the same as usual.

Spray-dyeing

is

carried out by spraying

various dyestuff solutions by means of a blow-pipe provided

with a fine nozzle onto the leather spread out
or

hung

There

up.

is

flat

on a table

of course plenty of scope for a great

variety of effects according to the dyestuff solutions applied,

the leather,

if

desired, being previously

dyed

to

some uniform

shade, or stencil plates being used, which again varies the
effects

obtained by this process.

In order to insure good

fast-

and water, solutions of color soluble in alcohol,
with the addition of some shellac, are frequently used for
spraying on. Changeant dyeings are produced by spraying

ness to rubbing

the color solution sideways onto the leather previously pressed
at will

;

the side opposite to the pressed parts thus remains

undyed or is sprayed over with a different color soluThis method is frequently also applied for producing
antique leather, so-called. The rough, irregular, wrinkled
effects which are in favor for leather of this description are
produced by pleating the skins and crushing them up very
tightly in sacks, nets, etc., tanning them in strong tanning
solutions, and only opening the bundles to complete the tanning when there is no longer any fear of the wrinkles disappearing again. The antique grain may also be imparted
either

tion.

to the leather

by a pressing

this kind, the wrinkles

fluous setting-out

:

The

In dressing leather of

must be avoided.

For producing antique
for instance

process.

should be well preserved, and supereffects,

various methods are applied,

raised portions of the grain of the previously

dyed and dried leather are buffed by means of

fine

emery

paper or pumicestone.

The

raised portions of the surface of the previously dyed

and dried leather are given a coating with a fatty resist consisting of wax and vaseline, whereupon the deeper portions
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are dyed by

dyeing.

undyed.

of a soft sponge or a brush or

All the portions protected by the

Any

excess of dyestuff that

may

wax

by sprayremain

resist

be present

removed with a moist sponge and the leather
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is

is

dried.

then

The

dyestuff intended to stain the deeper portions of the grain has
to be applied in a rather highly concentrated

rapid absorption, and

its

it is

form owing

acid dyestuffs or basic colors which have no

bronze.

The wax

resist

to

advisable for such purpose to use

may

if

necessary

tendency to

be replaced by

collodium varnish.
varnish colored

If collodium

with cerasine and mineral

colors be used for dyeing the deeper portions of the grain of

the previously dyed and dried leather, the leather
a coating of thin Irish-moss decoction.

When

is first

given

dry, suitably

applied, which after being allowed
removed from the raised portions of
the grain by means of a linen pad dipped into amyl acetate
and pressed out well, the bottom shade then reappearing.
Antique effects may likewise be obtained in the reverse
manner by dyeing the raised portions of the grain with colored

stained collodium varnish
to

dry for a short time,

is

is

gelatine, shellac dissolved in spirits, or collodium varnish, the

deeper parts of the grain thus retaining the original shade.

By

clever manipulation exceedingly

original effects

varnish,

it

is

the dyestuff

may

be produced.

handsome and

When

entirely

using collodium

an advantage to add some castor oil, in which
be dissolved, in order to enhance the plia-

may

bility of the leather.

Gelatine and shellac dissolved in spirits

with basic colors or with dyestuffs soluble in

dium varnish with

cerasine colors

may
spirits,

and the addition

be colored

and

collo-

of mineral

any desired shade.
In order to remove from the leather the smell peculiar to
collodium varnish with which it has been treated, it is hung
up for some time in a well-ventilated room at a temperature
of 110° F.
The subsequent dressing is the same as customary

colors to

for colored leather.

Bronze Dyeings (Dyeings with Metallic Lustre).

—The leather
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.

dyed in the

first

place in the ordinary

manner

in the tray

with a solution containing 1 to IJ ozs. of some suitable basic
color per 1 J gallons of water (dissolved with the addition of
alcohol),

up

then rinsed, and topped with a solution containing

advantage to

treat

of tartar emetic.
is

1^ gallons. It is an
such leather before dyeing with a solution
After thus dyeing in the tray, the leather

to 2 ozs. of a suitable acid color per

struck out from the flesh-side, the grain then oiled lightly
oil, and dried.
The subsequent glazing may be
by lightly rubbing the grain side immediately before

with linseed
facilitated

the glazing with a cloth containing a

The following

is

little

linseed

oil.

another method of producing bronze dye-

ings of particularly good resistance to water

The

:

leather

is

dyed as desired with a strong solution of some basic color.
After dyeing, it is first glazed by machine, and then coated
with collodium varnish diluted with about half its weight of
amyl acetate and stained with a suitable basic dyestuff, and
dried.
This treatment is repeated if necessary, and yields an
intense bronze lustre, which may be still further enhanced by
For so-called velvet or antelope shades which
severe glazing.
are produced on bufl^ed, bark-tanned and sumac-tanned cowhides and calfskins, or are imitated by dyeing the flesh side
of the bark -tanned sheepskins, a very deep penetration is as a
This is ensured to best advantage by workrule required.
first

ing according to the following method

prepared like other colored leather,
soaked.

It is

then dyed

warm

some ammonia being added
operation.

According

per cent of

dyestufi',

leather, is used.

:

The

leather

bufi'ed in a

in the

at the

dry

drum with

is first

state,

and

acid colors,

beginning of the dyeing

to the thickness of the leather,

up

to

5

calculated on the weight of the moist

The

material

is

dyed

for

about one hour,

the requisite quantity of sulphuric or formic acid, up to J per
cent., being added towards the end of the dyeing operation.

The leather is then rinsed thoroughly, set
The subsequent currying is done in
Leather of this kind

chrome

leather.

is

Some

and dried.
manner.
treated frequently the same as semiout, oiled

the

usual

shades, especially black,

may

to

good
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advantage be produced by topping the acid colors with basic
colors; black is, for instance, produced by dyeing with 2 per
cent. Nerazine G, shaded if necessary with other dyestuffs,
the requisite quantity of acid being added after about an hour's
dyeing, and the leather topped with 1 per cent. Leather Black

TB

B and

or Velvet Black

The

acetic acid.

leather

twenty minutes, rinsed,

alum or

the addition of some

then dyed

is

for

about another

and dried

set out, oiled,

in the custo-

mary manner.

When

dyeing these leathers by the staining process, the

solutions of acid colors are brushed on without the addition of
acid; the leather is then dried

and the second deep coloring

given, this time with the addition of formic acid in order to

A

to fix the acid color.

with about 1

lb.

dense shade of black

of Nerazine G, shaded

if

produced

is

necessary with orange

and the addition of 8 ozs. of formic acid per 10 gallons
dye liquor, the leather being then dried. This treatment
is followed by the application of another solution of 1 lb.
Leather Black T B per 10 gallons of staining liquor. A preparatory treatment with titanium-potassium oxalate, and an
after-treatment if necessary with a tanning solution, enhances
the fastness to rubbing of these kinds of leather.
etc.,

of

Seasonings for Colored Skins.

—

1.

A

glazed finish

on russet and colored leather by using
4 ozs. of blood

4

ozs. of

albumen

is

this dressing

:

obtained
Dissolve

in 1 gallon of water over night.

granulated gelatine in 1 gallon of water and

Cook

let it cool.

Mix I pint of white varnish shellac with J pint of ammonia.
Mix the three solutions thoroughly and add enough water to
make three gallons. Apply to the skins with a sponge and
glaze when dry.
For colored skins use a little less ammonia
and make the finish a week before it is to be used so that the
ammonia will evaporate. For a plain natural finish give the
leather two coats of finish
it

up

to

and

dry and when dry give

roll it
it

while

it is

wet, then

hang

another coat of the dressing.

Dissolve J oz. of bichromate of potash in a little hot
water, and when the solution is cold add to it, 2 gallons of
2.

egg-albumen solution

;

then add 1 quart of acetic acid and 10
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Strain and apply to the skins, and while

gallons of water.

the grain

is

damp

roll,

and a good dull

and

for

iron or

finish will be

obtained.
3.

Boil flaxseed often

a long time with a

little

and beat it up the
same as the white of an egg. To a pailful of water add 1 J pints
of milk, the whites of two eggs well beaten and ^ pint flaxseed
also well beaten up.
This finish should be put on evenly and
without streaks by means of a soft sponge or a sheepskin pad.
When it has been put on, the skins are hung up to dry and
Strain the solution before using

water.

then

it

rolled.

embossed leather is wanted, the skins should be seasoned
and then embossed by the use of an embossing machine.
If

Imitation of
in this way.

monkey,

seal,

When

alligator

and other skins

are

made

the leather has been properly tanned

and

colored beautiful effects are produced.

Embossed Sheepskins.

— Sheepskins

tanned by a
vegetable process that are to be grained or embossed can be
seasoned with this finish 2 ozs. of caseine 2 ozs. of
shellac
Finish for

:

1

oz.

ammonia

;

;

1 gallon of water.

Boil all until dissolved,

Let stand over night or until cold.
1 gallon of water and | oz. of glycerine, mixing all

stirring continually.

Add

together.

Apply with a sponge, then

then ready for glassing on the machine.

may

dry.

The

skins are

After glassing, they

be grained by arm board and embossed, which

is

the

final operation.

Finish for Black Embossed Sheepskins.

—A lasting

finish is

obtained by using this dressing on skins that are to be printed,

Put into 2 gallons of water
8 ozs. of extract of logwood, 1 oz. of bichromate of potash and
2 ozs. of prussiate of potash, and boil until dissolved cool and
strain.
To each gallon of the solution add 2 quarts of beef
blood or of blood albumen either will do. Give the skins an
even coat of this dressing and let it dry. When the leather

grained, pebbled or embossed.

;

;

is

ready to be printed or embossed,

so that

Then

it

dampen

the grain evenly

will take the impression without the grain being cut.

print, grain,

emboss or pebble according

to the grain
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is

Skins can be embossed in a dry state on the

wanted.

modern embossing machine, although a
heat

is

used to
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make

amount of
and more perma-

certain

the impression easier

nent.

On some

sorts of

embossed leather

it

is

desirable to

have

the crevices of the grain a lighter shade than the upper

which gives the leather a shaded appearance. To
effect the skins should be embossed before they
are colored and then colored by hand or table coloring, which
surface,

obtain this

not only produces the desired appearance as regards color but
also leaves the flesh clean

color this

way very

nicely.

and uncolored.

When

East India skins

skins are colored

first

and

then dried and embossed, the plate of the machine should be

enough to cover an entire skin so that there will be no
marks on either the flesh or grain side. To keep the
flesh smooth and free from plate marks, a thick piece of cowhide split should be spread over the bottom bed of the
large

plate

machine.
side

up on

The

skins that are to be embossed are placed grain

The

this split.

grain and embosses
Before embossing

is

plate then comes

the

while the flesh side remains smooth.
done the grain must be seasoned and

it

glazed with considerable pressure so that

out and smooth.

down onto

it

will be flattened

Generally two or three glazings are neces-

sary to get the right finish.

When

a sort of crushed or

is used, which conEmbossing is generally more satisfactory
since it produces a more uniform result.
Very thin fancy leather is obtained by boarding or embossing plump skins and then splitting them. The grain should
be diced by rolling with a diced roller and then hand-boarded.

wrinkled grain

is

desired strong tan liquor

tracts the grain.

The

flesh splits are finished into ooze leather.

—

The Coloring and Finishing of India-tanned Skins. Indiatanned sheepskins and goatskins in various colors and finishes
are used for the manufacture of shopping-bags, traveling-bags,
belts, collar boxes,

bookbindings, carriage trimmings, linings,

and in the making of leather novelties and specialties.
These skins have considerable firmness and durability and

etc.,

5
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and pliable, and when colored and finished are
not excelled by any other leather.
They can be finished with
any kind of grain, in any color, glazed or dull, smooth,

yet are soft

grained or embossed

bags
is

they can be

;

made

soft or

firm as

may

Large, heavy skins are used for suitcases and

be desired.

the smaller ones for purposes where light, soft leather

;

Bookbinders use India skins in a variety of

suitable.

colors,

the staples being dark green, dark blue, wines and

blacks with pebbled

These skins are colored and
and are then split to the thickness desired, as bookbinders' leather must be fairly thin to cover the backs and
grain.

finished,

corners of books.

The

skins require to be thoroughly washed and cleansed so

remove from them

all surplus tannin and dirt and dust.
beginning of the dressing, shaved and then
freed from dirt and loose tanning matter by means of a short

as to

They

are, at the

drumming,

or by simply brushing a

warm

soak the skins in

weak soda or soap soluis begun it is best to
then to let them lie in piles a

Before washing

tion over the grain.

water,

As soon

few hours to soften.

as they are pliable they are

washed in a suitable drum.

—The water

Washing.
90° F., and

used should be at a temperature of

its efiicacy is

enhanced by adding

or washing soda, in quantity from 2 to 3

to

it

some borax

100 gallons
skins
of water.
The
are washed in this solution for 15 or 20
minutes, then in clear water and made ready for further
treatment.

It is

nage that makes
shades

it is

necessary to retan the skins with some tan-

soft

and light-colored leather

;

and

for light

necessary to bleach the skins with sulphuric acid

The borax cleanses
The acid bath

borax bath.

after the
it

lbs. for

also darkens the color.

the skins perfectly

;

serves to brighten

up the color. Very thorough washing is afterwards necessary
to remove the acid.
To a barrel of water enough acid should
be added to bring the solution to the degree of strength that
will bite the

of water

tongue when

may

be used.

tasted.

Drum

From

2 to 3 ozs. per gallon

the skins in the acid solution,

then wash them thoroughly to remove every trace of acid.

They

are

now ready

for the

sumac treatment.
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—The sumac
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liquor should be quite

strong and at a temperature of 105° F., and the leather can be
treated in a

drum

mac may be used

One

or in a paddle.
for

two pounds of suThe leather is run in

to

each dozen skins.

sumac liquor from thirty minutes to an hour; after this
it is washed in warm water, struck out with a slicker and hung
up to dry. When it is dry it can be dyed any shade of color.
Coloring can also be done immediately after washing from
this

the sumac.

Instead of sumac, quermos extract
a light color and

may be

used.

It

produces

After the washing from the

is stainless.

retan the skins have a nice color and they can be finished

without dyeing and used for some purposes.

moves some

sumac

of the tanning material

The

grease.

acid bath

brightens

washed

replaces the tan

The borax

re-

and much of the natural
up the leather and the

out, thus

making the

skins

softer

and preparing the grain

Some

tanners use hyposulphite of soda in the wash bath in

place of borax, 10

of
is

few minutes afterwards

is all

it is

subsequent dyeing.

it being dissolved in a barrelful of
used at 110° F. and washing for a

lbs.

hot water; the solution
Coloring the Skins.

for the

the skins require.

—To prepare the dry leather

moistened with

warm

water in a

single pairs of skins the tray

is

drum

for coloring

or tub.

For

used, for a dozen or a couple

of dozen pairs a rectangular box,

and

for larger quantities the

drum.

The dyeing process is usually begun by entering the skins
weak dye bath, which is gradually brought to its full

into a

strength.
for larger

For single pairs, eight or ten minutes is sufficient;
numbers from fifteen to thirty minutes should be

A

even temperature of about 115° to 120° F.
should be maintained and on this account the skins are sometimes heated before they are passed into the warm liquor.
The weights of dyestufifs are calculated on the number of
skins, the average size being thereby taken into consideration.
allowed.

fairly

Light shades require 1 to 1| ozs., medium shades If to 2
ozs., and full shades up to 5 ozs. per dozen skins in the box,
paddle or drum, or f

oz.

per pair in the tray.
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One method of coloring the skins is as follows They are
run in a drum with warm water until they are soft and
1.

:

opened out. From 2 to 5 ozs. of tartar emetic in solution for
each dozen skins are then poured into the drum and the
drum is run fifteen minutes. This clears the grain and sets
the dye.
The water is then drained out of the drum and the
skins are colored with basic dyestuffs.
2. Another excellent process is to drum the skins in a

warm
for

solution of 6 to 8 ozs. of titanium-potassium oxalate

100

of dry leather for ten or fifteen minutes, then to

lbs.

them and to apply the dye. This process is recommended since it mordants with a titanium tannate, itself a
rinse

yellowish shade, on which

and maroon can be

all

easily obtained.

liquor a slight rinsing with

always necessary.

may

be omitted;

shades of tan, brown, green, blue

warm

dye
basic dye is

is

advisable but not

is

to be applied

to

be used

If acid
if

After running off the

water

the rinsing

necessary to

it is

wash the skins only when the mordant bath has not been
fully

exhausted.

leather

is

After the desired shade

washed and

finished.

colors is frequently followed

The

first

is

obtained the

bath with acid

by a second bath with basic

in order to prevent a precipitation of the latter

it is

colors;

best to

top in a fresh bath.

The dyed

skins that are to be subsequently glazed should

on leaving the liquor correspond approximately in shade with
if they are to remain dull or are to be glazed

the dry pattern;

but lightly, a wet portion of the pattern should be used

for

matching.
After dyeing, the leather

is

rinsed, set out,

and dried tacked

is wanted the skins may be fatdone according to the demands made.
It is often useful to apply a coating of basic colors by brushing
or to stain the dressing slightly in order to correct the shade
or to give it a fulled and more covered appearance.

on boards.
liquored.

If soft leather

Finishing

is

With acid colors it is advisable to use formic acid, 2 parts
by weight to 4 parts of acid dye, to prevent the dyestuff* from
The acid should be
precipitating and to exhaust the bath.
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weight of water and should

not be added to the dyebath until the leather

is

well colored.

Formic acid entirely evaporates during the dyeing of the
leather; hence it has no harmful effect.
Dyeing the Skins Black. 1. India-tanned skins can be
blacked through flesh and grain by the use of logwood and
titanium-potassium oxalate. A fairly strong logwood liquor,
slightly alkaline, should be used, and 10 ozs. of titanium-salt
for 100 lbs. of dry leather.
Dissolve the titanium-salt and
drum the leather in the solution ten minutes. Next drum
with the logwood liquor fifteen minutes. Then, to complete
the process, pour the rest of the titanium-salt in solution into
the drum and continue drumming ten minutes finally wash
the leather.
No copperas or iron liquor is used as the logwood
and titanium-potassium oxalate dye a deep, permanent black.
It is advantageous to use logwood crystals and to add a little

—

;

fustic paste to the liquor to intensify the black.

To dye

2.

should be

flesh

and grain

drummed

first

of the retanned leather the skins

methyl violet and
For 250 lbs. of dry leather

in a solution of

then in an aniline black solution.
8

ozs. of

methyl

Drum

are required.

ozs.

and

and 5 or 6

ozs. of aniline

black

in the violet solution twenty minutes;

minutes in the aniline black liquor to which
of titanium-salt in solution have been added, then wash

next for

4

violet aniline

fifteen

finish.

The seasoning

that

is

used should contain 1

To

of titanium-salt to the barrel of seasoning.

black the black aniline should have a green

Skins that

cast.

are to be fat-liquored should be so treated after

lb.

get the best

drumming

in

the violet aniline, then dyed black.
3.

Whether the

flesh side of the skins is to

be

left

uncolored

or to be dyed black or dark blue the use of the special direct
leather black

T B

(Cassella)

can be recommended.

If the flesh side of the skins is to be left
is

The dye

solution consists of 1

acid in 10 gallons of water.
its

undyed the black

applied to the grain side by the staining or brushing process.
lb.

of dyestuff"

The dye

application be kept at 130° F.

and 8

ozs. of acetic

liquor should during

and be thoroughly brushed
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Ordinarily two applications are sufl&cient for

into the grain.

dry leather.
4.

If the flesh side of the leather is also to

the dye, leather black

T

preferably the latter.

Usually 1|

B,

applied in a paddle or drum,

leather are required,

added

to

Where

the flesh side of the skins

and the grain black the leather
black in a
set

the dyestuff per 100

lbs. of

and 3 to 5 ozs. of
the necessary volume of water.

lbs. of

5.

is

drum for a

be dyed black,

half-hour at

be dyed dark blue
dyed with the direct

is to

is

first

1

15° F.

out and, after having been dried,

acetic acid are

is

It is

then strongly

dyed on the grain by

the staining or brushing method.

The

by the use of blue
For each dozen skins 2 to 3 ozs. of the nigrosine
are dissolved in hot water and applied at 110° F.
The skins
are drummed in the solution twenty minutes and then blacked
upon the grain by hand or on a machine with logwood and
6.

skins can also be flesh-colored

nigrosine.

iron liquor.
7.

The

leather can also be dyed

by being

first

logwood liquor and then the color developed in

drummed in
the drum by

the addition of iron liquor or by passing the leather through
the grain-blacking machine.

Drumming
oil

the leather in a

warm

solution of sulphonated

or adding the oil to the logwood liquor increases

ness and improves

its

Notes on Coloring.

its soft-

texture.

—India-tanned

sheepskins and goatskins

contain considerable grease as well as vegetable tanning material.

The

grease must be removed from the surface of the

can be dyed a clear, even color. This is done
first with soda to free from grease; then
retanning with sumac; then clearing with sulphuric acid;
The skins are then
finally rinsing with plenty of water.

leather before

it

by washing the skins

colored with basic or acid dyes.

The

skins to be dyed black on the grain with white backs

are stained by brushing with 8
of acetic acid

ozs. of

leather black

T

B, 2 ozs.

and 2 quarts gum-tragacanth solution

pailful of water.

to

one
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Pickled sheepskins tanned in sumac are simply cleared with

sulphuric acid and rinsed in water.

Skins tanned in que-

in sumac, which is
bracho
then fixed with tartar emetic. India sheep and pickled sheepskins are colored similarly with acid and basic dyes, and can
be considered together. Whenever good fastness to washing
for fancy

is

washed up

colors are

required, the skins should be colored with basic dyes and

and the color set with bichromate of potash. On very light
shades, which must be slightly saddened, bichromate of potash
should be used

When
reds,

full

when

possible instead of blue or green dye.

made with acid
E C or brilliant

shades are

dyed with

scarlet

dyes, such as bright

crocein

MOO,

about

2 quarts of formic acid to thirty dozen skins should be added
to the

acid

is

bath towards the end of the dyeing operation.
preferable for this purpose as

Formic

evaporates and does no

it

injury to the leather.

Dyes

for ooze leather

should be selected for their penetrating

Excellent results in coloring sheepskins can be ob-

power.

tained by dyeing

first

with acid

coffee shades, first with

colors, as, for

example dyeing

Indian yellow G; tan shades

first

with

brown B N,
and then topping with the proper mixture of diamine phosphine 2995 J, Bismarck brown E E, Methylene blue B B or

orange extra; and red brown shades

new blue R.
The acid dyes produce an
basic colors.

first

with

fast

excellent level bottom for the

Light pearl, grey, champagne, blue and helio-

trope are most successfully obtained by easily leveling dyes,

such as Cyanole

G

and S

also

B,

good fastness

The
ments.

fast

Orange

green, Cyanole

extra, acid yellow

A

F

F, Lanafuchsine S

T.

These dyes give

to light.

further dressing has to be done according to the requireIt is often useful to

brushing or

correct the shade or to give

pearance.

apply a coating of basic color by

to stain the finishing dressing slightly in order to

When

it

a fuller and more covered ap-

dyeing leather that has a very defective

grain, from 1 to 2 lbs. of potato starch

may

be added to 10

gallons of dye liquor in order to insure a thorough covering
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Where

of the grain, in brush dyeing.

of inferior absorbing property

the grain

its affinity for

is

hard and

the dyestuff

may

be improved by brushing on a strongly diluted solution of
lactic acid before the dyeing.

Finishing the Leather.

—India-tanned

skins are finished in

Large quantities are finished in smooth glaze
and dull. Some are grained with a roller or embossed and
then boarded up by hand. Others are glazed and grained.
For some purposes, such as bags, belts, etc., they are handgrained three ways, which gives a round and half-round grain.
To get a diced grain the skins are rolled with a straight grain
roller and then grained crosswise; after this they are boarded
up, which softens them and produces a uniform grain similar
Some skins are pebbled and then boarded.
to the box grain.
The finish that is put on depends upon what purpose the
various ways.

leather

is

Black

to be used for.

Glazed Finish.

— The

skins,

staked, are in condition to be finished.

after

they have been

Seasoning

for glazed

and rubbed into the grain. The skin is then
A second coat of seasondried in a warm room and glazed.
ing is then applied, dried and glazed. Sometimes it is advisable to stake the skin after the first staking and before the
finish is applied

second application of seasoning.

—

A fine dull finish and soft, full skins
manner After staking, they are given a
dressing, dried and ironed; then they are staked

Smooth Dull Finish.
are obtained in this
coat of dull

:

lightly.

—An

egg-albumen solution progood formula is Egg-albumen
solution, 1 gallon; bichromate of potash, J oz.; acetic acid, 1
Mix and keep in a cool place. Apply
pint; water, 5 gallons.
with a sponge and when it is dry, glaze.
For light shades egg-albumen is used; for dark shades bloodalbumen. The albumen is soaked for several hours in cold
Finish for Colored Skins.

duces a fine glazed finish.

A

:

lukewarm water with the addition of a little ammonia. A
small addition of gelatine dissolved in water enhances the
or

glaze.

For preserving, formaline

is

used, also carbolic acid or
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mustard

oil,

lavender

the smell being neutralized with

moderate glaze

If only a

oil, etc.

is

of

oil

to

mirbane,

be produced

decoctions of linseed, flea-wort seed, tragacanth, Irish moss,
or diluted milk

may

which

is

etc.,

be used, the dressing being tinted with

The

suitable dyestuff.
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dressing

is

brushed onto the leather,

then dried and polished on the machine.

Chrome Liquor.

Retanning with

—

Soft,

durable leather

is

made by retanning India-tanned skins with one-bath chrome
liquor.
The skins are first sorted and all superfluous parts
trimmed

off;

they are then soaked and shaved.

After shaving

they are washed thoroughly, drained a few hours and then

Any good one-bath liquor may
added to the liquor and retanning
and staining performed in one operation. When the retanning is completed the leather is washed, pressed or struck out,
dyed, dried and finished.
Morocco Finish. There are three different ways of giving
The
the leather a grain or the morocco finish as it is called.
best way, of course, is by graining it up naturally without
giving it any false grain. This is done dy a cork board when
retanned with chrome liquor.

be used.

A

stain can be

—

the skin

is

wet.

The grain

of the skin

is

turned to the grain

and pushed backward and forward in eight ways, turning the
This method throws up a beautiful grain and
makes a regular morocco figure. Heavy skins throw up a
large grain, while the grain of light skins is fine and small.
skin each time.

To keep
hung in
and

stiff,

this grain in so that

heat and dried.

and

it

is

it

will not pull out the skins are

This, of course,

makes them hard

necessary to go through the same work

again only with the skin dry instead of wet.

former grain and makes the leather

soft

and

This keeps the
pliable.

Another good way to do where prices enter into the question
is to take the skins from the dry room, wet them and put them
under a jig roll. This is a small steel roll about six inches
long, cut with indentations, so that the roll under great presThis
sure on wet leather gives a pebbled or morocco figure.
also must be dried in, then wet down and hand-grained just
as the natural

grain skin.

This gives a beautiful regular
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morocco grain that

and

will not pull out or flatten;

without deterioration to the leather

done

it is

itself.

The least desirable way, though much used, and really the
best known among bookbinders, is embossing.
The objectionable feature to this process

is

that to keep the figure in,

This injures the

necessary to use heat.

and the

fibers

No

leaving the leather with an unnatural grain.

it is

grain,

good work

The process is most suitable for sheepwhen no other method will do, or else for
any poor stock which cannot be finished in any other way. The
grain can be made bright at any time during these processes
should be embossed.
skins or other skins

by glazing.

The

leather

next

is

The

split.

binding and other purposes, the

which

is

grains are used for book-

splits are

made

into ooze stock,

used for pillows, linings, covering handles of golf

sticks, etc.

Crushed Levant Grain

is

obtained by embossing the skins,

then seasoning and glazing them as the grain must be

Two

tened out.
right finish.

tan and wine.

flat-

or three glazings are necessary to get the

The colors are generally blue, red, green, brown,
To get the best results in coloring, it is ad-

visable to emboss the

skins before

coloring,

and coloring

afterwards by table coloring, which leaves the crevices of the

grain a lighter hue than the upper surface, which
besides leaving the flesh clean

Plump

is

desired*

and white.

leather always takes a better grain in boarding.

For boarded grains

it

is

best to roll

them with a diced or

Should the latter be used, the skin
should rolled diagonally to form a small diamond, which
is afterwards hand boarded.
The leather, if suflSciently plump,
straight grain roller.

can

finally

be

desired weight.
collar

and

split so

The

that the grain will

come out the

grains finished as described are used for

cuff boxes, belts,

hand

bags, pocket books, music

rolls etc.

Ooze or Suede Leather.
tive grain can be

made

—India-tanned

skins that have defec-

into ooze or flesh-finished leather

profitably than into leather finished on the grain.

more

Softness
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and good color are the
nap is also important;
ground on stones

The

A

essential qualities.

this

is

short,
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smooth

obtained by the skins being

for this purpose,

and they are then

colored.

following descriptions gives the outline of the methods

used in finishing India-tanned ooze leather

:

The

skins are

sorted and those that have good grains are colored and finished
upon the grain, while those that have poor grains are thrown

These imperfect skins are then thoroughly washed and cleansed of dirt and surplus tanning
material; they are struck out to rid them of surplus water and
aside for ooze finish.

are then ground while in the wet condition.

The next

process

retanning with sumac, which not only

is

retans the skins but also prepares

sumac

warm

them

for

coloring.

The

drum, and the skins
Coloring is usually done in a drum, the
are then colored.
tumbling and pounding being necessary to pound the color
is

applied in a

into the leather.

solution in a

After the skins are colored they are

fat-

and ironed. Ironing must be carefully
done or it will cause the nap to be shiny and if the iron is too
hot, it will burn the leather.
The skins can also be run on an
emery wheel when staked and dry, which makes them soft
and smooth. Grinding on stones while wet and before retanliquored, dried, staked

ning
fine

is

the best

nap that

When

is

way

to treat the skins as

it

produces the close

so desirable.

the skins have been dried after the treatment with

are softened by drumming in warm water to
which has been added a little neutral soap. The dyestufif is
dissolved and added through the hollow axle of the drum
and the skins are drummed a half hour. Some formic acid
(about half the weight of the dyestuff ) is then added and
the drumming is continued another ten minutes in order to
exhaust the bath. The leather is then set out and dried.
When dry it is moistened in sawdust, velveted again by
drumming in the dry drum, glazed or ironed on the grain
side and finished by brushing.

sumac they
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practical tanning.
Skivers.

A

skiver

is

The

the grain side of a split tanned sheepskin.

skins are split

after

they have been limed

the grains are

;

then drenched and tanned the same as whole skins, with
sumac, bark, alum or some other tannage. Skivers are used
in the manufacture of leather goods, for linings, hat sweat bands,

They can be tanned with any material that is used in
Sumac is in common use quebracho extract and quermos and hemlock extracts also make
good skiver stock. If soft white skins are wanted, alum is
used.
Very little tanning is required. It is generally suflBetc.

the tanning of sheepskins.

;

cient to get the stock well struck

through with the tanning

material.

A

good tannage

is

a mixture of two-thirds quebracho and

one-third hemlock extracts.

This produces a light and uniform

color.

Coloring and finishing are the same as upon skins
skivers, being very thin, require careful

them from getting

handling

but
prevent

to

;

torn.

—

Flat Finishing of Skivers.
The class of work under this
heading covers a large assortment of different grains, rolled
and embossed, also plain glazed. After the skins have been
lightly fluffed, if required, they should be given a coat of
Irish moss solution on the flesh, this having the effect of

making them feel firm and stout. The following is a practical way of making up the moss mucilage.
Equal parts of Irish moss and water are allowed to boil
slowly for about two hours, after which the solution
strained.

A

When

coat of

it is

moss

is

cold

it is

carefully

side,

and the

ready for use.

next applied to the flesh

skivers are slowly dried out.

is

The

flaming, or filling of the

grain follows, the solution for this purpose being
follows

:

10

ozs.

quart of water.

liquid blood albumen,

Apply

liberally with a

skivers requires considerable nourishing.

ing

is

At

1 oz. of

made

brush as this

A

as

milk and

1

class of

suitable season-

then applied with a pad.
this stage the skivers are laid

under damp blankets

for
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than twelve hours, when they are ready for the
If the goods are for long grains, they should
be first well rolled with a dull roller, either a four or a five,
from belly to belly, two or three times if necessary, taking

not

less

machine work.

care to bring

up

the flesh side with a

and then
a nice

The

and

skivers are

whatever grain

This has the

required.

straight grains, they should
size roller, lightly

effect of

also flattens the roller

now embossed on

is

break the skin down on

hand board covered with rubber,

glaze carefully.

level face

Now

a good color.

work down a

bit.

the plate machine with

however, the goods are for

If,

first

air off

giving them

be rolled with a number seven

boarded on the

flesh,

and then cut through

number four to separate the " oat " which has been
made by the number seven roller, and finally lightly finished
with a

on the glazing machine. Goods for cross grains should be
on the cross with a number five, boarded on the flesh,
well glazed and then boarded again on the grain.
For plain
glazed skivers great care should be taken in glazing, no matter
what class of machine they are to be glazed on. It should be
in perfect condition and have a good level stroke.
Too much
pressure must no* be used, otherwise the goods will be very
brittle, and it will be impossible to finish many of them without tearing them. Such goods should be well glazed, aired
off with a little heat if possible, and then lightly drummed
off

rolled

off.

For glace embossed skiver grains onlj'^ the stoutest skivers
should be selected those which show ribby marks should be
•cast out.
Skins showing rough flesh should be cleaned up by
a light fluffing on the wheel, care being taken that the carborundum or emery wheel is not rough enough to leave marks.
Now give the skivers a good coat of Irish moss solution of
about the same strength as that for flat finishing. Next fill
in with a solution composed of 8 ozs. liquid blood albumen,
1 oz. milk, 1 quart water, adding a little color solution if
;

required.

The goods

are

will be harsh

now

and

dried slowly

;

liable to crack.

if

dried too rapidly they

When

dry, they can be
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broken down on the

when they
This

with the rubber-faced hand

flesh side

board, and placed between

damp

necessary

last fluffing is

the natural grain is to be
In the embossing the impres-

if

imitated as nearly as possible.
sion of the print

is

of course left on the flesh side, or, to be exact,

the impression on the grain side
flesh

side,

and

raised parts are

thinner,

;

it

of course, raised

is,

By running

vice versa.

lightly over the flesh side,

little

sacks for about an hour,

are ready for embossing to the grain required.

up on the

the fluffing wheel

only touches the skin where the

consequently this part of the skin

and the glazing

tool

is left

a

cannot get to the bottom of

Now

these parts, being held of the raised parts of the print.

the friction caused by glazing darkens the goods or brings out
the color, the result being a lighter shade between the scales

and what appears a much more natural grain. The skivers
are now ready for seasoning and the final work of finishing.
There are great possibilities in this class of work almost
every week there is a fresh design placed upon the market,
while there is a constant and increasing demand for both
The above article on the
glazed and plain embossed skivers.
;

finishing of skivers

taken from The Leather World.

is

Sheepskin Flesheks.

When

sheepskins are split out of lime the grains are de-

limed and tanned in bark, sumac or some other tannage and
finished into skivers
into chamois leather

purposes

;

;

the splits or flesh portions are

and used

for linings, gloves

made

and other

they are also tanned in other ways and used for

various purposes where

inexpensive material

is

required.

Any

one of the alum tannages for whole skins can be used in
tanning the splits. Tanned with alum, salt, eggyolk and
they

make very

or colored

any shade.

flour,

soft stock that

The chrome

can be used in the white
process also can be used,

the splits being fat-liquored and dried and staked in the usual

manner. A formaldehyde tannage also can be applied. For
each 100 parts of pelt 1 part of commercial formaldehyde in
the necessary quantity of water

is

used.

The

skins are

left
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from twelve to twenty-four hours and are then
washed and fat-liquored with 6 parts of soft soap,
thus making a very soft leather resembling chamois skin.
Yellow stock is obtained by using moellon instead of soap as
in the liquor

neutralized,

a fat-liquor.

A process for sheepskin splits that produces stock that closely
resembles castor or

mocha

leather

the quantities of materials being
fleshers of ordinary size

:

is

carried out as follows,

sufficient

The goods

for

two dozen

are immersed, stirred

about and pounded for thirty minutes in a solution of 1
of alum, ^

lb.

1 gill of oil

of flour, | lb. of oatmeal or 1 lb. of either alone,

and

can be done in a

The goods

lb.

sufficient

drum

water to process nicely.

Tanning

in about thirty minutes.

are then immersed for a half hour in a solution

composed of 1 gill of ammonia, | bar of soap, ^ oz. of soda, ^
lb. of salt and 2 ozs. of whiting or ochre, all boiled in 1| gallons of water.
To this solution is added either 1 lb. of flour
or 1 lb. of oatmeal mixed in 6 quarts of water and the fleshers
are drummed in the mixture thirty minutes, after which they
are dried, worked soft and finished upon either side.
The
skins dressed in th<s manner are very soft and pliable, elastic
and strong. After having been treated to the first part of the
process they may be dried and finished.
Yet it is desirable to
use the entire process as they are thus given a superior quality

and a capacity for a better finish.
Another excellent process is as follows The splits, drenched
and free from lime, are put into a drum together with a solution
of 12 ozs. of alum and 4 ozs. of salt in a half pailful of water and
drummed thirty minutes. Then add one pailful of flour for
each ten dozen skins and one quart of fresh eggyolks and run
the drum thirty minutes longer.
Take the skins out of the
drum and hang them up to dry. Put them away in a dry,
cool place for a few weeks
then dampen and mill them in
flour, knee-stake them and run them on a fine emery wheel.
After this has been done, wash the skins and if they seem to
require it give them 1 to 2 quarts of eggyolk to twelve dozen
skins
dry them again and stake out soft.
The finished
:

;

;
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and white.
any desired shade.
One hundred pounds of pickled

They can

skins should be very soft

3

lbs.

Add

can be tanned with

splits

of sulphate of alumina, 2 lbs. of salt

to the

soda and,
olive oil

alumina and

salt solution

4

also be colored

and 5

lbs. of flour.

of bicarbonate of

ozs.

goods are wanted, a little eggyolk and
to the solution, then the flour paste, and drum the
if

very

soft

skins with the mixture two hours.

Stake, tack out

and

dry.

Chamois Leather.
Chamois leather

is

made

sively from sheepskins.

at the present time almost exclu-

produced by the action of oil
upon the raw skins; and is distinguished from all other classes
of leather by remarkable softness and open texture.
After the
wool is removed, the skins are limed long and thoroughly;
they are then split on a machine adapted to the work, the
grains being tanned and finished into fancy leather and the
flesh splits into oil-tanned or chamois leather.
The splits are
delimed, washed and pressed to rid them of the surplus water
and to make them as dry as possible.

The

It is

skins are then given a thorough beating in machinery

constructed for the purpose, in order to soften them, after

which they are sprinkled with cod
force the oil into the leather.

land cod

oil is

The

oil

and again beaten to
Newfound-

best grade of

considered most suitable for the purpose.

The

and beating them is two or three
they have assumed a mustard color.

process of oiling the skins

times repeated or until

They next undergo a
oxidation of the

oil,

process of heating.

By

this process the

which began during the previous process

completed by the fermentation that results in the skins.
The heat is generated spontaneously. The skins must be
is

watched very

closely

and frequently turned

over.

heat rises to too high a temperature the leather

When
is

the

seriously

The heat destroys all the organic matter in the
The highest temperature allowable is 140° F. When

damaged.
skins.

fermentation ceases and the skins are no longer susceptible to
heating they are treated to remove the oil. This is done by
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washing them in hot water and then pressing in a hydraulic
press.

The

grease that

is

squeezed out in this way

is

degras,

an article used by tanners. The oil may also be removed by
washing the skins in a solution of soda ash, which causes the
This saponified oil is then
grease remaining to saponify.
neutralized with sulphuric acid and forms the oil known as
sod

A

oil.

certain percentage of the oil should be allowed to

so as to give them softness.
The finishing process consists of dyeing, staking and smoothing down all unevenness on the surface. The skins may be

remain in the skins

bleached or colored, as

—The

may

be desired.

leather can be done
most successfully in a drum, the tumbling and pounding being
helpful in getting thorough penetration.
First of all the skins
must be freed from the oil that has not combined with the
fibres, or from any acid or soda that may be present.
The
skins are soaked in lukewarm water and then washed well in
Coloring.

coloring of chamois

water containing one per cent, of borax.

If the liquor has a

milky appearance the leather is rinsed again in lukewarm water
Dyeing can be done* by brushing the color solution onto the
skins, by kneading or stirring them about in the liquor, or by
drumming them with it in a drum. Fastness to washing is
usually essential and this quality is secured by the use of
Immedial colors (Cassella).
1. These dyestuffs are dissolved in boiling water, with the
addition of their own weight or slightly more than their weight
of sodium sulphide crystals
then allowed to cool. Formaline, one-tenth of the weight of the dyestufi', and soap, dissolved
in water, one-fifth of the weight of the dyestuif are then added
to the solution of color. The leather is dyed by being drummed
twenty minutes in the cold dye solution. It is then rinsed
and washed in a soap solution containing about one per cent,
;

To make

of soap.

the skins very

soft,

J to J

oz.

of eggyolk for

added to the soap solution.
If particularly high demands are made with regard to fastness to rubbing and washing, the colors should be subjected

every skin

is

before the treatment with soap to a solution of 1

G

lb.

of bichro-
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mate of potash and 5

The dyed

leather

is

lbs. of acetic

drummed

acid in ten gallons of water.

or kneaded in this solution for

minutes and then rinsed thoroughly.
Dyeing by means of a brush is the method employed where
only one side of the leather is to be colored.
For this purpose
a solution of 1 to 2 lbs. of dyestuff and the above-mentioned
fifteen

ingredients per 10 gallons of water are used.

brushed onto the dry leather until
ance.

The

it

This solution

is

has a good even appear-

skins are then exposed to the air a few minutes

and the following solution is then brushed on
4 ozs. of
bichromate of potash and 2 lbs. of acetic acid in 10 gallons of
water.
The leather is then washed and treated with the soap
solution or the mixture of soap and eggyolk.
2. The dyeing of chamois leather is not so simple a process
:

as

the dyeing of vegetable- tanned

do not take up the dye at
have been previously mordanted.
fibers

The

skins.

oil- tanned

all readily unless

the skins

The most common mor-

dants used for this class of goods are chrome alum and bichromate of potash, and alizarine dyes are often used. The
chamois leather to be ready for dyeing must be suitably prepared and mordanted. First, it must be wet back with warm
water, and the next process is the removal of the excess of oil.
For this purpose the goods are drummed in a solution of
washing soda at 95° F. An excess of washing soda is not
very harmful unless the temperature is too high, a suitable
When the grease has been
strength being about 2 per cent.
removed in this way, the goods may be lightly fat-liquored
and dried out. If the skins are for light shades they can be

bleached with sodium peroxide and sulphuric acid, or with
permanganate of potash and sulphurous acid. When the

goods have been dried they are fluffed on one side and again
wet down. Mordanting with chrome alum follows. This is
best

done in the drum.

to

make

is

placed in the

a

1|^

sufficient for six

the chrome

The chrome alum

to 2 per cent, solution,

drum

dissolved so as
this liquor

with the goods, about 25 gallons being

dozen skins.

alum has

is

and enough of

Drumming

is

continued until

entirely penetrated the thickest parts,
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which usually takes from thirty to forty minutes. When the
mordant has penetrated the goods, they are ready to be dyed.
For this purpose it is customary for the dye to be added to the
mordant bath without running it away, but it is better to
remove the goods from the mordant bath and to give a fresh
dye bath.

As has been already said alizarine colors are used
The dyestufF should be dissolved in

for this

boiling

class of goods.

and the

water,

color

is

by the addition of
Half of the
the drum and the goods are

best developed

bisiilphate of soda at a temperature of 115° F.

dye

be used

to

is

drummed twenty

added

to

The

minutes.

bisulphate of soda

is

then

added, in quantity about twice the weight of the dyestuff used,

Drumming

along with the remainder of the dye.

is

continued

twenty minutes when the goods should be thoroughly ^yed,
the color having penetrated completely through the fibers.
After fat-liquoring and drying the goods are ready for finishing.

The quantity

about 2

ozs.

of dye required for one dozen skins

is

of the powdfer dyestuflf or about 10 ozs. of the

paste dye.

The

skins should be as smooth and clean as possible before

they are colored so that after-coloring
sufficient buffing

is

Only

not necessary.

should be done after coloring to give the

skins a nice nap.

—

Chamois skins may be bleached by exposing
them to direct sunlight. They are first treated in a two per
cent, solution of a neutral soap, then wrung out, rinsed and
Bleaching.

1.

A second

exposed to the sun for a day.
cent, soap solution

is

exposed to the sun.
solution

washing with a

1

per

now given the skins are rinsed and again
The process of washing with the soap
;

and exposing

to the

sun

is

repeated until the skins

are bleached satisfactorily.

Washing may be done with

but this has a tendency to

make

the leather harsh

;

soda,

soap

is

therefore preferable.
2.

Chamois leather

mersion

first in

is

bleached rapidly and uniformly by im-

a solution of permanganate of potash and then

in a sulphurous acid bath.

Before

it is

bleached, the excess of

84
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must be removed by washing

solution of a neutral soap

wrung

out.

The

;

in a

lukewarm 2 per

solution of permanganate of potash

pared by dissolving

cent,

the skins are then rinsed and
is

pre-

permanganate of potash in 5 pints
of water.
Enough of this solution is added to water in a tub
to color it a deep violet color.
The bath is then warmed up
to 100° F., and the skins are placed in it, one at a time, and
stirred about in the bath for twenty minutes, at the end of
which time they will be found to be thoroughly permeated
1 lb. of

with the solution.

This

first

bath can also be prepared by using

potash for each dozen

skins.

Then about

1 oz. of the

one-fourth

the

added and the skins are
thrown in. Taken from the bath of permanganate of potash the
skins are rinsed in cold water and placed in a solution of sulphurous acid.
The tub should contain water into which
gaseous sulphurous acid is either conducted from a steel cylinder, or aqueous sulphurous acid is added until the brown color
of the skins has disappeared and the skins are bleached.
The goods are stirred about in a sulphurous acid bath fifteen
or twenty minutes or until they are white they are next
rinsed in cold water to remove the sulphurous acid and are
weight of potash of sulphuric acid

is

;

then hung up to dry.

Sulphurous acid may be prepared from bisulphite of soda
and acid. Dissolve 14 lbs. of the soda in 15 gallons of water.
Into another vessel containing 2 J gallons of water pour 6
of muriatic acid and

mix

well.

solution of bisulphite of soda

The

lbs.

skins are placed in the

and the diluted acid

slowly until the skins are bleached throughout.

is

added

They

are

then washed thoroughly, dried and finished.
The second bath may be prepared by adding 3 per cent, of
bisulphite of soda to sufficient water or about 3J ozs. per dozen
skins;

and

after the

goods have been in the solution

minutes, muriatic acid, one-third of the
is

diluted with water

and added slowly

fifteen

weight of the soda,

to the liquor.

After

the skins have been bleached and washed, they are washed in

a solution of white castor

oil

soap or olive

oil

soap and are
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then dried and finished by staking and pumicing.
of starch or pipe clay stirred into cold water
used.

Another softening mixture

consists of

is

also
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A

20 parts of oleate

soap and 1 part of dextrine dissolved in 100 parts of
water,

and 40 parts of castor

When

cold, 2 parts of rice starch

oil

stirred

wash

sometimes

warm

thoroughly

in.

and J part of lithopon are

This mixture applied with a brush to the skins after
they have been washed restores the softness lost during the
added.

bleaching process.

Roller Leather.
This leather

The

qualities

is

made from lambskins tanned with

must have

it

and

bark.

to be satisfactory are level sub-

no scratches, scars or
smooth feel and pliability with a certain degree of firmness.
Only the best skins should be selected. The leather
must be perfectly smooth on the grain or the cotton thread
used by the cotton spinners, who use this class of leather,
when it is drawn between the rolls, one of which is covered with
leather, will keep breaking. As a light color is essential, only
clean, light-colored bark liquors can be used.
The natural
grease contained in the skins must be removed since the edges
of the leather covering the rolls are cemented together before
being slipped onto the roll, and if there is grease in the
leather the cement will not hold.
The preliminary tanning is done in weak bark liquor. The
stance, clear

perfect grain that has

cuts,

skins are then pressed with a hydraulic press in layers between iron plates and sprinkled with sawdust to remove the
grease.
They are then taken apart and paddled in a weak
liquor and drummed in warm salt water until all presscreases have disappeared.

The

skins are tanned by being suspended in the liquor since

a smoother grain

paddle or a vat

is

produced in this manner than when a
used.
The liquor is composed of oak bark
is

and extract of increasing strength, in which the skins remain
two or three weeks, when they are hung up and dried. When
dry, they are stored away until they are to be finished.
The
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longer the skins are kept in the dry condition the better they
are

when

When

finished.

the leather

to be finished the skins are sorted.

is

Those that are not as perfect as they should be are finished

The roller skins are then dampened and
The shaving must be accurate in order that the

into fancy leather.

shaved.

However, the skins do not
the same thickness as some of the

skins will be of even substance.
all

have

roller

to be

reduced to

manufacturers

make

three or four different substances.

After shaving, the skins are

and then they go back
liquor.

drummed

in a

sumac

solution,

to the tan again to receive a stronger

After being rinsed in water and drained, the skins

are struck out on the flesh

and tacked out

to dry.

When

dry,

they are taken off the boards and softened, then trimmed and
seasoned with milk and albumen, dried and rolled, perched

by hand, and next reseasoned and glazed.
The finished
marked with a frame on the flesh side and
trimmed with a pair of shears. As every hair must be removed, the skins are wiped over with a cotton wool pad to
find the remaining hairs, which are removed very carefully

skins are then

so as not to break the grain.

ted

and put

into grades

and

The

skins are then ironed, sor-

sizes.

The

processes, of course,

are not always followed exactly as outlined since those

make

who

the leather change the process here and there in accord-

ance with the best results obtainable.

Oak bark makes
contains less filling

better roller leather than hemlock, since

it

matter and produces lighter-colored skins.

The Tanning of Woolskins.

—

Sheepskins that are to be
Soaking, Washing and Scouring.
tanned with the wool on should be good, fresh skins. Old,
stale skins should be avoided as the wool is apt to slip, for
which there is no remedy. The skins should be trimmed to
remove the parts that are of no value, then fleshed and washed.
After the pelts have been washed, which is best done in a
wash wheel supplied with running water, they should be run

through a burring machine, which removes

all

the burrs,
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Copper sulphate

twigs, etc.

is

of assistance in soaking dry-

pelts, 1 oz. to

15 gallons of water being

a germicide.

Some

borax and
ing

is

soft

done

soap

for the
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sufficient, it acting as

skins require merely to be washed with
others need thorough scouring.

;

Scour-

purpose of making the wool as clean and

white as possible before they are tanned.

It is

much

easier

wash the wool clean before than after tanning, since the
alum and salt and other tanning materials set the dirt and
grease and make their removal more difficult.
Scouring is done by laying the skins on a sloping table,
applying the scouring solution first to the flesh and then to
to

The scouring

the wool.

liquor

tion of soft soap, to which a

added

;

or

it

may

may

little

be

made

of strong solu-

carbonate of

ammonia is
made

be a solution of soap, soda ash and salt

manner: Add two bucketfuls of soft soap to
50 gallons of water in a vat or tub, then put in one half pailful of soda ash; turn on steam and boil the soap and alkali
until they are dissolved
add one pailful of salt and enough
water to make 200 gallons of liquor. The salt helps to bleach
the wool and it also counteracts the caustic action of the soda

in the following

;

ash.

The scouring

liquor

a brush, after which

is first

it is

well worked into the skin with

poured

into,

and worked thoroughly

The skins are next placed in waste
scouring liquor, rinsed in warm water, and then scoured again
as much as they seem to require.
They are then rinsed in
water until they are free from soap, next wrung out or drained
throughout the wool.

thoroughly, after which they are tanned.

Liming.
factorily

:

—The following process of liming works very
A

solution of 1^ per cent, of caustic soda

into a thin paste

or
is

some other

is

satis-

made

by the addition of French chalk, china clay

inert material of this description.

This paste

applied to the flesh side, the skins folded up, flesh in, and

allowed to stand four or five hours.

They

are then thrown

into a 4 per cent, solution of calcium chloride (4 lbs. of cal-

cium chloride per 10 gallons of water) and
usually over night.

The

pelts

left

several hours,

should then be washed in
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water in the
ozs. of lactic

skins are

drum and delimed with
acid per dozen skins

now ready

for tanning.

lactic acid.

About 4
The

usually suflBcient.

is

—From the

"

Leather Trades

Year Book."
Tanning.

—The tanning

may

be done with a paste of alum,

and flour. Heat 2 gallons of water until it is near boiling
and stir in powdered alum until the solution is very
puckery to the taste. Add one-half as much salt as alum
and allow the solution to cool. Mix some flour with water
and add the paste to the alum and salt liquor. This tanning
If yellow color is
paste makes the flesh nice and white.
wanted, add 1 lb. of gambler to the paste, the same having

salt

point,

been dissolved separately.

The skins
is

are spread

on a

table, flesh side up,

spread on evenly, being applied liberally.

then laid
left

flesh to flesh, or folded half

until the next day.

The

and the paste

The

over the other

skins are
half,

and

paste should be applied every

day for a few days. The skins should then be hung up to
dry and as they dry be worked and staked until they are soft
and dry. One pound of rolled oats can be used in place of
the flour, the solution of alum, salt and oatmeal being boiled
The wet skins can also be tanned by using
several minutes.
a mixture of powdered sulphate of alumina and salt, 2 parts
of the former and 2 parts of the latter, or a mixture of powdered alum and salt. This mixture can be used dry and
rubbed into the flesh side of the skins every day for several
days,

when

the skins will be fully tanned.

Another way to tan the skins is to dissolve 8 ozs. of sulphate
of alumina and 6 ozs. of salt in a gallon of warm water and
applying several coats of the solution.

A

convenient way to tan the skins

is

to stretch

them

into

frames and to apply the paste or dry powder to the flesh side.
Alum-tanned skins, before drying, should be given a solution of soap or stearine

which serves

to fix the

tannage so that

cannot be so easily removed by washing. Tanning can also
be done by immersing the skins in a solution of alum and
Flour added to the tanning paste
salt, then drying them.
it

makes the skins

softer

and

whiter.
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After the skins are dry and soft

is

it
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advisable to rescour

them.

This should be done on a table in about the same

manner

as before tanning.

Bleaching.

—A permanent white can be obtained

ing the skins with peroxide of hydrogen.

bath

is

prepared as follows

water in a tub to

to

10

lbs.

make

:

by bleach-

The bleaching

Enough sulphuric

acid

is

added

a 1 per cent, by weight solution or

To

of acid to 100 gallons of water.

this acid solution

sodium peroxide are added, whilst the solution is
stirred.
The liquor is then tested with litmus paper, and peroxide or acid is added as required until
7 lbs. of

being constantly
the solution

is

quite neutral

;

4

viously dissolved are then added.

lbs.

of silicate of soda pre-

The

skins are stirred about

hour then taken out, passed through or
scoured with a weak solution of sulphuric acid, washed,
drained, retanned if necessary, degreased and dried.
When
dry, they are softened and run on an emery wheel to clean
the flesh.
Retanning is done by applying a solution of alum
and salt to the flesh sides.
in this liquor for one

;

Bleaching may also be done with permanganate of potash
and sulphurous acid. The skins are washed and placed in a
solution of permanganate of potash made by dissolving 1-^ lbs.
of the same in 120 gallons of water warmed to 95° F.
The
skins are stirred about in this solution until the wool

good, rich brown.

They

is

a

removed and drained, and
next placed in a bath of bisulphite of soda, made of 120
gallons of warm water, 7 J quarts of bisulphite of soda and
6| lbs. of muriatic acid. In this liquor they are worked until
are then

they are suflBciently bleached.

and

They

are then rinsed, dried

finished.

—

Most of the grease in the skins may be removed
by plastering the flesh side with a paste made of whiting and
water.
The skins are tacked out wet and the paste of whiting
is applied.
The skins are then placed in a warm room and
dried.
The grease is absorbed by the whiting. The plaster
should be scraped ofi' and another coat applied. This should
be done until the paste dries clean and white. The flesh is
Degreadng.
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then washed clean and a mixture of alum and salt applied to
replace the tanning material removed by degreasing and
washing.

Some

may

grease

be removed by brushing the skins with

sumac

benzine, then rinsing off with hot

Degreasing

manner

:

may

Have

wide and four

a wooden tray about one foot deep, three feet

feet long,

with a rack about an inch thick to

cover the bottom to keep the skins

Only the leather should lay
tray should be

made

to

fit

ofiF

the bottom of the tray.

and

The

in the benzine.

in a slot

and be

prevent the evaporation of the benzine.
dried

liquor.

be done with benzine in the following

filled

The

lid of the

with water to

skins are then

finished.

Tanning with Formaldehyde.

limed with

acid

lactic

—The skins limed and then

may

de-

be tanned with formaldehyde.

For each 100 parts of pelt use 1 part of formaldehyde, i. e., about
2^ parts of commercial formaldehyde in a convenient quantity
of water, so that the skins can be immersed in the solution.
The skins are left in from twenty-four to forty-eight hours,
then neutralized by washing in a bath containing carbonate
of soda or borax or a mixture of ammonium sulphate and
carbonate of soda, washed in clean water, drained and fatliquored with a solution of 3 parts of soft soap in 60 parts of
water, then dried

and

finished.

Tanning with a Mineral and Vegetable Tannage.
for

this process of

common

salt,

5

tanning

lbs,;

is:

gambler, 2

Aluminum
lbs.;

—The formula

sulphate, 5 lbs.;

rye flour, |

lb.;

water,

10 gallons.
Dissolve the
of water.

aluminum sulphate and

salt in a

small quantity

Also dissolve the gambler by boiling in a

The

made

little

Mix the two
smooth paste with a little warm water and the alum, salt and
gambler solution added to the paste, the whole being thoroughly stirred together to a thin paste-like mixture. This
mixture is applied to the flesh side of the skin with a brush,
water.

solutions.

rye flour

is

into a

applying a coating of about one-eighth inch in thickness,
afterwards folding the skins into cushions.

The

goods, after
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hung up and dried.
method of tanning that it gives skins that are
soft and flexible and that the tannage is more durable than
the alum tannage.
Sheep pelts can also be tanned by a chrome process by the
methods described for furs and hair skins.
lying some time in the wet condition, are
It is said of this

Tanning with Gambier.

—To

tan woolskins with gambler,

them with alum and salt and then put them
weak gambier liquor. The dry powdered alum and

first

tan

into
salt

should be rubbed into the wet skins, two applications being
required.

The

addition of 1

skins are then tanned with the gambier.
lb.

liquor colors the wool a light yellow.

weak

The

of picric acid for 50 skins to the gambier

The

liquor should be

and strengthened until the skins are
tanned through. It is said that alum-tanned skins can be
colored a light yellow by immersing them in a solution of
picric acid previous to tanning.
After they have been scoured
and rinsed, put the skins into a bath of fifteen pailfuls of warm
water to which have been added 4 ozs. of picric acid dissolved
in a little water and one tumblerful of sulphuric acid.
The
skins should be moved backward and forward for fifteen
minutes, then rinsed in water and tanned with alum and salt.
Tanning with Alum, Salt and Hemlock Extract. Skins tanned
in this process and then scoured and passed through a weak
rather

at the start

—

bath of sulphuric acid are
desirable for

made a golden-brown color that is
The pelts are soaked and scoured

some purposes.

before tanning, special care being taken to get the wool clean.

The tanning

made

hemand strengthened as
the tanning proceeds.
Some potash soap should be added to
the stronger liquor to help turn the wool and give the skins
a velvety feel. After the pelts are well tanned they should
be drained ofi" and oiled on the flesh with a good quality of
mineral oil, applied warm, and then hung up to dry.
When
dry they are scoured with a strong solution of potash soap
and white soda ash. Both wool and flesh are scoured. The
scouring suds are thoroughly rubbed into the wool and washed
lock bark;

liquor

it is

is

quite

weak

of alum, salt and extract of

at the start
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out again, the operation being repeated two or three times.

This scouring darkens the wool. A weak solution of sulis thrown onto the wool after it has been rinsed
free from suds.
The sulphuric acid liquor is made by adding

phuric acid

enough acid

to

water to

make

the water sharp and sour;

should be rubbed thoroughly into

all

parts of the wool.

it

It

changes the color of the wool to a light golden brown. The
wool is next given a good blowing-out with water from a hose

and made as clean as possible, and the skins are then hung
up to dry. Finishing consists of dampening, arm-crutching,
buffing on the flesh side and beating the wool soft and clean.
Coloring.
Woolskins and shearlings may be colored any
shade of color by the application of basic or acid dyes. Basic
colors, however, are used chiefly upon the cheaper grades of
skins and where no particular demands are made for fastness to rubbing and washing.
Where fastness is essential the
acid dyestufis should be used; and in order that the skins may

—

withstand the high temperature requisite for dyeing, they
should

first

When
follows:

be subjected to a chrome tannage.

acid dyestuffs are used the process of coloring

The

A

liquor.

skins are retanned with one-bath

solution of 5

lbs.

of

chrome alum

is

as

chrome tanning
in 10 gallons of

added may be
used.
The temperature of the solution should be 70° F., and
the whole of the flesh side should be exposed to the liquor.
After two or three hours the skins are lifted out and a solution of 14 ozs. of soda ash is added to the chrome liquor; the
skins are put back and left in from twelve to twenty-four hours
and even longer if thick and heavy. They are then rinsed.
Any chrome liquor may be used, but in any case it is advanwater, to

which J

lb.

of formaldehyde has been

tageous to add I lb. of formaldehyde to 10 gallons of liquor,
which increases the resistance of the leather to heat.

In order to increase the

affinity of the

wool

for the dye,

the

skins are subjected to a chlorinating process, a treatment with
chloride of lime.
fifteen

While they

are wet they are

immersed

for

minutes in a cold bath containing 1 lb. muriatic acid
Then, without rinsing, they are put

in 10 gallons of water.
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into a cold chloride of lime bath to

which

is
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gradually added, in

four portions, the clear solution of from 8 to 14 ozs. of chloride
of lime per 10 gallons of liquor.

After one hour in this bath,

bath in which they are
worked another fifteen minutes. They are then rinsed in
lukewarm water charged with about 3 to 5 ozs. of hyposulphite
or thiosulphate of soda or bisulphite of soda per 10 gallons of
After
liquor in order to remove the last trace of chlorine.
the skins are reentered into the

first

pressing or hydroextracting, the skins are ready for dyeing.

The dye bath

contains the solution of acid dye, 10 to 20

per cent, of the weight of the goods of Glauber's salt crystals

and 2

to 5 per cent, acetic acid, the

temperature of the bath

being 120f F. After the skins are iijr the bath the temperature should be raised gradually to 165° F.
After one-half

hour add 8 per cent, bisulphate of soda in two or three porworking at the same temperature for another thirty
minutes. Then rinse thoroughly and hydroextract. In order
to impart a soft feel to the wool the skins may be treated after

tions,

the rinsing with a solution of 1

lb.

olive oil soap, 2 ozs. olive

and IJ ozs. ammonia per 10 gallons of liquor for fifteen
minutes they are then dried without further rinsing.
Black is dyed with Naphthylamine Black S, ESN, SS2B,
Naphthylamine Blue Black B, BD, Naphthol Black, also Azo
Merino Black B (Cassella). Of these dyestuffs 4 to 6 ozs. calculated on the dry weight of the skins are required to produce
oil

;

a deep black.

Where

basic colors are used

it is

advantageous

and chloride of lime as described
them and passing them through a

to treat the skins with acid

for acid dyes, then rinsing

solution of tanning material, say, 2 ozs. of sumac, hemlock,

cutch or quebracho extract, dissolved in water, immersing for
half an hour, then washing and coloring; 1

generally sufiicient for two skins.

oz. of basic

dye

is

To

the solution of dye J
oz. acetic acid and 4 ozs. Glauber's salt should be added.

The temperature
F.

Good,

fast

of the dye bath should be from 100° to 110°

shades of color are also produced by immersing

the skins in a bath of sumac, hemlock or quebracho for onehalf hour, next immersing in a solution of titanium-potassium
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oxalate and then coloring with basic dye, 2 ozs. of the tanning extract and 1 oz. of the titanium salt being sufficient for
two skins.

To get a slight gloss on the wool, the skins should be passed
through a weak solution of soap and oil, then dried and finSix gallons of stock soap and

ished.

boiling 6 lbs. of soap

and 18

lbs.

oil

of oil

mixture are made by

and making up

to 6

gallons, ^ pint of this mixture for two skins being added to
10 gallons of hot water, and the skins, flesh to flesh, are passed

through the bath, then dried, softened and finished.
A good shade of tan is obtained by putting the skins, after
washing from the tannage, into a sumac bath for one-half
hour, 2 ozs. of

sumac being used

for

each pair of skins

;

next

allowing the skins to drain, and then immersing them in a
bath of titanium salt, 1 oz. for two skins. This produces a

yellowish-brown

upon skins

Any

color.

shade of color can be obtained

treated as described by using 1 oz. of basic dye,

oz. of acetic

acid

and 4

ozs. of

J^

Glauber's salt for every two

Colors produced by acid dyes are faster to rubbing

skins.

and washing than

by using basic dyestuffs.
In addition to the method of
dyeing woolskins black with acid dyestuffs that has been
described, a good black can be secured by dyeing with logwood, fustic and bichromate of potash. The skins should be
Dyeing

colors obtained

Woolshins Black.

The

scoured and rinsed well before they are colored.

bath

may

and added

first

consist of ^ lb. of bichromate of potash dissolved
to

10 gallons of water at 100° F.

doubled, flesh side

in,

The

skins are

and immersed in the solution

;

then

removed and drained.

The second bath consists of strong logwood liquor to which
some fustic extract and some ammonia have been added, IJ
lbs. of

logwood

crystals, 4 ozs. of extract of fustic

ammonia being used

and

1 pint

10 gallons of liquor.
The temperature of this bath should be 120° F., and the skins
of spirits of

for

should remain in it until every part has been colored
should then be drained and immersed in a bath of 1

bichromate of potash in 10 gallons of water.

;

they
lb.

of

After the skins
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have been passed through the liquor they should be drained
and the wool should receive an application of kerosene oil,
well rubbed in, drained, washed, dried and finished.
Another process of dyeing woolskins black is as follows
For one dozen skins a bath is prepared of 80 gallons of water,
20 lbs. of logwood extract, S^ lbs. of fustic extract and 2 lbs.
of verdigris or copper acetate.

This bath

is

heated to 110° F.,

and the skins are allowed to remain in it 3 or 4 hours, the
same temperature being maintained during the process. 2^
quarts of acetate of iron are then added to the bath and the
skins are left in the liquor and stirred about occasionally until
they are dyed black, which usually requires an immersion of
thirty or forty hours.

The

skins are then drained and allowed to oxidize at least

twelve hours; they are then washed in

with a solution of

washed and

soft

drained,

warm

water and scoured

soap and carbonate of ammonia, next
retanned

stretched in frames to dry.

with alum and

salt

and

This treatment after dyeing

To

more

is

on
the wool the skins are passed through a hot dilute soap and
necessary

if

oil solution,

a jet black

is

to result.

obtain

gloss

then dried and softened.

Semi-Chrome Leather.
Semi-chrome leather, as the name implies, includes those
which are tanned partly by a vegetable tanning process and partly by a process of chrome tanning.
The two
leathers

processes

may

be carried out together, or consecutively, or the

chrome process may be used as a retannage for vegetabletanned skins. Usually the chrome process follows the vegetable process since this procedure gives the leather its characteristic properties.

Among the skins that arrive in this country in a partially
tanned condition are sheepskins from East India, South Africa,
South America and Australia. It is these skins, particularly
those from East India, that are given the chrome retannage.
The goods

are sorted according to substance, tannage,

and then marked.

etc.,

After marking, the skins are equalized
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are

The

splitting or shaving.

necessary, are shaved.

larger skins are split and, if

Before splitting or shaving, the goods

dampened down by immersing the thick portions in warm
Very light skins are damp-

water and finally the whole skin.

ened back by being
for ten minutes.

drummed with warm

water in the

drum

Finally they are laid in a pile for a few

hours to become uniformly

soft and moist.
and Shaving. In splitting the goods should be left
thicker than the final product is required and then shaved

—

Splitting

down

to the required substance.

welting purposes, heels, linings,

The
etc.

;

flesh splits are

used for

the grains are detanned

and then retanned with chrome liquor. Unless most of the
original tannage is removed the leather will be hard and unevenly tanned.
Stripping the Tannage.

plished by

means

—Stripping

or

detannage

of the milder alkalies.

is

accom-

Caustic soda should

Borax may be used with advantage because it acts gently and gives a smooth grain to the
skins.
For light skins 2 per cent., and for heavy skins, 2
per cent, of borax is used calculated on the weight of the drained
If washing soda is used not more than 2 lbs. should
goods.
be used for 100 lbs. of leather. The drained skins are placed
not be used as

it is

too energetic.

drum with warm water at 100° F., the drum is set in
motion and the borax or soda solution is run in through the
hollow axle. The drum is allowed to run thirty minutes,
which is usually sufficient to remove the greater part of the
tannin.
The washing should be continued until the skins
in the

have a soft and slippery or semi-gelatinous feel. When this
has been accomplished the liquor is allowed to run out and
warm water is run in to wash the skins. This washing is
continued until the water coming from the drum is quite clear,
showing that all dissolved tannin is removed. In order to
neutralize the alkali retained by the leather J to 1 per cent,
of formic acid is added to the wash water.
The progress of
the neutralization may be followed by applying to a cut section of the skins a piece of blue litmus paper.
is

colored a feeble red the neutralization

is

If the paper

complete.

A

final
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washing with pure water prepares the goods
retannage.

Chrome Retanning.

—This process
A

ing a one-bath liquor.

may

extract

chrome

for the

by

best carried out

is

us-

commercial concentrated chrome

be used, or a solution of chrome alum prepared

A

in the tannery.

Dissolve 8

97

lbs.

of

liquor

satisfactory

made

is

as follows:

Add

chrome alum in 10 gallons of water.

to this solution 3 lbs. of soda crystals or

This

dissolved in 1 gallon of water.

20

of soda ash

ozs.

is suflBcient for

100

lbs.

of skins.

The one-bath chrome
ing 10

lbs.

of sulphuric

lbs.

syrup glucose, waiting

The

it

will tan

100

acid,

after each

will contain 10 per cent of

of

prepared by dissolv-

then slowly 6

adding
lbs.

of

addition of syrup for the

This liquor when diluted to 45° Be.

agitation to subside.

lbs.

bo-

of bichromate of soda in 2 gallons of water,

10

this

to

liquor can also

chrome

oxide,

and from 12

to

15

lbs of skins.

process requires from three to eight hours in a

drum

;

the skins are then removed from the liquor and horsed up

grain to grain for twenty-four hours to complete the tannage
of the

fibers;

they are then neutralized.

Neutralization.
is

—The complete

accomplished by washing

washing soda

it

for one-half hour.

cut section of the skins

is

neutralization of the leather
in a 1 per cent, solution of

At the end

of this time a

tested with blue litmus paper.

the paper becomes red there

is still

too

much

If

and then a

acid

solution of I per cent, soda and | per cent, ammonium sulphate,
calculated on the weight of the leather, is added and the skins

are washed twenty minutes.

The goods

are

next washed

thoroughly in tepid water and are then ready for dyeing.
is

practicable to stain the flesh of the leather during the

It

chrome

tanning by adding a solution of nigrosine or other suitable
black to the chrome liquor.
Dyeing.

—The

dyeing of the leather black

is

best accom-

plished by using a logwood liquor and a direct leather black
in the

same manner

as

upon regular chrome

blacks can also be used, in which case
7

it

is

leather.

Acid

advantageous to
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add a solution of sumac or gambier
greater fullness to the leather.

The

to the liquor to

process

is

impart

the same for

straight chrome-tanned sheepskins.
Fat- liquoring.

—The

by using an acid

best results of this process are secured

fut-liquor or a

foot oil as directed for

leather

is

mixture of egg^'olk and neats-

chrome goat and sheep

leather.

The

then dried, staked, glazed for bright finish or ironed
and if the work has been properly done the

for dull finish

;

finished leather

is soft

and well-tanned.

SECTION TWO.
The Manufacture of Calfskin Leathers.
The

processes through

the}' are

which

calfskins^-are passed before

tanned into leather are Soaking, which cleanses and

Liming or Depilation, which loosens and removes the hair and dissolves the perishable matter so that it
can be removed; Deliming or Bating, which accomplishes the
removal of the lime and alkaline sulphides acquired during
the preceding process; and finally Pickling, which puts the
skins into a clean and receptive condition for the tanning
liquor as well as preserves them from decay.
There are also mechanical and manual operations, such as
trimming, fleshing and working out, to remove the parts and
Broadly
substances that are superfluous and objectionable.
speaking, these processes, which constitute the beamhouse work,
are about the same for all soft and supple tannages, chrome or
vegetable.
Practical working instructions for preparing the
softens them;

skins for tanning follow.

Soaking Green-salted Skins.

—The

soaking of green-salted

done in clean, fresh water. As good a
method of soaking as any that can be followed is to shake the
skins free from salt, trim off the useless portions, and then put
them into the water for twentN'-four hours. The remaining
salt and dirt are next removed by washing the skins for fifteen
minutes with running water. Light skins are then fleshed
and put into a liming process. Heavy skins are resoaked
twelve hours and then passed into the lime liquors.
calfskins should be

Soaking Dry Skins.

—Calfskins

that are received at the tan-

nery in a hard, dry condition require thorough softening beand unhaired. Sulphide of sodium is

fore they can be limed

an

efl'ective softener

of such skins.

(99)
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the water in which the skins are soaked,

it

hastens the soften-

ing and freshens up the withered fibers and grain; 1
material

may

lb.

of the

be used for each 100 gallons of water in the vat.

"When the skins have become flexible in the soak they should
be taken out and run dry in a drum for a half hour, then put
back into the water and soaked twenty-four hours longer. If
they are not perfectly soft at the end of the time stated they
should be placed in piles over night and then resoaked in
They are next trimmed
clean water for twenty-four hours.
and fleshed and put into the lime.
In place of sulphide of sodium, formic acid may be used
in the soaks.
For 100 parts of skins 5 parts of the acid are
of water; some salt may advantageously
1000
parts
used in
be added also. This process takes from two to five days according to the substance and condition of the skins. The
softening can be hastened by running the skins in a drum
but this should never be done until they are soaked through
and fairly pliable in the soak. Upon coming from the acid
soak the skins are fleshed and then put into the lime solutions.
Liming and Unhairing. 1. After calfskins have been soaked
and fleshed they are put into the lime process. For light

—

liming according to the following directions will be
found satisfactory in every respect, the skins being brought
For each
into condition for unhairing in four or five days.
thoroughly
It
is
used.
of
lime
are
100 lbs. of skins 5 lbs.
skins,

slaked and added to the water in the paddle, and to it 1 lb. of
sulphide of sodium, dissolved in hot water, is added. The
temperature of the liquor is then raised to 75° F.; the skins
are thrown in and the paddles are run at intervals during the
The next morning 5 lbs. of lime and 1 lb. of sulphide
day.

sodium are poured into the liquor and the skins, which
have previously been hauled out, are put back and left in the
liquor with occasional stirring one or two days longer, when
the liquor is again strengthened in the same manner as before
of

and warmed

;

to 75°

F.,

should unhair

easily,

this temperature being

maintained

At the end of four days the skins
but it does no harm to leave them in

during the entire process.
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the lime one day longer.
tion of sulphide of

longer in the liquor.
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skins require another addi-

sodium and lime and two days more or
The hair should come off easily with-

When

taken out of the lime liquor
the skins should be thrown into water at 85° F. for a halfout straining the grain.

hour, then unhaired carefully, washed and put into the bate.
2.

Another

out as follows
are for 100

satisfactory process of liming calfskins is carried
:

The

lbs.

quantities of lime

The

of skins.

lime and the skins are

left

first

in

it

and sulphide

of

sodium

lime contains 2

lbs.

twenty-four hours.

of

The

second lime contains 2 lbs. of lime and 1 lb. of sulphide of
sodium, the skins remaining in the same twenty-four hours.
The next day they are hauled out, the liquor is thoroughly

plunged and the skins put back
third lime

is

made up

for twenty-four hours.

The

same quantity

and

of the

sulphide of sodium as the second lime
therein twenty-four hours.
of lime,

and

is

warmed

to

The

80° F.

of lime

the skins are

left

fourth lime contains 2

lbs.

;

The skins remain

in this

lime twenty-four hours, and from it they are put into clean
water at 80° F., and after having been in it two or three hours
are unhaired.
3. In this process of liming, lime and red arsenic are used
and the skins are brought into good condition for chrome or
vegetable tanning.
To start with, use a new lime made by
adding 2 lbs. of lime, well slaked, to the requisite volume of
water in the paddle. Leave the skins in this lime twenty-four
hours.
On the second day haul them out, plunge the liquor,
and put the skins back. On the third day add 2 lbs. of lime,
;

stirring the goods at intervals

during the day.

On

the fourth

and after plunging the lime, put them
back.
On the fifth day add 3 lbs. of lime, well slaked, and
On the sixth day
1 J lbs. of red arsenic, slaked with the lime.
simply haul the skins out and put them back, plunging the
liquor well.
On the seventh day add 3 lbs. of lime and ]|
lbs. of red arsenic, and warm the liquor with steam to 75° F.
On the eighth day haul the skins out of the lime, warm the
liquor as before,' and put the skins back.
The hair should
day, haul the skins out
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come

on the ninth day. After the hair has been
removed, the skins should be washed in warm water, refleshed,

and

easily

oflF

They

the fine hair worked out.

all

are then

washed and

bated.

Red

arsenic keeps the grain smooth

also produces fine grain

and the skins flat; it
on the leather that takes a fine glazed

The lime and red arsenic should be mixed together
dry and slaked with hot water. Place the limed skins in
warm water containing 12 ozs. of borax to 100 gallons of water
to soften the grain and dissolve the lime on the surface, so
that the fine hairs and waste matter will come out readily
finish.

when the

skins are worked.

The

quantities of lime

senic in the foregoing process are for
4.

ary

J

00

lbs.

and

ar-

of skins.

The use of a paste of lime and red arsenic is not customamong tanners of calf&kins yet such a method of unhair;

by liming
skins with fine grain and
ing, followed

for a

few days, gives smooth,

texture.

The

paste of lime

arsenic should be prepared a day or two days before

Mix 50

be used.

lbs.

of lime

and 2

lbs.

soft

and red
it

of the arsenic

is to

and

The mixture should be stirred
is slaking and enough water added to make it as
paint.
The skins are spread out upon the floor or

slake together with hot water.

whilst

it

thick as

upon a

table

and the prepared mixture

is

flesh side with a brush, the skins folded

lengthwise, and placed in piles in a vat.

about three-fourths

spread upon the

down

the middle

When

the vat

is

some boards weighted with stones are
placed upon the skins and the vat is filled with water.
After
five or six days, the skins are taken out of the vat, washed
and unhaired. Some skins require from six to eight days
full,

before they can be unhaired.

The next

process

is

liming.

For each 100 lbs. of skins in the lot, use 14 lbs. of lime
and 5 lbs. of red arsenic 1 or 2 lbs. more of lime and a little
more arsenic may be used for soft leather. The skins are
limed from three to seven days, according to the thickness,
being stirred by the paddles three to four hours each day.
Having been thus limed, the skins are next washed and bated.
Notes.
After they have been unhaired the skins should be
;

—
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water a few minutes and then worked over

made

the beam, the grain being thus
are next rinsed in

warm

soft

and

They

clean.

water and then pickled.

It is advis-

hand and keep it separate
by the machine. The white
hair fetches a higher price than the colored and this more
than repays the cost of keeping the two kinds separated.
5. The following method of liming with /lime and sulphide
of sodium produces good grain and full feel without much loss
of skin substance, and it is therefore a good process to use in
preparing calfskins, kips, etc. from chrome tannage.
When
able to take the white hair oif by

from the colored hair taken

off

once started the movement described entails only a small

amount

of handling of the stock.

The

quantities of lime

sulphide of sodium used are based on 100

A

still

pit or a

may

paddle

calling the pits A, B,

method

of procedure

is

of wet skins.

be used, preferably the

latter.

By

and C and numbering the packs, the

may

be readily understood.

perature should be maintained at 70° F.

No. 1

lbs.

and

The tem-

First day.

Pack

put into Pit A, containing 5 per cent, lime and 1 per

cent, sulphide of

sodium.

Second Day. Pack No. 1 is transferred to Pit B containing
5 per cent, lime and one per cent, sulphide of sodium. Pack
No. 2 enters Pit A, once used.

Third Day. Pack No. 1 is transferred to C containing
lime and sodium A and B. Pack No. 2 is placed in B liquor,
once used. Pack No. 3 is put into Pit A, twice used.
Fourth day. Pack No. 1 removed. Pack No. 3 is drawn
from A, and new liquor consisting of 5 per cent, lime and 1 per
cent, sodium sulphide is made up within that pit.
Pack No. 2
is transferred to A.
No. 3 is placed in C, once used. Pack
No. 4

is

put into B, twice used.

Pack No. 2

Fifth day.

from

B and

a

is

Pack No. 4 is drawn
Pack No. 3 is
placed in A, once used.
Pack

removed.

new liquor prepared

transferred to B.

Pack No. 4

is

as before.

No. 5 enters C, twice used.

Sixth day. Pack No. 3 is removed.
from C and a new liquor is prepared.

Pack No 6
Pack No. 4

is
is

drawn
trans-
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Pack No. 5

ferred to C.

6

is

is

placed in B, once used.

Pack No.

transferred to A, used twice.

On removing

into water at about 85° F. for one-half hour,

should be thrown
and then unhaired

on the machine or over the beam

then bated.

the stock from the liquor

;

it

it

is

must be taken that the skins are not bated too
a loose grain

liming

is

may

used by

Care

low, otherwise

The above-described method

result.

of

the Tannery School of Pratt Institute,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bating.

—For

calfskins

are

all

kinds of

tanned,

pliable leather into

soft,

no matter whether

chrome, vegetable or alum,

it

is

which

the tannage

is

necessary to thoroughly rid

the stock of all lime and alkaline sulphides which they ac-

quire in the process of liming and unhairing.
plished by the process

During

commonly

the tanning materials.
cesses of bating will

soft,

is

accom-

called bating or puering.

this process the skins lose their

condition and become

This

hard and swollen

thin and clean and receptive to

Several practical and efficient pro-

be described.

Skins worked through any

one of these processes according to the instructions given will
be satisfactory in every respect.

In this process oropon, a commercial bate, is used, 8 ozs.
It
of it being generally sufficient for 100 lbs. of limed skins.
The
is dissolved and added to water in a paddle at 100° F.
1.

skins are turned from time to time and allowed to remain in

the liquor over night.

open and

free

The next morning they

from lime and ready

according to the tannage that

is to

to

are soft

and

be pickled or tanned

be used.

satisfactory results are secured by bating calfskins
bran
and lactic acid. Prepare a paddle with water at
with
120° F., and put into it 2 pailfuls of dry bran and allow it to
stand over night. The next day bring the temperature up to
95° F., and add a | pint of lactic acid for every 100 lbs. of
throw the skins in and
Stir the liquor thoroughly
skins.
2.

Very

;

then add another ^ pint of the acid. Run the paddle three
or four hours, then take the skins out and wash them in

warm

water.
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For the second lot of skins run the liquor down about one
and make up the loss with fresh water, brought up to 95°
F., as before.
Do not use any more bran but take 1 pint of
lactic acid for 100 lbs. of skins and proceed as directed for the
first lot.
Continue in this way for six days, after which run
out all the bate liquor and make up fresh liquor with hot
water and 2 pailfuls of bran as in the beginning. The skins
taken out of the liquor should be rinsed in warm water and
then pickled and tanned.
3. This process consists of sour grape sugar and lactic acid.
Take 100 lbs. of grape sugar or glucose and stir it into 35
gallons of hot water in a clean barrel.
Allow this to stand
for two days in a warm temperature to become completely
soured.
Prepare a paddle with water at 95° F., and put into
it 5 pints of the sour sugar solution.
For every 100 lbs. of
skins to be treated take 1 pint of lactic acid and put half of it
into the prepared liquor, then throw in the skins and add the
foot

other I pint of acid.
four hours; then take

washing
easily

is

Run

the skins in the bate from three to

them out and wash them. This simple
important if a good clear grain which will color

is

desired.

For the second pack of skins the liquor should be run down
about twelve inches and the loss made up with fresh water.
The temperature is brought up to 95° F., as for the first pack
and 5 pints of the sour sugar solution are added, and 1 pint
first pack.
After this has
run off all the liquor, retaining about
a barrelful with which to mellow the new liquor.

of lactic acid, as directed for the

been done

for six days,

The quantity

of 5 pints of the sour sugar solution

upon the volume
city of a paddle

is

of liquor in the paddle.

between 2000 and 2225

action of the sugar, however,

is

is

based

The average
lbs.

of skins.

capa-

The

so mild that a wide range in the

weight of stock bated with 5 pints of the solution
without any danger.
The foregoing process

is

permitted

is

especially

recommended
4.

in

for soft upper shoe leather.
In this process of bating sal-ammoniac and

the

first

salt are

used

liquor and formic acid and salt in the second
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liquor.

The

result is perfectly delimed

and pickled

skins, the

second bath serving as a drench and also as a pickle.
For each 100 gallons of water at 95° F. in the paddle use
3

lbs.

and 10

of sal-ammoniac

ammoniac and

Paddle the skins

lbs. of salt.

in this liquor two hours, then leave

them

in over night.

Sal-

produce ammonia which bates the skins

salt

with no danger of injury to grain or texture.

The next morning transfer the skins
is made by adding 1 to 2 lbs. of

which

to the pickling liquor,

formic acid and 10

of salt to 100 gallons of water at 85° F.

lbs.

This drenches and

After an hour in this bath the skins are

pickles the skins.

ready for tanning into chrome or vegetable-tanned leather.

The formic

acid in the pickle removes the last trace of lime

and strengthens the

which will then stand the corrosive
and acid used in chrome tanning.
5. This is also a reliable bran drench.
Take a half-barrel
of bran, add enough water to make it mushy and let it stand
forty-eight hours to sour.
When it is sour empty it into a
vat half filled with water.
Add 3 pints of sulphuric acid and
3 pecks of common salt, and heat to 95° F.
This quantity of
fibers,

action of the chemicals

bating material

is

suflBcient for

300

goods into the liquor and paddle

wash them
over the

in

warm

water

if for

to

soft

Throw

skins.

hours

;

the

then

black leather, or work them

beam and then wash them,

This process produces

400

for four or five

if for

colored leather.

and clean skins which can be

pickled and tanned by any tanning process.

The next

process

Ammonium
for

is

pickling with acid and

salt.

newer chemical products
made by neutralizing butyric

butyrate is one of the

deliming and bating.

It is

ammonia. It produces the best results as a bate when
it is used upon skins that are put into the tanning liquors in
a soft or neutral condition. The skins become perfectly delimed, white and soft; and no injury results when an excess is
used.
It may be used alone or in conjunction with any other
bate.
For bating calfskins it is used alone, the quantity re-

acid by

commended being

ammonium

1 lb. to IJ lbs. for

butyrate

is

dissolved

100

lbs.

and added

to

of skins.

warm

The

water in
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hour; next allowed

to rest for
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are put in and paddled one-half
two hours and then paddled another half-hour, when they are taken out and either pickled

or tanned.
Butyric acid
tion.

It

may

is

another chemical product of recent introduc-

be used in the pickling of calfskins for chrome

or vegetable tanning, especially for the two-bath process,
it is

used in the following manner

any

satisfactory bate or in a bran

in a

drum

with a solution of 10

:

The

when

skins are bated with

drench and are then pickled
lbs. of salt, 10 ozs. butyric

acid in 15 gallons of water for 100

lbs.

In this

of skins.

liquor the skins are turned one hour; they are then given the
first

chrome

which in

process,

of bichromate of potash, 1

lb.

this case is

made

of 4 to 6 lbs.

and

of butyric acid

suflBcient

This method of pickling and tanning
said to produce leather having a particularly soft grain and

water, say 15 gallons.
is

agreeable
Test for

feel.

Deliming.

—A simple

test to ascertain

are sufficiently bated and delimed

is

the skin with phenolphthalein solution.
still

is

present a violet coloration

entirely delimed there

is

is

no such

is

as follows

:

When

To 20

when

the skin

coloration.

—

It is the

general

time to pickle skins for chrome and

at the present

vegetable tanning.

lime

If there is

produced;

Pickling with Sulphuric Acid and Salt.

custom

whether skins

to touch a cut edge of

sulphuric acid

is

used the process

gallons of water in a barrel, 1|

sulphuric acid and 12

lbs.

of salt are added.

lbs. of

The washed

skins are placed in a drum, and the solution of acid

and

salt

poured in through the trunnion while the drum is in
motion, and the drum is allowed t3 run one hour, when the
«kins are taken out, horsed up and allowed to drain.
They
is

are then in a condition to be tanned.
Pickling with Formic

water to which 10

Acid and

Salt.

—Twenty

gallons of

and 25 lbs. of salt have
been added are used for pickling 100 lbs. of skins. The skins
are put into the drum, which is then set in motion.
The
solution of acid

lbs.

and

of formic acid

salt is

poured in through the trunnion
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and the goods are drummed one hour, then horsed up

to

drain.

Pickled skins,

when tanned, have

softer

and firmer grain

than those that are tanned without being pickled
bleaches, cleanses

and preserves them.

sulphuric or formic acid,

the pickling

;

Pickled with either

the skins are

ready for the tan-

ning liquors.

Processes op Chrome Tanning.

—

Weigh the pickled skins and for each
them in the pack to be tanned use the quantities
of chemicals and acid that are specified in the following inTwo-bath Process.

200

lbs. of

structions.

Six pounds of bichromate of soda, 4

muriatic acid and 15 gallons of water.

lbs. of salt,

3

lbs.

of

Dissolve the soda in

and pour the solution into the 12 gallons of
salt and acid.
Throw the skins into the
drum and set the latter in motion. Pour the prepared solution into the drum and run the latter from one to two hours.
boiling water

then add the

water

;

Then

place the skins over horses over night to allow for drain-

ing and for the chrome to become fixed in the

The next morning prepare a

fibers.

ten per cent, solution of bisul-

phite of soda and dip the skins one at a time into this solution

then throw them into the drum.

Dissolve by boiling 12

;

lbs.

and pour the solution into 12 gallons
hypo solution 3 lbs. of salt and 6 lbs. of

of hyposulphite of soda

Add

of water.

to the

muriatic acid.

Drum

the skins with this liquor two hours

them up over

night.

The next day

;

then horse

and

neutralize, wash,

shave the leather.
2.

In this process of chrome tanning sulphuric acid

in the

first

is

used

bath instead of muriatic acid, and bisulphite of

soda as the reducing agent of the second bath instead of hyposulphite of soda

The

skins are

and

acid.

drummed from one

bichromate of soda, 2

two hours in a solution
of sulphuric acid and 4

to

of 6

lbs. of

lbs.

of salt in 15 gallons of water; they are then horsed

until the next day.

lbs.

up
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part of the process

is
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the use of a solution of 6

The drum-

of bisulphite of soda in 15 gallons of water.

ming in this liquor is continued for from one hour to two
hours or until the skins have assumed a light blue color
throughout the thickest parts. After draining twenty-four
hours, the leather
It is

is

washed, neutralized and shaved.

immaterial whether bichromate of soda or of potash

is

Bichromate of soda ifs more deliquescent than bichromate of potash, but it is less so now than formerly and costs less than the potash salt.
One-hath Process.
The simplest way to produce chrome
used in the

first

bath.

—

leather from the pickled calfskins

is

by the use of concentrated

one-bath material, such as tanolin, 6

used for 100

lbs.

of skins.

boiling water, and the solution

that

is

is

divided into three portions,

to say, one-third of it is

The

time.

skins are

first

poured into the

drummed

8 gallons of water in which 6 or 8

for fifteen

is

drum

at a

minutes with

have been

lbs. of salt

One-third of the chrome liquor

solved.

material being

lbs. of this

It is dissolved in 2 gallons of

dis-

then poured into

drum and

the stock is run one-half hour then another
added and the drum is run another half-hour
finally the last portion is used and the skins are then drummed
one hour. Eight ounces of bicarbonate of soda are dissolved
in a little water and poured into the drum, which is then run
two hours; next 6 ozs. more of the soda are added, and the
stock is drummed until it is fully tanned, usually one hour
longer.
The leather is next placed over horses and allowed
It is then washed and neutralto drain twenty-four hours.
the

one-third

;

is

ized.

Fully tanned chrome leather can be boiled without curling
or becoming hard.
curls

when

it is

If a piece of a skin cut

boiled in water the leather

the piece remains soft the leather

is

tanned.

is

from the neck
not tanned

;

if

Soft water should

be used for making the chrome solution.
One-hath Process with Sulphate of Alumina.
leather
process.

is

—Well

tanned

secured by tanning the pickled skins in the following

For every 100

lbs.

of skins dissolve

by boiling in 5
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gallons of water, 4

lbs.

of sulphate of alumina; in another tub

Pour

dissolve in 5 gallons of boiling water, 4 lbs. of sal soda.

the soda solution slowly and with constant stirring into the

alumina

solution, allowing intervals for the effervescence to

Set the liquor aside to cool or add cold water to

subside.

down

it

80° F.

For each 100 lbs.
of skins use 10 pounds of salt and 5 gallons of water and drum
the skins with this solution ten minutes.
Then pour into the
drum the alumina-soda liquor and drum the skins forty
to bring the temperature

to

minutes.

One-bath chrome-liquor (tanolin)

drum and

the skins are

drummed

is

then poured into the

combined liquors

in the

Six pounds of the tanolin dissolved in 2

four or five hours.

gallons of boiling water and poured into the

drum

in portions

of 2 or 3 quarts at a time at intervals of twenty or thirty

minutes, will tan 100
to the liquor in the

drum

one-half hour.

Finally dissolve and add

lbs. of skins.

drum

|

lb.

and run the
the leather remain

of salts of tartar

It is advisable to let

in the liquor over night, then to run the

drum

a few minutes

the next morning, place the skins over the horses to drain

twenty-four hours, and then to wash and neutralize them.
Neutralizing the Leather.

—In order that the

has drained from twelve to twenty-four hours,
free

from acid when

necessary to wash

added

;

1

lb.

lukewarm
to

to

be fat-liquored and colored, it is
which some borax has been

of borax being generally sufficient for 100 lbs.

water.

The borax

washed twenty minutes in

dissolved in hot water

the water and the leather

tion one-half hour

thus

is

made

it

be perfectly

in water to

First the skins are

of leather.

added

it

it

leather, after

may

;

it

is

is

drummed

is

then

in the solu-

then rinsed well in clear water and

perfectly neutral for the

dye bath or the

fat-liquor.

After the skins have been shaved they are dyed black or

liquored and then colored with
to the instructions

which

follow.

artificial dyestuffs

fat-

according

the manufacture of calfskin leathers.

ill

Dyeing Chrome-tanned Calfskins Black.
1.

Dyeing with Logwood and Direct Leather Black.

—The use

chrome leather black combined with logwood or
some product of logwood is at the present time the most
A
approved method of dyeing chrome calfskins black.
typical formula is Logwood extract or hematin crystals, 1 lb.;
ammonia, 1 oz.; chrome leather black C, 1 J lbs.
The shaved skins are thrown into the drifm together with
or
10 gallons of hot water. The logwood or hematin liquor,
8
made by dissolving the dye in 2 or 3 gallons of boiling water
and made alkaline by the addition of the ammonia, is then
poured into the drum and the leather is drummed fifteen
minutes.
The chrome leather black dissolved in 4 gallons of
boiling water is next added to the liquor in the drum through
the trunnion, and the leather is drummed fifteen minutes
of a direct

:

longer.
2.

A

Dyeing with Logwood, Leather Black and Titanium

rich black

is

100

lbs.

—

obtained by carrying out the following in-

structions, the quantities of dyestuffs
for

Salt.

of leather:

Drum

mentioned being

sufficient

the leather in a solution of

3 ozs. of titanium-potassium oxalate for ten minutes.

Dissolve

by boiling in 8 gallons of water, IJ lbs. of logwood crystals,
I lb. of chrome leather black and 4 ozs. of sal-soda, and drum
the leather in this liquor fifteen minutes.
Then pour into the
drum another solution of 3 ozs. of the titanium salt and continue the drumming ten minutes longer.
The leather is next
fat- liquored.

3.

Dyeing with Acid Blacks.

leather

is

—This method

entirely neutralized or if special value is

penetration.

Black

B

of blacking the

have not been
placed upon good

to be given the preference if the skins

From

1^ to 2

lbs.

of Neraziue

G

or of Neutral

100 lbs. of leather. Tlie
leather is run a few minutes with 10 gallons of water at 130°
F.
The dissolved dyestuff is then poured into the drum and
the drumming continued twenty minutes.
About 1 lb. of
formic acid or | lb. of sulphuric acid in water is then added
and the drum is run ten minutes longer. For filling the
(Casella) are required for
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leather a fairly large quantity of logwood extract or gambier

may be added
is

used

it is

to the

dye bath.

When this method

of dyeing

best to fat-liquor before dyeing since the black

when an

apt to bleed

alkaline fat-liquor

is

used subsequent to

is

the dyeing.

Acid blacks are also combined with direct blacks in order
good penetration in this case the addition of acid is

to get

;

omitted, the leather being entirely neutralized before
blacked.
Fat-liquoring.

it

is

— After

calfskins have been tanned into
chrome tanning, it is necessary to
or grease in some form in order that they

leather by a process of
treat

them with

may

be finished into

oil

product depends largely upon

The qualhow this

applied and what materials are used.

Nothing

ity of the finished

process

is

soft,

well nourished leather.

that seriously effects the color or

The

spotted can be used.

makes the

leather greasy or

skins can be fat-liquored either

before they are colored or afterwards, the usual custom being
to

do the work before coloring in order that the fat-liquor will
Black leather, however, is usually fat-

not injure the color.
liquored after

it

Some

has been blacked.

tanners, in order to

save labor, do not wash their leather after dyeing

it
they
dye liquor and run in the fat-liquor.
And in some cases the dye liquor is not even drained ofi", the
fat-liquor being added to it after the leather is colored.
The
oil and grease are usually employed in the form of an emul-

simply drain

sion

which

The

is

skins

readily taken

is

up by the

leather.

are usually shaved before

but there are tanners
it

;

off the spent

who

When

blacked.

being fat-liquored

prefer to shave their leather after

done only one-half of the dye
used, and some nigrosine or
the fat-liquor to cover up the uneven-

this is

required for shaved leather

is

added to
ness produced by shaving.

other stain

it

is

The

preferred

after

shaving

leather,

and

method

of*

fat-liquoring the leather

for colored leather,

fat-liquor

it

and

;

A

dyeing

is

to take

for black

drum

is

the condensed steam

is

as follows:

heated with live steam to 140° F.

after

suitable
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The drum is then
is thrown in.
motion and the leather drummed a few minutes to
it.
The hot fat-liquor is then poured through the

drained out and the leather
set in

warm

funnel attached to the gudgeon into the
is

drummed

with

The

absorbed the grease.
to 160° F. and the

less

;

quickly the fat-liquor

Sulphonated

water there

the leather

is

it

has

from 120°

in the leather the

more

taken up.

oils are of

much

value to the tanner of chrome

and moellon degras
an emulsifier and carrier of the
and grease into the leather where it feeds and nour-

the sulphonated
oil

is

fat-liquor should be hot,

Combined with

calfskins.

other

drum and

thirty minutes or longer or until

it

oil

neatsfoot oil

acts as

and gives the desired feel to the goods. The following
fat-liquors can be used on black or colored leather with perishes

fect safety.
1.

Take 6J

lbs.

of neatsfoot oil

and heat

it

to about

160° F.

lbs. of potash soap in hot water and stir it into
and mix thoroughly. When the mixture has cooled
slightly add to it 6 J lbs. of sulphonated oil and mix thoroughly.
3 pounds of mixture dissolved in 12 gallons of hot or boiling

Dissolve 2J

the

oil

water will fat-liquor 100
2.

A

the leather

is

made

of leather.

of 12| lbs. of neatsfoot

bonate of potash, 3|
nated oil.

Heat the

Add

F.

lbs.

richer fat-liquor that gives a better nourished feel to

lbs. of

neatsfoot oil

2 J ozs. of car4 lbs. of sulpho-

oil,

potash soap, and

and the carbonate of potash to 1G0°
and stir well. Cool slightly and

the soap dissolved,

add the sulphonated oil,
Use 3 lbs. of it dissolved

stirring the

mixture very thoroughly.

in twelve gallons of hot water for 100

lbs. of leather.
3.

An

For 100

excellent fat-liquor
lbs.

of leather use

:

is

made

of soap, oil

Fig or olive

and

oil soap, 1 lb.

degras.
;

neats-

moellon degras, 2 Ibs;
caustic soda, 1 oz.
Boil the soap in a few gallons of water until it is dissolved
then add the oil and boil the mixture fifteen minutes. Then
stir the moellon degras in thoroughly, adding the caustic soda

foot

oil,

2

lbs.

;

;

;

dissolved in water.

8

Stir the

mixture very thoroughly, adding
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enough water to make 12 gallons of fat-liquor. Use at 125°
F., and run the leather in it one-half hour.
4. This is a good fat-liquor for colored leather.
Soap, J
lb.

olive

;

oil,

2

salts of tartar,

lbs.

Boil the soap until

and

treated cod

;

oil,

lbs.

birch

;

oil,

2 ozs.

;

it is

add the olive and cod oils
and the
water.
Add enough water

dissolved;

boil several minutes; then stir in the birch oil

salts of tartar dissolved in a little

make 12

to

2

3 ozs.

gallons of liquor and use

Castor

5.

oil

soap and castor

oil

it

at 125° F.

make an

excellent fat-liquor

One-half pound of the soap and | lb. of the
be used in 10 to 12 gallons of water for 100 lbs.

for colored skins.

may

oil

of leather.

In this liquor neatsfoot

6.

and cod

oil

are used, 1 pint

oil

of each being stirred together with 1 pint of a 10 per cent, solu-

and the mixture

tion of soda,

stirred into

is

a hot solution of 3

of soap chips in 6 pints of boiling water

lbs.

the mixture are used for 100
7.

made

lbs.

For lightweight colored skins a
of: Castile soap, 1^ lbs.

;

For 100 lbs. of leather.
J
of hot water, then add the oil

Make up
8.

to

J pints eggyolk,
Dissolve the soap in a pailful
oil, 1

;

and eggyolk and mix
12 gallons and use at 125° F.

This fat-liquor

leather.

5 or 6 pounds of

satisfactory fat-liquor is

neatsfoot

lb.

;

of the shaved skins.

particularly suitable for dull-finished

is

Fig or other good soap,

moellon degras, 2

lbs.

well.

;

1 lb.

;

treated cod

oil,

4

lbs.

;

Boil the soap; add

caustic soda, 1 oz.

add the degras and soda and stir
There should be 12 gallons of the liquor. Use
125° F., and drum the leather with it one-half hour.
9. A fat-liquor made according to the following formula is

the

oil

and

boil again; then

five minutes.

at

suitable for either black or colored leather
satisfactory in every respect.

IJ

ozs.;

leather.

neatsfoot

oil,

Olive

oil

| lb.;)eggyolk, ]|

and

soap,

lbs.

1

is

lb

perfectly
;

For 100

Boil the soap in 2 gallons of water.

borax,
lbs.

of

Dissolve the

borax in a little hot water and stir it into the neatsfoot oil.
water to reduce the temperature to 90° F., and stir in the
eggyolk.
Make up to 12 gallons and apply at a temperature

Add
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of 125° F.

The

fat-liquor is usually absorbed
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by the leather

in thirty minutes.

Oiling the Leather.

—When

the fat-liquoring has been ac-

complished the skins should be placed smoothly over horses
to drain several hours
they are next struck out on the grain
;

side

and

oiled.

before the oil

is

The water should be

pressed out of the leather

put on so that the latter can quickly penetrate

body of the skin where it will add strength to the
For this oiling of the grain there is no oil better than
fibers.
neatsfoot oil, which is used alone and also in combination
with paraflfine oil. For bright finish a mixture of 1 part
neatsfoot oil and 3 parts paraffine oil is sometimes used
for
dull leather equal parts of the two oils.
Olive oil also is
recommended for glazed leather. Sperm oil and treated
dressing oils are also good for the purpose.
It is advisable to apply the oil hot to the leather and to
avoid oiling the flanks. After the skins have been oiled they
It is best to dry them rather slowly in
are hung up to dry.
a moderately warm room with a good circulation of warm air.
The next treatment is dampening and staking, which are
usually not done until the leather is perfectly dry.
Dampening and Staking. The dampening of the dry leather
can be done by dipping the skins in hot water and then placing
them in piles or in a box, pressing them down well and covering the pile with damp sawdust. Let them remain in the
pile or box over night
then stake them. The leather should
not be staked too hard, the flanks particularly being gone over

into the

;

—

;

very lightly.

The dampening of the leather can also be done in a satismanner with a hose having a nozzle that throws a
fine spray.
Each skin is sprayed on both sides and the pack
is covered up and left until the next morning.
factory

Staking should be done carefully and thoroughly and the
leather should be dried after each staking.

When the staking

has been done, the skins should be tacked out moist on boards
to dry, or stretched in frames.

then be trimmed and finished.
able to stake after trimming.

They soon dry and should
For glazed

finish

it

is

advis-
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—

When the leather has a clean, dry grain it
not difficult to get a nice bright finish and only a little
seasoning or finishing ink is required. A good bright finish
Glazed Finish.

is

cannot be secured where the grain is greasy, when too much
seiasoning ink is applied, or when the pressure of the glazing

machine is too high. The leather should be clean and dry
when the seasoning is applied and should be dried in a
warm room and, if possible, glazed while it is warm.
A small quantity of ammonia or of alcohol may be added
to the seasoning to

overcome

used sparingly or

will give a

finish will fly off

blood seasoning
dilute

solution

grease and

when

it

dry

during glazing.
is

of

satisfactory.

feel to

the leather and the

For ordinary glazed finish
Sponging the grain with a

formie or lactic acid cuts

the grain has dried the leather

tion to be seasoned

and

must be

oily grain, but either

out surface
is

in condi-

It is often advisible for the

finished.

tanner to buy his finishes rather than

to

make them

himself

unless he has exceptionally good formulas.

Give the grain an application of seasoning, rubbing it in
Hang the leather up to dry, then glaze it. Next give
a second coat of seasoning, dry and stake the skins then glaze
well.

;

them the second time.
The leather can be handled

this

way

also.

After the

first

glazing stake the skins; then apply the second coat of seasoning, dry

and glaze again.

hot finishing

and

oil

Oil the glazed finish lightly with

or with a mixture of equal parts of neatsfoot

finishing oils as the finishing touch.

Seasoning for Glazed Finish.

—Whole

flaxseed, 2 ozs.;

crystals, 2 ozs.; nigrosine black, 2 ozs.;

J

oz.; vinette,

logwood

bichromate of potash,

^ pint; beef •Ijlood, one quart; glycerine, J pint;

crystal carbolic acid, loz.

Boil the flaxseed one-half hour in a gallon of water

and

Add the logwood, nigrosine and bichromate of potash.
strain.
When the mixture has cooled to 90° F., add vinette, blood,
glycerine and carbolic acid.

Stir the

There should be 2 gallons of it.
add enough cold water to make

mixture very thoroughly.
is less than 2 gallons

If there
it

the desired quantity.
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Boarded or Box Finish.

—The leather
To

be glazed and the grain pressed.
ular grain

graining

Then

is

it

A

it.

boarded grain should

obtain a sharp and reg-

best to press the leather before boarding or

powerful press and sharp cut

the skins are boarded

The grain

side to side.

for
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first

from head to

then oiled

is

rolls are required.

then from

tail,

the same as smooth

finish.

—

Smooth Dull Finish. Take the skins from the tacking
frames and trim them. Apply a coat of dull dressing to the
grain and let it dry then give another coat and dry again.
;

Finally iron the leather with a hot iron, then stake
ished in this way, the leather has a fine break

and

is soft

Where
prove

its

and

Fin-

it.

feel

and

full.

the grain

is

appearance.

bad a light snuffing is necessary to imSome finishers simply apply a coat of

the dressing and allow

it

to dry.

then applied and the leather
Seasoning for Dull Finish.

A

coat of finishing oil

is

ironed.

is

—Ivory

soap, 1 lb.; neatsfoot

oil, 1

whole flaxseed, | lb.; beeswax, 3 ozs.; nigrosine black, 3
powdered aloes, 1 oz.; wood alcohol, | pint. Boil the soap,
oil, flaxseed and beeswax one-half hour in 2 gallons of water.
Cool and strain.
Then dissolve the nigrosine in 1 quart of
water and add it to the solution.
Dissolve the aloes in the
wood alcohol and add to the finish. Stir thoroughly.

pint;
ozs.;

Gun

Metal Finish.

—To get

this finish take the skins after

trimming and glaze them, then stake them. Next apply a
coat of the following finish, after which dry and iron the
leather, then oil the grain with hot oil

yellow

dye-stuff",

Soak the
water

;

gum

then

^ oz.

;

Gum tragacanth,

1 oz.

;

seasoning for glazed finish, 1 gallon.

tragacanth twenty-four hours in 2 quarts of

stir it until it

dye in 1 quart of water.
glazed finish and

Then add the

:

stir

is

dissolved.

Take

into

it

Dissolve the yellow

1 gallon of the seasoning for
1 quart of the

gum

solution.

solution of yellow dye, a little at a time, stirring

thoroughly, until the color of the mixture has changed from

black to greenish-black.

guarded against or the

Too much yellow dye must be
finish will

be too green.

For. oiling
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a mixture of equal parts of paraflBne
any other good finishing oil.
Seasoning for Colored Chrome Calfskins.
After the skins
have been trimmed apply a coat of finishing seasoning, dry
and finish.
Make the seasoning of: Ivory soap, 1| lbs.
French gelatine, 3 ozs. blood albumen, 3 ozs.
Shave the soap into 6 quarts of water and boil until it
off after finishing, use

and

neatsfoot oils or

—

;

;

is

Dissolve the gelatine in 1 quart of hot water.

dissolved.

When

both solutions have cooled mix and

stir them together.
Soak the blood albumen over night in 2 quarts of water at
90° F. In the morning stir the soap into it. Strain a quart

warm

of the finish into 6 quarts of

the dressing to the leather

;

allow

it

water.

Apply a coat

dry

then stake lightly

to

;

of

and give a second application and dry again. When the
leather is still somewhat moist, roll it then dry it and jack it
;

lightly,

using a piece of hard

pressure

must be

felt

in place of the glass.

The

show shaded

spots.

light or the leather will

Bright Finish, Smooth or Boarded,

ner

:

Apply

is

obtained in this man-

and trimmed leather a coat of
when it is dry glaze under
Then apply a coat of finishing oil and

to the staked

seasoning for glazed finish and

moderate pressure.
iron the leather.

A

applied and after

it is

second coat of glaze seasoning

dry the leather

gives a smooth finish that

a box grain

is

is

is

is

glazed again.

then

This

popular at the present time.

wanted board the skins

If

after the second glazing.

—

The Coloring of Chrome-tanned Calfskins. Chrome-tanned
calfskins that are to be colored should be selected with care.
Only perfectly sound skins that are free from lime spots,
scars

and other

defects should be used.

It is essential that

the chrome tannage yields a full leather which
is

dried even

at coloring

if

is

but lightly fat-liquored.

made

and washed

is soft

after it

Before any attempt

the leather should be thoroughly neutral-

and salts acquired during the
have been washed it is necessary that they be shaved and made smooth and clean upon
ized

tannage.

And

free of acid

after the skins

the flesh-side.

The dyeing

itself

may

be done in several different ways.
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Usually a

used,

is

and a large number
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of skins are

colored at one time with very little labor.

Acid dyestuffs are applied direct to the chrome leather,
some sumac or gambier liquor being added to the dye bath
to give fullness to the leather. Basic dyestuffs are applied upon

drummed

with a solution

of

sumac or gambier and then in the solution
The skins should not be allowed to dry
have been dyed and fat-liquored.

of basic aniline

dye.

until after they

The

a tannin mordant.

Much

leather

is

can be accomplished towards getting the skins in the

by using fresh, clean soaks,
some antiseptic added to the same by
liming rapidly and by maintaining a favorable and uniform
temperature and by drumming as little as possible before the
leather is tanned
by thorough deliming in clean bates or
drenches, which do not act too severely upon the tender skins
and by tanning thoroughly so that the leather will dry soft
and pliable and free from grease and discoloration. Perfect

best condition possible for coloring

and,

if

necessary,

;

;

absorption of the fat-liquor
liquored before

it

is

is

colored.

essential if the leather is fat-

This cannot be accomplished

unless the skins are completely neutralized.

—

Coloring with Acid Dyestuffs.
This is one of the most approved methods of coloring chrome-tanned calfskins in use at

The

the present time.

leather, neutralized

liquored with a suitable fat-liquor, and

is

and shaved,

is fat-

then in condition to

It is put into the drum together with 12 gallons
125°
of water at
F. for each 100 lbs. of skins in the pack, and

be colored.
the

drum

is set

taining no acid,

in motion.
is

The hot

solution of dyestuff, con-

then poured through the hollow axle into

drum and the leather is drummed twenty minutes.
may be good penetration of the color 2 or
strong ammonia should be added to the dye liquor
drumming be continued for twenty minutes longer.

the rotating

In order that there
3

ozs. of

and the
At the end

of the time stated, in order to fix the color

upon

the leather, there should be added to the liquor in the

drum

4 or 5

ozs. of

much
drum and

sulphuric acid, or three times as

of soda in solution

is

poured into the

bisulphate
the drum-
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ming continued

Formic acid may be used in

ten minutes.

place of sulphuric acid, 2 or 3 parts by weight for every 4
parts of dyestuff.

Two

gallons of

sumac liquor added

beginning or after

has been acidified improves the

it

for this purpose.

3 or 4

lbs.

of

feel

and

One gallon of gambler liquor is also
The sumac liquor is made by scalding

fullness of the leather.

good

to the color bath at the

sumac leaves or sumac powder with
and straining the decoction.

2 to 3 gal-

lons of hot water

In order that the shades
colors should be topped

adding the sumac
acidulated,

to the

and then

to

may

be the fullest possible the acid

This

with basic colors.

add 2

ozs.

or

more

tion of acid or bisulphate of soda.

lbs.

is

color, in

necessary.

rinsing the acid colored leather

the water a solution of 4

100

by the addidone sat-

If this cannot be

run in a fresh bath of basic

which case no further rinsing

When

done by

of basic dye as soon

as the color of the acid bath has been exhausted

isfactorily the skins are

is

dye-bath after the latter has been

it

ozs. of acetate of

is

well to

add

to

soda crystals for

of leather.

Coloring with Basic Dyestuffs.

—When

basic colors are used

shaved and fatand then treated with a solution of vegetable tanning
For 100 lbs. of leather an
matter, such as sumac or gambler.
infusion of from 3 to 6 lbs. of sumac leaves, passed through a
strainer or a correspondingly smaller quantity of gambler is
the leather

is

neutralized

after

tanning,

liquored,

sufficient.

After the leather has been

drummed

with the

sumac twenty minutes there should be added for each dozen
skins 2 or 3 ozs. of tartan emetic dissolved in hot water, and
the

drum be run

fifteen

then be rinsed in clean

minutes longer. The skins should
water, put back into the drum

warm

and colored with the basic dyes.
For one dozen small skins 2

lbs.

of dry

powdered sumac

may

be used, or 4 ozs. of extract of sumac, and 2 ozs. of tartar
This gives a good bottom for the colors. Gambler
emetic.

is

used in the following manner

Gambier and Fustic Mordant.

—For each

100

lbs.

of leather
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be colored use 2

lbs.

of

gambler and
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1 lb. of extract of

Boil these materials in 4 gallons of water until they

fustic.

Drum

are dissolved, then add 8 gallons of water.

the skins

Then dissolve in
a little hot water and pour into the rotating drum 4 ozs. of
titanium-potassium oxalate, and run the drum ten minutes
with this liquor at 125° F. thirty minutes.

This mordant can be used for either acid or basic

longer.

at the end of the time stated, the skins have taken
up the mordant, the liquor should be run off and the solution
of dye run in without washing the leather.
If the liquor does
not seem to be fully exhausted it is advisable to run it off and
wash the skins before applying basic dyestuff. For acid dyes
washing is unnecessary. Any shade of tan, brown, oxblood,
etc., can be obtained on this gambler mordant in a most satisfactory manner.
Gambler can also be used alone, 2J lbs. of
it for 100 lbs. of leather.
Use the same as the gambier-fustic

dyes.

If,

liquor.

—

Sumac Mordant. Use 2 lbs. of dry powdered sumac in
water at 125° F. for one dozen skins, or 1 lb. of the extract
of sumac.

For 100

Drum

lbs. of

the skins in the liquor twenty minutes.

drum, dissolve and add to the
and drum ten
Then drain the liquor oft and run in the

leather in the

liquor, 4 ozs. of titanium-potassium oxalate

minutes longer.
solution of color.
Fustic

Mordant.

—The

extract

of

fustic

is

also

excellent

material to use as a mordant, either alone or combined with

Young

logwood or gambler.

fustic and the salt of titanium
Gambler and red fustic alone followed

give a light tan color.

by the titanium

salt

produce a brownish tan shade.

From

5 to 12 ozs. of liquid extract of fustic for each dozen skins,

according to their

size,

may

For dark shades, such

be used for light or dark shades.
it may be used
logwood liquor.
in the liquor at 120° F. twenty

as chocolate brown,

in equal proportions with pure

The

skins are

minutes.

Then

drummed

a solution of titanium-potassium oxalate

is

run in and the drum run ten minutes longer. The liquor
is then drained off and the dye liquor run in, either basic or
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although the

acid,

mordant

fustic

is

generally used only for

basic coloring.
Clearing the Grain and Setting the Color with Tartar Emetic.

When

tanning material

aniline dyes

is

used to prepare chrome leather for

advisable to use some material that will

is

it

overcome any tannin that is not combined with the
to clear the grain and to set the color upon the
Tartar emetic

generally used for this purpose.

is

skins have been

drummed

liquor

poured into the

;

;

4

ozs.

per

At the end of the time stated the
the drum, the skins are rinsed and colored.

the salt of titanium

tartar emetic

leather.

After the

sufficient.

is

run out of

is

When

is

the skins are run twenty minutes longer

dozen skins

leather,

liquor the required

in the tan

length of time, a solution of tartar emetic

drum and

—

and when

is

used

not necessary to use

it is

tartar emetic

is

used

it

is

not neces-

sary to use bichromate of potash or anything else to set the

The

color.

writer personally prefers the use of titanium-

potassium oxalate.
Light Shades of Color, such as grey, beige, champagne,
are dyed with acid dyes in the following
is

drummed

The

manner The
:

etc.,

leather

with the solution of dye at 130° F. for ten minutes.

fat-liquor

is

then added and the

drum

is

run one-half hour.

Variations of this method are to apply the fat-liquor

first

and

then the dye, or to apply fat-liquor and dye simultaneously.

In order

good penetration all that is necessary is to
neutralize the leather well and to prolong the drumming process.
It may be advantageous to add a little soap to the orto obtain

dinary fat-liquor.
It is also

highly benejBcial to the leather to add to the bath
has been absorbed a decoction of 3 to 6 per

after the fat-liquor

cent,

sumac

or a solution of 3 to 4 per cent, gambler,

and

to

run the drum a half-hour longer. For very pale shades the
leather should first be passed through a solution of 1 per cent.
oxalic acid, next through a sugar of lead solution, one or two
minutes in each case, and then rinsed, and the treatment repeated
above.

if

necessary, or colored with acid dyestufF as directed
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colors are of value to the dyer of

No mordant

is

chrome
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leather.

required, the skins being simply run in the

After the leather has taken

solution of dye.

up the

color a

solution of bichromate of potash or of sulphate of copper should

be added to the liquor for the purpose of setting the dye and

making
added

it

faster to the effect of the fat-liquor.

dye bath

to the

is

A

little

salt

helpful in getting good shades of

color.

Diamine blacks are used

successfully with logwood, the

dyed with the diamine black and then with
logwood.
By using these newer blacks tender and harsh
grain is prevented.
A good way to use the colors is to dye
the leather with them and then to top ofif with basic dye, which
produces colors that are fast, full and rich. Diamine dyes
leather being

first

are especially useful for leather that

the flesh

side.

is

finished dull or

upon

Calfskins colored with such dyes should be

fat-

liquored with acid fat-liquor.

—

Popular Shades of Color.
leather,

fat-liquored.

Dye

1.

Dark Tan for 100

thirty

lbs.

of shaved

minutes with 20

ozs.

of

chrome fast phosphine B M R then add 5 lbs. of fustic extract and drum thirty minutes longer.
Temperature 120° F.
Then add 2 or 3 ozs. of bichromate of potash and let the
;

drumming
2.

A

calfskins

continue twenty minutes.

dark chocolate brown can be obtained on chrome
by using the following process For 100 lbs. of
:

leather use 2^ lbs. fustic extract,

lemon shade; 10

ozs.

hyper-

3 ozs. logwood crystals.

Dissolve all by boiling
add enough cold water to make 1
gallons of liquor.
Use at 130° F. Drum thirty minutes.
Then dissolve and pour into the drum 5 ozs. of titaniumpotassium oxalate and run the drum ten minutes longer.
The leather should then be washed and fat-liquored, no other
nic extract

;

in a few gallons of water

;

coloring being necessary,
3.

Chocolate brown can also be obtained in this manner:

Drum

the leather with gambler or with gambler and fustic

extracts thirty minutes

and drum ten minutes

;

then add the solution of titanium

longer.

salt

Chocolate brown basic dye

is
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then dissolved, from 6 to 12

Drum

to their size.

them, and
if

ozs.

per dozen skins, according

the skins in the dye liquor, then wash

not previously fat-liquored apply acid fat-liquor

if

wash them and dry them

fat-liquored before dyeing,

;

for

finishing.

Another excellent shade of brown can be obtained by
carrying out the following instructions For each dozen skins
4.

:

use 10

ozs. of

liquid extract of

Drum

water.

sumac

or fustic dissolved in hot

the leather with this liquor fifteen minutes

then pour into the drum 4

ozs. of tartar

emetic and continue

drumming fifteen minutes, after which rinse the skins in
warm water and dye them with these dyes Phosphine for
the

:

leather, 8 ozs.; leather green, | oz.;

The

methyl

violet,

2 B, 1 oz.

must be thoroughly dissolved and mixed before
Titanium salt may be substituted for tartar emetic.

anilines

use.

The

skins, fat-liquored before coloring, are washed, struck out

and

dried.

5.

For

light tan shade, use 2 lbs. of yellow fustic extract

and 4 ozs. of titanium-potassium oxalate

Have 12
skins in

titanium
minutes.

for

100

lbs. of leather.

drum the
drum the
drum fifteen

gallons of fustic liquor at 130° F., and
it

one-half hour.

salt dissolved in

The

Then pour

into the

hot water and run the

skins should then be washed and fat-liquored.

Leather dyed in this manner has a pleasing shade of tan
without further coloring.

However,

if

the color

is

not

satis-

factory basic dyestuffs can be applied to get the shade that is
desired.
6.

A

and 6

dark tan

ozs. of

is

obtained by using 4

lbs.

the salt of t^anium in the same

of fustic extract

manner

as No. 5.

Alizarine brown without a tannin mordant is used in
manner For each 100 lbs. of skins use alizarine leather
brown B No. 9052, 12 ozs., and extract of yellow fustic, 1
7.

this

quart.

drum

:

Use the dye

in 12 gallons of water at 165° F.,

and

In the meantime dissolve
in 1 gallon of hot water, run it into the

the leather one-half hour.

the extract of fustic

drum and drum

the skins fifteen minutes.

Then

drain

the spent dye liquor and give the skins the fat-liquor.

ofi"
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8.

following formula for dark tan
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used and approved

is

by the Tannery School of Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The quantities of dyestuffs mentioned are for 100 lbs. of
leather.
The skins are run for one-half hour in the drum
with three pounds of powdered fustic in twenty gallons of
water at 125° F. A solution of 4 ozs. of titanium-potassium
oxalate in 2 gallons of hot water

drum and

of the

The
The

the leather

is

is

then added to the contents

run

fifteen

minutes longer.

warm

skins are then washed for five minutes with

water.

G G

color solution is prepared with Flavo-Phosphine

Vesuvine R, 3 ozs. Methylene Blue B, i oz.
water of 140° F., 40 gallons 10 gallons of water at 150° F.
The door is closed and
are added to the leather in the drum.
Cone. 22

ozs.

;

;

;

drum

the

strained

set in

motion.

One-third of the color solution

and poured in through the trunnion

;

at the

minutes a second portion of the strained solution

five

duced, and after three minutes the last portion
leather

is

now run

the fat-liquor

is

is

is

end of

is

intro-

added.

The

one-half hour, the liquor drained off and

poured in through the trunnion.

Dark Oxblood Shade.
mordant
peach wood
as a
9.

—For one dozen small
extract, 2 lbs.

;

fustic

calfskins use
extract, 1 lb.

Dissolve these extracts in boiling water and use at 110° F.

Drum

Then add the solution of
and drum ten minutes longer. Dissolve by boil-

the skins one-half hour.

titanium

salt

ing the following anilines
green, ^ oz.

:

Amaranth

3-R, 6 ozs.

;

malachite

the ten minutes are up, drain the liquor

drum and run

out of the
for

When

in the dye, using 3 gallons of water

each dozen skins.

For this shade of oxblood prepare the skins with gamand fustic and titanium-potassium oxalate then apply
the following dyes Amaranth 3-R, 2 lbs. amaranth 1-R, 12
10.

bier

;

:

ozs.

;

;

chocolate brown, 4 ozs.

dozen small skins.

These quantities are

for five

Divide the amaranth 3-R into four por-

and drum the skins ten minutes after each portion is put
drum. Next add the other two dyes and drum onehalf hour then drain and fat-liquor the leather.
tions

into the

;

11.

This formula produces a nice shade of oxblood at

less
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expense than aniline colors and the color

For 100

wood

lbs.

is

rich

of leather use: Hypernic extract,

2|^

and

fast.

lbs.;

log-

IJ ozs.; leather red, | oz. Use in 12 gallons
of solution at 130° F., and drum one-half hour.
Then pour
crystals,

into the

oxalate

drum a solution of 4J ozs. of titanium-potassium
and drum fifteen minutes longer.
Wash and fat-

liquor the leather, or simply drain off the dye liquor and run
in the fat-liquor.

A good shade of oxblood

12.

wood

can be secured by using peach-

and fustic extract as a mordant for basic aniline
For one dozen large skins use 2J lbs. of peachwood extract and 1 lb. of fustic extract, dissolved by boiling and used
Drum one-half hour. In the meantime dissolve
at 110° F.
by boiling in a clean pail 12 ozs. of amaranth 3 R and 8 ozs.
of glycerine.
Strain the solution, add 3 gallons of water and
extract

dye.

apply to the skins at 110° F.

Then dip each

Drum

the skins one-half hour.

skin separately into clean water, and wash out

Put the skins back into the drum and run them

the drum.

in a solution of 2 ozs. of bichromate of potash per dozen for

minutes.

fifteen

A

greater richness of color can be obtained by increasing

the strength of the peachwood and fustic liquor.

shade use more
liquoring

may

Quermos
lbs.

in

leather.

fustic

and

peachwood

For a light

extract.

Fat-

be done before or after coloring.

extract

is

an excellent mordant

for colors, 2 to 3

12 gallons of water being sufficient for 100

lbs.

of

Use the same as gambler and sumac.

Chrome-tanned

The tanner

many

less

of

chrome

Wax

Calf Leather.

calfskins

finds

among

his

skins

Such skins can be retanned
and finished into chrome wax leather. Heavy skins are more
suitable for this leather than light ones, the light stock being
more suitable for ooze leather. All skins from a medium up
to 10 to 12 lbs. can be worked into chrome wax, provided they
are free from butcher cuts on the flesh side. They are worked
through the preparatory process in the same manner as those
that have defective grain.
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chrome leather, they being tanned with one-bath chrome
liquor and shaved.
After they have been shaved, they are
washed and tanned.
Retanning.
This consists in retanning the skins with hemlock extract or with a mixture of hemlock and oak extracts,
hemlock and quebracho extracts, or with other suitable tanning material. Two methods of retanning will be described.
The first liquor is a 5-degree barkometer hemlock liquor in
which the skins are hung twenty-four hours. This liquor is
then strengthened to 8 degrees, and the skins are left in the
same forty-eight hours, after which the strength is increased
for

—

10 degrees, the skins remaining therein forty-eight hours.

to

The next

liquor

The

a 14-degree one.

is

skins are transferred

and remain in it six days. Handle them every
two days or give them a 16-degree liquor for four days, and
to this liquor

handle every two days

an 18-degree

in

retanning

up

of oak

is

now

five days
handled every other day. The
The liquors may also be made

then they should be given

;

liquor, being

complete.

and hemlock extracts

in the proportion of 3 parts

of the latter to 1 part of the former.

may

done in a drum in the following
manner
The first liquor is made of 3 lbs. of hemlock extract and 1 lb. of oak extract and 5 lbs. of salt in 25 gallons
of water for 100 lbs. of chrome leather.
In this liquor the

Retanning

also be

:

skins are run one hoUr, then they are piled
four hours.

The second

liquor

may

down

for twenty-

be the same as the

first,

one hour, then piled down for
twenty-four hours.
On the third day the skins are given the
last retanning liquor, which is made up of 3 lbs. of oak extract and 1 lb. of hemlock extract and no salt.
The skins
are run in this liquor two hours, then placed in piles for
twelve hours. Retanning by hanging the goods in the liquor

the skins being run

is

doubtless the better

is

fully retanned

it

in

it

method

should

lie

of the two.

on a

After the leather

pile forty-eight hours

and

then be fat-liquored.
Fat-liquoring.

—The

fat-liquor

For every dozen skins

in the

is

lot,

made
8

of soap

ozs. of

and degras.

soap are boiled in
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10 gallons of water

;

when

it is

dissolved 4 lbs. of moellon de-

This liquor

gras are stirred in.

is

given to the leather at 125°

run in it forty minutes, then left in a pile
over night.
The next day it is pressed and dried slightly for
the second fat-liquoring, which consists of stearine, hard grease
and cod oil.
The workman must use his judgment in determining
whether the skins are in suitable condition for stuffing. The
necks and flanks should be dampened more than the other
F.; the leather is

portions so that they will not absorb too

made

much

grease

and be

Chrome wax will not carry as much grease as
bark-tanned leather. The stuffing should be used at 140° F.
After the skins are taken from the drum they should be placed
in a pile and left until the next day.
They are then set out
coarse.

on the flesh side with a slicker, and next with a stone, and
hung up by the hind shanks until partly dry they are then
reset on the grain side.
;

When
and

the skins are dry, they are piled

down

a few days

are then whitened, preferably

by hand. After the leather
is whitened it is grained with a heavy cork board, going from
right back shank to left front shank and vice versa. It should
be thoroughly softened before

—A good black

it is

blacked.

made

as follows
Take 8 gallons
and dissolve in it by boiling 1 J lbs, of logwood crj'^stals, then add | oz. of bichromate of potash and stir well.
Next add 5 lbs. of good tallow soap and | lb. of caustic potash
and boil for two hours, then add 5 lbs. of good gas lampblack, and boil another hour.
There should be 20 gallons

Blacking.

is

:

of water

when

finished.

This soap black should be stirred

minutes every three hours until

it is

entirely cold,

fifteen

when

it

is

The blacking can be put on by machine,

ready to be used.

and better results are obtained by giving the skins one coat
and glossing them then give another coat and gloss again.
;

After the second glossing the skins are ready for the paste.
Paste.

—Mix 2^
Add

batter.

and J

lb.

lbs. of flour

with water until

it

forms a thin

to the batter J lb. of soap cut into small pieces

of frozen glue that has been soaked over night in 1
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and 1 pint of
Boil this mixture half an hour and allow it to
of cod oil.
In the morning add suflScient water to make
cool over night.
it thin enough to feed through the machine.
Give the skins
a light coat of this paste and hang them up until almost dry;
then take them down and gloss on the glossing jack and hang
up over night, as it is very important that the paste be per-

quart of cold water, 2

fectly

ozs.

dry before the finish

Finish.

—The

finish is

of black nigrosine

is

put on.

made

as follows

:

Soak

glue in 3 quarts of cold water twenty-four hours
the glue J

lb.

1 lb. of frozen
;

then add to

of Ivory soap, 2 ozs. of beeswax cut into small

and
and allow it to stand twentyNow add very carefully 14 quarts of
four hours undisturbed.
cold water, adding it slowly and stirring all the time.
When
all the water is mixed in, the finish is ready for use.
This
It should be put
finish gives the leather a fine, mellow feel.
on by hand, using a sponge. The leather should be given a
good coat and hung up to dry. When thoroughly dry it is
trimmed and measured. The finished leather is very fine
and soft.

pieces,

1|

lbs.

of white tallow, 4 ozs. of black nigrosine,

boif the mixture twenty minutes

Calfskin Glove and Mitten Leathers.
Glove leather of very durable quality
calfskins in a process of chrome tanning.

is

made by tanning
The skins that are

most profitable for this purpose are those that are large and
During the processes of liming, bating and pickling
prior to tanning, the skins are handled in the same manner as

thin.

skins for shoe leather, except that

somewhat more thoroughly

it is

advisable to lime

them
and

so that the leather will be soft

durable.

Tanning

done with the two-bath process or the one-bath
manner that has been already described. Another excellent way to tan the goods is to first give them an
alum tannage, dry them out and then retan them with onebath chrome liquor. This may be done in the following
manner Boil in 6 gallons of water 6 lbs. of sulphate of alumina.
is

process in the

:

9
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In a pail dissolve in

1

gallon of water 12 ozs. of bicarbonate

Pour the soda solution very slowly and with constant stirring into the solution of alumina.
Use the liquor at
of soda.

80° F.

Put the pickled skins into the drum together with 10 gallb. of Glauber's salt and 3 lbs. of common salt
for 100 lbs. of skins.
Drum the skins in the solution twenty
minutes, then drain off the liquor.
Put into the drum 10
gallons of lukewarm water and 4 lbs. of salt and run the drum
ten minutes.
Then pour into the drum the alumina and soda
solution and drum the skins with it from two to three hours.
At the end of the time stated, take the skins out, drain them
over a horse until the next day, then hang them up to dry.
lons of water, 1

When

dry put the skins back into the drum together
with 12 gallons of water and drum them fifteen minutes.
Drain the water off and retan the leather with 8 lbs. of
chrome alum dissolved in 10 gallons of water for 100 lbs. of
wet leather. Drum an hour and a half. Then add gradually to the liquor 1^ lbs. of soda ash or 3 lbs. of soda crystals

in solution diluted with |

drumming the
the drum and
day.

of

formaldehyde and continue

let

Take the skins out of
them drain over horses until the next
is then done in the usual
then washed in running water, and

Neutralizing with borax

manner.

The

leather

later fat-liquored

or the following,

Olive

lb.

leather two hours.

oil

is

with any good chrome leather

which

soap, IJ lbs.;

is

fat-liquor,

especially suitable for glove leather

borax 2

ozs.;

neatsfoot oil 1

lb.;

:

egg-

yolk 2 lbs., for 100 iVs. of wet leather. Apply the liquor at
125° F. and drum the leather with it thirty minutes. The
leather

may

then be dyed in various ways.

By applying

an-

thracene chromate yellows and browns at a temperature of

170°

F., colors of

unusual fastness are obtained.

These dyes

may

be combined with one another at the will of the dyer to
get any shade that may be desired.
A light yellow color is secured without the use of artificial
dyestuffs

Make

by using gambler,

picric acid

a gambler liquor by boiling 12

lbs.

and
of

fustic extract.

gambler in 22
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the gambler

dissolved
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add

to the

solution I pint of muriate of tin and IJ ozs. of tin crystals.
When this liquor has cooled down to 90° F. it is ready for use.

For from 100 to 150 skins, according to size, use 4 pailfuls
gambler liquor and 2 or 3 gallons of water. Drum the
Then add | lb. of picric
leather with this mixture one hour.
acid and | lb. of fustic extract dissolved in 3 gallons of hot
water, and let the drum run thirty minutes longer.
Then
place the skins over horses and let them drain until the next
morning. Do not wash one-bath tanned skins, which is the
process preferable for this leather, but dry them out and after
they are dry wash them for two hours, then dry, stake and
The leather is soft and full the color is uniform
finish them.
and permanent.
After the skins have been staked, throw them into a drum
together with 4 quarts of soapstone for 100 skins, and drum
two hours. Finally stake the leather again and it is finished.
A nice yellow shade can also be obtained by the use of fusFor 100 lbs. of leather dissolve 26 ozs.
tic and auramine II.
in
5 gallons of water add to this solution
of extract of fustic
5 ozs. of tin crystals and when dissolved, add enough water
of this

;

;

to

make 10

Drum

gallons of liquor.

the skins in this yellow

In 4 gallons of boiling water dissolve
of the auramine dye and run the solution onto the leather

liquor one-half hour.
6 ozs.

on the
longer
it

was

A

fustic
;

bottom, and

let

drain the leather and

colored, fat-liquor

the

drum

if it

and dry

it

light shade of tan is obtained

tract
skins.

water.

and titanium-potassium
Dissolve 2

lbs.

rotate twenty minutes

was not
it

fat-liquored before

out for finishing.

by using yellow

oxalate.

Weigh

of the fustic extract in a pailful of hot

Put the skins into the drum together with 12 gallons

of water at 130° F., for 100 lbs. of leather.

hour.

fustic ex-

the shaved

Then pour

Drum

one-half

drum 4 ozs. of the titanium salt
Run the drum fifteen minutes longer

into the

dissolved in hot water.

then wash the skins and fat-liquor them.
For a dark shade of tan use 4 ozs. of red fustic extract and
6 ozs. of the titanium salt otherwise the process of coloring
;

is

the same as for light tan.

practical tanning.
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White Calfskin Leather.
Tanning with Sulphate of Alumina.
is

made by tanning

calfskins

—

Soft,

tough white leather

by the following process

:

The

skins are limed, bated and pickled with sulphuric acid and
salt in

manner and

the usual

are then allowed to drain twenty-

four hours.

To
12

prepare the tanning liquor boil in 10 gallons of water

lbs. of

In a pail dissolve 24

sulphate of alumina.

ozs. of

Pour the soda solution slowly and with

bicarbonate of soda.

constant stirring into the solution of sulphate of alumina.

Allow the resultant white liquor

drum

pickled skins into a

1 lb. of Glauber's salt

Drum

of skins.

to cool to

80° F.

Put the

together with ten gallons of water,

and 3

lbs.

of

common

salt for

100

lbs.

the skins with the solution twenty minutes,

Put into the drum 10 gallons of
and
Then pour into the drum
let the drum rotate ten minutes.
half of the alumina-soda solution and drum the skins three
hours.
At the expiration of the three hours, take the leather
out and let it drain until the next day then hang it up to
then drain

off the liquor.

lukewarm water and 6

lbs.

of salt together with the skins

;

dry.

When

dry put the skins back into the

8 gallons of water and
rest of the

drum them

drum

together with

ten minutes, then add the

white liquor and run the

drum two

or three hours.

Place the leather over horses to drain at least twelve hours,

then hang up to dry.
Fat-liquoring.
state in a

—Wl^n dry

clean dry

then dampen

it

with

Sulphonated castor
as

it

room

for

let

the leather lay in the crust

some time, the longer the

warm water preparatory

oil

or acid fat-liquor

is

better

;

to fat-liquoring.

the material to use

imparts softness without discoloring the leather or mak-

ing

it

the

oil

greasy.

and

dissolved.

For each 100 lbs. of dry leather use 7 lbs. of
10 gallons of water at 95° F. until it is

stir it into

Put the moistened leather into the drum start
oil through the gudgeon,
;

the drum, and pour the solution of

and drum the leather forty minutes then let it drain over
night.
The next day strike out the grain and apply to it a
;
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mixture of French chalk, two parts of glycerine and 4 parts
water.
Apply this to the grain and then hang the leather up
to dry.

—Finishing

consists of moistening the leather,
on boards.
When dry and taken
from the boards, if it is not soft enough, restake it if staking
does not soften the leather sufficiently, wet it and give it more
fat-liquor.
The appearance of the flesh can be improved by
buffing on a carborundum wheel and the leather can be

Finishing.

staking,

and tacking

it

;

;

finished

upon the

flesh if

such flesh-finished leather

Another process of making white calfskins

is

nage composed of sulphate of alumina, salt,
and oil. Proportions given are based on 100

Make

is

wanted.

an alum tanflour, eggyolk
lbs. of

pickled

of flour and a little water.
alumina and 5 lbs. of salt in 10
gallons of water.
Slowly add to this 4 ozs. of bicarbonate of
soda, and then mix in 2 lbs. of eggyolk and 2 lbs. of olive oil.
Add the flour paste and drum the skins with the mixture
three hours.
Leave in the liquor over night drum a few
minutes the next morning dry at a moderate temperature.
Finishing consists of staking and buffing the skins, drumming them with 1 lb. of eggyolk and 5 lbs. of French chalk
then setting out, tacking and drying. If colored leather is
wanted, the grain can be colored by hand, leaving the flesh
white, or a drum can be used and the leather dyed throughout.
This class of leather is as a rule dyed with wood colors,
which may be shaded with acid colors. Another method is
to bottom the leather with wood colors and then to top with
skins.

Dissolve 3

a paste of 5

lbs.

lbs.

of sulphate of

;

;

basic colors.

Formaldehyde Tannage.

—By a method of tanning with form-

aldehyde white skins are obtained which are very similar to
alum-tanned goods.
The beamhouse processes are carried
out as usual

;

the skins are next washed in tepid water

they are ready for the tannage.

For

when

a solution of 2J
parts of commercial formaldehyde in 100 parts of water is
used.
This liquor is prepared in a paddle and the skins are

put into

it

and

left

this

in from twenty-four to forty-eight hours.
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then withdrawn, neutralized, washed, and fat-liquored with a
liquor made of 100 parts of neatsfoot oil, 25 parts of carbonate
of soda
this

and 500 parts

of water.

The

skins are

one hour, then dried and finished.

drummed

Sulphonated

oil

in

can

be used for fat-liquoring with good results. And a fat-liquoring with moellon degras gives skins of a light yellow color.

Chrome-tanned Ooze Calfskins.

The skins that are worked into ooze leather must be free
from butcher cuts and have full flanks, but good grain is not
essential.
In almost every pack of skins there are some that
have defective grain that are unsuitable for grain finish and
can be finished only upon the flesh side. Such skins can be
sorted out after the pack has been tanned, or they can be
selected after they have been unhaired, and tanned separately
from the rest. Skins limed according to the following directions make fine ooze leather Use 8 lbs. of lime and 2^ lbs.
of sulphide of soda for 100 lbs. of skins, weighed before soak:

ing.

It is best to give the

Start the liming process

goods a six-days liming.

by using 2

lbs.

skins in this liquor twenty-four hours.

and add

1J

lbs. of

the skins back.

lime and 1

On

lb.

of lime

Then

;

leave the

pull

them out
and put

of sulphide of soda,

the third day, haul the skins out

;

plunge

thoroughly and put the skins into the liquor. On the fourth
day add 1| lbs. of lime and the same quantity of sulphide of
soda and put the skins back. On the fifth day add 1| lbs. of
lime and warm the liquor again to 70° F., and put the skins
On the sixth day warm the liquor again to 70° F.
back.

and on the seventh day put the skins into clean, warm water
Then
at 85° F., and unhair at the end of one or two hours.
work the skins over the beam and work out as much of the
lime as possible.

Bate with oropon bate, using 8 ozs. for 100 lbs. of skins, in
warmed to 95° F. The goods are paddled one hour,
then left in the liquor over night and washed and pickled the
a bath

next morning.
Pickle with a liquor

made by adding

to 40 gallons of water
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lbs. of salt and 5 lbs. of sulphuric acid, using 12 gallons
and drumming twenty minutes.
The tanning is done most expeditiously with tanolin.
Weigh the pickled skins and throw them into the drum
together with 10 gallons of water in which 6 lbs. of salt have
been dissolved for 100 lbs. of skins, and drum fifteen minutes.

40

Dissolve in 2 gallons of boiling water 6

when

the solution

is

it

Divide

cool.

it

lbs. of tanolin,

using

into three portions.

Pour one portion into the drum and drum thirty minutes.
Then add another portion and run the drum another half hour.
Then pour in the last portion and let the drum run one hour.
Dissolve in a

little

hot water 8

ozs. of

bicarbonate of soda,

pour the solution into the drum and continue the drumming
two hours. Then pour in 6 ozs. more of soda and run an
hour longer or until the skins are thoroughly tanned. Horse
the leather up forty-eight hours before neutralizing and wash-

ing
to

It is

it.

which I

then washed in a

drum with 10

gallons of water

of bicarbonate of soda has been added, for one-

lb.

half hour, and then next wash with running water for one-

The skins are then set out and
One method of finishing the skins into
follows The skins are fat-liquored with a
half hour.

:

and

to the

same some

.substance

is

shaved.
ooze leather

is

as

suitable fat-liquor

added which, during the

subsequent drying, isolates the fibers of the leather in such a

manner

as to allow

difficulty.

For

The

them

to

be soaked and softened without

this purpose dextrine, grape sugar, syrup, etc.,

and then buffed. Buffdone either by running the flesh-side on an emery
wheel or by slightly grinding the grain. The ground leather
is then drummed with warm water until it has regained its
original softness, and is then colored with acid dyestuffs.
During or after the dyeing, a somewhat larger quantity of
gambier or sumac is added than is otherwise customary with
chrome leather, in order to impart to the leather the necessary
firmness.
The nap of the skins is then raised by working the
leather in a dry drum after it has absorbed some moisture by
a treatment with wet sawdust.
The coloring is done in the
same manner as has been described for grain leather.
are used.

ing

is

stuffed leather is dried
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Another way to produce ooze leather is as follows After
shaving, the skins are run together with pumice in a clean
:

drum.
with

it

For 100 lbs. of skins use 1 quart of pumice and drum
thirty minutes then cut the flesh-side on a wet wheel
;

so that the fibers are uniformly fine over

the entire skin.

After this has been done wash the leather thoroughly to re-

move

all

the pumice.

The

skins are then in condition to be

colored and fat-liquored, these processes being the

same

as for

grain-finished leather.
If black leather is wanted,

drum

the skins in a solution of

Bismarck yellow brown or some other direct yellow brown,
drum with a logwood liquor that is slightly alkaline,
and strike with acetate of iron or copperas, and fat-liquor
them, following this with direct leather black, fat-liquoring
again, and then hanging the skins up to dry.
There are special ooze blacks upon the market that produce
good results. They dye direct without the use of mordant or
then

logwood.

For light skins a fat-liquor of eggyolk and sperm oil is suitand for both light and heavy skins a fat-liquor made of
olive oil soap, neatsfoot oil and moellon degras is recommended. It is made as follows 1 lb. of the soap is dissolved
in 6 gallons of boiling water.
To the solution are added 4
lbs. of the oil and 2 lbs. of degras and the whole is boiled for
thirty minutes.
Next add water to make 20 gallons of liquor.
In a separate vessel dissolve 6 ozs. of carbonate of potash, add
This quantity of
this to the fat-liquor, and stir thoroughly.
able

;

:

fat-liquor is for

200

the leather with

When

Use it at 140° F. Drum
minutes and then let it drain until

lbs. of leather.

forty

Strike out each skin

the next day.

hang up

it

;

oil

the grain lightly and

to dry.

dry,

dampen and

stake the skins,

and before they are

dry put them into a dry wheel and run them three hours,
then tack them out. When dry, stake them lightly and run
the flesh side on a plush wheel, which
Softness,

freedom from

spots,

is

the finishing touch.

and smooth, uniform

fibres are the essential qualities of this leather.

colors

and
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is

finished from

chrome
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calfskins in

manner The skins are taken in a dry or crust
condition and are dampened with clean, damp sawdust in the
customary manner. They are next fluffed on the flesh side,
care being taken to avoid scratches, with new or coarse carborundum or emery. The grain then receives a thorough
the following

:

grounding on the bufiing wheel,
or staked lightly.

after the leather is

perched

After grounding, the skins are given a coat

of a solution of dextrine, potato starch or Irish moss,

and are

then allowed to lay until the moisture has almost evaporated
from them, but not entirely, as sufficient moisture should be
left

in the goods to keep

them

cool for the wheeling or fluffing

on the grain, which follows immediately.
The next process is coloring and for this a good drumming
in warm water to soften the leather is necessary.
Add to 12
;

gallons of water 8 ozs. of borax and

minutes

A

;

drum

the skins twenty

then rinse them for a few minutes.

treatment with sumac

the leather, 3 or 4

being used for 100

A

half hour.

is

necessary to impart firmness to

sumac

lbs. of

extract in water at 125° F.

of leather,

lbs.

solution of gambler

which
is

is

drummed

one-

also suitable for the

Drain the liquor out of the drum and proceed to
Prepare the dye bath by

purpose.

color the leather with -acid dyes.

dissolving the

amount

of color necessary in 15 gallons of hot

drum while it is rotating,
Then add to the bath 4 or
in solution, and let the drum run
Then acidulate the dye bath by

water, pour this solution into the

and drum the skins ten minutes.
5

ozs.

of fustic extract

twenty minutes longer.

adding

to

it

3 or 4

ozs.

of sulphuric acid or three times as

much bisulphate of soda in 1 gallon of water, and let the
drum run fifteen minutes longer. The dyed leather is next
rinsed well in lukewarm water, and next given a drumming
with a solution of eggyolk for ten minutes

;

it

is

then rinsed,

struck out and dried.

Complete penetration of the dye is secured by adding 2 ozs.
ammonia to the dye bath and prolonging the drumming to forty minutes or even longer the ammonia is then
of strong

;
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neutralized
tity

by using

slightly

more acid or soda than the quan-

mentioned above.

The

finishing operations consist of

dampening the dry skins

and staking them, then buffing on the buffing machine and
fluffing lightly

on the

In place of buffing they can
by working

flesh side.

be worked over with a

warm

knife and finished off

over the grain with very fine emery

This

last

method gives a

appearance
a

made up into a suitable pad.
and

beautiful, even, velvety feel

to the leather.

The

last

touch

is

fine

a brushing with

brush.

stiff

The Manufacture of Vegetable-tanned
Calfskin Leather.

form

liquid

—Calf skins

for upper and fancy leather
Quebracho extract in solid or
common use and produces soft tough

Quebracho Tannage.
are tanned in

numerous ways.
is

in

leather.

A

practical

way

to tan calfskins

carried out as follows

in boiling water.

:

A

with quebracho extract

quantity of the extract

is

is

dissolved

Solid extract should be dissolved in a tub

containing a false screen bottom which prevents the extract

adhering to a solid surface. Liquid extract should be dissolved in water at 180° F.
The solution of extract should be
stirred well
It is

and allowed

to cool

down gradually

before use.

a mistake to suddenly chill the extract solution by run-

The tannage should be started in a
Having the liquor too strong and thereby drawing the grain must be guarded against during the entire
process.
The suspension method, by which the skins are not
violently agitated, produces the plumpest and best tanned
The
leather, especially along the sides and in the flanks.

ning

weak

it

into cold liquor.

liquor.

skins are tacked with galvanized iron or copper nails onto

wooden

The

strips

quite weak.

Where

and hung in the

liquor.

liquor in which the tanning begins,

is usually
should not exceed 10° barkoraeter.
pickled skins are being tanned salt should be added

first

Its strength

to the tan liquor to prevent the acid in the skins doing injury.
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it

of the liquor

is
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increased

reaches 20° to 25° barkometer towards the end of the

The length of time required to accomplish the tanning of the skins depends upon their thickness and the
strength of the liquor.
It is always advisable to tan slowly
so as to get a fine, smooth grain.
When the tanning is comprocess.

pleted, the leather is washed, pressed

seven to fourteen days

is

and

From

fat-liquored.

the time usually required to tan the

skins.

Another method of tanning consists of a liquor made of
quebracho extract, alum and salt for the first part of the proPrecess, and a clear quebracho liquor for the second part.
pare a liquor by adding enough dissolved extract to water in
a paddle to make a 40 or 50 barkometer liquor and add to
the same 1

lb.

alum and

of

3 lbs. of salt dissolved in hot

Plunge the liquor well
and throw the skins in. Start the wheel and turn the skins
in the liquor for thirty-six hours or longer, which strikes them
a light oak color then place them in the second liquor. This
should consist of clear quebracho liquor.
Add enough
water for every 100 gallons of liquor.

;

dissolved extract to the water in the paddle to

barkometer liquor.

Turn the

make

skins thirty-six hours

;

a 6°

then

strengthen the liquor to 10° barkometer and continue the

turning for two days, or as long as

A

the tanning.
extract

may

be used in the same manner, also a mixture of

hemlock and oak

When

is necessary to complete
mixture of quebracho extract and hemlock

extract.

thoroughly tanned the skins are horsed up and

allowed to drain several hours or over night, and are then
placed in sumac liquor.

This

is

prepared by adding water
of sumac, using the liquor

heated to 122° F. to about 25 lbs.
at 90° F.
The skins are thrown in and stirred about, more
or

less,

and

left

in over night, then drained, set out

and

either

and dried, or dried without fat-liquoring.
Gambier Tamiage. Calfskins can be made into fine, soft
leather by tanning with gambier.
The skins, having been
limed and drenched, are put into a gambier and sumac liquor
fat-liquored

—
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of about 10° barkometer.

The

liquor should be slightly acid

to prevent thin leather, acetic acid

being used to acidify

it.

After the skins have been in this liquor from six to ten hours

they are placed in another liquor in a paddle, made up with
gambler to a strength of 20° barkometer, 1 quart of acetic
acid being added for each five dozen skins.

In this liquor

the skins remain ten hours.

The

third liquor should

made

be

to a strength of

barkometer and the same quantity of acid added as
is

35°

before.

It

add to the
an hour, a pailful of

also beneficial to the quality of the leather to

have been in

liquor, after the skins

oak wood extract.
When the tannage

sumac
set

is

it

completed, the leather

is

put into a

liquor for several hours or over night, then drained,

out and either fat-liquored and dried without being

The sumac

fat-liquored.

first

gives a good bottom for the subse-

quent dyeing.

A

gambler process

difi'erent

from the foregoing method

manner The

applied in the following

:

skins, bated

is

and washed,

are run in an old 12° barkometer liquor until they are col-

ored

;

gambler liquor, being hung
twelve days, during which time the liquor is

and are then put

therein for

into fresh

The

gradually strengthened every day.

and shaved, or

split as

they

may

in a 12° barkometer liquor for a

placed in a 34° barkometer fresh

skins are then pressed

They are next run
day or two before they are
gambler liquor sixteen days

require.

more.

Salt should be added to the liquors to aid the tanning

and

keep the liquors from getting sour.

to

course, require less tanning than

Light skins, of

heavy ones, the process as described being suitable for heavy kangaroo skins and calfskins.
The tanned leather is washed, set out on a machine, oiled
When
or fat-liquored and dried at a moderate temperature.
dry, the leather improves in texture by being kept in the crust
sometime before it is finished. It can also be passed through
a sumac liquor after the gambler tannage is completed. A
drumming in a solution of alum and salt clears the grain.
A very satisfactory method of tanning is by the use of vats
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and handled.

In the

first
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vat the skins are colored

In the second liquor they are tanned until they

are ready to be skived or split

;

in the third liquor they are

tanned out after skiving. At the start the liquor should be
4° or 5° barkometer and gradually strengthened as the tanning proceeds until the skins are fully tanned. Into the water
in the vats should be put 6 or 7 pailfuls of gambier liquor

standing at 75° Be. in the pails or stock solution, also 4 or 5
pailfuls of

liquor
forty

is

sediment gambier after the boiling.

ready, put the skins in

When

and run the paddle

minutes to insure good color on the grain.

the

thirty or

The

liquor

should be strengthened twice daily morning and evening,
with 2 or 3 pailfuls of gambier and sediment, and the paddle

be run three times daily, ten or

At the end

fifteen

minutes each time.

of four or five days, the skins should be taken out

of the liquor

and struck out on the

flesh

and then put into

By running

the second or stronger liquor.

the paddle three
times each day and by adding three pailfuls of 75° Be gambier liquor each day, the skins

become well struck through in

Then set them out on the flesh side,
skive them and put them into the finishing liquors of 12° to
15° barkometer for seven days. Each day the liquor should
about fourteen days.

be strengthened with 2 pailfuls of gambier and the wheel be
run fifteen minutes each time one pailful of salt should be
added to the liquor each week. The final tanning can also
be done in a drum.
;

After the leather

is

fully

tanned

it

should be cleared by

drumming with alum and salt, oiled and dried. It is then
dampened, run in warm water and shaved, after which it is
dampened and colored.
wash them after tanning, then fat-liquor and dry them, shave, and mill them in
sumac, and then color them. Good leather is also made by
giving a light fat-liquor after tanning and washing; next drying the skins, coloring them and then giving them the second
fat-liquored, set out, dried again,

Another way

to treat the skins is to

application of fat-liquor.

Dongola Tannage.

— Gambier, alum

and

salt

make what

is
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known

There are many modifications of
made by tanning the skins first
in gambler or quebracho liquor and then giving them an alum
and salt retannage. For 200 average skins a mixture is prepared of 5 lbs. of alum, 9 lbs. of salt, 24 lbs. of flour, 10 dozen
eggyolks or a corresponding quantity of sulphonated oil, and
as dongola leather.

this process.

Fine leather

is

The flour
The alum and salt are

made

8 to 10 gallons of water.

is

cold water.

dissolved in part of the

water and the flour paste

The

oil

or the eggyolk

and the whole mixture

is

into paste with

slowly stirred into the solution.

mixed with warm water is next added
stirred thoroughly.
The tanned skins

drummed with this mixture one hour, then dried, colored
and finished, thus making soft, durable leather.
The above described mixture may also be used upon untanned skins as they come from the bate or drench. They
should be drummed with it, dried, kept in crust some time,
then wet back and tanned with chrome liquor, the result
are

being

soft,

durable leather.

The combination tannage

:

skins are placed in gambler liquor in
lbs. of

gambler are used

begun

to absorb the gambler,

for

alum and salt can also
The bated and washed
a paddle. From 3 to 5

of gambler,

be applied in the following manner

one dozen skins. After they have
from 8 ozs. to 1 lb. of alum and

added to the liquor and
the paddling is continued until the tannage is completed,
which takes from eighteen to thirty-six hours. The leather
is then washed in warm water to remove the adhering tan,
^

lb.

of salt for each dozen skins are

next fat-liquored with acid fat-liquor, dried, wet back, colored
with aniline dyes, or dyed black, dried again, and finished.

alum and salt have been added it is practicable to
put the skins together with the tanning liquor into a drum
and drum them a few hours or until they are thoroughly
After the

tanned.

Some

and applied
cess.

soluble oil

to the leather

is also made by taking the skins out
when they are well struck through,
them out and then drumming them with a paste of

Excellent leather

of the gambler liquor
striking

may also be added to the liquor
toward the end of the tanning pro-
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and either eggyolk or soluble oil, dryand then coloring them with aniline dye and titanium-

water, flour, alum, salt
ing,

potassium oxalate.

The

by adding a solution
the gambler liquor and the

color of the leather can be modified

dyewood

of fustic or other

entire

may

process

to

;

The

be reversed.

can be

skins

first

drummed with alum and salt and then tanned with gambler.
Heavy skins can be tanned with gambler, split and shaved,
and then retanned with gambler, alum and
leather
if

is

dry

drummed

not fat-liquored immediately after tanning,

acid fat-liquor or with an emulsion of oil

and

After the

salt.

can be colored with acid or basic dyes, and,

it

and

with

soap, staked

finished.

Fat-Liquoring Vegetable-Tanned Calfskins.

The

fat-liquors described
'

this section are suitable for

in

quebracho, gambler, hemlock and combination tanned

and can be applied to the leather immediately after
tanned or later, after it has been dried and colored.
For 200 lbs. of dry leather or 400 lbs. of wet leather

skins
it is
'

1.

;

weighed

washing and pressing from the tan, 7 or 8
fat-liquor are sufficient.
Borax chip soap, 24

after

lons of this
sal

calf-

soda,

10

lbs.;

treated cod

and

Boil the soap

gallons.

a barrel until dissolved

thoroughly

;

fat-liquor.

;

15 gallons; birch oil, 2J
soda in 5 pailfuls of water in

oil,

sal

next add the

then add enough water to

oils

;

;

and

stir

make 45

This liquor, when made with birch

lent for colored leather

gallbs.;

boil

gallons of

oil, is

for black leather the birch oil

excel-

may

be omitted.
2.

oil may be
warm water,

Sulphonated

in solution with

applied to leather either alone
or

mixed with

neatsfoot oil or

varying proportions, either as soon as the skins
have been colored it may also be
added to the tanning liquors in drum tanning and thus
drummed into the leather. A practical formula is Sulpho-

mineral

oil in

are tanned or after they

;

:

nated castor
lbs.

oil

Heat the

6^

lbs.;

potash soap, 2|
to 160° F., dissolve the soap in

neatsfoot

neatsfoot oil

oil,

6J

lbs.;
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hot water.

oughly

;

Stir the dissolved soap into the

Mix

oil.

thor-

allow to cool slightly and add the sulphonated

and mix thoroughly

oil

an emulsion. This mixture dissolves readily in hot water and can be used in any quantity
into

according to the degree of softness of leather that

A
and

neatsfoot

and a

oil

is

desired.

made by mixing sulphonated

fat-liquor can also be

little

ammonia.

oil

Sulphonated

oil

50 parts purified mineral oil, 25 parts water,
50 parts, makes an emulsion that may be dissolved in hot
water and drummed into the leather, brushed on, or added to
tanning liquors in the drum, or to spent dye liquors.
(neatsfoot),

3.

;

;

For colored and black

Potash

calfskins.

soft soap,

10

French moellon degras, 10 lbs.
Boil the soap in 12 gallons of water.
Cut the oil by pouring into it and stirring thoroughly 4 ozs. of borax dissolved
in 1 quart of boiling water.
Pour the oil into the soap and
stir thoroughly.
Then add the degras and stir thoroughly
again.
Run in enough cold water to make 50 gallons of fatliquor.
10 gallons are enough for 50 average skins.
lbs.;

neatsfoot

oil,

4 gallons

;

After the leather has been blacked or colored, press out the
surplus water, and apply the fat-liquor at a temperature of

120°

F.,

drumming

leather from the

the leather forty minutes.

drum, horse

it

up

for

Remove

some hours, then

the

strike

out and apply a coat of neatsfoot oil or other suitable oil
and hang the skins up to dry.
Fat-liquoring may also be done after tanning and washing,
the leather being then dried and subsequently dampened and
it

colored.

The drum

that

with live steam
in the

drum

given to

it.

;

is

used for fat-liquoring should be heated

the water drained out, and the leather run

a few minutes to
It is

warm

it

before the fat-liquor

is

always best to add the liquor in portions of

a pailful at a time at intervals of five minutes until the requisite

quantity has been fed to the leather.

This
soft soap, 1^ lbs.; moellon degras, 1 quart.
110 pounds of wet leather. Use at 120° F., and drum
strike it out, and
then wash it
the leather fifty minutes
4.

Potash

is for

;

;
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hang

up

it

When

to dry.

dry the leather can be sorted and

finished into colors or black as
5.

To make

may

be desired.

a barrel of fat-liquor, use

:

Potash or chip soap,

1| lbs.; cod oil, 7 gallons moellon degras, 1
gallon.
Prepare in the usual manner and use at a temperaA barrelful of this liquor is suflBcient for 300
ture of 120° F.

4

lbs.;

lbs.
6.

foot

sal soda,

;

of leather.

Potash

Of

ously be added.

100

A

1| gallons.

oil,

25

soft soap,

lbs.

;

English sod

oil,

few pounds of degras

this fat-liquor

50

may

lbs.

;

neats-

advantage-

20 gallons are required for

of dry leather.

lbs.

—In

manufacture of colored
leather excellent results are obtained by drying the leather
after washing and pressing it from the tan, then applying the
on

Notes

Fat-liquoring.

the

which should be sulphonated oil. The leather
is now dried, dampened, colored, dried again and then given
the second and main fat-liquoring, which may be either sulphonated oil or an emulsion of soap, oil and degras.
Skins for black and colored leather, imitation kangaroo and
dull and glazed boarded grains are also twice fat-liquored
once after they have been retanned, pressed and sammied
and again after coloring.*
After the leather has been retanned, pressed and shaved, it
should be uniformly sammied and fat-liquored and then dried.
Imitation kangaroo and dull printed grains are generally
first fat-liquor,

the second

yellow-backed

before

Blue-backed

generally dyed or stained on the flesh and

is

dyed on the grain afterward.
the second fat-liquor after

it

application

Colored leather

is

of fat-liquor.

usually given

has been colored.

one of the most important processes in the
manufacture of leather.
Only the best grades of materials
Fat-liquoring

is

should be used so that the leather will not be greasy or gummy
Sulphonated oil unites
or liable to spew after it is finished.
with the fibers of the leather and does not decompose in the
leather it also prevents darkening of the grain and greasiness.
;

Neatsfoot

oil

and cod

oil,

as well as other leather

oils,

combine

with the fibers of the leather more readily than mineral
10

oil
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and form a sort of secondary tannage. The use of acid
liquor is recommended for light vegetable-tanned leather.

fat-

Dyeing Vegetable-tanned Calfskins Black.

—For

Logwood Liquor.
form is in general

blacking leather logwood in some

use.
Logwood chips, logwood extract in
and liquid forms are employed also the
powdered products of logwood such as Hematine, Hemolin
and Hematoxylin.
When logwood paste is used, from 6 to 8 lbs. are dissolved

paste,

in

solid

;

in 40 gallons of water together with ^

lb. of

borax or sal-soda,

and brought to the boiling point. This liquor is very strong
and is usually reduced in strength by the addition of more
water.

Hematine and other similar products are used

in the pro-

The dye is
minutes
first boiled a few
in one-half-barrelful of water, and
the barrel is then filled with water.
From 1 to 2 lbs. of borax
portion of about 6

lbs.

to

a barrelful of water.

may be added to the dye liquor. A few fustic chips or a few
ounces of fustic paste or crystals boiled with the logwood
serves to intensify the color.

The
tables,

leather

may

be blacked in a drum, on a machine, on
and passed through the dye in

or by being folded

boxes or trays.

drum method

wanted undyed the
preferred, since a large number of skins can

Unless the flesh-side
is

be blacked in a few minutes.

The

is

leather

is

first

given the

logwood liquor and then the striker.
Blacking with Logwood and the Salt of Titanium.
To color
vegetable-tanned calfskins a deep black the use of titaniumpotassium oxalate and logwood is recommended, 100 lbs. of
dry leather requiring from 8 to 10 ozs. of the titanium salt.
Dampen the dry leather and run it in a solution of 5 ozs. of
Then pour alkaline logwood liquor
the salt for ten minutes.
into the drum and run the leather in it twenty minutes.
Another solution of 5 ozs. of the titanium salt is then added
to the liquor in the drum and drumming continued ten minutes, when both flesh and grain will be found to be colored.

—
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If the leather is not fat-liquored before

dyeing

it
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should be

washed, fat-liquored, dried and finished.

Dyeing with Direct

Leathen^

Blacks.

—Methods

of

dyeing

leather black by the application of special blacks, without the

use of logwood, are of quite recent origin.

TG

Leather Black

TB

any kind of
upon
both the flesh-side and grain. The color is a rich, permanent
black.
The dyestufls are dissolved by mixing 2 parts by
weight with 1 part by weight of acetic acid (30 per cent) and
some water to a pulp, and then pouring boiling water over it,

and

patd. (Cassella) are useful in blacking

vegetable-tanned leather either on the flesh-side only or

whilst constantly stirring, so that a solution of about one per
cent, results,

which

is

diluted

if

The

necessary.

dyestufls are

applied in the customary manner, either by the staining process or in a

paddle or a

the addition of other

Special instructions are as follows

ingredients.
1.

drum without

If the flesh-side of the leather is to

:

remain undyed the

dye should be brushed onto the grain only. The color solution consists of 1 lb. of the black dye and 8 ozs. of acetic acid
During its application the dye soluin 10 gallons of water.
tion should be kept at a temperature of 120° to 140° F.
Two
applications of the black are generally sufficient to dye ordi-

nary dry leather.
2.

If the flesh-side of the leather

is

to

be colored a blue, purple

dyed with the dyestuff
in the paddle or in the drum, which is done by drumming
the leather with the color solution for one-half hour at about
115° F. The leather is then set out strongly, and, after it is

or bluish-black shade, the skins are

first

dried, is subjected to the staining process or the

brush black-

ing of the grain side only.
3.

Where

the flesh-side of the leather

is

also to be

dyed

drum

in the

black, both of the direct blacks are applied in the

same manner as other basic colors. Usually 1 to 1|^ lbs. of
dye for 100 lbs. of leather are required, and 3 to 5 ozs. of acetic
acid are added to the necessary volume of water.
4. For dyeing the flesh blue, purplish blue or dark blue the
following dyestufls are particularly suitable for such preparatory coloring.
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—

For a purplish-blue flesh. Lanacyl Violet B pat.; Peri Wool
Blue B pat. (These are acid colors, of which from 5 to 12 ozs.
with the addition of 3 or 4

12

Black

TB

ozs. of

sulphuric acid, or from 5 to

are used per 100

ozs. of acetic acid,

with the addition of a

of leather).

lbs.

Leather

Tannin Heliotrope.
For blue flesh. Solid Blue R Naphtol Blue R pat.; Naphtol Blue Black pat. (These are acid colors and are used in the
same manner as the acid colors for purplish-blue flesh). Neutral Blue B
New Blue F L. For dark blue Induline 3 B

—

little

;

:

;

;

Naphtol Blue Black

pat.

(Acid Colors)

;

Leather Black

TB

*pat.

The dyes not

which
some acetic acid. According to the depth of shade required, up to 10 ozs. of dyestufts
are used for 100 lbs. of leather.
The use of methyl violet
color cannot be recommended for flesh coloring on account
of its very poor fastness to rubbing and water.
The Lanacyl
specified as acid colors are basic colors,

are dyed as usual with the addition of

colors are

known commercially

Lanacyl colors.
For blacking leather that is required to have a high gloss,
the Leather Black T B pat. is especially well suited, whereas
for leather with a dull finish the deeper and somewhat more
greenish Leather Black

TG

as Alizarine

pat. is to

be given the preference.

Cow

hides and calfskins, which acquire a moderate polish by
being rolled or strongly brushed, may be dyed equally well

with either brand.

When

dyeing with these direct dyeing blacks, no preparatory treatment or after treatment whatever is required; consequently no bottoming with logwood nor topping with iron
The dyes are applied direct to the leather.

salts is necessary.

Yellow Back.

—After leather

that

is

to be finished into imi-

tation kangaroo, or other leather that is

dyed yellow upon

the flesh-side, has been fat-liquored and dried, the flesh can be
colored yellow by using 5 lbs. of turmeric, 1 lb. of sal soda, 1
lb.

of borax, 1 gallon of neatsfoot

water

;

then

fill

oil,

boiled in 10 gallons of

the barrel up with cold water, and use 12 pail-

fuls of the liquor for

a drumful of leather.

After the flesh has

been colored, dye the grain with sig, logwood liquor and iron
striker wash the leather and dry it for finishing.
;
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Yellow
dye.

come

flesh

The dry

can also be obtained by using yellow aniline
leather

is

dampened and placed

One-half pailful of sumac

soft.

in a closed vessel,

and

to the

is

in piles to be-

scalded for two hours

sumac thus prepared 11

parts of

water and 1 gallon of lactracine are added. This quantity of
It is used at 100° F., and the
liquor suffices for 125 skins.
it twenty minutes, when it is ready
Yellow
for the yellow dye.
S is a suitable color, 1 lb. of it
being dissolved in 25 gallons of water and used at 100° F.
The leather is then blacked on the grain, oiled off and dried;
4 pailfuls of the dye will color 100 lbs. of dry leather.
Dark Blue Flesh. To obtain a dark blue or black flesh,
drum the leather in an alkaline logwood and fustic liquor,
then apply striker either in the drum or by hand, or on the

leather

is

drummed with

—

grain side only.

To

get a dark blue flesh with nigrosine, use 4 ozs. of the

The dye is boiled in a few gallons of
leather is drummed with the solution twenty

color for 12 skins.

water and the

The grain is then blacked with logwood and striker,
and the leather dried out. A good flesh color can also be
obtained by using logwood liquor to which nigrosine black
and methyl violet aniline have been added.
Acid and Basic Blacks.
A rich black may be produced by
dyeing first with acid black and then topping with black for
instance, the black may be produced by dyeing with 2 per
minutes.

—

;

cent of Nerazine G, shaded

if

necessary with other dyestuffs,

the requisite quantity of acid being added after about an
hour's dyeing, and the leather

is

then topped with

1

per cent,

and the addition of some alum or acetic
is then dyed for about twenty minutes,
rinsed and set out, oiled and dried as customary.
Where the
leather is dyed by brushing on the dye or by the staining process, the solutions of acid blacks are brushed on without the
addition of acid the leather is then dried, and the second deep
direct leather black
acid.

The

leather

;

coloring given, this time with the addition of formic acid in

order to fix the acid color.

A

dense shade of black

is

produced with about

1 lb. of
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Nerazine G, shaded
dition of 8 ozs.

necessary, with orange,

if

of formic acid per 10

and the ad-

etc.,

gallons of staining

liquor, the leather being then dried.
This treatment is followed by the application of another solution of 1 lb. leather

TB

black

A

per 10 gallons of staining liquor.

preparatory

treatment with titanium-potassium oxalate and an after treatment, if necessary, with a tanning solution enhance the fastness of the color to rubbing.
Strikers for Use after Logwood.

wood

to black,

it is

— To develop the color of log-

necessary to apply to the leather after the

logwood has been brushed on a

made
1.

of iron liquor, copper,

4J

lbs. of

striker,

which

is

commonly

etc.

copperas and 1^

lbs. of

blue

vitriol, dissolved

by boiling. The barrel is then filled
For use in machine dyeing, 12 lbs. of copperas

in 20 gallons of water

with water.

and 4

lbs.

of blue vitriol are used for each barrelful of water.

To this are added

ground nutgalls and 1 lb. of epsom
and blue vitriol combined.
2. 3 gallons iron liquor, 2 lbs. of copperas, dissolved and
mixed together | lb. of verdigris dissolved in 2 quarts of
vinegar and added to the copperas and iron liquor. Instead
salts to

each 6

\^

of

lbs.

of copperas

lbs.

;

of verdigris 12 ozs. of bluestone dissolved in 2 quarts of boil-

ing water

may

and allowed

be used.

to settle,

The

liquor should be well stirred

only the clear liquor being used.

The Coloring op Vegetable-tanned
For the coloring

Calfskins.

of vegetable-tanned skins basic

and acid

Acid dyes are applied with the addition of
some acid, 4 parts of an acid color usually requiring 1 part by
weight of sulphuric acid or 2 parts by weight of formic acid.
dyestuffs are used.

The

acid before

it is

given to the leather should be diluted

with one hundred times its weight of water. The leather is
first run in a drum with the solution of dyestuff and when it
has taken up much of the color, in about fifteen minutes, the
acid

is

poured into the drum and the leather

minutes longer.

The

use of formic acid

is

drummed

to be

ten

given the

preference since this acid evaporates from the leather, while
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sulphuric acid remains in the fibers and has a deteriorating

upon the

effect

Basic colors, apart from the

leather.

amount

of acid added in order to correct the hardness of the water, re-

quire no further addition whatever.

The

leather

is

up with sumac

frequently freshened

When

before

done it is apt to contain uncomuneven or cloudy coloring. To
which
causes
tannin,
bined

it

colored.

is

this

is

prevent such a result tartar emetic
first

drummed

The

used.

is

with the sumac liquor.

This

may

leather

is

consist of a

decoction of suipac leaves or powder or of a solution of 1

lb.

of extract of sumac in suflBcient water at 100° F. for four
dozen skins. The leather is drummed with the sumac liquor

Then

twenty minutes.

mentioned,

for the quantity of leather

8 ozs. of tartar emetic dissolved in water are poured into the

drum and
grain

No

is

the leather

is

bichromate of potash or other setting agent

the color will be fixed upon the leather.
ever, to

The

run twenty minutes longer.

thus cleared and prepared for the basic aniline dye.

wash the leather

is

required, as

It is advisable,

before coloring

how-

it.

In the treatment of leather that has acquired a dark color
from the tannage, it is advantageous to bleach it before coloring

it.

Titanium Mordant of

and dampen and
it

Colors.

soften

it

in a solution of the dyestuff

into the

drum

a

warm

—Take

with

100

warm

and

lbs.

water.

fifteen

of dry leather

Then drum

minutes

later

pour

solution of 8 ozs. of titanium-potassium

run the drum twenty minutes longer. This
method of coloring produces bright, even colors throughout
the skins.
The leather is then fat-liquored and finished as
oxalate and

usual.

Another excellent coloring process is as follows For each
100 lbs. of dry leather, washed and cleaned, start the dye bath
with 1 to 3 lbs. of phosphine dyestuff and 1 to 8 ozs. of shading brown dye, according to the depth of shade required.
Drum the skins in the bath one-half hour. Pour into the
:

drum while

it is

in motion, 4 to 10 ozs. of titanium-potassium

oxalate dissolved in hot water and
rinse the leather, set

it

out and tack

drum
it

ten minutes

to dry.

:

then
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To each dozen

skins of about 100 sq.

of dye are as follows
of shading

brown

2 to 6

:

are used

feet,

the quantities of

phosphine with ^ to 1 oz.
also J to IJ ozs. of the salt of

ozs. of
;

titanium.

Good

by using the following method
washed and cleaned, is drummed in a

colors can be obtained

of dyeing

:

The

leather,

solution of sumac, 2 per cent, of

dissolved in hot

water

it

in sufficient water to

drum

One-half per cent, of tartar emetic

nicely, for one-half hour.
is

continued another half-hour.

next added and the

The

leather

is

drumming

then washed and

the color solution prepared, either basic or acid colors being
used.

If the latter 4 per cent, of formic acid should be

to the liquor

should be

toward the end of the operation.

drummed

in the

dye until

it is

The

one-half hour.

leather

evenly colored, the

solution of dye being added in portions of one-third

drumming continued

added

The

leather

and the
is

then

washed and fat-liquored with 1 to 4 per cent, of sulphonated
oil, set out carefully, oiled and tacked in frames to dry.
Finishing consists of dampening and staking the leather
and either glazing or ironing it according to whether bright
or dull finish

is

wanted.

For fat-liquoring the leather Turkey Red
castor oil)

is

oil

(sulphonated

particularly suitable, used either alone or com-

bined with neatsfoot

oil.

Velvet and Suede Leathers.
These leathers are produced out of almost all kinds of skins,
The
and there are v^arious ways of manufacturing them.
skins intended from the start for this purpose are worked
through the beamhouse and tanned expressly for this finish,
but how to get such leather out of a skin that was tanned in
bark or some other vegetable tannage is an entirely dififerent
matter.
The skins are assorted, and those which have poor
When there
grain and other imperfections are thrown aside.
is enough to make a batch of ten or twenty dozen, the skins
The surplus
are washed out with warm water and cleansed.
water is then struck out of them and they are ground on
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After this has been done they

for the purpose.

are retanned in a light solution of sumac,

The

a mordant for the coloring.

skins

which

may

also acts as

be colored in a

tray or wheel, after which they are fat-liquored and dried.

They can be washed

out, retanned, then ground, colored

fat-liquored, dried, staked

that the iron
it

and

not too hot or

is

ironed.

it

and

Care must be taken

will scorch the

nap and make

If rolled instead, they should be rolled on the un-

shiny.

which is simply to flatten out the skins.
Another way is to emery the skins first on regular buffing
wheels dry. Then they are treated as suggested above. But
these skins never have such a close nap as those that are ground
wet on stones.
When velvet or suede leather is to be made from sumac or
extract-tanned skins, the goods are fluffed on the flesh side and
the grain receives a thorough grounding or buffing on a buffing
wheel.
Another method is to stake them lightly and then to
buff lightly on a buffing machine.
At the beginning of the
dyeing operations the skins are run in the paddle or drum for
fifteen minutes in lukewarm water they are next treated to a
finished side,

;

weak acid bath, one-fourtli per cent, or less of sulphuric acid,
and are run in this for a period of twenty minutes in order to
clear them.
The leather is then rinsed and given a light retannage of 1 to 1^ per cent, of sumac extract in a drum, and
it is

then colored.

Coloring

done most

is

The dye bath

is

of potato starch

ness of color

satisfactorily

with acid dyestuffs.

prepared in the usual manner and to
is

and

added

for

100

lbs. of leather to

to cover imperfections.

it I lb.
insure even-

At the end

of twenty

minutes in the dye bath, acidulate with J per cent, of sulphuric
acid, rinse the dyed leather, set it out and dry it in the usual
manner.
Finishing

damp

is

done as follows

sawdust and next stake

chine and

fluff lightly

wheel, the skins

may

by hand, finishing

off

Dampen

:

it

;

the skins with clean

then buff on the buffing ma-

In place of buffing on the
be lightly worked over with the knife
by working over the grain with a very

on the

flesh.
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emery made up into a

The

finishing touch

is

The latter method
and appearance to the leather.

suitable pad.

gives an even, velvety feel

a brushing with a

For vegetable-tanned goods which are

stiff

brush.

to be stained

on the

when

buff'ed

flesh only, the buffing in the first stage applies

they can be treated as follows
" clearing,"

made by

:

;

First give the skins a coat of

dissolving 2 ozs. of oxalic acid in 3 or 4

Allow them to level well by lightly airing,
and then work over with a light coat of stain, using in the
dyestuff" solution 4 ozs. of dextrine and 4 ozs. of gum dragon
in 8 to 10 gallons of solution.
In staining this class of goods,
it is the rule to give a first weak coat in order to insure a
more even absorption of coloring matter, finally working up
the shade required in the second coat.
For producing good
gallons of water.

shades in

liglit

browns, the use of titanium-potassium oxalate

will serve a useful purpose in obtaining a

bottom which

is

really rich, using about 3 ozs. of the salt to 100 lbs. of leather,

drumming

the skins with the solution for twenty minutes,

and then adding the color solution to the contents of the
drum.
A light crutching and rubbing up the velvet on the colored
side with a fine emery pad, or a light buffing on the wheel
finishes the leather.

Coloring the skins according to the

following method produces very deep penetration of color.

The

leather

in the

is buff'ed

drum with

It is then dyed warm
ammonia being added at

dry and soaked.

acid colors, some

the beginning of the dyeing operation.

According to the

thickness of the leather up to 5 per cent, of dyestuff, calculated

on the weight of the moist

are dyed one hour

;

The

leather, is used.

skins

the requisite quantity of sulphuric or

formic acid, up to J per cent., being added towards the end of
the dyeing operation.
The leather is then rinsed thoroughly,
set out, oiled

and dried and finished

moistening in

damp

sawdust,

in the usual

drumming

manner by
drum and

in a dry

glazing or ironing on the grain side.

Black

is

G, shaded

produced by dyeing with 2 per cent, of Nerazine
if necessary, with other dyestuffs, the requisite
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quantity of acid being added after about an hour's dyeing,

and the leather topped with
the addition of some

alum

twenty minutes, rinsed,

1

per cent, of velvet black and

or acetic acid.

set out, oiled, dried

It is

and

then dyed

finished.

Coloring Quebracho-tanned Skins.

When
and

washed and pressed
Turkey red oil or acid fat-liquor, from
the same being sufficient for 100 lbs. of

fully tanned the skins should be

fat-liquored with

1 to 2 per cent, of

and used at a temperature of 110° F. The skins are
then washed again, set out, shaved and hung up to dry. A
light fat-liquor of soap and oil also is good but there are advantages in the use of sulphonated oil. After having been
in the crust a week or two the skins should be sorted for colorVery greasy skins are degreased before they are colored.
ing.
To prepare the skins for coloring wash them in water in a
drum to clean the grain. Clear and light-colored skins can
be treated at once with sumac those that are somewhat dark
leather

;

should be cleared with sulphuric acid or formic acid, using

about 1

lb.

of acid in 12 gallons of water

leather for twenty minutes.
for ten

dozen skins in

warm

One

and washing the

pint of acid

may

be used

water in a paddle or a drum, the

removed by washing in water.
The next operation is the sumac bath. From 2

acid being next

sumac, well scalded, are used for 100
skins are drummed with this sumac

paddled in

it

one hour.

The drum

is

lbs.

to 3 lbs. of

of leather.

The

for one-half hour, or

the preferred method.

is now dissolved and added
and the leather is drummed one-half hour longer.
The plugs are next drawn and the stock is thoroughly rinsed.
Very greasy skins should be degreased with naphtha before

One-half pound of tartar emetic
to the liquor

they are colored.

A drumming

in a

weak

lactic acid

bath

is

beneficial to skins that are only moderately greasy.

One method of coloring is carried out
manner The skins, rinsed from the sumac
:

be colored.

in the following

bath, are ready to

Acid dyes and formic acid are preferable for this
The dye liquor is prepared by boiling the

class of leather.
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manner

dyestufF in the usual
directly to

it

and the acid may be added

;

or poured into the

drumming

the skins have been

drum

minutes, 4

fifteen

form

in diluted

after

of the

ozs.

acid being used for 100 lbs. of leather.

There should be 12
gallons of dye liquor.
Water warmed to 120° F. is put in
together with the leather and the drum is set in motion.
One third of the color bath is added through the trunnion,
and drummed three minutes a second third is added and
run two minutes finally the last portion is poured in, and
;

;

the

drumming

added

may

continued one-half hour, the acid being

is

after the last portion has

been in a few minutes.

It

be added to the dye liquor at the beginning of the pro-

cess if desired.

The

leather

fat-liquored after tanning

per cent, of Turkey red

hung up

to

next washed

now

is

It is

oil.

cation of oil and glycerine
either

is

it

is

;

and

if it

was not

fat-liquored with 1 to 4

next

set

out

;

a light appli-

applied to the grain and

it

is

dry or tacked on boards or in frames and

dried.

The

skins are next

trimmed and

ishing ink or seasoning

is

finished.

A

coat of fin-

applied to the grain with a sponge

and before the grain is quite dry the skins are rolled, brushed
and staked. If bright finish is wanted a coat of glaze seasoning
is applied and dried, and the skins are then glazed.
If ooze leather

is

wanted, the skins should be dried after

tanning and carefully buffed on the
coarse,

and

later on, a very fine

skins are next colored the

with Turkey red
dry.

oil, set

same

flesh-side, first

using a

emery on the wheel.

The

as grain leather, fat-liquored

out on the flesh side and tacked to

Upon being taken off" the boards
drummed.

the leather

is

trimmed,

staked lightly and dry

Another good coloring process consists of mordanting the
skins after they have been cleared with acid and drummed in
sumac, with a solution of fustic extract and titanium salt,
then appl3'ing the solution of dye.

Skins for black leather

are fat-liquored with suitable fat-liquor and dried

;

they are

then dyed on flesh and grain, dried, staked, seasoned and
finished.
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Notes on Ooze Calf and Russia Chrome Leathers.
Chrometanned calfskins are finished into several fancy leathers. The

most important of these are the boarded tan calf, chrome
Russias, and ooze in black and colors.
The skins for boarded
tan calf and chrome Russia are selected in the wet tanned
condition and colored before they are dried out.

The

skins for ooze leather are fat-liquored after tanning

with an emulsion of eggyolk and flour and then dried
this they

are

sorted

and

colored.

The fancy

;

after

ooze colors,

according to a writer in the " Leather Manufacturer," can be

made by bottoming with sumac or fustic extract and some
mordant like sulphate of iron, tartar emetic or titanium-potassium oxalate, then coloring with basic dyes

;

or

by coloring

with acid or diamine dyes and sometimes topping with basic

Some

dyes.

Black ooze

light shades are also
is

made with

made with pigments.

a combination of logwood, nera-

oxydiamine black and leather black, or with a combination of developed black and leather black.
One process
zine or

of

making black

ooze calf

is

as follows

:

The

skins are sorted

washing out of the chrome tannage. They are next
shaved and fat-liquored thirty minutes with 5 per cent, eggyolk and 10 per cent, flour. The skins are then drained off,
hung up and dried. When dry, they are dampened in sawdust, staked and buffed.
They are then ready for dyeing.
The skins must be buffed very clean so that after they are
after

The next operawith water at 140° F.

colored they will not need a second buffing.
tion

is

a thorough wetting in a

drum

Next the skins are dyed thirty minutes at 130 F. with 12|
per cent, diamine ooze black C R,'then fixed fifteen minutes

The skins are next drained
They are then diazotized, runoff and rinsed in cold water.
ning first five minutes in 10 per cent, muriatic acid. Then
add, and run them fifteen minutes, in 5 per cent, nitrite of
soda, drain them off, and wash thoroughly.
The muriatic acid is given before the nitrite of soda because
with 5 per cent, muriatic acid.

the latter has an alkaline reaction, which has a tendency to

wash the black from the leather before

it

can be diazotized.
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The

diazotizing

must be done cold

so that the nitrous gas will

not escape easily from the solution.

The

skins are

now developed

minutes with 0.8 per

fifteen

phenylene-diamine dissolved with 1.6 per cent, soda ash
and 0.2 per cent, betanaphthol dissolved with 0.2 per cent,
cent,

The two

caustic soda.

solutions are

made

separately but are

mixed before they are applied. The skins are then drained
off and washed and next topped with 2 per cent, leather black
No. 60763, I per cent, acetic acid. The skins are then thoroughly rinsed off and fat-liquored forty-five minutes with 2
They are then dried on hooks, dampened
per cent, fat-liquor.
in sawdust, staked, dry milled, and tacked out.
Chrome
Russia leather and tan chrome boarded calf are colored in
about the same manner. Tan boarded leather being glazed,
it is necessary to keep the colors lighter and yellower because
the glazing makes them sadder and redder.
These colors are
usually

made with

basic dyes on top of a vegetable bottom,

because they give very
colors can be selected

full,

even shades.

Acid and diamine

which would be much

faster to light.

Basic dyes are usually applied as follows

:

The

skins are

neutalized twenty minutes with J per cent, borax and
rinsed thoroughly.
They are then drummed thirty minutes

first

with 5 per cent, sumac or fustic extract.
tartar emetic or titanium salt

cent,

leather

Drain

drummed twenty minutes

is

off

and

Coloring

G

is

is
;

A solution of ^ per
next run in and the

this fixes the bottom.

rinse well.

done with a mixture of Diamond phosphine

G, R, or D, Bismarck

brown

E

E,

new blue

R

;

and the

with | per cent, bichromate of potash. Drain off
and rinse well. Fat-liquor with 6 per cent, acid fat-liquor.
Chrome-tanned side leather in tan, chocolate and green
color

is set

shades for sporting shoes
leather

is

is

in considerable

demand.

The

usually neutralized and then given a retanning

with sumac extract, I per cent, tartar emetic and 2 per cent,
Then the sides are sorted
acid fat-liquor and dried on hooks.
for the different shades, wet up and sometimes retanned with
5 per cent, fustic or sumac extract, then dyed with

i^

to 1 per
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of a mixture of

Diamond phosphine

phosphine R, Bismarck brown
crystals.

F

G

G,
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Diamond

E, Cerise N, solid green

These colors will produce any of the tan, brown,

oxblood or green shades into which this kind of leather

is

made.

The color is sometimes fixed with | per cent, bichromate of
potash and fat-liquored with 5 per cent, acid fat-liquor.
Vegetable-tanned leathers are usually colored with basic
dyes, except very light pearl

and ecru shades, which can be

dyed better with easy-levelling acid dyes.

The

principal

difference in treating the different kinds of vegetable-tanned

leathers

is

in the

method

of preparation for coloring.

dyeing operations are usually carried on at about 110° F.

The

SECTION THREE.
The Tanning and Dyeing of Furs and Hair

Skins.

—

Soaking the Skins. Soft, green-salted skins to be tanned
with the fur or hair on them require but two or three hours
soaking in clean water to become soft and clean. Dry skins
are soaked

and softened most

effectively

tion of 2 lbs. of borax in 100 gallons of water

soak for dry skins.

A

is

solu-

a suitable

Well-cured skins can be softened in a

soak consisting of 100 gallons of water to which 1
soda has been added.

which

in water to

borax, caustic soda or formic acid has been added.

An

lb.

of caustic

by
adding 1 to 2 lbs. of formic acid to 100 gallons of water. This
is an approved method of soaking since the acid has antiseptic
properties and will not allow decay to take place.
The water
used for soaking should always be fresh and clean and the
soaking should be done as quickly as possible to avoid decomexcellent soak

is

also prepared

;

and loosening of the hair. When soft and clean the
skins are fleshed and all lumps of fat and flesh removed.
The
skins should next be washed in a warm solution of soft soap,
which makes the hair and the skin itself clean and free from
position

grease

;

they are then ready to be tanned.

Another method

of preparing the skins

is

as follows

:

They

and beamed and scraped on the
flesh side until they are free from flesh and greasy matter.
They are not soaked at first. Softening is done with wet sawSoak some sawdust in water. Spread the skins out
dust.
smoothly, flesh side up, and spread the wet sawdust an inch
deep on the flesh side and let them lay until they are softened.
In the case of greasy skins it is necessary to soak them in
borax water and then to wash them in warm sal soda solution^
omitting the sawdust treatment. When soft, fleshed and clean,
are taken in raw condition

the skins are ready to be tanned.
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—

1. M. C. Lamb, an authority on tanmethod of tanning fur skins, which has
advantages over the common alum tannage. The process is
partly mineral and partly vegetable and skins tanned with
it are soft and durable.
The method consists of applying to
the flesh-side of the skins a mixture made of alum, salt, gambier and glycerine.
The formula is Aluminum sulphate,

Tanning the Skins.

ning, has described a

;

:

5

common

lbs.;

salt,

water, 10 gallons.

5

lbs.;

gambier, 2

Dissolve the

in a small quantity of water.

rye flour, |

lb.;

aluminum sulphate and

salt

Boil the gambier until

it is

lbs.;

mix the two solutions. The rye
thin paste with lukewarm water the oil

dissolved and
into a

;

flour

is

made

or glycerine

is

and
alum, salt and gamadded and the whole thoroughly mixed
together to a thin pastelike mixture.
To this mixture J to 1
lb. of glycerine or the same quantity of olive oil is added to
added

to the flour paste

solution

bier

make
when

finally the

;

is

This addition

the skins softer.

is

particularly essential

the skins are naturally of hard texture and do not

possess

The

much
paste

natural grease.

is

then applied to the flesh-side of the skin with

The

a brush to the thickness of about one-eighth of an inch.

skins are then folded or placed flesh-side to flesh-side, and

some time and perhaps receiving another application of the paste, are hung up to dry.
2. Another excellent alum process is described in the following words in the Shoe and Leather Reporter
For the tanning liquor, dissolve 5 lbs. of alum and 6 lbs. of salt in 12
after lying for

:

gallons of hot water.

If the skins are greasy the addition of

of borax to the liquor

lb.

J
should be warmed to 95°

down

is

F.,

recommended. The liquor
and the skins be moved up and

to be

in the liquor, especially at

first,

to

make

the tanning

After twenty-four hours the skins should be

uniform.

moved and

pasted on the flesh-side with a paste

re-

made of alum

The preliminary treatment with alum and

salt

and

flour.

salt

may

be omitted, but for uniform results and for greasy

skins,

it is

best to use

it.

The

paste

skins to be tanned are weighed,
11

is

made

as follows

:

The

and the following quantities
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are used for 100

4

lbs.

lbs.;

eggyolk, 1

The

flour

is

lb.;

made

of

them

olive

:

oil,

Alum, 4

lbs.;

into a paste with water

;

salt are dissolved separately in boiling water.

lution

is

cool the flour paste

3

lbs.; flour,

the

alum and

salt,

1 lb.

When

the so-

and after the
the eggyolk and olive oil

is stirred

into

it,

mixture has been thoroughly stirred
are stirred in.
The primary object of the flour is to obtain a
mixture in a semi-pasty form so that it will adhere to the
skins.
If the above quantity is not suflicient to make the
mixture sufiiciently pasty, either less water should be used in
dissolving the alum and salt, or more flour should be used in

making the flour paste. The flour also helps to give
leather.
The eggyolk and olive oil give softness to the

fuller

skins.

For the finer furs a small quantity of eggyolk is essential.
Where economy is desired olive oil may be substituted for the
eggyolk with similar

results.

Instead of giving a preliminary

treatment in alum liquors, the tannage
application of the paste only.

The

may

consist of the

skins should be allowed

some time with alum paste adhering to them this
makes the tannage more complete and permanent.
If it is desired to dye the furs with acid colors it is necessary
to wash them after they have been dried and worked soft, and
retan them with chrome liquor.
3. Soft, white, well-tanned skins are obtained by tanning
with a paste of alum, salt and oatmeal. Heat 1 gallon of
rain water and stir into it enough pulverized alum to make a
very puckery solution then add one-half as much salt as alum
and boil until the alum and salt are dissolved. While the
to

lay

;

;

is boiling, add J lb. of rolled oats, boil fifteen minutes,
and then set the paste aside to cool. By adding a few ounces
of gambler to the liquor and boiling together, the skins may

solution

be given a light yellow color.

The cleaned and softened skins are spread out, flesh side up,
on a table and a heavy coat of the prepared paste is applied
with a brush. This painting is repeated every day until the
skins are tanned, which takes from two to six days, according
When tanned the skins are hung up to
to their thickness.
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dry, then stretched
is

and worked out

The fur
made perfectly

and white.

soft

The

cleaned with dry, hot sawdust.
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flesh is

clean and smooth by buffing on an emery wheel.

drum

Cleaning the fur can be done in a
large

may

number

of skins are to be cleaned

;

or cage

on a small

when a

scale they

be tramped on or pounded in a barrel or tub, or be cleaned

by brushing the hot sawdust into the fur with the hands, and
then beating it out with a switch until the fur is clean and
bright.
Sawdust of hard wood is better than that of pine for
the purpose.

Washing Greasy SJdns.

—Skins

that contain a good deal of

natural grease should be washed in a

warm

solution of sal

soda and then scraped over the beam, and the grease forced

Dogskins should be fleshed dry, that

out of them.

is,

before

they are soaked, as they then flesh more easily than after
After they have been fleshed they are soaked and

soaking.

washed preparatory to being tanned.
To wash greasy skins prepare a warm solution of sal soda
by dissolving sal soda in water heated to 90° F. Dip the
skins into this solution long enough to get them wet and hot,
then put them upon the beam and go over them with a
flesher or dull knife, bearing down hard and forcing the
grease out.
The dipping and scraping may be repeated until
the skins are free from grease.
They are then rinsed, drained
and tanned.
Furs can be tanned very satisfactorily with
Oil Process.

—

Lamb

seal oil.

describes this process as follows

:

The goods

freed from superfluous moisture

by draining or hydroextracting, and are then rubbed over on the flesh with a good

are

first

quality of seal
side innermost,

oil.

The

skins are folded into cushions, flesh

and placed

in a

large

impregnation of the skins with the

workman

oil

wooden

tub.

is facilitated

treading the goods with his bare

feet,

The
by a

thoroughly

trampling the skins down and thereby working the oil into
them. The goods, after being worked in this way, are left for

and then another application is made, and the
process repeated. When the goods have become thoroughly
several hours,
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impregnated with the oil they are laid in a pile. Care must
be taken that they do not reach a temperature higher than
38° and 40° C. (100° to 104° F.). A tannage effected in this

way

is

somewhat similar

to

that

used in the dressing of

chamois leather and is dependent on the decomposition of the
oil and the production of aldehydes.
When thoroughly
tanned the goods are rinsed through a weak alkaline solution
for the purpose of removing undecomposed oil and grease,
and are subsequently dried. This is the so-called Furriers'
Dress Process.
Oiling Alum-tanned Skins.

—Skins

with an alum paste containing
further oiling to

make them

the tanning paste

it is

oil

soft,

that have been tanned

or eggyolk do not require

but where no

oil is

advisable to apply a coat of

used in
oil

after

the skins have been tanned and dressed down, or partly dried.

Sulphonated neatsfoot
also.

Mop

the

oil

oil is satisfactory

;

a good mineral

over the flesh of the skins

a day or two, then hang them up to dry.

;

let lie

oil

on a pile

Working out and

cleaning in sawdust complete the work.

A solution of soap, also one of stearine, is recommended for
alum-tanned skins. The use of either of these fixes the tannage and makes it more permanent.
A Method of Degreasing. Dogskins that are very greasy
should be washed well in warm sal-soda water before they are
tanned, next tanned with alum and salt, rinsed and drained
and then tacked out while wet upon boards or stretched in
frames and given upon the flesh-side a paste made of whiting
and water. This should be applied quite thick, and the skins
In drying, the
are then placed in a warm room and dried.
whiting absorbs the grease. The paste should then be scraped

—

and another coat put on and dried. The operation is
repeated twice, three, and even four, times until the grease is
When the skins
entirely absorbed and the paste dries white.
are free from grease, scrape off the whiting and wash the flesh.
Next apply either a tanning paste, or put the skins into a
tanning liquor to retan them then dry and finish them in
the usual manner. The retannage can also be a dry mixture
of pulverized alum and fine salt rubbed into the wet skin.
off

;
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Deodorizing Furs and Rugs.

—The following

removing objectionable odor from

ful for
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solution

is

furs, rugs, etc.

use-

Into

4 gallons of water put 8 lbs of tanner's soap, or any other good

bar soap, chipped

Add

fine.

7

the soap and soda are dissolved

1|

for use.

;

while the solution

Put the solution aside to cool and
This liquor can be used on skunk

How

to

until

it

it

will

furs

hot add
of

then ready
but they

skins,

After the skins

be found that they have

may

be cleaned with bran

other hardwood sawdust, which

Beat the fur gently with a switch and

has been warmed.

brush

—

Dark
mahogany or

Clean Furs.

or with cedar,

it

is

oz. of oil

it is

should not be rinsed out before tanning.

have been dried and cleaned
no more bad odor.

Boil until

of sal soda.

borax, | oz. of sulphate of soda and 1

ozs. of

sassafras.-

lbs.

is free

from dust, then lay

it

on a table with

up and rub the hot sawdust or bran through the
fur.
Use plenty of sawdust and rub vigorously. After this
beat and brush the fur until it is free from sawdust or bran
and is clean and flufiFy. White furs can be cleaned in the
same manner except that white cornmeal is used instead of
sawdust.
The cornmeal should be used warm. Soiled places
the fur side

may

be cleaned by rubbing with cube magnesia.

powder

to

remain in the fur

for a day,

then brush

Allow the
it

out thor-

oughly.
Professional cleaners clean fur garments, muffs, etc., by dipping into gasoline until they are clean, then drying, and
smoothing by the use of hard bread crust, passing same lightly

with the grain of the

Liming.

fur.

— "Where the skins are subjected

before they are tanned they

In this

however, liming

case,

In the

for leather.

to a liming process

work out very
is

soft

process

soda

is

is

made

as follows

:

A

elastic.

a process different from liming

latter process the hair is loosened

liming fur skins and sheep pelts the hair or wool

The

and

is

but in

not affected.

solution of 1^ per cent, of caustic

into a thin paste

by the addition

of

French chalk,

china clay or some inert material of this description.
paste

is

The

applied to the flesh side, the skins folded up, flesh in.
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and allowed

They

to stand four or five hours.

are then thrown

into a 4 per cent, solution of calcium chloride (4 lbs. calcium

chloride in 10 gallons of water) and

The

over night.

left

several hours, usually-

skins should then be washed in water in a

drum and delimed with

lactic or

About 4

formic acid.

ozs.

of acid per dozen skins will usually be found sufficient, but

more may be used without damage
are

now made ready

to the skins.

The

skins

for tanning.

Chrome-tanned Furs and Woolskins.

—

In order that the tannage of furs and woolskins may be permanent, that is, not
affected by moisture, and the leather made as durable as
possible, it is advisable to tan alum-tanned goods with onebath chrome liquor. A commercial liquor may be used or a
solution of chrome alum and soda.
Where furs are to be dyed
in hot dye-liquors J lb. of formaldehyde should be added to
10 gallons of chrome liquor to increase the resistance of the
skins to heat.
of

A

practical liquor

chrome alum in 10 gallons

is

made by

of water

dissolving 5 lbs.

and adding

to the solu-

tion I lb. of formaldehyde.
This is heated to 70° F., and the
skins are placed in it and paddled in it two hours or drummed
it one hour.
At the end of the time stated 3 lbs. of
washing soda are dissolved, the solution is added to the liquor
and the process continued an hour or two longer in the drum,
or the skins are left in the liquor from twelve to twenty-four
hours in a paddle, drained several hours, and then, if they are
not to be dyed, are neutralized by being washed in water
containing 2 or 3 per cent, of borax, reckoned on the wet
weight of the skins, in sufficient water to wash the furs nicely.
After this has been done the skins are well washed with clean

with

water.

After the furs have drained well a fat-liquor

the flesh side.

Any

light

chrome leather

used, or a solution of sulphonated oil

applied in a

drum

;

is

applied to

fat-liquor

the fat-liquor

or brushed onto the skins.

may
may

and

oil

a mixture of eggyolk and flour
side, the skins folded and left un-

flour, or of the oil alone, or

be applied to the flesh

be

Instead of ap-

plying the liquor in a drum, a hot solution of sulphonated

may

be
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til

the next day and then

that

is

up, and dried.

And

An

suitable.

manner

The

:

and

salt,

2^

be

is

carried out

in the following

and washed clean
and
soda
calcium chloride

skins are soaked, fleshed

manner previously

described, then delimed with lactic

and tanned.

or formic acid
first

may

chrome tanning any good one-bath liquor
excellent method of chrome tanning furs,

they are next limed with caustic

The

fat-liquor

for the

hair skins and sheep pelts

in the

Any

suitable for light leather such as sheepskins

is

used.

hung
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step of the process consists of a solution of
lbs. of

of boiling water.

alum and

When

5 gallons
to 75°

1 or 2 lbs. of salt in

the solution has cooled

alum

down

F. the skins are immersed in it and stirred about one hour,
then allowed to remain in the solution from twelve to twentyfour hours.
A few pounds of salt and 3 or 4 gallons of chrome

A

liquor are added to each 100 gallons of water.

bath can be used by keeping the same proportions.
skins absorb the tanning material,

As the

more concentrated chrome

liquor should be added, and the goods be
until they are tanned through.

smaller

When

left

in the solution

the green color has

penetrated throughout the thickest skins, a few ounces of bi-

carbonate of soda should be added to the liquor and the skins
left

in a

day longer.

They

are next

washed in borax water,

then in clean water, drained, fat-liquored and dried, or dyed
immediately after the tannage is completed. A paste made
of

soil, oil

and

flour forms a suitable fat-liquor.

In addition to the formula for the chrome liquor that has
been given, the following has been found suitable for the purpose.
Either liquor may be used in tanning skins from the

alum and

have been previously alum
Dissolve 100
lbs. of sodium bichromate in 2 gallons of water
add to this
100 lbs. of sulphuric acid, and then add slowly 6 lbs. of syrup
salt bath, or those that

tanned, dried and washed back for retanning.

;

glucose in portions, waiting after each addition for the agitation to subside.

or

more

lbs.

15

lbs.

of this liquor will tan or retan 100

of skins, ^ lb. of formaldehyde being

added to

each 10 gallons of diluted tan liquor used in the paddle or

drum.
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Tanning Hair Skins with Alum and Gambier. For the tanning of hair skins for rugs, robes and mittens a tannage of
alum and salt and either gambier or quebracho is satisfactory.

The

washed and spread upon a
and a mixture of pulverized alum and fine salt is rubbed

skins are soaked, fleshed,

table

into the flesh side with a brush until all spots are covered.

Each skin
left

cation of
left

down

then folded

is

the center, or rolled up and

A

in that condition for twenty-four hours.

alum and

in piles a

so that

it

day or two longer.

This treatment

sets

the hair

will not slip during the subsequent treatment.

may

.skins

second appli-

then brushed in and the skins are

salt is

The

be dried and finished without further tanning, but

a treatment with gambier or quebracho liquor makes a more

permanent tannage and more durable leather.
A fairly strong liquor is made by boiling either gambier or
quebracho extract, and when it is cold the skins are immersed
in it and left in it several days, according to their thickness.
The liquor should be rather weak at first and strengthened as
the skins absorb the tan.

The goods

are then washed, drained

stretched in frames to dry.

evaporated,

brushed
oil

in.

and

When

either

hung up

or

the excess of moisture has

warm oil should be applied
Any good leather oil may be

being especially good.

are beaten

When

to the

flesh

and

used, sulphonated

thoroughly dry the skins

and brushed until the leather

is soft

and the hair

clean.

The above-described method of tanning can also be used for
making leather for aprons, etc., the hair being removed and
the skins prepared in the regular manner.

To Clean White Fur Rugs.

may

—White

fur rugs

and wool rugs

be cleaned by the application of a paste of powdered chalk

and water, prepared by mixing the two into a thin paste and
then rubbing the latter thoroughly into the fur or wool and
allowing

it

out with a

to dry.
stiff

When

dry, the paste

is

thoroughly brushed

brush, and to finish a finer brush

is

used to

remove every particle of chalk. This treatment takes away
all dirt and grease and causes the goods to be clean, soft and
fluffy.
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To Bleach Shins with the Hair On. Goatskins, sheepskins
and lambskins that are intended for rugs, robes, etc., can be
bleached by using a solution prepared in the following manner:
4 J lbs. of chloride of lime are mixed into 21 quarts of water,
the solution being stirred for some time.
It is then allowed
to stand until it has settled, when the clear liquor is drawn
off into

a solution of 5J

water.

A

of Glauber's salt in lOJ quarts of

precipitation results

soda in solution.
free

lbs.

from lime,

is

which leaves hypochlorite of

The clear liquor, which should be quite
next drawn off and the skins are immersed

therein until they are bleached, which takes about two days.

They should next be

rinsed in water and then washed in

suds of white soap to give the necessary

soft

feel.

weak

Previous

washed with warm suds and
Alum-tanned skins may require a retannage after
bleaching.
This is done by rubbing powdered alum and salt
or a paste of the same to the flesh side before hanging the
skins up to dry.
To Dye China Goatskins Black.
China goatskins are imported into the United States tanned and made up into rugs.
to bleaching the skins should be
rinsed.

—

The

process of dyeing such rugs black

following

manner

:

The

tioned are for 60 rugs, which

is

dissolved.

ammonia and 36

When

carried out in the

men-

equivalent to 120 skins.

make up
of common

a vat of about 360 gallons capacity,

concentrated

is

quantities of dyeing materials

lbs.

a bath of 24

In
lbs.

soda, previously

these have been added to the water, heat

up to 95° F., and immerse the rugs for two hours, stirring
them occasionally. Then pull them up and let them drain
well.

Dissolve 50

lbs. of dark turmeric
boil 45 lbs. of logwood
and add all to the bath. Throw the rugs in and
leave them in the liquor until they rise to the surface.
Then
haul them out and add 25 lbs. of logwood extract, 10 lbs. of
sumac, 10 lbs. of bluestone (sulphate of copper), 5 lbs. of fustic
extract, and 3 pailfuls or about 60 lbs. of acetate of iron
stir
up well and immerse the rugs for eighteen hours then draw
them up and expose them to the air for twelve hours. Next
;

extract,

;

;
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heat the liquor up again to 95° F. and put the skins back for

Draw them

twelve hours more.

in the air for a time,

hang them
The washing

out of the liquor

and then wash them.

;

should be very thorough with plenty of clean water until

all

and superfluous dyestuff are removed the rugs should
then be wrung and tacked out to dry. "When almost dry, put
them into a drum together with a mixture of silver sand and
mahogany dust and run them four hours, after which they
should be put into an open slat wheel or cage and be run for
two hours to clean out the sand and dust and to finish them
dirt

off.

;

The

to give

found

latter process, if carried out properly, will be

an added

brilliancy to the fur which cannot be ob-

tained in any other way.

—

Dyeing Furs with Acid Colors. The use of acid dyestuffs is
be preferred to the use of basic colors in the dyeing of furs,
hairskins, rugs, etc., because of their greater fastness to washing and rubbing. The skins can be dyed black or fancy colors
to

with acid dyes. But in order that they may stand without
injury the high temperature of the dye bath it is necessary to
retan them with a chrome tannage. Such a tannage not
only increases the resistance of the furs to the hot dye bath
but it also makes them more waterproof and more durable.
Alum-tanned skins particularly require such tannage. They
are washed clean and are then ready for the process.
A satisfactory chrome liquor is made by dissolving 5 lbs.
of chrome alum in 10 gallons of water and adding to the
solution J lb. of formaldehyde, which increases the resistance
The temperature of
of the skins to the heat of the dye bath.
the chrome liquor should be about 70° F. and the skins
;

should be placed in

it

in such a

that the flesh side

is

thrown in loosely they should
about frequently and kept opened out. It is well

fully exposed to the liquor.

be stirred

manner

If

to suspend large skins in the bath so that the flesh will get

the full benefit of the retannage.

After having been in the liquor two hours the skins should

be

lifted

added.

out and a solution of 14|

The

liquor

is

ozs. of

stirred thoroughly

soda ash

is

then

and the skins are
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in the liquor twenty-four hours or longer,

or until the retannage

is

They

complete.

are then drained

twelve hours and rinsed.

Any

good one-bath liquor may be used in place of the solution of chrome alum but no matter what liquor is used there
should be added to every 10 gallons of it ^ lb. of formaldehyde.
A suitable chrome liquor is made by dissolving 8 lbs. of
chrome alum in 10 gallons of water and adding thereto 1|
;

lbs.

of soda ash or 3 lbs. of soda crystals diluted with ^ lb. of

formaldehyde.

The Chlorinating of

the Furs.

—In

skins greater affinity for the dyestuflf

them with chloride
is

and

stirred

it

necessary to treat

is

of lime in the following

prepared consisting of 1

lons of cold water

order to impart to the

;

lb.

manner

:

A

bath

of hydrochloric acid in 10 gal-

the skins, while

about in this bath for

still

fifteen

wet, are

minutes

;

immersed
then, with-

out rinsing, they are passed into a chloride of lime bath.
.This consists of the clear solution of 12 or 14

ozs.

of chloride

of lime added in four portions to 10 gallons of water.

The

hour they are then reentered into the first bath and worked therein for fifteen
minutes.
They are then rinsed in lukewarm water, to 10
gallons of which 3 to 5 ozs. of hyposulphite, or thiosulphate
This removes
of soda, or bisulphate of soda have been added.
the last trace of chlorine. After the skins have been allowed
furs are treated in this bath for one

;

to drain well they are dyed.

Dyeing the Furs with Acid

10 to 20

lbs. of

Glauber's

Colors.

salt,

—For 100

2 to 5

the requisite quantity of dyestuff

iji

lbs. of furs

lbs. of acetic acid,

from
and

solution are added to

water heated to 120° F., and the furs are placed in the prepared bath.

The temperature
165°

of the bath

is

gradually raised

F.; and after one-half hour from 6 to 8 lbs. of
bisulphate of soda are added in two or three portions, and the
skins are worked at the same temperature for thirty minutes
they are then rinsed thoroughly and drained orhydroextracted.
After the furs have been rinsed it is advisable to pass them
through a solution of soap and oil, which imparts a soft feel

by steam

to
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The

to the hair.

2 or 3

solution

made

is

of 1 lb. of olive oil soap,

ammonia in 10 galThe furs are worked in this solution fifteen
longer and are then drained or hydroextracted and

of olive oil

ozs.

and

1 or 2 ozs. of

lons of water.

minutes or

When

dried without rinsing.

dry they are worked out

soft

and cleaned.

A

rich black

is

obtained by dyeing the furs in the

manner

that has been described with from 4 to 6 per cent., calculated

on the dry weight of the skins, of the following (Cassella)
dyes: Naphthylamine Black S, E S N, S S 2 B; Naphthylamine
Blue Black B, B D Naphthol Black B, S G Azo Merino
Black B. As shading dyestuffs for black, the following are
used Indian Yellow F F Tropaeoline O
Acid Yellow
;

;

:

AT

;

;

Fast Yellow S

Orange 11, extra.
For blue shades Cyanole F F extra Tetra Cyanole V
Indigo Blue N Azo Wood Blue S E Naphthol Blue R Solid
Blue R Formyl Blue B.
For shades of yellow and orange Fast Yellow S Acid
Yellow A T Fast Acid Yellow 3 G, T L Indian Yellow G,
R Naphthol Yellow S Tropaeoline G 0,
Orange G G,
;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

extra, II,

For

IV, R.

red, claret,

etc.:

Lanafuchsine S G; S B; 6 B; Azo

B B Bordeaux B L Brilliant Orseible C.
For violet Azo Wood Violet, 7 R 4 B Acid Violet
6 B S.
For green Naphthol Green B; Fast Acid Green B N

Orseible

;

;

:

S

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

4

R

Cya-

nole Green B.

For brown
blue,

etc.,

:

Combinations of various yellows, orange, green,

are used.

For light shades, about 0.2 to 0.5 per cent, dyestuff are
used, and for full shades up to 3 per cent, dyestuff, calculated
on the weight of the dry skins.
For grey Silver Grey N., which is dyed with the addition
of J to 1 per cent, alum without any other addition.
Dyeing with Chromate Colors. The method of dyeing is valuable in all cases where the demands for fastness are very
exacting.
Most fancy shades can be produced with chromate
:

—

colors,

but for black

it is

necessary to use acid colors.
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The
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is
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as in dyeing with

may

acid colors except that the treatment with chloride of lime

be omitted, as the hair absorbs the chromate dyestuflfs well
enough without this treatment. For particularly full shades,
however, the treatment with chloride of lime

The dyeing

this case.

is

is

useful also in

carried out as follows

The requisite quality of dyestuff is dissolved in
manner and one-half as much bichromate as dye
;

in a separate vessel

The temperature

dyebath.

be 170°

and the two

F.,

and the

acid

is

then

An

made and

is

dissolved

mixed

in the

of the liquor at the start should

furs are

at this temperature.

solutions are

the regular

dyed from one hour

to

two hours

addition of 1 to 3 per cent, acetic

the skins are worked for another half

hour, rinsed and hydroextracted.
leveling on felted wool,

monopole

Many

soap.

is

it

In order to insure good
advisable to use 3 or 4 per cent,

shades of yellow, brown, green, blue,

red, grey, etc., are obtained

by using the anthracene chromate

dyes, alone or in various combinations, according to the shade

that

is

desired.

Acid and chromate colors are dissolved by pouring boiling water over them, and boiling up if necessary. The solution should then be passed through cheesecloth or a fine sieve,
and any particles remaining undissolved are brought into
solution by pouring some more boiling water over them.

Dyeing Furs Black with Furrol Dyes.
Prefparation of the Skins.

—Fur skins that are

to

be dyed are

and dedone in various ways as follows
The skins are soaked
1. Drum Killing and Soda Solution.
for three hours in a cold solution of 1 lb. of soda ash in 10
gallons of water.
They are then washed, feebly acidified with
acetic acid, and rinsed again.
One pound of freshly
2. Drum Killing with Milk of Lime.
The skins are
slaked lime is mixed with 10 gallons of water.
treated in this cold liquor, then acidified with acetic acid and
first

subjected to the killing process, which cleans

greases the hair

;

this is

:

—

—

rinsed.
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Drum

Killing with Caustic Soda Lye.

—A

liquor

is

pre-

pared according to the nature of the skin, with from 6 ozs. to
2| lbs. of caustic soda lye of 77° Tw. for 10 gallons of water,

and the

skins, the flesh side of

which has been spread with

starch paste, are treated therein at ordinary temperature for

Furs with very hard hairs, such as raccoon
somewhat longer in the caustic soda lye according to requirement. They are then feebly acidified with
acetic acid and rinsed.
4. Brush Killing with Caustic Soda Lye.
According to the

about three hours.
skins, are left

—

quality of the skins, prepare a caustic soda lye solution of 2
to

12° Tw. and brush

kinds of

upon the

The

it

For some

onto the hairs.

instance fox skin, a stronger lye

fur, for

belly portion

is

special

applied

and a weaker one upon the back.

furs in this state are left lying bundled, fur side to fur

side, for three to eight hours,

cleaned.

The

under 1 and

when they

skins are next given a

are dried, brushed or

drum

killing as directed

3.

processes, viz. the

—

The dyeing operation consists of two
mordanting and the dyeing proper, the

Mordanting the Furs.

mordanting of the hair being required in order to effect a
quicker and fuller absorption of the coloring matter in the
dyebath. It is done by immersing the previously cleaned and
killed skins into the solution of mordant, the time required

depending upon the nature of the hair and the temperature
of the bath.

The

A
A

following solutions are used as mordants

solution of

alum up

to 1 lb. in 10 gallons of water.

solution of copper sulphate

up

to 8 ozs. per 10 gallons of

water.

A

solution of bichromate of potash

up

to 4 ozs. per

10 gal-

lons of water.

A

solution of

chrome alum up

to 1 lb. per

10 gallons of

water.

A

solution of copperas

up

to 4 ozs. per 10 gallons of water.

These mordants are used without further additions, or else
with the addition of 3 ozs. tartar or 2 or 3 ozs. acetic acid 30
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The mordanting

per cent.

perature of 68° to 77° F.

may

solution

For

is
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best applied at a tem-

the solutions
be heated up to 95° F. to allow of more rapid working.

The duration

less delicate furs

mordanting depends upon the quality
of the skins and the results desired
when working at a temperature of 68° to 77° F. six to twelve hours will as a rule be
sufficient, and if a higher temperature is maintained the time
may be reduced. The skins are then rinsed, and if an acid
mordanting bath has been used, some soda should be added
to the rinsing bath, the goods being once more well rinsed.
of the

;

They

are then dyed.

—Black

dyed by brushing in the following
and J oz. Phenylene Diamine
are dissolved in 1 gallon of water, and immediately
before use 3 lbs. of peroxide of hydrogen are added.
This
solution is brushed onto the skins three times, allowing them
to dry after each application.
Racoon {Imitation Skunk). These skins are brush-killed
with caustic soda lye of 40° Tw. or drum-killed with 1 lb.
caustic soda lye of 77° Tw. per 10 gallons water.
The mordant solution consists of 1^ ozs. copper sulphate,
Dyeing Black.

manner
Powder

is

3 ozs. of Furrol S

:

—

4J

ozs.

copperas, 4 ozs. tartar in 11 gallons of water.

Dyeing
monia.

is

done with 4J

The black dye

is

ozs.

Furrol Grey

R

and 3

ozs.

am-

brushed on in solution prepared as

above directed.
Lambskin. These are drum-killed with 1 lb. of lime per 10
gallons of water and mordanted with 8 ozs. copper sulphate

—

;

per ten gallons of water.

Dyeing black is then done with 4|^ ozs. Furrol S and | oz.
Phenylene Diamine Powder and twelve to fifteen times the
weight of the dyestufif of hydrogen peroxide added to all the
other ingredients.

Red-haired Fox

is

dyed black by being

first

brush-killed with

caustic soda lye of 2 to 3° Tw., or drum-killed with 12 ozs. of
caustic soda lye of 77°

Tw. per 10 gallons of water.
mordant
The
solution is 1 lb. of chrome alum and 3

tartar per 10 gallons of water.

ozs. of
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The dyeing is done with 10 ozs. Furrol Gray R, J oz.
Phenylene Diamine Powder and 20 ozs. ammonia. Hydrogen
peroxide 12 to 15 times the weight of the dyestuff. The black
dye is brushed onto the skins three times, allowing them to
dry after each application. This dyes the furs in imitation
Alaska.
•

Red-haired Fox

is

dyed black in the following manner

:

The

furs are brush-killed with caustic soda lye of 2 to 3° Tw., or

drum-killed with 12

caustic soda lye of 77°

ozs.

The mordant

gallons of water.

7

is

ozs.

Tw.

in 10

of sulphate of copper

and 3 ozs. of tartar in 10 gallons of water.
The dyeing is done with 4| ozs. Furrol S and | oz. Phenylene Diamine Powder and hydrogen peroxide 12 to 15 times
the weight of the dyestuff, per 10 gallons of water.
Seal Rabbit {English Imitation of Seal.)

—These

killed with 1 lb. of lime per 10 gallons of water.
is

drumThe mordant

furs are

8 ozs. copper sulphate and 3 ozs. tartar per 10 gallons of

water.

The
3

ozs.

first

dye bath consists of 3

ammonium

bath consists of

Powder, 3

ozs,

1

J

chloride
ozs.

Furrol

ammonia.

the quantity of

dyestufi".

ozs.

and J

oz.

S, 7

Furrol Yellow Brown G,

ammonia.

The second

grains Phenylene Diamine

Hydrogen peroxide 12

to

15 times

All the weights indicated are to be

understood per 10 gallons of water.

dyed as follows Drum-killed with 1 lb.
Mordanted with 6 ozs. copper
sulphate and 3 ozs. tartar per 10 gallons of water.
Dyeing
with 5 ozs. Furrol S and IJ ozs. Phenylene Diamine powder
per 10 gallons of water hydrogen peroxide 12 to 15 times the
Black Seal Rabbit

of lime per

1

is

:

gallons of water.

;

quantity of dyestuff.

Furrol Dyes are obtainable of the Cassella Color Company,

New

York.

The Tanning of Hides for
Hides of horses and

Robes, Coats, Etc.

cattle that are to

be tanned with the

hair on them and used in the manufacture of coats and robes

should be soaked in fresh water before they are tanned in order
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them and

to soften

them

rid

of dirt
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and blood and other unThey should be soaked

desirable substances adhering to them.

long enough to become thoroughly softened, the length of

time ranging from twelve to twenty-four hours.

Dry hides are more
salt and formic

When

hides.

borax

is

than salted hides.

difficult to soften

acid are all useful in softening such

Borax,

used from 5 to 6

lbs.

of this soak

of

dissolved in

it

The effectiveness

hot water are used in 1000 gallons of water.

increased by raising the temperature with steam

is

The hides may be left in the soak for twelve hours,
then worked upon the beam or milled in a drum in a solution
to 90° F.

of borax

and

may

water, or they

be softened in a hide mill.

After the milling, they usually require further soaking, ac-

cording to their condition.

When
to

make

a salt soak
it

is

used,

from twelve

to

enough

twenty -four hours, next

for thirty minutes,

added

salt is

The hides may be

decidedly salty.

drummed

and then re-soaked until

to the water

in the brine

left

soft

in salt water

enough

to be

tanned.

Formic acid added

to the soak water hastens the softening

and, being antiseptic, prevents decay of the hides, a suitable
strength being 1 or 2

lbs.

in 100 gallons of water.

After the

completed the hides should be fleshed and all flesh
and lumps of fat removed from them before they are tanned.
Alum and Salt Process. In applying this process, the hides
soaking

is

—

have been fleshed are placed in a fairly strong solution of alum and salt, care being taken to expose all parts of
after they

the flesh sides to the liquor, so that the hair roots
firmly set and hair-slipping avoided.

liquor

is

put into

The

may become

penetration of the

hastened by warming to 85° F. before the hides are

The hides should be given plenty

it.

of

room

in the

liquor so that they can be handled about once in a while and
It is good practice to hang them
suspend them in the liquor. The stronger

their positions changed.

upon

sticks

the liquor

and

is

the

to

more quickly

well to use twice as

much

struck through with a liquor

12

it

tans the hides.

salt as

alum.

made up

Hides

It is

may

of 6 lbs. of

always
be well

alum and
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of salt for every 100 lbs. of

lbs.

should be

them

They

to be tanned.

tanning liquor until they have become
the length of time required to accomplish

in the

left

permeated with it,
this depending upon their thickness and the strength of the
liquor.
They should then be soaked one-half hour in cold
water and hung up to dry. When about two-thirds dry, they
should be laid in piles for a few days to become uniformly

and moist before they are dressed down. While the hides
it is advisable to watch them and to handle
them occasionally, especially in warm weather, to prevent
heating, which causes more or less damage according to the
soft

are laying in piles

degree of heat developed.

The cutting down to a light substance is done by hand.
The work requires considerable skill and judgment in order
that the hide

from

may

be smooth and of even thickness and

After the hides have been dressed

holes.

down

free

it is

ad-

They may be placed back in the alum
and salt liquor they may be retanned with alum and salt in
a drum and they may also be retanned with chrome liquor.
visable to retan them.
;

;

Retanning is also sometimes done with gambler or quebracho.
One method of retanning is as follows The hides are put
:

into a

drum

alumina, 8

together with a liquor of 6

lbs.

water for 100

of salt dissolved

lbs.

lbs.

and added

to

of sulphate of

39 gallons of

of hides.

In this liquor the goods are

drummed one hour.

A solution

of 10 lbs. of hyposulphite of soda in 5 gallons of water

is then
poured into the drum and the drumming is continued thirty
minutes, thus securing fixation of the tanning material upon

the fibres of the hides.

and hung up
oil

or grease

;

to dry.

The goods

When

are then rinsed in water

nearly dry they are

stufi'ed

with

dried thoroughly and then worked out soft and

clean.

By

a retannage of gambler and salt the unpleasant features

of alum-tanned stock are prevented,
soft

and

strong.

The

liquor

may

and the hides are made

be applied in a

drum

or in

a vat, the process being carried along until the liquor has
thoroughly permeated the hides. Then they may be left in
piles for forty-eight hours,

drained well and

hung up

to dry.

THE TANNING OF FURS AND HAIR
Softening

and Cleaning

the Stock.

—For

the purpose of im-

parting softness to the goods, oils of various kinds
used, also combinations of tallow, soap

A

are quite satisfactory.
to the flesh side

;

and

heavy coat of

in the dry condition

finished.

The longer they are kept in
when they are finally

they will be

Softening and cleaning of the hides
in revolving wheels or

purpose.

The

may

Mineral

oil.

be
oils

should be applied

oil

and the goods then be allowed to dry slowly
some time before they are

and kept
softer
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oil,

the dry condition the
finished.

best accomplished

is

drums constructed

especially for the

grease and dirt are taken

up by dry saw-

dust in a closed drum, and in an open or latticed drum, the
sawdust, carrying the
the stock.

oil

The cleaning

and grease with

it,

is

cleaned out of

process needs to be repeated two or

three times to get the goods perfectly clean

and

soft.

Some

yellow ochre added to the sawdust gives the flesh side a desirable yellow color.

Dyeing may be done with acid or Furrol dyestuffs in the
same manner as furs, which has previously been described.

SECTION FOUR.
The Manufacture of Goatskin Leathers.
The

process through

first

the tanner
salt, dirt

is

which goatskins are worked by
them and removes the

soaking, which softens

and blood that adhere

to them.

It is

very important

that dried and dry-salted skins should be thoroughly softened

and cleansed before they are put into the lime

Dried

liquors.

skins should be soaked separately from dry -salted stock

and
them softened in the shortest time possible and the
fibers and grain freshened and cleansed some sulphite of
sodium should be added to the water and revolving drums be
used as soon as they become flexible in the water.
Soaking Dried Shins. The most eflScient way to soak dry
goatskins is by the use of what is known among tanners as the
sulphide soak. This is prepared by adding 1 lb. of sulphide
of sodium dissolved in hot water to the water in the soak vat,
;

to get

—

the quantity

named being

If the skins are

sufiicient for 100 gallons of water.
heavy and very hard and dirty 2 lbs. of the

The skins

material should be used.

soak and are

left

drummed

are placed in the prepared

therein from one day until the next

;

they

running water for a short time to further
soften and cleanse them.
From the drum they are placed in
are then

in

a clean soak, containing, like the

sodium

for

taken out and

drummed again

drum

for fifteen

1 lb. of sulphide of

The next day they

in running water.

It is

are

good

and to run the skins dry
minutes, after which they should be

practice to then shut the water

in the

first,

each 100 gallons of water.

off'

Some skins require
drumming than others. More or

placed in clear water until the next day.
longer soaking and more
less

sulphide of sodium

require,

may

be used as the goods seem to

an excess doing no harm.

If

it

is

necessary to leave

the skins in the last clear soak for some time before liming

(180)
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1 lb. of carbolic acid for each 100 gallons of water should

be added to prevent decomposition, the acid being washed out
in running water before the process of depilation

Soaking Dry-salted Skins.
stock

—The

softening

is

begun.

of this class of

accomplished by soaking them in a sulphide soak

is

over night, next

drumming them

in running water

and then

resoaking them in a second sulphide soak for twenty-four

These skins require very thorough drumming in
running water to rid them of every trace of salt. Skins that
were pulled off the animal should be cut open after they are
soaked and all skins be trimmed before they are put into lime.
An efficient soak for dry
Softening with Bisulphite of Soda.
stock is prepared by adding 1 lb. of bisulphite of soda to every
100 gallons of water in the vat. The skins are placed in the
soak and when they have become flexible are run in a drum
and next soaked again in a bisulphite soak, then washed again,
and limed.
Bisulphite of soda acts as an antiseptic, preventing the
growth of micro-organisms which would cause decay and loss
hours.

—

of skin substance.

It is inexpensive, hastens the softening

and has no undesirable effect. The skins, softened, cleansed
and trimmed, are next passed into the process of liming.
Painting the Skins with Lime and Red Arsenic.
Several days
before it is used a paste of lime and red arsenic should be preTo 50 lbs. of lime add 4 lbs. of the arsenic and slake
pared.

—

both together with hot water.
while

it

is

The mixture should be

stirred

slaking and enough hot water be added to

the mixture of the consistency of thick paint.

The

make
skins,

and drained, are spread, one at a time, upon
the floor and the prepared mixture is painted upon

softened, clean

a table or

the flesh side

;

they are then folded

down

the middle length-

and placed in piles in a vat until the latter
about three-fourths full. Some boards, weighted with stones,

wise, flesh to flesh,
is

are placed
water.
vat,

upon the

pile of skins

and the vat

is

filled

with

After five or six days the skins are taken out of the

washed

in clean water

and unhaired.

Some

skins re-

quire from six to eight days before they can be unhaired.
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This method of unhairing produces

fine,

smooth grain.

The

skins are next put into fresh lime liquor.

For 100

and 5 or 6 lbs. of red
and poured into
enough water in a paddle to cover the skins, which are put in
and left in from three to seven days, being stirred by the
lbs.

of stock 16

lbs.

of lime

arsenic are used, being well slaked together

paddles three or four hours each day.

washed

warm

in

The

stock

is

next

water and bated.

—

Liming. The best results for this process are secured by
using fairly fresh limes throughout and hastening the loosening of the hair by the use of red arsenic. This method of
depilation

is

much

preferred for goatskins because

it

produces

good smooth grain, and the leather is not " pipey " or loose
and spongy. Sulphide of sodium may be used in the limes
but it has a tendency to make the grain coarse and harsh. If
used at all, it is best to employ it in the first limes, which are
fairly mellow, and then to finish the liming in fresh white
limes.
5 or 6 lbs. of red arsenic are generally used with 100

The limes should be

fairly sharp so that the
good rule to follow is to use mellow limes at first, working the skins into fresh limes and
leaving them in the latter two or three days to finish. Newly

of lime.

lbs.

skins will be plumped.

made lime
its

harsh

loosened

liquor should contain some old lime to tone

effect
it

A

is

upon the

down

After the hair has become

skins.

advisable to leave the stock in the lime a day

or two longer to insure softness in the finished leather.

A

good liming process is carried out in the following manA vat six feet deep should be filled with two or three
Into a tub
feet of used lime liquor and two feet of cold water.
lime
and
one
per cent,
of
of
the
weight
of
the
skins
one-eighth
ner

:

of red arsenic are placed

and slaked with 10 or 12

pailfuls of

hot water, 5 pailfuls of cold water being next added and the
The liquor is then plunged
solution poured into the vat.

thoroughly and the skins are thrown
paddles stirred about in the lime.

on the third day
should be added

;

the hair

is

and by means

of the

If the hair begins to loosen

weight of the skins of lime
not loosened more lime than

one-fifth of the
if

in,
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No exact
man in charge of the work must be
determine how much lime and arsenic to add to the
Some skins require more lime than others. When

one-fifth the

weight of the skins should be used.

rule can be given

able to
liquor.
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and the

the hair can be easily removed the skins are taken out of the

lime and unhaired.

Good

by working goatskins through a
old plumping limes to which 2 ozs. of

results are secured

series of sulphide limes,

sulphide of sodium per skin has been added, being used.

From

eight to ten days are required.

The goods

are then put

into fresh or plumping limes for two or three days, next
unhaired and washed. Sulphide of sodium may be mixed
with lime and painted upon the flesh-side of the skins the

same

as

upon skeepskins, and

after the hair

has been removed,

The most rapid

the skins are limed for a few days.

process

of depilation consists of immersing the goods in a strong solu-

and swells
process cannot be recommended for any but

tion of sulphide of sodium, which dissolves the hair

the skins; but this

the cheapest grade of skins.

The next

process

is

On removing

bating and drenching.

the skins from the lime they are thrown into water at 85° F.,
for one-half hour, then

Bating.

unhaired and washed.

—The thorough removal of the lime

in a clean

and

efficient

bacterial bate, 8 ozs. of

is

accomplished

manner by using oropon,

a commercial

it

for

100

lbs.

of stock being dissolved

and poured into water at 100° F. The skins are
paddled from time to time, and left in the liquor
over night. The next morning they are in a soft and open
in hot water

thrown

in,

condition and free from lime.

The

process

commonly

called bating or puering frees the

and alkaline sulphides acquired during the
previous process of liming, and makes them soft and clean
and in the right condition to be pickled and tanned. To
accomplish the results of this process hen and pigeon droppings and dog dung have for many years been used and
skins from lime

;

although the use of these materials
results that

is

unpleasant, they produce

cannot be obtained from the use of others, and
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they continue to be employed by many tanners. Goatskins
are frequently puered with a mixture of chicken droppings
and dog dung, the latter also being often used alone.

To prepare

the material put

three days before

and

it is

it

to soak in hot water

to be used.

Mash

it

well

;

two or

stir it occa-

through a wire strainer to get rid of
however, being not always necessary.
The skins should first be washed in warm water to
remove surface lime, then be placed in a used bate liquor that
has been warmed to 80° F., and left in the same for twelve
sionally

strain

pebbles, feathers,

hours.

From such

warmed to 85°

it

etc., this,

liquor they are placed in a fresh bate

and paddled in the same for several hours
and silky. They are next fleshed,
scudded, rinsed or drenched and pickled or tanned.
Goatskins can be delimed also in any of the processes described for
sheepskins and calfskins.
The use of oropon can be recommended above bran or acids, since it gives the smooth, fine
grain that is so much desired on goatskin leather.
Drenching.
The skins, after they have been bated, are
given a drench of boric (boracic) acid to remove the last trace
of lime and to make the grain clear and smooth.
A small
F.,

or until they are soft

—

quantity of the acid

is

dissolved in water of 85° F,; the skins

are paddled in the solution a half hour

and then pickled and

tanned.

The

following process

for

chrome tanning.

70

lbs.

is

said to be excellent for goatskins

Dissolve 20

lbs. of

sal-ammoniac and

of salt in 700 gallons of water at 95° F., for 50 dozen

Paddle the skins in this liquor for two hours, then
in over night.
Sal-ammoniac and salt in combination produce ammonia and act upon the goods in the same
manner as a bate or puer, having however the advantage that
the workman can control this process while he cannot always
The next morning the skins
control the old-time puering.
are transferred to a drench and pickle in a paddle wheel conskins.

leave

them

taining 10

85° F.

lbs.

of formic acid

and 8

lbs.

of salt; temperature

After an hour in this liquor the skins are in condition

to be tanned.

The

last

drench and pickle removes

all

the
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lime and strengthens the fibers so they will stand the corrosive
action of the chemicals and acids used in

Ammonium

butyrate, the

ammonium

chrome tannage.

salt of butyric acid, is

one of the newer chemical products used in the process of
deliming and bating limed skins, about 2 lbs. of it being used
for 100 lbs. of pelt in water heated to 85° F.
The skins, after
they have been unhaired, are paddled in the liquor a quarter
of

an hour each hour

than would

hours

for three or four

bated in the regular manner,

less

;

they are then

bate being used, however,

had the goods not been given the preliminary
deliming.
The next step in the manufacture of goatskin
leather is pickling with acid and salt.
Pickling with Sulphuric Acid and Salt.
To 40 gallons of
water 40 lbs. of salt and 5 lbs. of sulphuric acid are added
be,

—

this forms a stock pickle,
for

100

lbs.

of skins.

12 gallons of this liquor being used

The

pickling

is

accomplished most

rapidly in a drum, the skins being run in the liquor at least
fifteen

minutes, then allowed to press and drain over horses

for several

hours or until the next day.

Another good formula calls for 2 lbs. of sulphuric acid, 15
of salt and 15 gallons of water for 100 lbs. of skins.
The
drum containing the skins is started and after it has turned a
few times the solution of acid and salt is poured in and the
drumming is continued from fifteen to thirty minutes. Either
of these processes produces good results and there is no guesswork about the quantity of acid and salt to use, and therefore
no uncertainty.
Pickling with Formic Acid and Salt.
The formula for this
pickle is 10 lbs. of the acid, 20 lbs. of salt and 15 gallons of
water for 100 lbs. of skins. The process is carried out in the
same manner as the sulphuric acid process. An excellent way
to pickle the skins, no matter which acid is used, is to put
them into the drum together with three-fourths of the water
that is needed.
In the remaining fourth of the water the salt
is dissolved and the acid added thereto.
The drum is started
and the acid and salt solution poured in through the trunnion,
and the drum allowed to run thirty minutes.
lbs.

—
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Alumina and Salt.^-This is an exit plumps the skins and prechrome tanning, 4 lbs. of sulphate of alumina

Pickling with Sulphate of

cellent process of pickling since

them

pares

and 6

lbs.

for

of salt in 12 gallons of water being used for 100 lbs.

treated with this solution in a drum
minutes and then either tanned at once or placed
smoothly over horses until the next day. The sulphate of
alumina does not remain in the skins and forms no part of the
tanning process.

The

of skins.

stock

is

for thirty

Two-Bath Processes of Chrome Tanning.
For each 100

1.

mate

lbs. of

pickled skins to be tanned use bichro-

of soda, 6 lbs.; muriatic acid, 3 lbs.; salt, 4 lbs.; water

gallons.

The

liquor

is

prepared by adding the

15

salt to the

water, next the bichromate of soda dissolved in hot water,

and the acid is then slowly stirred in.
the skins having been thrown in, is set
pared liquor

A drum

is

used,

and

in motion.

The

pre-

poured into the drum through the hollow axle

is

are turned for from one to two hours. They are
then taken out of the drum and placed smoothly over horses

and the skins

to allow for draining

the

The

fibers.

and

process

for the

is

chrome

to

become

fixed in

completed the next morning.

The

skins are dipped, one at a time into a 10 per cent, solution
of bisulphite of soda

The second bath

and then thrown

lbs.; salt,

sulphite of soda

is

skins are

3

lbs.;

water, 15 gallons.

The

drummed
Tne

The hypo-

dissolved in boiling water and added to the
salt

and acid are then added, and the

in the liquor for 1^ hours or until they

have assumed a light blue color throughout.
the tanning.

drum.

consists of hyposulphite of soda, 12 lbs.;

muriatic acid, 6

water in a tub.

into a

leather

and drain from twelve
and neutralized.

is

This completes

again placed over horses to press

to twenty-four

hours before

it is

washed

In this process of chrome tanning sulphuric acid is used
The
first bath and bisulphite of soda in the second.
first bath consists of bichromate of soda, 6 lbs.; sulphuric acid,
2 lbs.; salt, 4 lbs.; water, 15 gallons. Prepare and use the same
2.

in the
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The second part

1.

of bisulphite of soda, 6

drummed
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of the process consists of a solution

lbs.;

The

water 15 gallons.

in this liquor for from one to

two hours

skins are

they are

;

then placed over horses for twenty-four hours to allow hydra-

which they are washed and neutralized.

tion to take place, after

may

Either bichromate of soda or of potash

be used in the

Chromic acid may be used in the
place of potash or soda and acid.
From 4 to 5
bath.

first

100

for

lbs. of

bath in

first

are used

lbs.

skins without acid, but the quantity of salt

should be increased somewhat, especially when the skins were

The tanning can be accomplished in a very
manner by applying the first bath in a drum, the

not pickled.
satisfactory

second in a paddle
3.

Goatskins

following

manner

consists of

reel.

may
:

also be

tanned into chrome leather in the

For each 100

bichromate of soda, 5

sulphate of alumina, 2

lbs.;

first

bath

muriatic acid 5

lbs.;

lbs. of
lbs.;

salt,

5

skins the

lbs.;

water 15 gallons.

After the skins have been drummed in this solution for IJ
hours they are placed in the second bath in a paddle, or run
in

it

drum.

in a

This bath

is

soda, 14 lbs.; muriatic acid, 5

a solution of hyposulphite of

lbs.;

water, suflficient to process

good practice to put the skins into the hypo
solution and then to add the acid slowly whilst constantly
nicely.

It is

stirring.

Skins that have not been pickled can be tanned in the same

manner

as acid-pickled stock.

Any

two-bath process

carried out in a paddle vat as well as in a

quantities of chemicals

ning

;

but more water

may

be

drum, the same

and acid being used as in drum tanrequired and the process takes more

is

time.
4.

The

process described below,

somewhat

different

from the

foregoing one, also produces excellent chrome leather.

The

having been bated and washed, are thrown into a
drum, together with a solution of salt, 10 lbs.; in water, 15
gallons, and run in the same ten minutes, 2 lbs. of muriatic
acid being next added to a pailful of water and poured into
the drum, and the drumming is continued fifteen minutes.
skins, after
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This accomplishes the pickling of the stock. The next step is
the addition of the chrome liquor to the contents of the drum,
the pickling solution having been previously drained out. Bi-

chromate of potash, 2 lbs.; water, 12 gallons. After this has
been in the drum twenty minutes, bichromate of potash, 4 lbs.,
salt, 3 lbs., water, 6 gallons, are poured into the drum and
the skins run in the liquor for two hours.
They are then
horsed up over night, struck out the next morning and passed
through the hypo dip. This consists of hyposulphite of soda,
4 lbs.; water 15 gallons, for 100 lbs. of skins.
After having
been dipped, one at a time, into this solution, they are paddled
in the second bath, which consists of hyposulphite of soda, 10
lbs.; water, 20 gallons
muriatic acid, 5 lbs. As soon as the
liquor turns milky the skins are thrown in, processed a few
hours, left in overnight, drained twenty-four hours, and then
washed and neutralized.
Tanning in a Paddle Vat. "Where the skins are tanned in a
paddle vat the procedure is as follows The first bath consists
;

—

:

of 6 per cent, of the weight of the skins of bichromate of

potash or bichromate of soda and 3 per cent, of muriatic acid
20° Be. The chrome is dissolved in boiling water and added
to the
It is

The

used.

and

water in the

reel,

about 65 gallons

for

100

lbs.

of skins.

immaterial whether bichromate of potash or of soda
left

is

skins are paddled in the liquor for several hours

in over night.

The next morning they

are taken

out of the liquor, struck out and dipped in a solution of

hyposulphite of soda to which a

little

added.

is

After dipping, the stock

muriatic acid has been

thrown over a horse and

allowed to remain for a short time before

second bath.

This bath

is

made

it

is

placed in the

of water, hyposulphite of

soda and muriatic acid, the proportions being 18 lbs. of the
hypo and 5 lbs. of the acid in 65 gallons of water for 100 lbs.
of skins.
The hypo is dissolved and added to the water the
acid is then poured in and the stock thrown in as quickly as
possible.
Some tanners do not add all the acid at once, twothirds of the quantity used being first added, and the rest
When the yellow color
after the skins have been thrown in.
;
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of the stock has been turned to light blue throughout the
thickest skins, the process

The

completed.

is

skins are taken

and are then
Both bichromate of potash and

out, placed over horses for twenty-four hours,

washed and neutralized.

hyposulphite of soda are used in excess but without injury to
the stock, a few pounds more or

making no

One-bath process.

drum
6

—The

pickled skins are thrown into the

together with 8 gallons of water

each 100
lbs. of

When

a large pack of skins

less for

difference in the quality of the leather.

lbs.

of skins,

and the drum

and 6 lbs. of salt for
run fifteen minutes.

is

Tanolin are dissolved in 2 gallons of boiling water.
it is added to the

the solution has cooled, one-third of

drum and

contents of the

then another one-third
other half-hour

drumming

is

;

is

the skins run for thirty minutes

added and the drum
poured

finally the last portion is

continued for one hour.

of soda are dissolved in a

is

run an-

in

and the

8 ozs. of bicarbonate

water aud the solution

is poured
run two hours longer then 6 ozs.
more of the soda for 100 lbs. of skins are added to the liquor
in the drum, and the stock is run until it is fully tanned.
The
completion of the tannage is determined by boiling a piece of
the neck of the thickest skin.
If it remains soft and does
not curl or harden the leather is fully tanned. The tanned
skins are next horsed up 48 hours to allow for complete fixation of the chromium hydroxide they are then washed and

into the

drum, which

little

is

;

;

neutralized.

Tanning with Sulphate of Alumina, Sal Soda and Chrome
Pickled goatskins may be tanned in the following

Liquor.

—

manner:

Weigh them and

prepare two solutions.

6 gallons of water.

for

each 100

lbs.

In another vessel boil 3

in 5 gallons of water.

in the pack

Boil 3 lbs. of sulphate of alumina in

Pour the solution of

lbs,

sal

of sal soda

soda slowly

and whilst constantly

stirring into the solution of sulphate of
alumina, allowing intervals for the effervescence to subside.

The two

solutions form a white liquor.
This should be allowed to cool before it is used, or enough cold water should be
added to reduce the temperature to 85° F.
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Throw

the skins into the

and 5 gallons

of water

then pour into the
skins in

it

drum

drum

and

together with 10

the

let

drum run

lbs.

of salt

ten minutes

the alumina-soda liquor and run the

thirty minutes.

Dissolve 6

of Tanolin in 3

lbs.

gallons of boiling water and pour the solution into the

drum

in portions of 1 gallon at a time at intervals of one-half hour,

and after the last portion is in, drum the skins for one hour.
To complete the tanning add 1 lb. of salts of tartar dissolved
in 1 gallon of hot water, and let the drum run one hour
then pour into the drum enough cold water to make the
liquor cover the skins and let them remain in it until the
next morning. The tanned leather, after draining twentyis washed, neutralized and shaved.

four hours,

Good

leather

is

also

made by drumming

the skins after

they have been bated and drenched in a solution of 3
sulphate of alumina and 8

At the end
liquor

is

lbs.

lbs. of

of salt in 8 gallons of water.

drumming

of thirty minutes

one-bath chrome

poured into the drum in portions of 1 gallon at a

time until 3 or 4 gallons have been added to the contents of
the drum.
ning,

Three or four hours drumming completes the tanis then handled in the usual manner.
Alum and Chrome Tanning. Skins tanned by the

and the leather

Process of

—

following process work out into the leather that possesses the
qualities of both

alum and chrome

plumpness, fine grain, softness and

leather.

In appearance,

the leather resembles

feel

alum leather, and in softness and durability chrome leather.
The first step of the process consists of tawing the skins in a
solution of sulphate of alumina and

the sulphate of alumina

is

fixed

salt.

In the second step

upon the

fibers of the skins

by means of a solution of hyposulphite

of soda,

and

after this

has been accomplished, another solution of sulphate of alu-

mina and salt is given to the
are plumped and the thinness
sulphite of soda

is

overcome.

skins,

By

are thoroughly alum-tawed, and,

without further tanning.

by means of which they

that follows the use of hyphothese operations the skins

if

desired,

To complete

duce chrome leather, the skins

may

be finished

the process and pro-

after the final application of alu-
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mina and

salt

and chrome are tanned.

The
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In practice the process

and washing, are
drained and weighed.
For every 100 lbs. of them a solution
is prepared consisting of 3 lbs. of sulphate of alumina and 6
lbs. of salt in 3 gallons of water, boiled and allowed to cool.
is

as follows

:

skins after drenching

The skins are drummed in this solution twenty minutes.
Then 10 lbs. of hyposulphite of soda are dissolved in 3 gallons
of water and this liquor is poured into the drum and the
drumming continued fifteen minutes. To finish the first part
of the process, a third solution

gallons of water 2

This solution

salt.

is

prepared by dissolving in 3

is

of sulphate of

lbs.

added

alumina and 3

to the contents of the

drum run thirty minutes.
The skins, now plump and full,

lbs.

of

drum and

the

water, drained several hours,
liquor,

From

which

is

are next rinsed

oflf

in clear

and then given the chrome

used without the addition of water or acid.

3 to 6 gallons of the concentrated

chrome liquor are

re-

The chrome liquor is prepared
as follows 5 or 6 lbs. of chrome alum are dissolved in 5 galTo this solution are
lons of water without the aid of heat.
quired for 100

lbs.

of skins.

:

added from 2J

sodium sulphate and from 12 ozs.
sodium acetate, or its chemical equiv-

to 3 lbs. of

to 1 lb. of potassium or

In a liquor thus prepared the skins are drummed one
hour or until they are chrome-tanned. They are then allowed
alent.

to drain

twenty-four hours, washed in the usual manner,

For

shaved and colored.

thick,

heavy skins the quantity of

chrome liquor used may be increased to 6 or 7 gallons for
100 lbs. of stock. In this process no free acids whatever are
used.
Free acid in the solution, added as an element, that is,
than
other
as produced by the decomposition of the chemicals,
will retard, if not prevent, the reaction necessary to
leather.

For

this reason the skins

acid and perfectly neutral

After the tanning

is

when

must be

the process

produce

entirely free from
is

begun.

completed, the skins should be

left

in

the liquor some hours, then thrown over horses to drain for

twenty-four hours to allow for complete tannage of the

The

leather

is

then washed in

warm borax

fibers.

water and next in
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clean water, then shaved, colored and finished.
is

patented by George

W.

—

A New

is

This process

Adler, Philadelphia, Pa.

Two-Bath Process of Chrome Tanning. This process
similar in its manipulations to the regular two-bath process,

by the description of

as will be seen

it.

can be executed

It

in two-bath or in one-bath.

The

directions for one-bath are as follows

;

For 100

lbs.

of

lbs. of bichromate of potash and 3 lbs. of muriatic
Bk, water sufficient for the pack of skins to be proWhen the skins are thoroughly impregnated
cessed properly.
with this liquor and seasoned, add to the bath, while the goods
are in motion, 20 per cent, of the weight of the skins of S. Z.
solution and 35 per cent, of S. K. solution, these two solutions
being mixed before they are added to the bath. Then add,

skins use 4
acid, 20°

the skins being in motion, 5 per cent, of sulphuric acid, 66°
B6.

or

Before adding the acid,

more

its

weight of water.

mix it with about thirty times
Then add this mixture through

a lead-lined wooden funnel, long enough to reach to the bot-

tom

of the vat,

and placed

at

one corner of

it,

while the goods

are in motion.

After about one and a half days the skins are done.

No

them should they remain a longer time
When done, wash and finish them. This tanin the liquor.
nage produces a finer grain, less contracted and besides sulphur
Skins by this tannage
as in the hypo process, is not present.
are pre-eminent for making enamel or patent-finish leather.
The proportions for making the solutions are For S. Z.
solution use 80 lbs. of nitrate of soda and 84 lbs. of hot water.
For S. K. solution use 48 lbs. of fresh chloride of lime,
48 lbs. of soda ash and 384 lbs. of hot water. Dissolve the

damage

will result to

:

When

add through a
sieve the chloride of lime, keeping the liquor always well
When all the lime is stirred in, leave the liquor at
stirred.
rest until it becomes clear, say two days, then draw off the clear
Both
liquor for use as above, and throw the sediment away.
soda ash in hot water.

liquors S.

Z and

or hogshead

S.

all is dissolved,

K. may be kept in one

vessel

— carboy, vat

—provided the proportions are kept up, and when
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wanted the proper quantity is taken out. A wooden tank or
hogshead should be used for making the solution.
In place of solutions S. Z. and S. K., as above, peroxide of
sodium with sulphuric acid may be used. To each 100 gallons of water in the vat add 5 lbs. and 5 ozs. of sulphuric acid,
62° Be.; stir well; then add, by sifting in, 4 lbs. of peroxide
of sodium in small quantities, while stirring well use hand;

warm
it

When

water for the bath.

this

bath

the previously chromed skins, and paddle

is

ready put into

them

are tanned.

until they

—

Washing the Tanned Leather. The object
of these processes is to remove the acid and salts from the
leather and make it perfectly neutral for coloring, fat-liquoring and finishing. Chrome-tanned leather is unique in one
namely, it will stand without injury any amount of
respect
washing with water. The latter alone, however, removes the
Neutralizing and

;

acid so slowly that

it

is

a

common

a small quantity of alkali to

In

all cases of

it

practice for tanners to

add

to expedite the work.

chrome tanning, whether by the two-bath or

the one-bath method, the leather should press and drain from

twelve to twenty-four hours to allow the
to

become dehydrated and

chromium hydroxide

fixed in the fibers.

the right condition to be washed

and

It is

then in

neutralized.

The use of sodium bicarbonate for neutralizing the leather
It destroys the free acid, helps
is recommended by the writer.
to fix the chrome, is inexpensive, and does no damage to the
One pound of the chemical is used for 100 lbs. of
leather.
The
leather in enough water to wash nicely in a drum.
leather is washed one-half hour, when the plugs are pulled
washed a half hour longer with running
and shaved.
Neutralizing with Borax.
A common method of removing
the acid from the leather involves the use of borax, the
out and the leather

The

water.

is

skins are then struck out

—

quantity of

it

required varying with the

sent in the leather; but
so

much

of

it

amount

of acid pre-

should be borne in mind that only

should be used as to have the leather

show a very weak acid
13

it

reaction.

As

still

to

a rule from 1 to 2 per
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borax calculated on the shaver's weight of the leather,
The borax is dissolved in hot water and
added to the water in which the leather is washed. The
leather is drummed in such water for forty minutes at a temperature of 80° F.
After it has been thus neutralized it is
recommended to wash it well with running water.
cent,

proves suflHcient.

which is indicated
by blue litmus paper turning red when pressed against the
InsuflBcient neutralization of the leather,

leather in the cut,
especially cause

may

cause various

difficulties.

an unsatisfactory absorption

It

may

of the fat-liquor,

or lead to the dyestufF being fixed too superficially or precipitated in the bath

;

besides leather insufficiently neutralized

Some

has a tendency to spew.
before they neutralize

it

;

tanners shave their leather

others neutralize before shaving.

In some tanneries the leather is first washed in warm running
water.
The borax is then dissolved in a sufficient volume of
water to allow the leather to move freely in the drum and the

drumming

warm, should continue

in such water, preferably

The leather is then rinsed
Where the skins are shaved before they

warm

thirty minutes.

well in

water.

are neutralized

and washed, and are

fat-liquored or

dyed immediately

after-

wards, the last rinsing should be in hot water at 125° F., thus
raising the temperature of the skins in anticipation of the

coloring or fat-liquoring process that
^otes and Suggestions.

tanner to follow

set

—

It is

is

to follow.

not always practicable for the

formulas and rules in chrome tanning on

account of the differences in the raw stock he uses.

The

should be given what they require and no more.
second or hypo-bath

it

is

best to

skins

In the

add only about two-thirds

of

the acid to the hypo solution, then as the process proceeds to

add more acid until the prescribed quantity bas been used.
The skins should come from the second bath as nearly neutral
as possible and the process be so conducted as to attain this
result.
More chemicals than are necessary are usually used
and more than the skins take up. Experience has proved
this to be good practice, especially where a paddle-vat is
used.

The

liquors are never

fully

exhausted

when the
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skins are taken out, yet

pare

new

it is

liquors for the next pack of skins.

the goods drain over night from the

them out

them out and

best to run

before putting

a two-bath process

them

is

to pre-

It is best to let

bath and to strike

into the second bath.

used there

is

first
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When

no danger of contracted

grain and the leather works out soft and silky and to the
greatest possible area of

measurement.

phate of alumina and

salt

Skins pickled with

sul-

can be tanned without being de-

but if it is considered advisable to remove acid pickle,
can be done in a bath of whiting and salt, the skins being
then washed in warm salt water and tanned.

pickled

;

it

It

feasible in using the two-bath process of

is

chrome tan-

ning, to pickle the skins with muriatic acid and salt and then

them the

to give

first

potash or of soda and

bath,
salt

which

made

is

without acid.

of bichromate of

When

this is

done

the acid pickle serves to liberate the chromic acid in the bath.

Whenever pickled

skins are being tanned considerable salt

The first or chrome bath
the second or reis given most advantageously in a drum
ducing bath may be applied in either a drum or a paddleshould be added to the

first

liquor.

;

There should always be sufficient water used to give
proper working conditions. The ratio of potash or soda to
the weight of the skins may vary considerably without afiectvat.

ing the result.

Some
of soda

tanners put the skins into the solution of hyposulphite

and then add the acid rather slowly. Others add all the
and as soon as the liquor turns milky

acid to the hypo-bath

throw the skins in as rapidly as
the writer that the latter

method

possible.
is

the tannage seems to be finished,

It is the

opinion of

the better of the two.

When

advisable to leave the

it is

some hours or over night to insure comreduction and deposition of the basic chrome salt.
The

leather in the liquor
plete

quantity of hyposulphite of soda
for

100

lbs.

of skins, but

it is

may

range from 10 to 20

lbs.

the usual rule to use more than

the stock requires as an excess does no
beneficial to the quality of the leather.

harm

it

being rather

It is advisable to dip

the chromed skins into a fairly strong solution of hypo before
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putting them into the second bath.

This " dip "

may

consist

hypo

in 10 gallons of water, or a 10 per cent, solution of bisulphite of soda.
This prevents ** bleeding " of the
of 5 lbs. of

chrome into the second bath, and drawn

grain. Hyposulphite
used with acid in the second liquor, bisulphite of
soda without acid.

of soda

is

The Difference Between One-Bath and Two-Bath Chrome-Tanned Leathers.
One of the main causes of the differences between

—

by the one-bath method and leather tanned
by the two-bath method, says the Shoe and Leather Reporter,
is to be found in the fact that free sulphur is deposited upon
leather tanned

the fibers of the skins by the two-bath and not in the one-bath

In both processes the chrome

process.

converts the pelt into leather

is

salt

which actually

a basic one, so that the main

not to be sought in the nature of the actual tannage but rather in some of the side reactions. One of the side
reactions which takes place in the two-bath process but not in
the single-bath process, is the liberation of sulphur when hypodiflference is

sulphite of soda
It is

customary

and muriatic acid are used in the second bath.
add the acid to the solution of hypo until

to

a slight turbidity or milkiness appears before introducing the
skins.

The sulphur dioxide

takes part in the reduction of the

chromic acid in the skins and the free sulphur is precipitated
both in the surrounding liquor and in the fibers of the goods.
It is the free sulphur which produces the turbidity of the liquor.
This sulphur produces softness, gives the leather its
and acts as a kind of a lubricant to the fibers
appearance
white
so that they slip over one another more readily, producing
the effect of softness or mellowness.

Free sulphur can be incorporated into leather tanned by the
one-bath process by a special operation proposed by Eitner,
the

German

leather chemist.

This operation consists of

treat-

ing the skins before tanning with hyposulphite of soda and

The goods are treated first with one, and then with the
100 lbs. of pelt being drummed for forty-five minutes
with 100 gallons of water, 20 lbs. of salt and 4 lbs. of muriacid.

other,

atic acid.

The

goods, after

drumming, are allowed

to drain
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and are again drummed

The same

for six
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hours with 20 per cent. hypo.

reaction takes place as that described for the two-

bath process, the acid liberating the sulphur from the hypo,
but in this case the precipitation of the sulphur takes place

and on the fibers. Skins treated by this process
and then tanned by the one-bath method have most of the

entirely in

properties of two-bath-tanned leather.

A

simple

determine whether leather has been tanned

test to

by the one-bath

or the two-bath process consists in determin-

any free sulphur in it. A silver coin is
cleaned and moistened and then wrapped round with a piece
In the case of heavy
of the leather and put in a warm place.
leather a slit should be made with a knife and the coin placed
in it.
After an hour or so, if there is free sulphur in the
leather, the coin will be found to be darkened or blackened
by the efifect of the sulphur upon the silver.
ing whether there

is

The Process of
Fat-liquoring

a process of

is

ing of chrome-tanned leather.
the skins

may

dry out rather
is

so essential.

be, if
stiff

ingredients,

The

they are not properly fat-liquored they
full,

The

is

process consists in treating

a hot emulsion of soap,

entirely absorbed

not sufficiently fat-liquored the skins,
ness and fullness

;

if

given too

and cannot be finished
should be a perfect emulsion
soft

;

have a greasy

feel

well-nourished feel that

fat-liquor imparts to the leather the neces-

drum with

which

much importance in the finishNo matter how well tanned

and lack that

sary fullness and softness.

the leather in a

Fat-liquoring.

much

by the

when

oil

and other

When

leather.

finished lack soft-

grease they work out too

satisfactorily.
if it is not,

The

the grain

fat-liquor
is

apt to

and the colors a patchy appearance.
and sulphonated oils are generally con-

Neatsfoot, olive, castor

sidered the most suitable oils for fat-liquoring light leather,

eggyolk and soap being usually combined with them.

There

are also several prepared fat-liquors and oils obtainable that are
of much value.

Commercial

fat-liquors are carefully prepared,

blended and aged, and containing no excess of

alkali,

they
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produce excellent results on both chrome and vegetable tanned leather. Sulphonated oils require merely to be dissolved
in hot water to be ready for use.
The best way to use such
oils is to

combine them with some rich

neatsfoot oil or moellon degras.
acts as the carrier

and emulsifier

such as

oil or grease,

The sulphonated

oil

so used

of the other oils

and

greases.

Previous to being fat-liquored the leather should be pressed
or struck out to rid

it

which would

of the surplus water

A

tard the penetration of the fat-liquor.

suitable

re-

drum

is

heated with live steam to a temperature of about 140° F.

Whatever water there may be in it is drained out and the skins
are thrown in and drummed for five minutes to warm them.

The

hot fat-liquor

is

drum through

then poured into the

drummed

the

minutes, being then dipped into hot water and placed smoothly
over horses and covered up for several hours so that the grease
may combine with the fibers. It is the custom at the present
time to fat-liquor chrome leathers before coloring them.
1. Quantities for one dozen skins:
Receipts for Fat-liquors.
hollow axle and the skins are

in

for thirty

it

—

Castile soap, 4 ozs.

eggyolk, 1 pint

;

;

olive

oil,

J pint

water,

;

Chip the soap into the water and boil until it is
dissolved.
Add the oil and stir, and boil thoroughly for ten
minutes. Cool the liquor to 95° F., and add the eggyolk,
Use at 100° F. For glove leather 1
stirring thoroughly.
pint of flour should be made into a paste with water and
3 gallons.

added to the fat-liquor.
2. For 100 lbs. of leather

Castile soap, 1 J lbs.

:

:

neatsfoot

1^ pints eggyolk, J lb. Dissolve the soap in a pailful
then
of hot water add the oil and eggyolk and mix well
add water to make 12 gallons, and bring up to boiling point.
oil,

;

:

;

3.

For 100

lbs.

of leather

:

Dissolve 1

lb.

olive soap in a

Add

Add

1^ pints castor oil and J lb. eggyolk
water to make 12 gallons, and bring to

To make 50

gallons of fat-liquor use the following

pailful of hot water.

and mix

well.

boiling point.
4.

materials
gallons

;

:

Palermo Fig

eggyolk, 10

lbs.

soap, 10 lbs.
;

salt,

2

lbs.

;

neatsfoot or cod

oil,

4

Put the soap into a
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Turn on
Take

clean barrel together with a few gallons of water.

steam and
the
it

and

stir

the soap until

which should be the

oil,

by

boil,

stirring into

dissolved in a

little

it
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dissolved.

it is

and cut

best grade obtainable,

a few ounces of borax or of sal soda

hot water, and add

it

to the dissolved soap,

mixture for several minutes. Then run into the
barrel enough water to make 50 gallons of liquor finally stir
in the eggyolk and salt.
Use at a temperature not higher
than 90° F. 2 gallons are sufficient for one dozen skins.
stirring the

;

Care should always be taken to cool the soap and oil before
adding the eggyolk, as the latter coagulates if the liquor is
warmer than 80° F.
5.

The

use of sulphonated

in conjunction with neats-

oil

recommended by the

foot oil is especially

writer.

Many

of

the difficulties of the fat-liquoring process can be overcome by

using a fat-liquor made as follows
2J
are heated to 160° F., together with J
:

Then add 12

potash.
water.

ated

ozs. of

of neatsfoot oil

carbonate of

oz. of

potash soap dissolved in boiling

shut off steam and add | lbs. of sulphonThis forms an emulsion that mixes readily with

Stir well

oil.

;

Use about 3 per

water.

lbs.

mixture calculated on

cent, of this

the weight of the leather after shaving.

sulphonated

oil

mixed together and a

Neatsfoot

little

oil

and

ammonia added

makes a good fat-liquor. Acid fat-liquors are safe to use
and economical. The sulphonated oil emulsifies the neatsfoot
oil and carries it into the leather.
6. The following is an excellent fat-liquor for heavy skins,
also

black or colored
lon degras, 2

Any good

Castile soap, 8 ozs.

:

lbs.

;

salts of tartar,

3

;

olive

oil,

2 lbs.

;

moel-

ozs.

can be used instead of castile.
This liquor is prepared in the same manner as No. 4, the
moellon degras being added after the oil and soap have been
boiled

and

fat-liquor soap

stirred.

The

quantities of material given are for

12 gallons of fat-liquor, which

is

sufficient

for

100

lbs.

of

leather.
7.

For dull-finished goatskins the following

recommended

:

Soap, 1 lb.

;

neatsfoot or olive

fat-liquor
oil,

is

2 lbs
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moellon degras, 2 lbs. caustic soda, 1 oz. Boil the soap in a
few gallons of water then add the oil and boil ten minutes.
Turn off the steam and add the degras to the mixture, stirring
very thoroughly. Finally add the caustic soda dissolved in 2
;

;

quarts of water, and add sufficient water to

Use

of liquor.

at 125° F.,

Then

minutes.

thirty

hours before striking

may

let

it

make 12

gallons

and drum the leather in
it

it

for

drain over horses for twelve

out and oiling the grain.

Eggyolk

be used in place of moellon degras.

Chrome-tanned goatskins can be nicely fat-liquored with
oil.
The oil should be thoroughly
beaten into the eggyolk and warm water added. For 200 lbs.
of leather use 15 lbs. of salted eggyolk and 1| lbs. of neatsfoot oil.
Mix together then add water to make 20 gallons
in all; and use at 100° F.
8.

eggyolk and neatsfoot

;

9.

A

fat-liquor

eggyolk, 1

lb.

;

for

made
100

of neatsfoot
lbs.

oil,

2^

lbs.

;

soap, 1 lb.

of shaved leather produces excel-

lent results.
10. Soap, 3 lbs.; neatsfoot oil, 3 lbs.; and five eggyolks also
makes a good fat-liquor for light leather. Numbers 9 and 10
are prepared and used in the usual manner.
In any process of fat-liquoring it is advisable, after the

leather has been
utes, to

drummed

in the liquor thirty or forty min-

drain the water that remains out of the

run the leather dry with the door

off to cool

and

drum and

to

distribute the

fat-liquor.

A

ials that

high grade of sulphonated oil is one of the best matercan be used in fat-liquoring chrome leather, black or

colored.

For instance, a liquor made according to the following

11.

instructions has been used in practice with satisfactory results.

Take IJ lbs. of neatsfoot oil and heat it to 160° F., together
with ^ lb. of potash soap dissolved in a little hot water. Mix
thoroughly allow the oil to cool and then add 1 J lbs. of sul;

phonated oil such as Kromoline V. T., and use about 3 lbs.
of the mixture for 100 lbs. of leather, preferably before dyeing.
Where the leather has not been fully neutralized after tanning,
8 ozs. of ammonia for 100 lbs. of leather should be added to
the fat-liquor.
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12.

may

The

following composition represents a fat-liquor that

500 parts by
800 parts water 25 parts borax; 250 parts
125 parts eggyolk. From 2 to 8 pounds are
every 100 lbs. of leather according to its nature

be used upon any kind of chrome leather

weight olive
neatsfoot oil

required for

oil

soap;

softness desired.

—Neatsfoot

stance that

:

;

;

and the degree of
Notes.
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is

oil

should not contain any solid fatty sub-

likely to separate at a low temperature

Nor should

cause exudation.

there be

any

and thus

solid fatty acids

A small quantity of borax or sal soda is often
added to obtain a finer emulsion and the use of castor oil,
Turkey red oil or castor oil soap is advisable when very pliable
in the soap.

;

leather
easily

is

Fat-liquor should penetrate the leather

wanted.

and should not contain any ingredient

exudation or spewing.

A

greasy or sticky

likely to cause

feel of

the leather

after fat-liquoring indicates insuflBcient neutralization or the

Where

presence of lime.
fat-liquored

it

leather

is

to be colored after

it

is

should immediately after completion of that

process be dipped into clean, hot water so as to remove surface

This rinsing in hot water clears the grain, and the mordant and dye " take hold " more readily.

oil.

13.

J

lb.

An

excellent fat-liquor for colored goatskins consists of

castor oil for 100 lbs. of leather.

and

after stirring

14.

and | lb. of
add the oil
the usual manner.

of either castor oil soap or olive oil soap

Formula

and

for

Boil the soap

boiling, apply in

one dozen skins

of eggyolk (according to size

:

From

and thickness

;

1 pint to 1

quart

of the skins)

and

from \ pint to 1 pint olive oil. Beat thoroughly together,
add warm water and drum the leather in the mixture in the

customary manner.

The Dyeing of Chrome-tanned
Dyeing with Acid
shaved,

is

fat-liquored

Colors.

—The

Goatskins.

leather neutralized

and then rinsed in water

at

and

120° F.

Twelve gallons of water heated to 125° F. are used in preparing the dye bath for 100 lbs. of leather. The leather and the
hot water are put into the drum. The solution of dyestuff
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without any addition of acid
while

it is

rotating

is

If particular value is attached to

utes.

good penetration there

more of ammonia but
where the skins have been com-

should be added to the dyestuff 1
this addition is effective only

drum
drummed twenty min-

then poured into the

is

and the leather
oz.

or

;

pletely neutralized.

At the expiration of the twenty minutes the dye bath is
by the addition of formic or sulphuric acid, prefer-

acidified

ably the first-named.
lize

the

ammonia and

acid or 1

Enough

acid should be used to neutra-

by weight of formic
part by weight of sulphuric acid for every 4 parts by
in addition 2 parts

weight of dyestuff are necessary.

After the color bath has

been thus acidified the leather should be

drummed

ten min-

become fixed.
a quantity of sumac or gambler liquor

utes to allow for the dyestuff to

The

addition of

the dye bath after

and

it

has been acidulated improves the

fulness of the leather

and makes

it

later

on

to

feel

easier to

obtain a good glazed finish.

remove any excess of acid that may be present
it has been colored, there should be added to
the water in which the skins are rinsed a solution of 4 ozs. of
acetate of soda crystals for each 100 lbs. of leather.
Very full shades are obtained by first coloring with acid
dyes and then topping slightly with basic color. This is done
by adding a solution of some basic color, 2 ozs. or more dyestuff for 100 lbs. of leather, as soon as by the addition of
In order

to

in the leather after

acid, all the acid color has

If this cannot

been exhausted from the dyebath.

be effected completely the topping

may

be

carried out in a fresh bath, in which case no further rins-

ing

is

necessary.

The temperature

of the dye-bath should be kept as high as

and should not be lower than 120°
before throwing them
into the drum, through hot water or to drum them in it in
order to warm them thoroughly. The sumac liquor that is
used in connection with the solution of dyestuff is made by
steeping from 12 to 16 lbs. of sumac leaves, sumac powder or
possible during the process

F.

It is advisable, to pass the skins
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extract in 10 gallons of hot water, 2 gallons of the

decoction being usedfor 100

of skins.

lbs.

Sumac may, how-

wholly substituted by gambler, that is to
say, the liquor may be made of equal parts sumac and gamever, be partly or

bier or gambler

A

may

be used alone.

method

chrome goatskins with acid
leather, neutralized and
shaved and fat-liquored, is weighed and thrown into the drum
together with a few gallons of hot water.
For 100 lbs. of
leather 7 or 8 gallons of dyestuff solution and 2 gallons of
sumac liquor are run into the drum and the leather is
dyes

practical
is

of coloring

carried out as follows

drummed from twenty
2 to 4

ozs, of

:

is

continued

is

A

to thirty minutes.

sulphuric acid

drumming which

The

solution of from

gradually added during the
fifteen

minutes longer.

A

may

with

solution of from 6 to 9 ozs. of bisulphate of soda

equally good results be used in place of the acid.

The

colored leather

is

next rinsed for a short time and then

subjected to further treatment.
If complete penetration

is

desired 2 or 3 ozs. of

are added to the dye-bath and the
forty

minutes longer

;

5

ozs. of acid

drumming

is

ammonia
continued

or three times as

bisulphate of soda are then added and the process

is

much

completed

as described.

Dyeing with Basic

Colors.

—The method

of coloring

chrome

commonly used consists of morwith tanning extract such as sumac, gambler or
combinations of these two, or gambler and fustic, fustic extract

leather with basic dyes most

danting

it

Dyeing may be done either before or after the skins have been fat-liquored.
For the mordant, sumac is chiefly used for light shades, fustic for tan and
yellow shades, and gambler for the darker ones. A decoction
of 4 or 5 lbs. of sumac is sufficient for 100 lbs. of leather.
After having been treated with sumac, gambler or fustic, the
skins are dyed with basic colors. The dyeing should last
fifteen or twenty minutes and the temperature of the bath
should be 125° F. It is advisable to add the dyestuff to the
also being often used alone.

leather in several portions through the hollow axle while the
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drum

is

The drum should not be stopped

rotating.

until the

solution of color has been in at least ten minutes, otherwise the

leather

may

be spotted.

—

Sumac Mordant for Basic and Acid Dyes. Chrome-tanned
goatskins are nicely colored by carrying out the following instructions
Prepare a sumac liquor by using a decoction of 4
to 6 lbs. of sumac leaves for 100 lbs. of skins or a solution of
20 ozs. of extract of sumac use at a temperature of 125° F.,
and drum the leather in it twenty minutes. Then pour into
:

;

the

drum 4

little

ozs. of

titanium-potassium oxalate dissolved in a

hot water for 100

ten minutes longer.

and drum the skins

lbs. of

and

leather

Then drain

the liquor out of the

to

drum

The

result of this

uniform shades of color. It is also
apply the dyes first to the sumac-treated skins

of coloring

good practice

rotate

in the solution of dyestufif, either basic or

acid dyes being used, preferably the latter.

method

drum

the

let

and the titanium

is full,

This gives

salt afterwards.

clear, bright

colors.

—

Gambier Mordant for Tan Shades. For 100 lbs. of stock use
2 lbs. of gambier dissolved in 12 gallons of water temperature
125° F. Drum the skins in this solution twenty minutes.
;

Then pour

into the

drum

3 or 4 ozs. of titanium-potassium

oxalate dissolved in hot water and

let

the

drum turn

ten

minutes longer. Then drain out the liquor and color the
leather with acid dye, or rinse it in warm water and color with
basic dyestuff.

A

liquor composed of equal parts of gambier and fustic

is

an excellent mordant for shades of tan and brown.
Tan and Brown Shades. Drum the leather for
ten minutes in a solution of 3 ozs. of titanium-potassium oxaalso

—

Process for

Add 1
and drum ten
late.

lb.

of fustic crystals dissolved in boiling water

minutes.

Then pour

into the

drum another

and drum the leather ten
minutes longer. Wash the skins, drain and dye them with
phosphines shaded with brown to the exact color desired.
solution of 3 ozs. of titanium salt

Drum

twenty minutes, then fat-liquor the leather

liquored before dyeing

)

(

if

not

fat-

with a slightly alkaline fat-liquor and
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finish as usual.

6

ozs.

Clearing the Grain of Grease.

may

may

of liquid extract of fustic

each dozen skins, or from 1 to 2

for

be cleared by being

lbs. for
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be used

100 lbs of them.

—Skins that have greasy grain

drummed

minutes in a solution of 1 to 2 gallons of lactic acid in 50 gallons of hot water
they are then rinsed and treated with sumac, gambler or fustic,
and colored. The acid removes the surface grease and opens
fifteen

up the pores of the grain so that the mordant and dye may
go on more deeply and more uniformly.
Dyeing with Fustic Extract and Diamine and Anthracene

—

Wood dyes, such as fustic extract, may be used with
diamine and anthracene colors in the production of fast colors
upon chrome leather. The process is as follows The leather
Colors.

:

is

drummed

for thirty

minutes with the requisite quantity of

The

is

fustic extract.

the

solution or dyestuff

then poured into

drum and

the drumming is continued one-half hour
Complete absorption of the dyestuff is finally brought

longer.

about,

if

necessary,

by the addition of 2 or 3

ozs.

of acetic

acid per 100 lbs. of leather.

may be obtained by adding from
bichromate of potash to the color bath before the

Color of superior fastness

4 to 8

ozs. of

acetic acid

is

added, and by working the goods at as high a

temperature as possible, or from 150° to 160° F. The liquor
then drained out of the drum and the leather topped in a
fresh bath with basic dyestuff.
The leather is fat-liquored

is

either before the dyeing

basic color.

before

it is

In the

is

begun or

latter case it

after the topping with

should be rinsed thoroughly

fat-liquored.

Light Shades, such as gray, drab, champagne, beige, biscuit,
etc.,

are obtained by using acid dyestuffs in the following

manner

:

The

neutralized leather

is

drummed with

the di-

luted solution of dye (3 to 4 ozs. for 100 lbs. of leather) at a

temperature of 130°

F.,

then poured into the

drum and

for ten minutes.

the leather

The
is

fat-liquor is

drummed

one-

This method of working may be reversed by
commencing with the fat-liquor and adding the dyestuff after

half hour.

some

time, also

by using both dyestuff and

fat-liquor simul-
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All that

taneously.
is

needed

is

to obtain

to neutralize the leather completely

drumming
soap

may

correspondingly.

complete penetration

and

be added to the ordinary fat-liquor.

advisable to add a decoction of from 6 to 8

drum
rinsed

The

prolong the
per cent,

It is usually

lbs.

of

sumac

of

lbs.

—

to the application of aniline dye, is usually prepared

some tanning

as has already been stated.

extract,

upon the grain

there remains

to fix the color

leather

the case

is

may

of the leather

When

uncombined

To prevent such

with
tan-

and
some dyers use tartar emetic.
run in the sumac, gambler or fustic liquor, as

nin imperfect coloring

The

or a

gambler to the bath after the fathas been exhausted by the leather, and to allow the
to rotate one-half hour longer.
The leather is then
and set out.
Use of Tartar Emetic.
Chrome-tanned leather, previous

solution of 3 to 4

liquor

to

If necessary J to 1

results.

upon the

leather,

the required length of time

be,

dissolved in hot water

is

defect

tartar emetic
then added to the liquor in the drum
;

and the leather drummed

fifteen

minutes longer.

of this time

warm

water and colored with basic

it is

rinsed in

dye, then rinsed again

and

fat-liquored.

2

At the end

ozs.

of tartar

emetic are generally suflScient for one dozen skins.
Notes and Suggestions.

—While

fustic extract is

used in color-

may

be combined with the fat-liquor and the two promodanting and fat-liquoring performed at one operation, coloring being done afterwards.
Fustic extract is the
best material to use for tans and yellows, provided an acid
dye is used afterwards. Sumac is the most satisfactory bottom
ing,

it

cesses of

for basic dyestuff.

When

the dye solution

is

neutral, soluble oil or acid fat-

may

be added to it and fat-liquoring and coloring
Darker shades are obtained by
accomplished in one process.
adding ^ per cent, bichromate of potash to basic color solutions after the leather has been drummed several minutes.
liquor

One practical way to use acid dyes is to drum the skins in
a weak solution of formic acid and then to pour the dye solution into the drum and process the leather until the desired
shade

is

obtained.
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When chrome-tanned
fat-liquored

more dye

is
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skins are colored after they have been

required than

previous to the fat-liquoring.

This

is

when

due

coloring

is

done

to the fact that the

fat-liquor prevents the penetration of the dyes into the pores

On

of the leather.

the other hand,

when

the leather

is

removes
much of the color and makes it diflBcult to get the exact shade
that is wanted.
Basic dyes have the advantage over acid
dyes in the fact that with them no acid is used, which decomWhen
poses the soap in the fat-liquor and injures the color.
acid dyes are used the leather should be washed and freed
from every trace of acid before it is fat-liquored. It is the
custom to color and fat-liquor chrome leather before drying it
out, since it is not practicable to color the leather by the usual
methods after it has been dried. It is said, however, that the
leather can be fat-liquored and dried and then wet back and
colored with acid dyestufFs in a bath to which a quantity of
bisulphate of soda has been added.
The process is as follows
The acid dye is dissolved in boiling water. A quantity of
bisulphate of soda equal to the quantity of dye is dissolved in
hot water in a separate vessel. Half of the dye solution and
all of the soda solution are added to hot water suflBcient to
drum the leather, 12 gallons for 100 lbs. of leather, the skins
colored before

being

it

drummed

the dye

is

is

fat-liquored the hot fat-liquor

in the liquor fifteen minutes.

then added the leather

longer, then

;

is

washed in warm water,

drummed
set out

and

The

rest of

thirty minutes
dried.

From

8 to 10 ozs. of dyestufF are usually required for one dozen

This method of dyeing

skins.

is

said to color satisfactorily

leather that has been dried after fat-liquoring.
It

has been found that a better finish can be secured upon

skins that have been given a light retannage with
table

some vege-

tanning extract either before or during the coloring

On such a bottom acid dyes are used successfully.
mixture of 2 per cent, fustic extract and | per cent, logwood
After havcrystals produces excellent results as a mordant.
ing been colored with aniline dye upon this bottom the skins
are drained, and fat-liquored with an acid fat-liquor, or an
process.

A

.*irc0
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emulsion of oil and eggyolk. Some dyers use basic color on
top of an acid color, which makes the color faster to the fat-

Applying

liquor.

and topping

off

and logwood, then acid dyestufF
dye is one of the best methods of

first fustic

with basic

obtaining tan and golden-brown shades that can be used.
Sulphuric or formic acid added towards the end of the process
increases the depth of color.
Formic acid is preferable to
sulphuric acid since the latter

is

liable to cause greasy spots

by curdling the fat-liquor. A good way to dissolve the dye
is to have a pailful of boiling water and to shake the dyestuff
into it from a sheet of paper, the solution being stirred with a
hardwood stick until the dye is dissolved. It is often advis-

more thicknesses of
remove the sediment.
Acid and basic dyestuffs do not mix in solution, some of the
dye being precipitated and the shade of color that is obtained
able to strain the solution through two or
before using

cheesecloth

is

so as to

it

very unsatisfactory.

Some

dyers do not put the dye directly into boiling water

They mix it thoroughly with cold water and
Some dyes when put directly into hot water
boil with steam.
form solid masses and settle to the bottom of the vessel. It is
to dissolve

it.

always best to add formic or acetic acid to hard water before
using it in coloring leather.

The

following points should be taken into consideration in

the treatment and selection of skins for colored leather.

Only
The substance

healthy skins with a clean grain are suitable.

much as possible by the
by keeping the skins as short a
the beamhouse processes by degreasing

of the skins should be preserved as

use of fresh soaking liquors

;

time as possible in
by using a tanning process that produces
;

greasy skins

;

thoroughly tanned leather that dries out
little fat-liquor

has been used

;

soft

full,

even when very

and by using a

penetrates thoroughly into the leather without

fat-liquor that

any

stickiness

or greasiness about either grain or flesh.

room where they are
and moisture. After a package has
should be well closed up again to prevent the

Dyestuffs should be stored in a dry

well protected from dust

been opened

it
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becoming mixed with particles of dyestufFs
and from absorbing moisture from

floating about in tbe air,

the

air.

The

dyestuffs are dissolved to best advantage in

wooden
Metal

tubs or in enameled, earthenware or porcelain vessels.

vessels are not so well suited, they being apt to affect the solu-

some

tions of

For dissolving

dyestuffs.

distilled water,

it is

pure condensed water or rain water.

case of basic colors

is

it

by

stirring

them

requisite quantity of acid

In the

well to correct hard, limey water

before use with acetic or formic acid.

solved

best to use either

Basic colors are dis-

into boiling

may

water, to

be added

;

which the

in the case of large

quantities the dye solutions should be passed through a

or hair sieve.

mixed

which are not readily soluble are

Dyestufifs

to a paste

with some acetic acid, hot water being

wards poured over the

filter

after-

Acid dyes are dissolved without

paste.

the addition of any acid, and the same applies to anthracene

and diamine colors. The solubility of some of the anthracene
colors is improved by mixing the dyestuflf first with one-half
its weight of ammonia and then pouring hot water over the
The immedial colors are stirred into a boiling sulphide
paste.
An equal quantity of sodium sulphide
of sodium solution.
as of dyestuff or half as

much

again

It is not generally advisable to

dyestuff solutions in stock.

time the concentration

is

is

required.

keep large quantities of

By standing

tation of a portion of the dyestuflf, exact

rendered more

for

some length of

apt to change through the precipi-

working being thus

difficult.

If fastness to

rubbing and good penetration have to be

considered the acid colors are to be given the preference.
Special attention has to be paid to thorough neutralization
before dyeing,

if

good penetration be required, because any

acid remaining in the leather will fix the dyestuflf entirely on

the surface of the leather.
ally not

The

added until the dyeing

requisite acid
is

Coloring with Natural Dyestuffs.
tions are here given

14

is

therefore usu-

nearly completed.

—A

few practical instruc-

by means of which chrome-tanned goat-
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skins can

be colored

desirable shades without the use of
Fast colors are obtained by using dyewood

artificial dyes.

extracts

and the

cost of the materials is less

than that of

aniline dyes.

Light Tan Shade.

the

drum

—Take the shaved skins and put them

into

together with 12 gallons of water heated to 125° F.

In a clean pail dissolve in hot water 2 lbs. of fustic extract,
lemon shade. Start the drum and then pour into it the solution of fustic extract and drum the skins in it for one-half hour.
Then add to the liquor in the drum 4 ozs. of titanium-potassium
;

oxalate dissolved in a
fifteen

hot water and

little

The

minutes longer.

let

the

drum run

skins will then be found nicely

colored and should be washed and fat-liquored.

The

color

if

not quite satisfactory can be modified by the use of aniline
dye.

Dark Tan Shade.

—Run the skins

fustic extract, red shade, at a

in a solution of 4 lbs. of

temperature of 125°

minutes, using 12 gallons of water for 100

When

F., for thirty

of leather.

lbs.

the thirty minutes are up add to the liquor without

stopping the drum, 6

ozs.

of titanium-potassium oxalate dis-

Allow the drum to turn fifteen
minutes longer, then wash and fat-liquor the skins.
Oxhlood Shade. A desirable shade of oxblood is produced
in the following manner Dissolve by boiling in a few gallons
solved in a

hot water.

little

—

:

of water 2J 11)S. of hypernic extract, 2 ozs. of logwood extract
and ^ oz. of leather red for 100 lbs. of leather. Add sufiicient

water to

Drum

make 12

gallons of liquor and use

the skins in this liquor thirty minutes.

and pour into the drum 4| ozs.
and allow the drum to rotate
skins are then in condition to
Chocolate Shade.

lemon shade, 10

it

at 125° F.

Then

minutes longer. The
washed
be
and fat-liquored.
fifteen

—For

ozs. of

this color use 2^ lbs. of fustic extract,
hypernic extract and 3 ozs. of logwood

crystals in 12 gallons of water for 100 lbs. of skins.

drum has been running thirty minutes pour into
titanium-potassium oxalate dissolved in hot water.

drum
skins.

fifteen

dissolve

of titanium-potassium oxalate

After the
it

5

ozs.

Run

of

the

minutes longer, then wash and fat-liquor the

the manufacture of goatskin leathers.
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Dyeing Chrome-tanned Goatskins Black.
Chrome-tanned goatskins may be dyed black in a variety of
The customary method at the present time is to dye
them in a drum, using logwood extract and direct leather
blacks, thus obtaining a full black in one operation, and to
The skins
fat-liquor them after they have been blacked.
should be thoroughly neutralized and shaved before they are
ways.

dyed.

Dyeing with Hematin Crystals or Logwood and Direct
This is one of the most approved methods of
blacking chrome leather. The pack of skins is weighed and
1.

Leather Black.

—

thrown into the drum together with 12 gallons of water heated
to 125° F., for 100 lbs. of leather. Dissolve 1 lb. of hematin or
logwood crystals in boiling water and add a little ammonia to
the solution.
The liquor is poured into the drum through
the hollow axle and the leather
Dissolve IJ

lbs. of direct

drummed

in

it

fifteen

chrome leather black C

minutes.

in boiling

water and add the solution to the liquor in the drum, the

drummed

The exhausted
dye liquor is then drained out of the drum and the hot fatAfter it has been fat-liquored the leather
liquor poured in.
is washed five minutes in warm water, then set out, oiled and

leather being

hung up

fifteen

minutes longer.

to dry.

Dyeing with Logwood, Leather Black and Titanium Potas-

2.

sium

Oxalate.

—For

100

lbs.

of leather a solution of 3 ozs. of

and the leather drummed
in it for ten minutes.
A solution of IJ lbs. of logwood crystals,
\ lb. of chrome leather black and 4 ozs. of sal soda in boiling
water, is next poured into the drum and the leather drummed
titanium-potassium oxalate

fifteen

minutes.

oxalate

ming

is

is

either

added

used,

a solution of 3 ozs. of titanium-potassium

to the contents of the

continued ten minutes longer.
after

it is

and shaved, are

drum

The

leather

is

then

blacked and washed afterwards.

Dyeing with Chrome Leather Black.

3.

drum, and the drum-

washed, struck out and fat-liquored, or fat-liquored

immediately
ized

Then

is

for blacking.

A

—The

skins, neutral-

and then thrown

into the

solution of IJ or 2 lbs. of

Chrome

fat-liquored
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C (Cassella) in 10 gallons of hot water
drum and the leather is drummed with it

Leather Black

is

into the

for thirty-

poured

minutes. The temperature at the beginning of the process
should be 125° F. In order to fix the dyestuff 1 oz. of
acetic acid

may

be added towards the end of the process, but
is not necessary,
A black grain and a blue-

in most cases this

black flesh are obtained

when

wood

may

extract or crystals

this process is

increase the fullness of the leather.

may

employed.

Log-

be used with the direct black to

The logwood

solution

be added along with the dyestuff or immediately

after-

wards.
No striker or other assistance is required, the logwood
becoming fixed upon the leather during the dyeing.
The following pro4. Another Method of Direct Blacking.
cess can be used if the flesh side is wanted dark blue or
The leather is first dyed at 125° F. in the
blackish blue.
drum with from 6 to 12 ozs. of Chrome Leather Black C in
10 gallons of water for twenty minutes then | ozs. of acetic
acid is added for fixing the color, and ten minutes later 6 to
9 ozs. of Leather Black T B or T G (Cassella) are added to the
The leather is next drummed ten minliquor in the drum.
Fat-liquoring may be done
utes longer and then rinsed.
A small quantity of logwood
either before or after blacking.

—

;

extract or crystals, say 4 ozs.,

black in the
5.

first

may

be used with the direct

part of the process.

Blacking with Logwood and Iron Liquor.

gallons of water 3
tract for

100

the liquor.

lbs.

lbs.

of logwood extract

of leather,

Drum

and add

and 4

1 fluid oz. of

the skins thirty

minutes.

three-fourths of the dye liquor out of the
after the

drum

is

After a further

in

12

ammonia to
Then drain

drum and pour

turning again, 4 or 5 fluid

in 10 gallons of water.

— Boil

ozs. of fustic ex-

ozs. of iron

drumming

in,

liquor

for ten

minutes the liquor is drained off" and the skins are washed in
running water to remove the iron.
Quan6. Dyeing with Chrome Leather Black and Logwood.
Chrome
Leather
lbs.
tities of dye for 100 lbs. of leather
1J
Black C, 4 ozs. of logwood extract, 10 gallons of water. Use
at 125° F. and run the leather in the dye thirty minutes,
Drain the liquor out of the drum and pour in the fat-liquor.

—

:
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7.

Dyeing with Logwood, Permanganate of Potash and Iron
This process is used in the following manner In

Liquor.

the
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—

drum

:

are placed 450

lbs.

of skins as they

come from the

shaving machine and 30 gallons of water heated to 120° F.,

drum being then closed and started. Now dissolve 2J lbs.
permanganate of potash in 55 gallons of water at 120° F.
and then add 2J lbs. of muriatic acid of 21° Be., this solution
being run into the drum through the hollow gudgeon. After
ten minutes, stop the rotation of the drum, then open it and
allow the liquor which is now spent, to run off. Close the
drum and after starting it again, pour in through the hollow
axle 2 gallons of iron liquor mixed with 45 gallons of warm
water.
After ten minutes stop the drum and allow the liquor
to run off.
Next dissolve in 45 gallons of warm water 3 lbs.
of extract of logwood and 3 lbs. of sal soda, and after the
drum has been started again add this liquor through the gudgeon.
Allow the drum to run ten minutes, then stop it and
remove the skins. The next step is the washing of the now
black leather, which is done in a drum or twister supplied
with running water. After being washed fifteen minutes the
leather is ready to be fat-liquored and dried for finishing.
The iron-liquor referred to may be prepared by dissolving
scrap iron in dilute commercial acetic acid.
The liquor ready
for use should stand 10° Be.; but any suitable ferrous salt of
the
of

iron

may

be used.

The muriatic

acid should always be added to the perman-

ganate solution when

all

the required

amount

of water

is

present and never to a hot concentrated solution of perman-

ganate of potash. It is claimed that deep, rich and a more
permanent black besides other advantages are economically
obtained by using this process.
Patented by William M.
Norris, Princeton, N. J.

The

Finishing of Chrome Goat Leather.

—

Dyeing and Staking. The next operation is setting
out by hand or on a machine the grain of the leather and
applying a solution of glycerine in water, equal parts of each,
Oiling,
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This

thereto.

The

put on with a sponge evenly over the skin.

is

to grain over a horse and left
an hour or two. It is then struck out again, somewhat
harder than before, and given an application of oil upon the

leather

is

then placed grain

for

The

grain.

leather should be very thoroughly struck out, all

wrinkles and marks of the tool removed and the grain laid

down

The water should be

and smooth.

flat

the leather before the

oil is

pressed out of

applied to the grain.

Any one of
sperm or any

the following oils

may

other leather

mixtures of neatsfoot and olive or neatsfoot

and

oil

;

be used

:

Neatsfoot, olive,

For instance, equal parts of
and paraffine oils makes a good oil for either dull or
glazed finish. It is good practice to apply the oil warm. The
skins are next hung up to dry.
Colored leather should be
dried in a darkened room, while the drying of the black
leather is effected most satisfactorily in a warm room provided
paraflBne oils are good also.

neatsfoot

with fans to keep the air in circulation.

The dry
it

is

leather should be kept in a clean, dry

desired to finish

it

;

it

is

room until

then moistened and staked.

Take a dozen skins at a time and put them into warm water
in a clean tub and leave them in the same long enough to become wet then place them in piles or in a clean box, cover
the top or the pile with wet burlap, or canvas, or sawdust, and
leave them until the next morning, when they will be found to
be in good condition to be staked. Staking and drying should
be continued until the skins are worked out dry and soft. It is
The necks
well to stake the skins both ways on the machine.
and shanks are often staked by hand.
To remove roughness from the flesh the leather may be
run on an emery wheel or on a fluffing machine. It is then
seasoned and finished.
;

—

1. Prepare a lactic acid
To Clear the Grain of Grease.
solution by adding one quart of the acid to six quarts of water.

Rub

this solution into the grain

leather

there
2.

up

may
This

to dry.

with a sponge and hang the

This treatment removes whatever grease

be in the grain.
is

also good.

Dissolve one ounce of black nigrosine

THE MANUFACTURE OF GOATSKIN LEATHERS.
in one gallon of boiling water

add a small quantity

of

wood

grain of the leather, rubbing

soning for glazed
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and when the solution
Apply this
alcohol.
in well, then apply

it

is

cold

to

the

the sea-

finish.

Blacking Defective Spots.

—Oil-soluble black aniline dissolved

in benzine applied with a sponge to spots that are not well

blacked, dyes

them

and improves the color

at once

of the

leather.

Black Glazed Finish.

—A

brilliant black glazed finish

can be

obtained by using one of the seasonings prepared in accordance

The seasoning

with the formulas given below.

or finishing

ink should be rubbed well into the grain, a light and uniform

Two

coat being applied.

applications of seasoning are always

necessary to get a good finish and frequently

the skins are dried and glazed
on, the skins dried again

Logwood

1.

2.

blood, 2 quarts

;

;

;

put

;

orchil, | pint

;

;

water, 1 pint

;

;

milk, 1 pint

of seasoning.

glycerine, 2

;

nigrosine solution, 1 J pints
logwood liquor, sufficient to make 9 gallons.

orchil, | pint

ammonia, 1 pint
The nigrosine solution

is

;

made by

sine black in 1 gallon of hot water.

are

is

and glazed.

liquor, 6 quarts

Beef blood, 14 pints
tablespoonfuls

advisable

then the second coat

;

ammonia, J pint milk, ^ pint.
The following receipt makes 9 gallons

water, 1 quart

is

it

After the seasoning has been applied

to apply a third coat.

dissolving ^

When

all

lb.

of nigro-

the ingredients

mixed add enough strong logwood liquor containing no

make 9 gallons of finish.
Logwood liquor, 6 gallons bichromate of potash, 1 oz.;
blood, 2 quarts
ammonia, 2 quarts glycerine, 1 quart
alkali to
3.

;

;

;

vinegar black, 2 quarts.
a

little

hot water and add

Next
the ammonia.

liquor.

to the

logwood

stir

it

liquor.

Add

a

into the logwood

in the glycerine, vinegar black,

and

lastly

Stir the mixture while it is being made and
through cheesecloth.
Blood albumen, 1 lb.; nigrosine J, 5 ozs.; logwood crystals,

strain
4.

it

carbolic acid to the blood, then stir

little

1

Dissolve the bichromate of potash in

oz.;

it

wood

alcohol, 1 gill.

Dissolve the blood

albumen in

1
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Put the nigrosine and logwood

quart of water over night.

and

into 3 gallons of water

When

boil until dissolved.

the

add the dissolved albumen and wood alcohol.
A little carbolic acid may be added to the seasoning.
The finishing of glazed leather requires skill and care. The
luster must be clear and bright and the grain well worked
down. After the glazing is completed the leather receives a

solution

is cold,

very light application of finishing

oil

;

then sorted into

it is

grades and tied up in bundles.
Seasoning for Colored Leather.

bichromate of potash, ^
Dissolve the

lons.

gredients,

albumen

Use

;

ozs.;

gallons;

water, 5 gal-

add the other insperm

1 teaspoon ful of

;

of water.

10

in the water

mix thoroughly then add

and two quarts

oil

—Eggyolk albumen, 1^

oz.; acetic acid,

this for the first seasoning.

After the skins have been glazed once apply the following

Blood, 3 gallons

Many

;

vinette, 2 pints

leather manufacturers

;

water 5 gallons.

buy

their finishes

ings ready-made, others prefer to prepare

Dull Finish.

—When

and season-

them themselves.

dull-finished leather

is

wanted the

skins are staked and trimmed, then given a coat of finish,
dried, given another application of finish, dried again

and

Heavy skins should be staked
which makes them softer and fuller than

then ironed with a hot iron.
lightly after ironing,

when
made

this
of:

is

whole flaxseed, 8
powdered aloes, 1

ozs.;

Boil the soap,
water,

A

not done.

good seasoning

Ivory or other white soap, 1
oz.;
oil,

and when the

beeswax, 3

lb.;

ozs.;

for dull finish is

neatsfoot

oil,

1 pint

nigrosine black, 3 ozs.;

wood

alcohol J pint.
flaxseed and beeswax in 2 gallons of

solution

is

cool strain

it.

Dissolve the

and add this solution to the first.
in the the wood alcohol and add it to

nigrosine in 1 quart of water

Dissolve the aloes
the

finish.

makes a

Stir

it

This
throughly for several minutes.
with a nice dry feel. The grain of

fine dull finish

the leather should be quite heavily oiled with neatsfoot or
dull morocco oil before the skins are dried.
color

and makes a

soft grain.

The

oil

helps the
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the manufacture of goatskin leathers.

Alum and Vegetable Tannages.
Alum
and

Tannage.

—For some purposes alum-tanned

colored, are desired.

Soft,

skins, white

well-tanned leather results from

tanning pickled skins with sulphate of alumina and

salt to

An addition of
olive oil have been added.
mixture imparts fullness to the skins. 100 lbs. of
acid-pickled skins can be tanned by using 3 lbs. of sulphate of
alumina, 2 or 3 lbs. of salt, 5 lbs. of flour, 2 lbs. of eggyolk
and 1| lbs. of olive oil.
The flour is made into a paste with a small quantity of
which eggyolk and
flour to the

cold water.

The

sulphate of alumina and salt are dissolved

in a few gallons of water

bicarbonate of soda

is

and

to this solution

one of 4

added, and the eggyolk and olive

then thoroughly stirred

in.

Finally the flour paste

is

ozs. of
oil

are

added

and the skins are drummed with the mixture two or three
left in over night, drummed a while the next morning, and then hung up to dry.
When dry the leather should
kept
in
room
for
some weeks before it is finbe
a clear, dry
ished.
It can then be finished white or colored any shade.
The skins are staked, buffed and drummed with 1 per cent,
eggyolk and 5 per cent. French chalk. Sulphonated oil may

hours,

be used in the paste with good results

it can also be applied
have been tanned with alumina and salt withIf colored leather is wanted the grain may be
out eggyolk.
colored by hand and the flesh left clean and white.
Delicate
shades are obtained by using wood dyes combined with some
acid color.
Another way to color the skins is to bottom the
leather with some wood color and then to top with basic dye.
Another process in which sulphate of alumina is used is as
follows; Prepare the tanning liquor by boiling 12 lbs. of sulphate of alumina in 10 gallons of water in a clean barrel or
In a clean pail dissolve by boiling in 1 gallon of water
tub.
IJ lbs. of bicarbonate of soda. Pour the soda solution very
slowly and with constant stirring into the solution of sulphate
of alumina.
The mixing must be done very slowly otherwise
;

to skins that

;

the liquor will be spoilt.

To

When

cold

it is

ready for use.

tan the pickled skins put them into the

drum

together
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with 10 gallons of water in which have been dissolved

and 3 lbs. of common
and water being for 100

of Glauber's salt

salt,

of alumina, salt

lbs.

Drum
minutes

1 lb.

these quantities
of skins.

the skins with the solution of Glauber's salt for fifteen
;

then drain

Dissolve 4

off the liquor.

of salt in

lbs.

warm water and drum the skins with this
minutes. Then pour into the drum without

10 gallons of

solu-

tion fifteen

stop-

ping

it,

drum

one-half of the alumina and sq^a solution, and

rotate from one to three hours

;

the

let

then take the skins out

and place them over horses over night. The next day hang
them up to dry. When dry put them back into the drum together with 8 gallons of water and drum ten minutes then
pour in the other half of the alumina and soda solution and
;

drum

the skins from two to three hours.

and drain

When
The
oil

for twenty-four

dry store

it

away

for

hours

;

Let the leather press

then hang

it

up

to dry.

two weeks before finishing

it.

fat-liquor that is applied to the skins is sulphonated

For 100

or acid fat-liquor.

of the oil

and

stir it

pen the skins and
liquor them.

minutes

;

lbs. of

dried skins take 7 lbs.

into 8 gallons of water at 95° F.

them lay

let

Drum them

until the next

with the

warm

day

;

Dam-

then

fat-

solution of oil forty

next place them over a horse until the next day

;

then strike them out on the grain and apply a mixture of

French chalk, 2 parts of glycerine and 4 parts of water.
Apply this liberally to the grain and then hang the skins up
to dry.
When dry dip them in warm water, roll into a tight
roll and leave them over night.
Then stake them and
tack them smoothly onto boards.
If they do not appear to be
fully tanned, prepare a solution of sulphite of alumina and
salt and retan them and if they are not as soft as desired
dampen them and give them another application of the fat;

liquor.

Kid Glove

Leather.

—The tanner who wants

to

make mocha

castor glove leather will find the following process satisfactory.

The

have been soaked and softened, are
Liming should be done in clean white

skins, after they

fleshed

and limed.

limes containing no red arsenic or sulphide of sodium.

The

THE MANUFACTURE OF GOATSKIN LEATHERS.
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lime should be clean, white and weak, the skins being

passed from

it

and limed very thoroughly

into stronger lime

or a gathering lime

may

;

be used by hauling the skins out

each day and adding fresh lime.

When

the hair comes off

unhaired and the grain frizzed.
After frizzing, put the skins in weak lime water for two or
three days, then wash them in warm water and drench them
easily the skins should be

with lactic acid in a drum, 100 skins requiring about 1 quart
Drum the skins in
of acid in 10 pailfuls of water at 90° F.
this solution for one hour, next rinse them.

The tanning is done with alum, salt, eggyolk and flour.
For each dozen skins dissolve 12 ozs. of alum and 4 ozs. of
salt so as to make 1 pailful of liquor and drum the skins with
this solution for thirty minutes then add 1 pailful of flour
for each ten dozen skins and 1 quart of fresh eggyolk, and
drum the skins thirty minutes longer. Take them out of the
drum and hang them up to dry. When dry put them away
in a dry, cool place for a few weeks to give them time to
become completely tanned. To finish the skins, dampen them
and mill them in flour, next knee-stake them, dry them again
and then run them on an emery wheel set with fine emery.
After this has been done wash them with water and give them
;

Then dry them
them on the finest emery.
dry and white, and can be

2 quarts of eggyolk to twelve dozen skins.
again, knee-stake

them and

The

now be very

skins should

finish
soft,

used for white gloves without further treatment.
skins are wanted, they can be easily colored

If colored

any shade, then

staked, and finished on the finest flour emery.
This process can also be used for grain-finished skins. For
such goods, however, it is best to use arsenic with the lime
and a dung bate to delime the skins. The leather finishes

dried and

and strong and with a fine appearance.
Very fine glove leather is also made by tanning the skins
with alum and salt, or with sulphate of alumina and salt,
drying them and then wetting them back and retanning them
with chrome liquor, as described for sheepskins.
soft

Vegetable-tanned Goatskins.

—The

vegetable tannage that

is
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most commonly employed for tanning goatskins is sumac,
although gambler is also sometimes used. The processes of
tanning with these materials are the same as for sheepskins

and are quite
book.

fully described in the sheepskin section of this

SECTION FIVE.
Some Practical Methods of Bleaching Leather.
Chrome Leather.

Bleaching

—The

color

of chrome-tanned

by drumming in a hot, weak
borax solution for a quarter of an hour and then in a weak
sulphuric acid solution for the same length of time, 1 lb. of

made

leather can be

lighter

borax or bleaching soda for 100 lbs. of skins being used in
water at 125° F. The acid bath should be as sour as a lemon.
When very pale shades are wanted, such as pale greys, etc.,
the color of the leather itself can be improved by passing the
skins through a solution of 1 per cent, oxalic acid, and next
through a solution of sugar of lead, from one minute to two
minutes in each solution, and then rinsing in water. The
treatment may be several times repeated if the skins require it.
Another method of getting very light colored chrome leather
The skins are washed,
consists of a treatment with flour.
neutralized and shaved in the regular manner, and are then
given the flour in a drum, 50 lbs. of it being used for 100
skins.

The

flour

the skins are

not to be colored

and

dried.

is

stirred

with water into a thin paste and

drummed with

It is

it

is

it

two hours.

If the leather

is

next fat-liquored with acid fat-liquor

then dampened, staked, milled in a dry wheel

with powdered chalk or soapstone for one hour, and then armIf the skins are to be colored some very delicate
shade they are washed after the flour treatment, fat-liquored
with acid fat-liquor or with eggyolk, and colored with acid

staked.

dyestufif,

dried

and

staked.

Bleaching with Borax, Sumac and Sulphuric Acid.

—In the

coloring and finishing of skins that have acquired a dark color

from the tannage, it is advantageous to retan them with
sumac, which not only puts the goods into good condition to

(221)
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be colored, but also makes them softer and more desirable in
every way, especially when the leather is rather hard and
firm from the tannage.

One way

accomplish the object of the process is to moisten
dry skins by dipping them into warm water and placing them
in piles for a number of hours to soften.
They are next
to

drum and washed
when

placed in a

borax, for twenty minutes,

in

warm

water containing

is run out and a
run in, and the skins are again washed. In some
cases one washing is suflQcient.
The leather is then treated with a weak acid liquor made
of water and enough sulphuric acid to make it as sour as
lemon juice, the skins being drummed in this twenty minutes.

the water

fresh supply

They are next washed in two or three changes of water. The
sumac liquor to which the leather is next treated consists of
1 to 2 lbs. of sumac for each dozen skins.
The temperature
of the bath should be about 100° F., and the skins be drum-

med

"with

it

until they have absorbed all the tannin,

they are rinsed

and

off

set out.

once with acid or basic dyes, or the skins

For medium shades the above described

colored later on.
process

is

when

may be done at
may be dried and

Coloring

but for very light shades sugar of lead

satisfactory,

and sulphuric acid

are frequently used.

Bleaching with Sugar of Lead arid Acid.

—This

process of

bleaching vegetable-tanned skins makes the leather nearly
white, but

its

ing matter

is

use has unpleasant features.

removed from the

None

the result of lead sulphate deposited on the grain.
ally advisable to retan the skins

of the color-

leather, the light color being
It is gener-

with sumac before bleaching

To prepare skins for this process they should be taken
condition and thoroughly softened with warm soft
dry
in the
water, and then be milled in a drum with warm water containing borax until all particles of dirt, dust and tannin are

them.

removed.
is

The next

process

is

treatment with sumac, which

also applied in a drum.

The quantity

of

termined by the

sumac required by a lot of leather
thickness and condition of the

size,

is

de-

skins,

SOME PRACTICAL METHODS OP BLEACHING LEATHER.

each dozen. The sumac liquor
used at a temperature of 100° F., and the skins should be

and ranges from
is
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drummed

1 to 2 lbs. for

have absorbed all the tannin. They
may be done either in a drum or in
a paddle by running them in a sugar of lead solution of about
in

until they

it

are then bleached, which

2J per cent, for thirty minutes, then transferring them to a
bath of sulphuric acid of about 3 per cent., and leaving them

become white.

therein until they

many

repeated as
bleached.

It is

may

times as

Bleaching with Hyroldite.

operations

all traces of

—Hyraldite

is

extremely well

leather

is

worked in

The bleaching

liquor

may

be diluted

for

Dissolve 1

lb.

tan liquor in

bleaching

soon as the bath
for

it

—Hydrosulphite

compounds
manner
of hydrosulphite in 50 gallons of water or weak
a suitable tub and stir until well mixed. As

Bleaching with Hydrosulphites.

The

The

further as required.

are used

in

minutes at

has been attained.

then rinsed well and subjected to the further cus-

is

tomary manipulations.
still

effect

and

per cent, added.

this solution for a few

about 85° F. until the desired
leather

Two pounds

extra are dissolved in 10 gallons of water,

to the solution 4 lbs. of formic acid of 85

The

the acid be

the stable formalis

suited for bleaching vegetable-tanned leather.

C

be

colored.

dehyde compound of hydrosulphite and
of Hyraldite

may

be necessary to get the skins

very important that

removed before the skins are

The

is

leather

in

the following

prepared the skins should be suspended

one hour, when they are taken

out, rinsed

solution should be prepared immediately before

used.

Hydrosulphite

may

and

dried.

it is

be bought ready for use or

it

to

be

may

be prepared as follows 10 parts of zinc dust are stirred up
with 50 parts of water, in which a little ice has been dissolved,
and 100 parts of sodium bisulphite are then added slowly and
:

with constant stirring, to the solution of zinc dust. The temperature of the mixture should not rise above 50° F.
After
it

has been stirred for several minutes the solution should be

allowed to
used.

settle.

The

clear solution is then diluted

and
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Bleaching with Bimlphite of Soda.
The color of leather can
be improved by bleaching with bisulphite of soda and hydrochloric acid.
The bath is prepared by adding 6 lbs. of liquid
bisulphite of soda or of potash to 20 gallons of water.

To

this

solution add slowly from 1 to 2 lbs. of commercial hydro-

an equal volume of water.
them about until they
little more acid may be added

chloric acid previously diluted with

Place the skins in the bath and

A

are bleached throughout.

stir

to require it.
The process can
be carried out in a vat, paddle or drum. Bisulphite of soda
in liquid form contains from 16 to 18 per cent, of sulphur

to the bath if the skins

dioxide, hence

its

seem

employment

as described.

The

addition of

the acid to the solution liberates the whole of the sulphur

dioxide gas.
Bleaching with Sodium Peroxide.

—To

bleach with sodium

peroxide add 2 lbs of concentrated sulphuric acid to 20 gallons of water in a suitable tub

constant stirring, sprinkling

;

then add slowly and with

into the solution, sodium per-

it

which may be ascertained
by testing with a piece of red litmus paper. Use the bath as
soon as it is prepared and immerse the skins to be bleached
oxide until the acid

in

it

is

neutralized,

for several hours.

—

Bleaching with Permanganate of Potash.
Permanganate of
potash used in conjunction with sulphurous acid provides an
efficient

bleach for vegetable- tanned

leather.

The

process

two baths, the first one being a solution of permanof
ganate
potash, made by dissolving from 4 to 6 ozs. of the
salt in 100 gallons of water.
The skins are suspended in
this solution for thirty minutes they are then transferred to
This is prepared with sulphur
a solution of sulphurous acid.
dioxide gas, which can be purchased in liquid form in a
copper container. The sulphurous acid bath is made by conconsists of

;

necting the cylinder or copper container to the vessel contain-

ing the water for the bath and charging the water with the

sulphur dioxide gas.

The

skins are

left

in this bath until

they have assumed the requisite light shade.

The

effectiveness of this process is

due

to the strong oxidiz-

SOME PRACTICAL METHODS OF BLEACHING LEATHER.
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ing action exerted on the leather by the permanganate of
potash.

A

must be exercised in using

great deal of care

bleach as there

is

danger of injuring the

Bleaching with Borax and Lactic Acid.
stock that

is

this

leather.

—Combination-tanned

Russia leather and other colored

to be colored for

is bleached and cleared by the use of borax and lactic
Commercial lactic acid may be used or bran may be
soured and the acid obtained in that way.
Put one bushel of
rye bran into a barrel filled with water and let it stand until
it is fermented and sour
it is then ready for use.
One hundred pounds of dry leather previously fat-liquored require
about 3 lbs. of borax and 2 pailfuls of the sour bran liquor.
The leather should be moistened and softened by dipping it
into hot water and leaving it in piles until it is soft, when it

leather

acid.

;

should be put into a drum together with seven pailfuls of
water at 90° F. Put the water and the borax solution into the

drum

together with the leather aud

drum

ten minutes.

The

bran liquor should then be thrown in and the drumming continued for fifteen minutes. Then wash the leather thoroughly
and, as a bottom for the color, give it some wood-dye, such as
fustic, peachwood, hypernic, etc.
After coloring use alum to
This process has no bad effect upon the leather.
set the color.
The borax cleanses the grain and saponifies whatever fat or
grease there may be in the grain, and lactic acid opens the
pores so that the coloring material can readily penetrate and
produce deep and uniform coloring. When commercial lactic
acid

is

warm

used, 2 gallons of

water,

it

and the solution

are dissolved in 50 gallons of
is

poured into the drum

after

the leather has been run in the borax bath.

Bleaching with Oxalic Acid.

be bleached with oxalic acid.

—Russet and colored leather can
To make a

barrelful of bleach-

ing liquor; dissolve by boiling in 3 gallons of water one pail-

and in 3 gallons of water in another vessel
Put the solution into a barrel containing
10 gallons of water and then add this acid solution, and fill
the barrel up with water to make 50 gallons of liquor. The
ful of oxalic acid,

2 pailfuls of

leather

is

15

salt.

treated with this liquor after

it

is

tanned or

split.
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Fifty sides or 100 skins should be given 2 pailfuls of the acid

and

salt

and be drummed in the
minutes.
If the leather is not clear enough on
russet leather, a little more oxalic acid solution

and seven

liquor fifteen

the grain for

pailfuls of water,

Some tannages need

should be used.

bleaching than

less

others.

After the leather has been bleached

warm

water until

all traces of

it

should be washed in

acid are removed.

It is advis-

and hang it up
to dry.
The subsequent processes are fat-liquoring and coloring according to the kind of leather that is being made. Good
russet leather is made by stuflBng and drying the sides or
skins then buffing the grain and coloring with suitable dye,
such as cake nankeen. The less color used the lighter the
able then to scour

it

on the

flesh side, press

it,

;

shade.
leather

Two
is

coats of color are applied with a soft brush

wiped

off

hung up

with a sponge and

to dry,

;

the

and

on finished as may be desired.
Oxalic acid and tin crystals bleach bark-tanned leather
effectively.
About 12 ozs. of the acid and 6 ozs. of the tin
crystals will bleach 100 lbs. of dry leather.
The acid may
be used alone, but it produces the best results when combined
with tin crystals. The leather should have been fat-liquored
and dried, than dampened and put into the drum together with
six pailfuls of warm water and the acid and tin crystals dissolved in a pailful of hot water, and drummed twenty minutes.
It should next be very thoroughly washed and given some
wood dyestuff as a bottom for the color, and some set after colorThis process makes a very clear grain on which beautiing.
ful shades can be obtained, but the leather is made somewhat
harsh and the color does not penetrate very deeply it is more
later

;

suitable for bark-tanned than for combination-tanned leather.

Bleaching

Bag, Strap and Collar Leather.

upon the condition

cess in order to obtain a

bleach formula

is

—Much

depends

of the leather throughout the tanning pro-

good

The

color.

giving satisfaction.

comes from the shaving machine, run

drum with warm water

until

it

is

it,

following single-

When

the leather

say thirty sides, in a

thoroughly wet, and then
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Next run the sides in a solution of 12 lbs.
and 15 gallons of warm water for ten minutes, and then discharge the water and salt, after which run
them in a solution of 3 lbs. of Wyandotte Tanner's Soda and
run the water

of

common

off.

salt

fifteen minutes longer.
Run off this
and give the sides a five minutes rinse in clean water
so as to remove from them all traces of the soda then rinse
for eight minutes in 12 gallons of water at 125° F., to which
have been added 3 pints of sulphuric acid. Drain the acid
solution off and rinse the leather in clean water.
Next run
for one hour in a solution of 35 gallons of quebracho extract
16 degrees barkometer strength, and 8 lbs. of common salt.

15 gallons of water for

solution

;

If a better color

is

desired, use

sumac

after retanning.

A

still

may

be obtained by adding | pint of dissolved
tin crystals to the sumac liquor.
A double bleach is carried
better color

out in the following
shaved, retan

it

manner

:

After the leather

is split

and

with quebracho extract of 16 degrees bark-

ometer strength, either in a paddle or a drum. When retanned, put thirty sides in a drum of warm water and drum
Then run the water off, and make a solution
ten minutes.
of
common
salt and 15 gallons of water, and drum
of 12 lbs.
the sides with this solution ten minutes more then wash off
the leather with warm water.
;

Next prepare a dip bleach, using four barrels. In the first
barrel bring 5 lbs. of Wyandotte Tanner's Soda and 35
gallons of water at 125° F.

for

In the second barrel use water
barrel.
This is

same temperature as that in the first
the purpose of washing the soda from the

at the

leather.

In the

third barrel bring 35 gallons of water with sufficient sulphuric

acid to bring the acid strength

up

to

from 25° to 28° B^.

the fourth barrel use 35 gallons of water at 80° F.

Th^

In
last

and overflow pipes so that
through it, as the acid bath is
very strong. After every fifteen sides have been bleached,
strengthen the first barrel with ^ lb. of Wyandotte Tanner's
Soda, and the third barrel with ^ cupful of sulphuric acid.
When fifty or sixty sides have been bleached, the solution in
barrel should be fitted with intake

the water

may run

freely
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may

barrel No. 1

be used in the drum, and a new solution

made for this barrel the same as in the beginning.
The soda liquor that was used in the first barrel may be
employed in the drum as follows After the salt has been
washed from the sides put thirty of them in a drum and run
:

twenty minutes in 10 gallons of this soda liquor to which
have been added 15 gallons of warm water. Then wash well
with warm water, after which use the dip bleach as given
above, working the sides up and down three or four minutes
for

in each barrel.
If a

still

lighter color

with sumac in a

drum

is

desired the sides

may

be treated

Prepare the sumac by

or a paddle.

putting 6 gallons of ground sumac in one-half barrelful of

water and steam for fifteen or twenty minutes. Turn off the
steam and allow the sumac to cool. Dissolve a teacupful of
tin crystals in 2 gallons of hot water and add one cupful of

When

muriatic acid.

the

the solution of tin crystals
in a
is

drum

sumac liquor has cooled, add
and muriatic acid. Run the

in this solution for one hour.

to it

sides

If a paddle wheel

used instead of a drum, the process should be continued for

The

a longer time.
in the

leather should be kept in motion while

sumac solution whether it be in a drum or a paddle.
sumac process is completed the leather should be
well with lukewarm water then set it out on the flesh
"When it is dry enough to be reset, put a thick coat of

After the
rinsed
side.

;

moellon degras on the table

;

reset the leather,

Then

coat of neatsfoot oil on the grain side.

and when dry

finish

and give it a
it on frames

tack

it.

Bleaching vdth Gold Dust Washing Powder and Add.

and skins

for

bag and case purposes,

colored leather,

may

as well as for

—

Hides
any other

be bleached with Gold Dust Washing

Powder and sulphuric acid in the following manner After
the hides or skins are tanned or retanned and drained, put
:

them

into a

a solution of the powder

drum with

dissolving 1 J lbs. of

it

in 50 gallons of

50 sides or 100 skins.
solution twenty minutes then wash
sufficient for

;

warm

Drum
it

made by

water.

This

is

the leather in the

off in clean cold

water
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and 8

lbs.

Next add

1
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pint of sulphuric acid

of salt to 50 gallons of cold water

and run the leather
wash it for fif-

in this liquor for fifteen minutes, after which

then ready to be fat-liquored.
If the soap in the fat-liquor darkens the leather, drain the
drum and run the leather in 50 gallons of cold water into
teen minutes in cold water.

which

1

It is

quart of lactic acid has been

hang

up

Next

stirred.

set it

out

dry and then finish it.
The heavy loading of leather with extracts makes bleaching
necessary.
This process consists of removing the surface tannin with alkali and then brightening the leather with sulphuric
with a rubber

After bleaching

acid.

that

slicker,

it

it is

it

to

necessary to wash out the acid so

will not injure the leather.

done most expeditiously in a drum since more
can be accomplished in it in thirty minutes than in a vat in
an hour. Bleaching baths should always be maintained as
nearly as possible at a uniform strength during the treatment
of a mass of leather in order to secure uniform results.
Bleaching

is

Bleaching with Tanning Material, Alkali and Acid.
cess of bleaching

acid

is

—A pro-

with tanning material, alkali and sulphuric

carried out in the following

manner

:

A

bleaching

is prepared by making a solution of tanning material
customary manner, the strength of the same depending
upon the character of the leather and the tannery practice.
In this process the bleaching solution should preferably be of

liquor
in the

the same, or of greater density than the tanning liquor to

which the leather was

A

certain

amount

ingredients,

is

last subjected in the

tanning

process.

of alkali, or of a combination of alkaline

added

to the solution

of tanning

The quantity added should not only be

material.

suflficient to clarify

the solution or dissolve the undissolved constituents naturally
present in the tanning material, but there should also be such

an excess

of

it

as to insure the bleaching effect of the dye, that

the color which

and
For
securing leather of light colors the proportion of alkali must
be greater than when dark-colored leather is desired and if
is,

it

is

desired to impart to the leather,

according to the nature of the tanning material used.

;
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the bleaching liquor

is

formed of the solution obtained from a

bark, the proportion of alkali should be less than

if it is

made

from other materials such as quebracho extract, etc. The
mixture thus obtained is heated, preferably to from 100 to 140°
F., and during the treatment maintained as nearly as possible
at a uniform temperature, and also at a uniform strength or
density by the addition, at intervals, of such quantities of

tanning material and alkali as are required for this purpose.
The leather is immersed in the bleaching liquor, and is kept
therein for from one to ten minutes, according to the character
of the leather

and the

the immersion being

effect desired,

continued for a greater length of time to secure a denser pro-

By

duct.
salt,

the term alkali

is

understood an alkali, alkaline

or a combination of alkaline ingredients, as for instance,

sodium carbonate or borax, or combinations

thereof.

After the bleaching in the alkaline bath, the leather

is

transferred to an acid bath.

This acid bath should be maintained at as nearly a uniform temperature as possible, from
100° to 140° F., and the leather is immersed therein and al-

lowed to remain a
color

sufficient length of

and properties

desired,

time to acquire the

a lighter color and heavier

leather being obtained the longer the immersion

After the acid treatment, the leather

is

is

continued.

taken out, drained,

and washed with water

to remove the acid.
If it is desired
modify the color after the acid treatment, the leather may
be immersed in a solution of tanning material, either with or
without the addition of alkali, and allowed to remain therein
until the desired color and effect are obtained.
This may
be done before the leather is washed with water.
to

In bleaching hemlock-tanned sole leather the procedure is
Assuming that the tanning liquor in the last layer
from which the leather is taken has a density of 40° bark-

as follows

:

ometer, an alkali bleaching bath is prepared of a density of
45° barkometer, by dissolving 92 lbs. of quebracho extract,

14

lbs.

of borax and 28 lbs. of sodium carbonate in every ten

cubic feet of water (625 pounds).

140°

F.,

and the

This bath

leather, taken directly

is

from the

heated to
last

layer
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which tanning was completed, is immersed in it for five
when it is removed, drained for a few minutes and
then immersed in the acid bath consisting of 5 lbs. of sulin

minutes,

phuric acid dissolved in 10 cubic feet of water, this solution
being also heated to 140° F. In this acid bath the leather

remains

five

minutes.

It

is

then

removed and thoroughly

rinsed in cold water.

When

operating upon a large

to strengthen

number of

sides, it is

necessary

from time to time both the alkaline bleaching

bath and the acid bath. In practice the density of the alkaline bath may fall to 40° barkometer, whereupon a suflBcient
quantity of very concentrated alkaline solution of quebracho

same ingredients as the alkaline bleaching bath and in the same proportions, must be added until the
density of the alkaline bleaching bath again becomes 45°
extract containing the

barkometer.

The
every

maintained by adding after
sides which have been immersed therein, from y\

acidity of the acid bath
fifty

to

j?^ lb.

it

is

is

of sulphuric acid to every 10 cubic feet of water.

now

If

desired to impart to this bleached leather an oak

color, it is immersed in a liquor made from oak bark having
a density of 40° barkometer and a temperature of 100° F.,

and allowed

to

remain therein until the desired color

is

obtained.

The above-described treatment

results in very material ad-

vantages over the ordinary process of bleaching.
leather instead of being reduced in weight,

increased in weight, and consequently

is

is

First, the

maintained or

of greater density

resulting in greater durability.

Secondly, the bleach, instead

of being merely a surface bleach,

is

so as to

afi'ect

one that

may

be prolonged

the entire fiber of the leather, and articles

therefrom will not vary in color from the

effects of

made
wear.

by varying the strength of the solution to produce any desired shade, and therefore, to operate
upon a mass of leather with uniform results. The particular
ingredients used, and the proportions of the same in the baths,
and the density and temperature of the baths may be varied
Thirdly,

it is

practicable,
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and depend upon the tannery practice. This process
ented hy Messrs. W. H. Krug and E. J. Haley.
Bleaching and Finishing Russet Leather.
is

by a

split

belt knife, retan

—After

in the usual way,

it

is

pat-

the leather

and when

tanned take it to the scouring table and scour it well on
both sides 25 sides make a convenient-sized pack to handle.
Put them into a drum which should have at least a dozen
it

is

;

plugs in

it,

close the door

and run

gallons of water containing borax.
before

it is

to

make 40

is

40

Prepare the borax solution

be used by adding 10

Boil until the borax

of water.

in through the axle

lbs. of

borax

to

15 gallons

dissolved, then run in cold

drum as the borax solurun twenty or thirty minutes
then remove the plugs and run it ten minutes longer. At
the same time run in lukewarm water through the gudgeon
or the door.
Care must be taken to have the water not over
water to
tion

is

lukewarm
it

is
it

gallons.

being put in

;

allow

Start the

it

to

;

or the leather will be spotted.

After a few minutes
can easily be seen whether the water coming from the drum
getting clear then leave the leather in the drum and give
;

a strong solution of sulphuric acid

made

as follows

:

Take

and put in enough acid to bring the
Bk, or until it will bite the tongue. Let the

a barrelful of cold water
solution to 30°
sides

run in this ten minutes in the drum with the plugs

in,

then remove the plugs and run the acid water out while the
drum is in motion, throwing in at the same time some water

no acid can be detached by the taste of the water coming
from the wheel.
The leather should then be sumacked in a drum or paddle.
Make the sumac bath strong and hot and add a handful of

until

salt to

it.

Run

one-half hour

the

flesh.

;

The

the leather in the

then rinse in clean

result will be a nice russet color.

If the leather is to

be colored, the twenty-five sides can be

treated at one operation.

Add

sumac liquor in a drum
water and slick out

warm

8 pailfuls of

warm

Dissolve the dye in boiling water.

water to the drum, put the leather

in,

add the dye slowly and run the sides in it thirty minutes
next rinse them in warm water and horse up for three hours
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then fat-liquor them.
is

A
To 5

If russet leather is

Give light

necessary.

wanted no coloring

dry and

fat-liquor,
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colorless dressing for russet leather is

finish.

made

as follows

gallons of water add ^ oz. of bichromate of potash, 1 pint

and

of acetic acid

1 gallon of

egg-albumen solution.

Mix

all

together and keep in a cool place.

Another formula

is

:

Dissolve 4

oz.

Cook 4

gallon of water over night.

albumen in

of blood

ozs. of

1

granulated gelatine

Mix | pint of wRite varnish shellac with ^ pint of ammonia.
Mix all these materials
together, and add enough water to make 3 gallons.
This can
be put on with a sponge, and it will make a handsome glaze.
For a plain natural finish give two coats and roll when wet,
then hang up to dry. Now give another coat. If this finish
is made up a week before it is used it will be all the better,
as the ammonia will evaporate and fancy colors will be less
apt to be spotted.
Less ammonia should be used anyhow for
in 1 gallon of water

and

let it cool.

colors.

Bleaching Mill-stuffed Harness Leather.

—Place a

barrelful of

barrel to 140° F.,

end of the table. Heat the water in one
and keep the water in the other barrel as

cold as possible.

Throw

clear water at each

to prevent the grease
flesh side up,

water on
it

as

it

on the

in such a

a pailful of cold water over the table
it.
Put a
and then throw a

from sticking to
table,

way

common

made by

Then brush over

dissolving two-thirds of a

teacupful of acid in a pailful of water, 2 J or 3 gallons

same temperature as
Throw about 1 pint of the liquid

of water heated to about the

being a

pailful of hot

that the water will spread all over

nearly at the same time as possible.

with oxalic acid solution

side of leather,

pailful.

after the hot

the water
on, right

water and brush over quickly, and throw on a

pailful of the water as soon as the acid has been

rubbed in with

a brush, which chills the flesh and prevents the hot water and
acid bringing the grease back to the surface.

Apply the
to chill the

same manner as the hot so as
same time. Then glass the flesh

cold water in the

whole side

at the

over and hang the side up to dry.

Sides that are bleached
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should be hung far enough apart so as not to touch each other
before drying,
is

and they

dry out an even

will then

color.

It

not necessary to slick the flesh out after the hot water

is

The amount of grease that is slicked out of the flesh
hot water means just so much loss to the weight of the
Throw a pailful of cold water on the table after each

applied.
after
side.

side

is

bleached, and slick the table

acid there

may

be on

it,

which

off"

so as to take off

any

will take off the black as soon

comes into contact with it. This process is a satisfactory
one, and two men can bleach one hundred and forty or more
as

it

sides in a day.

Russet Skirting Leather.

ing of russet skirting

—The bleaching,

may

the following instructions

:

and

stuffing

finish-

be accomplished by carrying out

Take some

forty sides, twelve to

eighteen pounds stock, right from the liquor and have them

Then put them into the sumac vat and
two hours to fill up and color. The vat should
measure 5 by 9 feet and should be filled within one foot of the
Put in one bag of dry Sicily sumac. Heat the liquor to
top.
12G° F. Instead of the slow process of using a vat, the sides
can be bleached in less time in a drum. Put three pailfuls of
dry sumac into one-half barrelful of water, heated to 140° F.,
then put this into the drum together with the leather and set
skived and leveled.
leave them

drum

the

for

going.

A

short

drumming

sufficient.

is

draining over night or being pressed the leather
bleaching.

This can be done in a

drum

as

is

it is

After

ready for

highly im-

portant to get a good light-colored base which will suffice for
either russet or colored stock.

Beside the

drum put

holding 50 gallons and into this drop

8 pailfuls of

and

Heat

at

fill

the barrel half full of water.

140° F., and then add 4

muriate of

lbs. of

a barrel

dry sumac

an hour
which should

for half
tin,

be dissolved in a pailful of boiling water. Fill up the
Throw the
barrel with water and heat the liquor to 125° F.
first

forty sides into the

drum,

start

it

going,

and through the open

door throw in a pailful of the sumac liquor at a time until
there is enough to thoroughly soak the leather.
Drum one

hour

;

then pull the plugs and

let

the liquor run out.
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Next put 22 ozs. of sulphuric acid into a half barrelful of
water and re-bleach the leather with it by drumming with it
This washing takes out all the rust, emery and
five minutes.
bark stains. Then rinse the leather by washing it with cold
water in the

drum

This completes the bleaching.

ten minutes.

The leather is then dried, soaked in cold water and packed
down over night to be ready to be prepared for stuffing the
next morning.

To

recommended
For 40 average sides, use 40 lbs. of wax, 3 lbs. of tallow and
25 lbs. of cod oil. After the leather is stuffed, set it out by
hand and give the grain a coat of hot neatsfoot or sod oil.
When dry, turn and reset it on the table by brushing it on
the grain side with hot water.
Take it over to the stoning
jack and stone all over, giving particular attention to the
grainy places.
After the stoning, take the leather back and
reset in on flesh and grain, then hang it up for final drying.
It will then be in good condition to be stained any shade of
stuff the leather, the following process is

:

color.
'

For

being dried, should be sized on

russet, the leather, after

the flesh side with Irish moss solution and rolled while damp.

When

heavy flaxseed water to which
of gelatine. Roll while damp and either

dry, size the grain with

have been added 4

ozs.

glaze or dry-finish

it.

Bleaching Sole Leather.

—The

bleaching of sole leather

is

manner by the use of
Wyandotte Tanner's Alkali and sulphuric acid and the " dip
machine " for bleaching leather, this machine being in line
with the progress made in bleaching. The apparatus consists
accomplished in a very satisfactory

usually of five vats in a row, over which a hoist
that the leather

hung

is

built, so

into frames holding ten to twelve sides,

can be lowered simultaneously into the vats and raised again.

The

vats are usually built to hold 1000 gallons of water, and

the frames constructed so that each side has allotted 4J inches
space.

The

five vats

2, alkali

;

contain usually

vat No.

3,

water

;

:

Vat No.

vat No.

4,

1,

water; vat No.

sulphuric acid

;

vat
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All should be heated to 125° F., except vat
which should be heated to 130° F., as the cold leather
upon being immersed usually lowers the temperature of the
water from 5 to 8 degrees. These temperatures should be
maintained uniformly. It is essential that the temperature

No.

5,

No.

1,

water.

of the vat following the acid vat should be equally as
as that of the latter.

Some

warm

tanners use here a cold water bath

instead of one of the temperature of the acid bath, preferring
to

have the leather come out

stiff

and hard.

But

this is

wrong, as the leather coming from the acid bath carries with
it

quite a per cent, of free sulphuric acid and this

into

it

when

it is

is

sealed

placed in cold water, the latter contracting

the fibers and retaining the acid to the injury of the leather.

The amount

of alkali required for bleaching varies accord-

ing to the condition of the leather and color desired.

For oak

leather 25 to 40 lbs. of alkali to start with will prove sufficient,

and

union tannages 50

for

to

90

lbs.

For hemlock and com-

bination tannages the quantity required will vary from 70 to

120

lbs. to start

The

with, according to the tannage.

extracting or stuffing leather with extract,

must

also

be reckoned with and seriously, as the extract stuffed in by

more easily exTherefore it would seem

milling consists of uncombined tannins and
tracted than

combined tannins.

is

necessary that the tanning material used, the properties of the

various combinations of tanning materials employed, and the
general condition of the leather should be taken into consideration,

and then the amount

conditions be determined.

and strength

is

of alkali required to

An

meet these

alkali of given composition

uniform and invariable in

its

action,

and when

varying results are obtained, they are usually due to a failure
to maintain uniform conditions in the tanning process.
For
instance, should a sole-leather tanner increase the

amount

of

chestnut-wood extract in his combination of tanning material

changing the conditions of the leather and he must
provide for these changed conditions by changing his bleachused, he

is

ing quantities.

Where

conditions are maintained uniformly an alkali of
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given composition will invariably produce uniform

The

function of an alkali in bleaching
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results.

from combination a certain amount of tannin.
The amount is governed
wholly by the strength of the alkali solution used and the
length of time the leather is immersed in it.
The amount of
tannin thus released is later on cleared out by the action of
the sulphuric acid.
alkali

is

to liberate

the strength of the

It is essential that

and acid solutions should be increased during the day,

preferable after each dip.

A

portion of the alkali in the alkali vat enters into actual

combination with certain tans and non-tans, principally the
latter, that have been extracted from the leather, and such
alkali

is

useless for further bleaching

Also, the alkali that has been absorbed

and must be replaced.
by the sides and that
to drip off is lost and

which hangs on the surface and fails
must be replaced.
The amount required to keep the bleach strength at its full
efficiency may be calculated on the basis of 10 per cent, of
the amount used at the start, for every 50 sides bleached.
Then, where 80 lbs. of alkali are used to make up the solution
at the start, 8 lbs. should be used to strengthen for every

This amount

may

be divided into proportionate quantities and added to the solution after each dip, or
side bleached.

amount may be added

is, where
But the former plan
is preferable as it is most conducive to uniform results.
The
strengthening of the acid solution should be done on the same

the

after every four dips, that

the frames hold twelve to thirteen sides.

basis.

The amount

upon the amount

of acid required depends

of

tannin liberated by the alkali. On oak leather it usually
takes 20 lbs. of 66° sulphuric acid to start the solution for
every pound of Wyandotte Tanner's Alkali.

hemlock tannages 5 lbs. of acid to start
Wyandotte Tanner's Alkali will suffice.
After the bleaching

a desirable color

is

is

for

On

union and

every 3

lbs.

of

successfully accomplished, leather of

not assured unless intelligent care

is

given

in drying, poor color being often the result of careless
handling in the drying lofts.
it

SECTION

SIX.

The Manufacture of Kangaroo Leather.
Kangaroo skins are characterized by great suppleness, toughand thick grain. The leather is very compact and resists
the penetration of moisture, and does not readily crack or peel
ness

off.

On

account of

its

distinctive qualities

shoe material, in a class by
shoes for tender

itself,

and

Excellent leather

feet.

the skins in a chrome process

;

also

it

is

a splendid

especially suitable for
is

made by tanning

by tanning with quebracho

Dull-finished kangaroo leather has long been a

or gambler.

favorite material for the tops of shoes,

vamps.

and glazed leather

for

—

Kangaroo skins come from Australia
Soaking and Softening.
and are received by the tanner in the dry condition. It is
necessary to use some chemical in the soaks, such as borax,
sulphide of sodium and caustic soda, to hasten the softening
and to bring the goods to as near the natural soft condition as
possible.
Sulphide of sodium is an eflficient softener. From
1 to 2 lbs. of

it

may

When

the vat.

be used for every 100 gallons of water in

the skins have become pliable they are taken

out of the soak and

drummed some

they are thoroughly softened.

and freshens

softens the skins

grain.

The

time, then resoaked until

The sulphide soak readily
up the dried and withered

loosened flesh should be removed before the skins

are put into lime.

Borax

also softens the water

skins, 5 or 6

lbs.

of

it

and hastens the soaking of the

being suflBcient for 1000 gallons of

pour the solution into the
soak and stir thoroughly then throw in the skins.
1. A liming process in which sulphide of sodium
Liming.
is used, that produces first-class results and that does not make
water.

Dissolve

—

it

with hot water
;

(238)

;
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carried out as follows

fine-hairing necessary,

is

of skins 3 lbs. of lime

and 1|

used as a

first

lime, the skins

lbs.

:

of sulphide of

remaining in

it
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For 100 lbs.
sodium are

They
lime and

one day.

and the same quantities of
sodium are added. On the third day the skins are hauled out,
and put back after the lime has been plunged. On the fourth
day the lime is strengthened and warmed to 80° F.; the skins
are put back until the sixth day, when they are unhaired,
washed and bated. If they do not unhair easily the liquor
should be warmed and the skins left in a day or two longer.
2. Liming with lime and red arsenic produces fine-grained
leather.
To start with, the goods are put into a weak lime,
containing 2 per cent, of lime calculated on the weight of the
raw stock. After being in this liquor one day they are hauled
out, and put back.
On the third day 2 per cent, more of lime,
well slaked, should be given.
On the fourth day the skins
are hauled out, the liquor is plunged and the goods are put
back.
To strengthen the lime on the fifth day 3 per cent, of
lime and 2 per cent, of red arsenic, slaked together, should be
added and on the sixth day the goods are hauled out and
put back so that those that were on top before are now on the
bottom and those previously at the bottom are on top. On
the seventh day 3 per cent, of lime and 2 per cent, of red
arsenic are added.
On the eighth day it is advisable to haul
the skins out and to warm the liquor to 80° F., then to put
the goods back and after leaving them one day longer to unhair them.
They are next washed ten minutes in cold water,
refleshed, worked for fine hairs and then bated.
The exact
quantity of lime to use and the number of days to leave the
goods in the lime depend upon their thickness, heavy goods
requiring longer liming than light, thin ones.
Unhairing the
skins in a strong solution of sulphide of sodium and then
liming them in fresh lime liquor for a few days is another
satisfactory process.
After the goods have been unhaired they
are refleshed and passed into the bating process.
Bating and Drenching.
1. There are many processes of deliming and bating that can be used, but the writer would
are then hauled out

;

—
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recommend the use
clean to use.

of oropon bate,

which

safe

is efficient,

One-half pound of the material

is

and

dissolved in

warm

water for 100 lbs. of skins and used in sufficient water
95°
The skins are turned from
F., in a paddle or tub.
at
time to time for an hour or longer and then left in over night.
The next morning they are taken out of the liquor, drained

and

pickled.

2.

A slow,

an ideal condition
obtained by allowing

mild fermentation of an acid

is

for bating and this can be satisfactorily
grape sugar or glucose to sour and using definite portions of
The process is a
the same in conjunction with lactic acid.

simple one and
lbs.

is easily

carried out as follows

:

Dissolve 100

of glucose in 35 gallons of hot water in a barrel.

Allow

two days in a warm temperature, when it will
Prepare a paddle wheel with water at
soured.
completely
be
95° F., and put into it 2J quarts of the sour sugar solution.
For every 100 lbs. of skins to be bated, take 1 pint of lactic
acid and put half of it into the paddle wheel before putting in
When the skins are in add the rest of the acid.
the skins.
Two or three hours is sufficient time to bate the goods and
when taken out, they should be washed with water and
this to stand for

;

pickled.

The quantity
volume

of sugar solution mentioned

of liquor in the paddle wheel.

of a paddle wheel

There

is

is

is

based upon the

The average

between 2000 and 2500

no danger, however, in using an excess

of the sour sugar

lbs.

capacity
of stock.

as the action

very mild.

is

Another excellent method of deliming the skins consists
and lactic acid. Prepare a paddle
wheel with water at 120° F., and put into it 2 pailfuls of dry
bran and allow it to stand over night. The next morning
warm with steam to 95° F., and add to the bath 1 lb. of lactic
Throw the skins in and run the
acid for 100 lbs. of skins.
paddle three hours then take the skins out and wash them.
Skins treated with this bate come out of the same soft and
clean and, after washing, are in good condition to be pickled
3.

of the use of sour bran

;

or tanned.
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A

4.

method of deliming with sal-ammoniac and

pickling and drenching with formic acid

is
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and

salt

being used with

and can be recommended for either chrome or
vegetable-tanned kangaroo leather.
For 100 gallons of water
at 95° F. in the paddle, add 8 lbs. of sal-ammoniac and 10
lbs. of salt.
Throw in the skins and agitate for two hours,
then leave them in over night. The next morning transfer
them to a paddle and run them one hour in a solution of 10
lbs. of formic acid, 85 lbs. of salt, 100 gallons of water at
85° F. This drench and pickle prepares the goods for any
process of tanning and removes the last trace of lime.
Pickling.
No matter how the skins have been bated, it is
advisable to pickle them.
This is done with sulphuric acid
and salt or with formic acid and salt. Pickling tends to make
tanning more uniform.
1. A stock pickle is prepared by dissolving 40 lbs. of salt
in 40 gallons of water, adding 5 lbs. of sulphuric acid.
For
pickling 100 lbs. of skins use 12 gallons of this liquor, drumming the goods with it one-half hour then horse them up to
good

results

—

;

drain.
2.

For chrome tanning pickling with sulphuric acid

factory

acid
lbs.

;

is satis-

for vegetable (quebracho) tanning, the use of formic

and

salt

is to

of formic acid

be preferred, 15 to 20 gallons of water, 10

and 25

lbs.

of salt being used for 100 lbs.

of washed skins.
Drumming is continued one-half hour the
goods are then drained and tanned.
Two-Bath Chrome Process. 1. Excellent chrome leather is
made by tanning the pickled skins in any one of the follow;

—

ing processes.

Weigh

the skins, and for each 100

of bichromate of soda, 4

lbs.

of

salt,

lbs.

3

of them, use 6 lbs.

lbs.

of muriatic acid

and 15 gallons of water. Boil the bichromate of soda until
it is dissolved and add the solution to the water in the tub.
Then add the acid and salt. Throw the skins into the drum
and set the latter in motion. Pour the prepared solution into
the drum and run the latter from one to two hours, according
to the thickness of the goods.

16

Horse the skins over night to
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allow for draining and for the fixation of the chrome in the
fibers.

The next morning prepare a 10 per

cent,

solution of bi-

and dip the skins, one at a time, into it, then
The second bath is prepared byplace them in the drum.
sulphite of soda

dissolving 12

lbs.

of hyposulphite of soda in boiling water

and adding the solution

to

slowly into the solution 6
3 lbs of

Drum

salt.

15 gallons of water in a tub. Pour
muriatic acid, and then add

ozs. of

the skins in this liquor two hours,

and

The next morning wash
then horse them up over night.
and neutralize them for shaving and coloring.
2. In this process sulphuric acid is used in the first bath
instead of muriatic acid, and bisulphite of soda

employed

is

as the reducing agent of the second bath instead of hyposul-

The

phite of soda and acid.

given are for 100

lbs.

quantities of chemicals

of skins.

The

lbs. of

bichromate of soda, 2

lbs. of

salt in

15 gallons of water.

The

first

sulphuric acid and 4
skins are

drummed

in this
al-

part of the process consists of a solution of 6

lbs,

to drain until the

The second

lbs. of

up and

liquor from one to two hours and are then horsed

lowed

and acid

bath consists of 6

next day.

of bisulphite of soda in 15 gallons of water.

Drumming

in

continued for from one to two hours or until the
skins have assumed a light blue color throughout the thickest
After draining twenty-four hours the leather is neutraparts.
this liquor is

lized
3.

and washed.
While pickling with acid and

salt is in general use, it is

have been bated
alumina
and
salt,
4 lbs. of each
and
being used in 12 gallons of water for 100 lbs. of skins. Stock
pickled in this manner can be tanned in either of the forealso practicable to pickle the skins after they

washed, with sulphate of

going processes, also in a paddle according to the following
directions

The

first

bath consists of 6 per cent, of the weight of the

skins of bichromate of potash or bichromate of soda and 3
The chrome is dissolved in boiling
per cent, of muriatic acid.

water and added to 65 gallons of water in a reel for every
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lbs.

The

of skins.

stock

is

run in
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this liquor several

hours, then allowed to remain at rest over night.

In the

morning the skins are removed from the reel, struck out and
dipped into a weak solution of hyposulphite of soda to which
a

little

stock

muriatic acid

is

added.

is

After this has been done the

thrown onto a horse and allowed

time before

it

is

remain a short

to

placed in the second bath of the process.

This bath consists of hyposulphite of soda, to which muriatic
acid

is

The

added.

proportions are 18

of the

lbs.

hypo and 5

of the acid in 65 gallons of water for 100 lbs. of skins.

lbs.

The goods

are turned in this liquor several hours or until the

yellow color has entirely disappeared and the skins are a light

up to drain twentyand neutralized.
One-bath Process.
1. A leather of fine grain and texture is
made by tanning kangaroo skins in a one-bath chrome process after they have been pickled with sulphuric acid and salt.

They

blue throughout.

are then horsed

four hours before they are washed

—

The

quantities of materials mentioned are for

pickled skins.

Place the pack in the

gallons of water and 6

lbs. of salt

drum

and drum

Dissolve in 6 gallons of boiling water 3
third of this solution

are

drummed

another half-hour

drumming

is

;

together with 8

for fifteen minutes.

lbs.

of tanolin.

the goods are

finally the last portion is

continued one hour.

the leather

of

One-

;

drum and

is

and poured into the

drum two hours; then 6
and poured into the drum

allowed to

more of the soda are dissolved
and the leather is run until it is

ozs.

drummed

added and the

Eight ounces of bicarbon-

ate of soda are dissolved in a little water

drum and

lbs.

poured into the drum and the goods
another portion of one-third is

is

one-half hour

then poured into the

100

fully tanned.

It is

then

horsed up for forty-eight hours to allow the chromium hydroxide to

set,

when

it is

washed and neutralized.

Another very satisfactory way to tan the skins is as folTake them after they have been bated and drenched
and pickle them with sulphate of alumina and salt, using 6
lbs. of each dissolved in 8 gallons of water for 100 lbs. of
Then after allowing the goods to
skins, and drum one hour.
2.

lows

:
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drain over night hang them up

them back by washing
with chrome liquor. Tanolin

When

to dry.

warm

they are

and retan them
or any other chrome tanning
material can be used also a liquor made of chrome alum as
follows
Dissolve 8 ozs. of chrome alum in 10 gallons of
water and drum the washed leather with this solution one
dry, wet

in

water,

;

:

A

hour.
crystals

is

solution of 20 ozs. of soda ash or 3

then poured into the

med two hours

longer.

drum and

lbs.

of soda

the leather

drum-

then drained, washed and neu-

It is

tralized.

Neutralization

and Washing.

at least twenty-four hours

done by washing
which J per cent,
is

The plugs

it

—After

it is

in a

the leather has drained

ready to be neutralized.

drum

one-half hour with water to

of bicarbonate of soda

now drawn and

This

has been added.

washed for oneset out and shaved.
This neutralizing and washing should always be done very
thoroughly and before the leather is dyed and fat-liquored.
Dyeing Chrome Kangaroo Black. 1. One of the most approved methods of dyeing the leather black is as follows
Drum the leather in a few gallons of hot water. Then add a
solution of 1 per cent, of hematin crystals dissolved in boiling
After the leather has been
water, adding 1 oz. of ammonia.
minutes,
pour into the drum
drummed in this liquor fifteen
a solution of 1|^ per cent, of direct chrome leather black and
and let the drum run fifteen minutes longer. The skins can
then be drained and fat-liquored, or, without removing the
spent dye liquor from the drum, pour in the hot fat-liquor
and drum one-half hour longer. The leather should then be
washed in warm water, set out, oiled on the grain and hung
are

half hour with running water

the leather

;

it is

is

then

—

up

to dry.

2.

A

fine black is also

produced by

this

method

:

Drum

the

leather for ten minutes in a hot solution of titanium-potassium

same for 100 lbs. of leather. Then
pour into the drum the dye liquor made of IJ lbs. of logwood
crystals, ^ lb. direct chrome leather black C, ^ lb. of sal soda
and 12 gallons of water. Let the leather run in this dye

oxalate, using 3 ozs. of the
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twenty minutes. Then pour into the drum 3 ozs. more of the
titanium salt in solution drum ten minutes longer, wash and
;

fat-liquor the leather.

Fat-Liquoring.
for

—

oil.

Heat 6^

An

1.

kangaroo leather

is

acid fat-liquor that

made

recommendable
and neatsfoot

is

of sulphonated oil

of neatsfoot oil to 160° F., together with ^ lb.

lbs.

of potash soap dissolved in a

little

Mix thoroughly and

water.

then add Q^ lbs. of sulphonated castor oil, thus
making a rich emulsion with water. Three pounds or less of
allow to cool

;

this fat-liquor

is

enough

for

100

lbs.

2.

A

gives a

somewhat

fat-liquor
still

The

of leather.

of \ pound of ammonia is recommended
trace of acid in the leather.

where there

addition

a slight

is

richer than the foregoing, that

better nourished leather

is

made of 12^

of neats-

lbs.

carbonate of potash, 3| lbs. of potash soap
2J
and 4 lbs. of sulphonated oil. Dissolve the carbonate of potash
ozs. of

foot oil,

in a

hot water and

little

stir it into

without dissolving

stir it in

Then add

it)

the potash soap and

the neatsfoot

and heat the

stir

simply
160° F.

oil (or

oils to

Shut

thoroughly.

off the

steam and add the sulphonated oil, stirring thoroughly until
a perfect emulsion results. This fat-liquor gives a well nourished feel to the leather, and the latter can later on be finished in dull or glazed finish.
3.

A

good fat-liquor

following ingredients
neatsfoot
4.

oil,

This

is

J

lb.

also

neatsfoot or cod

soda, 1 oz.

;

:

for

kangaroo leather

Olive

eggyolk, 1\

lbs., for

recommendable
oil,

2 lbs.

;

soap, 1

oil

:

lb.

100

is
;

oil soap, 1 lb.;

moellon degras, 2

lbs.

Boil the soap in 6 gallons of water until

add the
moellon degras and
solved; next

oil

and

of the

of leather.

lbs.

Fig or olive

made

borax, 2 ozs.

caustic

;

it

boil fifteen minutes; then

is dis-

add the

The caustic soda dissolved in 2 quarts of water is added last.
Enough cold water
should then be added to make 12 gallons of fat-liquor for 125
lbs. of leather.

stir five

minutes.

Fat-liquors should be applied at a temperature

of 125° F.

This fat-liquor and No. 4 are recommended for dull-finished leather. Moellon degras, 3 lbs.; salts of tartar, 4 ozs. Dis5.
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solve the salts of tartar in 3 gallons of hot water; then stir in

the degras and

stir thoroughly for several minutes
adding enough water to make 12 gallons of liquor.
140° F.

Applying the Fat-liquor.
liquoring chrome leather

with live steam

is

The hot
leather

The drum, empty and
is

clean,

in

it

at

fat-

rid
is

them

heated

drained out, and the

and drummed a few minutes

fat-liquor is then

drummed

Use

dye the skins black and

to first

the condensed steam

;

leather thrown in

finally-

—The most approved method of

then wash them, pressing or striking them out to
of the surplus water.

;

to

warm

it.

poured into the drum and the

forty minutes.

All the grease should be taken up by the leather, leaving
nothing but water behind. Some tanners use the following
method The leather and a quantity of hot water are put into
The drum is then stopped
the drum and run ten minutes.
:

the hot water

is

drained

off,

and the

fat-liquor poured in

the liquor in a slightly concentrated form

is

;

or

poured in and,

mixing with the hot water, accomplishes its purpose. It is
also customary to add the hot fat-liquor to the dye liquor after
the color has been exhausted.

Finally the leather

over horses to drain at least twelve hours

;

it

is

is

placed

then set out,

on the grain and hung up to dry.
After the grain has been well struck
Oiling and Drying.
For glazed finish use, 1 part
out a coat of oil is applied.
neatsfoot oil and 3 parts paraffine oil, warmed and stirred together or 1 part olive oil and 3 parts parafiine oil.
For dull finish use equal parts of neatsfoot and parafiine
After the oil has been applied to
oils or neafsfoot oil alone.
oiled

—

;

the grain,

room.

dry

hang the skins up

to dry in a moderately

It is best for the leather to

it is

dampened and

dry rather slowly.

warm

When

staked.

—

A good way to dampen the dry skins
put a dozen of them at a time in hot water, allowing
them to remain about two minutes then pack them into a
box and cover them about twelve inches deep with wet sawStaking and Tacking.

is

to

;

dust.

boards.

The next morning they

When

are staked and tacked

dry they are trimmed and seasoned.

on
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Finishing.

—A

fine glazed

following dressing
milk, 1 pint

;

finish is obtained

Prepared blood, 15 pints

:

glycerine, 2 tablespoonfuls

247

by using the
water, 1 pint

;

orchil, | pint

;

;

nig-

ammonia, 1 pint. Make the nigroby dissolving 8 ozs. of black nigrosine in 1 gallon
of water.
Mix the ingredients by thoroughly stirring then
add enough water to make 9 gallons of finish. This dressing
is well rubbed into the grain, dried and glazed.
A second coat
is applied, dried and glazed again.
A light coat of hot finishrosine solution, 1^ pints;

sine liquor

;

ing

oil is

the finishing touch.

Dull Finish.

—Ivory

soap, 1 lb.; neatsfoot

oil,

1 pint;

flaxseed, ^ lb.; beeswax, 3 ozs.; nigrosine black, 3 ozs.;

dered aloes, 1

oz.;

wood

whole
pow-

alcohol, J pint.

and beeswax for one-half hour in
two gallons of water. Cool and strain. Then dissolve the
nigrosine in 1 quart of water and add to it the solution.
Dissolve the aloes in the wood alcohol and add the solution to
Boil the soap,

oil,

flaxseed

the finish, stirring thoroughly.

Apply a
let it

coat of this dressing to the grain of the skins

dry.

Then apply another

coat

and allow

it

Finally iron with a hot iron, then stake the skins.
this way, the leather is soft

and

full

and has a

fine

and

to dry.

Finished

break and

feel.

If colored kangaroo

calfskins

is

wanted, the instructions given for

and goatskins should be

followed.

Vegetable-tanned Kangaroo Leather.

—

Quebracho Extract Tannage.
In the tanning of vegetabletanned kangaroo leather quebracho extract is used, also a
combination of quebracho and hemlock extracts, soft, welltanned leather being also made by tanning the skins with
gambler.
quantity of

When
it is

quebracho extract

is

used a convenient

boiled into solution with water in a barrel to

form a stock solution from which the tan liquor is made and
strengthened.
The first tanning liquor is rather weak, about
8° barkometer. The pickled skins are suspended in this
liquor,

which should contain some

salt,

and as the tanning

248
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progresses the strength of the liquor

is

increased until

it

is

about 20° barkometer. The time required for tanning depends upon the thickness of the skins and the strength of the

and ranges from three or four days to two weeks. Salt
should be present in the liquor to prevent the washing-out of
the salt in the skins, leaving the acid to burn the fibers.
liquor,

A

tannage with quebracho extract, salt and alum produces
full, well-tanned leather.
To every 100 gallons of quebracho
liquor of 4° barkometer strength add, while the liquor is

warm, 2 lbs. of alum and 4 lbs of salt, and plunge the liquor
At the end of 36 hours the skins are ready for the second liquor. Heavy skins may remain in the first liquor 48
well.

The second

hours.

liquor consists of quebracho liquor of six-

degree barkometer strength, gradually strengthened until the
skins are tanned throughout. When taken from the liquor the
leather

is

rinsed in

warm

water, fat-liquored

and

dried, then

moistened, shaved, colored and finished.

When

quebracho and hemlock extracts are combined, the

proportions should be | quebracho and J hemlock.
The tannage is begun in weak liquor, which is strengthened as the

tanning proceeds until the goods are tanned throughout.
When the leather is taken out of the liquor it is beneficial to

drum

it

in a

sumac liquor

for

an hour or two before drying

it

out.

—

Gamhier and Sumac Tannage. Kangaroo skins may be struck
through by being run in a paddle in gambier and sumac
liquors of 10° barkometer strength. There should be sufficient
acidity in this liquor to keep the skins plump, they being
after bating and washing without pickling.
It is well
add 1 quart of acetic acid for 50 skins being tanned. After
running in this liquor a few hours, the skins are passed into a
gambier liquor of 20° barkometer, to which acetic acid has
been added. No doubt formic acid or butyric acid could be
used with equally good results.
In this second liquor the skins remain about twelve hours.
The third liquor should be made up to a strength of 35° barkometer and the same proportionate amount of acid be added

tanned

to
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it,
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small proportion of oakwood extract added to the

When

liquor helps in getting well filled-out leather.

sumac

struck through the skins are ready for the

bath.

well

This

prepared in a reel by adding water at 125° F. to 25 lbs. of
best sumac and cooling down the bath to 90° F. before putting
is

in the goods.

sumac liquor over night the skins should
be horsed up and drained, fat-liquored and dried. When
thoroughly dry they may be dampened, shaved and dyed
black.
The leather is soft and well tanned. Good leather is
also made by tanning the goods in a liquor made of gambier,
alum, sulphate of soda and salt, in the proportions of 6 lbs. of
After laying in the

gambier, 2

lbs. of salt,

soda and ^

oz. of picric

1^

lbs.

of alum, 1

lb.

of sulphate of

acid for one dozen light skins.

Boil

the gambier separately as well as the other ingredients and

then mix the two solutions.
to the skins in

The tanning

liquor can be given

a drum, 1 gallon at a time, and

continued until the goods are tanned throughout.

drumming
The skins

need not be pickled, but are tanned after bating and drench-

Suspending them in the liquor is also a good way to
tan them. After being fully tanned the leather should be
drained, rinsed, pressed and treated with acid fat-liquor, then
dried, moistened, dyed, and finished.
Other tannages.
Sometimes skins that have been tanned
with gambier or with quebracho are retanned with alum, salt
and soda, then fat-liquored and dried. The entire tanning
process can be carried out in a drum.
This produces a soft
dongola leather.
Another form of dongola tannage consists of tanning the
ing.

—

skins

first

with gambier, then giving them a sort of kid tan-

drum, 100 medium skins, pressed from the tan,
being given 2 lbs. of alum, 5 lbs. of salt, 12 lbs. of flour, 5
dozen eggyolks, J pint olive oil and 6 gallons of water. The
alum and salt are dissolved in 2 gallons of water and the
nage in a

flour is next carefully stirred in.

warm
drummed

then mixed with

The

skins are

absorbed

it,

when they

The other

ingredients are

water and thoroughly stirred

in.

with the mixture until they have

are rinsed

ofi^,

struck out

and

dried.
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combination of gambier, flour and sulphonated oil,
thoroughly mixed and made into a sort of paste, also makes

No

excellent leather.

subsequent fat-liquoring

is

necessary.

One hundred medium

skins free from acid, require 50

gambier, 6

2

of

lbs.

salt,

lbs.

lbs.

of

of alum, 12 lbs. of flour, 3 or 4

and 6 gallons of water. The gambier is boiled and
and the other ingredients are then added.
When

of oil

lbs.

cooled,

dry, the skins are wet, shaved, dyed, dried again, staked

and

finished.

Blach Grain and Blue or Black Flesh.
of dyeing the leather

is

Drum

warm

the leather in

—

1.

A

good process

carried out in the following

water until

not treated with sumac after tanning

it

it

is

soft.

should be

manner
If

it

:

was

drummed

with sumac liquor before it is dyed. Then for every 100 lbs.
of dry weight, drum the skins for ten minutes in a solution
of 5 ozs. of titanium-potassium oxalate.
Next pour into the

drum logwood
in

it

liquor, slightly alkaline,

twenty minutes.

of 5 ozs. of titanium salt

and run the leather

Then pour in another warm solution
and drum ten minutes longer. Drain

wash the leather and set it out and oil the
up to dry.
2. A fine blue flesh is secured by drumming the leather
with a solution of acid blue dyestuff such as Naphthol Blue,

the liquor out

;

grain and hang

it

with 4 ozs. of sulphuric acid or 8 ozs. of
100 lbs. of leather. The dyebath should be at
a temperature of 115° F., and the leather be drummed with
It is dyed black on the grain with a soluit one-half hour.
using 8

ozs. of it

acetic acid for

tion of 1 lb. of leather black
acetic acid

and 10 gallons

be at 125° F. during
generally sufiicient.

hand.

The

its

FG

(for dull finished), 8 ozs. of

of water.

The dye

solution should

application, two applications being

The dye

is

brushed on the grain by

coloring of the flesh can be done immediately

after tanning, the staining of the grain after the leather

has

been dried.
3.

Both

flesh

and grain can be dyed black by drumming

the leather in a solution of
or

T G

for

100

lbs.

1 J lbs. of direct leather

black

T B

of leather, the solution being acidified

with an addition of 4 or 5

ozs. of acetic acid.
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is

wanted

with a yellow back and black grain, the skins are fat-liquored
with acid fat-liquor after they are tanned, and they are then
dried.

Preparatory to flesh coloring the leather

is

wet in a

warm water and placed in a pile to soften. For 100
small and medium skins. | pailful of sumac is scalded with
tub of

hot water for two hours.

The sumac,

four pailfuls of water,

1 gallon of lactracene together with the skins are put into a

drum and drummed twenty -five
the liquor being 110° F.

minutes, the temperature of

After the skins have been

drummed

in the sumac-lactracene liquor for twenty-five minutes, the

added and the leather run in it for ten minutes.
of yellow S or other basic yellow in J barrelful
of water and use 3 or 4 pailfuls of the solution for 100 lbs. of

yellow dye

is

Dissolve 1

lb.

leather, dry weight.

After the leather has thus been colored yellow, dye the grain

on a table or a machine with logwood and
tion of direct leather black.

striker, or

Rinse the leather

;

set

with a solu-

out the grain

and hang the skins up to dry for finishing.
A Patented Method of Finishing Kangaroo Leather. An unstuffed kangaroo skin, tanned by a gambler, quebracho or
other process, is fat-liquored with a suitable fat-liquor and

and

oil it lightly

—

then dried.

The

by a

dye, and the grain

flesh-side is

then colored blue or blue black

dyed black with logwood
or other dyeing material. The skin is then slicked out smooth
and dried it is then staked and trimmed. The grain is next
seasoned by the use of bluestone, iron, logwood, ammonia,
blood and nigrosine, the proportions being as follows Bluesuitable

is

;

:

stone, J pint; iron, 1 oz.; logwood, ^ pint; blood, 1 pint;
nigrosine black, ^ pint.
The seasoned skin is dried in a warm

room, then glazed and staked, next given another coat of

and then staked in the
same manner as before. The skin is then again seasoned,
dried and glazed again, which finishes it ready for use.
The
finished leather has a blue-black flesh, a black grain and a

seasoning, dried and glazed again,

very bright

finish,

resembling glazed kid

;

it is

also very soft

and durable. This method of finishing leather was patented in
1899 by Christian E. and Henry A. Lappe, of Pittsburgh, Pa.

SECTION SEVEN.
The Manufacture op Leathers from Cowhides.
The

processes that precede the actual tanning or conversion

of hides into leather are about the

same

for all classes of soft,

supple leather, whether the tannage be chrome or vegetable.

The

objects of these processes are to bring the hides to the

—unhaired,

point of tanning

soft

and clean

—and

in a condi-

tion that is receptive to the tanning liquor.

Soaking Green-salted Hides.

—The

hides are

first

trimmed,

shanks and pates being cut off in the hide cellar, and
One of the most approved methods of
soaking is to hang the hides in the water, which should be
soft and clean.
If the water is hard, •S lbs. of borax, dissolved
in hot water, should be stirred into it to make it softer and to
the

tails,

they are then soaked.

and cleansing powers. The hides should
tail to head, and left therein for
twenty-four hours.
They are usually then taken out and cut
into halves or sides.
The water in the soak vat is run out
and fresh water run in, when the sides are put back and soaked
increase

its

softening

be hung in the water, from

twenty-four hours longer.

done

after the

Splitting into sides can also be

second soaking.

cess is to soften the hides

and

The
to

object of the soaking pro-

remove from them the

blood and dirt that adhere to them.

It is

salt,

a matter of impor-

tance that the object of this process be accomplished in a
thorough manner and in a short time in order that the hides
may go into the limes clean and soft and yet retaining their
Prolonged soaking of salted hides results in
substance intact.
a loss of gelatine and in loose and spongy leather. On the
other hand, if the hides are not soaked enough to accomplish

the objects aimed
condition,

at, they do not go into the lime in the right
and the grain may have serious defects. It is usu(252)
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change the water once during the process. If the
hides are very dirty, two changes are necessary if only ordiThe changing
narily salty and dirty, one change is sufficient.
of the water hastens the softening and makes the hides cleaner.
No exact rule for soaking can be given as much depends
upon the thickness and condition of the hides and the temperally best to

;

ature of the water.
sufficiently

Usually, however, ordinary hides are

soaked by being hung in water twenty-four hours,

then removed and resoaked another twenty-four hours.

At

the end of the soaking process, the sides are drained, fleshed,

pinned together in a chain and passed into lime.
Hides that are received by the tanner
Soaking Dry Hides.
in flint-dry condition require longer soaking and more

—

thorough working in order to get them into the soft, pliable
is necessary before they can be fleshed and
following
method of soaking dry hides usually
limed.
The

condition that

For every 100 gallons of water in the
and
pour the solution into the water, plunging thoroughly. Put
the hides into the water and let them soak twenty-fours hours.
At the end of that time, take the hides out of the water, put
them into a dry mill and run them in it thirty minutes next
place them in a pile or piles, covered up, and let them lay
twenty-four hours then put them back into the water from
which they were taken and let them soak twenty-four hours
longer.
From this soaking run the hides in the dry mill oneAfter fleshing, leave them in
half hour then flesh them.
proves satisfactory:
vat, dissolve 1

of sulphide of sodium in hot water

lb.

;

;

;

clean cold water over night

The

;

then lime them.

hides should be split into sides before they are run in

the mill.

Formic acid

is

sometimes used in soaks to hasten
lb. of the acid being added to

the softening of dry hides, 1

each 100 gallons of water in the soak

vat.

The

hides are

placed in clean water for a day or two and then

hung

first

in the

If they swell excessively some salt should be
added to check the swelling. After the hides have been
soaked two or three days they should be washed and placed
in clean water for a few hours and then placed in the lime.
acidified soak.
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When

this

method

of soaking

is

employed

it

is

advisable to

use more than the usual proportion of sulphide of sodium in

the limes to overcome the sterilizing action of the acid upon
the hides.
acid,

The

process takes from two to five days.

because of

its

Formic

antiseptic action, prevents decay of the

hides while they are being soaked.

An

excellent

method

of softening the hides with the acid

carried out in the following
soft

and

manner

:

is

After having become

pliable, they are allowed to drip

thoroughly and are

then salted and placed in a pile for two or three weeks, next

washed thoroughly and placed in cold water
hours and then passed into the

A strong
The goods

salt solution is

are left in

it

an

for twenty-four

lime.

first

efficient softener for dried hides.

three or four days or until they are

They are then worked in a hide mill or a drum
and resoaked in salt water until they are soft. A quantity
of formic acid added to the salt soak increases its softening
flexible.

effect.

rid of

Before the hides are limed, the salt should be gotten

by washing them

in clean, cold water.

Sun-dried hides should be unhaired with sulphide of sodium

and freshens
than
lime
alone
or lime and
does
up the withered grain more
Unhairing in a strong solution of the sulphide
red arsenic.
of sodium and then liming for a few days is another excellent
Soaking in a sulphide soak suppleprocess for dried hides.
mented by working in a dry mill is usually found to be the
most satisfactory process that can be used on dry hides for
in the limes since such a process swells the fibers

upper, harness and sole leather.

Liming Hides for Upper Leather.
are intended

for

soft,

—

1.

Green-salted hides that

supple leather, chrome or vegetable

tanned, worked through a liming process according to the
following directions will be found to be sufficiently limed for

Exact quantities of lime and sulphide
and 2 lbs. of
of sodium
sulphide of sodium for every 100 lbs. of hides.
To start the liming process, slake 1^ lbs. of lime, add to it
unhairing in six days.

can be used, namely, 8 lbs. of lime

•

the water in the vat, and plunge

up

well.

Reel the chain of
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hides into the prepared lime, taking care that each side

spread out

flat

and

not rolled, folded or twisted.

is

After the

hides have been in this lime twenty-four hour hours, reel
into the second lime,

made by adding

lime to water that was used in the
in this lime twenty-four hours.

first

is

them

the same quantity of

Leave the hides

lime.

Then make up

the third lime

the same as the second lime and allow the hides to remain in
it

Reel them into the fourth lime, which

twenty-four hours.

should also contain the same quantity of lime, namely, IJ lbs.,
and leave them in it twenty-four hours.
The fifth lime
should contain 1
it

lb. of

lime,

and the hides should remain

when they

twenty-four hours,

in

are reeled into the sixth lime

which should contain 1 lb. of lime and 2 lbs. of sulphide of
sodium. This lime should be warmed to 75° F., and the
hides be

warm

left

in

it

twenty-four hours,

when they

are reeled into

The

water and unhaired after two or three hours.

changed every day and fresh
lime be used every day, the hides remaining in each lime
positions of the hides should be

twenty-four hours.

After the hides are unhaired, wash them for fifteen minutes

warm

with running water, next place them in

water and work

beam and then put them

them over the
into the bating liquor.
The above-described process produces very uniform leather.
The sulphide of sodium in the last lime helps to remove the
fine hair,

such removal being very essential for grain-finished

leather.

The

hairing out of
that

is

lime.

hair should

new lime

desirable for

The

come

is

and

Un-

clean.

hides, a condition

for splitting out of

hides, after unhairing, can be split, or they

split after

Although 8
leather

plump

chrome tannage and

be bated and pickled and then

tanned and

off easily

gives hard,

lbs. of

split,

or bated, pickled

may
and

they are tanned.

lime will unhair 100

obtained by using 10

lbs. of it

lbs.

of hides, softer

in six limes, starting

with IJ lbs. and using 2 lbs. each day until the hides reach
the fifth lime, which should contain 2^ lbs. of lime and 1 lb.
of sulphide

of sodium.

satisfactory results for

Either of these processes produces

chrome or vegetable tanning.

If the

.V^i'^

P
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hides are to be split out of lime, they should be unhaired, put

warm

into

water and worked by hand over the beam and

left

in cold water over night to harden for splitting.
2. Sides that are intended for shoe leather and other soft
and supple stock may be limed and unhaired with most ex-

cellent results according to the following instructions.

By

B and C and numbering the packs the
procedure may be readily understood. The quan-

calling the pits A,

method
tities

of

of lime

and sulphide of sodium are based on 100

lbs. of

The temperature of the limes should be
70° F. The process is as follows

wet, fleshed hides.

maintained at

Pack No. 1 is put into pit A, containing 5 per
lime and 1 per cent, sodium sulphide.

First day.
cent,

Pack No.

Second day.

1

is

transferred to pit B, containing

5 per cent, lime and 1 per cent, sodium sulphide.
2

is

Pack No.

put into pit A, once used.

Third day. Pack No. 1 is put into pit C containing 5 per
cent, lime and 1 per cent, sodium sulphide.
Pack No. 2 is

Pack No. 3

transferred to liquor B, once used.

enters pit A,

twice used.

Fourth day. Pack No. 1 is removed. Pack No. 3 is drawn
from A, and new liquor consisting of 5 per cent, lime and 1
per cent, sodium sulphide is made up with that pit. Pack
No. 2 is transferred to A. Pack No. 3 is put into C, once
Pack No. 4 enters pit B, twice used.
used.

Pack No. 2

is

removed.

from B, and a new liquor

is

prepared as above.

Fifth day.

is

transferred to B.

Pack No. 5

is

Pack No. 4

is

Pack No. 4 is drawn
Pack No. 3

transferred to A, once used.

put into C, twice used.

Sixth day. Pack No. 3 is removed. Pack No. 5 is drawn
from C, and new liquor prepared. Pack No. 4 is transferred
to C.
Pack No. 5 is put into B, once used. Pack No. 6 is
transferred to A, used twice.
When once started, the above described movement can be
carried out

and

the stock.

This method gives a good grain and full feel.
the hides from the lime liquor they should be

On removing

entails only a small

amount

of

handling of
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thrown into water at 85° F. for one-half hour, then unhaired
The next process is
on the machine or over the beam.
bating.

—

Sodium Sulphide Process for Dry Hides. The immersion of
hides in a solution of sodium sulphide removes the hair
quickly, freshens the grain and imparts great toughness to
For heavy chrome leather for winter and work
the leather.
The hides should be split
this
an
excellent process.
is
shoes
into sides, fleshed, and put into cold water over night.

The unhairing
Put 200
of water.
is

solution

is

prepared in the following manner

:

sodium sulphide into a barrel two-thirds full
Turn on steam and boil slowly until the sulphide

lbs. of

Let the solution stand until the foreign matter

dissolved.

has settled to the bottom of the barrel and the liquor

is

cold,

Only the clear
solution should be used, the settlings being thrown away.
Put enough water to cover the sides into a vat add to it
enough of the solution of sulphide to make a six or seven
which requires twelve hours, or over night.

;

degree liquor.

The exact

the stronger the liquor

a good rule to follow

is

is

strength, however,

the sooner the hair

is

is

immaterial

dissolved

;

but

to start with a liquor of six degrees,

which requires about three days to accomplish the desired
Put the sides opened out well, into the liquor, and
result.
let them remain twenty-four hours
then haul them out.
Plunge the liquor up and put the sides back twenty -four hours
longer then haul them out again.
Plunge the liquor again and put the sides back for another
twenty-four hours. At the end of the third day the hair
should have been reduced to a slimy mass, which can be easily
washed off, leaving the hides clean. Put the hides into a
wash wheel with running water and wash them clean. If
there is any hair that does not come off, the sides should be
worked on a beam and if this does not remove the hair add
some fresh sulphide solution to the liquor and put the hides
;

;

;

back into

it

for

another twenty-four hours.

After the wash-

ing has been accomplished, the hides are limed.
Slake J bushel of lime for each 100 sides in the pack.
17

Add
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the slaked lime to water in a
the liquor and keep

them

put the unhaired hides into

pit,

the same two or three days,

in

A

more lime may be used to
make a softer leather. After the sides have been thus limed,
wash them in cold water and then split them into grains and
splits, and bate and pickle them.
It is advisable to split out
of lime and to tan the grains with a two-bath process, which
splits up the hide fibers and makes softer leather than the
handling them each day,

little

one-bath process.

This process destroys the hair but makes plump and tough

The workmen who handle

leather.

the hides through the

sulphide process must wear rubber gloves to protect their

hands from the

When

caustic material.

hides are split out of

the lime, the grains are bated, pickled and tanned

if

they

are split out of pickle or after tanning, they are bated

and

Opinions

pickled whole.

The author

splitting.

salt pickle the best

good tanners

split

;

regard to the best time for

differ in

considers splitting out of alumina

and

procedure for chrome leather, but some

out of acid pickle and others out of lime.

The condition of the flanks and the fineness of the grain
depend largely upon how the grains are bated and delimed.
In the process of liming hides
Notes on Beamhouse Work.
for sole leather and other kinds of firm and solid leather,

—

much depends upon
upon the
added

it,

is

sharp liquors
stance

Such a

hides.

to

may

A

is

short liming in new,

desirable in order that but

be dissolved.

new

little solvent, effect

lime, particularly if caustic soda

strongly antiseptic.

is

A

the condition of the lime liquors.

lime has great swelling and plumping, but

The plumping

hide sub-

little

eff"ect

of such a lime

very great, while an old lime liquor has a more solvent
Caustic soda in
effect and does not plump the hides so well.
is

the lime liquor assists in getting the
it

must be used

Where

carefully or

it

sulphide of sodium

unhairing

is

is

is

plumping

liable to be coarse.

effect,

but

rough grain.

used in the lime liquors the

hastened and the plumping

increased, but unless the sulphide

grain

full

will cause

is

An

effect of

the lime

used rather sparingly the

old lime liquor containing
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considerable sulphide

which means pliable
lime
fore,

makes

An

fresh lime liquor.

leather

old

more
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pliable than a clear,

lime dissolves hide substance,

leather, but the swelling effect of such a

than that of a new lime. For sole leather, thereliming should be done in new liquors to get the full
is less

plumping

and to avoid the loss of hide substance.
If pliability is an essential in the leather, the best procedure
is to place the hides first in an old lime to get the softening,
and least solvent, effect, and then to place them in a fresh
lime where they will be plumped. The more mellow the
effect

lime liquors are the greater the flexibility of the leather.

For some

leathers,

such as harness and belting stock, fairly

fresh limes containing sulphide of sodium should be used.

Such limes accomplish the swelling and unhairing rapidly,
but do not dissolve enough substance to make the requisite
degree of flexibility, and it is therefore advantageous to
accomplish the latter

the bates.

effect in

solve considerable substance,

and where

Bacterial bates displiability is

wanted

such bates should be used, especially when liming has been

done in

fresh limes.

Soft leather

is

obtained by somewhat long liming in mellow

limes followed by thorough bating and rather heavy pickling,

and

For leather that

leather, etc.

of

upper shoe

this is the usual process for

sodium

given a

is

fine,

is

leather, glove

to be finished dull, sulphide

preferable in the limes

for leather that is to

be

glazed finish, red arsenic produces the best

re-

;

sults.

Arsenic limes have a characteristic action which
the calcium

sulphydrate which forms

added to slaking lime.

when

is

due to

red arsenic

Sulphide of sodium should be

solved separately and added to

the lime,

added

to the

lime while

it

is

slaking.

dis-

but red arsenic

should be mixed with the dry lime and slaked with
else

is

it,

or

Lime should

in

every case be thoroughly slaked and stirred before

it

is

used.

Unslaked lumps should never be allowed to pass into the
lime liquor since they are liable to burn the hides. Caustic
soda may be added direct to the lime liquor. Its use can be
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recommended
not

for

heavy leather

for light, soft leather,

as

it

sharpens the lime, but

the latter being benefited most by

the use of sulphide of sodium or red arsenic.

Caustic soda

is

and plumping the hides quite rapidly, but
it does not assist in making soft leather.
In an old and mellow lime there is considerable bacterial activity, and such a

useful in swelling

liquor because of

that

and

its

solvent

effect,

tends to produce a leather

and having a dull

grain.
Hides that
have been passed through such a lime should therefore be
put into a fresh lime to be properly swollen and plumped.
Hides can of course be rapidly swollen and unhaired by
using a strong lime liquor made of equal parts of lime and
is soft

loose

sulphide of sodium, or a solution of the sulphide can be used
but while the rapidity of the process and the absence

alone
of

;

any

loss of

substance

sufficiently swollen
fied as it

should

is

an advantage, the

and the grease in the hides

be, the result

If such a process of liming

is

fibers are
is

not

not saponi-

being hard, coarse leather.
used, the hides should be placed

weak sulphuric acid bath before they are tanned in order
up the fibers. Where hides are to be tanned
in drums, with extracts, or by some other rapid tanning process the hide fibers should be thoroughly split up in order that
in a

to further split

the tan liquors can penetrate rapidly, this being accomplished

by using

fairly

sharp limes and liming the hides from twelve

Good results are secured by placing hides for
an old lime for a day or two, next to put them
into a medium or fairly strong lime for a day or two, and then
to finish the process in new, sharp lime, from which the hides
are thrown into warm water and unhaired a few hours later.
Carbolic acid is useful in preventing bacterial action and decay
in the soaks, but it is liable to impede the process of liming.
It is of advantage, however, for hides that have begun to decay
Soak vats should
as it prevents further damage in the soaks.
to fifteen days.
sole leather in

be disinfected from time to time, carbolic acid being quite
satisfactory for this purpose.

Liming for Thin Grain.

—Leather can be made with a thick

or a thin grain by certain manipulations in the beamhouse.
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so treated that

when they
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are tanned they have

a thick, solid grain, this being usually done by using sulphide
of

On

sodium and unhairing the hides rapidly.

the other

hand, by liming with lime alone in clean, white lime, the
grain can be

the leather

made

is split

soft

and

flexible,

and

after it is tanned, the grains

able substance and strength even

when

when

so thin that

have consider-

the hides are split

unusually thin.

By shaving

the hides green, liming

bating them until they are

soft

and low,

them for eight days,
and by stirring them

easily in the tan liquors, a thin grain is obtained.

of accomplishing this result

is

A

carried out as follows

process
First,

:

the hides are soaked in clean water twenty-four hours

;

they

are then fleshed and resoaked twelve hours longer, drained

and passed
using 1

The

lb.

into the

.first

lime.

This lime

is

prepared by

of lime in sufficient water for 100 lbs. of hides.

hides remain in this lime twenty-four hours and are then

hauled out and the lime

pound

of lime.

The

is

strengthened by adding another

hides are put back for twenty-four hours

longer, then hauled out

and put

The

into the second pit.

third lime liquor should contain 2 lbs. of fresh-slaked lime

100 lbs. of hides in the pack. At the end of twentyfour hours the hides should be hauled out and placed in
the third lime, prepared the same way as the second lime.
for each

Twenty-four hours later the hides should go into the fourth
lime, which should be a little stronger with lime than the

At the end of eight or nine days the hides
After they have been
unhaired, put them into water warmed to 85° F. for six or
seven hours then work them over the beam by hand and get
them as clean as possible. After this, fine-hair them, reflesh
them on the machine and then bate them.

preceding liquor.

should be in condition to be unhaired.

;

As

the hides are to be tanned in vegetable tanning liquors

and split, a depleting bate should be used that not only removes the lime but also makes the hides soft and thin and
having a fine, soft grain. Bate the hides soft and low next
wash them in a drum with warm water when they will be in
;
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.

condition to be tanned.

They absorb the tanning material

rapidly and must be handled every day for sixteen days when,

under normal conditions, they should be ready to be split.
Split to two-ounce leather and retan the grains with quebracho
and sumac or gambler; then proceed to finish according to
the kind of leather that is wanted. The above process is good
for any leather that must be thin and yet tough, such as patent tipping, and yet have considerable fiber, the resulting
product being fine, thin grain and tough leather. The splits
make fine Goodyear stock. The patented depilatory crystals
that are used with such good results upon sheepskins produce
equally good results when used for unhairing hides for chrome
Piping of the grain is the most common depatent leather.
fect in this leather, and is usually the result of improper

beamhouse work. By using a weak solution of the depilatory
crystals and then putting the sides into weak, clean lime liquor,
the grain comes through tough and fine and free from piping.
The results are not the same when sulphide of sodium is used
since this material swells the hides too rapidly and makes
them have coarse grain and loose fibers. The depilatory
crystals do not plump the hides unduly and thus they do not
afiect the grain or texture, but the solution should be weak
and the hides be subsequently limed for a few days. Dry
hides

when

treated this

way make

better leather than

when

limed in the regular manner. When chrome patent leather
turns out tinny it is due to insuflBcient liming and when it
has a pipy grain, the cause is usually improper liming. Lim;

ing in clean limes with a small percentage of sulphide of sodium
in the limes, and unhairing first with depilatory crystals, and

few days in weak limes are two ways of
preparing the hides to prevent piping and loose grain, and the

then liming
latter

for a

method

is

safer

than the former.

Methods of Bating.

—A

mild fermentation
of an acid has proved to be a most satisfactory bate and deliming process for hides that are to be tanned into soft, supple
Bating with a Mild Fermented Bate.
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by a chrome or a vegetable tannage. Excellent results
as regards full flanks, good break, and fine, even grain are obtained by allowing grape sugar or common glucose to become
sour and using definite portions of the same in combination
with lactic acid for each pack of hides or grains.
1. The process is a simple one and is easily carried out
leather

Dissolve 100

lbs. of

grape sugar or glucose in 35 gallons of hot

Allow

water in a barrel.

it

to stand for

two days in a warm

when it will be completely soured.
paddle wheel with water at a temperature of 95°
temperature,

into
lbs.

Prepare a
F.,

and put

2J quarts of the sour sugar solution. For every 100
of stock to be bated, take 1 pint of lactic acid and put
it

about half of

it

into the prepared bate in the paddle wheel

and when the latter are in, add the
Three or four hours are usually sufficiently
long to run the goods in the paddle wheel.
On being taken
out, they should be thoroughly washed with water.
The importance of this simple washing is too often overlooked, and
the necessity of it cannot be over-emphasized, if a good clear
grain which will color evenly, is desired.
For the second
pack of hides, the bate liquor is run down about twelve inches
in the paddle wheel and the loss made up with fresh water.
The temperature is brought up to 95° F., 2| quarts of the
before putting in the hides,
rest of the acid.

sour sugar solution being added and 1 pint of lactic acid for

every 100

lbs.

of stock as directed for the

tinue in this way, running off a

little

first

Con-

pack.

of the liquor for each

pack, for six dajs, then run off all the liquor, retaining how-

ever about a barrelful with which to mellow the

which
It

is

new

liquor,

prepared with fresh water.

should be pointed out that the amount of sugar solution

used, namely, 2^ quarts per pack, is based upon the volume
of liquor in the paddle wheel.
The average capacity of a

paddle wheel

is

between 2000 and 2500

action of the sour sugar

is,

lbs.

of stock.

The

however, so mild that a wide range

in the weight of the stock bated with the given quantity of

the sugar solution
2.

is

permitted without danger.

Another Method.

— Another

and a simpler method of
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introducing the fermentation into the bate

is

as follows

:

Prepare a paddle wheel with water at a temperature of 120°
F., and put into it 2 pailfuls of dry bran and allow it to stand
over night. The next morning bring the temperature up to
95° F., and take 1 pint of lactic acid for every 100 lbs. of

and put about half of

stock

it

into the bate liquor.

the hides in and add the rest of the acid.

Run

Throw

the paddle for

three or four hours, then take the hides out and

wash them

well.

For the second pack, run the bate liquor down about twelve
make up the loss with fresh water, and bring the
temperature up to 95° F. Do not use any more bran but
take 1 pint of lactic acid for every 100 lbs. of stock and proceed exactly as with the first pack. Continue in this way for
six days then run off all the bate liquor and make up a fresh
inches and

;

liquor in the

same manner

as directed for the first pack.

Either of the above-described processes
for

deliming hides

for side leather of

any

is

very satisfactory

description, uniform

results being obtained with very little practice.

The

processes

are applicable alike to unsplit sides and the grains and splits
of hides split after liming,
3.

Lactic acid

than

1 pint of it

been washed

warm

is

frequently employed by

being used for 100

lbs. of

itself,

a

little less

grains that have

The

after fine-hairing.

water, the grains are put in

acid is added to lukeand processed two or three

then washed, pickled and tanned. Unsplit sides should
be given more acid and be left longer in the baths than the

hours

;

grains of split hides.

Bating with a Bacterial Bate.

manner

in

which

it

—Because

of the thorough

rids hides of lime, leaving the grain soft

any danger of injuring the texture of the
recommended for the grains of sides
split out of lime that are to be tanned into soft chrome or
About 8 ozs. of the material are
vegetable-tanned leather.
used for 100 lbs. of stock, in water at 100° F., the goods being
turned from time to time and allowed to remain in the liquor
over night.
The next morning they are usually in a soft and
open condition and free from lime.

and

clean, without

goods, oropon bate can be
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process that follows bating or deliming

is
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called pick-

and salt being used and the object of the process is
and bleach and preserve the goods so they will tan
more readily and work out into softer leather than they would
ling, acid

;

to cleanse

were they not pickled.

—

There are three acids that can be used for pickchrome and other soft tannages, namely, sulphuric,
formic and butyric acids. When sulphuric acid is employed
2 lbs. of it together with 15 lbs. of clean salt and 20 gallons
Pickling.

ling for

of water are used for 100 lbs. of hides,

or whole.

The goods

are

drummed

whether they are

split

with this liquor one hour,

then placed smoothly over horses to drain before they are
tanned.

Where

a paddle wheel

the pickle two or three hours.
tion to be tanned in

any

is

used the hides are

Split hides are

process.

Whole

now

sides

out of the pickle or tanned whole and then

left

can be

split.

in

in condisplit

Splitting

out of acid pickle does not produce as firm leather as splitting
out of alumina and salt pickle, or as splitting after tanning.

When

hides are not split out of lime, which

be preferred,

it

is

advisable to either pickle

phate of alumina and

them

the method to
them with sul-

is

and then split them, or else
them after they are tanned.

salt

to

tan

unsplit and to split
For the pickling of grains that are to be tanned with quebracho or some other vegetable tanning material, formic acid
is recommendable.; it being also suitable for chrome tanning.
The process is the same as with the use of sulphuric acid
except that instead of it a few pounds of formic acid are
employed. Grains pickled in this manner tan quickly and
have a nice light color, and there is less tanning material
required and the grain is softer and finer and more easily
colored than the grain of leather that is tanned without being
pickled.
Lime blast is prevented by using formic acid, but
there should be considerable salt in the tan liquors.
There is
less danger of the grain becoming thick and harsh when
formic acid is used, which is an important advantage.
It is

claimed for butyric acid that when used in pickling, the goods
are

made

thicker and stronger

and the grain smoother and
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lighter-colored than

by other methods

100

of grains, use

lbs.

2

lbs.

of pickling.

of the

To

acid, 12 lbs.

pickle
of salt

and 20 gallons of water, drumming forty minutes. The use
of a drum and fresh liquor for each lot of skins is the most
approved method of pickling, since the liquor can be kept of
uniform strength.

The goods

having been pickled and drained are in

after

condition to be tanned.

Methods of
Splitting

Out of Lime.

Splitting.

—Hides

to

make good chrome

leather

should come from the unhairing machine firm and hard.
is

If

and flabby they will make poor leather, as there
nothing in chrome tanning that fills the hides or makes up

they are

soft

for lost substance.

After the hair has been removed, the

washed in lukewarm water for fifteen minutes
and then worked over the beam for short hair. This work is
sides should be

very important as
ridden

of.

And

it is

even

imperative that

if

all fine

hair be gotten

there are no fine hairs, working out

the grain opens up the cells of the hides and makes the grain

and

After this work has been

done the

sides

should be put into cold water over night to harden for

split-

fine

ting.

clear.

The next morning they

are ready to be

split.

In

ting the sides, a 6-oz. grain from the machine will finish
ozs. of leather, as it loses 1 J ozs.

cesses.

split-

up 4|

going through the various pro-

All loose ends and pieces of flesh should be trimmed

from the sides before splitting is begun, so that there will be
nothing to interfere with the hide feeding freely into the
machine. After the sides are split they should be run in a
wash wheel for a few minutes with cold water to open them
up and to remove the glaze caused by the belt knife. The
grains and splits are next bated.

—

Alumina and Salt Pickle. Where
hides are split out of pickle, a good procedure is to bate and
pickle them with sulphate of alumina and salt in this manner
For every 100 lbs. of sides, unsplit and bated and washed,
dissolve 4 lbs. of sulphate of alumina and 10 lbs. of common
Splitting out of Sulphate of

:
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then add 6 gallons of cold

salt in 6 gallons of boiling water,

water and use the liquor after it has cooled to 70° F. Drum
the sides in this liquor one hour then horse them up smoothly
and let them press and drain until the next day.
;

Hides pickled

in

corrugated

roll,

manner should not be previously

this

pickled with acid and

If the splitting

salt.

machine has a

the sides can be split right off the horse.

the machine has a smooth

If

hung up

the sides should be

roll,

sammy, or pressed or put out on a putting-out machine, to
The grains should
get them into condition for splitting.
be the same thickness that the finished leather is to be,
as they do not fall away like grains split from limed hides.
Hides pickled with alumina and salt split just as easily as
bark-tanned leather, and the splits are just as good as those
to

taken from the limed hides. After the sides are split, the
grains can be shaved while in the pickled condition and this
saves putting them out for shaving after they are tanned.

Both the grains and
Splitting after

splits are

Tanning.

then ready to be tanned.

—Tanning

the sides in a chrome

sometimes practiced. The
sides are tanned in a one-bath chrome process in a paddle
wheel or by suspension, and when they they are well struck
through with the tan are pressed and split. The pressing
process

and then

splitting

them

is

removes the surplus water and makes the leather drier and
After pressing, the sides should be run in a dry mill
firmer.
until they are opened up and ready to be split, when they
should be jacked the same as bark leather and split to the
thickness the finished leather

is

to be.

After they are

split,

the grains are shaved and retanned.
Splitting out of

Add

Pickle.

—When

hides are to be split in

acid-pickled condition, they are allowed to drain twenty-four

hours after being pickled, and are then pressed to remove surthey are

plus liquor and milled to remove the press-marks

then

split to

the required thickness.

The

after splitting or after they are tanned.

;

grains can be shaved
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Processes of Chrome Tanning for Side Leather.
Process for Acid-Pickled Grains.

—

1.

When

hides that are

intended for chrome upper leather are

split

out of lime, the

grains are washed, bated and pickled.

The

processes of tan-

ning such grains are the same as

A

sides,

fine

chrome

for the grains of acid-pickled

side leather

is

obtained by tanning the

grains in a two-bath process carried out according to the

lowing directions
lbs. of it

use 6

:

lbs.

Weigh

the pickled stock

and

for

of bichromate of soda, 5 lbs. of

fol-

each 100

salt,

3

lbs.

and 15 gallons of water for the first bath.
Throw the grains into the drum and set the latter in motion.
Pour the prepared solution through the trunnion and run the
drum two hours. Horse the goods up over night to allow for
complete fixation of the chrome. The next morning prepare
a 10 per cent, solution of bisulphite of soda and dip the grains,
one at a time, into this solution and throw them into the
drum. The second bath of the process is prepared by dissolving 12 lbs. of hyposulphite of soda and adding the solution to
20 gallons of water add to the liquor 3 lbs. of salt and 6 lbs.
of muriatic acid.
Drum the grains with this liquor two or
three hours then horse them up over night, and if there is
no hurry for the leather, it is advisable to let it drain fortyeight hours before proceeding to neutralize, color and fat-liquor
of muriatic acid

;

;

It is practicable to

it.

the hypo, which

is

sulphur developed.
soda or acid at

all,

use sulphite of soda in connection with

quite

in reducing the

eflfective

Some

amount of

tanners do not use hyposulphite of

but instead employ a solution of bisulphite

of soda, 6 per cent, on the weight of the hides, to accomplish

work of the second bath, no sulphur

formed
in this case.
The quantities of chemicals mentioned produce
good results in the tanning of light acid-pickled grains.
the

at all being

Heavy grains require slightly increased quantities.
2. Good leather is also made by using 6 lbs. of bichromate
of soda or potash, 2 lbs. of sulphuric acid, and 4 lbs. of salt for

100

lbs.

of goods in the

soda in the second bath.
least

first

bath,

In the

and 6

first

lbs.

of bisulphate of

bath there should be at

15 gallons of water, and the grains should be

drummed
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than two hours. The second bath should be made
15 or 20 gallons of liquor and t^e goods be drummed
with it until the yellow color has disappeared and the leather
has assumed a light blue color throughout the thickest parts.

not

up

less

to

3.

Either of the processes that have been described can be

carried out in a paddle wheel

chrome bath

or the following formula

;

may

6 per cent, of the weight of the

be used
goods of bichromate of potash or bichromate of soda, 5 per
:

First or

cent, of salt,

and 3 per

:

The chrome

cent, of muriatic acid.

is

dissolved in boiling water and added to the water in the reel,

about 65 gallons of water being used for 100 lbs. of stock.
The salt and acid are added and the liquor is ready. The
stock is run in the first bath for several hours, then allowed
to

remain at

rest

over night.

The next morning

the grains

are removed from the reel, struck out and then dipped into a
•weak solution of hyposulphite of soda to which a little muriAfter being dipped, the stock is thrown
atic acid is added.
on a horse and allowed to remain a short time before it is

placed in the second bath of the process.

The second bath
which muriatic acid

is

a solution of hyposulphite of soda to

is

added, 18

'lbs. of

the

hypo and 5

lbs.

of the acid being used in 65 gallons of water for 100 lbs. of
stock.
is of

When

the yellow color has disappeared and the leather

a greenish-blue color throughout, the tannage

is

completed

and the leather is allowed to drain at least twenty-four hours,
then washed and neutralized.
One-bath Chrome Processes for Acid-Pickled Stock.
1. The
one-bath process of chrome tanning is generally considered
safer and more economical than the two-bath process.
The
tanner can prepare his chrome liquor of chrome alum and
soda, or of bichromate of soda and glucose, but the safest
course to follow is to buy a good concentrated one-bath chrome
liquor and use it according to the instructions furnished by

—

the manufacturer.

A

practical

method

of tanning with tanolin

the quantities given being for

Drum

100

the goods in a solution of 6

lbs.

is

as follows,

of pickled

lbs. of salt

grains

and 8 gallons
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of water for fifteen minutes.

water 6

lbs.

Dissolve in 2 gallons of boiling

and allow the solution

of tanolin

to cool.
Onepoured into the drum and
one-half hour then another one-third

third of the

chrome solution

the goods are

drummed

is

;

added and the drum is run another half-hour finally the
last portion is added and the goods are drummed one hour.
Eight ounces of bicarbonate of soda, dissolved in a little
water, are next added to the contents of the drum, and the
leather is drummed for two hours
then 6 ozs. more of the
soda in solution is poured into the drum and the leather
is

;

;

drummed

until

it

is

fully tanned.

When

complete tannage

has been accomplished, the leather should be horsed up forty-

The

eight hours to allow for complete fixation of the chrome.

thorough tannage

test for

leather

;

also boiling.

is

the blue color throughout the

If a piece of leather,

and becomes hard, the leather
remains

soft,

the tannage

is

is

when

not fully

complete.

boiled, curls

tanned

The next

;

if

process

it,
is

washing and neutralizing.
2. In this process a liquor made of sulphate of alumina
and sal soda is used in conjunction with the one-bath chrome
For every 100 lbs. of pickled grains dissolve 4 lbs.
liquor.
of sulphate of alumina by boiling in 5 gallons of water, and
in another vessel 4 lbs. of sal soda by boiling in 5 gallons of
The soda solution is then poured very slowly and
water.
with constant stirring into the alumina solution, and the

The grains are put indrum together with 10 lbs. of salt and 8 gallons of
water and drummed ten minutes. The alumina-soda liquor
is then poured into the drum and drumming continued for
one hour. The liquor is then drained off; a few pounds of
liquor allowed to get cold before use.

to the

salt

the

and 10 gallons
chrome tanning

of water are put in with the goods,
is

and

then proceeded with in the same man-

ner as described in the preceding paragraph.

—

Grains that are split
Process for Alumina-Pickled Grains.
from hides pickled with sulphate of alumina and salt may be
tanned in the two-bath process the same as acid-pickled stock.
They may also be tanned in the manner described for acidpickled goods with one-bath chrome liquor, process No. 1.
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are not split previous

tanning are tanned most satisfactorily in one-bath chrome
liquor in a vat with paddles.
They are bated, washed and
to

pickled either with acid and salt or with sulphate of alumina

and

For every 100 gallons of water in the vat 35 lbs.
and dissolved. The hides are then introduced and the paddles are run for half an hour. Concentrated
chrome-tanned material is then dissolved in warm water
until the solution stands 50° Bk scale.
When the hides have
been in the salt water thirty minutes, 2 quarts of the chrome
liquor are added and the paddle is run an hour.
An addition of 3 quarts of the chrome solution is then made to the
tan liquor and the paddle is run three hours.
More chrome
solution is then added, and the hides are kept in the bath
salt.

of salt are put in

until they are tanned throughout.

The tan

liquor can also be

made by adding

3 gallons of

the concentrated chrome solution to the salt water to start
with,

and then adding 3 or 4 gallons more

lons of water as the tanning proceeds.

for every

When

fully

100 gal-

tanned

the hides are taken out and pressed for splitting, milled in a
dry mill to open them up, jacked the same as bark-tanned
The grains
leather and then split to the desired substance.
and splits are next put into the drum and retanned by being
drummed ten minutes in a solution of salt and then for two
or three hours with 4 quarts of the concentrated one-bath

The

material.

leather

is

then washed and shaved.

Neutralizing and Washing.

—After being

tanned, the leather

should be allowed to press and drain twenty-four hours before
it is

washed.

The

first

washing

is

done in a drum with J lb.
100 lbs. of

of bicarbonate of soda in 15 gallons of water for
leather.

The drum

is

run one-half hour, when the plugs are
is then washed one-half hour with

pulled out and the leather

running water.

The

neutralization can also be accomplished

of borax in 15 gallons of water

half hour

and

;

;

washing

by using

1 lb.

in this solution one-

then washing in running water another half-hour

setting-out

and shaving the

leather.

practical tanning.
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Chrome Tanning with Glucose, Glycerine, Steam and
Saccharine Substances.
This process

is

designed to provide a metallic tanning of

same capacity for finishworking or use as bark-tanned leather, while retaining
the toughness and durability of chrome-tanned stock.
While
this process attains its greatest utility in tanning heavy hides,
it may also be used to advantage for tanning skins, and will
be found to produce a high grade of uniformly tanned leather.
In practice for 100 lbs. of hides, the first bath consists of
6 lbs. of bichromate of potash or soda, 4 lbs. of alum, 4 to 6
lbs, of common salt, 10 ozs. of sulphuric acid, 20 ozs. of hydrochloric acid, and 60 gallons of water.
The hides to be treated
are prepared in the usual manner for tanning and allowed to
soak in this bath until thoroughly impregnated with the
chromic acid.
This will ordinarily take from twelve to
eighteen hours, depending upon their weight and thickness.
The hides are then removed from the bath, set out and hung
up until about three-fourths of the liquor in them has
When in this state, they are spread out and
evaporated.
painted on both sides with a solution of glucose and packed in
piles for from three to six hours to allow the glucose to soak
in and become uniformly distributed throughout them.
The
glucose solution may contain from 15 to 50 per cent, of glucose
hides to produce a leather having the

ing,

dissolved in water.

To prevent

the souring of the glucose in

water about J

carbolic acid.

The

and the
stirred to

carbolic acid

make up

warm

weather, use

and J oz. of
quassia chips are boiled with the water

for 3 gallons of

is

lb.

of quassia chips

added, and into this the glucose

is

the necessary strength of the solution.

After the hides have become uniformly impregnated with

the chromic acid and glucose, a condition

is

established under

which the reaction between said substances takes place to rechromic oxide or tanning substance. This condition

lease the

may

be established in a

number

of ways, but

to use for this purpose a bath of hot grease.

it

is

preferable

After the hides

have been treated with the glucose solution and about one-
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fourth of the moisture has evaporated, they are immersed in

a bath of hot grease, the proportions of the ingredients of this

bath being dependent upon the purposes for which the leather
is

to

For the production of a sole leather make up
100 lbs. of stearic acid, 12^ lbs. of carnauba

be used.

a bath as follows

:

wax, 6J lbs. of vaseline, 6 lbs. of beeswax. This grease bath
is reduced to a liquid and kept at a temperature of between 185°
and 195° F., and the hides are suspended in it until the grease
has thoroughly penetrated the thickest parts of them.

The

usually requires an hour or two.
to establish a condition

is

effect of the

under which the chromic acid

thoroughly reduced and at the same time the hide
with grease.

For

This

hot grease

sole leather the hides are

is

is

filled

then rolled and

For harness leather the proportion

finished in the usual way.

of vaseline in the stuffing bath must be increased to

make

the

leather as soft as wanted, say 25 lbs. of vaseline instead of 6^
lbs, as

stated above.

To

obtain the best results the glucose

should be kept at 122° F.

Another process quite similar

to the foregoing

one

is

carried

out as follows

The hides are prepared for tanning in the usual way and
then placed in a chromic acid bath until they are thoroughly
permeated with the chromic acid. This bath may consist of
4 lbs. of bichromate of potash, 4 lbs. of hydrochloric acid and
from 400 to 600 lbs. of water.
When thoroughly permeated with chromic acid the hide is
subjected to a bath of an organic reducing agent, such as
glycerine or glucose, or some other saccharine substance.

proportions of this bath

may

be 5

lbs.

The

of glucose or other re-

ducing agent to 5 lbs. of water. Allow the hide to become
thoroughly saturated with this solution, which will take about
thirty minutes.

The next step is to subject the hides to a bath of hot vapors,
such as steam not under pressure. This may be done by hanging them in a room containing steam. A convenient method
for

introducing

in any suitable

18

the steam

manner

is

in the

by means of pipes arranged
chamber and provided with
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holes in their walls to permit the escape of the steam into the

The

chamber.

hides are

left

hanging

in the steam

until the chromic acid has been reduced.
this

With

chamber

thin stock

would take about one-half hour, and with thicker hides

The

a proportionately longer time.

chromic acid

to be reduced to

effect

chrome oxide

is
;

to cause the

and

this effect

taking place uniformly throughout the hides causes a uniform
deposit of

chrome oxide on the

formly tanned leather.

fibers

which does not need any

step they are marketable leather,

further stuffing to

and consequently a uni-

After the hides have undergone this

make

plumpness. It is suitable
such purposes as belting, upholstering and enameled goods.
If greased leather is wanted, it may be stufifed in the ordinary
it

retain

its

for

manner.

A
cose

third process in which glycerine takes the place of gluis

The

as follows
first

bath serves for impregnating the hides with

There are various ways of doing

chromic acid.

this,

a pre-

method being to use a bath made of 4 lbs. of bichromate
of potash and 4 lbs. of hydrochloric acid to from 400 to 600
pounds of water. This bath is sufficient for 100 lbs. of hides
ferred

;

or in place of

it

a bath of 4

lbs. of

of sulphuric acid and 3 lbs. of

water

may

be used.

The

bichromate of potash, 3

alum

hides are

to the
left

lbs.

same amount of
from

in this bath

twelve to forty-eight hours, in proportion to their thickness.

When

thoroughly saturated they are removed from the bath

and hung on horses or racks to drain until one-fifth of the
moisture in them has run off or evaporated.
They are then
Apply this in its
slicked out and given a coat of glycerine.
undiluted commercial form, but glycerine of a different state
of purity or dilution

used

is

may

be employed.

The amount

preferably slightly in excess of that which

is

of it

absorbed

by the. hide under treatment. The hides are then placed one
upon another in fiat piles and allowed to remain thus from
At the end of that time the
twelve to forty-eight hours.
chromic acid will be thoroughly reduced, the
uniformly tanned leather.

The

result being a

hides are then washed, dried
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manner, depending upon the kind of
leather that is being made.
Any saccharine solution of rapid
penetrating power may be used in place of glycerine, the hides
remaining in the solution for twenty minutes, when they are
left in flat piles for two or three days, then washed, dried and

and

stuffed in the usual

stuffed.

Hides treated by the above-described process tan into a
is firm and pliable and devoid of gristle or untanned portions, and the exterior of which is not brittle or
liable to crack.
William G. and Albert C. Roach of Cincinnati, Ohio, have patented this method of tanning, the patent
having been assigned to the Cincinnati Chrome Leather Co.
leather that

Practical Methods of Dyeing Chrome Leather.

The dyeing

of chrome-tanned side leather

is

accomplished

most expeditiously and uniformly in a drum and this method
of dyeing is in general use.
For the production of the shades
of tan and brown that are usually in demand, acid and basic
;

aniline dyestuffs are used.

The

acid colors are applied direct

chrome leather without a mordant the basic colors are
applied upon a tannin mordant or base.
Several approved
methods of coloring the leather will be described.

to the

;

Direct Dyeing with Acid Colors.

ized

and washed, and shaved,

of coloring material are based

The

—The

is

leather, tanned, neutral-

weighed, and the quantities

on 100

dyestufif is dissolved in boiling

temperature of from 120° to 140° F.

lbs.

of shaved leather.

water and applied at a
It is advisable to

drum

the leather with hot water before adding the dye liquor and

maintain the temperature as high as possible during the
process.
There should be about 10 gallons of the color solu-

to

tion.

The

leather, after

of hot water,

is

of dyestufif containing

no acid

axle into the revolving

twenty minutes.

having been drummed in 10 gallons

in condition to receive the dye.

The

is

The

solution

poured through the hollow

drum and

is drummed
ammonia to the

the leather

addition of 4 ozs. of

dye bath insures good penetration of the color. At the expiration of the twenty minutes, the color solution in the drum
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acidified

acid.

A

by the addition

of a quantity of sulphuric or formic

small quantity of acid

is

required to neutralize the

ammonia, and in addition to such quantity, 2 parts by weight
of formic acid or 1 part by weight of sulphuric acid for every
4 parts by weight of dyestuff are used. After the bath has
been acidified the goods are drummed ten minutes longer,
during which time the whole of the color becomes fixed upon
the leather.

Coloring with acid dyes

may

be done either before or after

fat-liquoring, the latter being at present the preferred method.

add a solution of sumac or
of gambler to the dye bath at some time during the process 2
or 3 lbs. of gambler may be used, or a decoction of 3 or 4 lbs.
of sumac leaves or powder in 3 gallons of water at 125° F.
The addition of this tanning liquor imparts a feeling of fullness to the leather which it otherwise would not have.
In
order to neutralize any acid in the leather, a solution of 4 ozs.
of acetate of soda crystals per 100 lbs. of leather is added to
the water in which the leather is rinsed after it has been
It is beneficial to the leather to

;

colored.

—

Tannin Mordant for Basic Dyestuffs. Coloring with basic
is effected by first applying a mordant of gambler, fustic

dyes
or

sumac and then dyeing

dye.

For 100

lbs.

extract of fustic

gambler and

to the. shade desired with the proper

of leather 2 lbs. of

may

gambler and

be used with satisfactory

fustic are boiled in

1 lb. of

results.

The

4 gallons of water, and the

then cooled by the addition of enough cold water
12 gallons of liquor, which is used at 125° F., and

s61u.tion is

to

make

the leather

drummed

in

it

one-half hour.

Then

dissolve in a

pailful of hot water 4 ozs. of titanium-potassium oxalate,

pour

drum and allow the latter to rotate fifteen
The leather is thus prepared to receive any

the solution into the

minutes longer.

dyestuff, basic or acid, although basic colors are usually used

upon such a bottom, the liquor being run out of the drum
and the leather drummed with the solution of basic dye.
Three pounds of gambler without any fustic may be used
in the same manner as the gambler and fustic liquor.
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— For shades of brown,

tan, a process of preparing the leather for

coloring with basic dyestuff by the use of sumac, acid dye

titanium-potassium oxalate

is

carried out

in the

and

following

manner The quantities for 100 lbs. of leather are 2 lbs. of
sumac extract, 6 ozs. of acid brown dye and 2 ozs. of the titanium salt. The sumac and the dye are dissolved separately in boiling water and the solution of dye is added to the
sumac liquor, which is then strained. Enough cold water is
:

make 12 gallons of liquor. The leather is
with this liquor at 125° F. for twenty minutes.

then added to

drummed

The titanium salt dissolved in a little hot water is poured
drum and the drumming is continued fifteen minutes.
The liquor is drained out of the drum and the leather
washed in two changes of warm water when it is then
into the

ready to receive the coloring liquor. Various shades of brown
and tan are obtained by combining phosphines, Havana
brown and blue basic colors, the leather being drummed in
the dye bath one-half hour, then drained and if not previously fat-liquored, it is next fat-liquored, oiled, dried and
finished.

—

Mordant for Dark Tan. A fine shade of dark tan results
from the application of red fustic extract and titanium-potassium oxalate.

The

color can then be modified or shaded

by coloring with basic or acid

dyestuffs.

For 100

lbs.

of shaved

leather use 4 lbs. of red fustic extract in solution with 12

drum one-half hour. Next
add a solution of 6 ozs. of the salt of titanium to the contents
of the drum, and process fifteen minutes longer.
Then wash
and finish the leather or dye to the exact shade wanted
gallons of water at 140° F., and

with basic or acid dyestuff.

A

light tan shade

is

secured by using 2

lbs.

extract and 4 ozs. of titanium salt in the

of yellow fustic

same manner as

directed for dark tan.

—

This shade is obtained on chrome grain
by using natural dyestuffs and titanium-potassium
oxalate. For 100 lbs. of leather use
Hypernic extract, 2^
Oxhlood Shade.

leather

:
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crystals, 2 ozs.; leather red, ^ oz.

Dissolve these

dyestuffs in 4 gallons of boiling water.

Put the leather into
the drum together with 10 gallons of water at 140° F.
Start
the drum and pour the dye liquor in through the hollow
axle.
After the leather has been running in the liquor onehalf hour, dissolve and add 5 ozs. of the titanium salt and
continue the drumming for fifteen minutes then wash the
leather and dry it for finishing, fat-liquoring having been done
;

before coloring.
Chocolate

Brovm

Shade.

—For 100

lbs.

of grains use

2| lbs.; hypernic extract, 10
crystals, 3 ozs.; titanium-potassium oxalate, 5
fustic

extract,

three dyestuflfs in a gallon of water.

drum

ozs.;

ozs.

Yellow

:

logwood
Boil the

Put the leather into the

together with 10 gallons of water at 140° F.; add the

and drum one-half hour. Then dissolve
and add the titanium salt and drum the leather fifteen minutes longer.
Wash and dry the leather for finishing.
Red-Brown Shade.
A. popular shade of red-brown is obtained
by applying the following alizarine dyes in the quantities
stated for 100 lbs. of leather.
Alizarine brown G, 4 ozs.;
solution of dyestufiFs

—

alizarine yellow
1 oz.

of water
at

R

extra,

4

ozs.;

;

alizarine

brown

new yellow

extra,

G

by boiling in 8 gallons
then add 4 gallons of cold water and use the solution

Dissolve the alizarine

170° F.

Drum

the leather in this solution fifteen minutes.

In the meantime dissolve the other dyes in 3 gallons of
Let the
drum run fifteen minutes; then drain the liquor and fatIt is also beneficial to the color to add
liquor the leather.
boiling water and pour the solution into the drum.

1 lb. of extract of fustic dissolved in hot water to the contents

of the

drum

after the second fifteen

Then

minutes and

let

the

drum

and add to the
contents of the drum 2 ozs. of bichromate of potash, running
the drum ten minutes longer. Wash and fat-liquor the leather.
For 100 lbs. of leather use 12 ozs. of
Alizarine Brown.
alizarine leather brown B, No. 9052 dissolved in 6 gallons of
Add enough water to make 10 gallons of liquor
boiling water.
170°
Drum the leather with the color one-half
F.
and use at
run another quarter hour.

—

dissolve
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Then dissolve in 1 gallon of boiling water 1 quart of
hour.
yellow fustic extract and add this solution to the contents of
the

drum and

off the liquor

let
;

the

drum run

wash and

fifteen

fat-liquor the leather

fat-liquored before coloring, set

it

Then drain

minutes.

out and dry

it

or

;

if it

was

for finishing.

Dyeing Chrome Side Leather Black.
1.

One

of the

most approved methods of dyeing chrome side

leather black consists of the application of logwood and direct

chrome leather black. The wet shaved leather is weighed
and thrown into a drum together with 12 gallons of water at
125° F. for 100 lbs. of stock. Dissolve 1 lb. of hematin in
water at 125° F.; add 1 oz. of ammonia to the solution, pour the

drum and drum

latter into the rotating

the leather fifteen

chrome leather black C in water
The leather
at 140° F. and pour the solution into the drum.
is drummed fifteen minutes and may then be drained and
fat-liquored, or the fat-liquor can be added to the dyebath at
the end of the dyeing process, the drum being run one-half
hour longer. The leather is then washed in warm water, set
out, oiled with suitable oil and hung up to dry.
2. Blue flesh and black grain are obtained also in the following manner For each 100 lbs. of shaved leather use 6
ozs. of titanium-potassium oxalate, IJ lbs. of logwood crystals,
minutes.

Dissolve

1 J lbs. of

:

J lb. of direct leather black G, 4
the leather with a solution of 3

ten minutes

;

of titanium in solution

3.

First

;

;

finally

drum

drum

of the titanium salt for

then add the solution of dyestuffs and

and drum twenty minutes

and

ozs. of sal soda.
ozs.

add 3

ozs.

more

ten minutes longer

;

sal

soda

of the salt

then wash

fat-liquor the leather.

This process also gives blue flesh and black grain.

each dozen

sides, dissolve 8 ozs. of nigrosine

and drum
Then drain

off all the

the leather with

suitable fat-liquor

;

P

For

in hot water

the solution twenty minutes.

water and fat-liquor the leather with a

after

which black the grain on a table

with logwood and titanium-potassium oxalate, applying the
logwood first and then the titanium salt. When the grain
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has become black, wash

it, set it out, apply a coat of oil and
hang the leather up to dry. All dye liquor should be gotten
rid of by washing before the leather is dried for finishing.

Where leather is to be given a glazed finish it is advisable
drum it with a solution of gambier or sumac before black-

to

ing

it,

this treatment assisting materially in getting a satis-

factory glazed finish.

Fat-Liquors for Chrome Side Leather.

The fat-liquoring of chrome-tanned grain leather may be
done before coloring or blacking or immediately afterwards.
The preferred method at present is to fat-liquor colored leather
before it is colored and black leather after is has been dyed.
The surplus water should be pressed out, and the leather run
in a hot

Some

drum

a few minutes before

it

given the grease.

is

tanners, however, in order to save labor run the fat-

liquor into the exhausted dye bath at the end of the dyeing

and drum the leather one-half hour,
handling the stock and graining or pressing it.
ture of the fat-liquor may range from 120° to
the leather should be drummed with it until it

thus saving

process

When

the grease, leaving the water behind.

The tempera150°

F.,

and

has absorbed

this

has been

accomplished, the leather should be placed over horses to
drain twenty-four hours, before being struck out, oiled on the

grain and

may

hung up

to dry.

Any

one of the following receipts

be used with the assurance that the results will be

satisfactory.

A

1.

well nourished

Heat 10

and

made

using a fat-liquor

Then add

the mixture thoroughly.

and again

lbs.

of neatsfoot

obtained by

and sulphonated

oil

oil.

neatsfoot oil together with 2 ozs. of carbonate

lbs. of

of potash to 160° F.

oil

full feeling leather is

3

lbs. of

potash soap and

Finally add 3

lbs.

the mixture very thoroughly.

stir

of this mixture in 12 gallons of hot water

stir

of sulphonated

Dissolve 3

and use

for

100

lbs. of leather.
2.

For colored or black leather that

each 100

lbs.

olive

2

oil,

of

lbs.

:

is

Fig or olive soap, 1
moellon degras, 2 lbs.

it

to be glazed, use for

lb.

:

;

;

neatsfoot, cod or

caustic soda, 1 oz.
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ten minutes

add the

;

oil
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and

Dissolve the soda in a

five minutes.

little

water and

stir it

have

into the fat-liquor, which, after 6 gallons of cold water

been added,
3.

boil

turn off the steam and add the degras, stirring

;

ready for use.

is

To make 50

gallons of excellent fat-liquor for chrome side

Fig soap, 20 lbs. Wyandotte Tanner's soda, 5 lbs.
French moellon degras, 100 lbs. Boil the
soap in 25 gallons of water for fifteen minutes. Shut ofi' the
steam and add enough water to bring the temperature down
to 140° F., then add the soda and the degras and stir for five
leather use the following

;

:

;

Do

minutes.

not boil the liquor after adding the soda and

degras, but, after stirring thoroughly,

water to 50 gallons.

Two

the barrel

fill

up with

gallons of this fat-liquor thinned

with 6 gallons of hot water is sufficient for 100 lbs. of leather.
Apply at a temperature of 130° F., and drum the leather in it
forty

minutes

;

then rinse

it

in

warm

water and place

it

over

horses to drain.

wash it in a drum
pounds of Wyandotte soda in a halfbarrelful of water.
This fat-liquor is good for any kind of
chrome upper leather, but it must be made according to the
If the leather is greasy after fat-liquoring,

in a solution of a few

directions or the leather will be greasy.
4.

4

lbs.

For heavy chrome upper leather:

German

;

degras, 4 lbs.

Soap,

li^

lbs.; tallow,

Boil the soap until

is dis-

it

add the other ingredients. There should be 12
gallons of fat-liquor.
Use at 130° F., in the usual manner.
5. A very satisfactory fat-liquor for 100 lbs. of colored
solved, then

leather
olive

is

oil,

made

2

of the following ingredients: Soap,
treated cod

lbs.;

oil,

2

lbs.;

birch

oil,

|^

lb.;

2 ozs.; salts

of tartar, 3 ozs.

next add the
it is dissolved
and cod oils and boil fifteen minutes then add the birch
oil and salts of tartar dissolved in a little hot water.
Add
water to make 12 gallons of fat-liquor and use at 130° F.
Boil the soap in water until

olive

6.
lb.;

;

;

For grained

I
\ pint.

olive

oil,

2

side leather
lbs.;

the following

moellon degras, 7

is

lbs.;

suitable

:

Soap,

strong ammonia,
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Prepare the liquor by boiling the soap and oil add water
make 12 gallons, and just before using add the ammonia.
7. This is a good fat-liquor for 100 lbs. of dull-finished
;

to

leather:

2

lbs.;

Fig or olive soap,

4

1 lb.; neatsfoot oil,

degras,

lbs.;

caustic soda, 1 oz.

Prepare this in the usual manner, adding the soda last.
There should be 10 gallons of the liquor and it should be used
at 130° F.

For leather colored with basic dyestuffs

8.

recommended
of hot water

140°

German

borax, 4

stir

in 3

water to

lbs.

of

make 12

French moellen degras and

gallons of liquor and use at

quantity being sufficient for 100

F., this

For 100

9.
lb.;

then

;

Add

stir well.

lbs.

lbs. of leather.

of heavy grain chrome leather

degras, 3

lbs.;

neatsfoot

oil,

3

:

Fig soap,

sod

lbs.;

oil,

Boil the soap, degras and neatsfoot

ozs.

gallons of water for one-half hour.

borax and

this fat-liquor is

Dissolve 4 ozs. of salts of tartar in 3 gallons

:

Then add

3

in 6

oil

the sod

1

lbs.;

oil

and

Add

water to make 12 gallons of
liquor and apply to the leather at 130° F.
If the leather is
stir

greasy wash
fat-liquor

drum 4

it

in a

warm

solution of

Wyandotte

If the

soda.

not fully taken up by the leather, pour into the

is

ozs.

water and

thoroughly.

of salts of tartar dissolved in 3 gallons of hot

drum

minutes longer.

fifteen

The grain should

receive a coat of cod oil or neatsfoot oil before the leather

is

dried.
10.

Dissolve 4

lbs.

amount

of soda ash in the smallest

water that will dissolve

it.

of

10 gallons

Stir the solution into

of water in a barrel and then turn on steam and bring the
water to a boil. Mix into the boiling water 12 gallons of
moellon degras and boil continuously for six hours then add
;

enough water

to

glazed, boarded,

make 48

gallons of fat-liquor.

and dull finished

For smooth

leather, black or colored,

use from 2 to 2^ gallons of the liquor for 100 lbs. of leather,
for boarded leather the smaller quantity and for soft, dull
stock the larger quantity.
fig or

chip soap,

reasonable

may

amount

A

made by

soap liquor,

boiling

be used with the degras liquor.

of soap can be used.

The

Any

fat-liquor should
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be stirred before and after the soap is added and enough water
be used to make 10 gallons of fat-liquor for 100 lbs. of leather.
When the degras liquor is used by itself and no soap is added
to it, give the leather from 3 to 5 per cent, of it, thinned
down with water and used at 110° F. A good way to combine degras and soap

is

to

make

of soap to 1 gallon of water,

lb.

this

way

as

may

a soap solution by boiling 1

making

Add

be required.

as

many

gallons in

to the necessary quantity

of soap liquor from 2 to 3 quarts of moellon degras for 100

For boarded, glazed and dull leathers the
and degras is most satisfactory for enameled
leather the degras fat-liquor should be used by itself
lbs.

of leather.

mixture of

oil

;

Finishing Chrome Side Leather.
After having been fat-liquored, the leather should be placed

over horses to press and drain until the next day, and then
be thoroughly struck out and oiled on the grain side. For
glazed leather use 1 part neatsfoot

oil

and 3 parts paraffine

and paraffine

or treated cod

oil,

or equal parts of olive oil

oil,

giving the grain a light application and then hanging the

leather

up

to dry.

Dull-finished leather

cod

oil,

may

be oiled with treated neatsfoot or

with dull morocco dressing

neatsfoot

oil,

and

paraffin

oils.

The

over each piece of leather and

oil
it

oil,

or with a mixture of

should be applied evenly

is

best to

warm

it

before

it.
No oil should be put onto the flanks. After having
been oiled the leather should be hung up to dry in a room
having a temperature of about 80° F., and there should be a

using

good circulation of air so that it will not dry too rapidly or
have a parched appearance. When dry, it is dampened and
Dampening is done by putting about a dozen pieces
staked.
leather
into hot water and leaving them therein for a few
of
minutes, then packing them in a clean, dry box and covering
The next day the
the pile with a thick layer of wet sawdust.
leather is usually in condition to be staked.
After having
been staked it is tacked out smoothly and allowed to dry. It
is then trimmed and seasoned for finishing.
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Dull Finuh.

is applied to the grain
dry another coat is applied. The
next dried and ironed with a hot iron then staked

of the leather

leather

—A coat of dull dressing

is

;

when

is

it

;

When

tanned and fat-liquored, the leather,
finished in this manner, is soft and full and has a fine^ tough
lightly.

well

grain.

The seasoning

for dull finish

ingredients: Ivory soap, 1

lb.;

may

be made of the following

neatsfoot

oil,

pint; whole

1

flaxseed, | lb.; beeswax, 3 ozs.; nigrosine black, 3 ozs.;

dered aloes, 1

oz.;

Boil the soap,

oil,

dissolved in

alcohol, ^ pint.
flaxseed and beewax one-half

hour in 2

Then add the

Cool and strain.

gallons of water.

pow-

wood

nigrosine
quart of hot water, and next the aloes dissolved

1

in the alcohol.

mixture thoroughly and

Stir the

ready

it is

to be used.

Glazed Finish.

—The

leather

is

trimmed and staked

then given a coat of finish and dried.

Then the

glazing.

leather

is

parafiine oil

is

oil

is

operation

is

given another coat of finish,

dried and staked, and glazed again.

a light coat of finishing

The next

it

;

If the finish is satisfactory

or a mixture of neatsfoot

The

applied to preserve the finish.

and

leather

not infrequently requires a third coat of finish and a third

make it satisfactory.
The seasoning or finishing dressing is made
ingredients: Logwood crystals, 2 ozs.; whole
glazing to

nigrosine black, 2

J pint
acid, 1

;

quart

flaxseed, 2 ozs.;

bichromate of potash, J

oz.;

vinette,

glycerine, J pint crystal carbolic
Boil the flaxseed one-half hour in 1 gallon of

blood,
oz.

ozs.;

of the following

1

;

;

water strain, and then add the logwood, nigrosine and bichromate of potash. Cool down to 90° F., and add the rest of
If there are less than 2 gallons of finish, add
the ingredients.
enough water to bring the quantity up to 2 gallons.
A bright glazed finish can also be secured by using a finish
made of soap, glue, blood and coloring matter Ivory soap,
1 lb.; frozen glue, 1 lb.; logwood crystals, 8 ozs.; nigrosine
black, 8 ozs.; bichromate of potash, 1 oz.; blood, 8 quarts;
;

:

carbolic acid, 4 ozs.
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;
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dissolve the glue in 8

add the soap solution to
Dissolve the logwood, nigrosine, and bithe glue solution.
chromate of potash by boiling in 8 gallons of water. Cool the
Stir thorsolution down to 100° F., and then add the blood.
oughly and add the carbolic acid. Use 1 quart of the glue
and soap solution with 2 gallons of the blood solution. Thorough cleansing of the grain is of importance in glazed finishLactic acid diluted with water is rubbed into the grain
ing.
and dried. The grain is then rubbed with a clean rag, given
a coat of finish, dried and glazed. Frequently two applicagallons of water.

dissolved,

tions of the acid are necessary.

Barberry juice

may

also be

used for the purpose of cutting the grease out of the grain.

Boarded Finish.

smooth glazed
from head to

— The

tail,

leather

treated the

is

After the second glazing

finish.

same
it is

as for

boarded

then across from side to side and oiled

lightly.

Dull English grain leather is given a coat of seasoning,
on a heavy jack with heavy pressure, then grained

dried, rolled

mixture of neatsfoot and parafiine
oils.
To obtain a sharp and regular box grain, the leather is
pressed with a powerful press and sharp-cut rolls before it is
boarded. Boarding and oiling are the finishing touches.
Gun-Metal Finish. This finish is secured by giving the

and

oiled heavily with a

—

leather a coat of bright seasoning, drying

staking

when

Gum

it

A

it.

coat of the following finish

dry, the grain

is

tragacanth, 1

oz.;

is

and glazing
is

it,

then

next applied, and

ironed and oiled off with hot

yellow dye, 2

oz.;

oil.

seasoning for glazed

finish 1 gallon.

Soak the
four hours
1

;

gum
then

tragacanth in 2 quarts of water for twentystir it to

quart of water.

according to the

gum

solution

;

Take

first

form a solution.
1

Dissolve the dye in

gallon of bright seasoning

formula and

stir into it 1

made

quart of the

then add the solution of yellow dye, a

little

at

a time, stirring well until the color of the finish has changed

from black

to green-black.

If too

the finish becomes too green, which

much
is

yellow dye

undesirable.

is

used
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For Storm-grain Leather. For chrome-tanned oil-grain or
storm-grain leather this formula makes a good finish Gelatine, I lb. black nigrosine, 2 ozs. olive oil, 1 pint ammonia,
:

;

;

;

I pint.
Dissolve the gelatine in 2 gallons of water

add the nigroand heat until gelatine and nigrosine are dissolved. Let
the mixture cool, and just before it begins to thicken add the
oil and ammonia, and stir thoroughly.
After the leather has
been seasoned and grained, oil the grain with a mixture of
neatsfoot and finishing oils, applied hot.
Another finish
suitable for heavy grain leather is made of: Olive-green soap,
;

sine

^

lb.

moellon degras, 1 quart

;

crystals, 2 ozs.

;

Irish moss, 4 ozs.

;

;

logwood

nigrosine, 2 ozs.

Boil altogether in 1 gallon of water twenty minutes
strain

and add water

to

make

2 gallons of finish.

dressing liberally to the leather, and

dry

roll it

when

oil

ofi*

with hot

The

oil.

cool,

Apply

the latter

on a heavy jack, using heavy pressure.

the leather and

;

is

this

half

Then grain

leather should be

damp, as this treatment produces a smoother
grain and a more uniform break when graining.
rolled while

it is

Finish for Colored Leather.

French

gelatine, 3 ozs.

;

—Ivory or

Castile soap, 1^ lbs.

blood albumen, 3

ozs.

soap in 6 quarts of water for twenty-four hours.
gelatine in 1 quart of hot water

soap and

stir until

night in 2 quarts of

Take

it

is

warm

1 quart of the finish

Soak the
Soak the

and when cool mix into the
Soak the albumen over

dissolved.

water

and

;

then

strain

it

stir it

into the soap.

into 6 quarts of water

at 90° F.

—

Heavy Chrome Grain Leather. Heavy chrome leather made
from the grains of split hides and from heavy calfskins is used
in the manufacture of boots and shoes for sportsmen, etc.
This leather is soft and quite waterproof, due to the chrome
tannage and oils used in finishing it. The colors are black,
The leather is very durable and is well
tan and chocolate.
suited to the purposes for which it is used.
Hides to be made
into this leather are split out of the limes, and the grains are
then bated, pickled and tanned in a one-bath chrome process.
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done in the usual manner after the leather
has been washed, neutralized and shaved. Two pounds of
neatsfoot oil, 2 lbs. of soap and 1^ lbs. of degras, thoroughly
emulsified, make a good fat-liquor for 100 lbs. of leather.
The leather is drummed with this liquor forty minutes and is
then blacked by hand with logwood and striker, or with a
Fat-liquoring

is

chrome black. When a direct black is used it is advisable to add a small quantity of gambler to the fat-liquor or
to drum the leather in the gambler liquor prior to grain,
blacking.
Where it is desired to color both flesh and grain
the leather is drummed in the dye in the usual manner, but
where the grain only is blacked the dyeing is done by
hand or on a machine. Where grain blacking is effected with
logwood after fat-liquoring a little ammonia is used in the
logwood liquor to cut through whatever grease there may be
in the grain.
After having been dyed, the leather is washed,
A heavy coat of oil is
set out, hung up and partially dried.
it
grain
make
soft
and waterproof. A
next applied to the
to
direct

thick fat-liquor emulsion

sulphonated

oil

hung on hooks by
is

is

be used for this purpose, also

The

grains are then

up, grain to grain, for twenty-four hours,

horsed

ing

may

in concentrated form.

Very

the hind shanks to dry.

necessary, particularly if the leather

is

and then
little stak-

staked while

it

drying.
If

a grained finish

is

wanted the leather

finish consisting of soap,
oily dressing is applied to

is

grained in two

desired, and a
beeswax and water, or a dull,
the grain, which is later on brushed,

or three directions to give the grain that

is

oil,

and the stock is then sorted into grades. Printing
box grain and then boarding the leather
makes a fine grain that does not readily become smooth. For
the shades of dark tan and brown a mordant of gambler and

oiled again,

or embossing with the

fustic is used, coloring being efi^ected with basic aniline dyes.

This

is

done best before the leather

applied before coloring

is

color into the interior of the goods.

by ironing or

is

fat-liquored, as grease

apt to prevent the penetration of the

Smooth

finish is obtained

rolling the leather before the seasoning

is

quite
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Excellent colors are also obtained by using acid dyes
and bisulphate of soda after the leather has been fat-liquored.
Black Chrome Oil Grain Leather. This leather is usually
made from good plump hides weighing not over 50 lbs. each,
green-salted weight.
Dry hides that have a good grain may
also be used, being softened in a sulphide soak and unhaired
with sulphide of sodium, limed and bated and tanned preferably with one-bath chrome liquor.
Considerable sulphide
should be used in the limes through which green-salted hides
dry.

—

are worked, to give the desirable thick grain.

done

Splitting

is

liming or after the sides have been tanned and
In the latter case retanning with chrome liquor is

after

pressed.

necessary.

the usual

Neutralizing, washing and shaving are done in

manner and

the leather

is

then blacked with hematin

(logwood) crystals and direct chrome black

been washed and pressed

it is

and then

best to press the leather hard

mill and mill

it

and

;

after

has

it

ready to be fat-liquored.

one-half hour.

to

put

it

It is

into a dry

Before the fat-liquor

is

applied

the leather should be spread on a table, grain side up, and the
flanks

and

bellies

dampened

so they will not take as

much

grease as the rest of the leather.

The

following quantities of grease in fat-liquoring are

quired for 100

lbs.

of tallow, 2 lbs. of

of pressed leather

:

German degras and

8

lbs.

of stearine, 6

relbs.

2

lbs. of sod oil.
These
and heated to 190° F.
The leather is first drummed ten minutes in a hot drum it is
then given the hot grease and drummed forty-five minutes,
and ten minutes with the door off it is next piled in a box
and covered up and allowed to lie over night. The next
morning it is struck out on the flesh side and then on the
grain side and hung up five or six hours.
It is then reset on
the grain side and tacked on tacking-frames to dry.
In re-

stuflSng greases are put into a kettle

;

;

setting

it is

necessary to use a setting slush so the leather will

stick to the table.

This

is

and 3 quarts of finishing

made
oil,

1 lb. of soap in 1 gallon of

finishing

oil.

the mixture.

Add enough

of 3 lbs. of

melted together

water and

stir in

cold water to

German degras
;

then dissolve

the degras and

make

6 gallons of
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dry on the frames the leather

is
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shaved lightly on

the flesh side on the shaving machine, which gives a clean
back.

A

clean, dry

leather since shoes

and

back

greaseless

made from

it

is

essential

on

are frequently unlined.

this

The

trimmed and staked, then boarded from back shank
neck and from front shank to tail, thus making what is

leather
to

is

known

as English grain.

leather

is

After

finish is dry.

It is

has been thus grained the

then measured and grained lightly, just

enough pressure being used
leather

it

given two coats of finish and hung up until the

now ready

is

to bring

to be sorted

Leather for Sporting Goods.

and

up the grain. The
up into bundles.

tied

—Chrome leather

is

used in the

manufacture of sporting goods, such as punching-bags, footand baseball-glove leather. Light hides and kips work
into this class of stock more profitably than larger or smaller
The flesh splits taken from the hides can be finished
skins.
ball

and mitten

into cheap glove

The hides

leather.

are limed, bated

and pickled in the same man-

ner as hides for upper and glove leather.

phide limes

for a

A

liming in

sul-

few days usually accomplishes the loosening

of the hair in a satisfactory manner.

Bating

is

next done

with the sour sugar bate or the bran and lactic acid bate, and
the goods are then pickled with sulphate of alumina and salt

and tanned with one-bath chrome liquor. After having been
washed and shaved the leather is colored and fat-liquored.
The use of sulphonated oil as a fat-liquor, or a mixture of the
same and neatsfoot oil is especially suitable for this soft leather.
For the shades of color that are most in demand
and color afterwards.

it is

advisable

to fat-liquor first

When

a simple solution of sulphonated

oil

is

used from 4

to 6 lbs. of the material are used for 100 lbs. of leather.
oil is dissolved

leather

is

in 12 gallons of water at 125°

drummed

F.,

with the solution one-half hour.

then rinsed in clean hot water so as to remove

The

and the
It is

all traces

of

from the surface. A fuller leather, however, is obtained
by using a mixture of neatsfoot oil and the acid fat-liquor.
An olive-green color is often wanted this is obtained by
oil

;

19
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using fustic and copperas.

Dissolve 1|

gallons of water for one dozen sides,
this liquor forty minutes.

Now

of fustic in 12

lbs.

and drum the leather

in

dissolve 1 lb. of copperas in

1 gallon of water and pour a portion of the solution into the
drum, running the leather fifteen minutes. If the color is
not dark enough more copperas should be added until the

right shade

is

The

secured.

leather should then be rinsed in

three changes of water, before

it

is

other method of handling the stock
of fat-liquor

and dry

water and color

When

drum

out

;

is

and

to give

then to wash

it

it

finished.

An-

an application
back with hot

it.

dry the leather

out to dry.
a dry

it

dried

It is

is

dampened and staked and tacked

then trimmed, restaked lightly and put into

together with 2 quarts of French chalk for one

dozen skins and
brushed with a

drummed two
soft

hours.
The grain is then
brush and the skins are measured and

sorted.

Chrome Side Glove and Mitten Leather.
Hides that are intended for glove and mitten leather should
be thoroughly limed and bated in such manner that when
tanned they are soft and elastic. The tanning is done most
easily with one-bath liquor, the leather after

The

allowed to drain until the next day.

most readily when it is split after liming.
made by not washing the leather until
colored, fat-liquored and dried.
Yellow Leather.

—

If yellow leather is

tanning being

stock

is

handled

Softer leather
after it

is

has been

wanted the stock may

be colored with gambler in the following manner

Boil 25 lbs.
add 1 pint of muriate of
tin and 3 ozs. of tin crystals
stir thoroughly and fill the
barrel with water.
For 50 sides use 4 pailfuls of this gambler
liquor.
Add to it 2 gallons of water and ^ lb. of picric acid
and I lb. of fustic dissolved in 3 gallons of hot water. Mix
the color solution in a tub and use it at 90° F. Drum the
of gambler in 20 gallons of water

:

;

;

leather in

it

one hour.

Another and perhaps a

better

way

is

to

mix 4

pailfuls of
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the gambler liquor and 2 gallons of water and to
sides with the solution

and

fustic dissolved

drum

one hour.

Auramine
and J

lb.

it.

lbs. of

fustic extract

and

leather dissolve 2 lbs. of fustic

and inby adding water. Drum the
Then add to the liquor in the

of tin crystals in 6 gallons of boiling water

crease to 10 gallons of liquor

leather in this one-half hour.

drum

by using

also obtained

For 100

II.

and run the

Let the leather drain until the

next morning, then fat-liquor
is

drum 50

the picric acid

in 4 gallons of hot water

thirty minutes longer.

Yellow shade

Then add

291

6 ozs. of

water and

let

Auramine II dissolved in 2 gallons of boiling
drum run twenty minutes drain the leather

the

;

over night and fat-liquor
Fat-liquor Receipt.

it

the next day.

—All the

from chrome

fat-liquors described

shoe leather are suitable for glove leather, the following being
especially

good

:

Olive chip soap, 12
lbs.;

sod

oil,

lbs.

;

Glauber's

5 gallons; cod

oil,

3

salt,

3 gallons;

lbs.;

borax, 2

neatsfoot

oil,

1

gallon.

Boil the
oils

and

barrel to

first

three ingredients one-half hour

boil again

make 50

several

gallons of liquor.

liquor for 100

lbs. of leather.

use at 125° F.,

drumming

Dilute

Use 7

hung up and

then add the

the leather in

dried.

When

lbs.

up the

of this fat-

with hot water and

it

forty minutes.

it

After the leather has been fat-liquored,
out, oiled,

;

minutes, finally filling

it

dry

should be struck

it

should be thor-

oughly washed with clean cold water for two hours or until
it is thoroughly clean.
Then hang the leather up to dry, and
when dry lay it in piles for ten days before finishing it.
Finishing. Moisten the leather and stake it then hang it
up to dry. When dry, put it into the drum with 3 or 4 quarts
of soapstone to 50 sides and drum it two hours, then give it a
final staking.
Brushing the grain on a plush wheel gives it
a smooth finish that enhances the appearance of the leather.
Glove and mitten leather may also be made by drumming
the goods with lactic acid after they have been washed and
shaved and drying them out then snuffing the grain on an

—

;

;
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emery wheel and wetting the leather back, coloring and fatliquoring in the usual manner.
Shades of light and dark tan
are obtained by coloring with fustic and titanium-potassium
oxalate as has been already described.

Chrome Bag and Belt Leathers.
Black chrome leather with a printed or boarded grain

is

used to some extent in the manufacture of handbags and
traveling bags and belts for personal use.

The

leather,

when

and finished, is well suited to these
durable and waterproof It must, however,

suitably fat-liquored

it is

purposes as

it is soft,

be firm, clean and free from grease. The sides are tanned in
the same manner as for shoe leather, preferably in the one-bath
process, but the leather is given less fat-liquor.

It is desirable

that the color penetrate through the flesh so that the edges
will be black

and not

blue.

Direct blacks are preferable to log-

The

leather is fat-liquored and then
run in a solution of the dye to stain
the flesh, then fat-liquored and dyed upon the grain by hand.
The use of a direct chrome black with logwood dyes a rich
color and gives a fuller feel to the leather than the direct

wood

for the dyeing.

dyed, or

may

it

black alone.

while

it

is

be

It

is

first

also practicable to fat-liquor the leather

being dyed,

and then with hot

drumming
The

fat-liquor.

it

first

in the

fat-liquor

dye liquor

may

be a solu-

and neatsand greasy must be

tion of sulphonated oil or a mixture of such oil
foot

oil.

Getting the leather too soft

carefully guarded against.

When

strikes

through the linings and

leather

must be

without being

fat-liquored just

soft

and

is

it

is

greasy the grease

easily perceptible.

enough

to

make

it

The
supple

stretchy.

The grain is boarded two ways or printed with a box grain
and then boarded. Belts made of this material are almost
and bags give excellent satisfaction as regards
The more novel the leather is made
liked, there being an unceasing call
is
more
it
appear the

indestructible,

appearance and wear.
to
for

new things

in these lines of leather goods.

the manufacture of leathers from cowhides.
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Chrome-tanned Sole Leather.

The

following

method

of manufacturing

chrome

sole leather

remarkable for its simplicity in practice, and calls
The raw
no great scientific or chemical knowledge.
stock is first graded, with the object of securing a uniform
system of treatment for every hide. In each pack there
should be no greater variation of weight than 10 lbs. This
is a very important point, being one of the secrets of the sucis chiefly

for

cessful production of this class of leather.

Soaking.

—Five

days are allowed for this process.

splitting the hides

down the

After

back, they are attached side to

by tying with a rope and are put into soak No. 1, usually
On the second day they are reeled forward to
No. 2 soak, reeling over each day to the fourth, when they
are hauled up for a rough skiving on the flesh by machine.
The thick necks are also split at this stage, producing a byproduct tanned for chrome splits. The sides are then returned
side

a stale one.

to a clean soak for another day,

when they should be

thor-

oughly softened and cleaned.
Liming.

—The following

liquor, going

from

lime No.

lbs.

2

1,

No. 2 receives 2
lime No.
No.

4,

day the

sides are

put into a lime

pit to pit for the period of five days.

lbs.

3, 1 J lbs.

2 lbs. of lime

of lime

and |

of lime and 1

and

lb.

In

Lime

of lime are used for 100 lbs. of hides.

sodium sulphide
of sodium sulphide lime
lb.

of

;

1 pailful of diluted, dissolved sulphur.

Coming from lime No. 4, the hides are hauled into a pit of
lukewarm water for twenty-four hours. Each lime is run
away every fourth week and started new with 6 lbs. of lime
per 100 lbs. of hides. Coming from the water pit, the hides
are unhaired and fleshed by machine.

—

Deliming.
Before scudding or fine-hairing, the goods are
paddled in lukewarm water for ten minutes, then cleared of
loose flesh

and

fine-haired.

After this operation the weight

is ascertained and they are again paddled in cold
a few minutes, then removed and suspended in a pit
of cold water until the next morning.
Neither acid nor bate

of the hides

water

is

for

used at this stage, nothing but pure, clean water.
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Pickling.

— On the following day the

pickling wheel.

For every 1200

and 2 per

cent, salt

lbs.

sides are taken to the

of hides, take 10 per

cent, sulphuric acid,

suflHcient water to allow the

goods

to

move

and put in just

freely in the

paddle

wheel, running the same until by taking a knife and securing

a crosscut from the butt, there remains a thin amber line, soft
and almost transparent. To get this effect a run of one, two
or three hours may be necessary it depends upon the stock and
the age of the pickling solution.
This becomes rancid and
;

should be run off once every week. On leaving the pickle,
the sides are spread out in a smooth pile to avoid creases, and
allowed to remain until the next day.

—

The sides are now
made up of tanolin,

Tanning.
in liquors

tacked on sticks and suspended
a commercial

chrome

crystal.

This process is carried out in five or six days, the liquor and
hides being moved periodically by means of mechanical
rockers.
The original liquor may be started on a basis of 10
per cent, of the chrome crystals dissolved in the volume of

water contained in each vat, bringing the liquor up to about
8° Be. The supplementary liquor for each pack is 2 per cent,
of salt on the hide weight, added the day the sides are put
into the vat.

suspended in

The
it.

liquor

On

is

plunged up and the sides are

the second day 6 per cent, of tanolin

boiled in quantities of 35

well stirred and dissolved.

is

being usually one pailful,
It may then be poured into the

lbs., this

vat in four portions at intervals of half an hour, the rockers
being allowed to run for another hour after the last portion of

chrome liquor has been added. The goods should be tanned
in five days.
At the end of the fourth day a crosscut should
be obtained, when, if sufficiently tanned, the hides may receive
\ per cent, bichromate of soda, dissolved and poured on the
surface of the liquor in the vat.

If the cutting

shows incom-

and unsatisfactory color, the liquor may be
made lukewarm by means of a steam pipe boxed inside, the

plete tannage

steam being circulated through the vat while the rockers are
in motion.

soda

may

When the desired temperature is obtained the
be added, and the liquor agitated one hour. In
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either case the addition of bichromate of soda causes a foam,

denoting the acidity of the liquor.
heat the liquor, for although

It is

may

it

seldom beneficial

to

hasten the tanning pro-

and help the color, it reduces the substance of the finished
product, and is therefore resorted to only in an emergency.
The sides may now be removed from the vat and laid out
in a pile, grain exposed to the air, for at least an hour before
washing, this being effected in the wheel or drum. A good,
cess

plentiful supply of clean water

makes all the

is

needed

at this stage, for

difference between a poorly finished

it

and a cleanly

Three or four hours are usually necessary

finished product.

each wash, when the sides are taken out and spread over
a horse to drip for a few hours. After tacking them on frames
without stretching the hides are dried, and are then well
for

For waterproof

rolled.

sole leather, the leather is partly dried

and then undergoes a process ot
this process the method is to

fat-liquoring

and

For

filling.

dissolve for each 100 lbs. of

leather, squeezed or semi-dry weight, 2 lbs. of white soap

1

of neatsfoot oil in 6 gallons of water.

lb.

This liquor

and

may

and the leather drummed in it forty-five
minutes. On removing from the fat-liquor, the sides may be
set out on the table or by machine, tacked on frames and dried
be used at 125°

The

out.

filling

F.,

may

consist of stearine, parafiine-wax, glucose

or other similar substances,

various requirements.

mixed in

This

different proportions for

filling process

improves the im-

permeability, tightness and firmness of the leather.

Another Tanning Process.

—There are other methods of

ing and tanning hides for chrome sole leather.
of pickling with sulphate of alumina and

and another

vats,

and tanning

When
salt,

6

salt,

One

pickl-

consists

and tanning in
and salt,

of pickling with sulphuric acid

in pits or rocker vats.

the hides are pickled with sulphate of alumina

lbs.

of the former

and 18

15 gallons of water are used

for

lbs.

and

of the latter dissolved in

each 100

lbs.

of hides in the

The liquor should be cold when used and the hides
be drummed in it two or three hours. They are then drained
twenty-four hours and either hung up and dried, dampened
pack.
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and tanned, or put at once into the tanning liquor. The
better process is to hang them up to dry after draining twelve
hours, since this makes firmer and more solid leather.
When
dry they are dampened and made soft and pliable in a tub of

warm

water, then

drummed

in cold water for fifteen minutes,

which puts them into condition

The tanning

is

to be tanned.

accomplished by suspending the hides in

the chrome liquor, starting with weak liquor and gradually

strengthening

it

The

until the tannage is complete.

leather is

then neutralized and washed the same as chrome upper leather

and pressed and given a

light fat-liquor of 2 lbs. of soap

1 lb. of neatsfoot or cod oil

100

for

lbs. of

leather

proof

making
pared

it

sole leather is also

claimed that 7 to 8

set

out hard and tacked in
filled

with water-

lbs.

Tanners can

given weight and

drummed

buj'^

a pre-

filling after it

with quebracho extract.

It is

of quebracho liquor, 70° barkometer,

chrome tanning

is

drummed

completed.

manner resembles vegetable-tanned

ance, repels moisture, wears well

pound the same

is

it

its use.

each side of leather should be

after the
this

then

with directions for

tanned by being

for

is

perfectly dry

waterproof and durable.

filling

Chrome
is

it

being very important in finishing and

this

filling,

;

When

frames to dry.

and

in 12 gallons of water at 150° F.

as the

into the latter

Leather treated in

sole leather in appear-

and can be sold by the

older tannage.

This combination

process takes about thirty days from the raw hide to the
finished product.

A

Process for Rendering

The following

Chrome

Sole Leather

description relates to a

Waterproof.

German method

—

of treat-

ing chrome sole leather so as to make it firm and resistant to
water, the impregnation of the leather with the waterproofing compound being effected in the following manner The
best chrome glue is soaked in water until it has a syrupy consistence, and an equal quantity of glycerine is then added.
:

This mixture keeps for a long time and is the basis-material
Ten parts of this composition
for impregnating the leather.
are melted, and 70 parts of water heated to 120° F. are
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completely dissolved 7

parts of a solution consisting of 16.6 parts of 40 per cent for-

maldehyde, 41.4 parts of glycerine and 42 parts of water are
added, stirring constantly. The liquor thus prepared is now
placed together with the leather in a drum and turned, the
leather being first brought to a temperature of from 160° to
190° F. Under these conditions the drumming proceeds rapminutes the leather is saturated with the
When the turning is finished, the leather is piled
material.
up and allowed to lay for about twelve hours when the maTo obtain a firm and
terial will have gradually hardened.
idly, so that in fifteen

insoluble union of the fibers of the leather, the hides are
subject to a high pressure between polished plates,

which can

be heated, so that during the pressing the leather can be kept
Under the efi'ect of this temperature
at from 160° to 190° F.
the impregnating material
pressure unites

it

is

completely coagulated and the

firmly with the fibers.

The

submitted to a gradual drying process, and

when

ing up

it

is

leather

is

now

ready for work-

maintains a constant dry weight at a tempera-

ture of 85° F.

The
is

leather can be used for

well to further treat

it

many

purposes

;

but for soles

it

with a composition of 60 per cent,

wool-grease, 10 per cent, asphalt, 25 per cent, soft pitch,

and

These ingredients are melted in a
suitable vessel and kept for some time at a temperature of
about 200° F. The leather is immersed in this preparation

5 per cent, gutta-percha.

and under the action of a vacuum is quickly impregnated,
forming a chrome leather, which for firmness, suppleness and
resistance to water

is

remarkable.

Chrome-tanned Harness Leather.
In the handling of hides for chrome harness leather, the
methods of unhairing and bating should be such as not to deIn
plete them, and to preserve the strength of the fibers.
order to get heavy leather, heavy hides must be used, weigh-

and they must be plump, since
no way of plumping chrome leather.

ing from 60 to 80
there

is

lbs.

each,
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The

hides are trimmed and

hung

in cold water to soak.

After soaking twenty-four hours, they are split into sides, put

back into the water and soaked twenty-four hours longer
when they are fleshed and soaked over night in fresh water.
Splitting into sides

and

made

night to be

Liming.

—The

as soft

may

fleshing

have soaked forty-eight hours

be done after the hides

they are then resoaked over

;

and clean

as possible.

sides are next toggled together in a long

chain and put into the

first

For 100

lime.

lbs.

of

them 2

of lime, well slaked in sufficient water constitutes the
lime, the hides remaining in this twenty-four hours,

The

are reeled into the second lime.

2

lbs. of

lime and 1^

lbs.

latter

lbs.
first

when they

should contain

of sodium sulphide for "100

lbs.

of

The lime should be slaked with hot water and the
sodium sulphide, dissolved separately, niixed with it. The
hides.

lime and sulphide are added to water in vat No.
sides reeled into the liquor

The

and

left

third lime should contain the

same quantities

sulphide as the second, and the hides are
hours.

The

left

in

it

of lime

and

twenty-four

fourth lime should contain 2 per cent, of the

weight of the hides of lime, the hides remaining in
four hours,

and the

2,

therein twenty-four hours.

when they

are passed into clean

warm

it

twenty-

water, from

which, after three or four hours, they are unhaired on the unhairing machine.

After the hair has been removed, the hides

should be washed with running water

put into clean
fine-haired

Bating.

is

—

for fifteen minutes,

then

water for two hours, after which they are

and worked on the

of the grain

not crack.

warm

grain.

Thorough working-out

necessary to insure clear, tough grain that will

This

may

be done with

lactic acid or

with any

other suitable chrome bate, the bacterial bates, however, pro-

ducing finer-grained leather than any acid deliming process.
Pickling.
For this process a paddle vat is used. To each
100 gallons of water in the vat 30 lbs. of salt are added, and
to this liquor, for each 100 lbs. of hides, 2 lbs. of sulphuric
acid and 15 lbs. of salt.
For succeeding packs 15 lbs. of salt
and IJ lbs. of acid are used, 30 lbs. of salt being taken only

—

for the first pack.
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The paddle should be run for one hour, then allowed to rest
two hours, then run one-half hour, and the hides left in the
The next morning they are removed and
liquor over night.
placed in piles for twenty-four hours

they are then put into

;

the tan liquor.

—A

good way to tan the hides so as to get full
flanks and bellies and a fine, smooth grain is by the use of
For every 100 gallons of water in the vat 35 lbs.
rocker vats.
of salt are used, and after plunging the water, 1 gallon of
Tanning.

chrome liquor is added. The hides are hung in the liquor
and rocked six hours another gallon of the tan liquor is now
added, and the hides are rocked two hours and then left until
the next day.
One gallon more of the tan liquor is then
added and the hides are rocked six hours. Another gallon of
tan liquor is then added, the hides are rocked one hour and
;

then

left at rest

chrome material
The hides
all.

when another gallon of
is added to the liquor, making 5 gallons in
Four
are then rocked four or five hours.
until the next day,

ounces of borax dissolved in hot water, for each 100 lbs. of
hides, are added to the tan liquor, the rocker being run one

hour and then allowed to rest until the next morning. On
the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh days the bides are rocked
two hours in the morning and two hours in the afternoon.
The test for tannage is boiling a piece of the thickest hide.
If it remains soft the hides are tanned if it becomes hard and
curls up they are not fully tanned and must be left in longer
;

and the

When

liquor should be strengthened.
fully

tanned the leather

for forty -eight hours.

water to which 1

lb.

It is

is

put down in smooth piles

next washed for half an hour in

of borax has been added for each 100 lbs.

of leather, and then for one hour in cold running water.

Another

practical

mode

of tanning consists of pickling the

hides with sulphate of alumina and

salt,

then drying them,

dampening and softening with warm water, and
ning by hanging them in chrome liquor. This

finally tan-

process pro-

duces well-tanned leather.
Retanning.

—After

being tanned and washed, the leather

is
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retanned with quebracho extract or with gambier, preferably
For each average side from 1 to 2 lbs. of

with the former.

quebracho extract is used. It is dissolved in boiling
water, enough water being then added to make 15 gallons of
liquor for each 100 lbs. of leather.
The sides are run in the
liquor one hour, then placed in piles until the next day, when
solid

they are either pressed or put through a wringer.
If pressed
they should be run in a dry mill, for fifteen minutes to remove
the press marks.
The leather is then shaved just enough to

remove the flesh and make the backs smooth and clean.
When gambier is used, the quantity is about 4 lbs. for 100
lbs. of leather;
otherwise the process is the same as with
quebracho.
Blacking and
is

Stuffing.

—The

in condition to be blacked

courses that

may

be pursued.

and shaved,
There are two

leather, retanned

and

The

stuffed.

leather

may

be blacked

and then stuffed, or it may be first stuffed, then dried, buffed
and bleached. Both methods will be described.
When the leather is blacked first and then stuffed, it is
taken, a side at a time, slicked out smooth on a table and
blacked with logwood liquor and striker, then it is washed
and run through a wringer and put into condition for striking.
The logwood liquor is made of 6 lbs. of logwood crystals
and 2 lbs. of borax in 50 gallons of water. The striker is
made of 7 lbs. of copperas and 5 lbs. of blue vitriol in 50 gallons of water, although any other good striker may be used.
The leather after it has been wrung, is ready to be stufffed,
100 lbs. of it requiring 10 lbs. of hardwax, 10 lbs. of best
stearine and 5 lbs. of good hard grease.
The materials should
be boiled and thoroughly mixed and applied hot to the leather
in a warm drum.
The leather is drummed forty minutes^
then placed in piles, covered up and left until the next day.
It is then struck out on the flesh side, hung up until partly
dry and next stoned out on the grain. The grain is then
given a light coat of cod oil and again gone over with the
stone and slicker.
The leather is than hung up to dry. If
it is to be stuffed after shaving and blacked later on, it should
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hung up and dried until it is about
The bellies and flanks should have more

previous to stuffing be
three-fourths dry.

moisture in them than the rest of the

The

above

stuffing described

and wax.

may

The

side.

be used, or a mixture of

made

of 60 per cent,
hard wax, heated
to 190° F.; of this mixture 24 lbs. are used for 100 lbs. of
leather.
The leather is weighed and run a few minutes in
the hot drum. The stuffing is then thrown in and the drum
run forty-five minutes. After laying in a covered pile over
night, the leather is struck out on flesh and grain and hung
stearine, tallow
stearine,

up

20 per

When

to dry.

leather

cent, tallow

it is

latter is

and 20 per

partly dry, the grain

then thoroughly dried.

is

cent,

When

is reset,

and imperfections can be buffed from the grain, and
ready to be blacked with logwood and
pare the leather for the logwood

is

and the

dry, the scratches

striker.

necessary.

A

it is

then

sig to pre-

When

blacked

washed off, slicked and hung up to dry.
Finishing is done with mutton tallow and cod oil, 3 lbs. of
the former and 2 lbs. of the latter being melted together, and
the grain is given a good coat of the mixture, which is thoroughly glassed in. The leather is then left in a pile for

the leather

is

twenty-four hours,

when

it is

reglassed, this being the finish-

ing touch.

wanted on the leather, the sides are
seasoned with a solution of blood albumen, isinglass and nigrosine in logwood liquor, then dried and oiled off with hot
paraflBne oil or with a mixture of paraffine and neatsfoot oils.
Sometimes a coat of starch decoction is applied to the flesh
In case a dry

feel

is

side.

By
each

lbs. of quebracho liquor, 70° barkometer, for
weight and solidity are given the leather. Chrome-

using 7
side,

tanned harness leather made by the methods that have been
described has greater tensile strength and is more waterproof
than ordinary bark-tanned leather.

Chrome-tanned Belt and Strap Leathers.
Hides

for these

two

classes of leather are treated in the
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beamhouse in the same manner as those for chrome harness
and sole leathers.
For belting leather, however, they are
trimmed into butts after liming or after bating. The butts
should each be about 4J feet long and 4 feet wide, though
some may have a width of 4^ feet. The bellies and heads are
tanned with extract and sold as ofFal. The butts are then
tanned with chrome liquor in a drum or in a vat. Tanning
in a drum is effected by pickling the butts and tanning them
with one-bath chrome liquor according to the procedure outlined for chrome upper leather.
When a vat is used the process is the same as for harness and sole leathers.
After having been .tanned and washed, the butts are fatliquored with soap, oil and degras, 1 lbs. of soap, 5 lbs. of
degras and 2 lbs. of neatsfoot oil boiled an hour in water, to
which 6 ozs. of borax have been added, being sufficient for
100 lbs. of leather. There should be 12 gallons of fat-liquor.
The butts are first run in a drum together with 12 gallons of
water at 160° F., and 4 ozs. of salts of tartar for each 100 lbs.
The water is then drained off and after the fatof leather.
liquor, warmed to 140° F., has been put in, the leather is run
in

it

forty-five minutes.

four hours

when

it is

It is

then placed in piles

taken and

oiled with cod oil

grain

is

dry.

The next operation

set

is

night.

and

al-

;

they are then finished and

made by

fat-liquoring the butts with a

lowed to get thoroughly dry
ready for cutting up into
also

to

The butts are soaked
The next day they

are stretched in belt stretchers as tightly as possible

is

The

stretching, the object of this being

and piled down over

Good leather

twenty-

and the butts are then hung up

to get all the stretch out of the leather.

in hot water

for

out good and hard.

belts.

and dampening them and then stuffing
paraffine and paraffine oil.
degras,
Drying
them with German
and stretching are effected in the manner that has been desolution of soap, drying

scribed.
oil,

2

A

satisfactory stuffing

black degras and 6

lbs. of

No

mixture
lbs.

is

made of 4

lbs.

of cod

of stearine for 100 lbs. of

used with this stuffing, which is applied
at a temperature of 165° F.; the butts are then dried and
leather.

finished.

soap

is
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be retanned

with hemlock or oak liquor and sold as trimmings from oak

They

belts.

are

drummed

first

in hot salt solution, next given

hemlock extract and then laid away in
strong hemlock or oak liquor, preferably the latter, until they
are colored throughout, when they are dried and sold.
There are numerous uses for which soft
Strap Leather.
The beamhouse treatment and the
strap leather is suitable.
tanning are the same as for chrome harness leather. When
tanned the leather is washed, shaved, and fat-liquored with
a light retan with

—

4

lbs.

of moellen degras, 2

1 lb. of soap,

and 7

ozs.

lbs.

of cod

After the leather has been

minutes, the liquor

off,

water containing 1 pint of

This water

water.

and the leather

is

is

for

of wool grease,

lbs.

and made

100

drummed

drained

is

2

of alkali, boiled

emulsion with 12 gallons of water

warm

oil,

lbs.

in this fat-liquor forty

and the leather washed in

ammonia

10 gallons of

in

drained off at the end of ten minutes,

then retanned with gambier, 4

lbs.

dissolved in 15 gallons of water being used for 100

The

stock.
is

then

set

leather

is

drummed

out on the grain and

finish is

made by

starch, 8 ozs. of soap,

and

When
to

rolled

given a coat of this

and hung up

to

it is

4 gallons of

cool, the solution is strained

make
finish,

8 gallons of finish.

The

staked on the flesh side,

dry or tacked in frames.

rolled immediately after staking

dry

it

finished.

1 pint of olive oil in

and enough water added
is

;

Any rough

to dry.
is

it

of

boiling 8 ozs. of Irish moss, 8 ozs. of

water for thirty minutes.
leather

of

lbs.

with this liquor one hour

hung up

spots can be buffed off before the leather

The

an

into

of leather.

and before

it is

It

should be

dried.

When

given a second coat of finish, dried and rolled again.

This process makes very tough, pliable and durable leather
that outwears the best bark-tanned product made.

Chrome Leather from India-tanned Kips.
India-tanned kips, when carefully retanned with chrome
liquor, make serviceable leather that partakes of the nature
and chrome tannages. A few suggestions
retanning and finishing this leather will be given.

of both vegetable
relative to
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The

kips are

first

When

to soften.

soaked in

are run in a

drum

them and

remove the

to

warm

water and placed in piles

the water has penetrated the hides, they
for a quarter of

dirt

and

an hour

to further soften

plaster adhering to them,

warm water being used for this washing. The hides are next
cut down the back into sides for more convenient handling,
and

As the hides

are then split on the belt-knife machine.

are not fully tanned, a great deal of care

is

necessary in

ting in order to prevent cutting and gouging.

must be kept

in perfect condition,

The

split-

knife

and the hides should be

neither too wet nor too dry or they will

split

very unevenly.

All the rough flesh around the edges and shoulders should be
trimmed off before the hides are washed and stripped of the
When the old tannage is not washed out, the leather
tannage.
hard
and uneven. It is only after a large portion of
finishes
the vegetable tannage is removed that it is possible to produce
a perfectly regular chrome tannage.
Washing is done with borax or Washing soda or sal soda.

From

2 to 3

leather.

drummed

It

lbs.
is

of sal soda should be used for 100 lbs. of dry

dissolved in

warm

water,

and the hides are
and perhaps

in the solution at least thirty minutes

if they seem to require
should
water
be about 95° F.

longer

it.

The temperature

of the

After the leather has been

washed in the above solution for half an hour, it should be
washed in warm water and made as clean as possible before it
is

retanned.

Borax may be employed with advantage since it acts gently
and gives a smooth grain to the leather, from 2 to 3 per cent,
of

it

of the weight of the

goods being used.

and slippery or semi-gelatinous

When

the

shows
the
tannin
has
been
removed,
and
that a large proportion of
The
it should be washed until this condition is reached.
liquor is then allowed to run out without stopping the drum,
and tepid water is run in to wash the leather. This washing
is continued until the water issuing from the drum is clear,
showing that the dissolved tannin is removed. It is well to
add a little sulphuric acid, i or | per cent, of the drained
leather has a soft

feel it
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weight of the goods, to neutralize the acid retained by the
After another washing with clear water the goods are

leather.

ready for the chrome liquor.

may be
a drum

The washed

used.

Any good

one-bath material

hides, after draining, are put into

together with sufficient water to cover them, and a few

pounds of salt are added and dissolved. The drum is started
and the chrome liquor poured in through the hollow axle. The
liquor should be added in three portions, the first one after the
hides have been drumming in the salt water a few minutes,
the second one after fifteen minutes, and the third one thirty
minutes after the first portion, and the drumming should be
continued from one to two hours. The leather is then allowed
to

twenty-four hours.

drain

Neutralization,

washing,

fat-

liquoring and dyeing then follow in the usual order, the

same materials

upon regular chrome leather being used.
done as upon chrome upper leather. The
seasoned, dried and glazed.
If grained leather is

Finishing
grain

is

as

is

wanted, the leather after the

first glazing is grained in two
and from side to side. A light coat of
seasoning is then put on, and the leather is reglazed and reWhen finished it resembles very closely genuine
grained.
chrome-tanned leather.

ways from neck

to butt

—

Patent Tipping

from India-tanned Kips. India-tanned kips,
when properly retanned and fat-liquored, make a good grade
The kips are taken from the bale
of patent tipping leather.
and split into sides, and are then dampened and placed in
piles until the

or 3 ozs. weight.
is

Washing

the next process.

leather being

The grain

next day.
It is

washed in

it

is

then

split

off"

at a 2

to prepare the grains for retanning

done with water at 85°

in a

drum

F.,

for forty minutes,

the

then

drained and put into the retanning liquor.

Gambler and hemlock make a good retannage. Prepare a
20° barkometer liquor and use 3 gallons of the same for every
dozen

sides.

Drum

the leather in this for thirty minutes.

Next place the goods in a pile until the next day, then hang
them up to dry. When dry degrease them for the purpose of
removing the peculiar grease in the leather that cannot be got
20
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by washing and that makes

leather

when

For a

it

impossible to japan the

it is left in.

fat-liquor use

good moellon degras.

Add

3 or 4 ozs.

of salts of tartar to 3 gallons of hot water at 125° F., then stir
lbs. of degras.
Stir thoroughly and drum the leather
with the fat-liquor thirty minutes. This quantity of liquor is
for 50 sides.
After fat-liquoring, set the leather out on the
grain and tack it on frames to dry. When dry, buff off the
grain and stake lightly, and it is then ready to be japanned.

in 3

no fat-liquor is given, the leather will be dry and tender.
There is no danger in using good moellon degras since all
bark tipping, carriage and furniture leathers are stuffed with it.
If

White Side Leather.

A white leather that closely resembles alum leather is made
by tanning the grains of split hides in a one-bath chrome
process, and then either bleaching the leather with borax and
sulphuric acid or treating

should be

split

with

it

out of lime

;

pickled with sulphuric acid and

tanned, wash

it

in a fairly hot

for one-half hour.

flour, or both.

The hides

the grains are then bated and

When

salt.

the leather is

and strong solution of borax

Then prepare

a solution of sulphuric acid

and water, made by adding acid to water until the solution is
as sour as a lemon.
Take the leather from the borax bath
and wash it in a drum in the acid bath then wash it in clear
water to remove the acid, next fat-liquor it.
;

Treatment with Flour.

another way to
used by
leather

is

make

—Drumming the leather with
The

flour is

can be
borax and acid process. The
washed after tanning and is then given the flour

itself

it

white.

flour treatment

or after the

treatment, 50

lbs. of flour being the quantity used for from
100 sides according to size. The flour should be stirred
into a thin paste with water before it is used.
The leather is
drummed with the flour for two hours, and is then fat-liquored.

50

to

Acid fat-liquor dissolved in hot water

is

the most suitable

fat-liquor for this leather, from 4 to 6 lbs. of the soluble oil

being sufiicient for 100

lbs.

of

chrome

leather.

It is

mixed
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and applied

into 10 gallons of hot water

diately after the treatment with flour.

and

dried, staked

Finishing.

a closed

to the leather

The

leather

imme-

is

then

finished^

—After having been staked the leather

drum
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is

run in

together with powdered chalk or soapstone for

one hour or longer it is next staked again and is then ready
for use. Properly tanned and fat-liquored, the leather finishes
;

up very

soft

and white and

purpose for which

is

admirably adapted

to the

intended.

it is

Tanning with Sulphate of Alumina.
suitable for various purposes

is

—White

leather that

made by tanning

is

acid-pickled

grains and flesh splits with a basic solution of sulphate of

alumina.

Splitting

done preferably out of lime, the stock

is

being then bated and pickled.

To prepare

the tan liquor boil 12

in 10 gallons of water

24

ozs. of

;

lbs. of

sulphate of alumina

also dissolve in 1 gallon of hot water

bicarbonate of soda.

Pour the soda solution very

slowly and with constant stirring into the alumina solution.

When

the two solutions are

before using

mixed

let

the liquor cool to 80° F.

it.

Put the pickled stock into a drum together with 10 gallons
of water, 1 lb. of Glauber's salt and 3 lbs. of common salt for
100 lbs. of stock. Drum twenty minutes, then drain oflF the
Put into the drum 10 gallons of lukewarm water and
liquor.
4 lbs. of salt, and drum the sides in this brine ten minutes.
Then pour into the drum half of the alumina and soda liquor
and drum the sides in it for three hours. At the end of the
three hours take the stock out and place it over a horse to
drain until the next day, then hang it up to dry. When dry
put the leather back into the drum together with a few pailfuls of water and drum ten minutes.
Then add the other half
of the alumina-soda liquor and drum three hours.
Horse the
leather up until the next day, and then hang it up to dry.
Fat-liquoring with Acid Fat-liquor.

—When dry

let

the leather

remain in the dry condition in a clean dry room for two weeks
then dampen it with warm water preparatory to fat-liquoring.
Sulphonated oil imparts the necessary softness to the leather
;
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without discoloring

it

making

or

it

For each 100

greasy.

lbs.

of dry leather use 7 lbs. of the oil dissolved in 10 gallons of

water at 95° F.

Drum

the moistened leather with the solu-

tion of oil forty minutes

then let it drain over night. The
next day strike out the grain and apply to it a mixture of
;

French chalk, 2 parts of glycerine and 4 parts of water
hang the leather up to dry.
Finishing

—Finishing

consists

staking the leather and tacking

taken from the boards,
staking does not soften

And

if

if
it

it

simply of moistening and
on boards. When dry and

not soft enough, restake
sufficiently give

it

more

it

;

or

if

fat-liquor.

the leather does not appear to be entirely tanned

it

can be put back into the drum and retanned with alumina

and soda liquor and then dried as before. The grain may be
buffed off if desired and the appearance of the flesh side can
be improved by buffing it on an emery wheel.
If, for any reason, it is desired to retan the leather into
chrome stock, it can be done by wetting the goods back and retanning with one-bath chrome liquor, coloring and finishing
the same as regular chrome leather.
Chrome Velvet Leather. The chrome-tanned sides are fatliquored in the usual manner, some substance being added
which during the subsequent dyeing isolates the fibers of the
leather in such manner as to allow of it being soaked and
;

—

softened without difficulty, dextrine, grape sugar, syrup,

being for this purpose used.

The

leather

is

etc.,

then dried and

In the case of grain leather either the flesh-side is
Flesh splits are buffed or ground
is ground.
on the flesh-side. The ground leather is then drummed with
warm water until it has regained its original softness, and is
buffed.

buffed or the grain

dyed with acid dyestuffs and bisulphate of soda. During or
after the dyeing a somewhat larger quantity of gambler or
sumac is added than is otherwise customary with chrome
leather, in order to
ness.

The

velvet

is

impart

to the

leather the necessary firm-

then raised by working the leather in the

dry drum after it has absorbed some moisture by a treatment
with wet sawdust.

the manufacture of leathers from cowhides.
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Chrome-tanned Patent Leather.
Hides intended

for

chrome patent leather should be carehave been unhaired. The grain must
grain can be.
Only small pattern and

fully selected after they

be as nearly perfect as
plump hides can be made into patent leather, as

large,

spready

and thin hides are of loose texture when tanned. After the
hair and fine hair have been removed, the hides should be
washed in a wash wheel they are then bated. Bating must
;

be very carefully done.

much

If the hides are bated too

the

and breaks coarse if not bated enough, the
grain is harsh and tender. A thin grain is to be preferred
to a thick one.
The former has more elasticity than the latter
and is therefore less apt to crack. After the hides are bated
they should be washed a few minutes in warm water to cleanse
leather

loose

is

the grain

;

they are then pickled.

;

Pickling and Tanning.

4

lbs.

—For every 100

of sulphate of alumina and 10

lbs.

lbs.

of hides dissolve

of

common

salt in

6 gallons of boiling water, and to the solution add 6 gallons

Use this liquor cold and drum the hides in it
one hour, then press or partly dry them for splitting. After
the hides are split the grains can be shaved, and this saves
putting-out for shaving after they are tanned.
The grains
are then ready to be tanned.
of cold water.

The one-bath
leather as

phur

it

process of tanning

gives the most

is

to be preferred for patent

measurement and there

to cause trouble after the leather

grains in salt water

continue

drumming

;

is

no

sul-

Drum

the

is

finished.

then give them the tanning liquor and
until the leather

is

fully tanned.

The

and fat-liquored in about the
same manner that other chrome leather is treated or it can
be laid away for four or five days in chrome liquor. The
layaway liquor is prepared by adding 5 gallons of chrome
leather can be washed, colored

;

liquor to 100 gallons of water.
liquor and handled each day.
is

to

make

The
The

leather

is

placed in this

object of this treatment

would otherwise be and
Hides
a layaway liquor do not draw and shrink as much
the leather softer than

it

thereby reduce the quantity of fat-liquor required.
placed in
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as leather not tanned this way.

leather

colored

is

and

After thorough washing the

fat-liquored.

—

Coloring and Fat-liquoring.
Coloring is best effected with
logwood (hematin) and direct chrome leather black. Fatliquoring is done most satisfactorily with degras and soap, or

When

with degras alone.

pared by boiling 1
for every

100

lbs.

lb.

it

used, a solution of

is

it is

pre-

Then

of leather 2 quarts of degras are added to

enough soap liquor

drummed

soap

of soap to each gallon of water.

to

drum

the leather

in,

and the leather

is

in such liquor forty-five minutes immediately after

has been dyed black.

hung up

grain and

It is

dry in a

to

then struck out, oiled on the

warm

room.

Drying should

proceed rapidly so that the leather will dry as firm as possible.

Ordinarily chrome patent leather requires degreasing previous
to finishing.

When
as follows

degras
:

is

used without soap, the fat-liquor

Dissolve 4

lbs.

of water that will dissolve
lons of water

and bring

is

made

of soda ash in the smallest quantity

Pour the solution into 10
Then add 12

it.

to the boiling point.

galgal-

lons of moellon degras and boil steadily for four or five hours

Then add enough water

From

make 48

;

gallons of fat-liquor.

3 to 5 per cent, of the liquor based on the weight of

the shaved leather

and hung up
is

to

is

to dry.

used.

The

leather

is

then oiled lightly

Since a fairly rigid and firm foundation

required to prevent the parting of the varnish, the leather

must not be made too soft.
When the leather has
Staking and Finishing.
dampened and staked and tacked out as tightly

—

When

taken from the frames

it

is

dried,

it

is

as possible.

usually suflBciently firm to

be finished, were it not for the grease in it that must be removed. Some of the grease given in fat-liquoring, and some

combine with the
and unless removed causes the varnish to slip over the
Degreasing is done
leather, making finishing impossible.
most satisfactorily with naphtha. Where a large quantity of
leather is being made, a naphtha plant is necessary or else
the leather must be sent to a degreasing establishment and
of the oil applied to the grain does not
fibers
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degreased by those

who make
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a business of extracting grease

from leather. Degreasing can also be done by soaking the
leather in naphtha for ten hours, then pressing out the naphtha and

The

of the naphtha
and where the leather
and oiled, no strength is lost

drying the leather.

upon chrome leather

is

action

quite harmless

has been well fat-liquored

;

through the degreasing operation.
Sides for patent leather can be tanned with chrome liquor
and then split to the desired substance and retanned. This
improves the " break " of the grain and softness of feel. Sulphide of sodium should be used with lime in preparing the
It gives the grain an appearance similar
hides for tanning.

removes the fine hair and produces fuller and
plumper leather than lime alone or lime and red arsenic. All
fine hair must be removed as it is one of the worst things to
contend with in making patent leather. Hides that weigh
to coltskin,

more than 40

lbs.

each are not suitable for patent leather.

Vegetable Tanning Process for Side Leather.
In the manufacture of leather of various kinds from hides

and kips

that are finished

upon the grain

side,

various processes

of tanning are employed, hemlock bark and hemlock extract
being used, also gambier, chestnut extract and quebracho exQuetract and other extracts and tannin-yielding materials.

bracho extract

is

largely used

by

itself,

with hemlock and chestnut extracts.
frequently started

in

quebracho

but

it is

also

Hides are

liquor and

combined

also not in-

retanned with

Gambier is one of the staple
tanning materials. It makes soft and tough leather that is
The
readily colored and finished in any desired manner.
tanning with gambier and extracts is usually done in vats
that are provided with paddles by which the liquor is stirred
pits or vats in which the hides are suspended are also used.
The less agitation and pounding hides are subjected to during
tanning, the fuller and plumper the finished leather will be,
A common
especially in the flanks and along the sides.
method of tanning consists of tanning the hides with hemlock

some combination

of extracts.

;
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bark liquor until they are struck through, then splitting them
and retanning the grains with gambler and sumac.
Tanning with Hemlock and Quebracho

Extracts.

— One

of the

best combinations of extracts that a tanner can use

is a mixand hemlock liquors. Hemlock is
a rather harsh tannage when used by itself, and quebracho is

ture of quebracho extract

therefore frequently used with

leather and good color.

and reduces the

The hides

it,

the result being

Quebracho

soft,

pliable

also hastens the tanning

cost.

are limed, bated and washed, and are then sub-

jected to tan liquors, consisting of about two-thirds quebracho
to one-third

almost

The

hemlock.

This tannage can be used

for

tanning

all varieties of leather.

is fair and uniform
and the reduction of time
consumed by the process is about one-third of that required
where bark liquors and layaways are used. The leather is
readily colored with little or no bleaching.
Where hemlock
bark is not obtainable, hemlock extract can be used in place
of the bark liquor.
The sides are first suspended in a weak
coloring liquor for about twenty-four hours.
They are then
taken out and placed in a liquor of a strength of 10° barkometer.
As the tanning progresses the liquor is strengthened
The tanning
each day until it is about 30° barkometer.
should not be hurried by using strong liquor as this makes
harsher and less desirable leather than a slower tannage in
weak liquor.
When the sides have become well struck
through with the tan, which takes about twenty days, they
are pressed and split.
The grains are then retanned with
hemlock and quebracho liquor, or with gambler and sumac.

A

color

;

small proportion of sulphonated

oil

may

be added to the

retanning liquor with benefit to the leather.

Tanning with Quebracho

Extract.

—Quebracho

extract

is

at

present used by tanners of sheepskins as well as by those of

upper and other heavy leathers. On skins, quebracho exis an admirable substitute for the higher-priced gambier,
producing fine grain, soft texture and firm feel. On patent
leather it gives a pliability which prevents cracking after the

sole,

tract
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is put on.
On bag and strap leather it makes the
hght color that is necessary for dyeing with aniline colors.
On harness and belting stock it produces the requisite tensile
strength and toughness, and it enables the leather to carry all

varnish

On

the grease needed.

sole leather it reduces the

time neces-

and makes more mellow stock
than a straight bark tannage.
In fact, some sole-leather
tanners are using quebracho to give them extra weight, for
experience seems to have demonstrated that, owing to its
sary for giving good grains,

peculiar concentration,

it

readily penetrates hides already well

tanned.

The quebracho

grows in the central part of the Argenone of the hardest woods known. It
"
is most difficult to cut, and derives its name (" Quebrar
to
break ^^ ache" an axe) from the fact that the best axes go
to pieces in cutting down the trees.
The tree is of extremely
slow growth, and logs such as are shipped to the United States
and Europe for the purpose of making extract are often from
trees a thousand years old.
The heaviest machinery is required for cutting this wood up into a form suitable for
extraction, and owing to its great weight the handling of
quebracho logs, which often weigh two or three tons each, is
both difficult and dangerous. The bark of the tree is useless
for tanning purposes, and, together with the sapwood, is
removed before the logs are ready for shipment.
The extract made from the wood of the quebracho tree is
different from all other known tanning extracts in that it will
not turn sour.
In addition to this it is a comparatively clean
tine Republic,

tree

and

it is

—

—

it contains a higher percentage of tan
than any other of the well-known extracts.
has little or no tendency to fermentation,

extract, that is to say,
to a given density

Inasmuch

as

quebracho

is

it

extremely useful for controlling the acids in tan

yards that tend to go sour.
in yards

to prevent the sweetening

much

of

On

where considerable acid
it.

as in Europe,

up

the other hand,
is

if it is

used

needed, care must be taken

of the liquors

This

by the use of too

is obviated by the use of artificial acid or,
by the employment of other tannins which con-

tain a large proportion of other materials.
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Quebracho extract, being a sweet tan, is not itself a plumand if it is used on leather which has not been properly
plumped is apt to quickly tan the outside of the hides and
per,

thereby prevent the penetration of the tan to the inside, the
result being cracky leather not properly filled.
If, however,

plumped

hides are

before they are placed in quebracho liquor,

this material will penetrate,

fill

and produce tough, pliable

stock of light color.

A

very important point to be observed in using quebracho

extract

that

is

it

must be dissolved properly.

Solid extract

needs to be boiled up in hot water in a tub containing a false
screen bottom which prevents

The
The

its

adhering to a solid surface.

liquid extract should be dissolved in water at 180° F.

resulting solutions from both grades of extract should
then be stirred well and allowed to cool down gradually before being used.
It is a great mistake to run hot quebracho

liquor into cold vat liquors, or in fact to suddenly chill any
extract liquor.

may

A

where.

much

as remains in the cooling tub

with fresh water on a

tail

leach or else-

great deal of the successful use of quebracho in the

vats depends
is

Such sediment

be worked up

upon the proper manner

of dissolving

it,

and

it

better that such precipitation as takes place should

go on in the cooling tub rather than on the leather.
The barkometer underrates the strength of tannin in quebracho when compared to the strength of ordinary bark
liquors.
This is owing to the fact that the quebracho wood
contains very much less material which forces up a barkometer than does bark. A pure quebracho liquor, for instance, made up from nothing but quebracho extract and
water

is,

at 20° barkometer, fully as strong in tan as a sweet

bark liquor of about 30° barkometer. This variation in the
barkometer value must be taken into consideration, or else the
tanner is apt to get the liquor too strong and burn the fiber
of the leather.

Quebracho extract tends

to

On heavy

leathers,

such as

make

pliable rather than hard

more or less from sour liquors.
harness and belting, it is extremely

leather, the latter resulting
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useful on account of the toughness

gives to them.

it
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It

is

being used with success on upper leathers for a fore-tannage,
and also for retanning splits coming therefrom. On patent
leather

it

and tough

gives pliability

The

grain.

extract pro-

duces leather of an oak shade with a light pinkish tendency.
Leather tanned with this material, however, should not be
dried in the sun as the color becomes red on exposure to the
light.

Hides intended

for

quebracho liquors should be thoroughly

cleansed from lime since quebracho and lime do not go at
well together

thorough bating

;

is

therefore essential.

all

Bad

grain and poor color are the results of tanning hides contain-

Quebracho

ing lime in quebracho liquors.

is

useful in the

tanning of heavy leathers in strengthening the head liquors
and in keeping them sweet. It penetrates very quickly, and
by its use tanners are often enabled to increase the weight of
The best results are obtained by mixing quetheir leather.
bracho extract with other tanning materials, such as oak,
The process of tanning is quickened

chestnut and hemlock.

by the use of quebracho, and the
It is useful in

making

somewhat cheapened.
well as upper and har-

cost is

sole leather as

ness leathers.

Tanning

is

begun in weak liquor which

is

strengthened as

the tanning proceeds until the sides are well struck through.

The

process can then be completed by

drumming

the leather

in a fairly strong solution of the extract, then washing, pres-

sing and fat-liquoring the stock and hanging

Tanning with Chestnut Extract.

with

care, is practically a

—Chestnut

it

up

to dry.

extract, prepared

pure solution of chestnut wood

tannin, rich in tanning power per unit of density, and soluble
to a high degree.

from sediment or
liquor-filth, well-balanced in tannin and non-tannin for oak
and hemlock yards, and fitted for the business of tanning hide

fiber with celerity

The

It will

form liquors

free

and thoroughness.

successful use of chestnut extract, as well as that of

other process capable of various applications,
general principles which

may

is

any

based upon

be briefly stated thus

:

Chestnut
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extract
ities

;

is

midway between oak and hemlock

hence

in souring qual-

tanner, fighting for acid in his sour end, gets

admixture

the oak tanner, combating

;

The hemlock

acts beneficially in both yards.

it

it

by chestnut

excess sour

in his

handlers, controls conditions by chestnut in his head liquors.

Chestnut extract should for color reasons be well incorporated with the leach

liquors.
Its natural color is brown,
which the extract manufacture modifies towards red by treat-

ment.

Mix

as

much

as 75 per cent, with the leach liquors,

and the bark color will dominate. Tan the stock in chestnut
alone and the color will be " on the brown ".
This is the
only secret regarding color in the use of chestnut extract.

Put

on the head leach, through the sprinklers, or a little at
a time as the leach fills with bark, and take down the liquors
in the time-honored manner, making the draw of the desired
it

barkometer average.

As

the yard becomes saturated with the

chestnut, several things will be observed

more

rapidly, they will "stand

up"

— the packs will

higher, and the

ness put into the stock in the sours will hold

room.

This

is

up

feed

plump-

to the rolling

because the liquors sent to the stock are richer

an increase of the
which impedes entrance of the tannin into the
Leather is made in the beamhouse and
fiber of the stock.
the sour end of the yard most anything can be done to it if
proper beam-treatment and plumpness are parts of its record,
in tannin per unit of barkometer, without

liquor-filth

,

;

so long as

it

is fed.

After the handler period

is

past,

the

plumpness and grain wanted in the finished state, and from that
point forward it should be struck steadily and persistently,
stock should enter the heavier liquors in the state of

with such frequent shifting as will keep the feeding process
continuous.

The

function of chestnut extract

is

thus

a tanning agent pure and simple, with

made

clear.

It is

souring properties

halfway between hemlock and oak, aiding the handlers in one

and restraining them in the other. No other extract possesses
unique feature. The amount of combined tannin which
can be put into a hide depends almost wholly upon the degree

this
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which the

initial

plumpness

is
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retained during the passage

beyond
and grade up from 20°

of the stock through the true tanning liquors, those

the handlers.

If these liquors are clean

barkometer in the first layer to from 50° to 60° in the last, the
combining process will proceed uniformly and steadily, flanks
will be full and firm, the cut will show as much color from
the one side as the other, and the " white streak " will be firm
and plump. Such leather has good market qualities, and also
has more room for finishing material and a larger area of

Chestnut extract promotes

hide-fiber to take the tannin.

exactly these conditions, with, at the same time, a beneficial

on the sour end of the yard.
There are various ways of using this extract. By some it
is put directly on the leaches, and there allowed to dissolve
and percolate through the ground bark. The chief advantage
claimed for this is that the disagreeable bluish-gray color on
Other tanners dissolve the extract in a
the stock is avoided.
then
run it on the leaches through the
tank
and
separate
effect

sprinklers.

Some

prefer to dissolve the extract separately,

then mixing the solution with bark liquors as they come from

These methods, however, are not the latest
nor the most approved ones, practical experiments having
proved that chestnut extract is used most successfully along
other lines, which may be described as follows
The hides are soaked, fleshed, limed and unhaired in the
After unhairing they are well worked on the
usual way.
grain, then left hanging over night in the old water pool, to
which lactic acid has been added. For ordinary packs 40 lbs.
As they are plumped, and the fixed lime
will be sufficient.
the leach house.

:

being also neutralized, the ordinary time in the handlers
safely

be materially reduced.

Coming from the

may

cold water-

washed on the grain before
is given a week in the
handlers, which are soured to the proper degree by the addiThe hides go from the handlers through
tion of lactic acid.
the first two layers, after which they are run through a roller
press, and are then ready for the drumming process.
pool, the hides should again be

going to the liquors.

The green pack
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The

extract

is

poured into hot water, and the solution is run
at about 16° barkometer.

on the stock through the gudgeon

At

the

first

drum

revolved slowly.

is

this stage of the process are the

The two

essentials at

maintenance of the liquor

When

strength and keeping the stock comparatively cool.

the

hides

allowed to
are run to

become warm they should be withdrawn and
cool.
During this interval the old drum liquors
the handlers and new liquor is supplied to the

drums.
After the leather

putting

it

thoroughly tanned, weight

is

drum

in a

is

given by

amount of undisdrumming long enough to have it take
then finished as usual. One of the ad-

together with a certain

solved extract and then

up the

extract.

It is

vantages of the
thus be given

drum system

is

that entirely sweet liquors can

to the stock, since the natural resistance of the

power of the tannin

fiber to the penetrating

overcome by the

is

can readily be seen that the old drum
liquors sent to the handlers will not contain a sufficient

However,

agitation.

amount

it

of free acids, other than tannin, requisite for the hold-

ing of the plumpness of the hides

add

lactic acid to the

tions of the acids

may

hence

;

it

necessary to

is

handlers in order that the proper rela-

be maintained.

As

there

is

of natural lactic acid, the best results are obtained

an absence
by adding

the commercial article to the head handler liquor in the proportion of 1
weight.

lb.

of lactic acid to every 100 lbs. of hides, green

Besides adding to the head handler liquor,

it is

visable to add lactic acid to the other handlers halfway

the

series, in

amounts growing smaller from the head

Chestnut extract
of

heavy

is

liquor.

a valuable tanning material for the tanner

leather, its tannin being so easily available that

one of the most acceptable on the market.
pared as

for

ad-

down

any other tannage,

in chestnut liquor or

may

drummed

it is

Light skins, pre-

be tanned by suspension

in liquor

made

the extract, or from a mixture of two extracts.

direct

from

Skins intended

tanning are usually tanned direct
in the extract liquor, with occasionally a retan in sumac.
to be colored subsequent to

Stock to be run in the natural color

is

usually struck in the
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mixture, giving the shade desired.

With very
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thin leathers

the main requirement of the tanning material is that it shall
be clean, bright, and quick in action.
Light hides for side leathers are first put through a series of

sour liquors, in which they are plumped.

The

liquors are

prepared by direct solution of the extract in water or freshly-

made bark

liquor

;

thus prepared, they are given sweet to the

nearly struck goods, usually as layaways, not infrequently in

revolving drums.
relatively

weak

freshly prepared.

Where

These stocks are always tanned out in
15° barkometer, as

liquors, rarely exceeding

Tanning

then completed in drums.

is

a particular color quality

is

desired the leather

is

re-

tanned with suitable material, such as gambler, mimosa,
quebracho, sumac, etc., according to the shade or color condition sought.

Tanning with Gambier, Sumac and Oak Extract.

—

Where a
wanted that can be colored any
shade or dyed black, a tannage with gambier, sumac and oak
soft,

well-tanned leather

extract

may

is

be used with satisfactory

should preferably be

split

results.

The hides

out of the lime and the grains then

A liquor composed of gambier and sumac
bated and washed.
of about 10° barkometer is prepared in a paddle.
After the
grains have been in this liquor for five or six hours they are

put into a gambier liquor of 20° barkometer,

to

which a quart
Tanning

of acetic acid for forty small grains has been added.

may

be accomplished by suspending the goods in the liquor,
by using a paddle or by drumming after the grains have been
well struck with the tan.

The

third liquor should be

made up

to a strength of

35°

barkometer and the same proportion of acid be added to it.
After the grains have been in this liquor, a few pailfuls of oak
wood extract should be dissolved and added. The tanning
should continue until the goods are tanned throughout.
When this has been accomplished the leather is drained and
then treated with sumac in a

A
best

drum

or a paddle.

sumac liquor is made up in a paddle by using 25 lbs. of
sumac in water heated to 125° F., the liquor being cooled
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down to 90° F. before the skins are put in. The leather may
be turned in this liquor several times and left in over night,
or drummed with it two hours it is then drained, rinsed off
;

and dried or

fat-liquored,

dried,

colored, dried

again and

finished.

Undoubtedly equally good results would be obtained by
using quebracho extract in place of gambler. In the last
stages of tanning, if a drum is used, some sulphonated oil
may be added to the liquor. This helps in getting leather
dried soft and pliable, and reduces the amount of fat-liquor to
be given later on. The sumac for one dozen sides may be
made of 2 pailfuls of sumac, scalded in 20 gallons of water and
used at 90° F.

The

leather

may

be

drummed

in the liquor

two hours, piled down twenty-four hours, drummed again two
hours, rinsed off and dried.
Combination lannage. A process of tanning hides in a
combination process is described in Schuh and Leder as follows
The beamhouse work is conducted similarly to that for other
upper leathers, and is generally hastened as much as possible
with arsenic in the limes. After the sides have been bated
and washed they are pickled with sulphuric acid and salt.
A medium-sized paddle wheel is filled half full of water 30
lbs. of sulphuric acid and 80 lbs. of salt are added and the
whole is set in motion and thoroughly mixed. The quantities
given are for 1000 lbs. of stock. The hides are run in this
liquor three hours or drummed with it one hour, and are then
allowed to drain several hours. Tanning is now commenced
and is accomplished as follows For 1000 lbs. of hides 60 lbs.
of gambler, 60 lbs. of palmetto extract and 50 lbs. of quebracho extract are dissolved in suflBcient water to make a
In a separate vessel 25 lbs. of chrome
rather thin liquor.
alum and 40 lbs. of salt are dissolved, and the whole arranged
Tanning is effected in the
to produce 40 pailfuls of liquor.
paddle wheel, and if a fresh liquor is used 5 lbs. of sulphuric
acid must be added, then 5 pailfuls of the extract each morning and evening. On the fourth day the first part of the tannage is ended. Tanning may also be effected by hanging the

—

:

;

:
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After the

sides in the liquor.

first
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part of the tannage

is

is washed, pressed, split and shaved.
For the retannage which now follows, 6 pailfuls of strong
liquor are given for each 100 lbs. of split leather, and the
latter is run in the wheel from two to three hours, then washed
and pressed again, but this time only to a certain degree. If
it is pressed too dry it will absorb too much grease, and if it
Various combiis left too wet sufficient grease cannot enter.

completed the leather

nations of greases
for 7 lbs. of

paraffin
this

oil

may

The

be used.

moellon degras, 4

100

for

lbs.

lbs. of leather,

mixture one hour.

original process called

of tallow

and 5

After the leather has been dried

dampened and set out on both sides and blacked
more modern process consists of fat-liquoring the
"mediately after

drying

it is

of

it is

to suit.

A

leather im-

tanned, using an acid fat-liquor, and then

out and dyeing

it

lbs.

the same being run with

Tanning with Gambier.

later on.

it

— The sides are started in weak liquor

which is gradually strengthened by the addition of fresh
gambier until it becomes fairly strong towards the end of the
Common salt serves a useful purpose in gambier
process.
tanning.

It assists in

making

soft leather, in

tannage, and prevents contraction of the leather

hastening the
fibers.

Acetic

acid also should be added to gambier liquor to prevent thin,

papery leather.
colored

;

the tanner to divide his tanning

It is well for

In the

liquors into three sections.

first

section the hides are

in the second section the tanning goes forward until

the leather

is

ready for splitting

the retanning after splitting

ning the liquor

may

;

in the third or last section

accomplished.
be 4° or 5° barkometer.
is

At the beginIt

should be

strengthened twice each day, the quantity of fresh liquor that
is

added depending upon the

of the liquor at the start.

the tanner must decide

size of the vats

No

this

and the strength

exact rule can be laid

and other questions by

down

as

his judg-

The tanning should always go steadily forward until
the hides are tanned throughout, when the leather should be
ment.

split,

retanned and fat-liquored.

Combination Process.

21

— A tanning process in which hemlock,
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chestnut wood and quebracho extracts are used for tanning

and quebracho and gambler

manner

the following

:

retanning

for

The hides

is

carried out in

hung on

are

sticks in a

7°

barkometer hemlock liquor, and are handled every day for
three days, the liquor being strengthened up to 10° and
finally up to 12°.
After having been in the 12° liquor
twenty-four hours, the sides are passed into a 16° combination
liquor,

made

This liquor

of chestnut-wood extract

is

and quebracho

extract.

gradually raised to 20°, the process requiring

fourteen to sixteen days.

The

sides are then pressed, split

and retanned. The retanning liquor is made of quebracho
extract and gambler, 3 parts of the former and 1 part of the
latter; the strength

26° barkometer.

in this liquor one hour, then

drummed
hours
for

;

again for one hour

piled

then washed and finished.

many

described

it

grains are

drummed

down

This

it is

most suitable

for large,

a good tannage

is

—Before leather

of the surplus liquor

tion for splitting.

When

heavy

and

to

As

hides.

is split

put

;

for twenty-four

varieties of leather, shoe upper, bag, case, etc.

Pressing and Splitting.
to rid

;

The

in piles twenty-four hours

left

it

it

into

is

pressed

good condi-

Considerable moisture should, however, be

must be milled
and
**
grain
and
makes
milling
pounds
the
it
loose
and
this
pipey.'*
When there is considerable moisture in the grains they do
not need to be milled in weak liquor but can be put at once
The more moisture there is in the
into the retan liquor.
left in

it.

pressed too dry, the leather

with weak liquor to prepare

grains the better the results.

it

for the strong retan liquor,

—

Hides that are to be
Notes on the Tanning of Heavy Leather.
tanned in drums should be limed only long enough to unhair
easily, and considerable sodium sulphide should be used with
Bating the limed hides in a cold bath of lactic
the lime.
acid is recommended, since it neutralizes and dissolves the
lime without affecting the weight or solidity of the leather.

Hides that have been delimed in a cold bath of lactic acid
and then thoroughly worked out, tan rapidly, have good color
and finish into plump, well-filled leather.
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In the modern rapid tanning processes sole leather is
tanned in hangers and layaways, and then made plump and
solid by being drummed in strong liquor made from quebracho

As the drum

or bark extract.

tanning material.

Before this

already fairly well-tanned,

is

chine and the surplus liquor

Some

revolves the extract

is

forced

which in a few hours absorbs the condensed

into the leather,

is

done, however, the leather,

run through the wringing mais

forced out.

tanners use whole hides and by having plenty of

liquor in the drum, get nice, smooth grain on their leather.

The grain should be well set before the drumming in extract
is begun.
The extract is mixed with sweet liquor heated to
80°

F.; it is also

or barrel.

The

used in liquid form as taken from the tank

when

leather,

the

drumming

is

completed,

is

removed from the drum and placed in warm water for a few
hours, which plumps it it is then oiled, dried, sammied and
rolled once or twice.
When the preliminary tanning is done
right, the finished leather is well-tanned, plump, solid and
having good weight. Quebracho extract in concentrated form
;

is

the material usually preferred for the

drumming

process.

Apparently firm and solid leather is obtained by using glucose,
which makes plump flanks, bellies and shoulders, but the
plumpness and solidity thus acquired are not real, and the
leather does not give satisfaction.

The only way

to

make durable

sole leather is

by using

Some tanners, after
the drumming in extract is completed, hang the leather in
strong liquor made from the extracts from the drum then
they bleach it with acid and soda oil it and hang it up to
nothing but vegetable tanning extracts.

;

;

dry in a well ventilated but darkened room then they roll it
A mixture of mineral oil and cod oil in equal
proportions is often used for oiling sole leather.
Soluble or
sulphonated oil is also drummed into the leather and adds to
;

for market.

its pliability

and

ning

it is

drum

is

used,

strength.

When

drum

process of tan-

These drum liquors are enand do not contain enough free acid to properly

liquors to the handlers.

tirely sweet

the

the practice of some tanners to send the old
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plump

the hides while they are in the handlers

;

hence

it

is

necessary to add lactic acid to the liquor in order that there

may

be the requisite proportion of acid to

Not only

is it

plump

the hides.

advisable to add the acid to the head handler

liquor, but also to the handlers halfway

down

the series, in

amounts growing smaller from the head liquor. The green
hides are given a week in the handlers next they go through
a roller press or a wringer and are then ready for the drumming process. During the latter process the two essentials
are the maintaining of the strength of the liquor and keeping
;

When the hides are found to
be heating, they should be allowed to cool off before proceeding with the drumming, and the old liquor be run to the
the leather comparatively cool.

handlers and fresh liquor supplied to the hides.

By neutralizing the lime in the hides by hanging them over
night in cold water containing lactic acid, which also plumps
them

before putting

them

into the handlers, the length of

time they have to remain in the handlers can be considerably
reduced.
little

Tan

liquors at the present time usually contain too

acid to neutralize the lime

and some
acids are

process of deliming

commonly used

used for deliming, and

is

and keep the hides plump,
Lactic and acetic

necessary.

in tan liquors.

Butyric acid also

is

an excellent plumping acid for
Some tanners drench their hides with
the early tan liquors.
boric acid, which not only removes the lime but also gives the
grain a smooth, silky feel and appearance.
Tanners know that some tanning extracts are more astringent than others. When several tanning materials are being
employed, it is the best practice to use the less astingent
materials during the first or earlier stages of tanning and to
use rockers, so that the hides can be kept in motion and the
is

penetration of the liquor thus facilitated.
fix

the grain and give

weak.

When

it

the grain

is

The

earlier liquors

and they should be quite
colored and set, the hides are in

good

color,

condition to receive stronger liquors.

The

strength of tan-

ning liquors should be increased rather slowly to prevent
thickening the grain and a wrinkled or drawn appearance.
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When

very strong liquor

is
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used during the early stages of

tanning the exterior of the hides

may

be so hardened that the,

penetration of the liquor into the interior becomes impossible.

Smooth grain and

when

fibers

completely tanned are obtained only

the rate of increase of tannin strength

is

very small.

Formula for Producing Plump Leather. The plumpness of
leather can be considerably increased by treating the sides in
the following

solution

manner

—Dissolve 5

Soaking.

to

lbs.

of borax in hot water

and add the

Soak the hides from

1000 gallons of water.

twenty-four to forty-eight hours, changing the water

The hides should be

are very dirty.
to

as clean as

it is

if

make them before they are put into the lime.
Liming.
The liming process depends somewhat upon

—

kind of leather that

new and

is

being made.

the

Starting the hides in

strong limes and finishing up in

the leather very

plump

as well as soft,

weak ones makes
but as extreme plump-

ing at the start tends to weaken the
start

they

possible

fibers, it is better to

liming in weak limes and finish up in strong ones.

Bating.

—Place

the sides in a vat provided with a wheel

and add to the water a solution of 3 lbs. of sulphuric acid,
and 3 lbs. each of borax and Glauber's salt, dissolved and
added to sufficient water to cover the hides. Five hours will
be long enough to bate the hides, provided they are frequently stirred by the wheel. T^© same process in a tub or
vat without a wheel takes thirty-six hours.

Tanning.

—Suspend the hides

in a liquor

made up by

put-

ting 6 lbs. of borax (dissolved) into a vat containing about

1200 gallons of weak hemlock liquor. Keep them in until
the color is struck then plump the liquor into a leach of
bark, and steel it for the second run add no more borax
until after the third run, then add 2J lbs. of it (dissolved) to
;

;

the liquor that

Then

is

to be

pumped

into the leach for the fourth

up the tanning with quermos or quebracho
much upon quebracho as
a tanning agent without anything else, plumping and filling
qualities are lost, which are gained by using hemlock bark

run.

finish

extract liquors.

In depending too
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The borax should be used

or extract liquor as a striker.

exactly as directed to get satisfactory results.

Retanning with Gambier and Sumac.
Leather that has been tanned in hemlock liquors, no matter

what the finish may

be, is

with gambier and sumac.
are

made

and

fuller

the harsh

much improved by being retanned
Retanned in this way, the flanks

firmer, the fibers are slightly contracted,

hemlock is toned down, the leather is
and the color is less liable to fade. The
leather is tanned with hemlock and then split.
The retanning is effected in a drum, it being thus accomplished in less time than in a vat.
A good retanning liquor
for harness and other kinds of leather is prepared in the folof the

eff'ect

given a smooth

feel,

lowing manner

:

bier

;

when

Ten gallons

as

is

to

it

is

fairly cool

skim

off"

gam-

all foreign matter.

of this liquor are sufiici^nt for thirty average sides.

This quantity

and

Boil in 80 gallons of water 250 lbs. of

the solution

is

put into the

drum

are added 2 gallons of dry

needed

to

make

together with the leather,

sumac and

as

much

the leather wet without dripping.

the leather in this liquor at least thirty minutes.

The

water

Run
sides

should then be packed in boxes by doubling the flesh side
outwards, and left in that condition for ten or twelve hours.
They should next be scoured or washed and treated in the
usual way of coloring, fat-liquoring, etc., according to the kind
of leather and the finish that is wanted.
Gambier and sumac
used as described improve the leather greatly, and the expense

repaid by the improved quality.
Bark-tanned
and extract-tanned leather may be retanned with gambier and
sumac in the following manner Two pailfuls of Sicily sumac
are boiled fifteen minutes in 40 gallons of water, and the
of their use

is

:

resulting liquor

morning 12J

is

allowed to stand over night.

The next

gambier are boiled until dissolved, and
this solution together with 10 lbs. of salt is added to the sumac
liquor.
There should be 50 gallons of the liquor, and it
should be used at 80° F. The leather is run in it one hour,
then left in piles twenty-four hours, next rinsed off and fatlbs. of
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Before being retanned, the leather, after

liquored.
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has

it

and shaved, should be washed one-half hour in
lbs. of salts of tartar in 50 gallons
and washed and then retanned.
is
next
drained
It
of water.
Hemlock-tanned and comRetanning Groins with Sumac.
bination-tanned leather after it has been split into grains and

been

split

warm

water containing 3

—

by a retannage with sumac.
taken out of the last tan liquor and allowed

The

splits is benefited

forty-eight hours.

They

sides are

to lie in a pile

are then pressed or put through a

wringer to force out the surplus liquor. Some tanners run
their leather through a splitting machine with a corrugated

gauge

which makes pressing unnecessary.

roll,

Leather that

has been pressed usually shows some marks, and to remove
these

jacked on a stoning jack.

it is

Splitting

is

next done to the substance that

the grains are then retanned with

retanning

is

sumac

is

in a

wanted, and

drum.

very beneficial to the leather, making

texture and color, and also rendering

it

it

This

of finer

capable of taking

and more uniform coloring.
The sumac liquor is prepared by scalding 2 pailfuls of sumac
with 20 gallons of water heated to 125° F., and allowing it to
When the liquor is cool it is
steep some time before using it.
better

ready for use, this quantity being sufficient for one dozen

medium
hour.

when

sides.

It is
it

is

The

leather

drummed

is

in this liquor one

then placed in smooth piles for twenty-four hours,

drummed

again with sumac liquor the same as

before, then again piled

next operation

is

dipping

sumac and then scouring

down
it

for twenty-four hours.

in

warm

or setting

according to the finish that

is

it

wanted.

water to wash

ofi'

The
the

out and finishing
It

it

can be dried and

then fat-liquored later on.

The

splits for flexibles or

Goodyears are trimmed and put

drum together with tan liquor of 6° barkometer strength
and drummed one hour, which opens them so they will take
Retanning can be done in a drum in
the retanning liquor.
about six days, the splits being drummed in a strong liquor
into a

two hours each day and

left

in piles the rest of the time.
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This operation
will be fully

are

is

repeated daily for six days,

when

the splits

tanned and in better condition than when they

drummed

continuously.

Gambler, hemlock extract and alum make a good retannage
for hemlock-tanned leather.
The proportions of gambler and
hemlock should be equal parts of each, the strength being 25°
barkometer. Twenty-five sides should be given 4 pailfuls of
the liquor and 4

The

lbs.

of

alum

dissolved in 2 gallons of water.

run with this liquor one hour, then piled down
hung up the next morning to dry. When
dry, it is fat-liquored, colored and finished.
A combination of 75 per cent, of quebracho and 25 per cent,
gambler is recommended for retanning grains for upper leather.
One pint of bisulphite of soda added to each 3 gallons of retanning liquor causes the liquor to penetrate more quickly
into the leather.
The strength of the quebracho-gambier
liquor should be from 24° to 28°.
leather

is

over night and

.

Any

of the foregoing processes

of leather for colored

may

be used in the retanning

and black upper

stock, dull or bright

printed grains and imitation kangaroo, also for bag and case
leathers.

Coloring and Finishing Vegetable-Tanned Upper
Leather.
Hides that have been tanned by a gambler, quebracho, or
For
black upper leather, glazed or dull, the following process may
be carried out The grains of sides split out of lime, bated,
pickled and tanned, or the grains of sides split after tanning
and then retanned, are washed and pressed. They are then
fat-liquored with a suitable fat-liquor and dried.
The dry
leather is then wet down and colored blue or blue-black
throughout the flesh and as a foundation for the subsequent
black.
The grain is next dyed black with logwood and
striker, or with a direct leather black applied by brushing on.
The skin is then slicked out smooth and hung up to dry next
dampened, staked and trimmed. If a dull finish is wanted a
combination process can be finished in various ways.

:

;
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coat of dull dressing

Where

rolled.

seasoning
is

is

is

applied and the leather

a smooth bright finish

applied to the grain and

glazed and then staked

seasoning, dried

;

is

it

is

when

is
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ironed or

desired a suitable

it is

dry, the leather

then given another coat of

and glazed again and next staked

in the

same manner as before. A third coat of seasoning is then
applied and the leather is again dried and glazed.
Thus
colored and finished, the leather has a blue or black flesh, a
jet black grain and a brilliant finish that resembles glazed
kid it is also very soft and durable.
;

Where
and dried

colored leather
;

is

wanted, the leather

is

then treated with sumac and colored

fat-liquored
;

or

it

may

be fat-liquored after coloring and then dried and finished.
For both black and colored leather the writer would recom-

mend

the use of sulphonated

oil

fat-liquor

;

and

for black

and grain blacking
with a direct black applied by brushing on after the leather
has been flesh colored and dried.
leather, flesh coloring with acid dyestuffs

—

Formulas for Black Flesh and Grain. 1. Where the black
is desired throughout the leather, the result can be accomplished by using logwood and titanium-potassium oxalate.

Drum

the leather, dried after tanning, in a solution of 5 or 6

titanium-salt for 100 lbs. of dry leather for ten minutes
next pour alkaline logwood liquor into the drum and let the
ozs. of

leather

drum

fifteen

minutes

;

then pour in another solution

and drum ten minutes longer. Wash the
was not fat-liquored before it was dried, fatliquor it with suitable fat-liquor and then dry it for finishing
if it was not fat-liquored before it was dried, apply the fatliquor immediately after dyeing in the drum.
2. Where it is desired to dye only the grain black, leaving
the flesh undyed, the use of direct blacks such as Leather Black
TB and TG patd. (Cassella) is to be preferred. For bright
of titanium-salt

leather and

if it

finish the bluish

Leather Black

TB

is

especially well suited

be finished dull the deeper and somewhat
more greenish Leather Black TG is to be given the preference.
for leather that is to

Leather which

is

given a moderate polish by being rolled or
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brushed

may

No

be dyed equally well with either brand.

preparatory or after treatment

is

necessary.

Blacking the grain side only is done by brushing the soludye into the grain, two coats being generally sufficient
for the dry leather.
The color solution consists of 1 lb. of the
tion of

leather black

and 8

ozs. of acetic acid in

10 gallons of water,

the temperature being maintained at 120° to 140° F. during

the operation.

The dye

is

mixed with the acid and some

water to a pulp, and then enough boiling water

make

stant stirring, poured over the pulp to

with con-

is

a solution of

the proper strength.

—

Blue Flesh and Black Grain.

3.

If the flesh side of the

dyed blue, an acid blue such as Solid Blue R,
Naphthol Blue or Naphthol Blue Black is used, the coloring
being accomplished by drumming the leather with the color
solution for one-half hour at 115° F., 6 or 8 ozs. of the color
leather

is

to be

and 3 or 4

ozs. of

sulphuric acid, or 6 or 8

being used for 100

The

lbs. of leather.

out strongly and, after having been dried,

grain by brushing on a solution of 1

TB
4.

or

TG, and 8

ozs. of acetic

is

lb.

is

then

of leather Black

—Where

considered

and the grain

side of the

be accomplished by

drumming

it

the leather with a solution of the leather black, using 1|
of the color for 100 lbs. of leather and adding from 3 to 5
of acetic acid to the necessary volume of water.
is

then washed and dried, or

fat-liquored directly after

it

if
is

set

blacked on the

is

desirable to dye both the flesh side

may

of acetic acid

acid in 10 gallons, of water.

Black Flesh and Black Grain.

leather black, the result

ozs.

leather

The

lbs.

ozs.

leather

not previously fat-liquored,

dyed and then dried and

ished.

Yellow Flesh and Black Grain.

—

1.

After leather that

is

fin-

is

to

be finished into imitation kangaroo has been fat-liquored and
dried, the flesh can be colored yellow

meric, 1 lb. of sal soda, 1
oil,

lb.

by using 5

lbs. of tur-

of borax, 1 gallon of neatsfoot

boiled in 10 gallons of water.

Then

fill

the barrel with

cold water and use 12 pailfuls of the liquor for a drumful of
leather.

After the flesh has been covered, black the grain

with logwood and striker, or a direct leather black.
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can also be obtained by using yellow aniline

flesh

dampened and placed in piles to soften.
One-half pailful of sumac is scalded for two hours in a covTo the prepared sumac 4 pailfuls of water and
ered vessel.

dye.

The

leather

is

1 gallon of lactracine are added, this quantity of liquor suffic-

medium sides. It is used at 100° F., and the
drummed in it twenty minutes, when it is ready for

ing for 60
leather

is

Yellow S

the yellow dye.

is

a suitable dye to use, 1

being dissolved in 25 gallons of water
leather in a

drum

at

100° F.

the grain, oiled and dried
<;olor

100

lbs.

The

lb.

and applied

leather

is

of

it

to the

then blacked on

4 pailfuls of the yellow dye will

;

of dry leather.

Fat-liquoring and Finishing Side Leathers.
In the finishing of sides into dull and glazed boarded grain
leather, imitation kangaroo and black and colored Russia
leather, a not uncommon practice is to give the goods two
applications of fat-liquor, one before and one after coloring.

Both

fat-liquors

solution of the
degras.

may

oil,

be sulphonated

oil,

or the

first

may

be a

and the second an emulsion of oil, soap and

The procedure

is

as follows

:

After the leather has

been split, retanned, pressed and shaved, it is sammied and
then weighed for the first application of fat-liquor. The drum
is heated with live steam to 125° F., and the leather put in
together with a small quantity of hot water and

drummed

until

and the moisture evenly distributed, the fat-liquor
being thus rapidly absorbed. Another way to moisten the
leather is to dip it into warm water and place it in piles until

it is fulled

it is

softened throughout, this being less apt to pipe the grain

than dampening in the drum.
An excess of water in the
drum or in the leather must be guarded against as it prevents
the absorption of the fat-liquor, which should be used at 125°
F.

It

drum through the hollow
motion. A drumming for thirty

should be poured into the

axle while the

drum

is

in

minutes enables the leather to absorb all the fatty matter
from the liquor. After having received the first application
of fat-liquor, the leather is rinsed off in clean water to free it
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from particles of leather
oil,

fiber

and

hung up

to being

which, containing

fleshings,

are liable to spot the leather while
to dry, the leather

it is

drying.

Previous

should be placed on a

horse for a few hours, to allow the fatty matter to assimilate
with the tannin and to penetrate into the leather, which is
then hung up and dried.

When

leather

given two applications of fat-liquor, the

is

application should be at least half of the whole quantity
used.
Colored leather can be given no better fat-liquor than
first

sulphonated

oil,

used by

itself

or combined with neatsfoot oil

or degras, such fat-liquor being also good for black leather.

A

thoroughly emulsified fat-liquor of soap, oil and degras is
some tanners prefer to buy a commercial fat-liquor to making it themselves.
also quite suitable, while

Glazed and boarded grain leather
flesh

side before the

second

is

colored blue on the

and
and grain may also

application

blacked upon the grain afterwards

;

flesh

of fat-liquor

be dyed at one operation.
Colored Russia leather

and colored previous

When
is

dry from the

dampened and

is

usually bleached, mordanted and

to the second application of fat-liquor.

application of fat-liquor the leather

first

colored, then dried

the second fat-liquoring.

and dampened again

are usually yellow-backed before the second application of
liquor.

After

and

it is

fat-liquored, the leather

Kangaroo

finishing.
dried,

calf

and

sides are

then yellow-backed,

The

for

Imitation kangaroo and dull grains

is

fat-

again dried for

sometimes fat-liquored

grain-blacked,

and

dried

may

be washed after retanning, pressed
and fat-liquored, dried and then colored and finished.
finished.

leather

Quebracho-tanned, gambier-tanned and combination-tanned
leather can be handled in the following
factory results

:

When

washed and pressed

to

the retanning

is

remove surplus

liquor.

merely press their leather and do not wash
the leather

drummed

is

with

shaved and fat-liquored.
oil

and dried before

it is

manner with

satis-

completed the sides are

it.

Some

tanners

After pressing,

In some cases

fat-liquored, this

a good method to follow in finishing colored leather.

it

is

being

A drum
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heated with steam to 100° F., and 1 gallon of

150

leather

and

weighed

lbs. of leather,
is

drummed

Sulphonated

dried.

although any other good

oil

oil is

oil

one-half hour,

recommended

may

used for

The
then hung up

and shaving.

after pressing

with the

oil is
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be used.

for this purpose,

After drying, the

weighed and dampened with warm water and placed
It is then put into the drum and run with
in piles to soften.
just enough water to soften it uniformly, and is now in condiThis method is entirely practition to receive the fat-liquor.
leather

is

cable and satisfactory

;

liquor the leather after

To
live

but some tanners omit the
it

water until

it is

drum should be

soft

drum

heated with

and the leather be drummed in warm
and full. The fat-liquor should be given

the hollow gudgeon, and after

out of the

fat-

F.,

to the leather in portions of 1 to 2 gallons at a

drummed

leather should be

and

has been drained and pressed.

fat-liquor the leather, the

steam to 125°

oil

all

of

it

is

forty minutes.

time through

in the drum, the

Upon being taken

the leather should be rinsed in clean

warm

and dried. When dry, it may be colored blue
on the flesh and black on the grain, or yellow upon the flesh
and black on the grain, or it may be colored any shade with
aniline dye, dried and finished with smooth, boarded or
printed grain, or into imitation kangaroo leather.
The following fat-liquors have been used in tannery practice with good results
water, drained

:

Fat-liquor Formulas.

gallons of water until
lbs. of

English sod

Enough

for

100

lbs.

it is

Boil 25 lbs. of potash soap in 25
dissolved.

Add

to the solution

and 6 quarts of neatsfoot oil and
few pounds of moellen degras may

cold water

is

next introduced to

Twenty gallons

gallons of liquor.

being dried.

1.

oil

A

several minutes.

be added.

—

50
stir

also

make 50

of this fat-liquor suflSces

of dry leather that has been run in oil previous to

The

exact quantity to use, however, varies with

the tannages, some requiring more than others, the quantity
stated being the

maximum, and

a smaller quantity will in

most cases produce the desired result. This is a good
liquor for black and colored combination-tanned leather.

fat-
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2.

made

lbs.

and

of soap

1 gallon of

moellon degras boiled and

into a fat-liquor with one-half barrelful of water, this

400 lbs. of leather. It may be
applied to the leather immediately after tanning is completed,
or the leather may be drummed with a little oil and dried
quantity being

before

it is

A

for

suflficient

fat-liquored.

kangaroo and dull printed
sides is made of 12 lbs. of cod oil to each 100 lbs. of leather,
dried after retanning and weighed after it is dampened.
Use
at 130° F.
Pack the leather down over night to harden
3.

then

good stuffing

set it out

for imitation

by hand and hang

it

up

to dry.

buff off the grain, trim and stake the leather

When

dry,

then color the

yellow and black the grain and finish the leather.

flesh

For hemlock-tanned, quebracho-tanned, gambier-tanned

4.

and combination-tanned
recommended 10 lbs. of
:

lbs.

;

leather

the following fat-liquor

soap, 4 gallons of neatsfoot

hang up

to dry.

;

then

The

is

10

125°

F., prefer-

set the leather out, oil the

grain and

of degras to a barrelful of liquor.

ably after coloring

oil,

Use

at

leather, dried after retanning, is

dam-

pened and colored and then fat-liquored, when the grain is
struck out and oiled with neatsfoot oil and the sides are then
tacked on frames to dry. Ten gallons of this fat-liquor are
sufficient for twenty-five sides of twentj'^-foot four-ounce leather.
It is best to use

the liquor after the leather has been dyed

black, or colored.

For bright printed or boarded grains another suitable
12 lbs. of pure cod oil, 2 lbs. of French degras,
fat-liquor is
Apply
2 gallons of thin soft soap for 100 lbs. of damp leather.
The leather, after being retanned, should be
at 125° F.
drummed for one hour in warm, strong sumac liquor then
When dry,
rinsed, scoured on both sides and hung up to dry.
it is dampened and fat-liquored, and is then set out and a
5.

:

;

light coat of oil applied to the solid parts of the flesh side.

The

leather should be set out very tightly on both sides, since

the tighter

when

it

is set,

the leather

is

black, dried, staked

the finer and
finished.

and

more even the grain

When

finished.

dry, the leather

will be
is

dyed
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Method of Finishing Vegetable-tanned Grains into Black
The goods after being fully retanned are washed,
The
struck out, shaved and retanned with sumac at 90° F.
leather is put first into a sumac liquor that has been used for
a previous pack, and after twenty-four hours is placed into a
Leather.

new

—

bath.

with cod

on the

then horsed up,

It is

oil

flesh

or other leather

and

degras and cod

For 100

lbs.

out, oiled

hung

on the grain

in the air, struck out

fat-liquored on the flesh with a mixture of

applied sparingly in order to avoid greasy

oil,

In place of this

grain.

oil,

set

fat-liquor,

the following

of leather, 5 pints of cod

degras, 5 lbs. of soap, 5 ozs. of borax

oil,

may

be used

:

5 pints of moellon

and 15 gallons

of water.

After fat-liquoring, the grains are struck out on the flesh and

grain and dried
If the grain

stored a

;

week or two and then dyed black.

be blacked it is brushed with a direct
The grain is then oiled, and the leather is

only

leather black.

to

is

partially dried, boarded in several directions, laid in a pile

over night, cleaned on the grain with a
dried

and rubbed with a

finish

a glaze seasoning

glazed, boarded

little

barberry juice,

To obtain a bright
and when dry the grain is

soft flannel rag.

is

applied

again, given another coat of finish, dried,

glazed and finally boarded again.

wanted, boarding

is

Where smooth grain is
The flesh side can

of course, omitted.

be stained by the addition of a suitable dye to the fat-liquor,
and the grain be blacked afterwards.
Finish for Bright Boarded Grain Leather.

—Dissolve in 3

lons of soft water, 4 ozs. each of logwood extract
gelatine.

When

cold,

add 2

ozs. of

ammonia,

spirits of

Mix

camphor.

and camphor

;

1 oz. of gelatine in

ozs. of

1 gallon of beef

blood, 1 pint of milk, 2 ozs. of muriate of iron,

ting into the finish

and 4

gal-

and 2

ozs.

of

milk before put-

then mix together, putting in the iron

have been worked
mixture
very
thoroughly.
together.
The dry leather should be dampened, staked and tacked
the grain then be dampened with warm, weak logwood liquor
after the other ingredients

Stir the

;

before
first

it

is

finished.

coat of seasoning

As soon
;

as the grain

is

dry, apply the

dry the grain and then polish with
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the jack.

After polishing,

dampen

the leather

and

awhile to allow the dampness to penetrate evenly

from

tail to

let it

lay

then grain

;

foreshank and from hindshank to top of shoulder,

and soft-board crosswise on the flesh side. Let the leather dry,
and then finish graining by boarding on grain side crosswise
and lengthwise. Next apply two very light coats of seasoning, the first being allowed to

When

the last coat

is

dry before the second

dry, the leather

Sufficient pressure should

polishing.

is

applied.

ready for the

is

last

be used to cause the

grain to disappear and to bring the brightness from the bottom
of the impression of the print.

After the polishing the leather

staked and then given the last graining.

Grain four ways
on the grain side, very lightly, and the result will be a fine,
even grain, very black and glossy. The finishing touch is a
light coat of hot oil, made of equal parts of raw linseed, paraAfter being oiled, allow the leather to
ffin and sweet oils.
lay in a pile for a few days before it is assorted and rolled inDull boarded leather is made in the same manto bundles.
is

ner, except that dull dressing is used.

made by

Printed grains are

printing and graining the leather with the grain

figure that

wanted.

is

—

Finishing Kangaroo Side Leather.
Sides that have been
tanned for kangaroo side leather are dried and fat-liquored
with degras, stearine and fish oil, and after being dried the
grain is buffed. The flesh is then dyed yellow and the grain
is

blacked with logwood and copperas or other

a direct black, given a coat of paste

made

10 quarts of water, 8

4

quarts of linseed

then add 8

to the leather

;

beeswax and 2

ozs. of

3 ozs. of nigrosine black and boil

Thin down with water and apply a

when

suitable finish

dry,
is

with

Boil these ingredients one-half hour

ozs. of soap,

fifteen minutes.

A

ozs. of tallow,

oil.

striker, or

of 2 quarts of flour,

fair coat

roll.

made of: Casein, IJ
German degras,

tallow, | lb.

lbs.

;

olive-green
fish glue,

soap,

1|^

1|

Boil one hour, cool and add
lb.
ammonia, and strain. This will make 6 gallons.
make up in another tub the following Irish moss If

lbs.

;

lbs.

;

;

|

nigrosine black, J

1 pint of

Now

:

lb.

;
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lbs.

olive-green soap,

;

nigrosine, | lb.

This

will

make 6

1:^^

lbs.

lb.

;

flour,

2

lbs.

;

Boil an hour and a half, cool and strain.
gallons.

Mix

of the second finish, and use

medium

borax, ^

;
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bright finish.

it

one-half the

first

and one-half

on the machine.

It gives

a

If the finished leather is too bright,

use more of the moss finish. If a bright finish is wanted,
omit the moss finish. Give the leather two coats of finish and
roll it.
If boarded kangaroo is wanted, the sides are to be
boarded before any paste or finish is applied.
Some tanners prefer to give their kangaroo sides a light
stuffing, next to dry them, dampen and color the flesh yellow,
then to give another application of fat-liquor, and to color the

Others color their

grain black after this second fat-liquoring.
leather yellow on the flesh

and black on the grain before the

second application of fat-liquor.

A

sig to be

used on greasy kangaroo sides to cut the grease

out of the grain so that the dye can penetrate
ozs.

each of caustic soda and of

made

is

of 12

salts of tartar boiled in

gallons of water, the barrel being then

filled

10

with water.

A

logwood liquor is made by boiling 75 lbs. of chip logwood
two hours in 80 gallons of water, which will make one
barrelful of liquor.
Before using, add 2 pints of ammonia,
and use at 105° F.
for

A

black or striker

is

made

of 8 lbs. of copperas, 2J lbs. of
logwood liquor boiled

bluestone, 1 lb. of nutgalls, 4 gallons of
in 15 gallons of water.

add 8

ozs. of

Fill the barrel with cold

water and

tincture or muriate of iron.

Coloring Vegetable-tanned Side Leather.
There are various methods of coloring the grains of side
leather that has been tanned with gambier, quebracho extract,

hemlock extract or a combination of

extracts.

It is

always

sumac before coloring,
«uch retannage freshening up the leather and preparing it to
The treatment with sumac is best carried
receive the color.
out in a drum and after the leather has been thus retanned
advisable to retan the leather with

;

a solution of titanium-potassium oxalate
22

is

run into the drum
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and the leather drummed a few minutes longer and then
This process of dyeing, combined with acid fatcolored.
liquoring, produces well-colored and well-nourished leather.

To

100

color

of dry leather use 8 ozs. of the titanium salt

lbs.

after the leather

Then run

minutes.

the liquor out of the

the solution of aniline dye.

After the color

wash, and fat-liquor the leather
fat-liquored, or give

it

if it

and

dry

to

it

;

ten

drum and run
is

in

well taken up,

had not been previously

the second application of fat-liquor,,

according to the previous treatment.
press

Drum

has been run in the sumac bath.

One

course

is

to wash,

fat-liquor the leather lightly with sulphonated oil

then to dampen, sumac and color

second fat-liquor, dry and finish

it

;

to give

it

the

it.

Another procedure consists of giving but one application of
immediately after tanning or after the leather

fat-liquor either

has been colored.

Upon

leather that has been fat-liquored with sulphonated

and dried the following method of coloring shades of tan
and brown will be found to be satisfactory For 100 lbs. of
leather, washed and sumacked, start coloring with 1 to 3 lbs.
of phosphine and 1 to 8 ozs. of shading brown, according to

oil

:

the shade required.
half hour.

Drum

the leather in the color bath one-

Then add without stopping

the drum, 6 or 8 ozs.

Drum

of titanium salt dissolved in hot water.

and then
dry

rinse the leather, set out well

to-

for the final finishing.

Coloring Quebracho-tanned Grains.
split

ten minutes,

and tack in frames

—When the grains of

sides

out of lime and then bated, pickled and tanned are fully

tanned, they

may

be washed and fat-liquored.

liquor Turkey red oil or acid fat-liquor
cent, oi

For the

be used, 2 per
110° F. for
being
used
at
a
temperature
of
the same

thirty minutes, the leather being then

and hung up

to dry.

A

washed again, set out
and soap may be

fat-liquor of oil

used, but there are advantages in the use of sulphonated

When

fat-

may

the grains are dry

it

is

oil.

beneficial to their texture ta

keep them in the dry or crust state a week or two before they
For light-colored leather it is best to-

are sorted for coloring.
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have no imperfections and are of a

select those grains that

Leather that has a dark grain should be

light, clear color.

cleared with sulphuric acid, 1 pint of

or

in

fifty sides

The next
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warm

process

it

being used for forty

water in a paddle vat or a drum.
treatment with sumac, 3

is

scalded and mashed, being used for 50 grains.

paddled in the sumac bath an hour or
minutes, the leather

is

set

of

lbs.

drummed

it,

well

After being
in

it

twenty

The sulphuric

out and colored.

acid should be entirely washed out of the leather before the

sumac is applied.
One method of coloring is carried out in the following
manner The leather is drummed in the warm sumac liquor
:

one-half hour.
in hot water
is

is

One-half per cent, of tartar emetic dissolved

next poured into the

drum and

minutes longer.

continued twenty

drained out of the drum, and the leather

The
is

the

drumming

liquor

washed.

is

then

Coloring

done very satisfactorily with acid dyes and formic acid.
The solution of the dyestuff is prepared by boiling in the usual
manner and is made acid by the addition of 4 or 5 ozs. of
is

formic acid for 100

Some

lbs. of leather.

run the leather in the
dye liquor and then a few minutes later to add the acid diluted with water.
Water warmed to 120° F. is put into the
drum together with the leather, and after a few minutes'
drumming one-third of the dye liquor is poured in, and the
drumming continued a few minutes then another portion of
dye is poured into, the drum, and after a few minutes the
dyers, however, prefer to first

;

remainder of the liquor is poured in and the drum allowed to
run twenty minutes. Where the dye liquor is not acidulated
before coloring is begun, the acid is added after the leather
and the color have been drumming ten or fifteen minutes.
Finally the leather is washed, and where fat-liquoring is not

done after coloring, and the leather
is set out, oiled lightly on the grain and hung up to dry or
tacked in frames or on boards and dried. It is then staked
and finished.
done, after tanning,

The

first

it

is

coat of seasoning

may

be a cold solution of flax-
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and while the grain is
brushed and staked lightly.

seed, applied with a sponge,

the leather

rolled,

is

still

damp

A

bright

next applied, and when dry the leather is rolled
Skins for black leather are taken in the dry conditions aud brushed on the grain with a solution of direct
seasoning

is

or glazed.

Where the
drummed with a

leather black, which leaves the flesh uncolored.
flesh also is

wanted colored

the leather

;

solution of blue acid dye, then dried
grain.

as

may

When

dry

is

it

is

and blacked upon the

seasoned, rolled or glazed or grained

be desired.

Another method
leather after

it

of coloring consists of

mordanting the

has been cleared with acid and

drummed

sumac, with a solution of fustic extract and titanium
coloring to the shade that

is

wanted.

When

salt,

in

then

a printed or

embossed grain is wanted, the tannage should be rather firm
and dry, and very little fat-liquor be used. Finished upon
the flesh side, quebracho-tanned leather makes fine ooze or
velvet stock.

Vegetable-tanned Patent Shoe Tipping.

The tanner who makes chrome

leather from

hides can

from his poor-grained hides by working
them into tipping stock than by allowing them to go through
the works and then be sold as No. 3 chrome or as a job lot of
realize greater profit

culls.

Good, strong tipping requires more liming than chrome
If the tanner will sort his hides after they are un-

leather.

haired, he can have

strong lime liquor,

an extra lime pit and make up a medium
and all hides with damaged grain can be

put into this lime for from 24 to 48 hours, then put through
the regular system of washing, working out, bating, etc.
After having been bated

bated low, so as to

make

down

soft,

well (tipping stock should be

strong leather), the hides should

be started to tan by tacking them on sticks and suspending them
in a weak sour liquor.

If a non-acid tanning agent

used, the liquor should be turned to the acid side

of lactic acid.

The

first

is

being

by the use

liquor should stand about 7° test with
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Allow the hides to remain in this sour liquor
48 hours, then handle them over into another pit, or else draw
ofif the sour liquor and pump on a fresh sweet liquor of 10°
a barkometer.

strength.

If

handled over into the next

pit,

the hides should

be pulled out and laid in a pile to drain for two hours in order
that they will not carry too

Allow them

much

of the sour liquor into the

remain in the 10° liquor forty-eight
hours, then work them into a 12° liquor for forty-eight hours.
Next work them into a 16° liquor and allow them to remain
four days, but they must be handled each day and their positions changed, so that they will not have raw or kissed spots
on them. After having been in the 16° liquor the requisite
length of time, the hides are worked out into a 20° liquor and
nex^

pit.

to

allowed to stay therein six days,

from the sticks and allowed

They

when they

down

are pulled

to lay in a pile forty-eight hours.

are then pressed or put through a wringer so that they

will be in condition for splitting, or they can be

run through

a splitting machine with a corrugated roll without pressing or
wringing.

If pressed or

put through a wringer they must be

jacked on a stoning jack to remove

all

marks.

After having been jacked they are split at a 2J oz. gauge
and the grains are then retanned in a mill with sumac, using
two pailfuls of sumac to each dozen sides. Boil the sumac in
about 20 gallons of water and allow it to stand until cool,
then put in the leather and run an hour and a half take the
leather out and put it into a pile for twenty-four hours then
give it another run in sumac liquor made in the same way.
The leather is piled down again and allowed to lay twenty;

;

four hours.

It is

then dipped into a tubful of

warm

water to

wash off the sumac and after that is scoured on the table.
While on the table, give the leather a good coat of moellon
degras, made by dissolving 4 ozs. of salts of tartar in 3 gallons
of hot water and then stirring into the water 2 gallons of
moellon degras.

The

leather

is

well rubbed in with a brush.

given a light coat of this slush,
It is

now

folded together

laid in a pile for 24 hours, then tacked out

dry

it is

on frames.

and

When

buffed by hand, and either staked or soft-boarded

and
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when

is ready to japan.
When a
moellon degras is used, degreasing is unnecessary.
Another Retanning Process.
A good way to fit bark-tanned

pin-blocked to soften,

it

first-class

—

leather for patent shoe tipping

is to split and shave it on the
50 medium sides dissolve 3 lbs. of salt of
tartar (carbonate of potash) in 50 gallons of warm water and
run in a mill for one-half hour, then drain and wash for
fifteen minutes, when the leather will be in good condition to

machine, then

for

be retanned.

The retanning liquor is made as follows Boil 2 pailfuls of
sumac in 40 gallons of water ten minutes and allow to stand
over night.
In the morning dissolve 13 lbs. of gambler and
10 lbs. of salt and add the solution to the sumac liquor. There
:

should be 50 gallons of liquor. Run the sides in this liquor
one hour, using it at 80° F. next pile them down on the floor
;

twelve to twenty-four hours, and then wash off the sumac
in a tub of water.
for

The

made

and moellon degras.
add 4| lbs. of cod
oil and boil one-half hour turn off" steam and stir in 4^ lbs.
of moellon degras of the best grade, and mix thoroughly.
Now add 4 ozs. of salts of tartar dissolved, and fill the barrel
with water to make 50 gallons of fat-liquor. Use at 110° F.
Boil 1

fat-liquor is

lb.

of soap, cod oil

of fig soap until

it

is

dissolved

;

;

Run

the leather in the fat-liquor one-half hour, then set

and tack

it

on frames

;

when

This process makes
easily japanned.
stake.

it

fine,

is

it

dry, buff the grain

out

and

strong tipping that can be

The Manufacture of Goodyear Welting.
The

better grades of welting are

made from plump

hides

pounds each and tanned expressly for
Welting is also made from the shoulders of belting
welting.
butts but such leather is apt to be harsh and brittle and not
as satisfactory as that made from upper leather. The hides are
limed thoroughly and bated down low to give a fine grain. The
tanning should be effected somewhat slowly and the tannage be
mild to prevent drawn and rough grain from too strong liquor.
weighing

fifty to

sixty
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Any good upper-leather tannage is suitable for welting. A combination of quebracho and hemlock extracts produces good

The proportions may be 1 part hemlock and 2 parts
quebracho. The sides are suspended in weak coloring liquor
leather.

for twenty-four

which

hours and then transferred to stronger liquor,

strengthened up from day to day until the sides are

is

Oak

tan and oak and

hemlock also
made good welting leather. Leather tanned in weak liquors
finishes softer and tougher than that rushed through strong

well struck through.

liquor.

The

the press and

hides,

when

well struck with the tan, are put in

made ready to be

are however cropped

and the

Before being

split.

split,

they

back to be retanned.
The backs are split 6 to 8 ozs., according to the weight desired,
and are then put into a drum and retanned with strong gambier liquor.
Sumac should not be used as it has a tendency
to make the grain coarse.
The next process is bleaching to
remove the stains from the splitting machine. The leather
is run in the drum for thirty minutes in a solution of 6 lbs.
of borax in 40 gallons of water at 100° F.
After this the
leather

is

washed

bellies sent

in clear water to

remove the borax

;

it is

then

milled in a solution of sulphuric acid, using 1 pint of acid or

more in 40 gallons of water and running the leather in it
twenty minutes. The leather is then washed in clear water
and

fat-liquored.

Any good

fat-liquor will do,

but better results seem to be

oil and chip soap.
The
and sammied and set out very

secured with the use of neatsfoot
leather

is

fat-liquored, dried

A

thoroughly.
of paraffine oil

is

light coat of cod oil cut with 25 per cent.^

then given to the grain

turned over and struck out on the

flesh,

the leather

;

is

liquor being then applied to the flesh and the leather

up

to dry.

When

partly dried,

it

is

taken

down and

with a heavy slicker, then dried and put into press.
rolled

nor

is

any

<ione, the grain

any

finish applied.

If the

work

is

hung
reset

It is

not

carefully

has a light, clear color that readily absorbs

strain or color that

Rough

next

a light coat of fat-

may

be applied.

leather of soft tannage

makes good welting when
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finished in this manner, but

not harsh and brittle as

The shoulders

must be firm and

it

much

welting

of the hides, the butts of

to belting, cut from the hides

largely used

and

which are made

in-

before they are tanned, are

The shoulders

as welting.

pliable

is.

after

having been

tanned, are run through the splitting machine and leveled.

They

are then bleached with sulphuric acid after a borax
bath as described, washed with clear water, scoured, hung up
to dry,

and when

in condition to be rolled are rolled

A

sole-leather roller.

coat of oil

is

on the

next given to them and

they are then dried out, receiving no other finish of any kind.

This shoulder welting

is

never as good as that

made from

the

backs of upper stock treated in the manner previously de-

An

scribed..

oak tannage

is

preferred to other tannages for

shoulder welting.

The Manufacture of Bag and Case Leathers.
The

essential in the manufacture of bag and case
good hides, preferably green-salted, that are clear
on the grain and free from butcher cuts on the flesh side.
first

leathers

is

When

the hides have been selected, trim off the heads and
shanks and put the hides into clean soft water. The better
way to soak them is to suspend them in the water and allow
them to soak twenty-four hours then take them out or run
;

and soak them
them into sides, taking
care to keep the backs straight.
Five pounds of borax dissolved and added to 1000 gallons of water helps to soften and
cleanse the hides.
After having been split into sides, the
off the

water and

fill

the vat with fresh water

Then

twenty-four hours longer.

hides are fleshed,

when they

split

are put into clean cold water over

night and the next day into the lime.
Liming.
lbs.

— Liming

of lime

and 2

usually requires six or or seven days, 8

lbs. of

sulphide of sodium for 100

hides being usually sufiicient.

1^

lbs.

of lime.

to spread

The

first

lbs.

of

lime sould contain

Reel the sides into the liquor, taking pains

them out

twenty-four hours,

well.

they

After having been in this lime
are

reeled

into

the

second

lime,.
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which should contain the same quantity of lime as the first.
The third lime should also contain 1^ lbs. of lime for 100 lbs.
and after being in the second lime twenty-four
of hides
hours, the sides are reeled into this and are left in the same
;

They

twenty-four hours.

are then passed into the fourth lime,

and after twenty -four hours, are put into the
lime should be

warmed

to

1 lb. of lime for

The

which the

been in the
of lime

fifth

and 2

to

into

each 100

water,

in,

of hides.

having

lime twenty-four hours, should contain

lbs.

1

lb.

of sulphide of sodium for 100 lbs. of hides.
F., the hides

and

after

being in

being allowed

when they

therein for twenty-four hours,

warm

lbs.

sides are reeled after

This lime should be warmed to 75°

reman

This

lime.

65° F. before the sides are put

and should contain
sixth lime, into

fifth

it

are passed

two or three hours,

they are in condition to be unhaired.

The sulphide

of

sodium should be dissolved in a barrel and

the solution allowed to settle before
liquor
this

then mixed with lime.

is

way

hides,

is

due

it

is

used.

The

clear

Dissolving the sulphide in

for the

purpose of preventing dark stains on the

to iron

in the sulphide.

The

hides,

when un-

washed with running water for fifteen minutes,
then placed in water at 80° F., after which they are worked
by hand over the beam and then put into the bate.
Liming can also be effected by immersing the hides in a
haired, are

solution of sulphide of sodium, 6° barkometer, for three days,

At the
the hides are washed with warm water and

hauling them out each day and plunging the liquor.

end of three days,
then limed two or three days, being handled at least twice,
and using 2 pecks of lime for every 100 sides. The hides are
then washed and bated.
Bating.
The deliming may be accomplished by using any
one of the several bating processes that have previously been

—

described.

The

hides require a clean bate so as to not to be-

come stained, and need to be well bated so as to have a soft
and clear grain.
Pickling.
For every 100 gallons of water in the vat use
30 lbs. of salt, and when this is dissolved add 10 lbs. of salt

—
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and 3

lbs. of

come from

sulphuric acid for each 100

lbs. of hides as they
be run in the liquor two
in over night, and drained several hours be-

the bate.

hours, then

left

The

hides

may

fore they are tanned.

—

Hemlock and quebracho extracts used in
make an excellent tanning process for bag and

Tanning.

junction

concase

being preferably about two-thirds quebracho and one-third hemlock. The sides are nailed on sticks

leathers, the liquors

and suspended

in a

weak coloring liquor

for

twenty-fours

This produces plumper leather than a paddle vat.
The sides are then put into a liquor of about 10° barkometer
strength.
Each day the liquors are strengthened until they
hours.

are about 30°.

When

well struck through with
and split. The grains may be
a drum with hemlock-quebracho liquor and then
finished.
Tanning with hemlock and retanning

sides are pressed

the tan the

retanned in
colored

and

with a com-

is effected as follows
The sides are tacked on
and hung in a 7° barkometer hemlock-liquor. They
are handled every day for three days, and the strength of the
liquor is gradually raised to 10° and then to 12°.
After be-

bination liquor

:

sticks

ing in a twelve degree liquor twenty-four hours, the sides are
put into a combination liquor made of chestnut-wood extract
and quebracho extract. The strength at first is 16° bark-

ometer

but this is gradually raised to 20°, taking sixteen days
do it. The leather is next pressed and split, and the grains
are then retanned.
The retanning liquor should be 3 parts
quebracho and 1 part gambler of about 26° barkometer
;

to

strength and the leather be milled in

it

one hour, then placed

in piles for twenty-four hours, after which

it is

in condition to

be bleached and colored.

Another good tanning process consists
and one-third oak-bark. The hides are

of two-thirds
first

hemlock

colored in a sour

liquor, then put into the tan liquor of 7°

barkometer and
handled each day, the liquor being strengthened until it is 10°

"When well struck with the tan the hides are pressed
Retanning is done with either quebracho and
sumac, or with quebracho and gambler. If the former is used
or 12°.

and

split.
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the liquor should be 20° barkometer, two-thirds quebracho
and one-third sumac. Running the leather in this liquor
one hour accomplishes its retannage, after which it is ready

and finishing.
sometimes advisable to drum the sides in a solution of
borax and then in an oxalic acid liquor after they are split
for coloring
It is

and before they are retanned, in order to clear and bleach
them. The leather is first run in a borax solution for twenty
minutes and then washed. It is then run in a solution of

^

lbs. of

oxalic acid in 15 gallons of water for ten minutes,

then washed

The usual
it,

free of acid

after it is retanned.

for splitting, since the

when retanned the
is

and retanned.

practice, however, is to bleach leather that requires

pressed dry for

weak

It

should not be pressed too hard

more moisture

there

splitting, the grains

in the grain

is

When

better the results will be.

leather

should be milled in

liquor before they are retanned and this extra milling

More rapid and thorough

prepares them for the retannage.

penetration results by adding 1 quart of bisulphite of soda to

«ach 6 gallons of retan liquor. Excellent leather is made by
tanning the sides in a one-bath chrome process, then washing
and retanning, the latter being done with quebracho and
<5hestnut-oak extracts in the proportion of 3 parts of the former

and

The

2 parts of the latter.

liquor should be 12° bark-

ometer at the start, strengthened to 18° the next day, and to
24° on the third day. Each night the hides should be taken
out of the liquor and piled down until the next morning, and
then be put into the strengthened liquor. After having been
retanned for three days, the sides are piled

next day, then pressed and
Bleaching and Coloring.
retanning,

of borax in 25 gallons of water

drum

is

is

acid.

Add

warm

to thirty sides, after

pack.

A

solution of 6 lbs.

put into the

run

fifteen

perature of this bath should be 110° F.
rinsed with

until the

split.

—Twenty-five

make a convenient-sized

with the sides and the

down

drum

minutes.

The

together

The tem-

leather

is

next

water and then given a bath of sulphuric

2 quarts of the acid to 25 gallons of

warm

water
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and drum the leather
acid bath

is

off

removed.

ing 2 pailfuls of

drummed

in this thirty minutes, then rinsed in clear

leather

is

warm

water, slicked

out on

is

Fat-liquoring
is

of benefit to any leather that
is

done

Some

the flesh and colored.

tannages require more bleaching than others.

with sumac

when the

and the leather thoroughly washed
A sumac bath is prepared by boilsumac in about 8 pailfuls of water, and the

drained

is

until all acid

in the solution fifteen minutes,

is to

after the leather is colored.

Treatment
be colored.

The

leather

then drained, slicked out on both sides and tacked on boards

to dry.

—

Finishing Rough Leather.
Rough leather selected for bag
and case stock should be of a nice light color, of soft tannage
and free from scratches, grubs, salt and bark stains. The best
results are secured from sides that measure when finished
about 24 feet each, and 14 lbs. weight to the side should be
the limit.
The rough leather is weighed and trimmed, 25
sides

making a

convenient-sized pack.

Wet

the sides

over night and stone them on the jack in the morning.

them on the
ozs.

per

belt-knife

foot.

The

machine and

split

down
Skive

them from 2 to 4^
more suitable

lighter leather will be the

and the heavier for bags.
process is washing with borax preparatory to
bleaching.
If the leather is dark, dirty and greasy, more
borax is required than for light, clean stock. Use 25 gallons
of warm water and from 2 to 6 lbs. of borax for the 25 sides.
for suit cases

The next

Run

the leather in this borax solution fifteen minutes.

Then

warm water to
The leather is now

drain off the water and wash the leather in

remove the surplus tannin and the borax.

ready for the acid bath. Mix 1 gallon of sulphuric acid into
30 gallons of water and run the hides in the solution ten
minutes drain the liquor out of the drum and wash the
leather with three to four changes of water, using 25 gallons
at each change.
The leather should be washed until no trace
of acid can be detected by the taste in the water coming from
;

the drum.

.

More

or less acid

requirements of the leather.

may

be used according to the
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Next put the leather into the clean drum together with a
Some
strong, hot sumac liquor and drum it one-half hour.
tanners add a teacupful of tin crystals and a cupful of muriTake the
atic acid to the sumac liquor others add only salt.
leather out and place it in piles for twenty-four hours then
rinse it in clear warm water to wash off the sumac and strike
If the sides are to be colored in a drum,
the flesh out hard.
;

;

they are
to be

now

dried

in good condition for the process.

give them a

first,

The

tack them on frames to dry.

to treat

it

to

is

hang

up

it

and

leather should be run in the

color bath thirty minutes, then rinsed

way

If they are

coat of cod oil on the grain

to

and horsed up.

dry

One

after rinsing, with-

it out, as setting-out works the dye into the flanks
and sides. When dry the leather may be dampened, set but
on the grain, given a light coat of oil and tacked on frames
Another way consists of fat-liquoring rather lightly
to dry.
after coloring, using fig soap and eggyolk in equal proportions
next horsing the leather up for twenty-four hours
slicking hard on flesh and lightly on the grain, then tacking
out to dry. When dry, the leather is seasoned and finished.

out setting

;

If russet leather

is

wanted, the leather

is

taken after rinsing

from the sumac bath and finished without coloring.
Finishing.

—After the

sides are dry, stake

grain a coat of cornmeal

This

filling.

is

them and give the
made by boiling

slowly for one-half hour 1 quart of cornmeal in 1 gallon of

Allow the paste to cool, then strain it and give the
leather a good coat, rubbing it in hard.
When it is struck in
well, roll the leather and hang it up to dry.
It is then ready
water.

for the seasoning.

The

following receipt

makes a good waterproof finish for
Put 1 gallon of formaldehyde

colored bag and case leathers
into a jug,

and

tightly corked.

dissolve in

Then

it

:

3

lbs. of

water and add 1 pint of vinette

;

stir

cornstarch in 2 quarts of water and
vinette mixture.
it to

the finish.

leather.

casein

keep the jug

;

dissolve 1 lb. of dextrine in 1 gallon of

Take ^ pint

well.

Boil 2 ozs. of

stir it into

the dextrine-

of the dissolved casein

Strain the mixture well and apply

and add
it

to the
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Another

receipt for a j5nish is as follows

of water, stirring until dissolved, | oz,

:

Boil in 1 gallon

4F ammonia,

2

ozs.

O

and 2 ozs. casein. Allow the solution to become cold
then add 1 gallon of water and ^ oz. of glycerine, mixing all
together.
Apply with a sponge evenly over the leather, and
dry it. When dry, the leather is glossed on the machine^
then grained, printed or embossed. Equal parts of frozen
glue, Irish moss and flaxseed also make a good finish.
For colored and russet leathers the following finish may also
be recommended Dissolve 4 ozs. of blood albumen in 1 gallon
of water over night.
Cook 4 ozs. of granulated gelatine in 1
gallon of water and let it cool.
Mix J pint of white varnish
Mix these three materials
shellac with ^ pint of ammonia.
together and add enough water to make 3 gallons.
Let this
Apply it with a sponge.
finish stand a week before using it.
For bright finish, dry and glaze. For dull finish, give two
then hang up to dry, and when dry
coats and roll while wet
Finish by graining, printing or embossing.
give another coat.
shellac,

;

:

;

The

following seasoning gives a nice black luster that

lasting

:

Add

potash and 2

and

8

ozs. of

logwood extract,

ozs. of prussiate of

boil until dissolved.

When

1 oz. of

is

bichromate of

potash to 2 gallons of water
cool, strain.

To each

gallon

add 2 quarts of beef blood or of blood albumen.
one
even
coat and let it dry then print, emboss and
Give
grain to get the desired figure, or finish smooth as may be
of the above

;

desired.

Finishing Imperfect Grains into Patent Tipping.

Among
which a
hides are
suitable

the stock tanned for bag and case leathers upon
perfect grain
split,

for

is

essential, there are

found

after the

grains that are imperfect and therefore not

finishing

grains can be

made

being buffed

ofi",

with the more

into patent tipping,

perfect

ones.

Such

upon which, the grain

the imperfections are not noticeable.

The

grains are taken from the splitting machine and washed in

warm

water to which, for 50 gallons, 1 or 2

washing soda

to each

50 sides has been added.

lbs.

of borax or

The

leather is
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this water for one-half hour, then in cold water for

fifteen minutes.

done with 15 gallons of one-bath chrome
added to a barrelful of water. The grains are
run in a drum with this liquor for two hours, then piled down
over night. The next morning they are washed for twenty
minutes in running water. Three quarts of extract of fustic
are next dissolved in a half-barrelful of water, and the
leather is drummed in the solution one-half hour, after which
Retanning

is

liquor, 25° Be,

it is

fat-liquored.

may

Fifty sides

soap and 9

lbs.

be fat-liquored with 2

The leather is run
then piled down over night.

To prepare

out and tacked on frames to dry.

and

staked,

and

of neutral chip

in this fat-liquor one-half hour,

water.

set

lbs.

of the best moellon degras in 50 gallons of

is

for finishing,

it

When

dry,

it is

it

is

bufied

then in condition to be japanned and

finished.

The Manufacture of Lace Leather.
Hides

limed and bated in about the
upper stock. A fine grain being

for lace leather are

same manner

as those for

not essential, sulphide of sodium

is

used in the lime to hasten

the unhairing and to give toughness to the hides.

can be done satisfactorily with

lactic acid

next pickled with sulphuric acid and

salt,

Deliming

and the hides are
and then tanned.
;

—

Chrome Lace Leather. This is made by tanning the pickled
sides with one-bath chrome tanning material the same as
chrome upper leather, and then fat-liquoring and finishing in
the following manner The leather tanned and neutralized is
The flesh splits can be finished into gusset splits, into
split.
:

The

glove leather or into lace leather.

just as durable as the grain leather, but

The

so nice.

sides

may

be

split

is

wanted, color

it

it

in hot borax water

does not look quite

liquor.

Where yellow

lace

with extract of fustic and some

yellow dye before fat-liquoring

wash

split lace leather is

out of lime or out of pickle,

and then tanned with the chrome
leather

it

it.

If white leather is desired^

and next

in water acidulated with
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sulphuric acid, and then thoroughly in clean water before
liquoring it.

A

satisfactory

method

chrome

of tanning

The

out as follows:

carried

fat-

lace leather is

unhaired, bated and

sides are

washed they are then drummed with 2 lbs. of pulverized
alum and 4 lbs. of salt for each 100 lbs. of hides. The goods
carry sufficient water from the last washing to dissolve the
alum and salt. When they have absorbed the materials they
are allowed to press and drain and, after having been partially
dried, are split and shaved.
The tanning is then completed
by drumming the hides in one-bath liquor in the same manner as for chrome upper they are finally washed and partially
;

;

dried for fat-liquoring.

The

fat-liquor

is

made

as follows

4

:

ozs.

common

of

potash,

or other alkali, are boiled in ^ gallon of water then 2 lbs. of
any good degras and 4 lbs. of tallow are added, and the whole
;

brought to a quick
cooking.

mixture

Then

1

boil.

The compound

quart of neatsfoot

oil

requires thorough

added and the
below

is

stirred until the temperature reaches a little

boiling point.

The

leather, the quantity

fat-liquor,

while hot,

named being used

is

for

applied to the

100

lbs.

of

it,

at

150° F.

When

fat-liquored, the leather

the grain side with neatsfoot

is

oil,

struck out and oiled on

then stretched in frames

until dry.
After this it is moistened and staked, staking and
drying being continued until the leather is soft and dry.
Then it is coated on both sides with a light coat of paste made
with tallow, starch flour, soap and water boiled together next
it is dried again and finished.
The chrome tannage permits
the leather to be stuffed at a high temperature, thus insuring
thorough penetration of the stuffing grease, and the leather is
;

made very elastic and durable and peculiarly suitable for lace
leather.
Chrome lace leather does not harden but remains
soft
it

and pliable until

it

goes over the pulleys.

is

worn

out.

It

does not burn

The tanning can be done

when

in

any of

In addition

to the

the various methods given for chrome leather.
Fat-liquors for

Chrome Lace Leather.

—

1.
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one given above two more
each 100

5

lbs.

For

of leather use: Moellon degras, 3 lbs.; tallow,

neatsfoot or cod

lbs.;

fat-liquors will be described.
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2

oil,

lbs.;

soda ash,

1 lb.

Boil these ingredients in 6 gallons of water for forty minutes

then run in

sufficient cold

Before using

liquor.

ammonia.

Use

into the

drum

and run

it

water to
into

stir

it,

fat-

Put the leather

together with 15 gallons of boiling hot water

This warms the leather so that the

ten minutes.

put on the door

;

gallons of

6 fluid ozs. of strong

150° F. in a clean drum.

at

Drain the water out of the
the drum and pour the fat-

grease will penetrate readily.

drum

make 12
it

start

;

At the expiration of forty
drum and place it over
then strike it out and oil the

liquor through the hollow axle.

minutes, take the leather out of the
horses for twenty-four hours

grain with neatsfoot or lard
2.

Another good formula

neatsfoot

oil,

3

lbs.;

lbs. of

leather

for

Soap, 1

fat-liquor is:

lb.;

tallow, 3 lbs.; carbonate of potash, 4 ozs.

"These ingredients to be

100

;

oil.

made

which

Oiling and Finishing.

is

into 12 gallons of fat-liquor for

used in the same manner as No.

—Set

A liberal coat of warm neatsfoot oil to the grain
on tacking frames to dry. Always stretch the
wise, as the laces are cut that

1.

the leather out hard and apply

way.

When

then tack

;

it

sides length-

perfectly dry, take

the leather from the frames, moisten and stake

to soften

it

it.

Without further treatment the leather is now ready to be cut
but it is of some advantage to apply to
into laces and for use
the grain a greasy paste, made of tallow, oil and flour.
Mix
intimately 4 parts of tallow and 1 part of neatsfoot oil, warmed
to 130° F. Next stir slowly into the oil and tallow 2 lbs. of
flour and allow the mixture to get cold.
Apply this liberally
;

to the grain, rubbing

it

in with a

stiff"

the grain hard with a glass slicker to

dry the leather and

Finally rub

brush.

make

it

smooth and

This greasy finish
is not really necessary, as excellent leather is made without it
but sometimes a greasy grain is preferred, and in such cases

glossy

;

it is

finished.

The splits taken from the
the finishing paste may be used.
tanned hides can be finished with the paste in the manner
23
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and

described,

and

will give good service as they are very tough

strong.

Alum-tanned Lace Leather.
ing ten quarts,

—The common wooden

pail hold-

used in measuring the tanning ingredients.
Into a clean barrel put 1 pailful of alum and 2 pailfuls of
salt

;

is

add water, and then

boil with steam until the

alum and

salt are dissolved.

Dissolve J of a pailful of carbonate of soda
with hot water and pour the solution slowly into the alum

and

salt solution,

which has been added

plunging the liquor briskly.
the soda solution

is

water in a tan vat,

to

Effervescence takes place

mixed with the alum

liquor,

ceases the liquor, to be in right condition for use,

a sweetish

taste.

bonate of soda

If the liquor tastes sour,

and

when

and when it
should have

add dissolved

car-

salt in the proportions stated until it tastes

sweetish or neutral.

The liquor should be cold when the hides are placed in it.
The tan liquor, having been prepared, place the washed sides
into it.
Handle them fifteen minutes after they have been
placed in the liquor, again at the expiration of half an hour,,

and again

at the expiration of the next half-hour, then at in-

tervals of two hours until the close of day.

Frequent handling lays the foundation of an even tan and a uniform grain^
two important considerations.
The second day the pack is in the liquor, handle it four
times at regular intervals the third day handle it three times,
and the fourth day, twice and near closing time, haul it up
to drain over night, and proceed to finish it the next day.
Tanning may be done also by drumming the sides with the
liquor for one day, stopping the drum at intervals, and then
starting it again.
The pack being tanned and drained, hang
the sides up to partially dry.
The spots that dry hard should
be wet with water and the whole of each side made uniformly
moist and soft before grease is applied.
Dampen the sides
uniformly fold and pack them in a box and let them remain
;

;

;

twenty-four hours,

dubbing used

when they

are ready to be stuffed.

to stuff the leather is

made

of pure tallow

The
and

neatsfoot oil in the following proportions, according to the
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time of the year

:

In summer time ; 10

lbs.
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and 1 lb.
tallow and 3 lbs. of
of tallow

and in winter ; 10 lbs. of
Of course, the leather may be stuffed with
tallow only, but the addition of some neatsfoot oil gives it a
Half a pound of rosin to 10 lbs.
softer and mellower feel.

of neatsfoot

neatsfoot

of

oil,

oil.

dubbing contributes to the preservation of the dubbing from
The dubbing is applied in a fluid state to the sides
a temperature but little higher than the melting tempera-

oxidation.
at

ture of the tallow.

Place the

number

of sides the stuflSng-wheel will carry

and spread them out one upon another.

table

suitable brush give each side a light coat of the fluid

on both

flesh

wheel and

and

grain.

on a

With a swab

or

dubbing

Place the batch in the cold stuffing-

set the latter in

The wheeling should be
sides come into contact with

motion.

done in such manner that the
the pins of the wheel in order that the grease

may

be worked

into the leather.

When

the sides have absorbed the grease take

the wheel and hang

Then with

them up

them out

of

until they are partially dry.

a stone having well-rounded corners go on a table

over the sides on the flesh side and straighten them out,

when they

are ready for shaving.

Shave them

lightly

and

evenly.

Then

and grain with melted dubbing, and
run the sides again in the wheel. Hang the leather up, and
when it is nearly dry snuflf it over with the currying knife on
the flesh side set the flesh out stone, slick and glass the
grain oil lightly on the grain and hang up to dry. Then
take the leather down and glass it on the flesh and brush it
on the grain, and it is ready for use.
coat both flesh

;

;

;

A

tanning liquor

for lace leather

may

also

be

made

of 15

alum, 30 lbs. of salt and sufficient water to cover 50
which are kept in this liquor twenty-four hours. The
liquor is then run off", and the sides are given 25 lbs. of alum
and 50 lbs. of salt and handled twice each day. They should
remain in the liquor two days, and then be hung up to dry.
When dry, they are dampened down for two or three days

lbs. of

sides,
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and then worked out on the staker. To grease the sides, 50
lbs. of white tallow and two quarts of pine tar are mixed and
the mixture is applied hot to both sides of the leather. The
sides are then put into the drum, heated with steam to 85°
F., and drummed one hour.
They are next staked on the
flesh side, stuffed again as before and then set out lengthwise
of the flesh and grain and hung up to dry by neck and tail.
Tanning can also be done in a drum in much less time than
in a vat or a paddle.

A
is

process that

is

a

little

carried out as follows

and

salt,

the sides are

:

different

from the preceding one

alum

After they are tanned with

hung up

They

to dry.

are however

not allowed to dry completely, but are staked while a

damp and

They

then dried completely.

little

are next stuff'ed by

being given a coat of hot tallow, applied liberally and until
the hides will absorb no more.

The

dry drum

rubbing

grease

A

it is

and

stretched

;

after

leather
off

is

then run in a

the superfluous

ready for use.

tannage of gambler, alum and

salt

produces

soft,

tough

The hides are suspended in gambler liquor for
a few days and then put into a solution of alum and salt.
lace leather.

This process produces a thick grain which presents an excellent surface to the buffs.

degras and cod

finally set out, first

and

oil

grain

is

The

oil.

Stuffing
leather

is

is

done with hard

grease,

then shaved, buffed and

by machine and then by hand. Tallow
and when the
there is, of course, no liability of its crack-

are often used in stuffing lace leather,

buffed off

ing and breaking when in use.

Picker Leather.
Picker leather

is

used extensively in cotton, woolen and

silk

must be taken in the manufacture of it.
and mellow so that it can be tied into knots,

mills and great care

must be soft
and above all, it should be tough so that it will not tear
or rip out where loops are cut into it to fasten onto the shuttle.
The hides should be of good steer selection, weighing from 50
It

etc.;

to 60 lbs. each.

They

are soaked in cold water in the usual
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way, and when thoroughly soaked limed. To every 50 sides
use 1 bushel of lime slake the lime and run it into the lime
;

vats with sufficient water to cover the stock

and

reel the sides

from vat to vat. This reeling must be repeated at least five
times during the first ten hours the sides are being limed.

When

when the

sufficiently limed, that is to say,

short hair

can be worked out, the sides are reeled into water at 100° F.
This temperature should be maintained and the stock again
;

be reeled at the expiration of twenty-four hours.

maining

in this

warm

bath forty-eight hours, the hides are
Fleshing and bating follow, the hides

ready to be unhaired.
being bated

down

soft

After re-

and

All the lime should be re-

silky.

moved, and the hides should be

soft,

low and clean before they

are put into tbe tan liquor.

Gambler
makes soft

preferable as a tannage since

is

leather.

Oak tannage

it

tans quickly and

also produces soft,

tough

The oak process is as follows The coloring must be
done in vats, with a reel attached, or rather constructed between the two vats, and the sides may be fastened together
with S hooks in fact, they can be tanned entirely in reel
They must be
vats if the proper attention is given to them.
reeled regularly, and the liquor be gradually strengthened
leather.

:

;

until the stock

is

thoroughly tanned.

Lactic acid used in the

vantageous.

By proper

first

and plump, yet mellow leather

known as
when the

stages of coloring proves ad-

use of the acid quick tanning results
is

This method

obtained.

the oak-bark tannage, and

it

is

is

well to add that

hides fresh from the beamhouse are put into the
liquor, the latter should not be over 2° barkometer, and lactic

employed for plumping after the third day of tanning.
Gambier-tanned picker leather is treated in the same
manner as oak leather in the first stages of tanning, or until
the grain and flesh are nicely struck through with tannin.
The sides are then ready for a special treatment, which forms
acid

is

best

a yellow streak in the center of the hide.

The gambler

liquor

is

made

of gambler,

about 4 per cent, alum and 1 per cent,

salt,

alum and salt,
and sufficient
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gambler

to

This bath

make

the

liquor show a

heated to 90° F.

At

bright orange color.

the end of one hour

draw
them to the liquor, and in two hours
repeat the treatment, and again in three hours.
The following day raise the leather and put it back again. Now let it
remain for twenty-four hours, then hang it up and sammy
quickly.
Put the sides into a stuffing wheel together with all
is

the sides out and return

the tallow they will take, say

4, 5, or

6

lbs.

until all the tallow

The sides should now be set on the
by hand and given a good coat of dubbin

has gone into the stock.

machine, then

made
to

reset

and sperm oil, about 60 per cent, of the former
40 per cent, of the latter. The tallow should be allowed
of tallow

to stand until cool

enough

so that the hand can be borne in
without pain or until a slight skin arises on the surface of
the tallow.
The sperm oil can now be added, the tallow being constantly stirred while the oil is poured in slowly. This
it

makes a

dubbin and both oil and tallow will penetrate.
Should the oil be added while the tallow is hot it will
result in what curriers call " fish eggs ", and only the oil will
penetrate the stock, which is very undesirable.
The leather
is then dried and worked out soft and clean.
fine, close

The Finishing of

Splits.

—

Chrome-tanned Splits.
The splits that are taken off chrometanned hides may be finished into gusset splits and glove and
mitten leather in much the same manner as the grains. First
they should be leveled up on the split side and then shaved and
made smooth and clean and of uniform thickness. It is gener-

them by drumming them first in hot
water and next in one-bath chrome liquor for three or four
hours, and leaving them in the liquor over night. They should
then be drummed thirty minutes, taken out and placed in
smooth piles for forty-eight hours. Washing is the next process,
which is done in the same manner as grains are washed and
neutralized
after this the splits are colored.
For black
leather a direct black is to be preferred, and direct chrome
ally necessary to retan

;

leather blacks are obtainable that dye a deep, rich black.
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There are also special black ooze dyes that are satisfactory for
chrome splits, dyeing being effected in one operation and
rendering the use of logwood unnecessary.
Some dyers, howprefer
ever,
to use logwood first and to top off with the direct
black.
The usual procedure when both dyes are employed is
to use 1| lbs. of logwood crystals and 4 ozs. of fustic extract
in 12 gallons of water for 100

used at 125°

and the

F.,

Then 12

minutes.

of leather.

lbs.

run

splits are

drummed

splits are

in

it

is

2

poured into the drum

minutes longer.

fifteen

is

thirty

of direct black are dissolved in

ozs.

gallons of boiling water, the solution

and the

This liquor

Any

suitable

next added to the contents of the drum and after ten
minutes the dyeing is completed. The use of titanium-potas-

striker

is

sium oxalate

recommended

is

The

It is

given to

have been drummed in the logwood

to the splits after they
liquor.

for this leather.

direct blacks are also used without logwood.

deep, rich black

The

imperative.

is

splits

A

should be washed

thoroughly after they have been dyed, the water being changed
three times.

After they have been pressed, they are ready for

the fat-liquor.

If the leather

shade of yellow

is

is

leather should be used.

are fat-liquored once

first

fat-liquor

fat-liquor

into the

minutes

drum
;

and some

Special glove dyes are procurable

For mitten leather the

with instructions for their use.

chrome

for mitten stock

wanted, a yellow dye suitable for chrome

for

;

may

gusset

be used.

hang the

splits

up

splits

After the application of the
to

dry

together with hot water

then drain

ofif

splits

Any good

twice.

when

dry, put

them

and drum them

forty

;

the water and give the leather the

second fat-liquor.

Let the

them up

To

drain over night then hang
them put them into the drum
together with warm water and drum them until they are soft
and moist, or dip them into hot water and leave them in piles
over night. Then tack them onto boards and when dry run
them in a dry drum until they are soft then measure them.
Another way to handle the splits is to mill them after the
second drying until they are soft, then to stake them as
smooth as possible and measure them. Tacking gets the
to dry.

splits

;

finish

;
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utmost measurement and the bag out of them. Splits for
mitten leather are handled in the same manner. Softness is,
of course, the most essential quality, and is assured by thorough tanning and retanning and plenty of fat-liquor.
Gusset splits are produced not only in black but also in

being special dyes for this work that can be used

colors, there

have been fat-liquored and
dried.
Some dyers fat-liquor and color their leather at one
operation but the usual practice is to dye first and fat-liquor
afterwards.
Dyes that are not stripped from the leather by
either before or after the splits

;

Good penetration of
dyes and adding ammonia

the fat-liquor are, of course, required.
the color

is

to the bath,

secured by using acid

and

after

twenty minutes drumming to add formic

acid to the contents of the drum, which insures uniform color

throughout the goods.
Vegetable-tanned Splits.

that

—The

splits

from hides which are

is,

split

taken

off

untanned hides^

out of the lime, or out

of acid pickle, or out of a pickle of sulphate of alumina and
salt,

can be tanned in various ways, with extract of hemlock,

quebracho, gambler, and finished into innersoling and other
Splits taken

leather.

from limed hides are drenched with

some other suitable deliming material, then
tacked on sticks and hung in the tan liquor and tanned wholly
by suspension. Splits taken from hides full of acid and salt
should be first drummed in a solution of 10 lbs. of salt and &
lactic

acid or

gallons of water for 100 lbs. of splits for twenty minutes.
all

The

first

liquor

This

parts of the splits into condition to take the tan liquor.

puts

liquor into which the splits are placed

made

of

is

a

plumping

hemlock extract and should contain

at least

10 per cent, of lactic acid to swell the fibers of the splits so
The splits should then be
that they will absorb the tannin.
put into a regular bark yard and worked through stronger
liquors, being handled every other day, from two to three
weeks being required to tan them, according to their thickness.
Splits taken from hides pickled with sulphate of alumina
and salt may be put into weak liquor or drummed therein,
and then tanned in hemlock liquors of gradually increasing
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No

strength until they are fully tanned.

the liquors and the alumina or

tanning

is

alum

is

salt is
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needed in

washed out before the

finished.

The most
them in the

way
Where

satisfactory

liquor.

to tan splits is

this cannot be

by suspending
done because of

may

be used, this being better
than a drum. In the paddle there is no violent pounding
and the splits therefore finish up finer than when a drum is
used.
Heavy splits may be put into a 10° barkometer quermos extract liquor in a paddle until they are struck through.
They should then be tanned in strong hemlock bark or hemlack of vats, a paddle reel

lock extract liquor until they are thoroughly filled

and tanned.

tannage may be used,
For light, flexible splits, some
such as quermos extract, the first liquor being 10° barkometer.
The splits are then passed into stronger liquor or the weak
This method of tanning makes
liquor may be strengthened.
softer

soft splits that

require very

little oil

Before splits that are full of

and

salt are

or fat-liquor.

alum

or sulphate of alumina

put into extract or bark liquors,

it is

advisable to

drum them in weak gambler liquor until they are softened.
They should then be tanned in strong liquors, the alum and
salt

disappearing before the

The

splits

splits are

ready to be finished.

should never be washed in water before they are

tanned or they will be flat and flabby when finished. Splits
are also improved by being drummed in gambler liquor after
they are tanned.
This has no effect as a tannage but it does

improve the texture of the leather. Scouring and cleaning
the leather of all dirt and foreign material is also beneficial
or the splits after they are fully tanned and drained, can be
rinsed in a vat of water, which will remove any sediment on
them. They should never be put into a drum and washed,
for this causes them to lose their plumpness and to fall away
and become thin. After they are rinsed off" they are hung on
poles to dry.
When dry, they are dampened and stuffed.
Rough splits for innersoling are retanned with a mixture of
two-thirds quebracho extract and one-third hemlock extract,
then rinsed and retanned with sumac in a vat. They are
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then partly dried and

stuffed, a

good

stuffing

mixture con-

sisting of 1 part tallow, 2 parts soap, 6 parts Irish moss,

30 parts water.

and

After having been stuffed the splits are set

out on a table, and a mixture of 6 parts Irish moss, 1 part

and

starch

brush.
to dry.

2 parts soap

They

A

is

rubbed in on both sides with a

stiff

and hung up flat
Tanners who want

are then set out with a slicker

jacking completes the work.

to increase the weight of their splits

add a

little

grape sugar

to the stuffing mixture.

Splits taken from hides tanned with hemlock,

quebracho
and chestnut extract in combination process can be worked
into Goodyear stock by being trimmed after they are split,
and retanned in a paddle with a combination liquor composed
of quebracho and chestnut extract.
They may a short time
be run in a

drum with

caused by the belt-knife.

and

left

in

eight hours

it
;

a weak liquor to break up the crust
They are then put into a 16° liquor

forty-eight hours, next placed in piles forty-

then returned

to

the liquor for forty-eight hours,

the paddle being run about two hours in the morning and
two hours in the afternoon. When well filled they are left in
piles a few hours and then put into a drum together with the
following mixture For fifty Goodyears use 4 lbs. of flour, 8
lbs. of epsom salts, 1 gallon of cod oil, 1 gallon moellon degras and 10 lbs. of talc, all mixed together into a smooth
Run
paste then add water at 85° F., to make 25 gallons.
the splits in this solution one-half hour and then put them
In the morning set them out very
into piles over night.
thoroughly apply a paste made of Irish moss and flour, and
hang them up to dry. When dry give them a coat of Irish
moss and talc on both sides and roll hard then dry.
The dry splits require
Softening and Stuffing Heavy Splits.
very careful dampening and softening. A good way to do this
Then place a dry split
is to wet one-half of them in water.
on the floor, then a wet split on top of it, then another
dry one, and then another wet one until all are piled down.
Let them lay two or three days to become uniformly soft and
damp, keeping them well covered during that time. Proper
:

;

;

—

;
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The

splits

dampening

the secret of

is

soft, well-filled

goods.

can also be dampened by being sprinkled with water or
sprayed with a hose spray and left in covered piles until they
are

damp and

soft

;

200

lbs.

weigh

of dry splits should not

more than 260 lbs. when dampened.
The amount and kind of grease to be used depends upon
the tannage and must be decided by the workman. Some
tannages take more grease than others, gambler and other
soft tannages not requiring as much as hemlock and combination tannages. The harder the grease the more can be put
in.
Sometimes 100 lbs. of dry splits will carry over 100 lbs.
of grease, 110

being the

lbs.

maximum.

The

grease should

be heated to 140° F., and the drum with live steam to the
same temperature before the splits are put in. Some degras

may

be used and a

little

sod

oil,

say 10 per cent, of

more, and this only when the grease
or

when

stearine

is

is

it,

but not

very good and hard,

used in making the stuflBng.

The

splits,

as well as the grease, having been exactly weighed, should be

and uniformly dampened and the right temperature
A good stuffing mixture for
gambier-tanned splits is made as follows 6 gallons of brown
grease, 4 gallons of common degras and 2 gallons of stearine.
If the brown grease is good, use less stearine.
Use from 4 to
6 quarts of sod oil to every 12 gallons of the stuffing mixture.
If the splits are very hard use ^ gallon more of sod oil to each
12 gallons of stuffing. After having been stuffed, the splits
are finished by being whitened, blackened with soap and
carefully

maintained during the process.

:

lampblack, dried, trimmed, given a paste of
or glazed and covered with a size

made

flour, dried, rolled

of

gum

tragacanth,

dried again, sorted and graded.
Stuffing for

take 45

lbs.

Wax

Splits.

—To make 100

lbs.

of stuffing grease,

of tallow, 10 lbs. of degras, 25 lbs. of stearine and

wax add
Use from 35 to 40 lbs. of
the stuffing to 100 lbs. of dampened splits.
Heat the drum
135°
F., and the grease to the same temperature.
to
Let the
drum run twenty minutes with the door closed and ten min20

lbs.

of paraffin wax.

Dissolve the stearine and

the tallow and then the degras.

;
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Hang

utes with the door open.

well cooled off and good

and

the splits up until they are

stiff

;

next

the back and then on the face side, and

them out tightly on
hang them up to dry.

set

Another receipt for stuffing is In a suitable kettle heat
hard glucose to 140° F. In another kettle place one-half
degras, one-half brown grease and one-third best stearin e and
cook thoroughly. Use about 12 lbs. of glucose with 40 lbs.
of combination grease, mixing just before using.
The glucose gives good color and weight, but it must be used carefully
and with judgment. If the splits are too wet or too dry or
of hard tannage no stearine is necessary, good brown grease
and degras and glucose being under such conditions sufficient.
Dampening for stuffing should be done in such a
manner that 300 lbs. of splits take an additional weight of
35 lbs.
:

Finish for the Black.

—When

splits are

dry after stuffing

them down in a pile for a few days
then whiten lightly on the back and to a fine face on the side
to be finished.
Now trim the edges and place the stock fleshside up on a table for the back finish.
Make a paste for the
back finish by mixing together 2 lbs. each of red lead and
yellow ochre and pour in slowly one gallon of cold water stir
and

setting out, pack

;

while pouring.
cold water.
stir

well

Dissolve 1

Boil the lead

and

lb.

of corn starch in 1 gallon of

and ochre and pour

boil thoroughly.

in the starch,

Let the finish cool and

it

is

Spread an even coat of it on the flesh with a
Hang the stock up to dry and then glass with a

ready for use.
soft brush.

jack.

If the paste

not the color that

and ochre

is

too thick add
desired,

is

more water

;

and

if it is

change the proportions of lead

to suit.

Soap Black.

common
common

—To

make

a soap black, dissolve 12

lbs.

of

soap in a half-barrelful of water together with 2 lbs.

of

potash.

according to quality.

mixed
and 1

Add

Next add two

in.

from 12 to 15

lbs. of

lampblack

Boil slowly after the black has been
pailfuls of strong

logwood liquor

lb. of indigo or Prussian blue and boil and stir
thoroughly then fill the barrel with cold water and add 1
;
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Spread this black with one brush
and rub it in with another. Sweep any smut off with a
If the glassing is to be done by hand, glass right
duster.
pint of muriate of iron.

If the stock

after blacking.
splits

up

is

glassed with a jack,

When

blacking before glassing.

after

hang the

the black

is

dry they are ready to be jack-glassed.
For pasting make a stiflF flour paste by mixFlmir Paste.
ing 4 quarts of flour in 2 gallons of cold water. Put in a
little water at a time and stir to keep lumps from forming.
When thoroughly mixed, boil for ten minutes with live steam

—

;

then add ^ lb. of tallow and J lb. of common soap. Boil unLet the paste cool and spread on a
til thoroughly cooked.

heavy coat of it evenly with a fine sponge. Hang up
and after the paste is dry, glass either with jack or
hand.
If the splits will stand it they can be oiled over the
by
most solid parts on the black side. Good judgment must be
used in oiling so as not to have the stock show the oil after it

fairly

the

splits,

is finished,

as

heavy

mill-stuffed leather will not stand

much

oil in finishing.

For finishing give an even coat of gum-tragacanth dissolved

When

to a thin substance.

dry, the splits are ready to be

sorted.

Finishing Splits into Goodyears, Chair

Splits, Et-c.

—The

splits

are taken from the splitting machine and trimmed, then put
into a mill with a weak tanning liquor of 6° to 8° barkometer,

and milled one hour. This milling breaks up the crust made
by the belt knife and opens up the splits so they will take the

When

retan liquor.

milled they can be retanned in a mill

or put back into the tan yard for three weeks in strong liquor.

The

splits

should be pulled out of the liquor every other day

and allowed

to drain for

from four

to six hours, the liquor

strengthened up, and the splits put back one at a time.
the tanning

make

a good

is

done in a mill

split.

The

it

splits

will take about six

days

If
to

should be milled in strong

liquor about two hours each day and then left in piles the

remainder of the day.
six days

when the

This operation

splits will

is

repeated daily for

be fully tanned.
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When

tanned, the splits are sorted and the heavy ones

may

be worked into flexibles or Goodyears, and the light ones into
chair seats.

made, the

If flexibles are to be
(after lying

48 hours

splits are

put into the mill

and given a milepsom salt. This gives them a
light color without removing any of the tan.
The epsom salt
solution is made by dissolving 75 lbs. of the salt in 50 gallons of water.
Use about 12 gallons of the solution to eight
splits.
Drum then in it thirty minutes, then pile them down
over night. The next day set out and hang them up to dry.
When dry, dip the splits in warm water and lay them in piles
twenty-four hours then give them a coat of Irish moss and
soap and roll hard and hang up to dry. When dry, trim
and measure them.
If Goodyear splits are to be made, the splits must be trimmed so as to have the proper bend for goodyears. The trimmings are finished in the same manner as the flexibles and
sold for cheap insoles then the bend is leveled up on the
splitting machine.
Bends for Goodyears must be of uniform
after the last tanning)

ling in a strong solution of

;

;

substance.

After they are leveled they are fat-liquored with

soap and cod

100

lbs.

oil,

using |

of leather.

over night.

lb.

of soap

Run them

Now make up

and 3

lbs.

in the fat-liquor

of oil to each

and

a clearing liquor of 2

pile

lbs.

them

of lactic

and run the bends in this ten minutes then dry them out, taking pains to have them dry flat.
When they are dry, make up a paste of 3 lbs. of frozen glue,
1 lb. of white soap, 1 lb. of Irish moss and 1 quart of finishing oil. Soak the glue over night in 3 gallons of water. In
the morning add the soap and moss and oil and boil for an
hour, then add enough water to make 10 gallons, and strain.
When cold, give the splits a good heavy coat of it and hang
them up until the paste is struck in then roll the splits hard
and treat the other side the same way. When dry they are
acid in 16 gallons of water,
;

;

finished.

If the light splits are to be put into chair splits they are

leveled on the machine, then put in a mill

and given a

mill-
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ing in sumac liquor, using 1 pailful of sumac ia 12 gallons of

water

for

one dozen

splits.

Mill the splits for one hour

then

;

them down twenty-four hours, and set out on both sides
and hang up to dry. Do not hang over sticks. Trim off all
the shanks and thin edges.
When they are dry, make up a
pile

a filling paste of J lb. of corn starch, J lb. of dextrine, 1 lb.
of casein that has been soaked over night in 3 gallons of water,

.and boil this mixture.slowly for an hour.

add I

lb.

While-

of ivory soap cut into fine shavings.

it is

boiling

make

This will

Aniline dye of any color desired can be
and the splits made into any color. They
should be given a good coat of this paste. It should be put
on smooth and when about half dry, the splits should be rolled
hard and dried, and they are then in condition to be embossed.
10 gallons of paste.

added

to the paste

After embossing, they are given a coat of waterproof finish

made by cutting up

and adding aniline soluble
in spirits, to the finish
by using aniline of the same color as
the splits the finished goods will have a much richer color.
These splits are often worked into cheap suit-cases and bags.
White Splits.
Where a soft white split is wanted a tannage
If the sides are split out
of sulphate of alumina may be used.
of the limes, the splits should be bated and pickled with sulphuric acid and salt the same as grains or whole hides they
shellac or casein
;

—

;

are then in condition to be tanned.

The tanning liquor is prepared by boiling 12 lbs. of sulphate of alumina in 10 gallons of water, and then adding
slowly to
of water.

it

24

ozs. of

bicarbonate of soda dissolved in 1 gallon

The soda should be added slowly and the liquor
The pickled splits are weighed and thrown
drum. For each 100 lbs. of them 10 gallons of water,

stirred constantly.

into the

1 lb. of Glauber's salt

into the

drum and

and 3

lbs.

the splits are

common salt are thrown
drummed with the solution
of

twenty minutes, the liquor being then drained off. Ten gallons of lukewarm water to which 5 lbs. of salt have been

added are run into the drum and the splits drummed fifteen
minutes. Half of the previously prepared alumina-soda liquor
is then run into the drum and the splits are run in it three
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or four hours, then horsed up to drain over night and

up

dry the next morning.

to

When

with 8 gallons of water for ten minutes.

The

hung

drummed

dry they are

the

rest of

alumina and soda solution is then run into the drum and the
splits are run three hours longer
they are then drained again
and hung up to dry.
;

Finishing consists of
of sulphonated

water for 100

7

oil,

lbs.

is

it

perfectly soft.

of

it

the splits with a solution

being used in 8 gallons of

of dry splits.

lbs.

eously be added to the
dried again

drumming

Some

flour

When

oil solution.

may

warm

advantag-

the leather has

staked and run in a dry mill until

The

solution of oil

may

it is

be added to the tan-

ning liquor, which saves the labor of the extra fat-liquoring.
Formaldehyde also produces white leather. The splits are
tanned in a formaldehyde liquor the same as grains and
sheepskins, then neutralized and fat-liquored with soft soap or
sulphonated oil, dried and finished.
Formula for Making Grain Leather from Splits. Imitation

—

grain leather
tions

:

The

drum, 5

may be made

splits

lbs.

according to the following instruc-

should be run through a borax bath in a

of borax dissolved being sufficient for twenty-five

medium size and weight. Heat 8 gallons of water
75° F., and drum twenty minutes. Then make a bath

splits,

Drum

sulphuric acid of 8 gallons as sour as a lemon.

to

of

the

splits in this fifteen minutes, then rinse in clean cold water.

Kun

in plenty of clear cold water until the acid

out of the goods, then fat-liquor with 5

2J

lbs.

of neatsfoot

oil.

lbs.

is all

soaked

of chip soap

and

Boil the soap in 3 gallons of water

and add the oil together with 1 oz. of sal-soda. Cool to 80°
and run the goods thirty minutes then horse them up
;

Next

drain.

slick

Oil with linseed

When
brown

or

dry the

oil

hard on both sides and glass on
;

then hang up or tack out to dry.

splits are

any color that

made from

when warm, taking

to

split side.

is

ready to receive the color, black or

wanted.

When

colored and dry,

A

they are ready for the moss or linseed solution.
dressing is

F.

equal parts of glue and gelatine.

care not to have

it

too thick

and

good

Apply

to spread
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on evenly. After the dressing has dried, the goods are
embossed either in imitation of some grain or plain. This is
a very necessary operation. After it has been done, the embossed side is given a coat of waterproof filling which is made
it

wax and

of

finish

dissolved in turpentine

rosin

and the leather

is

now ready

;

this is the final

for use.

A PROCESS OP DRUM TANNING POR SOLE AND
BELTING LEATHERS.

Drum

tanning

belting leathers.

15 per

cent.,

a

is

a safe and rapid

way

to

produce sole and

In using quebracho, 85 per cent, and oak,

first-class piece

of leather can be

rying out the following process

:

made by

car-

After putting hides through

beam shop, for handlers hang the hides in a 4° liquor
made of quebracho and oak extract as mentioned above. In
preparing liquors, mix and let the liquor stand from five to

the

Put 3000 gallons
six days in coolers or storage vats to sour.
of 4° liquor into the cooler, 4 gallons of acetic acid and 1
After standing five or six days, run the
gallon of dermiforma.
liquor on green hides.

Strengthen each day with enough

fill rocker for green hides in turn.
Raise the liquor
3° each day until the strength is up to 20° barkometer. Add

liquor to

«very day 1 gallon dermiforma and 6 quarts of acetic acid.
Then feed from head rocker, keeping liquors at 20° to 22°.

Never have the
etrates

much

tail

faster

handler over 4°, as quebracho extract pen-

than oak extract.

It is safe if tail

handler

There should be ten
rockers in a section, and the hides should hang twenty days.
Then take them from the rockers and crop them for the drums.
Put fifty backs in a drum, fill the drum two-thirds full
with 75° liquor and run for forty-eight hours without changing
the liquor, but watch the heat and keep it below 105° F.
After the forty-eight hours are up, run out all the liquor and
falls to 3°,

fill

but

it is

best to keep

it

a 4°.

again with 75° extract, filling the

this time.

barrelfuls

hides will

24

drum only

half full

The drum should be large enough to hold 25
when half full. Drum twenty-four hours, and the
be tanned throughout, plump and of fine color.
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The

hides must be toggled well together, grain inside, so

as to prevent the grain being

damaged by rubbing

together.

After seventy-two hours run, take the leather from the

drum

and lay it away in a 75° liquor for four days. Put three
hundred backs in a vat eight by nine by six feet deep, using
50 lbs. of sumac to 100 backs on the fourth day raise the
stock and run it through a wringer and put it back into the
drum. Put in 3J lbs. quebracho extract, dissolved and not
Put fifty backs into the drum and 175
diluted, to each back.
;

and drum thirty minutes. Then take from
drum and throw in a sour liquor. It will be found that by
running the backs through the wringer or press, the extract
will penetrate much better and very little will remain on the
extract

lbs. of

The

surface.

sour liquor should be 25° to 30° barkometer.

After laying in the sour liquor for twenty-four hours, the

ready for bleaching. It is advisable to scour lightly
on the grain. Have one box holding 750 gallons of water
and two soda and two acid boxes. Put 22 lbs. soda ash in
leather

the

is

first

box and 3

lbs.

of

in the second box.

it

Put 30

125° F.

lbs.

Hang

of sulphuric acid in each

box and heat

eight backs in each box

strengthen after every forty backs,

putting 4

lbs.

soda in

pulling stock from

;

first

keep

all

the soda re-

box
Take them from the box and put in

quired in the second box.
for every forty backs.

box, but none in the second, as

to second will

first

to

Also put 4

lbs,

of acid to each

then oil, and put the leather
clear water for two hours
through the press or hang it up to drain, preferably the latter
For
as the press draws more or less extract to the surface.
mineral
oil.
and
cod
mixture
of
oiling use | lb. of cod oil or a
As to sugar and glucose, putting it in with the oil and drum;

ming

it in, is

the cheaper way, but the best results are obtained

by retanning.

When
it

dry, dip the leather into water for rolling.

in the usual

manner and

roll

it.

Prepare

If properly looked after in

the rolling room, the backs will look just like vat-tanned oak
From
backs, only they will be firmer and of a brighter color.

70

to

75 per cent, finished grains can be made by this process.

SECTION EIGHT.

'

Processes, Receipts, Formulas and Notes.

notes and suggestions on chrome tanning.

A

—A chrome liquor that

be used for tanning hides and skins of any description

made

as follows

Dissolve 10

:

Add

gallons of water.
acid

Chrome Liquor.

Practical One-hath

may

bicarbonate of soda in 2

to the solution

then add slowly 6

;

lbs. of

lbs.

is

10

lbs. of

sulphuric

of syrup glucose, in portions,

waiting after each addition of the same for the agitation to

This liquor when

subside, before adding the next portion.

diluted to 45° Be. will contain 10

oxide and 15
It is

lbs.

of

an advantage

or of

common

will

it

to

per cent, of

be required to tan 100

chromium

lbs,

of skins.

add a certain quantity of Glauber's

salt

the liquor, to give the leather more

salt to

and to make it soft and pliable.
Chrome Alum Tanning Liquor. A simple chrome liquor
that has been used in practice is made of chrome alum and
spread,

—

A

soda crystals in the following proportions

chrome alum
little

in 8 gallons of water,

:

and 3

Dissolve 10

make

boiling water, adding enough cold water to

Ion of solution.

Add

of

1 gali

sufficient of the soda solution to the

chrome-alum liquor until a clear liquor
small quantity of

lbs.

of soda in a

lbs.

Ten gallons

salt.

results

of liquor

;

then add a

made of 10 lbs.
Chrome leather

chrome alum will tan 100 lbs. of skins.
becomes fuller and finer the more nearly the chrome-alum

of

solution approaches the point of precipitation.

Salt tends to

and the grain a fine break, and
no salt is added, the leather is
close and tight, lacking softness and elasticity.
Overtanning
and the use of too much salt makes the leather soft and

give the leather a soft

soda to give fullness.

feel

When

spongy.
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—

A Method of Neutralizing Chrome Leather. When borax,
which is a good neutralizer and cleanser, is used, the boric
acid that is liberated must be washed entirely from the skins,
or else trouble will ensue in the coloring of the leather.

If

sodium phosphate is used the phosphoric acid unites with the
chromium, forming chromium phosphate, which is insoluble
in water and also in very weak acids that might be employed
In order that the free phosphoric acid may be
in dyeing.
removed something has to be employed that will produce the
result, and not effect a detriment to the skins.
This is best accomplished by the use of bicarbonate of soda
and the process is most suitably carried out in water at 90°
Very good results have been obtained by using
to 100° F,
from 2 to 3 per cent, of sodium phosphate of the weight of the
Then allow this liquor to run off,
skins for the first bath.
after which put in about .05 per cent, of the sodium bicarbonate and run the drum fifteen minutes, the temperature of
The first bath in which the
the water being about 80° F.
should
phosphate
is
used
be of the same temperature,
sodium
and the drum be run from thirty to forty minutes. When
using this process the tanner must remember these figures do
not apply to all classes of skins, and the quantities have to be
Borax, if used,
varied with their quality and condition.
should be well washed away. The two chemicals mentioned
above are cheaper than borax.
How to Retan Chrome Leather. Light skins do not require
retanning, except lightly with gambler or sumac as a base for
subsequent coloring. A light retan nage with some vegetable
;

—

tan

is also

good

for black leather since it gives

a fine grain,

Hides that are to be split
paddle wheel or suspended
in
tanned
a
should
be
after tanning,
When
in the liquor in a vat, and then be pressed and split.
pressed, mill them in a dry mill until they are opened up and
ready to split then jack them the same as for bark splitting.
After splitting, the grains almost invariably need shaving and
deeper black and better

finish.

;

For each 100 lbs. of leather, dissolve 5 lbs. of salt
in ten gallons of water and drum the leather in this solution

retanning.
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ten minutes.

three or four hours

hours and wash

it

;

AND

NOTES.
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and drum

horse the leather up for twenty-four

The grains can be

in the usual manner.

colored blue while they are being retanned by adding to the

chrome liquor sufficient nigrosine and drumming as directed.
Subsequent dyeing with logwood or direct black is necessary
as the nigrosine simply colors the flesh and prepares the grain
subsequent blacking. Chrome leather that dries out
hard because of imperfect tanning can be somewhat improved
by being drummed in a strong, hot solution of salt and then
Tacking
in chrome liquor, washed, fat-liquored and dried.
for the

to dry is necessary to stretch the grain smooth and
draw out the wrinkles caused by retanning.
The more thoroughly grains and skins are tanned the more
easily they will color and finish and the more satisfactory the

on boards

to

leather will be

A

when

finished.

Method of Drying Chrome Leather before Coloring and
Finishing It.
By applying the following process to the skins
after they are fully chrome tanned, it is possible to keep them

—

in the dry or crust condition as long as

do

so

and then

to color, fat-liquor

and

may

it

finish

be desired to

them

into market-

able leather

The skins, upon being taken out of the tan bath, are horsed
up over night, without being washed, and the next day are
They are then weighed. A bath is preset out and shaved.
pared with 4

lbs.

of standard lactic acid in 15 gallons of water

wet leather. The goods are run in this
bath for ten minutes, when they are taken out and sent to the
for

every 100

drying

loft

lbs. of

and dried

out.

on boards or in frames.

away

until wanted,

They may

When

and be sorted

also

be dried tacked

dry the skins can be stored
into grades

and weights as

required.

The dry

leather

when

treated in the

absorbs water readily and assumes
as

it

was when

it

came from the tan

its

manner

described,

original wet condition

bath.

It

can be washed

thoroughly without any fear of removing valuable tanning
salts or of interfering

with the character of the leather.
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After the skins have been washed back in a drum, the

may be immediately
then dried and finished.

operations of dyeing and fat-Hquoring

proceeded with

;

the leather

is

In combination tannages of chrome and vegetable tannin,
is brought about more intimately by
treating the stock after the chrome bath with a bath of lactic
the fixation of the latter

The

acid.

result

is

a leather superior to either of the tannages

employed independently. The application of this process to
chrome-tanned leather results in permanent fixation of the
chromium base and a consequent improvement in the quality
of the leather.

—

To Increase the Suppleness of Chrome Leather. When heavy
is required soft and supple and yet must not

chrome leather

much

contain

grease, as

example, for automobile

for

satisfactory.

the two-bath process, sulphur

deposited in both the liquor

is

and when thus deposited

and the

fibers of the leather

fibers it

produces softness and suppleness.

A

method

in the

for increasing the

fibers is

as follows

of pelt, take 3 lbs. of

potash and 2

lbs.

:

amount

In the

bath, for every 100 lbs.

first

chrome alum,

1 lb. of

bichromate of

In the second bath

used to the extent of 8

is

acid is added, as there is sufficient in the goods to

fibers,

effect.

green color, but

plan

By

this

means the sulphur

the result being a very

may

if it is

be adopted

two hours, with

:

soft,

desired to

The

1 gallon for

is

make

it

first

lbs.

No

produce the

deposited in the

supple leather.

goods- are

in the

of sulphur deposited

of hydrochloric acid.

only hyposulphite of soda
desired

tire

recommended by Professor Eitner is
In the ordinary method of chrome tanning by

the method

leathers,

It is of

a

whiter the following
pickled for one or

each pound of pelt of a solution

containing 20 per cent, of salt and 5 per cent, of sulphuric
acid,

and 4 per

cent, of

This constitutes the

bichromate of potash

first

bath.

is

then added.

The second bath contains

only hypo.

Ordinary one-bath leather can be made to represent twobath leather by incorporating sulphur in the fibers. Before
the goods are tanned they are treated alternately with hypo
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and with hydrochloric acid, then tanned by the ordinary onebath process. This method produces a chrome leather with a
large amount of free sulphur which makes it very supple.
The process can be carried out in either direction, or even
repeated more than once, i. e., either hypo first, followed by
hydrochloric acid and

salt,

or vice versa.

To Dissolve Chrome Alum.

—Several

substances

that

are

used in the tannery have the peculiarity that while being

For exampart of chrome

fairly soluble in water, they dissolve very slowly.
ple,

chrome alum

alum

is

soluble to the extent of 1

to 7 or 8 parts of water,

but

it

dissolves very slowly.

If

a solution of chrome alum be used, in which some crystals
remain undissolved, there is danger of stains or uneven results
being produced by the contact of the solid particles with the
skins.
In this case it is better to make up the solution some
time in advance, so as to be sure that

When

all

the crystals are dis-

where the solution is
required immediately, it is better to adopt some other means
than merely stirring the crystals in the bottom of the vessel.
A better way is to suspend the chrome alum in a basket,
coarse bag or some sort of strainer in the water so that the

solved.

this is impossible, or

crystals are in contact with the water at the top of the vessel.

By

this

means the alum

because, as

it

is

much more

dissolves, the solution falls

quickly dissolved,

away from

gravity, thus exposing a fresh portion of the crystals.

chrome alum

solution of

is

to

it

by

If the

be used in the drum, then, of

it may be dissolved in the requisite quantity of water
by agitation in the drum. With some substances which dis-

course,

solve slowly

it is

possible to hasten the solution

by using hot

or boiling water, but in the case of chrome alum, the solution

thus obtained

is

different

from that in cold water, the

being of a violet color, while that in hot water

is

latter

green-

colored.

The two
the chrome

solutions differ chemically in the extent to

alum

is

which

hydrolized, and theoretically, one would

expect the violet-colored solution to produce better tanning
results than the green one, but the tanning effects are generally
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the same in both cases.

In experimental eases two similar
packs of calfskins were tanned in the two different colored
solutions (made basic with soda), and after being tanned were
neutralized,

dyed and

fat-liquored,

apparent difference in the
that

it is

result.

It

finished,

but with no

was therefore concluded

not worth the time and trouble to

make

the violet-

colored solutions.

—

A New Process of Chrome Tanning. The modifications of
the ordinary chrome processes of tanning are almost legion,
particularly so in connection with the production of one-bath

chrome liquors. For the production of the latter there are
two general types of method, the first involving the use of a
chromium compound, such as chrome alum, which is rendered basic by the addition of some alkali, such as soda.
The
modifications in this branch include the use of different alkalies for rendering the salt basic, and also the use of different
classes of chromium compounds. The most common, of course^
is chromium alum, of which the active constituent is chromium
sulphate.
Other chromium salts which have been advocated
are chromium formate, chromium acetate, and chromium
chloride.

In the second type of method for the production of onebath chrome liquors, bichromate of potash or soda is taken^
and reduced by some reducing material. The chief modifica-

which is used
both organic and inorganic materials having been employed.
Of the organic materials probably the
most common and the most widely used have been cane sugar,
tion in this class of process rests in the agent

for the reduction,

glucose, glycerine

and

alcohol, while the inorganic materials

include bisulphite of soda and hyposulphite of soda.

According

to a recent

Hirch, the reduction

is

German

patent taken out by M. F.

carried out

bisulphite of alumina, which,

it is

by means of a solution of
claimed, has the following

advantages over hypo or bisulphite of soda

There

:

no deposition of free sulphur as with hyposulphite
of soda, and no great evolution of heat as with bisulphite of
soda.
The deposition of aluminum hydrate is formed in the
is
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reduction should be carried out without the addi-

alumina of about
14° Be. be added to a 2 per cent, solution of chromic acid, the
complete reduction of the chromic acid is attained without
any precipitation. If, on the other hand, a solution of onethird the above concentration be used, the reduction of the
chromic acid is complete, but at the same time a precipitation
is produced in the liquor.
The first method of use, that is, with the concentrated solution of bisulphite, is suitable for tannage in one bath, while
the liquor produced by the use of the weaker bisulphite soluThe foltion is suitable only for the tannage in two baths.
lowing is given as a practical example The skins, unhaired,
delimed and pickled as usual, are submitted to the following
If a solution of bisulphite of

tion of acid.

:

treatment

The bath

:

potash, 2| per

cent,

consists of 5 per cent, of bichromate of

of hydrochloric acid, 180 per cent, of

The goods are allowed to turn in this liquor for three or four hours and are
then placed in a pile for twelve hours. Finally they are
water, calculated on the weight of pelt.

transferred to the second or reducing bath.

This bath consists of 36 parts of solution of bisulphite of
alumina of 14° Be, and 220 parts of water for each 100 parts

The goods

of pelt.

when

are turned in this liquor for four hours,

the tannage should be complete, with the grain even

The

and smooth.

leathers tanned

resistant than those

by

this process are

more

produced by other processes, and can be

and more regularly, partly because the deis avoided and partly because the alumina
forms a mordant which is very favorable to dyeing.
The Recovery of Chrome Residues. In the two-bath method
of chrome tanning, the first bath, which consists of an acididyed more

easily

position of sulphur

—

fied solution of

exhausted.
residual

It

bichromate of potash or of soda, is never fully
has frequently been proposed to utilize the

chrome in

bath, that

is,

this bath

by making use of a standing

never wholly discarding a bath, but adding to

each time a quantity of bichromate and acid
restore its original constitution.

of the bath

is

it

suflficient to

Unfortunately this renewal

an extremely complicated matter.
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It is probably more practical with our present knowledge
not to try to again utilize this chrome in tanning and by so
doing produce a poorer quality leather, thus saving at the

and losing at the bung, but to recover the
some form which will make it available for some

spigot, as it were,

chrome

in

other purpose.

Two processes for the recovery of chrome as a by-product
have been proposed, both of which can be worked profitably,
provided proper care is taken and the work of the tanner
is on a suflBciently large scale to warrant expenditure for
labor.

The

first

chrome
chrome yellow. There is an extensive
pigment, and the particular shade is not of

process consists of the precipitation of the

as chromate of lead or

demand

for this

great importance so long as

it

runs, strictly

In order

uniform.

to obtain uniformity the precipitation should be always

under as near the same conditions as

possible,

and

made

to obtain

brilliancy the solution should be filtered before precipitation

takes place, and

White sugar
press

is

product

some alum be added

as a clarifying agent.

A

of lead should be used for precipitation.

may

filter

The

absolutely essential to collect the precipitate.

be dried or sold in the pulp form to mixed paint

manufacturers.
The price obtained for the chrome yellow
depends upon the care with which it is made, but with ordinary precautions taken this working-up of a by-product is
fairly

remunerative.

The second method
reduce

it

of utilizing the waste

chrome

is

to

with sodium bisulphite or sulphurous acid gas,

precipitate with soda ash, collect in a filter press the

hydrate so formed, wash

it

thoroughly, and use

it

chrome
in the

manufacture of one-bath tan liquors. This method is in many
ways preferable to the manufacture of chrome yellow, as it
does not involve the looking for an outside market with its
attendant bothers.
In order to conduct even this recovery of
chrome profitably, the liquors must be analyzed and no great
excess of reducing agents or soda be employed, otherwise these
chemicals may be wasted and no real gain be obtained.
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DEPILATORY COMPOUNDS FOR WOOLSKINS AND HAIRSKINS.

The

present methods of removing wool from sheepskins

and

the hair from goatskins and other light skins are considerably
different from the old-time process of sweating

and liming,

the latter having been replaced by the method of painting on
the flesh side with mixtures, of which lime is mainly the base.
These mixtures usually contain lime and some sulphide, such
By
as sodium sulphide or arsenic sulphide (red arsenic).
and
with
the
these
substances,
with
either
of
mixing lime

addition of water, a paste

is

obtained which,

when

applied to

the flesh side of the skins, causes the hair or the wool to be

Methods of mixing lime and the
It is usually held as good practice either to
sulphides vary.
slake the lime with a solution of sodium sulphide, or to mix
the lime with the sodium sulphide first, and then to slake
with water, or in the case of arsenic sulphide and lime, to
The high
place the two in alternate layers and then slake.
temperature caused by the slaking of the lime produces a
reaction between the sulphide and the lime, so that hairremoving compounds are formed.
As a type of method, the following, which has been recommended by the Light Leather Trades' Federation of Great
Britain, may be given
7^ lbs. of sulphide of sodium
crystals to every 40 lbs. of dry lime are the desired proportions
Take the 40 lbs. of lime, slake in 9 gallons of
for all skins.
water, and allow to stand for three days, so that all the hard
loosened in a few hours.

:

—

substances are well slaked.
sieve with a

mesh

Pass the slaked lime through a

Dissolve the 1^ lbs. of
Add the sulphide
sodium sulphide in 1 gallon of water.
The mixture is then ready
solution to the lime and mix well.
for painting the skins, which should be pulled not later than
the next day. As they are pulled they should be washed in
clean water before they are put into weak lime. The gatherten to the inch.

ing limes that are used should be cleaned out at least once a

month.

On no account

should the skins be put into the weak

lime before being washed to remove the sulphide.

A

suitable depilatory paint for all classes of skins

is

pre-
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pared as follows

:

60

25 lbs. of sodium
For slaking and mixing a

unslaked lime

lbs. of

sulphide; 20 gallons of water.

;

used.
A thin layer of the unslaked
then placed on the bottom of the tub, and on this a

wooden tub should be
lime

is

thin layer of sodium sulphide crystals, followed by a further

The two

layer of the lime.

ingredients are thus placed in

amount of each has been
The necessary amount of water to effect
now added a little at a time about 10

alternate layers until the whole

placed in the tub.

thorough slaking

is

;

gallons of water will be necessary for the amounts of lime and

sulphide given above.
left

After slaking, the mixture should be

overnight, the remaining

added, and the mixture
applied to the skins,

through a

fine

mesh

it

is
is

sieve,

of unslaked lime, stones,

For the

10 gallons of water are then

thoroughly

stirred.

Before being

recommended to pass the mixture
in order to remove any small lumps

etc.

lambskins and goatupon which fine grain is
essential, the use of paint composed of lime and red arsenic is
to be preferred.
It is usually recommended to mix the arsenic
sulphide and the lime before slaking, so that the heat produced by the slaking of the lime causes the production of the
calcium sulphydrate. M. C. Lamb has given the following
method " The arsenic sulphide is mixed with the unslaked
lime in a suitable receptacle, in alternate layers of lime and
arsenic, and the amount of water necessary to effect the slakfiner grades of leather, such as

skins for glazed and glove leathers,

:

ing

is

then poured over the mixture.

use are

Lime, 120

:

lbs.;

red arsenic, 30

Suitable quantities to
lbs.;

water, 60 gallons.

"After the slaking has been performed, the mixture should

be thoroughly mixed up with a wooden spade, and diluted to
the required consistency by the addition of 45 to 50 gallons of
water.

The paint should be allowed

before using
fine

mesh

to stand over night

and may with advantage be passed through a

sieve before being applied to the skins.

When

erly prepared the paint should be pale green in color.

trace of red or pink color
satisfactory,

is

evidence that the mixture

prop-

Any
is

not

and that the necessary chemical reaction during

the slaking process has not been satisfactorily effected."
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one of the above described depilatory paints may be
used upon wool or hair skins for any tannage with perfect
A liming for a few days ususafety and satisfactory results.

Any

ally follows the depilation with one of these prepared paints.

THE CONSERVATION OF SKIN SUBSTANCE.
It

must appear evident

skin business that there

to

is

anyone engaged in the hide and

continual loss of substance and de-

preciation of value in a skin from the

the animal until

it

is

finally converted

principal reason for this loss
bacteria,

moment

is

it

is

into leather.

The

the presence of liquifying

which bring the gelatine of the skin into

The conservation

taken off

of this material

is

solution.

of vital interest to the

and should also demand the attention of the skin colWith this end in view experiments were
lector and dealer.
of years to discover some inexpensive
number
conducted for a
method of conserving the substance of skins, especially calfskins, without any detrimental effect.
Of all the materials tested, zinc chloride has been found to
best prevent this liquifaction and consequent loss and deterioration without producing any results, visible either in the skin
or in the finished leather, that are in any way objectionable.
The method of using zinc chloride which has given the
tanner,

most

satisfactory results

is

as follows

:

The

fresh skins are first

salted in clean, coarse, solar salt for the purpose of withdraw-

ing the blood from them, and are allowed to remain in a low,

H

narrow pile for from twenty-four to forty-eight hours. They
are shaken out of this first salt, which is taken to the refuse
pile and is thereafter used only for salting the trimmings, and
placed in a pack, and to the salt which is used for this second
For convenience, a stock
salting, zinc chloride is added.
solution of 1 lb. of zinc chloride to 1 gallon of water is made.
To a barrelful of water add 1 pint of this solution and stir
thoroughly. The salt which is intended for the second salting
is sprinkled with this zinc chloride solution until a quantity
taken in the hands and pressed oozes moisture. The salt
treated as above is thrown on the skins in the usual way.
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Fresh skins treated in this manner lose practically no gelatine
fresh and clean so long as skins are ordinarily
held.
The treatment is also valuable in conserving skins

and remain

that are shipped

In a case where skins show a tendency

in.

to hair slipping or

have become heated,

it is

dip them into a solution of the zinc chloride

advisable to

first

made by adding

1 pint of the stock liquor to a barrelful of water,
for the second salt.

as directed

The

results

and salting
obtained from

handling hair-slipped skins in this manner are remarkable.
The zinc chloride instantly checks the liquifaction of the bacteria

and the leather produced from the skins

that

made from

is

the equal of

Comparative experiments with
made. One lot of skins
was kept at a temperature of 30° F., another at 0° F. At
the same time skins were put in pack by the zinc chloride
method. The skins were all held for one year. Those treated
in zinc chloride were in every way equal to those kept in cold
cold-storage

perfect ones.

methods have

also been

and the leather produced from the zinc chloride
was equal to that made from strictly fresh stock.
A general following-up of the above suggestions will do
much toward conserving the most valuable constituent of the
raw skin. The method is not an expensive one, zinc chloride
costing only about thirty cents a pound.
It is best bought
in pound bottles, as it is deliquescent.
Carl E. Schmidt in
the Shoe and Leather Reporter.
storage

;

treated skins

—

DRYING SKINS IN PROCESS.
Nearly

all classes of

skins are pickled

nowadays before they

are tanned since they tan better in pickled, than in the un-

Pickling helps materially in getting soft

pickled, condition.

light-colored

and well tanned

leather, another

advantage in

pickling being that skins so treated can be kept a long time

without spoiling before they are tanned.
of pickling that are

and

salt,

commonly used

and with sulphate

being usually applied by
liquor.

and kept

The

of

The two

alumina and

drumming

processes

are pickling with acid
salt,

the process

the skins in the pickling

pickled skins are then packed in barrels or boxes

until

it is

desirable to tan them.
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have been pickled with

to treat skins that

sul-

phate of alumina and salt consists in drying and keeping

them

in the dry condition until they are to

manner can be wetted back

treated in this

Hides

be tanned.

any time, and

at

and tanned.

split

Light skins can be moistened and softened and then shaved

and tanned by a chrome

There should be from 10
100 lbs. of skins and from
6 lbs. of sulphate of alumina and from 6 to 10 lbs. of
Heavy hides should be given the larger quantities,
process.

to 15 gallons of pickling liquor for

3 to
salt.

light skins the lesser.

drum

then the

once.

warm

or skins are put into the

poured in and the drum

rest of the liquor is

ten minutes longer.
skins

The hides

together with half of the solution and run ten minutes,

may

if it is

not desired to tan

they are to be tanned they

water, then

run

After having drained several hours the

be hung up to dry,

When

is

drummed

maybe

them

at

softened with

in cold salt water until saturated,

and then tanned with one-bath chrome tanning liquor.
Chrome-tanned skins are usually dyed and fat-liquored before they are allowed to dry, as dry chrome leather does not
readily take color and grease.
A practical method of drying
chrome leather before coloring when it is considered advisable
to do so, consists in drumming it in a weak solution of lactic
acid after it has been washed and shaved, 100 lbs. of it being given about 3 lbs. of acid and 12 to 15 gallons of water.
In this liquor the leather

is

drained and thoroughly dried.
it is

desired to finish

colored, fat-liquored

it,

when

and

drummed
may be

It
it

ten minutes, then
stored

away

until

can be wet back with water,

finished.

The wet

skins, after the

which enables
Leather
get the greatest possible measurement.

acid bath, can be tacked out on boards to dry,

the tanner to

tteated in this

manner

finishes

up

into superior stock, soft

and fully tanned.
While the skins are in the dry state, especially if they have
been tacked on boards or stretched in frames and are flat and
smooth, they can be sorted into grades more easily than when
they are wet from the tan bath, as the condition of the grain
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They can then be run

can be plainly seen.

in

warm

water

drum, and colored and fat-liquored in the usual manner.
During warm weather it is not always practicable to tan and
finish skins in the regular order, and unless they are preserved
in some way after they have been unhaired and bated, they
will decay.
By pickling them with sulphate of alumina and
salt, which is really a form of alum tannage, they can be
stored away in a small space for future tanning.
And by
in a

treating chrome-tanned skins as directed above, they too can

be packed away immediately after they are tanned, and
ished at a later date, which sometimes is a convenience.

fin-

TANNING WITH GAMBIER, SUMAC AND OAK EXTRACT.
This process of tanning
calfskins

and goatskins

The

colored leather.

may

be used in tanning sheepskins,

for linings

skins

may

and

also for other black or

be pickled or tanned after

drenching, without pickling. A liquor composed of gambler
and sumac of about 10° barkometer is prepared in a paddle.
After having been in this liquor five hours, the skins are put
into a gambler liquor of about 20° barkometer. It is advisable
to add 1 quart of acetic acid for every five or six dozen skins,
they remaining in this liquor seven hours.

The third liquor should be made up to a strength of 30° or
35° and the same quantity of acid be added to it. For pickled
skins the liquor

must

also contain salt.

After the skins have

been in this liquor half an hour, a pailful of oakwood extract
dissolved and added.
When thoroughly tanned, the skins

is

are horsed

liquor

is

up and drained, and then sumacked.

made up

in a paddle

by using 25

A

of Sicily

lbs.

in water heated to 125° F., the liquor being cooled

sumac
sumac

down

to

90° F. before the skins are put in. They may be turned in
this liquor several hours, or an hour or two and left in over

They

and hung up to dry,
and dried. When dry, the leather may be
dampened, shaved and colored or dyed black it finishes soft
and well-tanned.
Undoubtedly equally good results would be obtained by
tanning with quebracho in place of gambler.
night.

are then drained, rinsed off

or fat-liquored

;
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sulphonated

AND

MAKE AND USE SULPHONATED
an

oil is

OILS.

which has been subject

oil

The

action of sulphuric acid.
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oils that

to the

can be sulphonated are

oil, olive oil and a few other saponifiable
have been treated to the process of sulphonation have come more and more into use in the manufacture
They are especially useful in
of heavy and light leathers.
the fat-liquoring of vegetable and chrome-tanned shoe leather.
During the process of manufacture of sulphonated oil for
acid fat-liquor, the acid must be added very slowly to the oil
the oil should be very thoroughly stirred while the acid is
being added to it and while it is being washed out the oil

neatsfoot

castor

oil,

oils.

Oils that

;

must be

chilled while

it

is

being acidified.

The

following

anyone to prepare a usable sulphonand saw it in two parts just below
This makes a tub of convenient
the two hoops near the top.
Then put a 15-gallon crock into the tub and surround
size.
If the water is not below 60° F., add ice
it with cold water.
to bring its temperature down, since it must be cold enough
Put 6 gallons of No. 2 castor oil into the
to chill the oil.
crock and allow it to stand over night to become thoroughly
instructions will enable

ated

oil

:

Take a

barrel

chilled.

The next morning at eight o'clock stir very carefully and
thoroughly into the oil 6 ozs. of sulphuric acid of 66° Be. and
stir for at least five minutes after the acid has been poured in.
At eleven

o'clock stir in 6 ozs.

more

of sulphuric acid, taking

At three
o'clock in the afternoon
another 6 ozs. of acid, and at
six o'clock 6 ozs. more should be added under careful and
thorough stirring. The next morning at seven o'clock add 6

care to add

it

slowly and to

stir

very thoroughly.

stir in

and every three hours thereafter add 6
of acid until 24 ozs. of acid have the second day been

ozs. of acid to the oil,
ozs.

stirred into the

On

oil.

the morning of the third day take a perfectly clean

and put a wooden spigot into it as near the bottom as
possible.
Place the barrel upon a box or a block so that it
Pour the acid-treated
will be six or eight inches off the floor.

barrel

25
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oil

into the barrel

warm

and

Add

water.

for fifteen minutes.

fill

to the

Do

the latter two-thirds full of luke-

water and

oil

30

lbs. of salt

and

this every half-hour for five

stir

hours

then allow the oil to rise to the top, open the spigot and let
Close the
the salt water run off until oil begins to show.

and fill the barrel with warm water as before then
add 24 lbs. of salt and stir for fifteen minutes. Allow the oil
and salt w^ater to stand over night until the morning of the
Then draw the water off as before and fill the
fourth day.
barrel again with water, adding 1 8 lbs. of salt and stirring as
Draw the water off again and fill the barrel with
before.
warm water and put in 15 lbs. of salt. Stir thoroughly for
ten or fifteen minutes and allow the oil to stand over night.
The next morning draw the water off, and the oil that remains in the barrel is ready for use. In order to get a satisfactory product, the oil must be well stirred when washing
out the acid and the acid must never be put in fast enough
to burn the oil.
To keep the oil, add a little water to it, about twice its own
Before adding the water, stir in enough concentrated
weight.
ammonia to neutralize whatever acid there may be in the oil
and to carry it to the alkaline side.
Neatsfoot Oil and Cod Oil may be combined and sulphospigot

;

;

nated in the following described manner
neatsfoot oil

and 20

lbs.

:

Mix 30

lbs.

of

of cod oil in a 20-gallon crock stand-

Add ice to the water to
ing in a tub containing cold water.
lower the temperature to below 65° F. Put the oil in the
crock before closing
it

will

down

for the night,

and in the morning

be chilled.

For the 50

lbs.

of oil use 38 ozs. of sulphuric acid

and

In the morning about
eight o'clock pour one portion of 22 ozs. of the acid very
slowly into the oil, stirring the oil while the acid is being
divide

it

into four equal portions.

added and for five minutes afterward. It should take about
Allow the oil to stand until
fifteen minutes to add the acid.
Then add another portion of
five o'clock in the afternoon.
Let the oil
the acid, stirring thoroughly as in the morning.
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stand until the next morning; then add to

another portion of acid.

At about

as before, taking fifteen minutes to

88

ozs. of

oil,

acid have been stirred into the

oil.

is

second

stirring thoroughly

add the

of the third day, the acid-treated oil

washed.

very slowly

it

five o'clock of the

day, add the last portion of acid to the
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Thus the
On the morning

acid.

in condition to be

Use a large barrel or tub that will hold 100 gallons

and put a spigot in

it

as close to the

and
some
into the tub or barrel and
bottom as

place the barrel or tub on a box so that

it

possible,

will stand

Put the oil
100°
F. to fill the tub nearly half full of
add enough water at
water.
To the water add a pailful of Glauber's salt and stir
thoroughly, then add more water until the tub is nearly full.
distance from the floor.

Allow this to stand until towards night of the third day, then
open the spigot and let the water run ofif. Close the spigot
and fill the tub as before with warm water and add a little less
than a pailful of Glauber's salt. Allow the mixture to stand
until the next day and then draw off the water the same as
before.
Fill the tub up again with warm water and 1|^ pailfuls of common salt.
Stir the oil and the water very thoroughly and allow the mixture to stand twelve hours. Then
drawing off the water and fill the tub again nearly full with
warm water, and add 1 1 pailfuls of common salt. Stir the oil
very thoroughly and let the mixture stand until the next day.
The water should then be drawn off, and the oil is ready for
use.

In using neatsfoot oil and cod oil equal parts of the two oils
may'be employed. From 1^ to 2 ozs. of acid should be taken
for every pound of oil
never more than the latter quantity.
A little more than If ozs. is a safe quantity for each pound of
oil.
The acid should be divided into four equal portions.
When the washing of the oil is completed, add cold water,
;

and enough strong ammonia
on the oil.
Castor oil may be treated in the same manner as neatsWhile these oils make good fat-liquor^
foot and cod oils.
castor oil really makes the more desirable article, and its use
about twice the weight of the

oil,

to neutralize the last trace of acid
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recommended to anyone who desires
oil and acid fat-liquor.

is

to

make

own

his

sulphonated

How

Use the Sulphonated

to

Oil.

—When the

properly treated with acid and washed,

To

hot water.

use

it

the requisite quantity

drummed with
chrome leather may

water and the leather

hundred pounds of

has been

oil

dissolves readily in

it

dissolved in

is

One

the solution.

be fat-liquored with
from 4 to 6 lbs. of the oil dissolved in 12 gallons of water at
125° F. The drum used for the purpose should be perfectly
clean, and the leather be warmed in a hot drum before it is
given the fat-liquor. The exact quantity of oil to be used
must be determined by the man in charge of the work and

Drum the
depends upon the degree of softness desired.
thirty
minutes
then
it out and
in
the
fat-liquor
take
leather
rinse it off in hot water so as to remove the oil from the
This washing is necessary when the leather is colored
surface.
;

after fat-liquoring.

leather,

let it

If colored before fat-liquoring, rinse the

drain a few hours, strike

it

out,

and hang

up

it

to dry.

The

best

results,

however, are secured

when

the sulpho-

combined with neatsfoot oil or some other fatUsed in this way it emulsifies the other
liquoring material.
When
oils and greases, and carries them into the leather.
nated

oil is

neatsfoot oil or moellon degras
oil

is

used with the sulphonated

the leather becomes lubricated internally and has,

finished, the full, well nourished feel.

heated to 160° F.
little

water

neatsfoot

nated
water.

oil,

is stirred

The

when

neatsfoot oil

is

Potash soap previously dissolved in a
thoroughly into the

oil.

When

cool the

mixed with an equal quantity of the sulphothe mixture forming an emulsion which dissolves in

oil

A

is

practical formula

of potash soap and 6

lbs.

is

6

lbs. of

neatsfoot

of sulphonated

oil,

3

oil,

lbs.

2J

lbs.

of the

mixture being used for 100 lbs. of chrome leather.
Sulphonated castor oil is also useful after glazing to preIt is also used, either by itself or in comserve the finish.
bination with pure mineral oil, in oiling the grain of the
leather before drying it out.
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nicely fat-liquored with a

with a mixture of such

oil

and

mixture of sulphonated castor oil and
neatsfoot oil, or a mixture of sulphonated oil, either castor or
neatsfoot oil, and mineral oil.
Of these combinations the
best is undoubtedly the mixture of sulphonated castor oil and
The emulsion can be given to the leather imneatsfoot oil.
mediately after tanning and before the skins are dried it can
also be brushed on or mixed with the tanning liquors toward
mineral

also with a

oil,

;

the end

of the

leather, after

it

drum

has been

with a mixture of fish
or neatsfoot

oil.

Bark and extract-tanned

tannage.
split

oil

and retanned, can be

fat-liquored

emulsified with sulphonated castor

The mixture

of oils can also be added to the

retanning liquor in the drum, thus giving fullness and a
feel to

soft

the leather without additional labor.

Another important use for sulphonated oils is in the drum
tanning of sole leather. " When sole leather which has already
been penetrated by tannin in pits, is tanned in the drum, it is of
great advantage to add to the liquor in the drum, mineral oil
to which some sulphonated castor oil has been previously
This sulphonated castor

added.

which

it

forms a more or

proportion with mineral
oil

enables the mineral

leather

thick paste,

less

oil.

oil to

soluble in water, with

oil is

The

and mixes

any

penetrate in small quantities the

and without destroying

its

firmness allows

a certain interior humidity, which prevents

The

in

presence of the sulphonated

it

it

to retain

from becoming

and of the sulphonated
namely it facilitates the
penetration of the tannin into the leather and by lubricating
the inner portion of it prevents damage by rubbing of the
grain against the sides of the drum. The retannage of sole
brittle.

presence of the mineral

oil

castor oil has also another object,

leather in the
is

drum with

the order of the day.

special extracts, perfectly decolorized,

Many

large tanneries

this retannage, not only for the butt,

One

make

but also for the

use of
ofifal.

most important points in this retannage is to add
either at the beginning or after half an hour,
some sulphonated castor oil. The oil so used prevents the
of the

to the

drum
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grain of the leather from cracking, which

when
it

the rendement

is

pushed too

far,

lightens the color of the leather.

combined tannin

for oxidizing

it is

always liable to

and on the other hand,

It also

prevents the un-

during drying."

NOTES ON FAT-LIQUORING.

The following remarks

relative to soap and oil used in fatan article in " Leder Industrie," a
German trade paper. In the manufacture of upper leathers,
fat-liquors with a soap base play an important role.
A soap
fat-liquor enables the leather to take up a large amount of

liquors are taken from

This

grease without being greasy.

fact

has been

known

for

a

Mexican Indians having prepared for centuries
of chamois leather by treating the raw skins with soap

long time, the
a sort

and

neatsfoot

oil.

Napa glove

with a soap fat-liquor.

When

leather

is

usually prepared

the American tanners began to

produce dongola and then chamois leather, they employed
solutions of soap which had been useful for napa leather.
Slightly tanned

chrome

leather,

liquor which contains relatively

by absorbing a soap

fat-

becomes very
supple.
Besides chrome leather, waxed calf, dyed leathers for
gloves, and satin leathers are usually fat-liquored with a soap
little

grease,

basis.

In

this process the leather after tannage, is rinsed in cold

water, struck out, shaved

if

necessary,

water or with a weak soap solution.

and

The

and the uncombined tanning matters are
water alone.

To do

this the

finally

washed with

extractive matters
best

removed with

goods are placed in the drum and

run for a quarter of an hour. The soap solution is now added
and the leather is drummed twenty minutes longer. The soap
solution is prepared by dissolving 1 lb. of good soft soap to
every 100 lbs. of lightly tanned leather, shaved weight, and
1 J lbs. of soap for heavily

water,

tanned leather, in 1 gallon of hot
The
at 100° F. to 15 gallons.

and diluting with water

goods rapidly absorb the soap so that only clear water remains
in the drum, and this operation renders unnecessary the
process of brushing

and

stoning.

The washed goods

are
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prepared in

dif-

100

lbs.

ferent ways, the best plan being to dissolve for each

of leather (drained weight) about 2 lbs. of soft soap in 1 gallon
of hot water

3

and

to

add

to this solution, stirring vigorously,

moellon free from water. A homogeneous fat emulthus obtained which should be diluted with water to

lbs. of

sion

is

The goods are drummed in this liquor for half
when all the grease will have been absorbed. They

15 gallons.

an hour,

up to
which
is then set out and stuffed on the table, a grease, composed of
two-fifths of degras and three-fifths of beef tallow, which fills
the leather and gives weight, being used for this purpose.
are then quickly washed in clear water and horsed
drain.

This treatment gives suppleness

to the leather,

The skins are then dried.
The stuffing may be given at one operation, principally for
leather made from heavy hides.
To do this, the leather is
very thoroughly washed and then fat-liquored with the following preparation

For every 100

:

lbs.

of leather dissolve 2 lbs.

of soft soap in 2 gallons of boiling water and add successively

with constant

and 3
grease.

lbs.

stirring, 6 lbs. of beef tallow, 6 lbs. of

of solid vaseline or other not too thick mineral

The mixture

is

emulsified

The

water to 15 gallons.
water.

moellon

leather

The soap emulsion

is

and then diluted with hot
is first run in lukewarm

then poured through the axle

and the leather is drummed one hour. It is then withdrawn,
horsed up to drip, hung up to dry a little, and then struck
out on the table.
For low-priced leather, the moellon or the pure degras may
be replaced by artificial degras, or the degras may be mixed
with tallow or wool grease. For colored or black grain leather
which is to be sold by measurement, an emulsion containing
less

grease should be used

;

for

example,

for

every 100

lbs.

of

leather, dissolve 3 lbs. of soft soap in 2 gallons of hot water

and add whilst

moellon and 1 lb.
thoroughly emulsified and

stirring, 3 lbs. of degras or

of oil or vaseline.

This mixture

diluted with water to 15 gallons.

soap and water, then

drummed

is

The goods

are

washed with

half an hour with the

fat-
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liquor.
finally

They are then taken out, allowed to drain and
hung up to dry. The use of the soap fat gives greater

suppleness to the leather and greater substance to the flanks.

A

better yield of leather

also obtained

is

and the processes of

finishing are facilitated.

Soap constitutes the chief element of the emulsion but a
good soap must possess certain qualities. It should be as
neutral as possible should not contain free alkali it should
;

;

give either a clear solution with water or a good emulsion.

Ordinary milk furnishes a type of an ideal emulsion because
the particles of grease are so finely divided that they do not
coalesce
is

;

similarly eggyolk

unfortunately against

is

an

ideal

emulsion but

its

price

use upon any but the finest grades

Moellon

if pure gives a perfect emulsion, but
Moellon can be profitably mixed with
in the proportion of 15 to 30 per cent of the

of light leather.
its

its

price is also high.

mineral

oil

leather.

Even when mixed with mineral

oil,

moellon

is still

too

expensive, and large quantities of fat-liquors are being preoils, which produce the same effect.
These oils are prepared by treating oils with sulphuric acid,
which are thereby converted into soaps. The better sulphonated oils are made from castor oil, which is made from the seeds

pared from sulphonated

The

of the castor oil plant.
It is thicker

oil is

than most ordinary

low temperature.

It

mixes in

all

almost odorless
oils

Use can be made of

teration of castor oil with other

Castor
leather,

creased.

oil

is

itself

pure.
at a

proportions with alcohol,

being peculiar in this respect, as most other
in alcohol.

when

and congeals only
oils are

insoluble

this fact in detecting adul-

oils.

largely employed

in manufacture of

but the use of the sulphonated product has largely

The sulphonated

oil

it

and

in-

also the soap of the sul-

phonated oil are prepared as follows Concentrated sulphuric
acid of 66° Be. strength is added very slowly to the castor
:

oil in

the proportion of 20 to 25 per cent, of acid.

kept cold as the acid
rest for a day,

and

is

oil is

The mixture is allowed to
washed with saturated salt solution

added.

is first

The
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In this way the acid sulphonated

and then with water.
is
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ammonia

this is neutralized with caustic soda or

and thus a neutral product,

called

Turkey red

oil

oil is

obtained.

All the sulphonated oils possess the characteristic property
of fixing themselves to the fibers of the skin, the result being

a sort of fat tannage.

It

must not be thought that the

phuric acid has any injurious action, because
destructive properties and

its

it

has

sul-

lost its

organic combination with the

oil.

Instead of sulphonating oils themselves, the free fatty acids

may be sulphonated. Oleic
of most of the common oils and fats, and

contained in the
constituent

oils

be sulphonated in the same

way

hard soaps are the sodium
while ordinary

soft

as the original

acid
this

is

a

may

Ordinary

oil.

salts of the different fatty acids,

soaps are the potassium

These

salts.

soaps are prepared by saponifying the oils or greases with
caustic alkali,

formed.

fatty acids

ordinary

by which glycerine

The soap could
with caustic

oil,

also be

alkali.

is

liberated

made by

and the soap

is

boiling the free

If instead of saponifying the

the latter be treated with sulphuric acid, that

is,

be sulphonated, and then treated with alkali a sort of sulphoonateds3oap

is

produced, which has the power of quickly pene-

trating leather

may

way
more usual
transform them
is

and currying

it.

The

free fatty acid

be sulphonated and then treated with alkali

the best

;

and

itself

this

of preparing the sulphonated soaps, although

and then to
by boiling. If sulphonated oleic
acid is neutralized with ammonia, a soap is obtained which
gives a clear solution in water and is used in tanning leather.
Old fish oils were formerly added to the tan liquors in
it

is

to sulphonate the ordinary oils

into soaps

Later on, in several

paddles to prevent the formation of froth.

processes of rapid tanning, different sorts of oil were used to

prevent the drawing action of the strong tan liquors on the
grain, for instance, turpentine

oil,

rosin oil

and other

greases.

Turpentine oil is not suitable for this purpose, because it converts the tanning matters into coloring, which darken the
A suitable oil for this purpose must fulcolor of the grain.
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fill

two conditions

;

must give a good emulsion and

it

react

neutral to the tanning liquors.

For the preparation of these tanning oils, as they are called,
which are composed to a smaller or greater extent of soap
and which may be neutral or strongly alkaline, are commonly
used. The best soaps from this point of view are those already
described, namely the ammonia soaps of sulphonated oleic acid,
to which are added mineral oils either directly or dissolved in
alcohol. Tanning oils should be used only for liquors kept in
motion and are especially useful for sole leather tannage to
prevent the drawing of the grain. For this purpose, and also
for all strong tan liquors in the drum, add a quantity of oil
about 2 to 3 per cent, of the weight of the goods. Sulphonated
oils

oils in this case are too clear,

but they can be profitably used

with one-bath chrome liquors for

if

they are alkaline they

mix

well with the liquors.

CASTOR OIL AND POTASH SOAP AND FAT-LIQUOR.

How

to

Make

following
of water.

It

—

Castor oil soap is an excellent
can be made in the tannery in the

Castor Oil Soap.

material for fat-liquor.

manner Dissolve 2
Heat 2| gallons of
:

lbs.

of caustic soda in 1 gallon

castor oil to 90° F., then pour

warm oil and stir the mixture until
Cover up the tub containing the soap and
The next day the
let it stand over night in a warm place.
soap is ready for use.
It is advisable, but not absolutely
necessary, to melt the soap again in a jacketed pan fitted with

the soda solution into the
it

becomes

thick.

a stirring apparatus.
By means of this apparatus a more
thorough mixing of the soap is obtained.
How to Make Potash Soap. For any purpose for which a
potash soap is required it is essential to use a pure article, but
this is not always obtainable.
So, to be sure of having a
pure product, the safest course is to make it. This is easily
done, as pure caustic potash can be readily obtained. A good
soap can be made, even with crude appliances, according to
the following formula
Put 224 lbs. of red oil in a kettle and
heat it to 100° F.; then run in slowly with constant stirring,

—

:
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lOJ gallons of solution of caustic potash of 60° Twad. Allow
and the soap is ready for use.

to stand twenty-four hours

—

For chrome-tanned skins especially
colored ones, castor oil soap and castor oil make an excellent
fat-liquor, J lb. of the soap and | lb. of the oil being used in
Castor Oil Fat-liquor.

1.

12 gallons of water for 100

lbs.

of skins.

The

liquor

is

prepared

in the usual way and applied at the usual temperature.
2. For vegetable-tanned skins, 10 per cent, of the soap and
5 per cent, of the oil, calculated on the weight of the dry
leather, may be used, making the skins soft and well nourished.
The leather should be uniformly damp and run in the liquor
until the oil and soap are entirely absorbed, and then hung
up and dried. Fat-liquoring can also be done immediately
they are then
after the skins are tanned, washed and pressed
Or they can be dried from the
dried, and colored later on.
tan, then fat-liquored and finished.
;

A PROCESS OF FAT-LIQUORING.
Leather, especially chrome-tanned leather,

is

treated with

and oils for the purpose of softening and filling
These fats and oils are usually prepared with alkaline
it.
substances, such as soda, borax, etc., which are cooked toBut in order that the skins may retain their natural
gether.

dififerent fats

properties as

and soaped

little

oils

Soaps

alkali as possible should be used.

are injurious to the leather

and are

liable to

cause spewing.

Where hard lime water

is

used this difficulty becomes more

In the fat-liquors which will be described there
no soap and only the smallest possible quantity of soda.
The fat remains in its purest natural condition, and therefore
yields the highest results and can be mixed with water withAn emulsifier, however, is of
out the aid of machinery.
pronounced.
is

course useful

when a

large quantity of the fat-liquor

is

being

prepared.

With some changes these new fat-liquors may be also used
upon bark, extract or alum-tanned leather, but they are especially prepared for use in connection with the

chrome

tan-
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and are applied in the following manner The washed
and shaved skins should be drummed in warm water in order
to heat them.
While the drum is in motion, add the iSrst
liquor, which has been diluted with water.
The drum should
nage,

:

be revolved ten minutes, when the

by the

It is easy to

skins.

oil will

been absorbed by noting that the liquor,
and milky, has become as clear as water.
This

which

have been absorbed
all the oil has
which was clouded

determine whether

an emulsion of rosin oil
and soft
and to prevent them coming out in a condition which may be
described as a "greasy dryness."
Colored skins assume a
brighter luster by this process.
Skins that have been colored
after going through the first liquor are washed in cold, then
in warm water, and fresh water is next turned into the drum.
The second liquor, which has been diluted with warm
water, is then poured into the drum, which is revolved for
one-half hour.
The fluid should then be as clear as water,
all the fat having been absorbed.
The choice of fat must be
made according to the amount of filling, softness and luster
wanted in the finished leather.
with a

first

liquor,

consists of

starch, is used to render the skins fine

little

The fat-liquors are prepared as follows for 100 lbs. of leather.
The first liquor which consists of rosin oil to the amount of J
per cent, of the weight of the leather is compounded in this
way
In 1 quart of soft water at 158° F. 20 grains of soda
:

Add

are dissolved.

to this

30 grains of potato starch, pre-

viously kneaded into dough with J pint of lukewarm water.
Then | pint of rosin oil is slowly added. The milky solution

thus obtained

may

be diluted as desired with

Should the skins have a hungry
soda and starch may be given.

The second

fat-liquor

is

feel,

made thus

:

warm

water.

a double quantity of

In 2 quarts of

warm

water 40 or 50 grains of soda are dissolved, and to this solution 60 to 72 grains of potato starch, previously

dough with lukewarm water,
rosin oil

is

are added.

next slowly added.

similar to the

first,

are slowly poured.

One

kneaded into

pint of heated

Into this emulsion, which is

the fats and oils which

must

first

be heated^

AND NOTES.
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For example, to obtain a good full
softness and of medium luster, 1

and

or a mixture of both, 1 to 2

lbs.
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leather, with a fine feel
lb.

of sod oil or degras

and

of neatsfoot oil

1 lb. of

mixture is properly prepared
But should oil or fat be found
floating on the surface, a little more starch and soda should
be added. The process is simplified by running the solution
through an emulsifier. In order to impart the Russia leather
scent to the leather a little birch oil may be added to the
vaseline oil are added.

no

oil or fat will float

If this

on

it.

emulsion.

These fat-liquors should never be boiled and also be guarded

They must

against cold.

They should

drops or lumps.

also

warm

out.

The

place,

and fats separate in
be mixed only with warm,
oils

warm

not boiling, water, and applied to

kept

warm

therefore be kept in a

as in both boiling and chilling the

skins, the latter being

until finished (dry), or at least until the setting-

keep in a

fat-liquors

have passed through a good

warm

place, especially if they

emulsifier, without being altered,

one can therefore make a stock. The stock
is kept best by itself, and one can take
the necessary quantity from it for the finish liquor.

for several

days

;

of preparatory liquor

Good
•of

rosin

fat-liquors are also

OILING

The

made by using

castor oil in place

oil.

finishing of

CHROME LEATHER.

chrome leather cannot be

since no heavy stuflBng or hard grease

is

called currying

used, the only grease

that the leather receives being an emulsion of

degras, or some other suitable material,

applied to the grain before
for oiling the grain of

it is

dried.

The

mixed with

Neatsfoot

parafiine

soap and

coat of oil

oils that are

chrome leather are

sperm, sulphonated, and paraffine.
loy itself, as well as

oil,

and a

oil.

used

neatsfoot, olive,
oil is

A

often used

good mix-

chrome glazed leather is 1 part neatsfoot and 3 parts
and for dull-finished leather equal parts of the
two oils. They should be warmed, mixed, and applied warm

ture for

paraffine oils

:

;

to the leather with a sponge, the leather being well struck out

with a

slicker before

it is

oiled.
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Another good combination is 1 part olive oil and 3 parts
oil.
The mixture should be applied evenly over the
grain, more being put on for a dull finish than for glazed
finish.
It is best not to oil the flanks.
Sperm oil and olive
oil are good for colored leather.
paraffine

A

pure petroleum

oil,

such as 34 gravity neutral,

is

suitable

any glazed leather. Good results are obtained by mixing
it with what is known as fleshing oil, using equal parts of the
two oils. Heat the oils to 200° F.; mix well and let the
for

mixture cool before

To

used.

it is

preserve the finish and prevent spewing a coat of the

100° F. should be applied to the
leather after it is finished.
Finishing oils and kid oils, socalled, are nothing but 34 degrees neutral petroleum oil,
although they are generally sold under fancy names at fancy
petroleum

oil

heated to

Fleshing

prices.

oil is

produces equally good

The

paraffine oils

much

cheaper than neatsfoot

oil

and

results.

when used

together with pure cod

oil

in

proper proportions are very satisfactory for sole and rough
leathers.

to

60 per

oil.

A

The

proportions of the two

cent, paraffine oil

good mixture

paraffine

oil.

The

is

oils

and from 40

40 per

cent,

cod

should be from 25

to
oil

75 per cent, cod

and 60 per

regular 28-degree paraffine

oil is

cent,

the most

and sole leathers.
Sulphonated castor oil is also used after glazing and before
drying to prevent the leather cracking and oxidizing in the
air.
In this case it is sufficient to apply a light coat of
sulphonated oil (50 per cent, water) to the grain before drying.
Some workmen prefer to use for this purpose a mixture of
equal parts of sulphonated castor oil and a light-colored pure
mineral oil.
There are also specially treated oils procurable that have
great softening properties, prevent spew and gum, and do not
discolor the most delicate colored leather.
Oil of low grade and impure should not be put onto chrome
leather.- Such oil undergoes a process of fermentation in the
leather, imparts a bad odor to it, and spews out upon the

suitable for rough

AND NOTES.
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culty.
it is

The quantity

scum that
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removed with

is

of oil applied to the grain

is

diffi-

small and

advisable to use only the best grade for the purpose, the

increased cost being not worth considering

in view of the

better quality of the finish.

HOW
Take a four-ounce

TO TEST NEATSFOOT OIL.

sample bottle and fill it
with oil then place the bottle in the can of an ice-cream
freezer.
Prepare a mixture of 10 parts ice and one part salt,
these proportions being estimated on the weight of ice used.
Surround the can with this mixture. Insert a thermometer
vial or

an

oil

;

in the opening at the top,

and when the

ing the bottle has reached 20° F., keep
for four hours.

when

air

If after that period of

chamber surround-

at that

it

time the

temperature
oil will

flow

and one
is hard
and looks like lard, soften it by allowing it to stand for an
hour or so at the ordinary temperature of a room and make
the bottle

is

inverted,

it is

a good 20-degree

way on

very suitable for use in any

another experiment, this time allowing the

In this way the cold

oil

If the oil

leather.

oil to cool to

25°. F.

can be determined. Great
care must be exercised in this experiment as in all others, as
accuracy is the first law of success. See to it, therefore, that
Get a good one from any house
the thermometer is accurate.
test of

the

oil

The

that supplies chemical apparatus.
ever, does not determine the quality

cold test alone, how-

and grade

only helps to arrive at the final decision

when

of the

oil.

It

the other tests

are made.

The next experiment

is

the

Maumene

test.

In a beaker of

100 c. c. capacity, weigh off exactly 50 grams (28.35 grams in
one ounce) of oil, and add to this amount exactly 10 c. c. of
chemically pure concentrated sulphuric acid of specific gravity
1.84, stirring constantly

the temperature of the

with a Centigrade thermometer. Take
oil

before

any acid

is

added and then

record the temperature after the acid has been add,ed and the
oil stirred for

a few minutes.

During the addition of the acid

a gradual rise in temperature will be noticed, caused by heat
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being generated by the change of the

oil

and acid

into sul-

phonated oil. The rise in temperature should be high if the
oil is a pure animal oil, and yet not too high, because the rise
in temperature for a pure neatsfoot oil is 45° and 48° Centigrade.

If the rise

may

adulteration

higher or lower than the figures given

is

be suspected.

The mixture in the previous experiment should not be
thrown away but poured into a 100 c.c. graduated cylinder
and set aside for two days. If there is mineral oil present in
the sample under examination, it will separate out when
standing for that length of time, as sulphonated
unite with mineral

By

oil.

this

determine the amount of mineral

method

it

does not

oil

is

possible to

oil.

Also purchase with a thermometer for oils, a hydrometer
which records readings from .9,08 to .938, and with this

instrument take the

specific gravity.

A

pure

Anything higher

record between .915 and .918.

ought

to

or lower

is

oil

indicative of an inferior product.

While
the

be

oil,

these tests are not absolute proofs of the quality of

yet

if

good judgment
whether

used in the matter, they will
is safe to use the oil or not.

is

sufficient to say

it

There are many houses selling oils, but few are handling the
pure 20-degree oil, which is the best for use on leather. No
tanner can afford any but the best grade of oil upon his stock.

LEATHER STAINING.

Where

is

it

deemed

desirable to color leather

upon the

grain-side only so as to leave the flesh-side uncolored, the

solution of dyestuff
this

method

is

of staining there are

dyes instead of basic

marred by
as

much
The

colors.

slight defects

as possible.

do not show
best

and in
some advantages in using acid

generally applied with brushes

The grain

and

Where

it

is

of leather

is

;

frequently

desirable to conceal these

acid dyes are used the defects

so plainly.

way

to stain leather is to

apply two or three coats

of color rather than one strong one, and, of course,

must be exercised

to get the color

use the solution too strong.

much

on uniformly and

care

to not
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A

dye that dissolves readily in water at the boiling point
should not be boiled, but a dye that does not dissolve readily
should be shaken into boiling water and then boiled and
stirred until

it

dissolved.

is

The

strength

of the solution

must be decided by the dyer, and it depends upon the kind of
dye that is being used and the nature of the tannage and the
condition of the leather no inflexible rule can be followed.
Some kinds of leather require more dye than others. It is
usually safe, however, to start with one ounce of dyestuff to
the gallon of water, and if this solution proves to be too weak
If the water
to add more dye until the color is satisfactory.
is very hard the addition of a little acetic acid is beneficial.
The full depth of shade can be obtained with acid dyes
only when some acid is added to the dye bath. Formic acid
is better than sulphuric acid for the purpose since it does not
cause decay of the leather. Sodium bisulphate is used in
It causes slower dyeing and
place of acid with good results.
results
than
sulphuric
acid.
more uniform
Some dyers attain the best results by first applying an acid
dye to get the foundation color and then applying a basic
If the leather is in the form of hides or kips two men
dye.
can do the staining much better than one. The entire surface
;

should be gone over as quickly and as evenly as possible.

The second and

third coats

may

be given from the same solu-

wanted if
some other dye may be applied. Yellow is frequently
the bottom color on which shades of tan and brown are
tion as the

first if

that produces the shade that

is

;

not,

obtained.

The toning down

of bright shades should be

done with blue

or green aniline colors rather than with chemicals, such as

copperas, bichromate of potash,

jure the grain of the leather.
off

with a

before

soft

it is

Where

etc.,

The

since the latter often in-

leather should be rubbed

rag and glassed or rolled dowln upon the grain

hung up

the grain

to dry.
is

rather open and porous

some

filling

material should be added to the dye liquor to keep the color

on the surface and
26

to give the leather a better appearance.
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and

Starch, Irish moss, gelatine, glue, mucilage, linseed jelly

other substances are used for this purpose.

The
it

is

leather should be

damp when

it

is

being stained.

If

too dry the grain should be brushed over with water or

a very weak solution of the dye before the stain
After the leather has been given the

first

A

be dried and the second coat then brushed on.

may

plication of stain

is

coat of stain

be necessary to get the

applied.
it

should

third ap-

A

full depth.

dye

may

be quite strong for the second and third applications.

In

soft-haired brush should be used,

most cases

it

is

and the solution

advisable to add a

little

of

methylated

spirit to

the stain.

Bark-tanned leather in the form of
generally dyed by

means

The

side uncolored.

and

sides,

kips and skins

is

of the brush so as to leave the flesh-

leather, after

it

has been shaved, washed,

tanned with sumac, partly in vats
The temperature during
or a paddle and partly in a drum.
this treatment, which lasts from one to two days, is gradAfter this treatment the
ually raised from 105° to 120° F.
stuffed with oil,

leather
(for

is

dried, is

given a short passage in a weak sulphuric acid bath

bleaching purposes sugar-of-lead solutions are also ap-

plied in several consecutive baths), set out, aired

When
is

dry, the leather

advisable to

first

is

and

set again.

ready for dyeing with the brush.

It

moisten the leather lightly with water or

For leather with a damaged
a clear decoction of sumac.
grain a weak solution of titanium-potassium oxalate is still
better adapted,

because

it

gives

the

damaged

portions the

appearance of the sound portions of the grain. The warm
dyestuff solution is then brushed on until an even shade has
been produced throughout on the leather, which is indicated

by the leather being evenly moistened. Finally the leather
the
is set out on a glass table by means of a brass slicker
dried.
and
the
leather
oil
linseed
with
lightly
oiled
grain is
The affinity of the dyestuff for leather with hard grain and
inferior absorbing property may frequently be much improved
;

;

by brushing on a strongly diluted solution of
vious to dyeing.

lactic acid pre-
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In the dyeing of very light shades, such as grey, beige,
mignonette,
is

helpful to use

etc., it is

some

which
added to

olive-oil soap,

either applied separately previous to dyeing, or

the dyestuff solution, 8

ozs.

of this soap being sufficient for 10

Acid colors are empurpose but without the use of any acid.

gallons of the liquor to be brushed on.

ployed for this

The
it is

residue of soap

is

removed by rinsing the leather

After drying, the brushing-on

dyed.

may

after

be repeated,

if

necessary, with other solution^, according to the shade to be

produced, the leather being then glazed or embossed, dressed

and

dried.

When

splits or leather

with a severely damaged grain are

being dyed some potato starch (about 1 to 2
lons of liquor)

is

added

lbs.

per 10 gal-

to the color solution in order to insure

a thorough covering of the grain. Such leather may be still
further improved by dressing with repeated applications of
cold gelatine solutions, which

may

colored caseine solutions as

be stained

if

necessary, or

same purpose such
are fixed insolubly on the fiber of
For

clear solutions of Irish moss.

this

the leather by means of formaldehyde

may

shellac-borax or shellac-ammonia solutions

be used

come

;

further,

into consid-

eration.

Heavily-stuffed

leather, so-called

leather, is for certain purposes

russet

upper or harness

produced in

colors.

To

this

end the grain side is first cleaned with a solution of borax,
dried again, and stained several times over, very evenly, with
a shellac and alcohol solution by means of a linen pad.
It is
well to give the

amount

first

coating with the addition of only a small

of shellac, for instance, 1 lb. or ^^ lbs. shellac per 10

gallons of alcohol, in order to insure a better penetration and
leveling, this quantity being increased to about 4 or 5 lbs.

per 10 gallons for the subsequent coatings

be essential.

The more

and the oftener
appear.

The

it is

dilute

if

a bright glaze

and the more even the coating
more level the dyeing will

repeated, the

leather should be dried after each coating.

The color solution is prepared on the water bath by dissolving a dyestuff soluble in spirits in one-half of the requisite
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quantity of alcohol, and the shellac in the other half, the two
solutions being

The

mixed

before use.

having been cleaned with borax,

leather, after

quently also stained

is fre-

with decoctions of wood colors, with

first

the addition of alkalies, soda or ammonia, and

topped with a solution of basic

colors.

The

may

then be

requisite gloss is

then imparted by the application of the unstained shellac
that has previously been mentioned.

For staining a deep, rich black on vegetable-tanned leather,
the flesh-side remaining undyed. Leather Black TB or TG pat.
Use 1 lb. of the dye and 8 ozs. of acetic
is applied as follows
:

acid in 10 gallons of water.

The

solution should during

its

application be kept at a temperature of from 120° to 140° F.

Usually two applications are sufficient for the dry leather.

The grain

of strongly greased

leather should, however, be

well brushed with a 1 to 2 per cent, borax solution to
it is

of

advantage

to

add

1 oz. of

ammonia,

which

until the grain is

thoroughly wetted.

CLEARING AND COLORING SKINS AND SKIVERS.
Vegetable-tanned skins and skivers can be nicely prepared
for coloring by being cleared with sulphuric acid, treated with
sumac, then with fustic extract and titanium-potassium oxalate, and lastly dyed to the desired shade with acid dyestuffs

and formic
to

acid.

The

clearing bath

85°

F.,

is

and adding

prepared by warming water in a paddle
to

it

1 pint of sulphuric acid for

100 or

more skins according to their size and thickness. The skins,
previously sorted and wet down, are run in this bath one
hour.

The next

operation

may

is

the treatment with sumac.

The

225 average skins.
The sumac is mashed with hot water, then added to lukewarm
water in the paddle, and the skins are thrown in and run for
quantity of sumac

be about 3

lbs. for

one hour, and then taken out and set out. Both the clearing
and the sumac baths may also be carried out in a drum in
This preparatory treatment clears
less time than in a paddle.
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the grain and gives

next process
ozs. of

to

salt are used.

warm

water and the skins are

and

at the

end of

Very

fifteen

salt dissolved

minutes the leather
first

Acid

may

either

and colored

fat-liquor is necessary to

little

necessary softness.

with

then added, and five minutes later the

is

be colored and fat-liquored, or fat-liquored
afterwards.

drummed

Half of the titanium

the liquor twenty minutes.
in a little hot water
rest,

The

a nice light color for coloring.

of leather 1 J pints of fustic extract and 4
The fustic extract is dissolved

lbs.

titanium

and added
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the treatment with fustic extract and titanium

is

For 100

salt.

it

AND NOTES.

impart the

When

fat-liquor is satisfactory.

it

is given to the skins before they are dyed the dye bath, which
immediately follows, should be warmed to 95° F. At first
the leather is run in the warm water, then the dissolved acid

dyestuff

is

added to

in portions of one-third at a time,

it

and

after the last portion is in, the skins are

drummed twenty

minutes, 4

leather being next

ozs. of

formic acid for 100

added, and the skins are
the color

is

drummed

well developed

;

lbs. of

ten minutes longer or until

they are then rinsed, set out and

dried.

and

It is practicable to fat-liquor

ing some sulphonated

oil to

color in one bath

the solution of dye and

by add-

drumming

the skins in the liquor.

India-tanned skins can be cleared with 1 per cent, of tartar
emetic or J per cent, of lactic acid, retanned with sumac,
washed and colored with either basic or acid colors. When
lightly retanned with

sumac

this leather colors easily

with

basic dyes, used in a neutral bath at 120° F., 2 per cent, of

dyestuff producing a full shade.

When

a bronzing

may

effect results,

but this

too

much dye

is

used,

be overcome by adding

a small percentage of acetic acid to the color solution.

Bark-

tanned skins are nicely cleared by the use of J per cent, of
borax and the same quantity of Wyandotte tanners' soda.

For

light shades such clearing

application of

sulphuric acid.

should be followed by an

sumac and then a running
It is also advisable to

cent, of tin crystals to the

sumac

in a solution of

add from 1 to 2 per
Acid colors are

liquor.
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than basic ones, and produce bright shades.
Formic acid used with them has no injurious eflfect upon the
leather and is therefore better for the purpose than sulphuric
faster to light

acid.

LIGHT RUSSET COLOR ON LEATHER.

A

light shade

of russet

leather by

first

applying a

fustic liquor,

is

secured

on vegetable-tanned

bleaching with borax and

lactic acid,

then

and next coloring with Philadelphia

yellow and Nankin yellow.

This process

is

especially suit-

able for combination-tanned leather.

To prepare

the bleaching liquor, put 1 bushel of rye bran

warm water and let it ferment and
become sour, when it is ready for use. Take three pailfuls of
the bran liquor and 4 lbs. of borax for 150 lbs. of leather that
has been fat-liquored and dried. Dampen the leather with
warm water, and when it is soft, put it into a drum together
into a barrel filled with

with 10 pailfuls of water at 90° F.

Add

the borax dissolved

drum, and run the leather in
Then throw in the bran
minutes longer. The borax cleanses

in hot water to the water in the

the solution ten or fifteen minutes.
liquor and

and

drum

fifteen

saponifies whatever fat there

may

be in the grain of the

leather, and the lactic acid opens up the grain so that clear
and bright coloring is obtained. A weak solution of sulphuric
acid may be used in place of the bran liquor, but it is more
liable to weaken the fibers of the leather.
After the treatment with borax and bran liquor or acid, the
leather should be washed very thoroughly and given the fustic
Dissolve two pailfuls of extract of fustic and 2 quarts
liquor.

of salt in a barrel half full of boiling water

;

then

fill

the

For the 150 lbs. of leather use 3 pailfuls
and 8 ozs. of alum. Dissolve the alum in a
little hot water and add the solution to the fustic liquor then
add the fustic and alum liquor to 9 pailfuls of water heated to
barrel with water.

of the fustic liquor

;

90° F.

Drum

Dissolve 18

yellow and 6

the leather in this solution twenty minutes.

ozs.
ozs.

of Philadelphia yellow, 13 ozs. of

of cream yellow.

Add

Nankin

9 pailfuls of water
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and use the liquor at 110° F., running the leather in it
twenty minutes. Use the alum to set the color. Dissolve a
double handful of alum and add it to the water in which the
Rinse the leather, dry and
leather is rinsed after coloring.
Leather that has not been fat-liquored may be
cleared by drumming with a solution of alum and salt, thei»
drummed in fustic liquor and colored as directed. After
finish

it.

coloring, the leather
fat-liquored, dried

is

and

hung up and

dried, then

dampened,

This method of treating the

finished.

leather produces a light, uniform russet color.

Dark

Russet Color on Leather.

—A dark

russet color can be

obtained by applying the following process to 150

lbs.

bination-tanned leather that has been dried out after

comtanning
of

without being fat-liquored.

Dampen the leather with warm water, then put
drum together with 7 pailfuls of water heated to 90°
solve 3 quarts of

alum and 5 quarts

it

into a

Dis-

F.

of salt in 3 gallons of hot

water and add the solution to the water in the drum.
the leather fifteen minutes, ihen wash

it

and

it

is

Drum

ready to be

colored.

For the purpose

of coloring

it

run

it

in a solution of 9 pail-

warm

water to which | of a pailful of logwood liquor
and 3 pailfuls of fustic liquor have been added. At the end

fuls of

minutes stop the drum and drain the liquor out.
ozs. of bronze No. 2 and 3 ozs.
add the solution to 8 pailfuls of water at 110°
of acid orange
Drum the leather in this solution twenty minutes then
F.

of twenty

Dissolve in boiling water 24
;

;

In the meantime
Nankin
yellow
Y, ^ lb. of
boiling
water
1
lb.
of
in
dissolve
cream yellow and 2 ozs. of Bismarck Brown B. Add 7 pailfuls of water at 110° F., and drum the leather in the liquor

stop the

drum and

drain the liquor

off.

then drain the liquor off and hang the
twenty minutes
When
leather up to dry before anything else is done to it.
dry the leather should be dampened with w^arm water and
fat-liquored liberally.
It is next set out on both sides and
;

either

hung up

or tacked on frames to dry for finishing.
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NOTES AND SUGGESTIONS ON LEATHER DYEING.

Storing and Dissolving Dyestuffs.

—Dyestuffs that are used in

leather coloring should be stored in a dry

room where they

A package, after
has been opened, should always be closed up well again to
prevent the contents from becoming mixed with particles of
other dyestuffs flying about in the air, and from absorbing too
are well protected from dust

and moisture.

it

much
The

moisture from the atmosphere.
dyestuffs are dissolved to best advantage

in

wooden

tubs or in enameled, earthenware, glass or porcelain vessels.

Metal vessels are not so well suited, being apt to
solutions of

some

affect the

dyestuffs.

For dissolving dyes it is best to use either distilled water,
pure condensed water or rain water. In the case of basic
colors, it is necessary to correct hard, calcareous

acetic or formic acid.

water with

Particulars regarding the quantities of

acid to be used for this purpose will be found in the following
table.

100 gallons of water of 10 English degrees of hardness

require for softening approximately

9J

ozs. acetic

5|

:

30^=8° Tw.
50^=12° Tw.
of 80^=15° Tw.

acid of

ozs. acetic acid of

3.4 ozs. acetic acid

or

8J
4J
21

ozs.

formic acid of

ozs.

formic acid of

ozs.

formic acid of

Basic colors are dissolved
water, to

which the

by

25^=12° Tw.
50^=24° Tw.
80^=37° Tw.

stirring

them

requisite quantity of acid

into boiling

may

be added

;

in the case of larger quantities, the dye solutions are passed

through a

filter

soluble are

or hair sieve.

mixed

Dyestuffs which are not readily

to a paste with

some

acetic acid, hot water

being afterwards poured over the paste.

The diamond phosphine dyes behave more favorably than
the other basic colors, and by reason of their indifference to
lime in the water may be dyed without the addition of acetic
acid.
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Acid colors are dissolved without any acid, and the same is
true of chrome leather colors and the anthracene and diamine
The solubility of some of the anthracene colors is imcolors.
proved by mixing the dyestuff first with one-half its weight of

ammonia and then pouring hot water over the paste.
Im medial colors are stirred into a boiling sodium sulphide
solution,

an equal quantity of sodium sulphide as of

or half as
It is

much

dyestuff,

again, being in this case required.

not generally advisable to keep large quantities of dye-

stuff solutions in stock, since

time, the concentration

is

by standing

tation of a portion of the dyestuff,

rendered more

for

some length

of

apt to change through the precipi-

and exact working

is

thus

difficult.

rubbing and good penetration have to be considered, the acid colors are in every case to be given the
Special attention has to be paid to good neutralipreference.
If fastness to

good penetration be required, because
on the surface
any acid remaining
The requisite acid is therefore not added until
of the leather.
zation before dyeing,

if

will fix the dyestuff entirely

the dyeing

drummed
The

is

nearly completed, or after the leather has been

with the color twenty minutes.

various groups of dyestuffs should as far as possible be

and applied separately. Basic colors have necesand applied by themselves. Acid colors
may be dissolved and applied either alone or in combination
with diamine and anthracene colors, as the case may demand
they are also applied frequently for bottoming or topping other
dissolved

sarily to be dissolved

;

dyestuffs, as for instance, basic colors.

Acid colors are usually applied with the addition of some
4 parts by weight of an acid color usually requiring 1
part by weight of concentrated sulphuric acid, or 2 parts by
weight of 50 per cent, formic acid, which before use should be
very strongly diluted with water, for instance, with one hundred times it weight. The acid is added in order to prevent
precipitation of the dyestuff it is not added to the stock solution, but to the dye bath when already charged with the dyestuff and other ingredients, usually to the best advantage
acid,

;
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when
acid

the leather has taken

is

to be

up

The

the color.

given the preference over sulphuric

use of formic
acid,

because

any excess of it evaporates, while sulphuric acid remains permanently in the leather. Basic colors, apart from the acid
that is added to correct the water, require as a rule no further
addition.
It is an advantage, however, in the case of some of
the basic colors which have a tendency to bronze in concentrated solution, to add some acetic acid.
To Soften Hard Water. Water that is made hard by carbo-

—

nate of lime
or

may

be softened by the use of quicklime,

When

ammonia.

sal

soda

time to allow the water to settle,
lime is the best material to use. To soften with lime have
the water in a large tank or hogshead.
Pour enough water
there

is

on the quicklime to slake it. When it falls to powder add
enough water to make a thin cream and then stir this into
the water to be softened. Use 1 oz. of lime for every 40
gallons of water.
Do not let any undissolved lime go into
Allow the water to stand twelve hours. The
the water.
carbon dioxide, which held the carbonate of lime in solution,
will be absorbed by the lime and the liberated carbonate of
lime, falling to the bottom, leaves the water

How

soft.

Chrome Leather after Fat-liquoring and Drying.
and dried without coloring, are thoroughly soaked back in warm water, and are then ready for

The

to

Color

skins, fat-liquored

dyeing.

The

process

is

best carried out in a

drum

fitted

with

steam pipes to keep the dye bath hot, the temperature of

which should be 140° F.

The manipulation

is

as follows

The dye

:

is

carefully weighed

out into a small wooden tub and dissolved by pouring upon
it

200 times

its

weight of boiling water, stirring briskly

time until the dye

is

dissolved.

weight to the weight of the dyestuff,

is

is

now

the

dissolved in a sufficient

quantity of hot water in a separate vessel.
centrated dye solution

all

Bisulphate of soda, equal in

Half of the con-

added, together with the bisul-

phate of soda solution, to a sufficient quantity of water at 140°
F. in the

the

drum

drum

to cover the skins

is started.

;

the goods are entered and

After the goods have been running in
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minutes, the remainder of the dye solu-

fifteen

added, and the

drumming continued

for at least thirty

The

quantities of dyestuff

and of bisulphate

minutes longer.

of soda necessary for each dozen skins

is

8 to 10 ozs. of the

former, according to the desired depth of shade, and, as stated

an equal quantity of the latter. After dyeing, the skins are
washed in warm water, set out, lightly rubbed over the grain
with glycerine and dried out and strained on boards.
1. By carrying out the inTo Dye Colored Leather Black.
structions which follow, colored chrome-tanned calfskins, goatskins, sheepskins and side leather can be dyed black and

—

finished into black leather.

Put 125
with

warm

calfskins or 250 goatskins into a

water and run them until

drum

together

they are thoroughly

Next take 5 lbs. of
off.
Wyandotte Tanner's Soda and 100 gallons of water and drum
the leather one-half hour in this, after which add 1 quart of
ammonia, and drum another half-hour. If a paddle wheel is
used instead of a drum, take the same number of skins and the
same proportions of soda to each 500 gallons of water in the
paddle run an hour, and then add 1 quart of ammonia, and
run another hour. It is advisable to allow the skins to remain
soaked and then drain the water

;

in the solution over night.

By

using this process

it

will

be

found that the dye will penetrate well and give a very deep
black.

It will also

be impossible to detect the fact that the

had previously been colored fancy shades. Any suitable chrome blacking process may be used on skins prepared a
leather

directed, direct acid blacks being especially suitable after the

leather has been thoroughly washed.
2. The following process is said to be a good method of
redyeing leather that has been colored unsatisfactorily Put
:

the leather into a
least

drum and run

goods to receive the dye.

dium

it

with

warm water

for at

one-half hour to remove the finish and to prepare the

size or for eight

Now,

each dozen skins of medissolve from 4 to 8 ozs. of

for

small sides,

permanganate of potash crystals in 6 gallons of warm water
and drum the leather in the solution fifteen minutes. Dis-
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solve from 12 ozs. to 1 lb. of logwood crystal in 10 gallons of
hot water and add this liquor to the potash solution and skins
in the drum, and run the drum one-half hour.
Next dissolve
1 oz. of copperas
it

and blue

to the contents of the

wash the leather in

The

vitriol

and

cool the solution

drum and drum

clear

ten minutes.

running water

;

add

Finally

for at least fifteen

now ready to be set out and dried.
must always be thoroughly washed and the grain
should be liberally oiled with a mixture of paraffine and cod
minutes.

The

leather

is

skins

or neatsfoot oil before they are dried out.

Coloring Process for Chrome Leather.

—

Chrome-tanned skins
any description can be nicely colored by first mordanting
them with extract of sumac and acid dye, and then dyeing to
of

the shade desired with basic colors.

The

skins are neutral-

washed, shaved and weighed, the quantities of dyeing
materials mentioned being for 100 lbs. of leather.
Use 2 lbs.
ized,

sumac extract and 6 ozs. of acid brown dye for the bottom.
sumac in hot water dissolve the dye, add it to
the sumac, and strain the liquor, of which there should be 10
of

Dissolve the

;

gallons at 110° F.

when

it

is

given to the skins.

leather with this solution thirty minutes

;

Drum

then add 2

the

ozs. of

titanium-potassium oxalate dissolved in a

little hot water, and
run the drum twenty minutes longer. Wash the skins in
two changes of warm water, and they will then be ready to
receive the dye.
Any shade of tan and brown can be obtained
upon skins mordanted in this manner, red brown shades being
best secured by the application of basic colors.
After the
leather has been drummed with the dyestuflf one-half hour,
drain off the exhausted liquor and give the goods the fat-

liquor.

Titanium Mordants for Chrome and Vegetable-tanned Leathers.

—Extremely

fast

and

stable colors that are fast to light, wash-

ing, soaping, rubbing, etc., are obtained

by treating leather

previous to coloring with a solution of the salt of titanium

known by

the trade

name

of titanium

-

potassium oxalate.

In comparison with other mordants the quantity of titanium
by a given lot of leather is very small indeed

salt required

;
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no addition of acid is required, and after the titanium oxide
has combined with the leather, the very small amount of
oxalic acid freed from the double salt is mainly in the bath,
and the rest is easily washed out if necessary.
The solutions are applied in the drum, paddle, tray or by
brushing on. Acid dyes may be used in the same bath. Retanning with sumac, quebracho, gambler, bark extract, etc.,
may be done in the same bath with the titanium mordant.
The mordant goes on very evenly and rapidly, ten minutes
in the drum being ample time.
If the mordant bath has not
been exhausted, which seldom is the case, the leather should
be washed before basic colors are applied. Usually the mordant is all taken up by the leather, and in such case, after
running off the liquor, basic colors, run in without washing,
the leather give most excellent results.

When

titanium salt

is

applied to vegetable-tanned leather,

chrome leather lightly treated with some tannin, or to a
combination chrome leather, the titanium unites with the
or to

tannin of the leather to form a yellowish-brown titanium

which combines with the fiber of the leather and
which is fast and stable and brings up subsequent colors in a
remarkable way. All shades of yellow, tan, brown, green,
maroon, red and dark blue are thus ready for dyeing to shade.

tannate,

One-half per cent, of the weight of the leather

is

sufficient

mordant base on which both acid and basic
dye freely, evenly, and rapidly. The shade of yellow-

to give a yellow

colors

brown produced varies with the kind of tannin in the leather,
sumac usually giving the more yellowish shade.
Young
Gambler and fustic,
fustic with titanium gives a light tan.
red shade, with titanium give the browner shades of tan.

Some

practical methods of dyeing with titanium on both
chrome and vegetable-tanned leather follow.
1. For 100 lbs. of dry vegetable-tanned skins.
Drum

with solution of 8

ozs. of

the titanium salt in

warm

ten minutes, which gives the yellow-brown base.

dye solution

to

in acid

wash and fat-liquor if
For deep colors, some dyers put

bring to shade wanted

not previous fat-liquored.

water for

Run

;
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and then run in the warm solution of the
titanium salt. It is said that this method seems in some cases
to brighten up the color better than to mordant first.
Acid
dyes and alizarines may be used in the same bath with the
on the dyes

first

When

mordant.

using basic dyes

best to drain the

it is

drum

between the two applications.

For 100

2.

lbs.

of wet

chrome

Neutralize the goods

skins.

Drum them with sumac
bottom.
Run in solution of 4

with borax or soda and wash well.
or gambier to give the tannin
ozs. of

the titanium salt and

drum

in the usual acid dye to shade, or

Wash and
3.

lbs.

Then run

ten minutes.

wash and run in

basic dye.

fat-liquor.

—For

Black with Logwood on Chrome-tanned Skins.
wet weight of skins, neutralised and washed.

100

Prepare

the dye bath with IJ

wood

lbs. of logwood crystals or 3 lbs. of logPrepare another bath with 4 ozs. of titanium-

paste.

potassium oxalate in hot water.

Drum

the skins with half of

Next run into the
fifteen minutes and

the titanium solution for ten minutes.

drum

the hot logwood solution and

drain the liquor

off.

Run

drum

in the other half of titanium solu-

and drum ten minutes longer. Drain the liquor out of
the drum and run in the fat-liquor.
If specially deep penetration is wanted on one-bath chrome skins, it is best to use
logwood of lowest oxidation. Generally 6 lbs. of logwood
tion

crystals are used to 1 lb. of titanium salt.
4.

Black

on

Vegetable-tanned Skins.

slightly alkaline,

is

of titanium salt in

the

warm

solution

logwood,

drum

8 ozs.

and drum ten minutes.

and finish as usual. If the black is required
run deeper or through the leather, it is advisable to drum

Wash,
to

—After

on the leather, run into the

fat-liquor

the skins

first

with half the amount of titanium

with the logwood liquor and top with the
salt.

rest of the

Logwood blacks on chrome-tanned

salt,

then

titanium

skins are quickly

produced and are of a permanent and durable character when
titanium

salt is

used as a striker.

For 250 lbs. of dry vegetable-tanned skins, lightly retanned with sumac, a blue-black flesh and black grain are
5.
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obtained by using methyl violet aniline and aniline, or direct
leather black.
line

;

First

drum with

8

aniline black with green cast, 4 to

4

of titanium

ozs.

salt

methyl violet aniNext run in a solution of
6 ozs., and a solution of

ozs. of

then fat-liquor in the drum.

and drum about

fifteen

minutes.

Drain, rinse, dry and finish.

Chrome-tanned

retanned with sumac or

skins, if lightly

gambier, and then treated

as

grains and blue-black backs.

above, give beautiful black
1

of titanium-potassium

lb.

oxalate dissolved in a barrelful of seasoning liquor

advantage

One

to the finished product.

advantages in using titanium

salt is in its entire

of the brittleness of leather caused

is

of

much

of the most important

by the

loss

elimination

and regain of

the oxygen of the iron and copper salts frequently used in
coloring

and finishing grain

Formic

Add

leathers.

in Leather Dyeing.

leather with acid dyestuffs,

it

sulphuric acid to get the shade.
in

the

The

Sulphuric acid

may

its

using formic acid no

maximum

it is

With

used, as

it

harm

of

advantage be replaced
entirely
is

removed from

harmless after

purpose in the dyeing operation.

of acid will bring out the

of

acid so used remains in

to great

by formic acid which, after dyeing, is
the leather by evaporation and hence
served

the process of dyeing

and brings about gradual deterioration

leather

quality.

—In

has long been customary to use

it

has

A certain amount

depth of shade

but in

;

done to the leather if an excess
evaporates during the drying of the leather.
is

the use of sulphuric acid the

maximum

quantity of

it

required to bring out the full depth of color cannot be employed, as
it

its

it

cannot be washed away after coloring, and since
it remains in the leather and reduces

does not evaporate,
strength.

It is

necessary to use just twice as

much

formic

acid as sulphuric acid, otherwise the two processes are identical,

2 parts of 85 per cent, formic acid being required for

The acid should be strongly
poured into the revolving drum.

every 4 parts of dyestuff used.
diluted with water before
Lactic Acid in

it is

Colonng Leather.

—Leather

that has a greasy

grain should be opened and cleared before any dye

is

applied.
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Dissolve 1 gallon of lactic acid in 40 gallons of

and drum the skins

basic colors are to be used,
in

warm

warm water

When

in this solution thirty minutes.
it

is

necessary to wash the leather

water after this treatment, but

applied washing

is

if acid dyes are to be
This operation clears the

not necessary.

grain of greasy matter and opens

up

the pores so that the

dyestufF applied immediately afterwards goes on evenly

and

deeply.

Acid Bath for Use After Dyeing.

Acetic

—

not infrequently

It is

has been dyed
through a bath of acetic acid 10 gallons of
warm water being used for 100 lbs. of leather, and to it 3 ozs.
of acetic acid are added, a new bath being prepared for each
beneficial to colored leather to pass

and

it

after

it

fat-liquored,

pack of skins.

After having been colored and fat-liquored,

drum and passed through the
and then horsed up smooth, grain to
The next day it is set
grain, and allowed to press over night.
out by hand on the grain with a brass or rubber slicker and
hung up to dry. The acid bath clears the grain somewhat
and brightens up the color. No doubt formic acid could be
used with equally good results.
the leather

is

taken from the

acid bath in a tub,

—

1. A dressing
To Prevent the Fading of Colored Leather.
made of casein and ammonia is said to be effective in prevent-

Boil 1 pint of water.

ing the fading of colored leather.

soon as

it

and then

begins to boil

add ^ pint

of strong

dissolve 2 ozs. of casein in

until solution

is

ammonia

Stir the

it.

complete and then add water to

quarts of dressing.

The

dressing

may

at

As
to it

mixture

mate

6

once be applied

evenly and lightly to. the leather after coloring, while the
If the leather is dry
latter is still moist, until it penetrates.
the dressing must be laid on
of casein

still

more

should be clean before the dressing
in a
2.

warm room and rubbed

A

dressing of borax

color of furniture leather
is

made

as follows

:

is

with a

This solution

lightly.

can also be applied to made-up

The leather
and then dried

articles.

applied,
soft

woolen

cloth.

and shellac is said to preserve the
and other leather from fading. It

Boil 1 oz. of borax in 3 quarts of water
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and add, while the latter is boiling, 1| ozs. of shellac and just
enough aniline dye of the color of the leather to match the
shade.
When the mixture has cooled it is ready for use. It
shoulii be applied to the leather with a soft sponge, slowly,

and with

care, to

avoid streaks.

Care must be taken,

too, in

selecting the shade to correspond with the color of the leather.

After the dressing has been applied the leather
dry.

When

^ry,

is

hung up

should be rubbed lightly with a

it

woolen cloth or brushed over a

felt

wheel.

to

soft

This dressing does

not affect the character of the leather, but the correct propor-

must be used, otherwise

tions of ingredients

stronger, the mixture

is

apt to

make

leather should be well brushed, and,

warm

if it

if dirty,

water and dried before the dressing

is

Dressing for Leather Goods and Furniture.

and I

Put

:

oz. of

of boiling water.

shaved

fine,

bowl

into a

1 gill of

white soap, shaved

applied.

—A dressing
is

made

as

hot water, | oz. of annotto
Place the bowl in a pan

Into another bowl put ^ oz. of beeswax,

and put

fire.

for

fine.

it

in the

pan

of boiling water.

Stir the

contents of both bowls until they are melted, then take

from the

made
The

washed with

goods made of leather arid for leather furniture
follows

is

the grain brittle.

Into the melted

wax

stir 1 gill

them

of turpentine,

and then the mixture of annotto, soap
and water. Beat the mixture until it is cold then put it in
This preparation may be used on
a fruit jar for future use.
brown or red leather. First wash the leather with a soft cloth
or sponge and hot milk, then rub the dressing on with a soft
1 gill of paraffine oil,

;

If the leather be faded, the dressing may be made
darker by using two or three times the quantity of annotto.
For dark green or black leather a little logwood should be

cloth.

added

How

to the dressing.
to

—

Remove Spots and Stains from Leather.
Colored
is simply soiled or dirty, and not stained, may be

leather that

washed oft with warm castile or ivory soap suds, then dried
and rubbed. Or a little acid may be added. The acid must be
very mild and applied very carefully. A dirty water stain is
sometimes taken out with the juice of a lemon, which is the
27
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Vinegar also

mildest acid that can be used.

water and other

An

spot

oil

is

Another way

with the finger.

oxalic acid well diluted

to

longer, rub
go over it with
For dirt from the hands a

If a little

the rubber dipped in naphtha.
little

is

used in shoe factories.

After the cement has dried for an hour or a
off

for

be removed by dipping a piece of rub-

cover the spot with cement such as

it

employed

stains.

may

ber in naphtha and rubbing over the spot.

or roll

is

may

little

is left,

be used.

Wash

the dirt

and then wash with soap and water, and perhaps apply a

ofi"

the finish.

little of

out, but

it

An aniline stain cannot

very well be taken

can be helped somewhat with a rubber.

Some

of

the aniline can be washed off with a regular wash, as with

soap and water.

However, the stained part of the leather

cannot be made to look like the rest because it has soaked
through more or less. It depends much upon the leather as
to

how

There are various prepara-

far aniline will penetrate.

tions purchasable that shoe manufacturers use for stains,

some of these are employed to clean and polish vamps
Leather that becomes stained or
or more operations.

and

in one
discol-

ored should be redyed into black stock.
Grease spots that sometimes get onto the leather from

oil

from pulleys or shafting may be taken out with shoemaker's
cement and chalk. Put the cement on first, then lay the chalk
on and work both into the leather with the flat of a knife or
by any other means. The cement will eat into the grease, and
it should stay on until the grease comes out, even if it takes
Use pure rubber cement for
twenty-four hours or longer.
this purpose, for a

The cement

cheap

article is apt to stain the leather.

will dry after a little time so that

it

can be rolled

off.

Another method

is

to place a piece of cloth or

some cotton

waste saturated with naphtha over the spot. This is covered
with another cloth to prevent too rapid evaporation. More

than one application

may

must dry out gradually.
is

be necessary, for the grease or stain
It is the naptha in the cement that

supposed to remove the grease

;

and

it

might be applied

in
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any other form, provided not enough is used to bleach the
Slight spots may be rubbed out dry with a saturated
leather.
cloth.

Ether

is

sometimes used.

also

White ooze leather, and possibly also white grain leather,
that has become soiled, may be cleaned with salt of sorrel.
Cold water is applied to the leather, washing it all over. A
mixture of salt and lemon juice or salt of sorrel, so-called,
which can be secured at any drug store, is then rubbed over
the soiled portion, with the result that all the spots, stains

marks disappear and the leather is once more white.
washed over with water, which

and

dirt

The

leather should always be

must be rubbed over the entire skin but the mixture of salt
and lemon juice is applied only to the soiled portion.
;

THE USE OF ACIDS IN DELIMING AND PICKLING.
Lactic Acid

Drench for Sheepskins.

average limed sheepskins, 20
salt are used.

The water

85°

cooler than

—For a

lbs. of lactic

800 to 1000
and 20 lbs. of

lot of

acid

in the paddle should be

warmed

to

more
required to keep
Half of the acid and all of the salt
should be added to the water before the skins are put, in and
the rest of the acid after they have been in fifteen minutes.
The time required for drenching should be about forty-five
minutes in a paddle in a still vat or tub, two or three hours,
the skins being stirred two or three times during that time.
Several packs of skins may be put through this drench, with
a fresh addition of 15 lbs. of lactic acid for each succeeding
pack, adding 5 lbs. at first and 10 lbs. after the skins have
been in fifteen minutes. When drenched the skins should be
rinsed in warm water and pickled.
The skins can also be nicely drenched by using 1 pint of
lactic acid for 100 lbs. of skins.
And by thorough washing
before drenching the quantity of acid can be reduced to 1|^
pints for 200 lbs. of skins.
Lactic Add Drench for Goatskins.
After the skins have been
bated, prepare a bath in a paddle with warm water and for
100 lbs. of skins add | lb. of lactic acid and an equal quantity
F.; if

down

it is

salt is

this,

the plumpness.

;

—
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The water should be

salt.

put in

;

pickled.

they are paddled

This method

is

at

90° F. before the skins are

twent)'^

minutes, then rinsed and

advantageous

for

goods that are in-

tended to be colored as the acid cleanses them thoroughly.

The

process can also be carried out in a

drum, in which case

only a few minutes are required to remove the

last trace of

lime from the skins.

Formic Acid and Lactic Acid Drench.
formic acid and

1

part lactic acid

—A mixture of 4

is

eflBcient in

part&

drenching

Less than | pint of the mixture is sufficient for 100
washed skins. The goods are paddled thirty minutes or longer,
in the drench at a temperature of 90° F. rinsed and pickled.
This drench may also be used after a regular bate. Drenched
with formic acid, skins tan into clear grained and uniformly
skins.

colored leather.

—

M. C. Lamb
London, describes a
method of deliming and pickling with formic acid which he
" The goods, after washing
has used successfully in practice.
free from surplus lime in the paddle water at 85° F. for thirty
The deliming is best done
minutes, are ready for deliming.
in the paddle wheel
the goods are placed in a vessel together
with a sufficiency of water at 90° F. paddling is commenced,
and then the following solution previously prepared is added
Deliming and Pickling Skins with Formic Acid.

of the Leathersellers' Technical College,

;

;

2

lbs. of

each 100
"

formic acid (40 per cent.)
lbs. of

The goods

;

5

lbs. of

common

salt, for

limed skins.

are paddled until flaccid and fallen, which will

when they are removed
and are ready for pickling. Pickling is best carried out in a
drum, but it may also be done in a paddle. The proportions
of acid and salt to be recommended are: 10 lbs. of formic

generally require about thirty minutes,

acid
*'

;

20

lbs. of salt

;

20 gallons of water for 100

Having been drummed

lbs.

of skins.

or paddled in this pickling solution

one hour, the goods are removed, allowed to drain, and
may then be immediately transferred to the tanning paddle
for

or drum.

those

Skins treated in this way require, as in the case of
tanned in salted

pickled wiih sulphuric acid, to be

AND
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of 5 lbs. of
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common

for

each

salt,

Goods that have been treated in this way tan a beautiful
stout
light color and the tan liquor quickly strikes through
basils can be completely leathered in eight to ten hours, though
"

;

a slightly longer period

is

to

be recommended when weight

is

a

tanning material may of course be used
quebracho extract, particularly the sulphited
quebracho extract, is, however, especially suitable, either

Any

consideration.
for the

purpose

;

used alone or in conjunction with chestnut extract.

It will

be noted that this method dispenses with the objectionable

and the goods require no further drenching.

puer,

In the

case of greasy sheepskins, the goods are generally sufficiently

tanned
paddle

to allow of
for

tanning.

Further,

practically

them being removed from the drum

or

hydraulic pressing at the end of two or three hours'

no

when

this

method is employed, there is
becoming cased or crusted

liability of the skins

on the grain by the use of too strong liquors
stages of tanning.

in the early

"

Bating with Sal-amw.oniac and Pickling with Formic Acid.

—

The following method of deliming skins of any kind with salammoniac and salt and then pickling them with formic acid
has been successfully used

by tanners

:

In 700 gallons

of

water put 50 dozen skins, averaging thirty-five pounds per
dozen bring the water to 95° F., dissolve in it 20 lbs. of sal;

ammoniac and 70

lbs.

of

salt,

agitate the skins in the solution

two hours, and leave them in over night until they float
on the surface. The combination of sal-ammoniac and salt
produces ammonia and acts on the skins in exactly the same
manner as the puer or manure bate, with this advantage the
tanner can control this process while he cannot always control
for

:

the puer.

The drenching and pickling are effected with formic acid.
The next morning transfer the skins to a paddle wheel containing in water at 85° F., 10
of

salt.

lbs.

of formic acid

and 80

lbs.

After an hour's treatment in this bath proceed with

the tanning process.

The

formic acid completely removes the
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lime and strengthens the fibers of the skins, so that they will
stand the corrosive action of the chemicals used in chrome
tanning.

Deliming with Butyric Acid.

—Butyric acid

is

useful for the

purpose of deliming hides for firm hard leather.

accom-

It

by directly neutralizing the lime it also
has a swelling action on the hides, so that the goods delimed
with it present a swollen condition, which is conducive to the

plishes the deliming

;

production of firm leather.

It is

advisable to suspend the

hides first in the deliming liquor and then to complete the
process in a drum this causes the deliming to take place
slowly at first and thus the fibers are not worked too much.
;

The quantity
of skins

lbs.

amount

of acid required ranges from 8 to 10 ozs. for

100

to twice that quantity, depending upon the

of lime according to the weight

and condition

of the

hides.

Drenching with Boracic Acid.

deliming agents and

—Among
may

bates that

the various chemical

be used in preparing

hides and skins for tanning, boracic acid
efficient

the usual

manner and

one of the most

hides or skins are bated in

are then

immersed in the drench of
lime and makes

boracic acid, which removes

the grain soft and clean.

is

The

for that purpose.

the last trace of

When

the acid

is

used alone for the

and silky, hastens
the tannage, and prevents the grain from becoming contracted
Light skins for chrome and vegetable
in the tan liquor.
purpose of deliming,

it

makes the grain

soft

tanning are sometimes given a drenching with boracic acid
they have been bated, a paddle being used for the operaWhen soft, silky leather is wanted, it is advisable to
tion.
after

use a commercial bacterial bate, such as oropon and then
to drench with boracic acid, and pickle with formic acid and
Excellent results as regards grain, texture and color are
salt.
first

assured

when

skins are treated in this manner.

Deliming and Bating with

Ammonium

more recent chemical products

ammonium
It

is

for

neutralizing

—One of the

deliming and bating

salt of butyric acid, called

made by

Butyrate.

ammonium

butyric acid

is

the

butyrate.

with ammonia.

AND
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mainly useful when a

required, while the

producing a

soft,

ammonium

ammonium

is

Ammonium

complishes the deliming indirectly.

goods acts on the

hard leather is
more adapted for

firm,

butyrate

pliable product.
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The

free

butyrate ac-

lime in the

butyrate and liberates ammonia,

The butyrate has no swelling

which, being volatile, escapes.

action but rather the reverse, being in this respect similar to

ammonium

chloride, which, as is well

known, has a depleting

Ammonium butyrate is therefore recomdeliming hides and skins which are intended to

action on skins.

mended

for

enter the tanning liquors in a fallen or neutral condition,

and

butyric acid for those hides and skins which should enter the

tan liquors in a slightly swollen or acid condition.

limed

with

feels soft to

ammonium

butyrate

the touch.

There

is

Pelt de-

becomes white, falls, and
no danger if an excess is

used.

The manufacturers

of this

new product recommend

that

and for heavy chrome leathers, it should be used
alone, but for chrome goat, or for sheep and goat for glove
leather, in conjunction with an artificial or a natural bate.
The following are some of the methods of using ammonium
For box calf, fill the paddle with warm water
butyrate
and place the skins therein after weighing them. For each
100 lbs. of skins add 1 to 1| lbs. of the material and paddle
the goods for half an hour.
Then allow them to rest for an
hour or two and paddle again for half an hour. The skins
should be now free from lime (test with phenolphthalin on a
cut edge) and after rinsing are ready for tanning.
Goatskins require more pulling down than other skins so
that the treatment should be more vigorous as well as longer.
If ammonium butyrate is to be used alone it is recommended
for

box

calf

:

100 lbs. of pelt. The process should be carried out in a paddle at a temperature of 90° F.
The skins
are paddled for a quarter of an hour each hour for four hours.
If an ordinary bate is also to be given it should follow the
above treatment.
For heavy chrome butts the operation takes much longer,

to take 2 lbs. for
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at least six hours being necessary.
lbs.

of pelt

is

From

1 to 2 lbs. per

100

a convenient quantity.

For chrome sheep, two or three hours is sufficient
giving 1 lb. or more per 100 lbs. of skins.

at 90°

F.,

—

Determine the Extent of Deliming.
A simple test to
ascertain how far deliming has gone by any method of delimTest to

ing consists of touching a cut edge of a heavy skin or hide
with phenolphthalein solution. When lime is present a violet
coloration

no such

is

produced, but

When

coloration.

are rinsed in

warm

water,

Deliming Horsehides,
lactic acid

and

1

lb.

when

the skin

the deliming

and then

Coltskins,

is

is

delimed there

is

complete the skins

either pickled or tanned.

Cowhides,

etc.

—Use

1 lb. of

of salt for 100 lbs. of hides for the

first

pack, adding the acid in two portions.

For succeeding packs
add I lb. of lactic acid and J lb. of salt for 100 lbs. of hides.
This drench may be used for a week or so, but the addition of
salt should cease after five or six packs have been put in.
The temperature of the drench should be 85° F.; the time
consumed from one-half hour to four hours, depending on the
weight of the hides and the agitation they receive. The more
thoroughly they are washed after liming the less acid they
require.

After the process

rinsed in

warm

is

completed, the hides should be

water and then pickled or tanned.

—

Heavy Upper Leather and Patent Leather. For heavy upper
leather made from hides, such as wax grain, buffed, mat or
boarded leathers and for patent leather, and when thickness
and weight of splits are the main considerations, the simplest
method of deliming is the best. An excess of acid is used.
This removes the lime and holds the hides plump.
The formula for such cases is 1 lb. of lactic acid for every
100 lbs. of hides, green weight. Bating is done in a paddle
This bate
or still vat for four or five hours or over night.
may be used continuously for a week in warm weather, or
from two to three weeks in cold weather, with a fresh addition
of I lb. of acid to each 100 lbs. of hides to each new pack put
By this method good grain and fine heav}'^ leather are
in.
obtained.
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In those cases where an extra fine grain

is
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desired, as for

more depleting bate must be
employed. In starting such a bate an addition of common
salt is usually made in the proportion of 1 per cent, on the
hide weight, and then the lactic acid is added in several portions.
The total amount of acid required is about 12 ozs. for
100 lbs. of hides. As an example
For a pack of hides
weighing 2000 lbs., the amount of lactic acid to use is 15 lbs.
The bate is made up by putting in first 20 lbs. of salt and 5
lbs. of acid, and the hides are then introduced.
At the end
of an hour an addition of 5 lbs. of acid should be made and at
the end of another hour 5 lbs. more.
This bate may be used
a week or more until it is foul, adding the lactic acid in proglove, grain

and

calf leathers, a

:

new pack

portions of 5 lbs. each time for each

hours usually
needs to be put

suffice for
in, as

bating.

;

four or

fi

ve

fresh quantity of salt

the lactate of lime which accumulates in

the bate answers the same purpose.
all of

No

the bate liquor after

it

Instead of running

has been used a week or

away

so, it is

generally advisable to use part of the old bate for starting a

new one by running it into another bating vat and filling it
up with water. The bottom half of the old bate may be
allowed to run into the sewer as

it

will contain too

much

accumulated matter.
In cold weather, the bating liquor for heavy upper leather
should be warmed somewhat, 80° F. being a suitable temperature.
Hides should be bated four or five hours, or over
night, at from 60° to 90° F., and skins one to three hours at
from 75° to 95° F.

must be used to neutralize and remove
and enough time must be allowed for this reaction to take place.
A slight excess of acid and cold water
is used when a plumping effect is desired
and when a depleting effect is wanted less lactic acid is employed in warmer
water and old lactic acid bate, or a certain proportion of
common salt is added. Generally speaking, for skins and
green split cowhides, which are to be chrome-tanned, the
depleting effect is more desirable, and for heavy hides, which
SuflBcient lactic acid

all

the lime,

;
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are to be bark-tanned, the

plumping

better, especially for hides, not to

tated,

It is generally

effect.

keep them continually agi-

but only suflBciently so to give the liquor proper circu-

and

lation

The

free access to all the stock.

lactic acid bate

gives heavy splits and firm fine-grained leather.
in tanning liquors gently
of splits

it

plumps the

quickens the penetration of the liquor and thus

By

shortens the time for retanning.
it

Lactic acid

In the retanning

stock.

reason of

its diflFusibility,

uniformly throughout the hides, causing whatever

acts

swelling

it

may

effect to

be evenly distributed, thus prevent-

ing wrinkles and pipey grain.

When

leather with a soft grain

and

elastic fiber is desired,

the hides are benefited by being treated with a light borax
solution after they have been bated.

This

is

done by drum-

ming the goods with warm water containing a small percentage
Hides treated in this manner absorb the tanning

of borax.

material very rapidly, also produce light-colored leather, and

take a very even color in finishing.

Skins that are designed for

being

drummed

leather are benefited

by

with a lukewarm solution of naphtha, 10

lbs.

soft

naphtha being used in 25 gallons of water. This warm
bath softens the hides and loosens the hide substance, while
of

the naphtha dissolves the grease and cleans and opens the
further work unnecessary.
Much hide subwith this process, but the hides absorb the tan-

grain,

making

stance

is

lost

ning liquors very rapidly and become soft, pliable and yet
firm, also in finishing they take any color very easily.
Tanners well know that hide substance is frequently lost
in bates
leather

is

when a natural
being made this

bacterial bate
loss of

as in the case of heavy, firm leather.

of substance

is

used.
is

soft

In the

latter case, loss
it efi'ects

the

bate that does not de-

uniform in strength and
the only bate that is suitable for most kinds

plete the hides too
is

A

When

not as important

a direct loss to the tanner since

weight and quality of his leather.
clean to handle

is

substance

much, that

is

of leather.

Plumpness and weight are two

essentials in side leather

AND
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They are obtained largely by bating and drenching with a mild acid and by using such acids in the tan
and

splits.

For instance, when hides or skins are being tanned
in a paddle, 1 lb. of formic acid used for every 100 gallons of
liquor hastens the tanning and helps to get more uniform
liquors.

Then when

tannage and plumper leather.

hides are split

formic acid added to the liquor gives

and
plumper leather and more weight.
Calfskins and kangaroo skins that are to be tanned in a
two-bath process can be delimed by being paddled twenty
minutes in a solution of boric (boracic) acid, and then passed
into the first chrome liquor, from 4 to 8 ozs. of the acid being
retanned, lactic or

the quantity required for 100

lbs.

of skins.

THE TANNING OF SEALSKINS.

Raw
tion,

sealskins

and

come

to the tanner in a freshly salted condi-

broadly speaking, divided into two classes

are,

" small " or " white-coat seal "

and " large

" or "

cow

seal."

The " small " or " white-coat " seals are principally used
making levant grain leather, and " large " or cow seals "
''

walrus grain, though a grain similar to the latter

produced on the small

cow

seals.

As the

and likewise the levant grain on

seal

Before doing so

it

is

it is

ing the water to be used and the

A

very

grain being

necessary to describe
well to say a

soft

water makes

them

word concern-

has upon the leather.

effect it

water produces poor,

soft

for

frequently

processes differ somewhat, in order to ob-

tain these different grains,
separately.

is

for

hungry

soft,

leather, the

of poor formation, while a very

and

solid, tight

leather,

and the grain

is

flat

hard

and

Experience has taught that a moderately hard water produces the best results and is most suitable
for tanning seal skins.

difficult to

work up.

Levant Grain.

covered with

—The

salt

skins,

when

received

and very greasy.

about twenty-five dozen

is

A

placed in the soak

in the pits should not be absolutely cold,
it is

necessary to

warm

it

by the tanner, are

convenient pack of

a few degrees.

pits.

The water

and during the winter
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After remaining in soak for a day, the pack

is hauled up
As much as possible of the loose
blubber and grease is removed by the beamsman. The skins
are then put into a fresh soak and remain in it forty-eight
hours, when they are again scraped over the beam, this time
on both flesh and hair sides. It will be found that, owing to
the very greasy nature of seals, that the beamsmen have dif-

and

fleshed over a beam.

handling their knives, but this is readily overcome
by occasionally rubbing their hands with sawdust.
The skins are now ready for liming. White lime alone
should be used, as it has been found to produce the best
ficulty in

Sodium sulphide

results.

in conjunction with lime produces

" pipey " grain, but arsenic

and lime a soft and silky grain.
For the ordinary pit, a half barrelful of lime is slaked in the
usual manner, and when filled with water, is thoroughly
plunged, so that the lime

men

is

pit,

The time required

for

throw each
down with a

one

skin in separately and the second to push
stick.

Two

well diffused throughout.

are required to put the pack in the

to

it

liming varies according to the

weather, in winter twenty-one days being enough, while in

summer

not more than sixteen days are required.

Every

other day the skins should be

hauled out and the lime
plunged. When the first pack has gone through, the second
pack should follow into the pit, but it should remain in it

when

only twenty-four hours,

one substituted.
the skins,
to

it is

Owing

the lime

to the

necessary to give

is

run

off

and a new

extremely greasy nature of

them long liming.

In order

produce a firm leather with the requisite hard grain,

necessary to keep the limes as fresh as possible

limes produce leather that
Unhairing.

is

the

beam

ing taken to rid them of the young hair, which

running

is

;

the pack

is

care be-

sometimes

After unhairing, the superfluous lime

moved by washing

it

stale

tender and has a soft grain.

—The skins are unhaired on

difficult to do.

old,

;

in a wheel.

off is quite clear the skins are

When

is re-

the water

ready for puering or

bating.
Bating.

—Good

results are obtained with Dennis' Puerine,

PROCESSES, RECEIPTS,

The

also with Oropon.
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down

skins are to be brought

fairly

and a good guide to determine when they are low
enough is to occasionally take one out and pinch it between
When a decided impression is
the forefinger and thumb.
From two
left on the grain, the process has gone far enough.
to six hours should bring them down, though large skins relow

;

quire longer treatment.

The

skins are next scudded over a

beam, slate knives being usually used
important operation as it removes any

for this,

which

is

lime or lime

free

an

salts

may be in the skins.
bran drench should, previous to scudding, have been
made by scalding half a bag of bran and a pailful of pea meal
in a paddle.
After the scudding, the skins should be thrown
They are then
into this drum and left in it five or six hours.
there

A

rinsed in

warm

Tanning.

ning the skins.
in a barrel

water and tanned.

—Quebracho
by

A

extract

and sumac are used

cube of solid quebracho extract

dissolved

This constitutes a stock solution.

boiling.

10-degree barkometer solution of this extract

drummed

is

for tan-

is

A

taken and

together with the skins in a closed wheel for one

hour, sufiicient liquor being used to cover the goods.
sets the grain.

The

This

skins are then put into a paddle contain-

ing about a 12-degree liquor, and remain in

it

until they are

tanned, the strength of the liquor being gradually increased*

Tanning should be completed in a week, which can be tested
by cutting off a small piece and observing whether the tan
liquor has entirely penetrated the middle of the skin, leaving
no white streak. When tanned, the skins are for two or three
hours drummed with a liquor made of a half bagful of sumac
and a few pailfuls of liquor. They are then struck out on a
machine and hung up to dry. When quite dry they are taken
down and struck out either by hand or by machine, using hot
water to soak them in then they are hung up to partially dry
Such edges as are dried out should be redampened with
out.
After this rea sponge before resetting, the skins on a table.
;

setting, the skins are

ready for blacking.

Two

piles,

a dozen

skins in each pile, are laid on the table with the necks and
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butts

running one way, and are dyed with the following

materials
Blacking.

— A pailful of good strong logwood liquor, to which

a half cupful of

ammonia has been

added,

is

heated to the

and applied to the skins with a brush. This is
immediately followed by a solution of iron liquor and glue,
boiling point

prepared by pouring 1 gallon of iron liquor over ^ lb, of best
this is allowed to stand a few hours and heated up before use.
This " floss," as it is commonly called, is put on the
glue

;

skins evenly and thinly, and rubbed in thoroughly.
after blacking, are laid face to face, covered up,

remain over night

The

skins

and allowed

to

for the black to set.

They are then grained from angle to angle with a board
covered with a piece of thin tin perforated similar to a nutmeg
grater.
After these two '' cuts " they receive another "cut"
on the belly with a cork-board, followed by a '' cut " straight
up the skin they are dried in a hot room, afterwards "emeried " and seasoned with the following mixture | pailful of
water, 1 quart of blood albumen, 1 pint milk, 1 quart ink.
This is applied with a sponge, and the skins are laid face to
;

:

face until

they come to or are dry enough to be glazed.

After glazing they are sprung

Walrus Grain

Seal.

—The

up with a cork-board.

large sealskins usually used for

kind of work are soaked in the manner that has already
been described. In liming them, however, a pound or two,

this

according to the size of the pack, of sodium sulphide
in conjunction with lime.

From

ten to sixteen days

is

is

used

enough

liming for this class of work.

When

unhaired, the skins are washed in water

;

bated in a

and brought down in it. They are then
taken out and drummed in a hot and fairly strong liquor,
which contracts the grain, thus forming the well-known walrus
The subsequent tanning is effected in a paddle, and
grain.
strong, old bran bate

when tanned

the skins are

hung

up, dried, blackened, grained

and seasoned.
Splitting.

—Heavy skins

knife machine.

The

are split out of the lime, on a belt-

substance of the grains and splits varies

PROCESSES, RECEIPTS, FORMULAS

AND

The

according to the requirements of the market.
finished into patent or

enameled

leather,

one rough

and

much

of the grease as possible,

about two days, with one handling, being generally
linings are then

and

;

couple of days to get rid of as

The

splits

be got from each skin and the
thrown back into the limes for a

split can, as a rule,

" linings " are then usually

grains are

also for book-

Two thin middle

bindings and fancy leather goods.
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washed in tepid water,

sufficient.

slightly acidified

with acetic acid to neutralize any hardness.
Bating, Scudding and Drenching.

—The

split skins are

bated

with dog puer or a good substitute, and then drenched in a
bran drench. This latter is prepared by scalding enough
bran at about 10° below the boiling point. This is cooled
down to 95° F. before the skins are put in. If the drench fer-

ments properly, the skins will rise to the top as the gas genethey should be pushed down until the drenching has
been carried far enough, when they are slated out of warm
rates

;

water,

and are then ready

Tanning Process.

for tanning.

— In addition to the process of tanning with

quebracho and sumac that has already been described, seal
skins may be made into good leather by tanning with gambler
and sumac, the liquor being at the beginning about 10° barkCare must be taken to insure a sufficiency

ometer strength.

of acidity, otherwise the skins will

papery when finished.

fall,

and

will be flat

and

After running in this weak liquor for

about six hours, the skins are passed into a 20° liquor.

It is

well to add about 1 quart of acetic acid for every five dozen

grains or linings.

In

this liquor the

goods remain about

made up

to a strength of 35°

seven hours.

The

third liquor should be

barkometer, and about the same amount of acid mentioned
above, should be added to
to

fill

it

in proportion.

out and improve the goods

extract

ning in
out, the

is

added

if

to the liquor after the skins

half an hour.

It will also

help

a pailful of oak-wood

have been run-

has been properly carried
goods will have been struck through and should be

it

If this

horsed up, and allowed to drain ready for sumacking.
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This

done in a

although a paddle is sometimes
used.
This bath is prepared by adding water at about 125°
F. to about 23 lbs. of best Palermo sumac.
Cool down to 86°
F.

is

best

vat,

enter the goods and haul

;

liquor each time.

skins should be horsed

up and,

warming the

or twice,

sumac over night the

taken to the
Care should be taken not to expose them

sheds for drying.

after draining,

harsh winds in the early stages, and the use of
heat should as much as possible be

to strong or

steam and

up once

After laying in the

artificial

avoided.

—

Tanning the Splits. The splits may be tanned as follows
Enter them into a liquor made up to about 35° barkometer,
with best oak-wood extract and sufficient water. For every
five dozen splits add 2 quarts of acetic acid, which helps to
maintain the goods in a plump condition. Keep the splits
(linings) in this liquor for

up

to drain

and dry out

two days, handling once. Horse
Cube gambler costs more

steadily.

than the block gambler, but

it

is

richer in tannin iand does

The best Sicily sumac should always be
Low-grade sumac is badly adulterated with lentiscus.

not contain dross.
used.

Directions for Finishing.

down from

—When

the grains are brought

the shed, they are treated, where weight

is

a con-

For every ten dozen take 28 lbs. of
chloride of barium, and with sufficient water to wet them,
work the goods in a drum, together with 6 gallons of sumac
for an hour at 104° F.
From this they are plunged, a dozen
at a time, into a weak solution of sulphuric acid, which should
sideration, as follows

taste

:

moderately acid when applied to the tongue.

Stir the

skins for three or four minutes until they assume a whitish

appearance.
to be
is

The chemical

action causes the

changed into barium sulphate.

barium chloride

After each dozen skins

taken out of the bath sufficient acid should be added to

maintain the required acidity.
The skins are now ready for hoisting up and striking up,
the latter being done on the grain side in the ordinary way,

and the grain
then hung up

is

wiped over with best linseed

to stiffen sufficient for setting.

oil.

They

When

are

ready,
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them

lay in piles, after
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all

dry parts, for

a day or two, and then set out lengthwise and after that from
neck to butt. Now hang them up and allow them to dry out.
When dry, break down with graining board, pushing the
goods upon the flesh side from neck to butt, and turning and

doing the same on the grain
This should be effected on a

Fluffing or buffing follows.

side.

fine

emery wheel and done

cross-

ways, commencing at the butt, going about half across, turn-

ing round and reversing.

Now draw

the skins straight

down

on the grain.
Treatment for Split Linings.
out,

may

— The

linings, after being dried

be weighted by drawing them through a strong

solution of chloride of barium, as above described, but they

must be drawn through the acid bath one at a time, if tearing
Now wash them with warm water and
is to be avoided.

The

lightly strike out with a suitable ridging board.

are then ready for staining, and
side

and enameled on the

The goods may

warm

when dry

splits

are buffed on one

other.

by soaking in
them through a weak acid bath and

also be utilized for colors

water, running

dyeing in a paddle at 115° F. If acid dye is used the goods
can be dyed at once if dyeing is effected with basic dye the
tannin should be fixed with tartar emetic. After dyeing to
shade, wash in cold water, run out with the ridging board
;

and tack

out, taking care that the

goods are not dried too
When dry they are

rapidly, moderate heat being preferable.

taken

off the

is filled

frames or boards and the side that

up with a

potato-flour paste,

of the farina to water to form a
is

cold,

add a

little

color

is

made by adding

stiff paste.

When

and apply a good coat

be faced

to

sufficient

the paste

of

it,

after

which tack the goods on the straining frames or boards.
When dry, season them with albumen seasoning, made by
soaking 6 ozs. of albumen in cold water over night and making up to 2 gallons, adding a pint of milk. Apply the seasoning lightly with a soft sponge. Hang the goods up until they
are in condition for glazing, and then glaze them for the final
finishing.

28
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The splits, after being struck out and tacked, are stripped
from the straining frames and then rolled to flatten down the
rough surface. They are next stained, which may be done as
follows

:

In 3 gallons of boiling water in a pail dissolve 3

of dye, stirring until all

is

Now

dissolved.

ozs.

strain the solution

through cheesecloth doubled a few times. A mixture of one
of the fast browns and yellows will, after one or two experiments on a small scale, produce the shade required. While
the dye liquor is hot, add to it about 6 ozs. of dissolved starch.
This will slightly thicken the dye, which even with this addition will penetrate very rapidly, and consequently should be

spread quickly and evenly with a suitable brush.
Finishing

Operations.

when

simple matter

—Finishing

this class of goods

the proper finish

is

used.

The

is

a

following

been found to work very well in practice if brushed
on carefully and the linings are hung up until they are nearly
dry and in the right condition for rolling. Boil for an hour
or so 2 lbs. of Irish moss and 4 pints of flaxseed in a steamThen add 1 lb. of gelatine which has been soaked
jacket pan.
over night in a little water, and J lb. of curd soap.
The
boiling should be carried on long enough to extract all the
mucilage in the flaxseed and moss
the mixture is then
squeezed through a fine meshed bag. The seasoning is applied
cold, or nearly so, after which the splits are well rolled under
the jack, and when trimmed they are ready for use for shoe
finish has

;

linings, valises
Splits for

and other

White Shoes.

articles.

— For sporting and

splits are frequently sold as a

athletic shoes, seal

good imitation of the real deer-

These goods are treated as above described so
as soaking, liming, bating and drenching are concerned.

skin article.
far

Only the

best

and

stoutest splits are selected for this purpose.

warm water and
For every 100 lbs. of them,
cook until dissolved 20 lbs. of alum and 14 lbs. of salt. Use
Then add
at 95° F., and drum the goods with it one hour.
a mixture of flour, eggyolk and china clay made as follows
Mix 35 lbs. of flour with enough water at 95° F. to form a
After drenching, the splits are washed in

placed in a pickle

made

as follows

:
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stiflBsh paste,

and add J gallon of eggyolk and about 5

china clay.

No

oil

or grease

is

lbs.

of

necessary as seal splits are

naturally greasy.

To apply

this dressing

it is

Drum

take the splits from the mill, double
in a vat or tub.

The

to

add

for fifteen minutes,

drum two

then add the rest of the paste, and

them out

and

best to stop the mill

about half the paste to the goods.

them

Now

hours.

across

and spread

liquor in the mill

is

then

poured over them and they are allowed to lay in this three
days, hauling

up once a day and allowing

to drain.

After

the final draining, tack on frames or boards and dry quickly.
If this is not
salt will

be

flat

The

done the

result will be poor, as the

alum and

not be fixed properly, and the finished leather will

and tinny.
splits are

now allowed

to lie in a cool place for

two or

three weeks to feed and mellow, and they are then staked.

Damp down
after

first

making up

them

by draining through the liquor they lay
to a

convenient quantity with water.

in,

Lay

in a pile until they are in good condition for staking,

done in the old-fashioned way by hand, although
do good work by machinery under suitable
conditions.
The splits are then dried and worked out on the,,
perch with the old arm-crutch stake. Now carefully run them
on the emery wheel, using fine emery. Commence at the.
butt and work about half-way across, and then turn them and
do the other side in the same way. Now turn over and repeat
the operation as before, and a fine, velvety fiber will be the
result.
After being again placed in the perch, rubbed over
with whitening and finally worked out well with the hand-

which

it

is

is

best

possible to

scouring

tool,

the splits are ready for the shoe manufacturer.

THE MANUFACTURE OF PIGSKIN LEATHER.
Pigskins have from time immemorial been used for

purposes
sively

;

than ever.

When

properly tanned they are as durable

as goatskins, as pliable as calfskins,

attractive appearance.

many

time they are employed more exten-

at the present

They

and present a peculiarly
and colors.

are finished in russet
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and are used

for inuersoling, saddles, traveling-bags, pocket-

books, belts, jewelry cases, book-bindings, sporting goods, shoes,
slippers, suspenders,

leggings, military equipments,

trusses,

wall decorations, screens, and for upholstering, carriage and

A

automobile trimmings.

few ways of tanning them will be

described.

Washing and Degreasing.

— Pigskins contain a grease that has

to be gotten rid of before they are

greasy and hard.

limed or the leather will be

After having been scraped out dry before

soaking, the skins are washed in a

warm

solution of sal soda.

Put about 5 lbs. of sal soda into a barrelful of water heated to
95° F. Place the skins, one at a time, in this water, leave
them therein long enough to get soaked through and then put
them on the beam and strike them out thoroughly with a dull
knife, bearing on hard and forcing out as much of the grease
This should be done two or three times. The
as possible.
skins are then rinsed off in warm water and soaked some
A
hours in cold water before they are unhaired and limed.
great deal of grease can be forced out of them by thus passing
them through the warm solution of sal soda and then working them out on the beam.

The

skins are next soaked, fleshed

and unhaired.

—

Unhairing. Run 700 gallons of water into a paddle and
add to it 100 lbs. of depilatory crystals dissolved in hot water.
Put a pack of skins into this liquor and leave them therein
until the hair

is

dissolved,

Sulphide of sodium

—

when they

are ready to be limed.

1 lb. for every 7 gallons of water

— may

The
The next

be used in this process, either in a vat or in a drum.
liquor

swells

process

is

the skins

and

dissolves

the hair.

liming.

—Slake 100

lime and add to

700 gallons
Put the unhaired skins into this liquor and turn
of water.
them in it two or three days, then wash them and scrape the
Some of the hairs that may be broken on
flesh side again.
Liming.

lbs. of

it

and much of
The
the same time come out.

the grain should be removed from the flesh side

the remaining grease will at

skins are then in condition to be bated.
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paddle vat with water warmed to 120°

Put into the water two pailfuls of dry bran and allow to
In the morning bring the temperature up
stand over night.
95°
to
F., and add 1 pint of lactic acid to the bran liquor.
Throw a suitable number of skins into the liquor and then
add another pint of lactic acid. Run the paddle from three
They should be thorto five hours, then wash the skins.
oughly worked out of the drench and all lime and grease
forced out.
Work them over a beam with a union worker,
and they are then ready for the scudding table. Use a hand
glass and set with dull, smooth edge as the grain is easily
damaged. After working out the grain, the skins should be
rinsed in warm water and tanned.
Tanning.
Quebracho extract makes a satisfactory tannage
for pigskins.
Prepare a liquor by adding enough dissolved
extract to 700 gallons of water in a paddle to make a 4-degree
barkometer liquor. To this liquor add 10 lbs. of alum and
25 lbs. of salt dissolved in hot water. Plunge the liquor until
it is thoroughly mixed.
Start the wheel, throw in the skins
and turn them thirty-six hours or longer, which strikes them
a Mght oak color, and they may then be placed in the second
Add
bath, which should consist of clear quebracho liquor.
enough dissolved extract to the water in the paddle to make
Turn the skins
a 6-degree liquor, leaving out alum and salt.
F.

—

thirty-six hours

then strengthen the liquor to 10 degrees

;

two days, which commay also be given
the skins in a drum.
A mixture of quebracho and hemlock
extracts may be used
also a mixture of hemlock and oak

and leave the skins in the liquor
pletes the tanning.

The second

for

liquor

;

extracts.

When

the skins are tanned, pass

The

in a paddle or vat.
at

122° F. to 25

lbs.

liquor

of sumac.

is

them

into a

prepared by adding water
down to 86° F. before

Cool

entering the goods, and haul up once or twice,
liquor each time.

sumac liquor

After being in the

warming the

sumac liquor over

the skins are struck out and oiled with neatsfoot

phonated

oil

on the grain, and hung up

oil

night,

or sul-

to dry or tacked

on
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frames.

When

dry, they are staked

and boarded and are

then ready for the finish. The leather can be bleached if a
lighter color is wanted, or colored any shade, or dyed black.

Quebracho tan makes a fine, natural grain, free from spew,
and firm, strong leather. For bag leather, hemlock extract
also hemlock and quebracho.
The skins
is a good tannage
are started in a weak liquor, which is strengthened twice a
day, until they are struck through, which takes about eight
;

After tanning, they

days.

and drummed

may

be bleached like skirting

sumac bath. Next wash them
them out give them a little oil and
hang them up to dry. After drying, dampen and shave those
Make the
that need to be shaved and then apply fat-liquor.
fat-liquor of soap, oil and degras, the same as for calfskins,
leather

with clean water

;

in a

slick

;

giving the leather about half as

Dry the

leather

and

Then, if it is to be colored,
borax and sulphuric acid.

drum

in a

warm

much

liquor as calfskins.

away for a while to mellow.
dampen it and clean the grain with
To do this, wash the leather in a

store

it

solution of borax for fifteen minutes.

Drain

drum and run the skins in a solution
made by adding enough acid to water to

the solution out of the
of sulphuric acid,

make

Drum them
wash them and run them in sumac

a liquor sharp enough to bite the tongue.

in this solution, then

again.

After having been rinsed they are in condition to be

When

them a light coat of cod oil and
dry them. Staking, boarding and glazing complete the proPigskins for bag leather should be quite firm and solid.
cess.
If the grain is greasy a drumming, previous to coloring, in
colored.

colored, give

lactic acid solution or

with borax or soda, clears the grain so

that uniform coloring becomes more possible.
If black leather with undyed flesh is wanted, the skins
should be dyed on the grain side only by the staining method.
A solution of 1 lb. of Leather Black T B (Casella) in 10 galIt is brushed
lons of water is recommended for this purpose.

onto the grain, two applications being usually
Pigskins are

they need to be

much

used in plain russet

sufiicient.

finish.

For

bleached according to the instructions

this

given

AND
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For innersoling, the skins are
and mineral oils, and finished by

bleaching russet leather.

for

oiled with a mixture of fish

rolling

under the rolling machine.

Tanning with Sumac, Oak Bark and Alum.

—A

soft, light-

colored pigskin can be secured by tanning in the following

manner

Pickle the skins with sulphuric acid and salt to

:

bleach them, next remove the acid in a drench of whiting and

and then wash them in two baths of warm salt
To make the tan liquor, dissolve in 6 gallons of water 6

salt,

and 4

water.
lbs.

of

common

In
salt.
ground sumac,
3 lbs. of oak bark and 1 lb. of ground nutgalls. Mix the two
solutions strain the mixture while it is hot and add to it
4 ozs. of sulphuric acid. The liquor should be used lukewarm and the skins be drummed in it several hours, then
allowed to drain twenty-four hours. Tanning can also be

alum, 4

lbs.

of Glauber's salt

of

lbs.

another tub boil in 5 gallons of water, 5

lbs. of

;

;

effected in a paddle.

After draining, the skins should be struck out on both sides

and

oiled quite heavily

and

be staked so that when the leather
It

As they dry they should

dried.
is

can be easily colored any shade.

and durable.
pigskins

;

Oak bark

chestnut extract

is

dry

and

it is soft

It is quite

pliable.

waterproof

an especially good tannage

for

also.

Another method of tanning with quebracho and sumac is
carried out as follows A cube of solid quebracho extract is
A
dissolved in a barrel by boiling, forming a stock solution.
10-degree barkometer solution of this extract is taken and
:

drummed

drum

together with the skins in a closed

half hour or longer.

This

sets

the grain.

The

for one-

skins are then

put into a paddle, containing a 12-degree liquor, and remain
in

it

The

until they are tanned.

gradually increased.

When

strength of the liquor

tanned, the skins are

with sumac liquor for two or three hours
struck out on a machine and
leather the skins

manner

may

hung up

;

is

drummed

they are then

to dry.

For black

be handled and blacked in the same

as sealskins.

White Pigskins.

—

If white pigskin leather

is

wanted, the
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skins should be tanned in an

sulphate of alumina.

alum and

salt

tannage or with

them with
formaldehyde the same as calfskins. The white leather can
be finished in the white and can can also be easily colored
light and fancy shades.
Thorough work in the beamhouse is
It is also practicable to tan

Not only must the skins be soaked
and worked over the beam to rid them of as

the basis of such leather.
in sal-soda water

much

grease as possible, but they should also be quite heavily
limed and bated, and then worked out again so as to be as

clean as possible before tanning
full of holes,

tageously in a drum.

sulphuric acid, 15

drum

is

begun.

If they are not too

pickling and tanning can be done most advan-

lbs.

the skins in this

To

lbs. of them use 1 lb. of
and 15 gallons of water and
liquor one hour, then place them over

pickle 100

of salt

a horse to drain twelve hours before tanning them.

Prepare the tan liquor by boiling 12 lbs. of sulphate of
alumina in 10 gallons of water. In a pail dissolve by boiling
in 1 gallon of water 1| lbs. of bicarbonate of soda.
Pour the
soda solution slowly and with constant stirring into the
alumina solution. Care must be taken to pour the soda solution in carefully, for if it is added too rapidly the tan liquor
will be spoiled.
The mixture should be used cold.
Tanning is effected as follows Put the pickled skins into a
drum together with 10 gallons of water in which 1 lb. of
Glauber's salt and 3 lbs. of common salt have been dissolved,
:

these quantities being used for 100 lbs. of skins.

with this solution twenty minutes

and drain

off the liquor.

;

Then put

Drum them

then stop the

the plug back and throw

in 10 gallons of water at 75° F., and 40 lbs. of salt

drum and run
At the end

it

drum and
;

start the

fifteen minutes.

pour one-half of the alumina
and soda solution into the drum and drum three hours.
Drain the skins over a horse until the next day and then
hang them up to dry. When dry, put them back into the
drum together with 8 gallons of water and drum ten minutes
of fifteen minutes

;

then add the other half of the alumina and soda liquor and
Drain them twenty-four
run the skins in it three hours.
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hang them up to dry. It is advisable to keep
them in the dry condition some time before finishing them.
When it is desired to fat-liquor and finish them, soften
them with warm water and put them into the drum together
with a solution of acid fat-liquor or sulphonated castor oil, and
hours, then

run them in

forty minutes.

it

Dissolve 7 or 8

lbs.

of the

soluble oil in 8 gallons of water at 95° F. for 100 lbs. of dry

After the leather has absorbed the fat-liquor,

skins.

drain over night

;

then strike

it

let

it

out and apply a mixture of

glycerine and water into which French chalk has been stirred.

Give the grain a liberal coat of this dressing and hang the
Dampening and staking complete the proskins up to dry.
It the leather is not fully tanned it can be retanned
cess.
with alumina and soda
to require

when

;

also given

more

fat-liquor if

Nice white leather results from
is done as it should be.

this

it.

it

seems

tannage

the preparatory work

THE TANNING OF BUCKSKINS.
is about the same
Green skins are soaked a few
As they are very buoyant and will not stay

The preparatory treatment

of deerskins

as the treatment of sheepskins.

hours and fleshed.

under the water from their own weight, it is necessary to place
some sort of weight upon them to keep them under water.
For dry skins a sulphide soak should be used and the skins
thoroughly softened before they are put into lime or painted
with depilatory paint.

For the purpose of removing the hair two methods can be
The skins may be painted with a mixture of lime
and sodium sulphide, or one of lime and red arsenic, the same
Another
as sheepskins then unhaired and limed a few days.
method is to place the skins in lime about the same as calfunhairing in the
skins, using lime and sulphide of sodium
usual manner and then bating the skins.
Deliming is effected by bating or drenching the skins with
the same materials that are used in deliming sheepskins the
goods are then pickled and tanned.
1. A well-tanned, soft and white buckWhite Buckshin.
followed

:

;

;

;

—
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skin

obtained by tanning with a basic solution of sulphate
The skins, limed, bated and pickled with sul-

is

of alumina.

phuric acid and

salt, are weighed and the proportions of tanning materials are based on 100 lbs. of them. Dissolve by
boiling in 10 gallons of water 12 lbs. of sulphate of alumina
in another vessel dissolve in boiling water 24 ozs. of bicarbo;

Add

nate of soda.

alumina
for the

and allowing intervals
Allow the liquor to cool

effervescence to subside.

before using

Drum

it.

the pickled skins twenty minutes in a solution of 1

of Glauber's salt

lb.

the soda solution very slowly to the

solution, stirring constantly

of water

and 3

lbs.

of

common

then drain the liquor out of the

;

salt in

10 gallons

drum and put

in

lukewarm water and 4 lbs. of salt, and run the
Then without stopping the drum pour
into it half of the alumina-soda solution and drum three hours.
Take the skins out and horse them up over night, then hang
them up to dry. When dry put them back into the drum
together with 8 gallons of water and drum ten minutes.
Then
add the other half of the alumina and soda liquor and let the
drum run three hours. Horse the goods up twenty-four hours
and then dry them out.
Fat-liquoring with acid fat-liquor is the next process.
For
10 gallons of

drum

fifteen

each 100

and

minutes.

lbs.

of dry skins use 6 or 7 lbs. of sulphonated oil

stir it into

8 gallons of water at 95° F.

with this fat-liquor forty minutes.
tioned

is

the

maximum
Some

be sufficient.

flour

water and added to the

The grain

;

in

Drum

The amount

the leather
of oil

men-

most cases a smaller quantity

may

be

fat- liquor

made

will

into a paste with cold

to give fullness to the leather.

set out and given a coat of French chalk, 2
and 4 parts of water, and the skins are then
dampened and staked and buffed on grain or flesh as
is

next

parts of glycerine
dried,

may
2.

be desired.

An alum

resulting in
for

100

lbs.

tannage

soft,

is

carried out in the following manner,

white leather, the quantities mentioned being

of pickled skins

and a small amount

:

of water.

Make

a paste of 5

Dissolve 3

lbs.

lbs.

of flour

of sulphate of

AND NOTES.
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alumina and 2
slowly 4

lbs.

ozs. of

bicarbonate of soda, and then

of eggyolk and 1

drum

of salt in 3 gallons of water

lb.

of olive

oil.

Add

add

;

mix

443
to this

in IJ lbs.

the flour paste and

the skins with the mixture for two or three hours.

Leave them in the liquor over night, and hang up the next
day to dry. Dampen, stake and dry the goods, then buff
them and drum them with 2 lbs. of eggyolk or sulphonated
oil and 5 lbs. French chalk.
Set the leather out, tack and
dry it. Any shade of color, grey, tan, etc., can be obtained
by applying in the usual manner the suitable wood dyes or
artificial dyestuffs.
3. A white leather is also made by tanning the skins with
formaldehyde and by adding a little moellon of the first
quality to the soap fat-liquor very supple skins of a light
Neatsfoot oil and cod oil, as well
yellow color are obtained.
The skins are limed,
as sulphonated oil, produce white skins.
For each 100
unhaired, bated and washed but not pickled.
parts by weight of them, dissolve 1 part of formaldehyde, i. e.,
about 2^ parts of commercial formaldehyde, in a convenient
;

The

quantity of water in a paddle.

from twenty-four
ized,

skins are

to forty-eight hours,

washed and

left

in tlie liquor

when they

are neutral-

fat-liquored with soap for white leather, or

with soap and moellon, or with moellon alone, for a yellow
shade.

Where
rapidly.

the grain has been removed the skins tan very

The

leather resembles alum-tanned goods, being of

nice white color and soft
as a fat-liquor

;

also soap

and supple. Sulphonated oil serves
and moellon. Finishing consists of

staking and working out.

Chrome-tanned Buckskin.

—The

skins, after the final washing,

are pickled either with sulphuric acid

phate of alumina and

The

salt.

and

salt,

or with sul-

acid pickle consists of 15

gallons of water, from 1 to 2 lbs. of sulphuric acid
of salt for 100

water and 5

drummed

lbs.
lbs.

of skins.
of salt

a few minutes.

The goods and 12

are thrown into the

The

acid

and the

and 20

lbs.

gallons of

drum and

rest of the salt in

3 gallons of water are then poured into the drum and the
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drumming

is

The goods are then
when they are tanned in

continued one-half hour.

allowed to drain until the next day,

a one-bath or a two-bath process.

The sulphate

alumina pickle

of

consists of

4

lbs. of

the

alumina and 4 lbs. of salt in 10 gallons of water. Drum onehalf hour drain and tan.
1. Excellent chrome buckskin is obtained by tanning the
pickled skins in a two-bath process.
Weigh the pack of skins,
and for each 100 lbs. of them use 6 lbs. of bichromate of soda,
4 lbs. of salt, 3 lbs. of muriatic acid and 15 gallons of water.
Drum the skins in this solution from one to two hours, and
drain them over night.
The second bath is prepared by dissolving 12 lbs. of hyposulphite of soda, 3 lbs. of salt and 6 lbs. of muriatic acid in 15
gallons of water, and drumming the previously chromed skins
two hours horsing up over night and neutralizing the next
;

;

day.

The one-bath method is as follows The pickled skins
drum together with 8 gallons of water and
lbs. of salt and drummed fifteen minutes.
One-bath chrome
2.

:

are placed in the

6

liquor

is

then added, and the skins are

A

are tanned throughout.

soda in a
further

soda

is

little

water

drumming

is

drummed

until they

solution of 8 ozs. of bicarbonate of

then poured into the

drum

;

after a

of two hours, a solution of 6 ozs, of the

poured into the drum, and the goods are

drummed two

hours longer.
After draining forty-eight hours, the leather
solution of 1

lb.

is

washed in a

of borax for one-half hour, then in clean water

for one-half hour, set out

and shaved.

White Chrome Buckskin.

made by tanning with

—An

excellent white buckskin

is

one-bath chrome liquor and then

bleaching with borax and sulphuric acid, or by treating the
skins with flour.
fairly strong

When

wash the skins in a
hour then
sulphuric acid and water by adding acid
fully tanned,

and hot solution

prepare a solution of

of borax for one-half

to water until the latter is as sour as a lemon.

;

Wash

the

previously washed leather in this acid bath twenty minutes
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make

The

white.

it

and

in clear water

it

Drumming

liquor.

AND

fat-liquor

the skins with flour
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with acid

it

fat-

another way to

is

flour treatment can be used alone, or

it

can follow the borax-acid wash. The leather is washed after
tanning and then given the flour treatment, about 50 lbs. of
flour stirred into a thin paste with water being used for

or more

hours

skins.

it is

;

The

leather

is

drummed

100

in the flour two

then fat-liquored and dried.

Finishing consists of staking the leather and milling

powdered chalk or soapstone,

it

with

which it is ready for use.
The flesh should be bufled clean and smooth and if a leather
without a grain is wanted, the grain should be removed either
in the beam house or by buffing on an emery or carborundum
after

wheel.
Colored

—

Chrome Buckskin. Chrome- tanned buckskins are
same manner as chrome sheepskins, with acid

colored in the

and

The

basic dyestuffs.

to the

addition of 3 or 4

ozs. of

dyebath insures good penetration, formic acid being

used to develop the color upon the skins.

A

«umac added to the dyebath increases the fullness
Fat-liquoring

may

decoction of
of the leather.

A

be done either before or after dyeing.

black color throughout the skin

drum

ammonia

direct black, to

is

obtained by using in a

which some logwood has been added

to

give greater fullness to the stock.
Fat-Liquoring.

mended

—Any

for sheepskins

one of the various fat-liquors recommay be applied to buckskins, the fol-

lowing being especially recommended
borax, 2

ozs.;

neatsfoot

oil,

J

12 gallons of liquor and use

HOW
Tanning with

:

Olive

oil soap, 1

lb.;

eggyolk 1| lbs. Make into
125° F. for 100 lbs. of leather.

lb.;

at

TO TAN SNAKE SKINS.

Alum and

Salt.

—The skins

of snakes, like all

other skins, should be soaked in water until they are soA, then

broken or fleshed on the beam, and put back into the water
for a few hours.
They are then pickled with sulphuric acid
and salt, after which they are placed in a solution of equal
parts of

alum and

salt,

in

which they remain over night or
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longer.

A

basic solution of sulphate of

described for alum-tanned sheepskins

The

ning.

skins are next

hung up

alumina and soda, as

may

to dry,

be used for tan-

and when dry are

run with moist sawdust until all the scales are off they are
then worked out carefully and dried.
Tanning with Bark or Extract. Snake skins can be tanned
in bark or extract liquors the same as calfskins and sheepskins, beginning with weak liquor, handling often, and increasing the strength daily.
While soaking, they should be
worked by hand until they are soft and flexible and the outer
scales have been removed
they are then in condition to be
tanned,
Gambier, sumac, quebracho, chestnut extract or a
combination liquor may be used. The tanned skin is soft
and flexible and the natural colors are changed but little.
A process of tanning with alum, salt and gambier is carried
;

—

;

out in the following manner

way.

It is

:

The

skin

is

soaked in the usual

then fleshed and put into lime for four or five days

the outer scales can be removed.
drenched and depleted, washed and pickled

is then bran
two days with
and alum liquor of 1 part alum, 2 parts salt and suf-

until

a salt
ficient

water to cover.

Tanning

is

It

for

then started in a 5 per

gambier liquor, which is strengthened daily until it
reaches 10 per cent.
The skin is tanned in a few days. Quebracho extract or chestnut extract may be used in the same
manner as gambier. After the tanning is completed, the skin
is fat-liquored with sulphonated oil, dried, wet down, shaved,
sumacked, oiled again if necessary, stretched out carefully, and
The flesh may be made clean and smooth with sanddried.
paper or on an emery wheel. A bright flnish is obtained with
cent,

casein or shellac

;

a dull finish with flaxseed

gum

or

gum

tragacanth.

NOTES AND RECEIPTS FOR FINISHING LEATHER.

parts

;

;

logwood extract, 10 parts

ammonia

(10 per cent.), 30 parts

water, 1000 parts.

;

;

—

Blood albumen,
redwood extract, 2

Seasoning for Glazed Chrome Upper Leather.

100 parts

chloroform, 2 parts
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is
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has been added, and the chloroform

is
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ammonia

added as a preservative.

Before being used, the liquor should be strained and diluted

with water.

The second seasoning, which is applied after the leather has
been seasoned with the above mentioned dressing and glazed,
is made of
Bullock's blood, 300 parts milk, 100 parts log:

wood

;

100 parts

liquor,

;

sulphate solution, 100 parts

ammonia, 3 parts

;

copperas solution, 100 parts
;

;

useful in producing a bright polish

Next

after the other

let

the solution

dissolve 3 ozs. of orange shellac, ^ oz.

sandarac, 1| ozs. of

gum

mastic and 5

Add

Venetian turpentine in 2 quarts of alcohol.
tine

is

on grain shoe leather of

carbon bisulphide and

oz. of

stand a few days.

gum

—This varnish

Dissolve in a bottle, tightly corked, 1 oz. of

caoutchouc in 1
of

;

nigrosine solution, 100 parts

formaldehyde, i part.
Bright Blacking Varnish for Shoe Leather.

any tannage.

copper

gums

ozs. of

When

are dissolved.

pure

the turpenall

three

materials are well mixed, add the caoutchouc solution.

Put

the vessel containing the complete mixture in another vessel
of hot water

and heat

to about

Then add

120° F.

1 oz. of

Keep the whole for about an hour in water at
120° F. Then put it in a jar, cork tightly, and let it stand at
It improves with age.
least two weeks before using.

black aniline.

For
1

use, dissolve 2 ozs. of gelatine (isinglass)

quart of water.

and 2 quarts
it

To

this solution

of cold water.

the

amount

mixture

is

cool,

blue

and place

not too thick, as

summer weather has much to do with
The mixture

of water the gelatine will absorb.

prepared by heating the gelthrough
cheesecloth then mix
and straining

should be like thin
atine a

1 oz. of indigo

Let the solution

so as to be able to see that the

the heat of the shop or

add

by boiling in

little

jelly.

equal parts of alcohol,

It is

;

gum and

gelatine

and

stir until

the

mixture gets thick.
While stirring add to each gallon of the
mixture 1 J ozs. of glycerine. When well set the mixture is
ready to be applied to the leather.
Two thin coats should be evenly spread on the grain with
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a sponge and well rubbed in with a fine sponge or with a soft
hair brush in a warm room.
Let the first coat get dried in
before applying the second.

After the last coat

glaze the leather slightly by

hand

feel

is

absorbed,

so as to produce the soft

the stock had before the varnish was applied.

If these

instructions are carefully carried out the leather will

have a

pleasing finish.

Waterproof Leather Dressing.

—Petrolatum, 4

Burgundy

lbs.;

pitch, 4 ozs.; rosin, 2 ozs.; ivory black (dry), 6 ozs.; beeswax,

4

ozs.

Melt the

rosin, pitch

and beeswax

together, then

add

the petrolatum and when it is melted, stir in the ivory black
and continue stirring until the mixture is cold.
Apply the dressing to the leather with a soft cloth and rub
If the leather is dirty, wash it with a sponge and
it in well.

a

little

soap before applying the dressing.

black but not a polish.

If used properly,

it

It gives

a nice

make

leather

will

no matter how hard or watersoaked it has
way may be immersed in
become.
water a week without absorbing any of it. Used as shoe
dressing it renders the wearing of rubbers unnecessary.
Harness Blacking. Mutton suet, 2 ozs.; yellow wax, 6 ozs.;
powdered sugar, 4 ozs.; yellow soap, 2 ozs.; lampblack, 1 oz.;
soft

and

pliable,

A

strap treated in this

—

indigo (powdered bluing) 4

ozs.; oil

of turpentine, 4 ozs.

Dis-

add the other ingredients except
the turpentine melt and mix thoroughly together then add
This mixture is applied with a sponge and
the turpentine.
solve the soap in the water

;

;

;

polished with a brush.

—Lampblack,

20 lbs.; logwood extract, 2^ lbs.;
good bark liquor, 12 gallons. After mixing,
boil for twelve hours, and when cool, stir well to keep from
This black may be varied more or less to suit
separating.
different leathers, the same as finishes, as no one finish works
Oil Black.

tallow, 70 lbs.;

the same on

all

kinds of stock, and should be modified to get

the best results.

Blacking for Vegetable-tanned Leather.

—This

ing for heavy shoe and harness leather.

Epsom

salts,

4

ozs.; acetic acid,

6

ozs.;

is

a good black-

Copperas, 9

nutgalls, 1 oz.

lbs.;

Put
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and boil until
a barrel and add 40

these ingredients into 2 gallons of soft water
dissolved.

Then put

gallons of water

the solution into

thoroughly and the blacking

stir

;

is

ready

for use.

open grain it is advisable to put
gambler liquor in place
This will tighten up the grain
of the same amount of water.
and prevent it from piping when finished.
Another good receipt is One barrelful of gambler liquor
showing 10° test by the barkometer. To this add 15 pounds
If the leather

has a

loose,

into the barrel 4 or 5 gallons of strong

:

and 4 ozs. of powdered nutgalls.
Dissolve first the copperas and uutgalls in a pailful of
hot water and add the solution to the gambler liquor. This
of copperas, 2 lbs. of

is

epsom

salts,

particularly suitable for quebracho-tanned harness leather.

Sigsfor Greasy Leather.

—

1.

To make one

barrelful of sig to

clear the grain of greasy leather before applying logwood
Salts of tartar, 12 lbs.; bichromate of potash, 5

26°, 1 quart; water, 40 gallons.

:

ammonia

Boil the salts of tartar and

bichromate of potash in 12 gallons of water

make 40

lbs.;

;

when

dissolved,

and then add the ammonia,
If kept for any length of time it may be
stirring thoroughly.
necessary to add more ammonia.
Use a fifty-gallon
2. An excellent sig is made as follows
barrel and boil in 12 gallons of water, caustic soda, 12 ozs.;

add water

to

gallons,

:

salts of tartar,

12

ozs.

When

dissolved,

fill

the barrel with

cold water.

—

Logwood Liquor. To make a logwood liquor of logwood
crystals, hemolin or other logwood dye, use 5 lbs. of the crystals
and boil them in 20 gallons of water until dissolved then fill
the barrel up with water, adding sal soda, borax or other
alkali to effect easy penetration, say from 8 ozs. to 1 lb. to the
barrel of dye.
Greasy leather requires more sal soda in the
dye than leather that is not greasy a sig is also usually
necessary.
1 J lbs. of logwood crystals and 3 or 4 ozs. of alkali
made into 12 gallons of liquor will color 100 lbs. of leather.
The black color may be intensified by the addition of a few
ounces of fustic paste to the logwood liquor.
;

;

29
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Chrome Leather Black. This process of dyeing
may be used upon any kind of chrome leather.
The quantities of materials given are for 100 lbs. of shaved
Dyeing

leather black

leather.

Logwood

1^

crystals,

black

lbs.;

nigrosine,

1

gallons of water, then add 4 gallons of water and

Next

leather in the solution ten minutes.
sine in hot water

drum

and add

it

oz.;

acetic

Boil the logwood in 3

acid, 1| ozs.; nitrate of iron, 3 ozs.

drum the

dissolve the nigro-

to the contents of the

drum and

In the meantime dissolve the acid and

ten minutes.

Pour this solution into
end of the second ten minutes, and allow the
rotate twenty minutes longer.
The liquor should
then be run off, and the leather be washed and fat-liquored.
Boiling Logwood Chips.
Put the chips loosely into a coarse
Turn on steam and boil
bag, tie it and put it into the water.
thoroughly.
When sufficiently boiled the chips have to be at
nitrate of iron in 2 gallons of water.

drum
drum to

the

at the

—

once taken out of the liquor, as

Some

from the solution.

if left

in they absorb the color

of the sal-soda or borax used to cut

the grease should be dissolved in the liquor before the chips

When

are taken out.
latter

they are boiled loosely in the liquor the

should be strained immediately after boiling to remove

Copper pipe or

them.

should be used, since iron pipe,

coil

especially a rusty one, causes a defective color.

Blue Flesh with Nigrosine.

an equivalent number

chrome

Now

drum

the leather with this solution

drain off the water, press or strike out

Then black

the grain with

the leather and fat-liquor

it.

logwood and

and dry the leather

finishing.

striker

;

The back

sides or

of skins dissolve 8 ozs. of nigrosine P.

in water at 125° F., and

twenty minutes.

—For one dozen

oil

it

for the final

of the leather will be dark blue

and the

grain jet black as the result of this method of dyeing.
1 J lbs.

then

—

Dissolve 4 J lbs. of copperas and
in half a barrelful of water
boiling
of blue vitriol by

Strikers for Table Dyeing.

fill

the barrel

up

to fifty gallons.

dissolve 12 lbs. of copperas
barrel.

To

and 4

the above add 1|

For use on a machine,

lbs. of

lbs.

blue vitriol for each

of nutgalls

and

1 lb. of
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each 6

lbs. of

this liquor after
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copperas and blue vitriol com-

logwood

to develop the black.

—

The edges of
Blacking for the Edge of Chrome Leather.
chrome harness and other leathers can' be blacked with a
'

blacking
lbs.

made

as follows

Boil 2

:

of black nigrosine and 1^

water and allow to

lbs.

of logwood crystals, 1^

of sal-soda in 9 gallons of

lbs.

Boil 1| ozs. of blue vitriol

cool.

of bichromate of potash in 3 quarts of water

the logwood liquor.

Stir the blacking,

and then enough water

to

make 12

add

and borax and

Then take a

beef blood.

and

1 oz.

stir this into

1 pint of

ammonia,

gallons of blacking.

Preparing Blood for Leather Finishes.
barrel with hot water

and

—Thoroughly clean a

fill it

half full of fresh

broom-handle and beat

stick or a

By

the blood well for twenty minutes.

this

heavy beating
can then be

the fibrin begins to thicken very soon, and

it

removed with a shovel.
The remaining fluid blood

called defibrined

is

purified

been removed.
acid

is

added

To

and

is

that wastes away, has

blood because the fibrin, the portion

preserve the blood, 1 pint of pyrogallic

it and mixed by stirring for
The blood must be kept in a cool place, and

to a barrelful of

several minutes.

the barrel should always be closed after a supply has been

The

taken out.

and

defibrined blood will keep for almost a year,

and lasting

will furnish bright

finishes.

Carbolic acid and formaldehyde are of service in preserving

blood for leather finishes.
tals

and

stir

Dissolve 1

of carbolic acid crys-

lb.

Five

the solution into a barrelful of the blood.

drops of formaldehyde stirred into a quart of blood also
hinders the deterioration of the

Blood albumen

latter.

in finishing dark-colored leather.

It

is

is

soaked for several

hours in cold or tepid water with the addition of a

ammonia.

Blood, which

and a

may be

A

logwood

little

the change in color has just set
dyestuff dissolved

in

little

used only for blacks,

ammonia
containing ammonia is added

diluted for use

decoction

is

used

in,

added.

to the blood until

the requisite quantity of

water being finally added.

A

small

addition of gelatine dissolved in water enhances the glaze.
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Final Dressing for Box
archil in 1 pint of

mix both
corked

warm

Calf.

—Dissolves
When

water.

ozs. of extract

of

thoroughly dissolved

by shaking vigorously in a tightly

solutions together

jar.

Ointment for Chrome Sores.

—An

ointment which

be a very efficacious preventive of chrome sores
of petrolatum, 3 parts

;

mixed add

five

ozs. of

said to

is

composed

lanolin, 1 part.

Melt on a water-bath or stove
every 4

is

;

when melted and thoroughly

drops of 90 per cent, pure carbolic acid to

Pour the

the mixture.

earthenware jar and allow

it

to solidify

latter into
;

it is

a glass or

then ready for

use.

The ointment should be

man

applied as follows

water.

Rinse with

warm

water,

Rub

apply the ointment.
cloth.

To prevent chrome

daily.

This ointment

hands,

is

and while the skin

is

and

moist

;

then wipe dry with a clean

sores,

apply the ointment twice

also used for burns, scalds,

chapped

etc.

five per cent,

mended by Herman
sores.

Let the work-

in well so as to cover all exposed

skin for two or three minutes

A

:

clean his hands and arms thoroughly with soap

It

solution of sodium bisulphite
S. Riederer,

is

recom-

Ph.D., as a wash for chrome

should be applied two or three times a day.

Treatment for Acid Burns.

—Strong

acids,

such as sulphuric

and muriatic, coming into contact with the skin cause great
pain and destroy the tissue.
Dilute ammonia, chalk, carbonate of magnesia, or some other alkali should be at once applied
After an hour or so apply the followto neutralize the acid.
ing mixture: Olive oil, 2 ozs.; lime water, 2 ozs.; carbolic
acid, 15 drops.
Wet a soft cloth with this mixture and apply,
changing the dressing two or three times a day. Linseed oil

may be used in place of olive oil.
How to Remove Stains from the Hands.

—Moisten

slightly in

palm of the hand a teaspoonful of permanganate of potash
rub it thoroughly into the skin and then wash off. By the
subsequent use of bisulphite of soda the permanganate is comthe

pletely removed, together with all aniline stains,

;

etc.

This
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and white and does not injure

the skin.
To Keep Patent Leather Soft and

to

Restore the Gloss.

— Add to

some pure wax, melted in a dish set in a pan of boiling water,
some olive oil and then some lard. Mix thoroughly by stirring over a fire.
Add some oil of turpentine and a little oil
of lavender.
This will form a paste which should be put in
boxes.
Apply with a soft rag rub with flannel.
To Remove Grease Spots from Leather. If the spots are not
very large they may be removed by laying blotting paper on
them and ironing out with a hot steel. The heat dissolves
the grease and causes it to pass from the leather into the paper.
By repeating this process the grease spots may be removed
;

—

without injuring the leather.

Another process consists of preparing a dough composed oi
cooked smashed potatoes and 2 parts mustard flour prepared with turpentine. This is put onto the grease spot and
allowed to dry. Then rub it off", clean the spot with a rag
dipped into wine vinegar, and finally wash with lukewarm
1 part

water.

WATERPROOF LEATHER WITHOUT OILY SURFACE.
It is well

known

toughness the
tanning.

less

that leather exhibits greater firmness

and

the fibers of the hides are changed during

It is also

known

that the firmness of leather

be considerably increased and

it

may

be

made

may

very water-

proof by being impregnated with substances such as stearin

and

paraffin.

The

following process consists in treating leather, which

has been tanned by a suitable method, or even only by vegetable substances, and which after having been dried, has been
impregnated with saponifiable and unsaponifiable substances,

such as stearin and paraffin,

first for

an alkaline bath preferably

of caustic soda or the like, at

one-third of an hour in

a

strength of 5° to 10° B6., the saponifiable substances found on

the surface being thereby saponified and changed so that they

may

be removed by a simple washing.

In consequence of
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on the outside its greasy character
without losing the fulness and firmness imparted to it by the

this the leather entirely loses

impregnation, and

may

then be bleached and retanned on the
The extraordinary waterproofness of the leather

surfaces.

damage from the alkali.
The treatment for one-third hour of the

prevents any

acid solution of 5° to 10°

Bk

sides with a sulphuric

strength which then follows,

contained in or upon the
and the metal salts derived from the tannage to be
neutralized and rendered non-deleterious and the leather is

causes the free alkaline salts

still

leather

The process is carried out approxiThe hides which have been treated as

also thereby brightened.

mately as follows

:

usual are subjected in a raw or chemically tanned condition
to a

weak vegetable

ing, the leather

is

After bleaching and dry-

final tanning.

impregnated by saturating

action of heat with stearin and paraffin, until

After this treatment

it

it is

under the
fully satu-

exposed to the action of a
caustic soda bath of a strength of from 5° to 10° Be., whereupon it is treated with sulphuric acid of 5° to 10° B6., next
rated.

it

is

again washed, then retanned and finally treated for a short

time in a solution of metallic

salts,

such, for instance, as alum,

aluminium sulphate and the like. The finishing is then done
in the ordinary way by drying, pressing, rolling, etc.
The leather made in this way is extremely firm or solid and
almost perfectly waterproof, but dry and clear and from its
outside appearance cannot be differentiated from unimpregIt may be dyed and finished exactly like the
and polished it does not slip when in use,
and finally it exhibits all the properties which can be demanded from a heavy leather such as sole leather, driving
belt leather, and saddlery leather.

nated leather.

and

latter

sized

;

A PROCESS OF WATERPROOFING LEATHER WITH RUBBER.

An

interesting process of waterproofing leather according to

the following directions

The

leather

is

first

is

patented in Great Britain.

subjected to

ing process which has the

efi'ect

any well-known

fat-liquor-

of not only softening

it

so
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can be more conveniently worked, but also causes the

it

pores which have contracted to expand.

The

hides after the

fat-liquor treatment are secured to the drying frames from
which they are removed when dry and then buffed upon the
flesh

side in order to

the fiber.

raise

treated with a solution designed to
to as a clarifying solution,

with

kill

After this they are
the fats or

by being immersed in

oils,
it

referred

or sprayed

Next they are placed in a hermetically closed

it.

vessel

in which they remain for a suitable period, according to their

weight and character

in the case of hides of average weight

;

about forty-eight hours.

The

which the hide

clarifying solution to

is

first

subjected

may

be composed of the following ingredients in about the
proportions specified, which are suitable for chrome-tanned
hides of average weight and sufiicient in quantity to treat

from

fifteen to

twenty hides

bisulphide, 4 lbs.

Powdered sulphur,

:

This mixture

is

1 lb.

;

carbon

allowed to stand for forty-

it is then strained, and
added a second mixture adapted to
precipitate the undissolved sulphur and also " kill " or dis-

eight hours with occasional stirring

;

to the liquor residue is

solve out

The

fats.

following mixture

phuric ether, 12

10

ozs.;

ozs.;

is

suitable for this purpose

:

Sul-

benzol, 10 to 12 ozs.; coal tar naphtha,
ozs.; kerosene, 4 ozs.; rectified
These quantities are those suitable

petroleum benzine, 6

spirit of turpentine,

4

ozs.

for addition to 5 lbs. of the

carbon bisulphide solution.

When

very light skins are being treated, the kerosene and turpentine
Two or three parts of the above combined mixare omitted.
ture are taken and to it are added 5 gallons of benzine, the
liquid thus formed being employed to treat the hides in the

manner above

stated.

As

it is

desirable that only the smallest

particles of sulphur be held in suspension in the liquid so that

the pores of the hide will not become choked up, the liquid

may

be again strained.

removed and dried by

warm
It

After this treatment the hides are
heat,

and when dry and while

still

are treated with a solution containing rubber.
is

convenient to have a stock solution of the rubber
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which may be prepared by dissolving

1 lb. of Para rubber in
from 1 to 2, or more, gallons of naphtha. In preparing the
first bath from the stock solution take equal parts of the
rubber solution and benzine, the hides being treated with the

The hides while

mixture.

and with

this object in

may

may be jacketed so
may be employed
regulated.
The tem-

view the vessel

that steam, water or other

and the temperature

in the rubber solution are heated,

means

for heating

of the said vessel

range from 80° to 100°

and the period of
treatment extend from two to five days in each bath. The
treatment, however, must be modified according to the nature,
perature

F,,

weight and origin of the hides.

The hides during treatment should be removed from time
to time and worked by hand, or the liquor in the vessel may
be agitated, or the hides kept moving in the vessel, or any
other means employed so that the hand working may be dispensed with.

The leather is next subjected to a second treatment with
rubber in conbination with a sulphuric solution. This rubber solution should be of a somewhat more viscid nature, that
is

to say,

it

should contain a greater quantity of rubber.

For

the second bath again dissolve 1 part of powdered sulphur
in about 4 parts of carbon bisulphide
to

stand as before.

To

this is again

and allow the solution

added a mixture adapted

and there is further
added chloride of sulphur. A suitable mixture is as follows
1 part powdered sulphur dissolved in 4 parts carbon bisulphide,
to precipitate the undissolved sulphur

:

5

lbs.;

sulphuric ether, 12

naphtha, 10
phur, 10

ozs.

ozs.;

ozs.;

benzol, 10 to 12 ozs.; coal tar

petroleum benzine, 6

About 6 quarts

ozs.;

chloride of sul-

gallons of a rubber solution which should contain

ber than the

first

50
more rub-

of this are added to every

bath, a suitable composition of such rubber

solution being 4 parts of benzine to 5 parts of the stock rub-

ber solution.
After the treatment last referred

to,

with a final rubber solution in order to
to

the weight of the hide the stuflSng

the hide

is

drummed

and according
process occupies from
stuff" it,
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final

drum-

ming, employ a rubber solution composed of 1 part stock solution to 2 parts benzine, and to every 10 gallons of such rubber solution add 4 pints of the chloride of sulphur solution

The hides when taken from the drum
should be placed upon a suitable surface and slicked off or
above described.

just

scraped to remove the surface rubber, the final surplus rubber

being removed by rubbing with a cloth dipped in benzine.

The hide after the removal of surplus rubber is hung up and
when it is partly dry, is rolled, which completes the treatment.
Another Process of Waterproofing Leather.

—Skins and strings

of musicial instruments are impregnated with collodion, gutta

percha, India rubber or other similar

to atmospheric changes.

described, there

the leather

is

added

finally

is

is

drummed,

a solution of celluloid in ace-

The

drumming process has
And in order to prevent
damp surface, gum juni-

some time.
upon a
amber resin and benzol are added

been in operation
ether,

addition to the rubber

preferably effected after the
for

the slipping of the leather
per,

in suitable solvents

strings less susceptible

In the process which will here be
to the rubber solution with which

tone or other suitable solvent.
solution

gum

and

in order to render the said skins

to the

rubber

solution.

The

employed should be

as free

from impurities as

possible, otherwise the impurities will stop

up the pores of the
At the

resins

leather so that the liquor cannot enter the same.

same time

is

it

desirable that one of the resins

should possess a permanently sticky nature, which

gum

juniper,

the solution
the

gum

The
as

it is

and which sticky character

is

Amber

in the leather.

is

employed
found in

is

present even

resin is

when

combined with

juniper for reasons of economy.

best quality of benzol

is

the most efficient solvent, but

a costly ingredient, a lower grade of benzol or naphtha

may

be used in varying proportions.
In practice, assuming that from fifteen to twenty hides are
being drummed, there is added, after the drumming has been
in progress for

some time, a solution composed

of celluloid
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After this, additions at suitable intervals

dissolved in acetone.

are

made

of

gum

juniper dissolved in ether (methyl), amber

and about an equal quantity of
naphtha or lower grade benzol.
The rubber solution is composed of 5 lbs, of fine hard Para
rubber dissolved in 6 gallons of naphtha and 10 gallons of

resin dissolved in benzol

The exact

benzine.

quantities of the various materials used,

however, depend upon the quality of the rubber and of the
other substances, and also

upon the quality and weight

of the

hides.

The
is

celluloid solution, of

composed

which about 6 quarts are required,

of celluloid dissolved in acetone in the proportion

of 9 ozs, celluloid to about 9 pints of solvent.

The amber

resin solution, of which about 3 quarts are
composed of 3 lbs. amber resin dissolved in 60 ozs.
of benzol and 60 ozs. of naphtha.
Of the gum juniper solution
pints
are
employed,
the
said
solution
being composed of
1^

required,

16

is

ozs. of resin to

In actual

30

ozs. of ether.

drumming
drummed for two

practice, the final

the leather has been

solution of celluloid in acetone

is

is

started,

and

added, and after a further

interval of two hours, the solution of

amber

further period of two or three hours the

gum juniper

is

after

or three hours, the

resin

;

after a

solution

gradually added.

The treatment

described adds considerably to the water and

damp-resisting properties of the leather and the leather has a

much

better grip

upon a damp or greasy surface than that not

so treated.

BUTYRIC ACID IN CHROME TANNING.

During the processes that precede tanning everything should
soft grain and fine texture,
coarseness and roughness being especially undesirable in
chrome leather. One thing that in an experimental way has
be done to insure the skins having

been found to produce
in

drenching,

soft-feeling leather is butyric acid

pickling and

tanning.

The

skins

used

can be

drenched or bated with any suitable deliming material, then
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pickled with butyric acid, and, without the use of muriatic or

sulphuric acid, tanned by a two-bath process.

For each 100

lbs.

of skins to be pickled use 15 gallons of water, 10 lbs. of

salt

and from 10

The

skins are

ozs. to 1 lb. of

drummed

butyric acid.

in this liquor thirty minutes, then

allowed to drain several hours before they are placed in the
bath of the chrome process.

first

results be used together

the

first

bath

;

it

Butyric acid

may

with good

with bichromate of potash or soda in

can also be safely employed for drenching

the skins after liming, particularly sheepskins.

A

method

follows

:

of using the acid in

chroming the skins

is

as

After the goods have been drenched in any suitable

manner and pickled with butyric acid, they are allowed to
rest in the liquor an hour.
The drum is then started with
the same bath and to it is added a solution of 4 lbs. of bichromate of potash and 1 lb. of butyric acid in 10 gallons of water.
After a drumming from one to two hours the skins are drained
as usual

and then passed into the second bath composed

hyposulphite of soda and acid.
leather with a soft grain

The

of

result is well-tanned

and an agreeable

feel.

SECTION NINE.
Receipts, Formulas and Processes.

—

Continued.

NOTES ON THE MANUFACTURE AND APPLICATION
OP FAT-LIQUORS.

From the
unknown in
of oil

view there is a great deal still
regard to the action on leather of those emulsions
scientific point of

and soap technically termed

used on

many

fat-liquors.

While now

bark and combination-tanned
leathers, the use of fat-liquors is a development of, and with
the manufacture

varieties

of,

of

chrome

leather.

Indeed,

it

is

no exag-

geration to say that the success of the chrome leather industry

was dependent upon the discovery and application of the fatand even today the use of a correct fat-liquor is vitally

liquors,

necessary for the production of marketable leather.

To a considerable degree the formulas for various fat-liquors
among the most carefully guarded secrets of a leather

are

manufacturer, yet in the main the composition and method

become wellan
and water, usually containing soap and fre-

of preparation of a good quality of fat-liquor has

known.

Practically then a fat-liquor can be defined as

emulsion of

oil

Its purpose is to fill or
from
nourish the leather and to keep it
drying hard or brittle.
Just how it effects this result is not wholly understood. Some

quently other emulsifying agents.

good authorities have stated that the chrome tannage is really
a mixed mineral and oil tannage, and that the fat-liquor
should be regarded as a tanning agent. There are reasons
for and against this view.
In the old days of bark-tanned
leather, the use of oil in finishing or currying leather was
certainly an essential part in the production of salable upper
leather.
Such oils as were used, however, were put in as oils
or grease, i. e., the leather was stuffed, to use the technical
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or grease

oil

acted as a tanning material, but rather as a lubricant and a

waterproof filling and coating to preserve the leather.

presumable that Robert Foerderer, the inventor of
first merchantable chrome leather, was the real
the
emulsified fat-liquor, although the claim has
inventor of
never been put forward yet according to all evidence, it was
It is

Vici kid, the

;

made

the use of the fat-liquor that

Vici leather far superior

When

to the attempts of other leather manufacturers.

the

knowledge concerning the use of emulsion of oil began to
leak out, other manufacturers began to make good chrome
leather.

Before going any further into the
fat-liquors,

it

An

general constitution and preparation.

which are mutually

ture of liquors

mixed that
The term is
so

mixtures of

fine particles of

oil

permanent,

wherefore of

and water.
it is

is a mixwhich are

emulsion

insoluble, but

one are suspended in the other.

usually, although not

perfect of emulsions.
all

why and

will be perhaps well to consider a little their

Milk

is

necessarily, applied

In order that an emulsion

may

to

most

often cited as the

be at

in general necessary that a third substance

an (emulsifying agent be present. Such emulsifying
agents act by increasing the viscosity of the one liquid in
which the fine particles of the other liquid are suspended to
called

such a degree that the tendency to separate into different

In the case of milk, the casein
and milk albumen act as emulsifying agents. In the familiar
examples of codliver-oil emulsions of the pharmacy, the

layers

is

largely overcome.

emulsifying agent used

is

gum

acacia or

the purpose of leather manufacture

it

gum

fat-liquors.

gum

For

has been found by ex-

perience that neither the casein of milk, or

indeed any other

arable.

gum

arable, or

acts suitably as emulsifying agents in

Primarily they

make

trouble by perceptibly

stif-

fening and harshening the leather, and then their power to
increase viscosity diminishes rapidly with a slight increase in

temperature.

Soap has therefore become largely used as the
Regarded

emulsifying agent in the preparation of fat-liquors.
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simply as an emulsifying agent, soap
but

tive,

it

is

not especially

eflPec-

has the extremely important advantage,

provided the right kind of soap

To

the leather.

used, that

is

it

i.

e.,

does not injure

increase the efficiency of soap, two other

emulsifying agents are used, eggyolk and sulphonated

oils.

an emulsion, and the emulsifying agent in it
is known as vitellin, an albumen considerably resembling
casein.
Presumably because the proportion of oil and albumen in the eggyolk to the water contained in it is greater than
in milk, and therefore it can be used in relatively greater proportion, eggyolk is much more efficient in a fat-liquor than

Eggyolk

is itself

milk.

Sulphonated

Oils.

—The

subject of sulphonated

oils,

sulphated

oils or acid fat-liquors, as fat-liquors containing these treated
oils

are called,

is

a large one and can be only briefly consid-

ered here.

is

oil.

The best known sulphonated oil
This is made by the action of sulphuric

acid on castor

oil.

It is largely

Turkey red

used in the textile industry, especially in

the dyeing of Turkey reds, hence the name.
really requires considerable care,

large scale in factories

and

making a

it

is

Its

manufacture

best prepared on a

specialty of

its

production,

but inasmuch as leather manufacturers using it have generally
desired to keep that fact secret, they have endeavored to

manufacture it for their own use rather than to purchase it
from an experienced maker. Such manufacture is usually
attempted with imperfect apparatus as well as inadequate
knowledge of the subject. In the first place, castor oil is
practically the only oil that can be sulphonated in the true
sense.

This

is

so because the principal fatty acid in castor oil

is ricinoleic acid,

not

mean

an unsaturated

acid.

This statement does

that other oils than castor oil cannot be treated with

sulphuric acid and some sort of a product obtained, nor should
it

be understood that

it is

impossible to sulphonate fatty acids

other than ricinoleic acid, but under the conditions under

which castor oil is sulphonated, it is impossible to substitute
For example, the
other oils and get an analogous product.
fatty acids of linseed oil are very largely unsaturated,

but
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unless extraordinary precautions are taken to cool the mixture
of acid

and

oil,

the reaction

is

as secondary reactions take

so violent that

place and

what

is

known

the fatty acids are

largely destroyed.

its

Rather than attempt to sulphonate linseed oil, which from
well-known drying nature, i. e., tendency to become resin-

ous, does not

recommend

much more common
for

itself as

practice

a good leather lubricant, a

among

example, neatsfoot and tallow

tanners

oils,

whose

is

to treat oils,

fatty acids are

principally acids of the oleic acid class, with sulphuric acid.

Now

it is

possible to sulphonate oleic acid, but not

conditions usually employed in the tannery.

under the

Oleic acid sul-

phonates only at a high temperature, and when an attempt to
sulphonate one of the

oils

which consist largely of

it is

made,

no sulphonation at all, or practically none, results, but the
oil is simply broken up by hydrolysis and separates into its
constituent parts, viz., fatty acid and glycerine.
Now, for
some purposes it may be desirable to have as constituents in a
fat-liquor a free fatty acid and glycerine, but these products
do not perform the same function as a true sulphonated oil,
that

act as emulsifying agents.

is,

Casein.

— Casein has been employed as an emulsifying agent,

but the fact that
its

soluble only in alkaline solutions

it is

Also the extreme

use objectionable.

solutions to putrefy

is

antiseptics precipitate

makes

liability of casein

a disadvantage, especially as the usual
it.

Probably the most satisfactory preis white arsenic, only a very

servative for casein solutions

small quantity of

it

being needed, and the trace of arsenic

that remains in the leather

can be raised to

its use.

parts of fat-liquor

is

is

One

so infinitesimal that

no objection

part of arsenic to two thousand

a proportion that has been used with

success.

Eggyolh.

—This,

as has been stated,

is

generally used as a

an emulsion
which an albumen similar to casein is the emulsifying
Probably one reason for the superiority of eggyolk to
agent.

valuable constituent of fat-liquors.

It is itself

in

casein

is,

because in the case of the latter the natural emulsion
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is broken up while the former is used in an unchanged state.
There is sufficient excess of albumen in eggyolk over that

required to emulsify the

natural

suitable for use in fat-liquors

it

oil

of other oils in a state of emulsion.
is

valuable in fat-liquors

material, acquainted

eggyolk.

These

;

it

make

contains, to

and hold large proportions
It is for this

purpose

it

unfortunately some dealers in the

with this

fact,

add other

oils

to the

themselves are not necessarily deleterious to the fat-liquor, but inasmuch as by their presence
the emulsifying power of the eggyolk is reduced, they are
oils of

rightly considered an adulteration.
is

Still

more reprehensible

the practice of sophisticating eggyolk with emulsions of oils

and
for

casein,

ammonia

An

which are colored by aniline dyes.

such adulterations
to

the addition of a small

quantity of acetic or muriatic acid to another.
of either the

easy test

amount of
one portion of a suspected sample and a small
is

ammonia

color-change in the eggyolk,
aniline yellow,

Potash Soaps.

If the addition

or the acid produces a very decided
it

indicates the presence of

an

and presumably an adulterated product.

—Potash soaps are preferably used as the soap

constituent of fat-liquors.

are soft soaps, that

is,

of the soda soaps

that

The

reason for this

is

that they

have a lower melting point, than the
hard soda soaps. The objection to the high melting point, or
perhaps to express it another way, the low solidifying point
form in the

is

it

causes white specks or soap crystals

which is one variety of the familiar
spueing, a specially annoying defect in finished leather.
While all the potash soaps are softer than the corresponding
soda soaps, that is those made from the same oils or fatty acids,
one prepared from a hard solid fatty acid, will be nearly as
hard as a soda soap made from a liquid fatty acid such as oleic
acid.
Also, if a soda soap is made from a liquid fatty acid and
a large percentage of water allowed to remain in it, it will
closely approximate the appearance of a potash or genuine
to

leather,

A simple drying test will, however, serve to distinguish the true from the false. In order to appear soft, a soda
soap must contain a high percentage of water, and this water
soft soap.
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and the soap remain behind hard and dry,

small sample of

it is

for a few

if

a

hours exposed to gentle heat in

a shallow dish placed on a radiator or uncovered steam pipe.
Potash soaps, on the other hand, will never dry out hard unless made from a very hard fat.
Fig Soap.
A soap which has had much vogue for fat-liquor

—

purposes

is

was originally a potash
or the crudest residual oil which

the so-called fig soap.

soap made from olive

oil foots

It

amount of unsaponifiable matter,
and this gave to the soap the consistency
similar to fig paste in which on long standing soap crystals
formed which increased this semblance by giving the appear-

contains a considerable
largely phytosterol,

ance of seeds.

Much

a mixture of olive

appearance

is

oil

much

of the fig soap

now

offered

foots, cotton-seed oil

and

is

made from

tallow,

and

in

made exclusively from
much harder soap crystals

superior to that

olive oil foots, as the tallow forms

than occur in the original soap, and the cotton-seed oil is
naturally lighter-colored than the " foots," the mixed soap
being thus clearer as well as having a more seedy appearanceFor practical use a soap is probably better made in the old
way, as the hard stearic acid soaps (from the tallow) will cryssoap and cause spueing.
must be especially warned against.
These oils are obtained by distillation of rosin, and while they
are saponified, the products so formed have but few of the
properties of ordinary soaps having very little emulsifying
power and are not usable in fat-liquors.
tallize in the leather as well as in the

The use

The

of rosin oils

free fatty acids of rosin oils are objectionable as

oxidize and become resinous or
rosin oils

have been offered

"gum."

for fat-liquor purposes,

theoretical considerations, there

is

they

Some sulphonated

no reason

but from

to suppose that

they will have sufficient efficiency to replace castor-oil compounds. A final word in regard to fat-liquors is the question
of alkalinity or acidity.

The

first

fat-liquors were essentially

alkaline, because of their large soap content

compounds have an

phonated

oil

and acid

fat-liquors are

30

;

while the

acid nature.

sul-

If alkaline

mixed, as frequently has been the
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case, the possible

good

when used

effects of either

separately

are nullified.

The

on colors should be also considered, and it should
specially be borne in mind that an acid fat-liquor has much
less effect on colors than one that is alkaline or contains a
effects

considerable quantity of soap.

MATERIALS USED IN FINISHING LEATHER.
In the finishing of leather materials are used that are
oils, dyes or mordants, and are classified as finishing

neither

materials, their function being to

They may be divided

the leather.

isinglass, etc.,

moss,

into products of animal

such as blood and egg albumen, casein, gelatine^

origin,

gums,

and surface

the pores

fill

and

of vegetable origin,

as arable, tragacanth

Some

etc.

and

among

the latter being

shellac, starches, dextrines,

of these materials that are in

common

use

will be briefly considered.

Blood.

—Large

quantities of bullock's

finishing leather, indeed,

many

but logwood extract dissolved in

warm water and

ened with 5 to 10 per cent, blood.

what
'that

a

is

commonly known

The

then thick-

best material to use i&

which

as defibrinated blood,

is

blood

has been allowed to clot spontaneously by standing for

number

then

are used in

blood

seasoning liquors are nothing

of hours in a

warm

place,

and from which the

This defibrinated blood

filtered.

The

of blood albumen.

clot is

is

albuminous but

organized or cellular structure of the blood,
corpuscles.

corpuscles

The
and

is

the filtered blood,

consists of the
i.

coloring matter of the blood
carried
if

care

is

down with them
taken in

its

clot is

practically a solution

e.,

is

the blood

in the red

in the clot, while

preparation,

is

a straw-

In order to prevent putrefaction, a preventive
should be added to the blood as soon as it is filtered, carbolic
acid or phenol being most frequently used for this purpose.
colored fluid.

oil of myrbane is also used and is fully as
and although slightly more costly, is to be recommended as it is much less poisonous than the phenol and has-

Nitrobenzol or
efficacious,

a pleasant instead of a disagreeable odor.
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the defibrinated blood

The evaporation

by simple evaporation in vacuum pans.

must, however, be conducted with extreme care so that the

temperature does not

albumen

ature the

coagulated

is

rise

will

above 130°

F., as

above this temperwhen once

begin to coagulate, and

valueless as a seasoning agent.

When

evapor-

is removed from the pans and placed
on screens in a warm air drier. In this drier the temperature
is even more important than in the pan and much albumen
In this country, however, where
is destroyed by overheating.
the animal by-products like blood albumen are controlled by
large packers, these preparations are made under scientific
supervision, and there is much less damaged albumen offered
in the United States than in England and on the Continent
where any good-sized slaughter house may work up its by-

ated to a paste the blood

products.

Egg Albumen.

— This

is

prepared from the white of the egg,

by far the largest proportion of the world's supply being
manufactured in China from ducks' eggs, and some in Russia.
The great advantage that egg albumen has over blood albumen
is its absolute freedom from coloring matter or iron, which
amounts to the same thing, as the red color of blood is due to
For this reason egg albumen is used in the seasoning
iron.
of the best qualities of glazed colored leathers.

always high,

five to

Its cost is

and two to
can be used only

eight times that of casein

three times that of blood

albumen

;

hence

it

sparingly and on the highest-priced goods.
Gelatine

and Glue are both used to considerable extent in

finishing of leather, and are also interesting to the tanner as

they are, especially the
industry.

latter,

by-products of the tanning

While there has been more

or less published on the

manufacture of these products, the industry has not reached a
high state of scientific development. This condition is not
because of lack of chemical investigation, but because of the
extreme diflBculty of the subject. The present varieties of
glue are classified as hide or skin glue, the purest form of

which

is

gelatine,

bone glue and

fish glue,

and

to the latter
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isinglass stands in the

same

relation that gelatine does to hide

All these varieties have a close chemical relation to

glue.

and are unquestionably complex compounds.
and
are known as glutin and chondrin, the one being distinguished
from the other by different behavior towards chemical reaeach

Two

other,

principal constituents of glue have been separated,

While, for example, both are precipitated from their
aqueous solution by alcohol, only chondrin is precipitated by
It also contains less nitrogen
acid, alum, lead acetate, etc.
and
more
sulphur
and, in general, bears a closer
than gelatine
resemblance to albumen. The glutin imparts the adhesive

gents.

property to glue, while chondrin

the jelly-forming constituent.

by a

alkalies,

is

perhaps more essentially

By treatment with

sort of hydrolysis as

it

were,

caustic

chondrim seems

to

be converted to a considerable extent into glutin.
Chondrin is found in greater portion in the bones, skin and
cartilages of

young animals, and glutin

in the hides of older

animals.
Gelatine, as has already been stated,

skin glue, and

is

is

the purest form of

prepared almost wholly from the trimmings

of calfskins, particularly the heads

and

feet,

which are regular

commerce for this purpose. Curiously enough, these
have to be dried first before they will make good gelatine,
showing that a certain degree of dehydration is necessary to
The first step in the
produce the glue-forming products.
manufacturing process is the washing of the glue stock. This
is accomplished in the ordinary cylindrical washing machine,
not greatly different from that used in laundries. The stock
is then limed from ten to twelve days with frequent changes
articles of

After liming, a treatment with sulphurgiven to remove the lime and also to bleach the
Then the stock is thoroughly washed and given ac-

of the liming liquor.

ous acid
stock.

is

cording to the most approved processes, a bath of hydrogen
peroxide to complete the bleaching and also to oxydize any
residual sulphurous acid, the presence of even a mere trace of

which

is

now forbidden by most pure

phosphoric acid

is

food laws.

Sometimes

used in place of the hydrogen peroxide,

its
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any sulphurous acid
combined with the stock. The latter

action being simply that of replacing

that

may

be chemically

then given a boiling with live steam, preferably at low
pressure, which effects the conversion into gelatine which is
is

then drawn

off

and allowed

The

to gelatinize.

jelly is cut

on wire screens and dried by a dry, slightly
warmed, air blast. When thoroughly dried it is ground in a
disintegrator mill and packed ready for market.
The preparation of glue from hides and skins does
Glue.
not differ materially, except in the selection of the stock, from

into slabs, placed

—

that of gelatine, the treatments, however, being

more

rigorous,

When

bone
made, the fat' is first extracted, preferably with a volatile solvent, and then the bones are treated with muriatic acid
to dissolve the phosphate of lime, which constitutes their
mineral matter. The stock thus obtained is after washing

and

less care is

glue

is

necessary in the manufacture.

thoroughly, boiled to glue in the usual manner.
Isinglass is the purest

form of

the sounds or air bladders of

fish

fish.

glue and

The

from the sounds of Russian sturgeon.
dried, thoroughly

dinary

from
ders

fish

It is

fish.
it

glue

is

is

obtained from

best quality

is

The sounds

made

are air

washed and boiled to the glue stage.
made from the scales, skins and other

a particularly adhesive glue, but

objectionable for

many

its

Oroffal

odor ren-

In the preparation

purposes.

of all glues, the essentials are the selection of the stock,

and

care in the manufacturing processes, particularly the avoidance
of putrefaction
Casein

is

and overheating.

also

known as milk albumen and lactarene, and,
way has been used for centuries as a fin-

prepared in a crude

Without
question much of the early Morocco and eastern leather was
ishing material on various sorts of upper leather.

With cow's milk,
whey and its utilization

finished with a curd obtained from milk.

the separation of the curd from the

an albuminous material, was in Scotland a hundred or
more years ago, a considerable, if primitive, industry. In the

as

made between

casein

this distinction is recognized

chem-

analysis of cow's milk, a distinction

and milk albumen, and

is
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although commercially casein is frequently known as
milk albumen. The distinction is due to the fact that milk
contains two kinds of albumen, the casein or insoluble albumen, which separates from the whey when it becomes sour, or
ically,

when

and the milk albumen proper,
albumen, and is only
rendered insoluble by acidification and heat.
In commerce, the casein is the only product which is utilized.
diluted acid

which very

This

is

is

added

to

it,

closely resembles blood

obtained as a by-product of the butter industry.

whole milk as

The

comes to the creamery is put through a centrifugal separator, in which the lighter cream containing the
butter fats is very perfectly separated from the heavier skim
milk.
When casein is to be produced the skim milk must be
acidified to separate it.
There are three methods of doing
this.
The milk may be allowed to sour spontaneously in
which case lactic acid is developed by the fermentation of the
milk sugar, and this lactic acid precipitates the casein, or
it

sulphuric acid or muriatic acid

may

be added to the milk.

For many purposes the casein precipitated by the
acid

is

the best product, but

and that

is

its

odor.

When

it

lactic

has one very serious objection

milk ferments, not only a

lactic

fermentation develops but also putrefactive bacteria, especially
of the butyric acid class, are present, which attack the casein
itself,

the result being, even though in slight degree, very bad-

many

smelling compounds, so that for

by

this process

is

almost impossible to

Sulphuric acid precipitated casein

bably the best commercial product.

purposes casein

made

use.
is,

It

on the whole, prois

troublesome to

make, however, as the sulphuric acid swells up the casein so
that it is extremely bulky, is difiicult to wash, and must be
pressed in powerful presses in order to reduce its bulk and
remove the excess of water before drying. On the other hand,
if muriatic acid is employed as a precipitant, the casein comes
down granular and more compact, can be readily washed
and requires no pressing. The resulting casein is, however,
not so satisfactory,

it

being

mediums, and the yield

is

much

low.

less soluble in

The

difi"erence in

the alkaline

behavior of

AND
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the leather

interesting to

analogous to the action observed with

these acids in connection with the swelling of hides, wherein

sulphuric acid has a pronounced plumping
depletes

the

washed,

it is

When

hide.

dried in a

warm

effect,

while mur-

has just the opposite

iatic acid in certain dilutions

the

casein

is

air blast, great care

that the temperature does not rise

much

effect

precipitated

and
and

being taken

over 100°

F., other-

The

wise the casein will become insoluble by overheating.

is marketed either in the form of coarse scales as it
comes from the drier, or is ground to a coarse powder, this
product being often mixed with borax or a mixture of borax
and bicarbonate of soda, and sold as soluble casein. Since
borax is much less expensive than casein it is more economical
to buy the casein and dissolve it with the aid of borax, the

casein

average proportion used being

1 lb. of borax to

For most purposes equally good
1

lb.

of borax, 2

results

lbs. of casein.

can be obtained with
and 27 lbs. of

of bicarbonate of soda

In the commercial soluble caseins the proportion of

casein.

casein

lbs.

9

is

often for obvious reasons considerably reduced.

however, a casein requires more borax than stated to
dissolve,

it is

Irish Moss.

it

has been overheated in drying.
most widely used glutinous substance of

because

—The

If,

make

it

vegetable origin in the finishing of leather

is

Irish

moss,

sometimes erroneously called Iceland moss. The true Iceland
moss is a lichen that is found on exposed highlands, notably

and is used to a
moss or carragee is found
on all the rocky shores of Northern Europe, and is particularly
abundant on the west and northwest coasts of Ireland. In
in

Norway and Sweden,

also in the Alps,

limited extent in pharmacy.

America

Irish

large quantities are gathered off the shores of Sci-

tuate, Massachusetts.

When

from light yellowish
green to bright purple and purplish brown, but after it is
washed and dried in the sun, it becomes lighter-colored, of a
Viscous and fleshy when
yellowish or brownish-white shade.
fresh,

it

fresh the plant varies in color

dries to a semi-transparent,

horny substance, the
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branching form of the plant, though somewhat shrunken,
The preparation of Irish moss for the market is extremely crude, and it usually occurs in commerce
being preserved.

carrying considerable quantities of sand and small shells. It
is generally possible to purchase at a little above the lowest

market price, moss which has been prepared with more care
and is reasonably free from these impurities, and because of
the quantities used, this course

Large quantities are

The

powder.

the product

—

is

is

often the truest economy.

also sold in the

ground form as a coarse

objection to this form

is

the probability that

adulterated with corn starch.

Algin.
In England the algin is on a large scale extracted
from seaweeds and sold in its purified state for purposes of

The method

leather dressing.

Lamb

("

Leather Dressing,"

of preparation

is

p. 277) as follows

:

described by
"

The

dried

weeds are first washed thoroughly to remove as much inorganic
matter as possible and then dissolved to form a thick jelly in
a boiling solution of caustic soda.

It is

assumed by

this treat-

ment that an alkaline salt, sodium alginate, is produced
from this salt, by the addition of acid, the algin, or alginic
acid, is precipitated.
The precipitated algin is then mixed
with a fresh portion of alkaline salt to form a more nearly
neutral alginate, and in this form is offered to the trade."
;

English reports have been as a rule favorable to the product,

but

it

has never been offered or used

extensively in this

country.

recommended for finishing skivers for hat
leather also for book-binding and furniture leathers.
Its
action is much more uniform than that of the raw moss, and
its solution keeps better, and it is more adaptable for various
The addition of a small quantity to dye solutions
purposes.
Algin

specially

is

;

as a thickener in table coloring

is

advocated as giving results

superior to those obtained from flaxseed and gelatine, which

are usually employed.
acid dyes, since
Shellac.

gum

it

—This

lac is

It can,

however, be used only with

precipitates the basic colors.

is

obtained from

gum

lac or

simply

lac.

The

an exudation occurring on the small twigs or
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It is pro-

trees.

duced by the puncture, in the egg-laying operation of the
female insect known as the Coccus lacca, an insect analogous
The gummy exuto that from which cochineal is obtained.
dation following the puncture has the function of furnishing a
protective covering for the eggs and providing food for the

The female insect expires after laying eggs and is
by the gum. The best grades of lac are obtained

maggots.

also enclosed

by breaking off the twigs before the eggs are hatched. These
come into commerce as stick-lac. By immersion in
boiling water the gum lac is melted from the twigs, and the
bodies of the dead insects, the eggs, etc., are removed by
twigs

straining.

The melted

lac is then spread out into the sheets

by pouring it on a slowly revolving surface, these sheets
broken into small pieces constituting shellac.
Button Lac is obtained by simply pouring the melted gum
on a flat surface so that it solidifies in small disks. Shellac is
soluble, as is well known, in alcohol, the solution being known
The solubility of shellac in alcohol, howas shellac varnish.
ever, decreases rapidly with decrease in strength of the latter

care should therefore be taken,
desires to " cut " his

own

if

a tanner or leather finisher

he use at

shellac, that

least a full 95-

Also that he keeps his alcohol and varnish

percent alcohol.

by the

well sealed, as high-strength alcohol rapidly dilutes

absorption of moisture from the atmosphere.
cohol has become diluted

ing

it

up with

is

be freed from water by shakand then decanting the clear

soluble in aqueous solutions of the alkalies,

also in a solution of borax,

and

for

many

purposes these

solutions, especially that in borax, can replace with

the alcoholic varnishes, that
shellac

is

used for

Pyroxylin.
are

solvents.

is,

for

economy
where

those purposes

adhesive or filling properties.
soluble cotton,

banana

liquid, etc.,

to the solution of nitrated cellulose in

Nitrated or nitro-cellulose was

highest state
is

its

—Collodion,

names given

al-

may

fresh quicklime,

Shellac

liquid.

and

it

In case the

first

various

known

in its

of nitration as gun-cotton, a high explosive, which

chemically a combination with the cellulose molecule with
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three nitric acid radicals.

This product is obtained by immersing thoroughly dried and purified cotton fiber in a mix-

ture of high-strength nitric and sulphuric acids.

Later on it
was discovered that by immersing cotton in a mixture of somewhat less concentrated acids and at a higher temperature, a
much less explosive compound was obtained. This compound,
which is composed of about equal quantities of the tetra and
tri-nitro celluloses, has the added advantage of being soluble
in mixtures of ethers and alcohol, acetone and amyl acetate,
gun-cotton

itself

On

them.

being insoluble or soluble with difficulty in

evaporation of the solvent, a very elastic coating

or varnish

is left behind, the nature of this varnish depending
very largely on the solvent which has been employed. The

amyl

acetate leaves the toughest

as such

is

largely used

patent leathers.
acetate solution

Because of
is

and most

elastic

varnish and

and
odor the amyl

in the finishing of enameled
its

characteristic

frequently called banana liquid.

On

ac-

count of the high cost of the amyl acetate, however, the solutions are often diluted with considerable quantities of acetone.

Amyl

acetate is obtained by the action of glacial acetic acid
on amyl alcohol in the presence of sulphuric acid or potassium

bisulphate.

The amyl

alcohol

is

the chief constituent of fusel

oil,

a by-

product in the manufacture of ethyl or grain alcohol, the
largest quantities being obtained

mash made from
solutions

in

potatoes.

for patent-leather

making a cement

belt leather

is

by the fermentation of a

Besides the use of these cellulose

manufacture, their employment

for joining the laps of

chrome-tanned

For

this purpose a

of importance to tanners.

highly concentrated solution in acetone

is

usually used, and

the best cements contain also | to 1 per cent of red oil, which
seems to have the effect of making the joint less brittle. Indeed,
secret

is this small percentage of oil which has been the
component of many of the commercial cements, and

it

the ignorance of

its

presence prevented the belt manufacturers

from successfully making their own cement.
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THE USE OF FORMALDEHYDE IN THE TANNERY.

—The antiseptic and germicidal action

Preservation of iSkins.-

known in medicine and found
and its application for the preservation or
With its
disinfection of raw skins is therefore only natural.
aid skins which have already undergone putrefaction may be

of formaldehyde has long been
of practical use,

sterilized, as well as

such as

it

is

feared

may decompose

To

ing interruption of the usual process.

effect this,

dur-

take for

each 100 parts of the soak water, 2 parts of forty per cent,
formaldehyde, and use this solution for six to eight days, when
it

should be strengthened by the addition of a further 2 parts

of formaldehyde.

Dried skins should be merely soaked for

ten minutes in a solution of formaldehyde of 4 per cent,
strength, after

which they should be

hours and finally dried in the

laid in piles for twelve

air.

In 1902, Roberts, of Buenos Aires, patented a process by
which skins were subjected to the action of antiseptic gas, that
is

formaldehyde, for a time in order

Conservadore Mercantile

Company

to preserve

The

them.

of the town, according to

this patent, submitted skins after flaying

and before

salting,

formaldehyde vapors in closed chambers.
This destroyed the putrefactive elements which were likely to
be present in the skins and sterilized them for a certain time
to the action of

finally the skins were salted

and dried

out.

Salting by itself does not sterilize skins in an absolutely

permanent manner
development and the
;

damage known

it

can only retard and diminish the

activity of the putrefactive organisms,

by
and it
may be presumed that a treatment with formaldehyde would
in a large measure reduce this form of damage.
Also for
skins which are preserved by means of drying, formaldehyde
the

as salt stains being probably caused

the micro-organisms which

resist

the action of

salt,

may

be of excellent service, the goods not being exposed to
the risk of decomposition setting in during drying. Moreover,
the pungent odor of the formaldehyde repels flies and other
insects which,

under other circumstances are attracted

to the

skins during the process of drying, and thus the presence of
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larvae in the goods

by

possible

this

very likely prevented.

is

means

Finally,

it

is

to disinfect the skins from carrying

which are often subject
Complete disinfection by means of
formaldehyde entails a very strong action, and this causes
several difficulties in the work of soaking, liming, etc., which
are nevertheless surmountable.
In any case, it is only recommended to employ this process for skins which have undergone slight putrefaction, and for those in which mere salting
would not suffice for perfect preservation. The strength of
disease germs, especially from places
to this sort of danger.

the solution should never exceed 5 per cent., for otherwise the
skin substance will be greatly hardened.
If the skins are to
be salted, they should not be treated, previous to the salting,

with a solution of formaldehyde, because they would absorb
too

much

of salt

case to

water, for the removal of which an excessive quantity
would be required. It is therefore necessary in this
use formaldehyde in the gaseous form and not as a

solution.

Soaking and Liming.

—

It is

now

to be indicated

how

skins

preserved by means of formaldehyde should be treated in

For skins partially disinfected by
means of formaldehyde, this does not present any great difficulty, especially when the skins have been salted, for in such
skins the salt has penetrated throughout so that they are not
hardened at all. For dried skins treated previously with
formaldehyde, it is necessary to add to the soak water and
also to the lime liquors, some activating substance in soaking, formic acid or sulphurous acid, and in lime liquors sodium
Naturally this method of working is not without
sulphide.
soaking and in liming.

;

disadvantage as regards the quality of the glue stock, for
is

well

known

such stock,

that one cannot obtain as good a quality of

with limes reinforced

straight lime liquors.

tanner

is

to obtain

the glue stock

it

is

But

good

with sulphide as with

of course, the

leather,

not negligible,

it

main thing

for the

and although the value of
is

not the principal thing

to consider.

Fixing the Swelling in Vegetable Tanning.

—When formalde-
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introduced into commerce, the opinion was

swelled the pelt, and this was even pointed out in

the circular of one of the principal firms selling this product

was soon perceived that the swelling was confused with
Certainly forthe mere fixing of already acquired swelling.
maldehyde, on account of the free formic acid which it contains, always presents a certain acid reaction, but it does not
swell the skins in the same sense that alkalies and acids do
on the contrary, when it has hardened the albuminous subIf the skin
stances, it rather prevents any further swelling.
is swollen beforehand, the formaldehyde will fix this swelling
and will maintain the state of firmness thus obtained. The
pores of the swollen skin remain open and the tanning subbut

it

;

stance penetrates

much more

rapidly into the skin tissue

consequently tanning can be carried out

and a particularly firm leather

is

especially desired in sole leather,

much more

obtained.

it is

quickly

As firmness

is

natural that attention

has been turned to the use of formaldehyde in this process.
Prof. Eitner, the German leather chemist, has given practical

In speaking especially of the tannage

hints on this point.

with pine bark as used in Bohemia, where tanning
coloring purposes

commenced

which the desired swelling

for

is

in three acid liquor pits

;

in

produced, he recommended to

is

follow the last of these swelling liquors by a treatment in very

weak formaldehyde

solution (2 parts formaldehyde to 1000

parts water) for twenty-four hours

;

finally

removing the skins

and tanning them. The tannage for skins thus treated can
be efifected by means of extract liquors, the result being a
leather of the same firmness as that of Bohemia tanned
entirely with pine bark.

It is

skin swollen in acid liquors,
strong extract liquors,

falls

if

and

known

in a general

way

that

placed immediately in fairly
loses the swelling.

If,

on the

other hand, the goods are treated with a solution of formalde-

hyde

after swelling, they

can be placed directly into oak or
running the risk of losing

•chestnut extract liquors without

These extract liquors form a transition between
the early liquors and the stronger tannage of layaways.
the swelling.
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The formaldehyde bath might be used
the

several times.

For

take for each 1000 parts of water 2 parts of 40 per
formaldehyde for the following lots strengthen up

first,

cent,

;

with 1 to IJ parts. The skins remain in this bath for twentyfour hours at least, even twice this length of time is not too
long for heavy hides. It is not advisable to use a bath
stronger than the one above indicated, otherwise a spongy
leather, and one in which the section is fibrous, is obtained,
the grain also being swollen

up and

brittle.

The

foregoing

taken from an article by J. Jettmar in " Der Gerber "
and republished in the " Shoe and Leather Reporter ". For
the following information we are also indebted to the latter

matter

is

paper.

In 1894, a firm of chemical manufacturers published in the
technical press the results of experiments of tanning by

means

of formaldehyde.

In 1897, Miller took out a patent on this
line, and in the same year in *' Der Gerber" Eitner described
the results he had obtained in the tanning of skins by means
of formaldehyde.

Finally in 1898, Payne and Pullman took
out a patent in several countries for the production of leather
by means of a mixture of formaldehyde and alkaline substances, such as soda, lime, etc.

The

is an outline of their process
400 parts of
having been treated in the beamhouse in the
ordinary way, are scudded and placed in a drum together with
500 parts of water at 38° C, (100.4° F.) Then is added, while
the drum is turning, the tanning liquor composed of 5f parts
of formaldehyde (this is 14 parts of commercial 40 per cent,
formaldehyde), with 25 parts of calcined soda dissolved in
about 50 parts of water. The drum is turned, and 5 parts of
this liquor are added for a quarter of an hour.
Light skins
are tanned completely in three to six hours heavy skins
require from twelve to forty-eight hours.
The temperature

following

:

skins, after

;

in the interior of the

and the skins are

drum

is

then raised to 48° C, (118.4° F.)

treated with a solution containing 16 parts

ammonia in approximately 500 parts of water
45°
50°
at
to
C. (115° to 122° F).
The skins are then taken
of sulphate of
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out, nourished
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with a mixture of 10 parts of

parts of salt in about 350 parts of water.
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soap and 10

soft

They

are tanned

in this liquor for three to six hours, then washed, dried

and

finished.

Some time

after the

Payne and Pullman

patent, a

French

chemist, Combret, took out a patent for formaldehyde tannage,
this

time with the addition of acid.

cess the skins are introduced into a

hyde and a certain quantity

According

to this pro-

bath containing formalde-

of free acid.

As

the tannage

made while
maintained at the same strength as

proceeds, successive additions of formaldehyde are

the proportion of acid
at the beginning.

is

The

relative proportion of

to acid should not exceed

25 per cent, to 1 per cent, or in the

other direction 1 per cent, to 25 per cent.

patent

is

formaldehyde

This point of the

absurd, for in a bath containing 25 per cent, of

formaldehyde or even 25 per cent, of acid no skin could exist.
In 1899, Eitner published a process of tanning with formaldehyde which was really practicable.
The Eitner Process.
According to Eitner's instructions

—

sheepskins in the pelt form, after the usual beamhouse work,

made from

| part com-

mercial formaldehyde with 100 parts of water.

On coming

are treated for 24 hours in a liquor

from this bath, the skins present an acid reaction, and they
must be neutralized with a weak alkaline solution such as of
carbonate of soda, borax, phosphate of soda, or better

one of a mixture of

ammonium sulphate and

still,

with

carbonate of soda.

Finally the skins are washed in clear water for forty minutes

and drained. They are then fat-liquored with a fat-liquor
made, for example, with 100 parts of neatsfoot oil, 25 parts of
carbonate of soda and 500 parts of water, they being turned
in this liquor one hour.

A

product

is

thus obtained which

resembles an alum-tanned leather,

is
it

very supple and closely

being of the nature of

ordinary alum leather rather than of the glazed variety, the
fullness of which it does not possess.
Nevertheless, the grain

and more

than simple alum-tanned leather.
If the flesh is passed over an emery wheel it very much resembles the velvety appearance of chamois leather.
is fuller

brilliant
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If to the soap fat-liquor a little moellon of first quality

is

added, skins of a yellow color and extremely supple are ob-

which can be bleached the same as chamois leather.
oil and cod oil produce white skins.
For a sheepskin of average weight 60 to 70 grammes (2.11 to 2.46 ozs.)
tained,

Neatsfoot

With

of grease are necessary.

supple and preserves

its

dry

this quantity the skin is very

feel.

Finishing consists of smoothing,
ordinary chamois leather.
are

treated

like

staking, dyeing

as

for

dyed they
tawed leather.

If the skins are to be

chamois rather than

like

Formaldehyde leather may also be treated like mocha leather,
is buffed by means of emery or carborundum.
In carrying out this work carefully a surface is obtained
which is not a grain and which has the characteristic touch
In formaldehyde tannage the grain of the skins
of velvet.
the grain which

has always a slightly hard appearance, but when buffed off
as described, this harshness is completely removed and a very
fine leather is obtained.

Preparing the Skins.
skins themselves, this

—With regard
may

to the preparation of the

be accomplished in two ways.

In

having been well scudded
and bated, are placed in a J per cent, solution of formaldehyde
method, the skins

the

first

and
and

left for

twelve hours,

after

when they

are neutralized, washed,

fat-liquored with a mixture of 2 parts of neatsfoot oil

1 part of

and

They are then dried and fluffed on
them
a velvety and regular surface.
give

good moellon.

carborundum

to

In the second method, the skins are first treated in the bate
and afterwards immersed in the | per cent, solution of formaldehyde, but only for one or two hours, and after this, are

tawed in the ordinary fashion

for glazed skins, the finishing

In dyeing the goods obtained by
two methods, the processes commonly
employed for chamois leather may be adopted in which the
skins receive, after dyeing, a little fat-liquoring in the form of
a small quantity of moellon. In this way skins are obtained
processes being the same.

the

first

of these

that are useful for belts, lithographic rollers,

Sheepskin Tannage.

—The

etc.

formaldehyde tannage of sheep-

AND
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:
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For each 100 parts
e., about 2 J parts

of commercial formaldehyde in a convenient quantity of water,
so that the operation can be carried out either in a paddle or

The

a tub.

skins are

left

hours by suspension, then

and

for

24 hours in a paddle, or 48

withdrawn, neutralized, washed

fat-liquored, the fat-liquor consisting of 3 parts of soft soap

in 60 parts of water.

Skins are thus obtained which are very

similar to alum-tanned goods

;

they have a white section, and

present a very fine grain, but stretch a

little

less

than glazed

skins.

If the

goods are desired slightly yellow, similar to chamois

skins, instead of fat-liquoring

used,

cod

which

with soap, moellon should be

also gives to the skins the characteristic odor of

oil.

When

skins are being tanned with the grain removed, a
formaldehyde tannage can be carried out much more easily,

because in this case the grain, which

is

the most compact

part of the skin, cannot resist the penetration of formaldehyde,

may be used. This quantity is
two portions, and fat-liquoring is done with soft
This sort of leather can be very satisfactorily used for
soap.
fancy belts, pocket-books, lithographic rollers, morocco leather
manufacture and other fancy leather articles.
Besides to sheepskins, formaldehyde tannage can be successfully applied to other skins, such as calfskms, kips, etc.
Tannage for Kips. The hides are limed and fleshed and
passed through the usual beamhouse process, then washed in
lukewarm water and tanned. For this a 1 per cent, solution
of formaldehyde is made, that is, 2 J parts of commercial
formaldehyde, in 100 parts of water. This solution is placed
in either a pit or a paddle, and the skins are placed in it.
If
a pit is used care must be taken to handle the skins twice the
At the end of five
first day and once the remaining days.
days half as much formaldehyde is added, and the skins are
and a
added

1

per cent, solution

in

—

anotjier seven to eight days, until they are completely

left for

tanned.

31
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is much more rapid than by suspenIn the paddle tannage the skins are turned for
one hour, allowed to rest for two hours, and so on alternately.
At the end of five days the tannage is complete. As it is

Tannage

in a paddle

sion in pits.

rather difficult by mere inspection of the skins to
are completely tanned,

it

is

tell

exactly by cutting pieces from the skins and drying

noting

if

The tannage

they stake out properly.

until this result

is

if

they

necessary to control the tannage

obtained.

The

is

them and
continued

skins are then removed,

washed, neutralized, fat-liquored, dried, staked and finished.

A

supple, durable leather that

is

in this

manner

is

suitable for

many

purposes

obtained.

—

Another Process of Formaldehyde Tanning. A fine, white
is made by tanning hides and skins by the following

leather

The

and delimed, are treated
with a solution of soda, preferably in a drum, and after the
soda has been absorbed, a second bath is given consisting of a
solution of formaldehyde, which is the real tanning agent and
becomes fixed on the fibers of the skin. The leather is then
fat-liquored, dried and finally buffed on the grain either by
hand or by means of an emery or carborundum wheel, suffiThe leather
cient surface being given to raise a good nap.
finishes white and clean, and, owing to the nature of the tannage, the fibers are practically unchanged from a physical
point of view, and thus retain to a very large extent their
Another advantage over bleached leather
natural toughness.
The tannage
is the fact that the leather is white throughout.
process

:

skins, after being bated

due to dehydration of the skins treated, i. e., the latter have,
owing to the action of the chemicals employed, yielded up
their moisture, while simultaneously the soda and formaldehyde have been absorbed and deposited within and around

is

the

fibers.

THE SOAKING OF SHEEP

SKINS.

In the soaking of sheepskins previous to the removal of the
wool, the tanner or the wool-puller has not only to consider

how

the skin can be best brought back to

its

natural soft

PROCESSES, RECEIPTS, FORMULAS
condition

;

but

it is

also necessary for

him

AND

to take into

the effect the method of soaking he adopts

the quality of the wool, since

it

may
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account

may have upon

be greatly depreciated in

value by the use of wrong materials to aid the softening of
dry sheepskins. In the case of skins received direct from the
butcher, all that

is

required before the depilatory paint

is

remove adhering dirt and blood by simply washSimple treatment in this way for a
soaking
in water.
ing or
short time has no effect whatever upon the wool, but prolonged
soaking may remove much of its peculiar natural fat, which
should be retained, as otherwise the wool loses weight, and
applied,

is

to

felting is liable to the take place, the luster of the

also diminished.

the

wool,

wool being

Very hard water has an injurious effect upon
calcium and magnesium soaps being

insoluble

formed with the fatty matter, so that the wool becomes coarse
and difficult to dye.
For fresh skins the method recommended is to shake them
free from adhering salt and then place them in fresh soft
water to remove

salt,

blood, dirt, etc.

They may

then, if

necessary, be transferred to fresh water for a few hours, after

removing any clotted dirt and blood by beating or breaking
over the beam. They are then drained and treated for the
removal of the wool.
In the soaking of dry pelts something must be used to
shorten the time required for bringing the skins back to the
original soft condition.
Of the alkalies that are commonly employed in soaking hair skins very few can be used on sheepThe
skins, because of their injurious effect upon the wool.
wool fats are saponified by the alkalies and removed, leaving
the wool brittle and less elastic and also injured as regards
luster.
Caustic soda and sodium sulphide will in a fairly
weak solution completely dissolve the wool in a few minutes,
and therefore cannot be used as softening agents neither can
Ammonium
caustic potash and washing soda be employed.
carbonate and borax are the alkalies which have the least
If ammonium carbonate is used, the skins
effect upon wool.
when placed in lime will become impregnated with calcium
;
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carbonate (lime blast) unless the

ammonium

carbonate

is first

removed by washing.
Borax may be employed in weak solutions, using 1^ lbs.
100 gallons of water but in stronger solution it too tends

entirely

;

dissolve the natural grease of the wool.

It is not advisable

to use acids in the soaks, because of their swelling action

Sulphurous and formic acids

the skin.

extremely dilute solutions.

The

to
to

latter

may
is

on

be employed in

to be given the

These acids are more or less dangerous, however,
and incompetent workmen. Acids
are therefore not generally recommendable because of their
action on the pelt.
Of the various soaking agents that might be used, sodium
bisulphite has been found to give the best results, without
injury to either skin or wool.
This substance, which is best
used in the solid form, is only very weakly acid so that there
is no danger of swelling the pelt except in comparatively
It is inexpensive, and only a small quantity
strong solutions.
The wool is improved
of it is required for effective soaking.
in color by the bleaching action of the sulphur dioxide prespreference.

in the hands of careless

ent,

and

its

also acts as

and elasticity
Sodium bisulphite

quality, so far as strength, luster

are concerned,

an

is

in

no way impaired.

antiseptic,

preventing the growth of micro-

organisms which would produce decomposition of the skin
its consequent loss of skin substance.
According to the Tanner's Year Book, the strength of
bisulphite solution that has been found to give the best result
in the soaking of sheepskins is 1 lb. of commercial sodium

with

The dry skins are placed
remain in the same until they
After breaking,
are soft enough for breaking over the beam.
they are transferred to fresh water to complete the softening,
and they are then treated in the usual way. Very hard skins
may be given a second treatment in the solution of sodium
bisulphite per 100 gallons of water.

in this solution

and allowed

to

bisulphite.

Although bisulphite has an antiseptic
removal of the wool is not prevented.

action, the subsequent

Whatever disadvan-
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tages

possesses

it

may

AND

be easily overcome.
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If

any bisulphite

solution remains in the skin after soaking, calcium sulphite,

which

is

practically insoluble, will be formed in the skin

when placed

into lime, this, however, being

removed

if

the

In the experiments that have been
carried out no defects were observed in the finished leather
due to this condition. If the skins are placed in fresh water

goods are acid-delimed.

breaking from the bisulphite solution, very little bisulremain in them when they go into lime.

after

phite, if any, will

THE INDIAN METHOD OF TANNING BUCKSKINS.

The North American Indians have for ages dressed deermade by them is renowned

skins into leather, and the leather
for

toughness and durability.

of dressing the skins

may

A

description of their

method

be of interest to some of the readers

of this book.
According to John Motheral in the " Leather
Manufacturer," the skins are dressed in the following manner
:

The

and membrane is
removed. It is then soaked in water to swell it and free it
from blood, when it is ready for graining, which is done with
a case-knife or a butcher's knife on a beam, having a diameter
of six or eight inches.
This way of removing the hair and
the grain makes Indian-dressed buckskin of the highest class.
Another way of preparing the skin for graining is, after the
skin has been fleshed and soaked, to handle it in a weak lye
for two or three days, and then to grain it.
But this does
not yield a product equal in toughness to that by the former
skin

method.

is

fleshed

The

and every

it is ready for the tanning
done with the brains of the deer

skin being grained,

or tawing process,

which

is

or those of cattle, horses, hogs,

To

bit of flesh

etc.

prepare the brains, take a piece of loosely woven factory

cotton eight inches square, place the brains of an animal on

the center of the cloth, gather the edges of the cloth into the

hand and lift it up from the table, and tie a string around the
cloth two inches above the brains.
Now boil the brains in 1
gallon of soft water for an hour, then remove the kettle from
the fire, and pour the contents into a clean pail and let it

PKACTICAL TANNING.
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stand until

it

cools suflBciently to bear the

hand

in

The

it.

temperature having fallen to this point, take hold of the part
of the cloth containing the brains and rub it between the
hands, most of the time under water,
forced through the cloth.

all

till

the brains are

This done, place the skin in the

First knead it thorRepeat the kneading and
stretching at intervals of ten minutes for an hour, then let
the skin remain in the liquor two hours, when it is kneaded
and stretched once more and allowed to remain another hour

and work

solution

it

oughly, then stretch

it

with the hands.
every way.

;

then

hung up

out of the liquor and

lifted

In cold weather the skin
over night for

it

is

to

dry out two-thirds.

allowed to remain in the liquor

will not suffer in substance so quickly as in

hot weather.

The

skin having dried two-thirds,

it

is

taken

down and

way the white man would work it on a knee
hang it up to dry further. The stretching is reThe stretching and
intervals until the skin is dry.

stretched every

;

stake, then

peated at

drying being completed, the skin

is

folded into a small compass,

wrapped in cloth or in a finished skin to exclude the air, and
allowed to remain two weeks or longer to season, when it is
ready for the smoking process. Smoking the skin colors and
retans it, the retanning bringing it to a state in which it may
The smoking is done
be washed with soap, yet dry soft.
with a slow fire made of decayed wood, and is continued until
the skin takes on the color desired, the color ranging from a
light yellow to a dark yellowish-brown.

The Indian woman

digs a small fire-place on the side of a

knoll, then a small square trench connecting with,

away

and leading
and

several feet, from the higher side of the fire-place,

over the end of the trench she places a barrel with both ends
out, and then covers the trench from the fire-place to the
barrel.

Next, the wind being favorable, she starts a

fire of

smoke along the trench
into the barrel, and the skin being stretched every way on the
end of the barrel, the smoke penetrates it. When it has
decayed wood.

The

draft carries the

taken on the color desired, the skin

is

turned the other side

AND
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down and worked

similarly

till

shade, which completes the

now hung up

to cool

and

set

too

it

smoking
;

it

is

left several days, when
The white man who undertakes to

compass and

fashion need not follow the Indian

Indeed,

colored the desired

is

process.

The skin

is

then folded into a small
it is

ready for washing.

dress deerskins in Indian

way

he does, the chances are that he

if
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of

smoking

skins.

will not turn out as

work as the Indian. The way for him to
smoke the skins in a smoke-house such as is used

nice a piece of
follow

to

is

In such a house the skins should not be

for curing meat.

hung up by

the hind shanks nor by the head, for

they will not be of a uniform color throughout.

if

they are,

They should

be tacked tightly to frames so that the smoke has free access
The skin being ready for washing,
to both sides of them.
scour

it

thoroughly in lukewarm water, using plenty of soap,

then rinse lightly in lukewarm water. This done, hang it,
up without wringing, by the hind shanks to dry completely.
Let

it

remain in the crust or dry

immerse
and fold

it

in water three seconds,

and cover

state

lift

it

for

a week, then

out, give

it

a shake

day or over night,
when it will be found ready to be worked with the hand,
stretched every way and then hung-up to dry out partly.
Repeat the stretching and hanging up at intervals until the
skin has dried completely, which finishes the work and leaves
the skin soft and pliable.
it

tightly

it

for half a

NOTES ON GLOVE LEATHERS.

The modern
all

glove-leather manufacturer

has to deal with

kinds of skins, but chiefly with goatskins and sheepskins.

Owing

raw skins, he is not able to pick and
he formerly did. Cape sheepskins form
the glove-leather dresser's main supply and are now in general
demand by tanners and leather dressers for a great variety of
The
purposes, including boot and shoe uppers and bag work.
to the scarcity of

choose as

much

as

following information relative to glove-leather dressing
taken from an article in " The Leather Trades Review."
"

The bulk

of the skins

is

is

received in the dry salted state.
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and a two day's soaking generally brings them to a condition
in which they can be handled.
Some goods require further
treatment, however, and for this a drum must be used, the skins
being placed in

drummed

without water after soaking and

it

well

some hours. They are now fit to be worked
over the beam in order to remove fat, adhering dirt, etc., after
which they are again thrown into clear water for another day,
when they are ready to be painted. Either sulphide of sodium or red arsenic may be used with the lime, but for this
for

class of leather the use of arsenic is increasing

fineness of grain that results from

For painting

owing

to the

its use.

dozen average skins, 6 bushels of lime
In preparing this
mixture, care must be taken to get a perfect reaction of the
lime and arsenic. This is best obtained by first thoroughly
mixing the two together and breaking the lime into small
lumps. The mixture should then be carefully and thoroughly
*'

and 45

fifty

of red arsenic are required.

lbs.

slaked with water and

made

into a pastelike mixture that can

be painted upon the skins in the usual manner.
"

The

skins are spread out on the flour or

the mixture
skin
pile

is

applied with a

is

painted

and

left

it

is

mop

upon a

table

and

As each

to the flesh side.

folded over flesh to flesh, and placed in a

until the next day.

When

the painting

is

done

in the afternoon the skins are ready for pulling the next

morning.

Before being pulled they are washed and then

placed upon the

beam

to

sorted into four grades.

remove the wool, which

The next

process

is

is

generally

liming, and the

duration of this process varies according to the skins under

treatment from seven days to two or three weeks.
one-pit

method

out as follows

still
:

obtains in

The

many

pit is started

tanneries

and

The
is

old

carried

with 5 bushels of lime,

remain in the same for two days when they are
withdrawn, and the liquor is strengthened by the addition of
2 bushels of lime.
In this liquor the skins are left for a week,
then withdrawn and a final addition of 3 bushels of lime is
made to the liquor. The goods remain one or two weeks

and the

pelts

longer as they

may

require.
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The amount of lime given above

sixty

dozen cape sheepskins, but

allowed as so

much depends upon

AND

is suflficient

much
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for j5fty to

latitude

must be

local conditions, the water,

the season of the year and the condition of the goods.

During liming the skins are several times drawn, and
when the process is completed, they are drained and allowed
The addition of a
to soak in clean water for a day or two.
When
recommended.
lime
the
water
is
to
pailful or two of
the liming is completed the skins are trimmed and fleshed
and left in water containing a little lime, after which they
are passed through water to which some lactic acid has been
"

added to accomplish a slight deliming.
" Bating or puering is carried out in a paddle about threeThe bath may be composed
quarters full of water at 95° F.
of a solution of

dog excrement, which gives great

silkiness to the leather.

the skins

down

is

two

The length

softness

and

of time necessary to bring

to three hours.

When

this

has been

accomplished, the skins are worked over on the beam, washed

warm water, and then horsed up to drain. The use of
oropon for deliming the skins gives very good results and
has everything to recommend it from a sanitary point of
in

view.

The next process of drenching requires a considerable
amount of care to insure turning out a good article. For
**

glove leather the bran drench

is

suitable.

A

large pailful of

bran should be scalded and allowed to stand for a short time.
As the goods are placed in the tub or paddle they should be
well sprinkled with the bran and covered up to remain all
night.

They

will

begin to work

after

twelve hours, and

should be turned over frequently to insure thorough working.
is not done they are liable to get the drench into them
and the grain will be seriously damaged. The temperature
at which this operation should be carried out ranges from 85°

If this

90°F. The goods should be allowed to rise four times
then be worked on the beam, after which they are ready to
to

be dressed into leather.
"

The

dressing (tawing) liquor for twenty dozen skins should
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be made up as follows

alum and 20 lbs. of salt are
Then 6 quarts of eggyolk and 20 lbs. of flour are mixed together and placed in
the drum together with about 20 gallons of warm water and
:

18

lbs.

of

dissolved together in boiling water.

the

drum

is set

in motion to insure thorough mixing.

well mixed, run in the

salt

five

alum and
minutes longer before puttmg

in the goods.

drummed

for

and

let

the

When

drum run

After these

an hour or two, and
preferably allowed to remain in the liquor for a day or even
longer before they are taken out and dried. This should
produce a nice, white, well-fed leather. After drying, it
should be allowed to lie a few days, next moistened and staked
and dried, and then allowed to remain unfinished for some
are

in

they should

be

time to fully mature."

There are other methods of dressing leather
dressing, and

chrome tanning, formaldehyde

for gloves, viz.,
oil

or chamois

dressing.

A

very good glove leather, especially for heavy gloves,

made by

is

the chrome process, sheepskins, calfskins and horse

hides being used for this purpose.

The

goods, after drench-

They are then
tanned by either the one-bath or the two-bath method according to the directions given for sheepskins, and then neutralized,
washed and shaved.
There is also a method of retanning alum leather with
chrome that gives excellent results. In this case the goods
are wetted back and drummed in a solution of sulphate of
alumina and salt, 3 lbs. of alumina and 6 lbs. of salt being
The materials are dissolved
required for 100 lbs. of leather.
in 2 or 3 gallons of water and the solution is made up to 8
ing, are pickled with sulphuric acid

is

placed in the

is

run one hour.

mediately

after, or if

salt.

drum together with the goods
The chroming follows im-

This

and the drum

gallons.

and

more convenient, the skins
on.
A chrome liquor made

necessary or

can be dried and chromed later
of chrome alum and soda may be used, or one of the regular
one-bath solutions that are procurable. When fully chrome-

tanned the skins are neutralized, washed, shaved, colored and
fat-liquored.
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In the dressing of alum-tawed leather, a necessary preliminary before dyeing is the sorting of the goods for grain work

and for flesh work, commonly called de-grains or suedes.
The first step in the actual process of dyeing is the preparation of the goods, which consists practically of removing the

and
must be done

dressing,

the practice to

seems somewhat of an anomaly that this
It used to be
wash back until the whole of the dressing was
it

before the goods can be dyed.

removed, but this custom has fallen

oflf

somewhat

since the

introduction of wood-dye extracts in crystal form.

These

from the dyewoods and produce

crystals are actual extracts

They are also very convenient in use,
nice, clear coloring.
and shades and patterns can be easily matched by simply
varying the quantities of the different

crystals.

Moreover,

they are always ready for use, being readily soluble in boiling
water.

Owing

to the penetrating

longed washing of the goods

powers of these extracts, a prois

not necessary.

It is

usual to

for one hour, using three waters at lukewarm temperaand adding to the second bath 2 to 3 per cent, of carbonate of ammonia.
Another way of washing back before dyeing is carried out
as above described, but instead of using ammonia, a mixture
of 7 ozs. soda crystals, 7 ozs. ammonia and J oz. bicarbonate
of potash for every dozen skins is used, the skins being washed
in lukewarm water to which this solution has been added.
Much depends upon the age and condition of the goods as
regards the actual amount of washing necessary, hard and
long-tanned goods very naturally requiring more thorough
washing than goods that are freshly dressed and are soft and

wash

ture,

clean.

The polygonal drum

is

the most suitable one for dyeing

glove leather, as the more tumbling the skins receive the

The most convenient
one that carries a comparatively small quantity
of leather, which insures uniform coloring.
better the finished product will be.
size

tumbler

The

is

instructions

which follow indicate the necessary mat-
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and procedure for obtaining a nice shade of tan upon
Cape grain skins, the quantities being for 100 lbs. of leather.
The first bath should be one to which a solution of IJ per
cent, of bichromate of potash has been added to the water
in the drum, and the skins are drummed in this solution for
erial

They should then be taken out, and after
off, placed in a new bath consisting of
of gambier dissolved and prepared with suflficient

twenty minutes.

the bath has been run

8 to 12

lbs.

water.

Thirty minutes should be allowed for this bath, dur-

ing which the skins will have taken on a nice yellow shade.

The

following amounts of wood-dye crystals are next dissolved

and the solution

in 4 gallons of boiling water
cool: 1| lbs.

I

oz.

Cuba wood, J

logwood.

J

lb.

is

allowed to

Brazil wood,

and

It is advisable to strain these solutions before

A

using them.

lb. fustic,

part of this solution should at intervals of a

few minutes be run into the tumbler containing the gambier
until the whole

is

occasionally to see

run
if

in.

The goods should be examined

the shade

is right.

About an hour should be given for the dyeing operation^
which is carried out at a temperature of 80° F. Developing
and fixing the color follows, and this is best accomplished
with titanium-potassium oxalate, a few ounces of
ficient to

darken the shade and

fix

it

being suf-

Allowance for
Futhermore, dark-

the color.

darkening must be made in the dyeing.
ening can be carried out by adding a small quantity of bichro-

mate of potash or by using some basic aniline
the latter

is

used,

it

dyestuff*.

If

can be dissolved in a small quantity of

boiling water to which just a trace of acetic acid has been

added, and the solution be poured in portions into the
until the desired shade

is

obtained.

The

drum

basic colors are best

on these goods, and as they are selected for the grain side
there need be no fear of damaged places showing, especially
if

care

be taken to use only pure dyestuflfs. An average
To redress the
is usually sufficient.

quantity of I per cent,
leather after

yolk and a

The

it

is

dyed some light

little salt, is

fat-liquor, preferably egg-

required.

instructions that have been given for grain leather will

AND
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be found to give good results on suede leather

may

It

also.

be necessary to augment the quantities of dyewoods just a
little,

drum

also to

for a longer time, otherwise the directions

should be carried out as given.
In working for grey shades, the skins must be washed back

and then given a bath

of

chrome alum.

For

this purpose 2

per cent, of the weight of the dry skins should be used and

twenty minutes allowed for the bath.
A light boraxing
should follow this, about 5 ozs. of borax to 100 lbs. of dry

and ten minutes drumming being

leather

Next

suflBcient.

prepare a bath consisting of the following solution: 3

gambler, 1
crystals.

lb.

The

sumac-extract crystals, and 3J
skins are placed in the

10 gallons of water at 80°

drum

logwood

ozs.

together with

and the prepared solution

F.,

poured in in portions at intervals of a few minutes.
hour should be allowed for dyeing before striking.

The

can be done with copperas or better

latter

titanium

salt.

Corichrome

2 lbs. corichrome F.

salts

made up

striking mixture being

This

is

lbs.

may

be used

still

also,

is

One
with

a good

of 4 lbs. alum, 6 lbs. salt

and

dissolved in 4 or 5 gallons of

and the solution, after part of the dye liquor has been
run off, is added to the remaining solution in the drum, which
is then allowed to run for about 45 minutes.
The re-dressing
water,

.

may be given to the skins immediately afterthey may first be rinsed, drained and egged later on.

with eggyolk
wards, or

When
to

dyeing black shades on alum leather

wash the goods back

leather this

is,

in the

manner

it

directed.

of course, not necessary.

The

is

necessary

For chrome

skins are then

placed into the drum, in which a solution of the following

dyewood extracts has been placed 3 lbs. quercitron extract
and 4 lbs. logwood extract. The leather should be tumbled
The color can then be struck by
in this liquor one hour.
using an iron striker or some titanium or corichrome salt,
:

fifteen

minutes being allowed

for the operation.

If necessary

a topping bath of basic aniline black can be given before the

goods are fat-liquored, in order to obtain a deeper shade.

The

following method gives excellent results in blacking
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the flesh side of

alum

leather

by the brush method

:

First

brush the skins twice with a solution of bicarbonate of ammonia, 3 lbs. per 10 gallons of water, and then brush two or
three times with the following solution
2 lbs. logwood ex:

tract

and If

lbs.

quercitron extract,

Striking the color

water.

is

made up

to

10 gallons of

accomplished by applying a

solution of titanium-potassium oxalate, 2 lbs. in 5 gallons of

The

water.

slicker should

which may have

be used between the brushings,

to be repeated.

This process of dyeing can be also followed with good results
on the grain side of skins intended for kid gloves, and also for
the grain side of Cape sheep.
Chamois leather is so largely used by glove manufacturers
that a few notes on the dyeing of such leather may not be out of
place. The goods must be carefully prepared for dyeing before
satisfactory shades can be obtained.

into the

hands

The

skins, as a rule,

come

of the dyer already bleached, bleaching being

absolutely necessary for practically all shades.

Unbleached

even for the darkest shades, do not dye

satisfactorily,

skins,

and

for

relied

very pale shades only sun-bleached skins can be
to dye properly, those chemically bleached always

upon

throwing back " in the dyeing process.
The first step in the dyeing consists of a good degreasing
and this is best accomplished by placing the goods in a bath
of carbonate of soda, consisting of 2 to 4 lbs. of it for 100 lbs.
"

dry weight of skins, and drumming for half an hour at a
temperature of 85° F. This process must be carried out
thoroughly, and should the first drumming not clear the skins
entirely another

drumming must

follow.

The goods should

then be rinsed in clear water and mordanted with titanium

chrome alum.
For light shades, a good process is to run the skins first in a
2 per cent, bath of titanium salt and then give them a bath of
powdered sumac for thirty minutes. After this they must be
well rinsed and freed from adhering sumac. Instead of this process, however, a bath of 2 per cent, of chrome alum can be given
salt or

for

twenty minutes, the goods being afterwards well boraxed.

AND
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They
wood

are

now ready

for the dyeing,
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which can be done with

dyes, acid or basic anilines, or with alizarine dyestuffs,

either alone or in combination.

Following the above preparation for light shades, the dyeing can be accomplished by using about 2
for

100

lbs.

lbs. of

acid dyestuff

This must be dissolved in 2 or 3 gal-

of leather.

and put into the drum in portions at intervals
of five minutes, and the whole drumming continued for thirty
minutes.
It is necessary to add a quantity of bisulphate of
soda equal to the weight of the dyestuff to the dye bath towards the end of the dyeing, or, if preferred, in two portions,
the first after fifteen minutes drumming and the rest soon
after the whole of the dyestuff has been added.
For glove-leather shades the mordanting should be somewhat different, and should be carried out by employing, after
lons of water

degreasing, a 2 per cent, solution of corichrome

G N for

twent}'^

minutes, or the above-mentioned chrome-alum solution, and

then adding to the liquor, the following crystal dyestuffs in
solution

:

Fustic, 3

lbs.

;

Brazil

wood,

dissolved in 4 gallons of boiling water.

and pour

it

lb.
logwood, I lb.
Strain the solution
;

Darkening,

in at intervals through the feed-pipe.

if

necessary, can be accomplished

12

ozs. of

When

1

by using from 3

ozs.

up

to

bichromate of potash.
dyed, the skins should be rinsed and then given a

light fat-liquor, preferably

one containing eggyolk.

A

lighter

shade can be produced by substituting Cuba-wood crystals
When
for fustic and reducing the quantity of logwood, etc.

dyeing with wood-dye

crystals, the

quantity of the same can

be easily varied to produce different shades.

It

is

hardly

method
top shading can be done by

necessary to point out that the colors produced by this
are of wonderful fastness.

A

adding a little basic dyestuff to the dye bath.
A popular shade of brown much in demand for gloves is
produced by mordanting as above and then dyeing directly
on to mordant with 2 to 3 per cent, of leather yellow T B or
leather brown N B.
To obtain a good black two dyeings are
necessary.
After mordanting with chrome alum, prepare a
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and

solution of 4 lbs. logwood

of boiling water, adding a
to

make 10

gallons of liquor.

To

tion thirty minutes.

ium

salt

add

;

to the

The goods

longer.

1 lb. fustic crystals in 5 gallons

little

ammonia and

Drum

suflBcient

water

the skins in this solu-

strike the black use copper or titan-

dye liquor and run twenty minutes

and

are then rinsed

The second

dried.

dyeing takes place in the drum with a 2 per cent, solution of
leather black, dyeing for twenty minutes a light fat-liquoring
then completes the process, and is followed by rinsing, striking out, drying and finishing as usual. The quantities stated
are sufficient for 100 lbs. of dry leather.
The dyeing should
be done at a temperature of 85° F.
;

METHODS OF USING PATENTED DEPILATORIES.
In addition to sulphide of sodium, used for the purpose of

removing hair and wool from hides and skins and preparing

them

for tanning, there are obtainable patented depilatories,

which have many points
satisfactory for

leather that
terized

by toughness,

tories are

that

is

is

recommend them, being very
both wool-pullers and tanners to use, and the
made from skins treated with them is characto

pliability

and

fine grain.

These depila-

used in various ways according to the kind of skin

being treated and the qualities that are desired in the

finished leather.

The

crystals should first be dissolved with boiling water

Being a compound, the material
reduced with hot water and not allowed to settle,
into a liquid.

is

simply

all of

the

resulting liquor being used, because the settlings constitute a

valuable part of the preparation, forming a slight carrying
body, which adheres to the skins and does not
the wool, but on the contrary makes

it

gum

or injure

and

clean, soft

silky,

equal to sweated wool.

The

strength of the solution should be for salted skins, 12°

25° Be

open wool skins, 14° to 18° for thick,
heavy merino and bucks, 18° to 24° for milk lambs, 18° to
24° and for use upon goat and kid skins the same strength
to

;

for thin,

;

;

;

as

upon sheep and lamb

skins.

The

strength, however, need
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never be greater than just sufficient to
if applied stronger

than

this,

no injury

AND
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start the

wool or hair

results to the skins, it

being merely a waste of material.

The

skins should never be allowed to heat before or after

treatment nor at any stage of the process.

Salted or dried

stock should be soaked from 24 to 60 hours, and after wash-

ing and breaking thoroughly, be well drained of water or

The wool

extracted before being painted with the depilatory.

or hair usually starts in a few hours after painting, and

lamb or kid

on which the depilatory

skins,

is

is

it

Young

well to unhair or pull promptly, say the next day.

used

full

strength, should be pulled as soon as the hair or wool starts,

and immediately put into clean cold water and then

lightly

from six to eighteen hours. All skins, after pulling
or unhairing, should be immediately put into cold water, to
which some depilatory has been added in this they are safe
limed

for

;

for

some time and

no danger of heating or

in

spoiling.

depilatory-treated skin will suffer injury so long as

The

moist and not allowed to dry or become hard.

can be half renewed

No

is

kept

first

lime

it

each batch of skins by adding one

for

bucketful of lime for every four hundred skins.

It should

always be kept clean and sweet and used only once, and the
may remain in this lime over night, or from twelve to
fifteen hours in warm, and from twelve to thirty-six hours

skins

in cold, weather.
fresh,

The
in

The second lime should be made

entirely

using about 2 bucketfuls of lime to four hundred skins.

skins

may remain

and two

hot,

in this lime from one to two days

to four

will be suflBciently

days in cold, weather, when they

limed for ordinary purposes.

are to be tanned without pickling, a

little

If they

more lime may

do no harm if highly limed stock
is desired, a third and even a fourth lime may be used.
It
will be found advantageous, in case still limes are used, to
pull the skins out daily while liming and it should always be
be necessary and

will

;

borne in mind that the stronger the solution of depilatory

is

and the

is

less it is

required.

32

washed out before liming, the

less

liming

After the skins are taken out of the lime, they
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should be washed in clean, cold water, fleshed and drenched
or bated, next worked on the grain side, then trimmed and

put into clean water and passed into the next process of pickling or tanning.

In the treatment of light hair
garoo skins, when

it is

skins, such as goat

and kan-

not desired to save the hair, they can

be soaked and softened, and then put into a liquor made up
of from 10 to 16 lbs. of depilatory to every 100 gallons of
water in the vat. The depilatory should all be dissolved and

Keeping

the liquor well stirred before the goods are put in.

the skins in a solution prepared in this

manner

for twenty-

four hours, with occasional stirring about, results in dissolving

the hair, which can then be easily removed by washing in
cold water.

The mixing

recommended,

of lime with the depilatory

as the stock will be not quite so soft as

is

not

when the

In case dry skins do not get thoroughly softened before they are put into the solution of depilatory, they may remain in the liquor for from 24 to 48 hours
depilatory

is

used alone.

or until they are soft

No

and plump.

lime should be applied

After having been washed
remove the dissolved hair, they may be lightly limed for a
few days, then fleshed and drenched.

until they are completely softened.
to

If

it is

desired to save the hair, the skins should be soaked

in the usual
of a

manner and

hydro-extractor, or

the water then extracted

by thorough draining.

by means
They may

then be painted with the solution of depilatory, at a strength
Each skin is then folded lengthwise, flesh side in,
of 18° Bk

and allowed to lie until the next day, when the hair may be
easily rubbed off the skins are then washed and limed for a
;

few days.

and

It is

always advisable to handle the skins promptly

no delay

between the operations,
The limes should be kept sweet
especially in hot weather.
and clean, and the stock be frequently handled and carefully
drenched, for it is during these processes that the character of
the leather is largely made.
,

to allow

When

to take place

the patented depilatory

for sole leather, the

is

used upon hides intended

unhairing should take place as promptly
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to affect the

weight

remove substance and impair the strength
The usual method employed, after the hide
of the leather.
is soaked, is to spread it out on a smooth surface, hair upperIf no value is placed on the hair, the hair side is
most.
painted with the solution of depilatory, either clear or mixed
of the stock, nor to

with lime in the proportion of well slaked lime, 3 parts,
depilatory solution of 18° Be., 1 part.
The lime should be

and the depilatory

well slaked

The

are used.

solution

or tampico brush or a

may

crystals dissolved before they

be applied with a vegetable

swab made

fiber^

of burlap or bagging.

After the mixture has been applied, the hide should be
doubled up carefully and covered so as to exclude the air and
If the hair is to be saved,
to prevent the drying of the paste.
the flesh side must be painted and the hair kept clean.

hide should be kept in a cool,
loosened,
flesh

when

side

worked

is

out,

it

is

opened

damp

out,

The

place until the hair

washed and unhaired.

is

The

next made clean and smooth and the grain

and the hide

is

then ready for tanning.

The unhairing can be done another way.

A

vat

is

partly

with water and from | to | lime and i to J depilatory
liquor of 18° or 20° B6. are added thereto and well mixed.
filled

Then the hides are thrown in and left in twenty-four hours.
The use of the lime is however not necessary, and a liquor of
nothing but depilatory crystals of a strength of from 5° to 10°
Be. may be used.
In this the hides may remain until they
are thoroughly softened

and the hair comes

hides that are intended for hard, solid
treated in the above manner.
is

made up by

The

hair

off readily.

Only

leather should be
is lost,

but this loss

the extra quality of the leather and the increase

in the weight of

it

gained, the superior, fine, close grain,

exceeding toughness and pliablity, and saving of time and
labor.

and patent leather, the hides may be
painted upon the flesh side and unhaired as soon as the hair
is loosened, then limed a few days, bated, pickled and tanned.
By painting hides or skins, and after unhairing, a further
For

belting, harness
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swelling

may

be considered necessary for easier fleshing, scrap-

beaming or splitting. This can be effected by means of
freshly made, weak depilatory solution alone, or the water
the painted hides have been washed in after unhairing can be
ing,

saved for the purpose, or weak, clean limes as for light skins
be used, the strength of the liquor being reduced or increased
as circumstances require.

The proportion

sary for swelling and liming purposes

each hide

;

calfskin.

If the water

The

|^

to 1 oz. for each kip,
is

hard, a

is

of depilatory neces-

from

1 to 2 ozs. for

and i to f oz. for each
more may be used.

little

swelling and liming are usually completed in from one

depending upon the nature and condition of the
hides or skins, the strength of the liquor, the weather and the

to four days,

temperature of the liquor or limes.

The unequal

thickness of horse hides

makes them

particu-

larly hard to unhair and to swell sufficiently for splitting,
and to overcome this a depilatory liquor of 18° Be. may be
used on the fore part, and one of 24° on the hind part, used

either clear or

may

mixed with

lime.

After unhairing, the hides

be limed for a few days in weak, clean lime, the length

of time of liming being reduced one-half.

treatment

is

the same as usually employed.

skins are limed in the

The subsequent

Hog and

alligator

same manner as horse and other

hides.

THE PRODUCTIOM OF A GOOD COLOR ON HEAVILY
STUFFED LEATHER.

The

condition of leather as regards moisture

is

perhaps the

most important point to watch with regard to the production
A leather containing too much moisture
of a good color.
difficulty, but leather which is dry
with
grease
absorbs the
absorbs the grease too readily and allows it to remain on the
The fineness of the division
surface, producing a dark color.
of the oil also determines the color of the resulting leather.

The more

finely divided the oil the

of producing a clear color.

more likelihood

It is for this

there

is

reason that emulsions

of oil have advantages over pure oils and since degras produces one of the best emulsions known, it is in great favor
with curriers, when a light color is desired.
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The nature

which enter into the composition
importance from the point of
being a good plan to have as large a propor-

of the greases

of the stuflBng mixture

view of

color,
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it

is

of

first

mind the degree

tion of hard grease as possible, keeping in

of

Solid greases which can only be intro-

suppleness desired.

duced into the leather by the aid of heat, possess the property,
during cooling, of lightening the color. The use of stearine
instead of tallow may be of advantage if the leather is originally suflSciently soft, since it produces greater firmness than
tallow.

In recent years many solid mineral greases have been put
on the market, which possess the double advantage of producing good color and of being cheap. Certain of these products have the special advantage of being emulsifiable with
water, thus playing the part of a solid grease in the shape of
a fine emulsion.

mix

It is also possible to

with tallow or stearine in such a

having varying melting

The

suppleness desired.

way

these materials

as to produce greases

points, according

to

the degree of

mineral greases which are

solid

emulsifiable have generally melting points somewhere about
45° C. (113° F.) They may be used alone or in a admixture
with tallow. If used with the latter, the melting point may
go down to 35° C, (95° F.) which is helpful from the point
of view of suppleness.

They

also

may

be mixed with stearine,

and moellon.

or with a mixture of tallow, stearine

means

it is

possible to obtain a

much

By

this

brighter color than was

formerly possible by the old processes of currying, a greater

quantity of grease being at the same time introduced.
is

This

not harmful to the quality of the leather, but rather bene-

ficial.

Goods thus

stuffed have, in fact, a greater tendency to

maintain the dry appearance which

is

the accompaniment of

well-stuffed leather.

One of the

features of the superiority of

modern currying

viewed from the

final color of the leather, rests in

bility of stuffing

the leather in a drum.

It will

as

the feasi-

be readily

understood that this treatment possesses the advantage of

in-

creasing the fineness of the division of the grease, thus allow-
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to penetrate the fibers of the leather

it

lated

more

and to be assimiwhich helps in the production of a
To this advantage may be added the fact

readily, all of

satisfactory color.

that a considerable proportion of hard grease, at least 25 to 30

per cent, of the

total, can be used, and a finished leather will
be produced, which in drying will not make apparent the
amount of grease which has been incorporated.
For the drum stuffing of leather, there are two common

ways

of proceeding, the first being to apply the grease to the

leather on the table,

and when thus plastered to drum it in a
The second method of manipulation is to
warm up the drum and after introducing the leather, turn it
for a few minutes to warm it.
The grease, at a suitable temheated drum.

is then put in and turning continued from one-half
one hour, until all the grease has been introduced. Those

perature,
to

who

curriers

preference.

color

a

It is certainly true that

very easily produced, but

is

less

are in the habit of using the

quantity of grease

method.

If

it

is

is

it is

it

probably also true that

introduced than by the second

not desired to introduce into the leather a

great quantity of grease,

then this

first

apply the grease on the table and

method, that

drum

is,

to

may

afterwards

but it is quite probable that just as good a color
be obtained by the second method, and at the same time

be used

may

by

method give it
a leather of good

first

;

a larger proportion of grease be introduced.

why some

curriers

The

chief reason

do not succeed with the second method,

is

that they do not sufficiently study, before stuffing the leather,
its

condition as regards moisture,

its

proper condition in this

respect being indispensable for success.

parts of the leather are

If the hollow or loose

not sufficiently dampened

at

the

moment the goods are put into the drum, thpy will absorb too
much grease, and too dark a color will result, while the other
portions will remain insufficiently stuffed and be of a much
lighter color.
The result is bad.
The secret of success in direct drum stuflBng rests in putting
the leather into proper condition as regards moisture before
stuffing

;

this

work should be entrusted only

to a skilled

man,

AND NOTES.
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who can detect at a glance the hollow part in the leather and
how much moisture should be given to it. Once the leather
is properly dampened, giving more to the hollow parts, it
should be placed in a pile for a sufficiently long time for the
moisture to be evenly distributed among the fibers, and then

With

to proceed to the stuffing.

these precautions observed,

the second method of manipulation will give a color just as

good as the

first,

and in addition

it

will

allow of a

much

larger proportion of grease to be introduced into the leather.

As a final precaution the stuffing formula should contain
an emulsifying agent, which will insure a perfect emulsion of
the whole, for example, soluble

mineral

oil,

moellon, or one of the

above described, which being themselves

greases

emulsifiable, impart this property to the other greases.

Certain curriers

drum

make

it

a practice to open the door of the

after the absorption of the greases,

drum

and

to continue the

There is,
It seems
preferable, as soon as the grease has been absorbed, to remove
the leather and to hang it up until it is cold. After this, it is
good practice, if there are no special disadvantages in it, to
soak the goods in a sumac bath for one or two days until
complete penetration has taken place, and finally to set them
turning of the

until the greases solidify.

however, no marked advantage in this method.

out.

In this way, other things being favorable, a perfectly

satisfactory color will be obtained.

The

stuflBng of belting leather

can be carried out either on

There

the table or by immersion.

is

an indispensable precauand that is,

tion to be taken in order to produce a good color,

when

by hand, to lightly moisten the
grain, in order to prevent the grease from penetrating through
Without this precaution, the grease traverses and makes
to it.
the surface a dark color. On the other hand, moistening the
grain causes the grease to set the moment it reaches it, and
stuffing is carried out

thus helps to maintain the color.

There is also another method of procedure which gives
good results and that is
The grease must be appreciably
:

hotter than the leather.

On

a table, which should be a

little
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larger than the butts, are placed a certain

number

of stuff capable of absorbing moisture easily.

of pieces

These pieces

should be as large as the table itself, and on top of them is
placed a similar piece of fustian, the whole forming a soft
cushion on the table, which is kept wet.
Each butt, on coming from the hot chamber,
cushion, and the grease

cushion by

and

its

its

is

is

placed grain downwards on the

applied to

it

The

in this position.

softness adapts itself to the surface of the butt,

moisture prevents the grease from penetrating to the

grain, because, as soon as the grease traverses the leather

reaches the moist grain,

it sets.

In spite of

and

this, it is essential

that the grease should be applied as rapidly as possible, for

the butt

must be allowed

suflBcient

time to cool down during

must be taken that the temImmediately
after this application of the grease, the butts are immersed
either in cold water, in weak liquor, or in a sumac liquor and
left there two or three days.
This obviates drumming the
leather after stuffing, an operation which always causes a loss

the process.

Finally, great care

perature of the grease always remains the same.

of weight.

The longer

liquor, the greater the

may have

the butts are allowed to

lie

in this

chance of causing the dark stains which

been produced on the grain, to disappear.

butts are finally rinsed in cold water

and

set

The

out carefully on

The grain is moistened regularly with water, and a
mixture of tallow and cod oil in equal proportions is applied
If a
to it cold, a good natural color being thereby produced.
There are other
lighter color is desired, less grease is given.
precautions which may be taken after stuffing, which help to
produce a good color. In the first place, the drying after
stuffing must take place very slowly, slow drying causing the
a table.

grease to be finely divided.

The temperature

of drying

must not be too high, or other-

wise the grease will melt and appear on the surface.

It

is,

however, necessary that the drying should be carried out in a
sufficiently high temperature for the greases to remain soft in
order that they can be finely divided as they penetrate to the
interior of the leather.

The temperature most

suitable

must
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be determined according to the melting point of the grease

In some works an economy of time

employed.

is eflfected

by

not drying out completely, but by setting out in the half-dry

much

however,

state.

It is,

and

dampen back again

to

precaution

especially to be observed

is

This

when dealing with

good practice after curryleave the goods in the warehouse for a sufficiently long

leather stuffed
ing, to

preferable to dry out completely

regularly in order to set out.

by dipping.

It is

time for the grease to be properly assimilated in the interior
of the leather.

After this warehousing, the last trace of grease

which remains on the grain may be removed with care by
means of a fine slicker.
The process of bleaching, which contributes to the production of a regular and light color, can be carried out after
tanning, either before or after stuffing.

ing

before stuffing

is

to be

preferred.

In principle, bleach-

Weak

solutions of

oxalic acid, sulphuric acid, or oxalate of potash or sulphurous

on the market products called
under this name or under
These materials enable one to produce
special trade-marks.
an efficient bleaching in a very simple manner, the solution
being prepared at time of using. In spite of the superiority
of bleaching before stuflBng, it often happens that it is more
convenient to bleach after the stuffing. A method of bleaching leather which has been stuffed with a large quantity of
grease is as follows The first precaution is to remove comThe
pletely from the surface of the grain all excess of grease.
immersed
for
one
and
butts are placed in a pile for 24 hours
minute in a bath at 25° C. (77° F.) containing 3 per cent, of
It is
caustic soda, the leather thereby becoming very dark.
washed in tepid water, and then placed in a cold 5 per cent,
solution of hydrochloric acid until it becomes light again,
acid are used.

There are

hydrosulphites, presented

also

either

:

when

it

is

carefully rinsed with cold water.

must only be taken

as

an example.

of bleaching used before stuffing
after stuffing,

This process

In principle, the processes

may

be equally as well used

but in order to make their application success-

ful after stuffing,

it

is

essential

that every trace of grease
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removed from the grain. This can be accomplished
by means of a good washing with a soap solution followed by

shall be

The ordinary

careful rinsing.

process of bleaching can then

may be combined with treatment with sumac.
For belting leather the butts, after having been washed and
set out by machine on flesh and grain, are placed in a pit
together with a strong, lukewarm sumac liquor and left therein
one day, being removed two or three times. The sumac may
also be given in a drum for one or two hours.
The butts are
set out on a table with a stone slicker, carefully brushed,
allowed to dry gently, and placed in a pile when half dry.
Treatment in a sumac bath helps to brighten the color of
harness leather also. The quantity of sumac depends upon
be applied, and

the nature of the original tannage, but about 2

lbs.

per butt

an average quantity. In the manufacture of harness leather,
and especially for leather that is to be stained with light
colors, special precautions are sometimes taken.
In the first
place, only hides of particularly good color are selected.
After
shaving, they are drummed in a sumac bath, which has
already been used once before, then set out by machine.
They are then given a second sumac bath, this time one
is

freshly prepared.

The treatment with sumac does not

sarily exclude chemical treatment with oxalic acid.

necesIf the

two processes are combined, the color obtained is even still
lighter.
If the suggestions that have been given are followed,
it is possible to obtain a leather which has absorbed a considerable quantity of grease and is of sufficiently light color and
dry appearance to satisfy the most exacting customer.

ONE-BATH CHROME TANNAGES.

While a great many receipts have been published for onebath chrome tannages, the preparation of a proper one for any
given purpose is still considered a valuable trade secret. The
principal reason for this

is that,

in general, the underlying

principles are not sufficiently understood,

and thus the

delicate

variation of the components of the tan liquor to suit certain

requirements

is

a matter of experience and not of scientific
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prevision.
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consideration of the one-bath chrome tan

little

liquor from the chemical point of view should therefore be of

some

interest.

First

and primarily important from the economic side, is
Sodium bichromate is almost uniThe exception is chrome
the cheapest raw material.

the source of the chromium.
versally

being occasionally possible to obtain chromium in
the form of hydrate relatively cheaper than in the bichromate
This is so because in some chemical operations the
of soda.
hydrate,

it

bichromate of soda

is

used simply for

its

oxidizing

effect,

and

then it is
is reduced its work is done
sodium carbonate, washed and offered for
Only a limited supply, however, can
sale as a by-product.
be obtained from this source in this country but abroad,
large quantities are secured from the aniline color works.
Bichromate of soda contains almost exactly 50 per cent, of
chromium oxide, 100 per cent, chromium oxide in this form

when

the

chromium

;

precipitated with

;

therefore costing just double the price of the bichromate.

in the bichromate the

chromium anhydride

chromium

is

As

present in the form of

and, for use in one-bath liquors, must

be in the reduced or chromium oxide form, there has to be
added to the cost of the bichromate that of the acid required
to set free the

chromic anhydride as well as that of the reduc-

ing agent used to get it into the chromium oxide form.
For example, the cost of a liquor containing 100 lbs. chromium oxide made by reducing soda bichromate with glucose
•may be figured as follows

200
280
50

lbs.

:

Sodium Bichromate

lbs.

Sulphuric Acid

lbs.

Glucose

Total cost of

@

@ 7 cents per

$1.10 per 100

lb.

.

$14.00

lbs.

.

2.98

@ 3 cents per lb

1.50

Chromium Oxide

$18.48

In place of the glucose, sodium bisulphite
•the

may

be used as

reducing agent, in which case the cost shows as follows

200
163

600

lbs.

Sodium Bichromate

lbs.

Sulphuric Acid

lbs.

Bisulphite

Total cost of 100

@

@

@ 85 cents per 100

lbs. of

lb.

$14.00

.

1.80

.

.

6.10

.

.

$20.90

7 cents per

$1.10 per 100

lbs.

lbs.

Chromium Oxide
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These liquors as calculated include the cost of the acid
which is required to hold the chromium oxide in solution.
If

chromium hydrate

figured

for

;

is used the cost of this acid must be
example, the chromium hydrate is usually sold

form of a 20 per cent, paste, and the
containing 100 lbs. chromium oxide is

in the

500
210

lbs.

Chromium Hydrate

lbs.

Sulphuric Acid

Total Cost of 100

@

@

cost of a liquor

3J cents per

$1.10 per 100

Chromium Oxide
made of chrome alum
of

lbs.

The cost of a liquor
lbs. chromium oxide is readily

.

lbs.

.

2.31

.

$19.81

to contain

100

calculated, as this salt contains

almost exactly 15 per cent, of chromium oxide
requires 667

$17.50

lb.

lbs.

chrome alum

100

to supply

therefore

;

lbs.

it

chromium

oxide.

667

@

Chrome Alum

lbs.

Total Cost of 100

The cost

of

lbs.

5 cents per

lb.

Chromium Oxide

.

.

.

.

price of the materials are fairly accurate

market conditions, and

as the

$33.35
$33.35

on present

market fluctuates new values

can be readily substituted in the tables given.
The Next Step. Ascertaining the cost of chromium oxide is
only the first step in the preparation of a liquor suitable for

—

The next

tanning.

step

produce good leather.
tance and so
it

little

is to

This

so

modify the liquor that

is

a matter of so

understood, that a great

good business policy

to rather

it

will

much impormany tanners find

pay an extra price

for a

liquor already prepared and which has been accurately adjusted to conditions they desire, than to attempt to

liquor of their own.
a tanning liquor
city.

To

it,

so

little

much

meant by this, wa
the theory of the one-bath chrome tanas

is

known

is

of

it.

According

best present knowledge, salts of all descriptions
tion dissociate, that

or ions,

a

described by the rather vague term of basi-

properly understand what

must consider a
nage, that

is

make

In general, this desired modification of

is,

when

to

our

in solu-

break up into acid and basic radicals

and the chemical properties

of these ions constitute
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salts of

strong

sodium sulphate or sodium

chloride, the strong basic or positive character of one ion

is

in effect neutralized by the strong acid or negative power of
its

opposite ion,

and there

neutral solution.

On

results in a solution of

such a

salt

a

the other hand, with a salt of a strong

base and a weak acid, as sodium carbonate in solution, there
is

a condition in which the strong positive character of the

weak acid character of the
carbonic ion, and the solution has marked basic or alkaline
properties.
While in the salts of weak bases and strong acids,
such as aluminum and chromium sulphates, the acidic or negative character prevails, and solutions of these act in many
ways as if they contained free acid. In fact, the solutions
may to a certain extent, be said to contain also free acid by
the taking-on of water the phenomenon known as hydrolysis
which is connected with the facts of dissociation already
sodium ion

far over-balances the

—

—

of the solution.

cited,

in the equilibrium, as

it

With

these theories in mind,

we can perhaps consider and

is

called,

explain better some of the observations on the behavior of the

chrome tan

liquor.

An

untanned hide or skin

swollen or plumped by both acids and alkalies.
for this

is

strongly

The reason

phenomenon has never been adequately demonstrated.

Perhaps as good a theory as any other is that both the acid
alkali combined chemically with the hide fiber in such a
as to reduce its permeability and thus the fibers become

and
way

swollen by solution-pressure.

Neutral salts deplete, reduce or

prevent any swelling of the hide.

This phenomenon likewise

has not been thoroughly explained, but

it,

too, is

doubtless

connected with the increase of osmotic or solution-pressure.
If a chrome tanning liquor is made up of chromium sulphate
and nothing else in solution, it will from the considerations

above be seen to possess strongly acid properties. A skin
immersed in such liquor will be excessively plumped, the
tanning, however, will proceed very slowly, because as the

tanning proceeds the deposition of the chrome oxide will con4<inually

augment the acid character of the

liquor,

and by so
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doing the tendency of the chrome oxide to deposit will be
is reached when no oxide
whatever is deposited, that is, the liquor will cease to tan. If to
retarded, until finally a condition

the liquor containing only

chromium sulphate common

salt

be

added, the percentage of acid will not be reduced, but the

plumping effects will be. Such a liquor will tan with the
same degree of slowness as a pure solution of chromium sulphate, a better leather being, however, produced, because the

excessive plumpness

mon

is prevented.
If in addition to the comsodium carbonate be added to the liquor to neuthe acid formed by the hydrolysis of the chromium

salt,

tralize

sulphate, there will be present the third factor necessary to

complete the tan liquor.

By combination with
sodium sulphate, and

common
effect,

salt in

the acid the sodium carbonate forms

this being a neutral salt, will assist the

keeping

down

the plumpness, or in practical

serves to decrease the quantity of

carbonate that can be added

is

common

salt that is

The amount

necessary to employ for this purpose.

of sodium

of course strictly limited,

because an excess will cause the precipitation of chromium

hydroxide, and even beibre this point
the acid

and

may

practically

decomposed by the

condition will be found to
solution.

It

is

reached, so

much

of

be neutralized that the solution will be unstable

plump

A

skin.

as

much

solution in this

as a strongly acid

should perhaps be noted here that there

difference between the rapidity with

is

a

which solutions penetrate

and the speed with which they tan. The acid solutions penemore rapidly than neutral solutions, but do not tan so

trate
fast

;

thus a skin struck through in a too acid solution will

be found to be undertanned.

In practice only the tan liquor

chrome hydrate in sulphuric acid
made by
will be found simple enough to modify as above described.
The liquor made by reducing the bichromate with glucose
will contain considerable sodium sulphate and some salts of
the solution of the

organic acid, obtained from the incomplete oxidation of the
glucose.

The

influence of these latter

negligible in regard to diminishing the

is,

however, almost

plumping

effect,

but
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of such salts

is

variable according to the temperature at which the bichromate

has been reduced, they constitute an objection to the tan
liquor made by reduction with glucose as they make its action

The

slightly uncertain.

bisulphite

is

therefore

liquor

made by

slightly

superior

the reduction with
in

its

regularity,

although a shade more expensive.

The concentration
influence on

its

of the liquor also exerts a pronounced

In the

tanning properties.

first

place all the

constituents of a liquor should be proportioned to each other

and

for sure results their ratio

should be borne in

mind

factor while, because of the

by the

skin, the

should not be changed.

It

that the neutral salts are a constant

amount

chromium oxide being taken up

of this

variable, the one constantly

and

of the acid present is

decreasing and the other con-

stantly increasing.

Finally of utmost importance
skins are

when they

is

the condition in which the

They may

are put into the tan liquor.

be acid or neutral, plump or depleted, but their condition
should always be the same, or allowance made for it in the
tan liquor.

A PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING CHROME CALF LEATHER.

The

skins that are most suitable for dull-finished or glazed-

finished leather are those that weigh from 5 to 7 lbs. each,

The

green-salted.

trimming,

is

stock

is

shaken

free

from

salt,

and

excess of salt

and

dirt

is

removed by washing

in

running

water for fifteen minutes, the skins being next fleshed.
pilation

is

begun by using 5 per

cent,

after

The

placed in fresh water for twenty-four hours.

De-

of hydrated lime on

the weight of fleshed stock in sufiicient water at a temperature
of 70° F.

paddle

is

After the skins have been put into the lime, the

turned from time to time, and the following morn-

ing another portion of 5 per cent, of hydrated lime

A

is

added.

added on the next two days,
the temperature of the liquor being maintained at about 70° F.
At the end of five days the skins are withdrawn and should
fresh portion of lime is also
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be in proper condition for unhairing. They are thrown into
warm water for one-half hour, then unhaired over the beam.

A bath of oropon bate is prepared consisting of 8 ozs. of
oropon for each 100 lbs. of stock to be treated. The temperaThe stock is turned from time
ture is 100° F. at the start.
and allowed to remain in the liquor over night. On
the following morning the skins should be soft and open and

to time

free

from lime.

The
barrel

skins, after washing, are placed in a
is

drum and

in a

To
placed J gallon of water for each pound of stock.
added 12 per cent, of salt and 1| per cent, of

this water are

The

sulphuric acid.

solution thus prepared

the trunnion while the

run one hour.

The

over night and

is

is

drum

stock

is

is

poured through

and the drum is
remain in the drum

in motion,

is

allowed to

run another half hour in the morning. It
then horsed up and allowed to drain.
The tanning is effected with tanolin crystals. The drained

pickled stock

is

placed in the

drum

per cent, of water and 6 per cent, of
Six per cent, of tanolin

minutes.

boiling water and the solution
used.

One-third

is

is

is

together with 8 gallons
salt,

and run

for fifteen

dissolved in 2 gallons of

allowed to cool before

it

is

added to the contents of the drum and

the skins are run one-half hour

;

another one-third

is

then

added and the drum run one-half hour finally the remainder
of the solution is introduced and the goods are drummed one
Eight ounces of sodium bicarbonate are dissolved in a
hour.
little water and poured into the drum, which is then run for
two hours then six ozs. more of the soda are added for each
100 lbs. of stock and the leather is further drummed until it
;

;

is well

tanned.

After having drained on the horse for forty-eight hours, the

skins are thrown into the

of borax

is

added.

The

drum and a solution of 1 per cent,
is drummed one-half hour,

leather

then washed in running water

and shaved.
The shaved

for one-half hour, struck out

leather is put back into the mill together with
12 gallons of water at 125° F. for 100 lbs. of stock; and as
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drum rotates 1 lb. of hematiii dissolved in boiling water
made alkaline with ammonia is poured through the trunnion,
and the drum is run fifteen minutes. One and one-half pounds
of chrome-leather black C is dissolved in boiling water and
added to the contents of the drum and the leather is run fifthe

teen minutes longer.
Fat-liquor

is

drum without previously
leather is drummed one-half

next poured into the

removing the dye liquor and the
It is then oiled on the grain,

hour.

and

dried, staked, seasoned

finished.

FANCY LEATHER CALFSKINS.
Only the finest calfskins are selected for this class of leather,
and they should as far as possible be free from butcher cuts
and other imperfections. The weight of the skins for this
line of manufacture usually runs from four to seven pounds
They are generally green-salted or in a dry-salted coneach.
dition, and must be soaked in water in the usual manner and
made soft and clean.
One hundred skins make a convenient-sized pack. They
are first run in a drum which permits of a constant supply of
water being run into it while it is revolving, and which has
openings

water to run out again. If the pack is greentwo hour's washing is suflBcient but dry-salted

for the

salted one or

;

stock requires longer treatment.

tained

is

The main

object to be at-

to get the skins soft without the loss of substance,

can be greatly accelerated by having pegs inserted
The skins are next fleshed
in the inner side of the drum.

and

this

and limed.
During the liming of this class of leather the tanner must
bear in mind that the finished product is required to be very
smooth and clear grain. In order to
and judgment must be exercised at this stage of manipulation, for as most tanners know,
the liming makes or mars the finished product. The local
conditions must be reckoned with, as well as the season of the
The water that is used also has an important effect
year.
soft

and have a

tight,

attain these objects, great care

33
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upon the quality

of the leather.

Very

soft

water tends to

produce open-grained leather that pipes readily, while that
produced with very hard water is hard, flat and tinny. It is
generally considered best, however, to use water that

what hard.
arsenic
hair,

is

Lime and

is

some-

arsenic are the depilatories used.

The

valuable, not only in hastening the loosening of the

but also

it has upon
making the grain

for the softening effect

supple and

rendering them

the skins^
close

and

smooth.

The

skins,

flesh

side

down, are

first

put into old lime.

After remaining in this one or two days, they are hauled

up

and allowed to drain, preparatory to going into an entirely
new lime made up in the following manner 100 lbs. of lime
and 2 lbs. of red arsenic are slaked together in a tub, and put
into a vat which is then filled with water, and the whole well
plunged, when the skins are thrown in, one by one, flesh side
down. The next day they are hauled out, allowed to drain
and put back. On the third and sixth days they are hauled
out and the lime is strengthened by the addition of about half
:

the above-mentioned quantities.

On

should slip off easily and the liming
the

summer time

winter a

little

a

little

the ninth day the hair
is

shorter time

longer time

may

then complete.

may

sufiice

be necessary.

;

in

In
the

Judgment

must be used. Following the unhairing, the skins are well
washed in running water until the surface lime is removed ;
they are next bated and delimed. Deliming is done in one
of the several bating processes that have been described for
calfskins, the method of bating with oropon, or the process in
which glucose is used being especially suitable. The skinsshould be bated in such a manner that they are soft and clean,
and have the fine grain that is desired. After having been
This is done on a bolstered beam^
bated, they are scudded.
important operation. It removes
knife,
and
is
an
using a slate
much of the dirt and rids the skins of lime dissolved by the
Furthermore, all the fine young hair which may still
bate.

The skins are next drenched
is removed.
with boric acid, formic acid or any other suitable drenching

be in the skins

material and are then pickled.
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very satisfactorily

which cleanses the skins and gives
soft leather which has a
Quebracho extract is commonly
clear grain and good color.
used for tanning skins for fancy leather. A quantity of it is
dissolved by boiling in water in a barrel, thus forming a
stock solution from which the tan liquors are made up and
with formic acid and

them a

nice grain.

strengthened.

The

salt,

Pickling makes

skins are held in suspension in the vats

by tacking them on to wooden

strips,

using galvanized iron

or copper nails so as not to stain them.

butt shank

is

One

nail

enough, two skins on each side of the

on each
with

strip,

the grain side out, being thus suspended.

The

first

from 7°

to

hung is quite weak,
As the tanning progresses the

liquor in which the skins are

10° barkometer.

strength of the liquor

increased, so that at the last the

is

liquor will show a strength of 20° to 25° barkometer.
chief point to be considered

using too strong liquors at
in the liquor, especially

is

The

drawing the grain by
must always be present

to avoid

Salt

first.

when

sulphuric acid

pickle, to prevent the salt in the skins

is

used as a

from being washed

The time required

leaving the acid to work injury.

out,

for tan-

ning varies according to the handling of the skins and the
strength of liquors, but should be accomplished in from seven
to fourteen days.

When

the tanning

slight fat-liquoring.

is

completed, the skins should receive a

This

may

be sulphonated

oil,

or such oil

oil made as follows Put
10 gallons of water into a clean barrel. Dissolve 1| lbs. of
soda crystals or powdered borax and add the solution to the
water.
Add 10 lbs. of good soft soap, such as Palermo fig

and degras, or a mixture of soap and

:

and boil until dissolved. Then add 4 gallons of neatsand boil for a short time. Add about 10 gallons of
water and the liquor is ready to be used. The grease should
be entirely absorbed by the leather the skins are then drained,
slightly struck out on the flesh side or hung directly up and
dried.
"When thoroughly dry they are sorted into various
grades, those that are light in color, clear of grain and free of
soap,

foot oil

;
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imperfections being put into the lightest colors, while those
that have slightly imperfect grains are most suitable for black
leather.

To prepare

for coloring, the skins are milled

with a few

sumac liquor for half an hour, when they are struck
out by hand or machine. They are next shaved to the required substance and then passed into the dye bath. Dyeing
pailfuls of

is

drum with

accomplished most satisfactorily in a revolving

direct

dyeing blacks for black leather, and acid colors

leather.

for colored

After they have been colored, the skins are struck

out and tacked on frames and dried bone-dry.
for blacks, after shaving,

and

out, tacked

drummed with sumac, put

they are

dried.

done as follows
tacking frames and trimmed.
Finishing

If intended

is

The

:

A

skins are taken off the

seasoning

is

prepared of 1

pailful of water, 1^ pints of milk, the whites of 2 eggs, well

and J pint of flaxseed. The flaxseed is boiled with a
It must be boiled carefully and for a long time.
Before it is
It is then strained and the residue thrown away.
used, the flaxseed should be beaten up the same as the white
The skins are seasoned, dried and rolled on a
of an egg.
machine or ironed.
Skins for black leather should be dyed black upon the grain
by the use of direct dyeing blacks, or drummed with such dye
and dyed through flesh and grain. Russia-red calfskins are
given a coat of birch oil after shaving and striking out, which
beaten,
little

water.

gives the characteristic smell.
are diced on a machine

After the

and then

glazed.

necessary to season the stock twice.

should be

soft

seasoning they

first

The

Sometimes

it

is

finished leather

and strong and have a good

color.

These

qualities cannot be secured unless the skins are well limed,
bated and pickled, and then thoroughly tanned.

THE DELIMING

TEST.

In deliming limed hides and skins by means of acids, it is
customary to determine the completion of the process by applying to a freshly cut section of the pelt a solution of phenol-
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applied to limed pelt the

section shows red and, if to a completely delimed pelt, there
is

no change of

color.

A

show
Most tanners
For
a given point.

partially delimed pelt will

red in the middle and colorless at the outsides.

usually allow the deliming to proceed to

some purposes complete deliming is necessary, while for others
a mere surface deliming is suflBcient, the amount of deliming
necessary depending upon the nature of the subsequent tanning process. For example, if it is a question of sheepskins,
which are first delimed with acid, then bated or puered, the
first

actual acid deliming

an extent that a streak

With heavier

usually carried out only to such

is

of free lime is left in the middle.

classes of goods,

such as sole leather, the extent

upon the nature of the liquors
which the goods are next placed. If the end suspension

of the acid deliming depends

into

liquors are very acid in character,

neutralize as

much

lime as

if

The phenolphthalein

it

is

not as important to

these liquors were only slightly

can be applied with almost
any acid, but there is one caution that might be mentioned
in its use, and that is that its action is more qualitative than
acid.

quantitative.

A

test

trace of lime will give as strong a coloration

as a large quantity of free lime,

where

may

this

and

cases

To make

has led to confusion.

have been known
the matter clear

it

be well to take a definite example.

Suppose fully limed sole butts are being delimed with one
of the ordinary acids, and suppose that the amount of acid

which

present in the liquor

is

whole of the lime.

tralize the

the whole

phthalein

is

not quite suflBcient to neu-

At the beginning of the

process

show red on application of phenola short time the cut section will show red in

section will
;

after

the middle and colorless at the outsides.

The depth

of the

outside strips will continue as the process goes on, until

almost the whole of the acid has been neutralized by the free

When

lime in the hides.
will be a

minimum

this point

has been reached, there

red section in the center, but afterwards

the free lime in the center will gradually diffuse out to the
extremities,

and

so,

on appplication of phenolphthalein, the
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whole section will show red. In this way it is quite possible
for an almost completely delimed hide to appear as though it
were not delimed at all. It is in this sense that the test is
qualitative rather than quantitative.
at different stages of the process,
is

By

taking cut sections

and not only

at the end,

it

possible to determine exactly the actual extent of the delim-

ing.

—From the Shoe and Leather Reporter.

APPENDIX.
VARIOUS PATENTS RELATING TO TANNING,

WITH

SPECIFICATIONS.

Leather for Furniture, Upholstery, Carriages and
Automobiles.

The

object

aimed

at

by the inventor of

this process is the

production of a finished leather that possesses great durability,

freedom from cracking and other objections, and which will
be cheap to manufacture. The desired qualities are attained
by coating the leather with a number of coatings, the inner
coating or coatings being

elastic, at least

one of them contain-

ing a relatively large proportion of non-drying

oil or oil

not

and of soluble nitro-cellulose, which is in
The
solution with amyl acetate and diluted with alcohol.
innermost coating is formed by making a portion of the
diluent of alcohol, which by its quick evaporation will cause
the pyroxylin to set before the amyl acetate has an opportunity to penetrate the leather and deposit the pyroxylin on its

readily oxidizable

surface in the form of a thin film.

The inner

coating or

coatings will never entirely dry, owing to the large proportion
of non-oxidizing oil employed,

The

sticky condition.

contain a

much

proportion of

The

As a

much

basis,

remain in a

and

and

a smaller

outer coating or coatings will
will set with a dry surface,

and protect the inner

will be very

will always

larger proportion of pyroxylin

oil.

largely of pyroxylin
will cover

and

outer coating or coatings preferably

coatings.

The

be

which

outer coating

thinner than the inner coatings.

real

leather as distinguished from

(519)

artificial
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leather,

used
less

is

employed.

and the process may

;

expensive

that

an

is,

oil

also be applied with success to the

splits as well as to

For the

or buflfed leathers.
that

is

may be

Small skins or large hides

oil

the more expensive grained

a non-drying

oils, castor oil and
which are abundant
Other oils, which answer
For the nitro-cellulose a

may

employed,

oil is

As examples of

not readily oxidizable.

be mentioned, both

such

peanut

of

and serve the purpose admirably.

amyl

acetate

cotton,

is

alcohol, such as pyroxylin or

This nitro-cellulose

amyl

gums

may

gun

be in solution

acetate, or in a solvent

Together with the

diluent, as fusel-oil.

the nitro-cellulose,

also be used.

nitrated cellulose readily soluble in

in a solvent proper, such as

mixed with a

may

the requirements,

and methylic

preferable.

oil

or other substances

may

oil

and

be used to

give body to the coating and pigments or other materials to
give color, but they are not necessary.

One way

of carrying out the process

coated leather

and

is first

inner coating
first

as follows

:

The un-

coated with a liquid containing the

nitro-cellulose in solution

and diluted with

or without other materials, such as

The

is

gums

oil

alcohol, with

or pigments.

This

allowed to set at the ordinary temperature.

is

or inner coating

when

sufficiently set will not

be

hard and inflexible, owing to the presence of the large
proportion of non-drying oil, but on the contrary, will be
tacky and more or less soft, flexible and elastic. A second
This outer coating may
coating is then superposed upon it.
entirely

be like the inner one, except that it has a smaller proportion
In this outer coating a larger proportion of pigof the oil.
ment may be used, if desired, than in the inner coating. The
outer coating in

the effect of the

some instances may contain no oil whatever,
oil in it being secured by the combination of

its nitro-cellulose

The

with a portion of the

idea of the outer coating

is to

oil

serve as a finish to the

inner coating, the latter being always
leather finish.

of the inner coating.

soft,

impractical for a

If desired, a third or other coatings

may

be

added, these coatings being similar to the second ones.

As an example

for carrying out the process the following
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may

proportions

hide

split of

be employed

:

average thickness,

For a

steer-hide split or cow-

for the first coating,

a solution

of about 13 lbs. of pyroxylin dissolved in about 13 gallons of

a mixture of 3 parts of

which

acetate,

is

wood alcohol and

at the rate of 1

To

lb.

amyl

1 part of

of pyroxylin to each

added about 75 lbs. of castor
oil, together with about 2 lbs. of any commercial pigment,
depending upon the color desired, ground in about 20 lbs. of
oil.
There are therefore used about 95 lbs. of oil, so that the
gallon of solution.

this are

be at the rate of about 7J lbs. of it to each pound of
nitro-cellulose.
As an example, burnt umber may be used for

oil will

some shades of brown.

The inner coating

will set and will not permeate the leather
any appreciable extent. One reason why this is possible is
the use of wood alcohol in large quantity, so that the compo-

to

sition will not entirely, or

much

of

it,

permeate the leather

and change the character of the coating from one of great
elasticity and of ability to stretch to a film formed largely of
pyroxylin and incapable of being stretched. Instead of the
wood alcohol some other material may be used to prevent
permeation of the leather by the solution. For the second
coating the same amount of pyroxylin and amyl acetate may
be employed, but with a smaller proportion of alcohol, depend-

ing upon the weather during the operation, on account of the

tendency of the coating to absorb moisture and then precipitate

To this are added 16

pyroxylin.
less

than for the

first

lbs.

of castor

oil,

being

much

coating.

The amount of alcohol used in the second coating depends
upon the weather during the operation. The second coating
is

in a position to absorb

covered.

Therefore,

ance in the coating

if

moisture, while

the

first

one

is

moisture be absorbed, a spotted appear-

results.

It is possible to

make

it

without

alcohol, but the solution will penetrate too far unless other

means be provided to prevent this, for the reason that the
amyl acetate dries too slowly. The amount of oil in the inner
coating

some

is

regulated by the thickness, texture, stiffness and, in

cases,

by the method of tannage

of the leather,

and

also
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by the length of fiber on the surface if the
A thick and close-textured leather requires a
of

leather

than a thin leather or one of open texture.

oil

is

a

split.

larger proportion

In some

instances chrome-tanned leather will require a smaller pro-

than a bark-tanned product. The hand-buffed
and the machine-buffed leathers will require a smaller pro-

portion of

portion of

oil

oil

than the

tions to be the

split referred to,

same in both

assuming the propor-

The proportion of oil to
when used in connection with

cases.

nitro-cellulose should be varied

other leathers, such as goatskin, calfskin, etc., according to the
above rule. The proportion may vary from 7^ lbs. of oil to
each pound of nitro-cellulose or even slightly more in some

down to very much less in others. It may not well
be reduced, however, below 3^ lbs. to each pound of nitrocellulose.
This proportion of oil, it is to be understood, is to
be measured by the amount of nitro-cellulose employed and
leathers,

does not in any

way depend upon

the

amount

of solution con-

taining the nitro-cellulose.

The

proportion of

oil

in the outer coating will vary accord-

A

ing to the results desired.

a drier

A

feel.

smaller proportion of

oil

gives

larger proportion of oil gives a product with

an increased sleekness of

The amount

feel.

of

pigment added

should be sufficient to secure the desired depth of color.

The

addition of

gums

reduction of non-drying

is

used,

if

may

cause a slight

For instance, in connection with

oil.

the example before given,
as camphor,

or other oils

a

gum

and which

or similar substance, such
is

soluble

in the solvent

employed to dissolve the pyroxylin without acting on it,
would be in the proportion of about | lb. to each pound

it

of

castor oil used.

After the leather

is

coated,

it

may

be further finished by

graining, embossing or pebbling in the usual way.

The

leather produced by this process possesses remarkable

durability

and freedom from

splitting

or

cracking.

particularly applicable for furniture upholstery, or for

It is

use

upon carriages and automobiles, and in the construction of
folding hoods or tops of carriages.

'

..

\

\'''

In these situations the
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leather

is

folded

and subjected

to severe treatment, strain

and

exposure to the weather, which ordinarily would cause cracking or flaking of the coating.

Leather made according to this process does not have the
objections usually incident to goods made by old and wellknown processes. It may be more cheaply manufactured and

made with greater expedition than ordinary coated leathers.
The successive coatings do not have to be baked and may be
^juickly dried without artificial heat.

Furthermore, cheapness

secured by using cheaper grades of leather to form the basis
Leather made according to this process
of the coated product.

is

from the
good,

if

deep

split,

machine-buffed

Furthermore,

leather

it

stiff

Pryoxylin

according to

it

in Finishing

This process

is

is

in every

made from
the

way

as

hand-bufifed or

older

processes.

has the advantage of not drying out or

by age, and
Patented by Leon Feval.

getting

or deep buff,

split,

not better, than as goods

is

not affected by cold weather.

Varnish for Patent Leather.

a method of finishing patent leather, which,

more convenient of
execution than other methods, and the character, gloss and

it

is

claimed,

is

cheaper, quicker and

wearing quality of the leather are enhanced.

In manufacturing patent leather, after a sufficient number
of preparatory or ground coats have been applied and pumiced
when dry to make them smooth, there is applied one or more
finishing coats of a pure linseed-oil varnish for the purpose of

The advantage of this process
over the common method are as follows The inventor has
theretofore improved upon the common method by using for
giving the high gloss desired.

:

the preliminary coats a pyroxylin varnish and superimposing
thereupon as a gloss-giving varnish a finishing coat of drying
oil

;

but in either of these two old processes certain

difficulties

are encountered in the application of the finishing coat or
coats of gloss-giving varnish.

Thus, for instance, the appli-

cation of the gloss-giving coat of linseed-oil varnish frequently

produces small pimply specks.

Again

it

is

necessary after
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drying the leather with the finishing coat of linseed-oil varnish
in heated chambers to expose it for a certain length of time tothe action of sunlight before

This carries with

it

more

dry for shipment.

the necessity of large yards to be used in

the sun-drying operation,
time,

sufficiently

it is

the

expenditure of considerable

especially in cloudy weather,

and the constant

watching of the skins and their removal to shelter in case of
In addition to all this, the finished article
produced by these old processes shows an inclination to crack
rain or storm.

by reason of the tendency of the linseed-oil coating to become
brittle, and this cracking often occurs spontaneously without
apparent cause by mere changes of temperature.
By means of this improved process, the above-mentioned
difficulties are

removed.

It

has been discovered, as a result

of a long series of experiments,

that

if

the gloss-giving or

finishing coats consist of a mixture of linseed or other dry-

ing

oil

and pyroxylin in

solution, with or without the addition

of substances to increase the flexibility, the coats

do not have^

a tendency to form a pimply surface, but dry smoothly and
evenly.

Again, the finishing coats can be sufficiently heated

in the drying

room

for

immediate shipment without

the^

tedious exposure to the sun, thus insuring the continuity of

the manufacture irrespective of climatic conditions.
the finished article has lost

The pyroxylin

much

of its

Finally,

tendency to crack.

which is added to the finishing
coats of drying oil, not only seems to impart tenacity to these
coats, but also to retard oxidation, which is constantly going
on in the linseed-oil coats after they are dry. The proportion,
of linseed oil and pyroxylin may be varied within wide limits.
Thus where the finished product is to be used for the tips of
shoes, which are not subjected to much bending, a less proportion of drying oil may be used than when the leather is tobe used in the body of shoes. The proportions of drying oil
and pyroxylin in the mixture may be varied from such a&
contain more pyroxylin than drying oil to such as contain
more oil than pyroxylin. In fact, somewhat small quantities
of pyroxylin are calculated to impart to the mixture the
in solution
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desirable qualities above enumerated.

For the material above

referred to, intended to impart flexibility to the finishing coat,

any substance ordinarily employed
pyroxylin

may

give flexibility to

liminary coats such as linseed
ture of linseed oil

and a

soft

There

these foundation-coats

is

oil

with a pigment, or a mix-

rubber or a coating of pyroxylin.
applied one or more gloss-giving

coats consisting of a mixture of a drying oil

which

oils.

applied to the leather one or more of the usual pre-

is first

On

to

be used, for instance, non-drying

and pyroxylin,

formed by dissolving the pyroxylin in one of its
usual solvents, such as a compound ether or a ketone, and
then mixing the pyroxylin solution with the drying oil in the
is

desired proportion.

There may be used for the gloss-giving
and pyroxylin prepared as

coats a mixture of drying oil
follows

:

Take a solution of pyroxylin in amyl acetate by itself or
mixed with benzine or turpentine. Thus 6 ozs. of pyroxylin
may be added to 1 gallon of amyl acetate. To 80 cubic centimeters of this solution

may

be added 80 cubic centimeters of

linseed oil or linseed-oil varnish, that

is to

say, linseed oil

which has been boiled with suitable driers. The preliminary
coat or coats having been applied, the gloss-giving coat or
coats, consisting of a mixture of a drying oil and pyroxylin
in solution, are applied, and when these have been dried in
heated chambers, the leather is finished and ready for its
intended use. This process is patented by Byron B. Goldsmith of New York City.

Tanning and Plumping Leather with Formic Aldehyde.
The

following process

is

a method of tanning that is designed

for the final finishing of East India kips, goatskins, basils

and

white leather, and the improvement of hides and skins imperfectly

tanned by vegetable tanning materials, so that the
plumpness, weight, color, softness and moisture-

required

resisting qualities are obtained.

The
which

process consists essentially of
is

two

steps,

the

first

of

concerned with the introduction of material which
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will render the skin sensitive to the fixing or

employed
plumping

in the second step.

tanning agent

This results in a fulling or

clearing the grain, and at the

same time
same purpose as
that commonly attained by the employment of old and sour
liquors and weak solutions of extracts which precede the actual
effect,

feeding the leather.

The

first

step has the

process of tanning.

The second

step consists of treating the hide or skin to the

action of formic aldehyde, a material that possesses the prop-

and fibers in the swelled
and plumped, tawed or partially tanned condition, produced
by the first treatment, and at the same time of fixing in, upon
or between the fibers, materials previously supplied by the
erty of fixing the connective tissue

first

step of the process to contribute special qualities, such as

body, color, suppleness, weight,

etc.,

essential to a solid

and

well-nourished leather.

The use

of the formic aldehyde in the second step

is

not a

mere aggregation of elements or materials, as it is in its nature
and effects entirely different from the materials employed in
the first step, and could not be substituted for them to produce
the effects of the first step, while it possesses distinctive and
positive characters by which it acts upon both the skin and
the materials with which it has been impregnated by the first
step in a

manner

peculiar to itself

The formic aldehyde

used in the second part of this process

strictly as

is

a tanning

agent to render the skin non-putrescible and insoluble.

The

following particular case will serve to illustrate the

steps involved

:

Sheepskins, goatskins or hides, having been

previously prepared for treatment by softening, unhairing and
other necessary steps, usually referred to as " beamhouse treat-

ment," are placed in a drum or

reel,

in which they

may be

agitated by the revolving of the drum, or the action of the
paddles, or by any other suitable means.
instance,

is

In the drum, for

placed a solution of gambler extract sufficiently

diluted to present the extract to the entire mass of skins,

containing approximately 4

wet

skins.

The

lbs.

skins are then

of gambler to each 100

drummed

lbs.

of

in the gambier bath
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solution.

When

the gambier has struck through the skins, which

may be

until they are thoroughly permeated

by the

ascertained by cutting into the thickest skin and examining

but
washing may be dispensed with and the second step pro-

the exposed interior, they are cleansed in clear water
this

;

ceeded with at once.

The second

step consists in subjecting the skins to the action

it may be
employed in the state of gas, either in the same drum in which
they were given the first treatment, or another drum may be

of formic aldehyde, preferably in solution, although

used.

The amount of the solution varies somewhat but is based
upon the weight of the skins to be treated, and it has been
found in practice that 3 lbs. of commercial 40 per cent, formic
aldehyde solution to each 100

lbs.

of wet skins are sufficient

and goatskins. The amount of water
used should be sufficient to keep the entire pack of skins well
for ordinary sheepskins

wetted so that the skins will be uniformly treated.

The

skins are subjected to the action of the formic aldehyde

until they are permeated through

respond to the usual

tests of

case the time required

is

good

and through and

In this particular

leather.

three hours.

until they

It

is

advisable to

maintain the bath in the second step at a temperature of not
less than 80° F., and not above 120° F., in order to secure
the greatest efficiency from the formic aldehyde.

After the

skins are found to be thoroughly fixed by the formic aldehyde,

they are washed and are then ready for the usual treatment

employed in

finishing.

In case the formic aldehyde

ployed in the form of gas, the following method

The

is

is

em-

advisable

:

having been brought to the desired state by the
first step, as has been described, an amount of commercial
formic aldehyde solution, representing 3 lbs. to each 100 lbs.
of wet skins to be treated, is placed in a suitable generator,
and the gas generated is allowed to pass, by suitable connections, into the chambers containing the skins.
The temperature of this chamber is maintained at from 110° to 120° F.,
skins,

and the temperature

of the

chamber should

also be kept moist,
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both of which conditions are readily secured by the admission
from time to time of a small quantity of aqueous vapor by
means of a suitable steam connection. The chamber employed
should be a closed one and no larger than necessary to allow
the skins to be fully exposed to the action of the gas.
If desired, the gas

the

first

may

drum

be admitted to the

in

which

treatment took place, or into a similar drum, and

the skins agitated therein, or they

and enclosed within a

may

be stretched on frames

stationary chamber, in either case

being exposed to the action of the gas until they respond to
the usual tests for good leather, say for a period of six hours,
the time depending, however, on the thickness and character

of the skins under treatment.

The market

supplies certain tanned or imperfectly tanned

skins and hides, which have been subjected to the action of
salt, flour, eggs,

vegetable extracts, gambler, cutch, tannins or

other materials, which do not constitute high-grade leather,

but which

on

may

be greatly improved.

The

these skins are analogous to those produced

of the process, and

it is

effects

by the

produced
first

step

advantageous to take such skins and

them as
whereby
the results of the first step are secured with less time and
In
material than are required in the treatment of raw skins.
oertain cases where the tawed or imperfectly tanned skins
have the plumpness, color, weight, etc., desired, and which
would be in other cases secured by means of the first step of
after softening

•described in the

them in water to proceed to
example cited for treating raw

this process, the second step

may

at

treat

stock,

once be proceeded with,

which consists essentially in the fixation of the natural or
added constituents of the skins.
It has been found by a large number of practical tests that
the action of the natural tannins as introduced into the skin

by the first step of this process may be greatly hastened and
augmented by the employment of formic aldehyde in conjunction therewith, as accomplished

in the second step.

Thus

with the pyrogallol tannins, a considerable portion of which
no tanning power, a compound is formed

possess little or
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whereby

all

the tannin available

is

reduced

to,

and conse-

quently a greater action secured from a given amount of extract,

a matter

of importance in point of

economy.

Again

it

has been

found that by means of formic aldehyde used in conjunction
with, but subsequent to the, use of those natural tannins containing " reds

",

as introduced into the hides

of this process, these substances, which in

by the

many

first

step

instances are

insoluble and not directly available for tanning, can be fixed
in the leather

;

whites or bloom

and again with other tannins the deposit
is

prevented.

The

of

peculiar action of formic

aldehyde upon the fibers results in filling the skins, plumping them, thereby effecting what is commonly known as feeding the leather.

A special advantage afforded by this process is that is overcomes the obstacles hitherto encountered in the use of material
like divi-divi, which add to the leather substances extremely
susceptible to fermentation and which lead to loss of leather in
<lamp weather. The superior bactericidal and anti-fermentive
properties of formic aldehyde prevent this fermentation and
the subsequent softening of the leather.

It

also

prevents

moulding during the drying of the finished leather.
Formic aldehyde has the property of fixing the collogen
and other gelatinous constituents of the skin in the condition
in which they are when subjected to its action
and it has
;

been found to be highly advantageous in using formic alde-

hyde in the manufacture of leather to prepare the hides or
skins by some preliminary treatment of tawing or tanning.
They may be alum, oil, chamois, chrome or vegetable- tanned
in the first part of the process, and then taken ready prepared
and submitted to the fixing action of formic aldehyde. Patented by Messrs. Dolley & Crank, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Leather for

Pneuii^atic Tires

and other

Special Purposes.

The
is

object of this process

is

the production of a leather that

exceedingly tough and pliable yet inexpensive to produce,

while at the same time

34

it

is

adapted to

many

purposes for
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which ordinary leather is unsuitable, and more particularly
as an armor for pneumatic tires.
For this purpose any suitable hide, such as ox hide or cow hide, is employed, and
submitted to the following treatment

The raw hide

as taken from the animal is soaked in clean
water for a period of three to seven days, next fleshed and
limed, and then unhaired.
It is next laid for four to ten

days, in a pit containing a mixture of
suitable albumen, after

which

it

is

alum and egg

or other

in condition to be

chem-

ically treated.

The alum and egg-albumen mixture
of alum, 4 lbs. of egg

the hide

is

soaked in this for four days or longer, as circum-

may

stances

is composed of 56 Ibs.^
albumen and 150 gallons of water, and

require.

then successively placed in each

It is

of a series of chemical soaks or baths of graduated strengths,

commencing with the weakest, each soak

consisting of a

com-

bination of sulphuric acid, red arsenic and sumac liquor in

This soaking is continued for two days,
during which period the hide is changed every twelve hours
from one soak to another of the next higher gradation as

suitable proportion.

regards strength, after which

is

it

placed for two days in a

soak or bath consisting of a solution of rubber, petroleum

benzine and naphtha.

The

use.

way

best

It

and

stretchers or frames

is

then taken out, strained on

air-dried, after

to deal

which

it

is

ready for

with this part of the process

is

to

soak the hide in the benzine and naphtha, and afterward to

work or knead
retains all

its

into

it

the same flexibility as rubber,
that

it

Thus

a solution of rubber.

treated,

it

natural fibrous and other qualities, has nearly
is

entirely free from grease, so

will readily receive rubber solution,

and

is

practically

impenetrable with ordinary usage.

In treating, say twenty-five hides, the following proportions
be employed for the principal baths or soaks.

may

The Sumac

Soaks.

—No.

1.

150 gallons of water, J pint of

sulphuric acid (specific gravity 1.840), 3

lbs.

of red arsenic, 1

cwt. of sumac.

150 gallons of water, 3 quarts of sulphuric
of red arsenic, 1^ cwt. of sumac.

No.
lbs.

2.

acid,

4
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No.
lbs.

3.

150 gallons of water, 6 quarts of sulphuric

acid,

5

of red arsenic, 1^ cwt. of sumac.

The Benzine
coal tar

Soak.

naphtha

—12

66

;

gallons of benzine; 6 gallons of
of rubber solution of commerce,

lbs.

lb., coal tar naphtha ^ gallon,
and carbon bisulphide J pint. Or the rubber
may be omitted, and the hides treated separately.
Another Process for Pneumatic Tire Leather. A process by
which chrome leather can be made to retain its flexibility,
acquire resilience and become almost punctureless and self-

consisting of Para rubber 1
benzol, 1 pint,

—

if punctured, has been patented in the United States
by Philip Magnus of Collingwood, Victoria. The leather is
first cleaned from all impurities or foreign matter and dried.
It is then submerged in a cold bath consisting of benzine, 85
parts benzol, 10 parts naphtha, 3 parts kerosene, 5 parts.
After submersion in such bath for thirty minutes, the leather
is removed and placed, flesh side up, upon a bench and the
solution is worked in with a wire or bristle brush.
After the
first solution has, by the aid of the brush, been caused to
penetrate the leather, the latter is again submerged for a few
minutes and again brushed. It is then again dipped and
brushed and then hung up to allow the mixture that has not
been absorbed to drip off" or evaporate.
The leather is then ready for further treatment by immersion in baths made of the following mixture Para rubber, 20

healing,

;

;

;

:

parts

;

benzine, 80 parts

isinglass, 1 part.

;

benzol, 10 parts

The shredded rubber

;

naphtha, 2 parts;

is first

dissolved in the

benzine, then the benzol and naphtha are added, and finally

the isinglass previously dissolved in enough hot water to form

The

a thick, gelatinous solution.
benzol and naphtha

One

of the portions

is
is

solution of rubber, benzine,

divided into three equal parts or baths.
the

*'

thick " bath.

more

To

the second por-

and a fractional (|)
part of naphtha, and call this the "thin" bath; and to the
third bath add 10 parts of benzine and J part of naphtha
more than added to the second bath and call this the
tion add, say, 10 parts

**

thinner " bath.

The

of benzine

leather

is

then treated successively in
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immersed in the thick bath four hours, in
the thin bath about seven days, and in the thinner bath about
four days.
After each bath the liquid is worked into the
leather with a brush as above described, and the leather is
hung up to allow for dripping and evaporation of the free
liquid.
The isinglass mentioned is the purest natural gelatine
known and imparts to the leather a soft, tenacious quality. It
these baths, being

is

dissolved in suflBcient hot water to render

before mentioned, and

it is

it

gelatinous, as

then incorporated with the rubber,

benzine and naphtha by mechanical mixture so as to be applied to the leather at the

The

leather

is

same time therewith.

finally treated with a third

ing of benzine, 75 parts

;

benzol, 20 parts

kerosene, 5 parts, rubbed in with a

treatment

it is

A
The

stiff

hung up and thoroughly

;

mixture

consist-

naphtha, 1 part

brush, after which

dried.

Process of Finishing Upper Leather.

leather produced by the following process possesses

regards cheapness, durability, utility and
and particular attention is directed to the inner
or flesh side, which is colored a dull blue-black, giving it a
distinctive appearance, which is desirable, and furthermore

advantages
appearance

as

;

assisting materially in lessening the cost of manufacture.

The

process used for the finishing of a calfskin or a kangaroo

skin or a hide into leather is as follows

:

An

unstuffed skin

or hide, tanned by a gambler, quebracho or other vegetable

tanning process,
flesh

side

is

of the

fat-liquored

skin

is

and dried

The inner or

out.

then colored blue-black by any

After the flesh side has been colored,

desirable composition.

dyed black by the application of a
After the inner and outer faces of the skin have
suitable dye.
been colored, the skin is slicked out smooth to set out the
the outer or grain side

grain on

its

is

outer or grained face.

the usual manner,

when

it is

The skin

is

then dried in

staked and trimmed.

then seasoned by the use of bluestone, iron, logwood,
ammonia, blood and nigrosine, the proportions being BlueIt is

:

stone, J pint; iron, ^ oz.; logwood, | pint; blood, 1 pint;
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It is then dried in a warm room and
^ pint.
After it has been glazed it is again staked.
It is then

nigrosine,
glazed.

manner as

seasoned in the same

After the glazing process
seasoned, dried

The

is

and glazed,

and glazed again.

before, dried

finished, the skin is again staked,

after

which

manner

leather finished in the

it is

ready for market.

described has a highly

polished face or grain surface and possesses all the good qualities of leather.

It

has to a great extent the appearance of

At the same time it is soft
and does not crack as readily as patent leather.
A patent has been taken out on this method of finishing
leather by C. E. and H. A. Lappe, of Pittsburgh, Pa.
patent leather and of glazed kid.

and

flexible

A
The

Process of Rendering Leather Waterproof.
following

waterproof
oil

of

:

A

is

bath

given as a process for rendering leather
is

made

of about 1 lb. of

mirbane (nitrobenzol), which

After the

wax has been melted

is

an

wax and ^
oily

oz.

of

substance.

in a hot water bath over a

fire,

added and thoroughly stirred in. In this
heated bath the leather is immersed for from four to five hours,
according to the degree of its hardness. The oil of mirbane
has the quality of completely combining with the wax without
leaving any fatty deposit on the leather after the leather has
been subjected to the second bath. It has been found that oil
of bergamot is an equivalent for the oil of mirbane. A second
bath, which is also slightly heated, composed of equal parts of
alcohol and benzine is then prepared.
The leather taken out
of the first bath is immersed in the second bath for half an hour.
After removal, it is dried in the open air and is then ready for
The second bath causes the wax to be removed clean
use.
from the surface of the leather, and practice has demonstrated
that by the process described the wax is retained within the
the oily substance

is

pores of the leather.

It is

claimed that the leather has

and durability when treated with this
process and poor leather is thereby improved in quality.
Patented by Chas. Bohm, of New York City.
increased strength

—
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Process of Tanning Fish and Other Similar Skins.

The

skins of fishes, sharks, porpoises, whales,

etc.,

require

treatment somewhat different from the methods of tanning

A

other skins.

Europe

in

is

process of tanning such skins that

described

as

follows

:

The

is

salted

patented

skins are

soaked until they are entirely fresh, then stretched on frames

and

dried, the

rough points being removed by scraping,

this

They are then placed in tepid water
and are beaten on a block. They are

relating to shark skins.

until fully resoftened

then put into a solution of arsenic, 1 part to 200 parts of
water, or 1 part of sulphuret of sodium or even half the quantity of

each of these substances.

The

skins are

solution for about three days, paddling

left

in this

them twice a day.

(For whale skins the treatment with soda and arsenic

is

not

After this the skins are placed in a

absolutely necessary.)

bath of water and slaked lime in which they are

left

another

three days.

They
acid

are next placed in a 1 per cent, solution of muriatic

and water,

stirring

them

about five minutes; then

for

they are put into 25 gallons of water together with a halfbucketful of hen

and the whole

is

dung and 1 per cent, of chemical mordant,
warmed to about 65° F. After mordanting,
lukewarm water and then

the skins are rinsed in

in a solution

Later on they
are placed in a tan pit containing the tan liquor, at 5° or 6°,
to which is added every three days some tan material until
of 400 parts water

to 1 part hydrochloric acid.

the skins are completely tanned.

from acid in a drum

;

and

They

are then

washed

free

after that they are turned in

liquor of sumac at 5° to 6° for several hours.

They

a

are next

be colored, then fat-liquored with oil. They
and dried, then moistened and softened,
Finally they are dressed with
scraped, staked and whitened.
a mixture of albumen and water or skimmed milk, after which
they are smoothed and given a grain. In case they do not

washed and

are

now

may

stretched

take the grain well, they are immersed for five minutes in a

weak sulphuric acid bath.
For tanning, either oak bark or

extract answers well, but
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various other extracts can be used, such as quebracho, gambier, etc.

To make a sort of chamois leather the following method is
followed The salted skins are soaked and limed, then rinsed
:

and dried by rolling them in sawdust. After
rubbed with fish oil, pounded and
dry.
This is repeated until the skins are com-

in tepid water

this treatment they are

hung up

to

pletely fulled.

After drying, the skins are allowed to stand

twelve hours in

warm

water.

They

are then

washed in a

solution of bicarbonate of soda until they are entirely freed

from grease, when they are dried, scraped and staked.
When working up shark skins by this method, it is advisable to stretch them in frames and dry them after washing,
and then remove the rough points with a scraper. The skins
are then
softened,

placed

in

when they

lukewarm water

completely

until

They

are beaten on a block.

re-

are then

placed in a solution of 2 parts arsenic or 2 parts sulphuret
of soda, or 1 part of each, in 400 parts of water, leaving
in this solution for about three days, beating and stirring
twice a day.

The subsequent treatment

is

them
them

the same as de-

scribed above.

A

Process for Producing Marbled Suede Leather.

The

following description relates to a process of finishing

the flesh side of leather so that

ance and a velvety
the directions given

feel.

it

will

Leather

have a mottled appear-

made

in accordance with

and pliable and has a velvety surface, which is ornamental and adapted for use in making
ladies' bags, for table covers and for a great variety of articles,
for which a soft ornamented leather is desirable.
The skins are tanned in the usual way, and the flesh-side
is soft

then subjected to the customary preliminary steps that are
taken in the ordinary manufacture of suede or velvet leather,
that is, shaving and then wet wheeling, or subjecting it to the
While still wet the
action of an emery wheel while it is wet.

is

skin

is

laid

on a table with the flesh-side up, and puckered or
folds, this being preferably done by hand, and

gathered into

a quantity of dye

is

poured onto the

flesh side.
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The exposed

portions of the skin will, of course, be exposed

to the full action of the dye, while the portions within the
folds or

puckers will be more or

the character of the fold.

happen

sides

depending upon

and the
be pressed closely together, the dye will not

to

any extent

penetrate to

less affected,

If the fold

into the fold

is

a deep one

and the surface

leather within the fold will remain practically in
condition.

its

of the

natural

Other portions of the skin where the two sides of

the fold are not pressed closely together, will be affected some-

what by the dye and

will be partially covered, although the

The

color will not be so deep as at the parts entirely exposed.

skin

is

then dried and the flesh

sive wheel

which

results in giving

This process, which

sired.

wood, Mass.,
leather,

A
Each

especially

is

is

is

sueded or run on an abrait

the velvety surface de-

patented by Carl Brandt, Nor-

adapted for use in coloring

soft

such as chamois.

Combined Vegetable and Mineral Tannage.
of the two methods of tanning

by vegetable and minunique advantages. It has been the
aim of tanners to incorporate both sets of advantages in one
method of tanning, but hitherto this has not met with much
eral processes possesses

success.

The chrome

process

gives,

for

example, suppleness and

toughness to leather without fullness or weight, so that any
skin that has been chrome-tanned must not be inclined to
looseness of texture, for this fault
finished leather.

The

would be accentuated in the

vegetable tanning process, on the other

hand, gives excellent weight and fullness but lacks the characteristic suppleness
it

is

and strength

of

chrome

leather.

When

sought to combine these two processes by making one

follow the other,

it

is

usually found that the production of

one good quality is accompanied by the presence of a corresponding bad quality. For example, if an empty chrometanned leather is for the sake of fullness and firmness retanned
in some vegetable tanning liquor, these two qualities will be
produced, but the toughness of the leather will be sacrificed.
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The

method of making the chrome process follow the
vegetable tannage has met with more success, but even in this
reverse

case,

the final

much more than

product resembles vegetable-tanned leather

chrome-tanned.

According to a French patent, taken out by Klipstein, the
two processes are combined so as to run together. For this
purpose a vegetable tanning extract, such as quebracho, is
mixed with a chrome tanning agent. The following is an
example
125 lbs. of solid quebracho extract are dissolved
in their own weight of hot water, and allowed to cool to
atmospheric temperature.
Sixteen pounds of commercial
caustic soda dissolved in two or three times their weight of
water are then added, and the mixture is agitated for half an
hour, when 150 lbs. chromium sulphate are added.
In this
way an insoluble tannate of chrome is produced, but on boiling and agitating it changes color to a greenish brown and
forms a sulpho-tannate of chrome, which is the combined
vegetable and mineral tanning agent.
The tannage is carried out somewhat in the usual way.
:

The skins

are unhaired, limed, bated and pickled and are then

transferred to a paddle or a

drum

in

which they are tanned

with the above-mentioned liquor.

TURKEY-RED OIL (SULPHONATED

OIL) IN

TANNING LEATHER.

In tanning leather of the various kinds and by the various
processes, the use of oil plays an important part and the same

has been applied in various ways, though chiefly as emulsion
with alkalies or as emulsion containing a free fatty acid. The

whole process of tanning can be improved, shortened and simplified, it is claimed, by the inventor of the following described
process, by the use of sulphonated oils, or the so-called Turkeyred

oils,

or alizarine

oils.

These

of tanning in place of fats or

oils are

oils,

or emulsions of oils

whether in bark tanning, alum tanning,
oising, or in

means

chrome tanning.

used in this process

The

oil

fats,

materials present ready

and fats in the
most rational manner and with

of effecting the proper absorption of oils

shortest possible time, in the

and

tanning or cham-
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a considerable saving

Furthermore, the advan-

of material.

tages are presented that combinations

may

be effected that in-

more firmly fixed upon the
much tougher leather. The benefit de-

sure the tanning materials being
fibers, resulting

in

rived from the use of these oils

due

is

to the fact that they

dissolve in water, contain large quantities of

unchanged

manner

or free fats or fatty acids and present these in a

oil

to

permeate the skins with ease and uniformity, thereby saving
material and labor.

The oils or sulpholeates are produced in the well-known
way, by the gradual action of 25 to 50 per cent, sulphuric
upon
liquid and

acid

triglycerides, oil-seeds, etc., as well as

upon semi-

fixed fats, with neutralization of the resulting acid-

sulpho mixture by means

of

potassium or sodium hydrate, or

ammonia.

A

few examples for using the sulpholeates in tanning leather

be given.

will

The

tanned.

First

proceeding,

upon hides

to be bark-

well cleaned and properly swelled hides are

placed in a neutral 5 to 7 per cent, sulpholeate solution.
After the expiration of a few hours, they are to be taken out,

allowed to drip and to dry in the air or in a damp, heated

chamber, whereupon

and the operation
oil

is

after

complete drying, they are washed,

repeated to completion.

The remaining

preparation can always be employed anew, without par-

ticular addition thereto.

The hide thus prepared and nearly

tanned is next placed in a tan vat in the usual manner, or it
may be subjected to any other process, as for instance, to a
process of quick tanning.
The hide with the usual quantity of tan stuff absorbed is
tanned in half the time and is much better in quality and is
never

brittle.

The

leather

is

or oiled, though in place of
less)

per cent, sulpholeate

now

treated as usual,

oil, fat

may

and

fatted

or degras, a 6 (greater or

be employed, and finally the

The washing, however, may be
Second proceeding The hides are tanned in the
usual manner, and then instead of being smeared or stuffed
with fats, oils or degras, they are passed through a 7 to 10

hide

is

dried and washed.

omitted.

:
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per cent, solution of the oils in lukewarm water, whereupon
they are allowed to drip and are then slowly dried. The
leather is then at once bark-tanned and may be dyed with
finer effect than ordinary leather.

—

The skins tanned by
Alum-Tawing with Tar key-red Oils
disadvantage that by
the
the usual process of tawing have
water a part of the tanning material is withdrawn from them,
whereby their strength is reduced. This evil can be overcome
by the application
after the actual

of the sulphonated

oils,

tanning with alum and

either before or

salt.

The

leather

aquires by this treatment increased solidity, flexibility,

soft-

and a finer appearance. The sulpholeate solutions are
admirably adapted to replace the egg yolk used in the manuness,

facture of kid gloves.

To

the

oil

French method, some carbolic acid

solution, according to the
is

added, although

many

other suitable soluble substances, such as salicylic acid, tar
oil, etc.,

4stuffed

may

may
skins

be used to counteract the strong heating of the

when

also be used in

away to cure. The sulpholeates
chrome tanning, resulting in improved

sorted

•quality of leather.

Oil

usual

Tanning or Chamoising.

manner

—The

skins prepared

in the

are passed through a 25 per cent. Turkey-red

whereupon they are allowed to dry and are then
laid in a moderately warm room in a heap and covered up.
They are next hung up in the air and allowed to dry slowly,
when they are again oiled in the same solution after they
have been laid in lukewarm water to rid them of any adhering
unchanged sulpholeate, are filled, again laid in a heap, again
The dry
dried and then treated with a solution of alkali.
it
the
softness
leather is then stretched and rubbed to give
that was lost in drying, and it is then completely oil-tanned.
The results may be variously modified, by greater or less
concentration of the oil solution, by higher temperature in
drying, also by more frequent dippings. In all cases the
absorption of the oil takes place sooner, more evenly and with
greater certainty than in the ordinary procedure and there
is no loss of fat because the remainder of the solution may be
oil solution,

;
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upon a fresh lot of skins. Combinations with the
alumina may also be employed here. The method

applied
of

ferred

is

as follows

:

salts

pre-

Steep the prepared skins in a solution

containing 15 per cent, of the soluble

oil

;

dry them, and

if

necessary repeat the operation, and then proceed in the usual

manner

of tanning according to the kind of leather wanted.

A

Process op

This method has for

its

Alum Tawing.

object the production of a soft

and

supple leather by a process of tawing with alum, eggyolk and

by a chrome liquor. The skins are treated in
to remove the hair or wool, are limed, bated
and washed, and made soft and clean. A solution is then
made of from 12 to 15 gallons of water to which have been
added 9 lbs. of alum, 2 lbs. of salt and 30 lbs. of wheat flour,
the whole being thoroughly stirred while at a temperature of
86° F., for flfteen minutes. To the solution are added about
12 lbs. of the yolks of eggs and the solution is stirred for
another five minutes. The mixture is then placed in a drum
capable of holding 100 lbs. of stock, and then allowed ta
flour followed

the usual

manner

revolve for from thirty to sixty minutes or until the skin&

have absorbed the contents of the drum. This completes the
step in the process and what is commonly known a&
" tawing."
The skins are then hung up and dried.
Next a solution of sal-soda is made composed of 1 lb. of soda
In a solution made up in these proporto 1 gallon of water.
tions and in quantity suflBcient to treat the pack of goods, the
skins are placed until they are soft and flexible and have
assumed a neutral condition. They are then washed in lukewarm water to remove all foreign matter and soda, and are
next placed in a bath made by adding sulphuric acid to water
To this
until the same assumes a density of 1° to 2° Bk
solution is added as much of hydrated sesquioxide of chromium
or chromic hydrate as will dissolve and no harm is done
when there is a surplus of chromic hydrate remaining in the
Should the solution not be neutral, it may be made
vessel.
The skins neutralized as deso by the addition of sal-soda.
first

;
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and afterwards washed, are placed in the chromium
and the whole is agitated for from five to fifteen hours.
The skins are then washed, colored and finished in the usual
way. The mordant in the skins, when combined with the
subsequent coloring matter, permeates the fiber and adds to
the lasting quality and the durability of the leather.
This
process has been patented by Messrs. A. Warter and H. C.
Koegel, of Newark, N. J.
scribed

solution

A
The

Process op Improving Poor Leather.

subject of this patent

is

a process for producing leather

of good quality out of the poorest kind of leather, such as

sheepskins or skins of sick animals, as well as from
of leather of flabby structure.

This process makes

all

it

kinds

possible

and even waterproof

to obtain as desired firm, soft or stiff
leather,

which

known

that the ordinary skins of sheep and sick animals are

really, or not

have

will possess softness

at all, suitable for

a very loose structure

and

firmness.

It is well

shoemaking, because they

and a grain that

is

not suitable

which the leather is used. Such skins are
also apt to stretch and tear like paper.
It is also known that
split leather is treated with celluloid and castor oil for the
purpose of giving it the appearance of grain leather, and the
coating makes the leather waterproof without further treatfor the purpose for

ment.

With the present

process, however, split leather is not

ployed, but grain leather of poor quality

is

em-

converted into

it with an impermeable
by using a substance that sucks up the particles
of water and grease which penetrate into the structure of the
leather, where it acts as an absorbent of the vapors or sweat-

serviceable leather, not by coating
dressing, but

ing of the

feet.

By the

addition of sulphur or sulphur chloride,

the mixture of celluloid and castor
of absorbing water

With

first

oil

acquires the property

oil particles.

this process badly

erably they are
-are

and

tanned skins can be

utilized.

Pref-

tanned, then colored, and after drying

placed for a few minutes in a bath of elastic composition,
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which maintains without changing the same high or low temperature as the tanned fibers of the leather, by which means
the leather retains
particles

;

it

is

its

property of absorbing water or grease

given the make-up of good leather

does not warp and

is

made

stronger

;

;

the grain

the leather becomes

firmer and more durable.

The impregnating compound
camphor or cellulose or celluloid

composed of cotton wool,
and sulphur
or sulphur chloride, or of a mixture of these and similar subis

waste, with oil

stances, dissolved in volatile or other suitable material.

An excellent compound is made by mixing amyl acetate,
2000 parts celluloid waste, 10 to 100 parts castor oil, 200
parts sulphur chloride, 5 to 50 parts (or from 2 to 20 parts
sulphur added with heating). After immersion in this bath
the skins are slicked off and dried quickly, in at the most
120° F. of heat. In some cases they are afterwards further
;

;

;

dried in the
tion

is

air.

When

scraped off the surface, and oiling and dressing are

done in the usual way.
leather so prepared.
ratus.

fully dry, the superfluous composi-

It

Any
The

desired grain can be given the

process requires no special appa-

has been patented in Germany.

A Novel Method

of Tanning.

In all the rapid tanning processes heretofore in use, for
which concentrated extracts are employed, it has been a neceskeep the skins, while in the tan liquor, constantly in
This mechanical movement requires expensive appamotion.
sity to

ratus

which has the drawback of causing more or

to the skins while being tanned.

process

is

to get rid of that

The

less

damage

object of the following

drawback, while at the same time

using concentrated extracts, thereby effecting not only more
rapid and sure tanning of the skins, but also an improvement
in the quality of the leather produced.
process, the skins are limed, bated,

In carrying out this

etc.,

in

the customary

manner, and are pressed and made absolutely neutral. They
The liquid extracts
are then treated with the tanning extract.
on the market can be used without thinning out. The skins
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and then doubled over in halves so that the
head and tail come together. The liquid tan extract is brushed
over the upper surface of the half of the under skin, which is
then turned over, and the other half brushed in the same way.
The second skin is next treated in the same way, and so on
are laid in piles

until the pile

completed.

is

until the tan extract

extract

is

is

The

left to

stand

given in the same way, the operation being repeated

until the skins are fully tanned.

a tank

skins are then

absorbed, and the second coating of

all

If this

superfluous tan liquor

is

tanning

drawn

is effected

in

Instead of

off.

powdered extract can be used, sprinkling
it below the doubled skins.
Absorption of the dry tan extract
is assisted by the moisture of the liquid extract
and the
leather has great denseness and firmness.
A practical descripliquid extracts,

drj'^

;

tion of this process

The
acid

skins are

is

first

here given.
treated with a diluted solution of formic

and then washed with plenty of water.

They

are then

placed in a weak, slightly acid tan liquor, in order to induce
the formation of calcium tannate.

and placed under

a pressure of

They are again well washed
80 atmospheres, by which

they are rendered absolutely neutral.

They

are next opened

out and placed in a trough and the tanning extract

is

applied.

About a pound of extract at about 25° Be., is used for each
pound of hide, that is, about 60 lbs. of extract for a hide of
the same weight.
The extract is applied to both sides of the
hide with a brush, the superfluous extract being allowed to

run

ofi'.

days and

This treatment

is

repeated three times a day for eight

after that twice a day.

A

hide of average weight

and thickness will require about twenty days to tan fully
heavy hides require from twenty-five to thirty days. Patented
by G. Durio, of Turin, Italy.

;

—

A German Process of Tanning with Formaldehyde.
By

the application of the following process of tanning to

hides or skins, a leather

is

obtained that will not lose

its

tan-

nage through the action of hot water nor of sweat, that

is

very tough and resistant to tension, being especially adapted
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for orthopedic

and surgical uses, such as belts, straps, linings,
and even for saddlers' and shoemaking

envelopes, gloves,
purposes.

The

leather

prepared by a combined tannage of formalde-

is

and a watery emulsion containing magThis emulsion contains the active parts in

hyde, grease or

nesium

oil,

silicate.

extremely

fine divisions, in order to favor as

much

the contraction and binding of the surface.

as possible

The

skins are

prepared in the usual manner of liming, bating and washing,

and are then placed in the drum together with the emulsion,
which must be suflScient in quantity to cover them.

The tanning can also be done in stationary tanks but then
more time. At the beginning the emulsion is composed

takes

5 per cent, talcum and ^ per
First a durable fat emulsion is prepared,

preferably of 20 per cent,
cent, formaldehyde.

oil,

for

which any of the water-soluble (sulphonated) commercial

oils

may

To produce

be used.

are employed

;

but castor

only the cold-pressed

The

addition of

in the emulsion

gum
is

oil

oil

is

the best leather, vegetable

oils

must be used with caution
free

from

as

the poisonous resin.

tragacanth or similar binding substances

not absolutely necessary,

if

care

is

taken to

neutralize the small percentage of free oleic acid present in

the

oils,

by adding about ten drops

of soda solution to each

From once

to twice the quantity of

quart of the emulsion.

formaldehyde given above
as

may

be required.

is

The

added in the course of the tanning

length of time required to tan the

skins depends upon their thickness.
for thin leathers

Several days are required

where stationary tubs are used

require from two to three weeks.

Where a drum

thick skins

;

is

used, thin

skins can be tanned in twenty-four hours.
All kinds of skins can be tanned by this method

;

and

it

can, either before or after tanning, be used in combination

with any other tannage.

Leather

made by

this process differs

greater strength, and

it does not
from chamois in its color and
shrink even after repeated washing.
The leather, which is similar in appearance to tawed leather,
maintains, even when three sixteenths of an inch and more in

APPENDIX.
thickness,

perfect

and suppleness,

pliability

great firmness, which enables

of the body over which

it is

A Method
The degreasing

it

to

fit

together with

itself directly to

the parts

worn.

of Degreasing Skins.

of skins

in two ways, either by

545

is

at the present

means

time carried out

of organic solvents, such as

benzine, carbon bisulphide, carbon tetrachloride, or by

means

of an alkaline liquor, such as carbonate of soda, soaps,

The

etc.

methods has the disadvantage that the solvents are extremely inflammable, and therefore there is danger
of explosion and fire.
Moreover, it is stated that they exert a
harmful action on the skins. Some of them, such as carbon
tetrachloride, decompose it easily.
Finally the degreasing
operation and the recovery of the solvent, necessitates a comfirst

class of

plicated plant, consisting of distilling apparatus.

The second

methods degreases only incompletely and the greases
are only partially recovered.
According to a French patent
of M. J. Filhol, another sort of process is used.
It consists
more especially of the use of tetrachloride of ethane. This
tetrachloride can be replaced by other products, but they are

class of

not as serviceable.
When greasy skins are treated with
ethane tetrachloride either alone or with water at a temperature between 35° and 40° C, (95° and 104° F.) the grease
rapidly passes into a state of colloidal solution.

This liquid,

separated from the skins, permits the grease to coagulate on
cooling, this property allowing the easy separation

by de can

and
which can, however, be recovered in an extremely simple
manner. Tetrachloride is completely noncombustible, is easily
recoverable by mere filtration, and has no harmful action on
the skins, which it degreases completely.
The operation can be carried out on skins in the pelt form.
filtration of the greases from the liquid solvent,

tation

The

tetrachloride intimately penetrates into the tissues

facilitates the tanning process.

It is useful in

carrying out

the process to avoid exposing the solvent to strong light.
following

35

is

an example of the method

:

and

Ten dozens

The

of sheep-
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skins are placed in a special form of

drum and 20

kilos of

tetrachloride are introduced along with 80 liters of water,

which is heated to 40° C. (104° F.) and the whole is turned.
At the end of two or three hours, according to the amount of
grease present, the liquid
in which

The

it is

allowed to

is

emptied into a decantation

vessel,

cool.

grease coagulates and rises to the surface produced by

the separation of the water and the tetrachloride, which of
course are superposed in the order of their densities.

water

is

decanted

ing liquid
of

is

off

and the grease

passed through a

which are moistened.

The

grease

the liquid can be utilized in the

The

is

drum

skins thus treated are washed

addition of formaldehyde or of

The remain-

separated.

filter press,

The

the filtering surfaces

thus separated and
for

another process.

in tepid water with the

common

salt.

This liquid

is

decanted and filtered as before.

The Manufacture of Intestinal Leather.
This process has for its object the production of a leather
from the intestinal membrane or coat, that on being bleached
has the appearance of ordinary glove leather or kid. It is,
however, essentially distinguished from such leather by the
absence of pores, thus rendering it impervious to moisture and

and by

extreme thinness coupled with great toughness or strength of fiber. It is distinguished from gold-beater's
skin by that it may be sewed, the seam being firm and the

gases,

its

leather closing tightly around the thread,

extreme pliability and

softness.

The

and

also

by

its

properties above stated

render this leather peculiarly suitable for the manufacture of
gloves for those whose occupations

render

it

necessary to

hands against infectious matter and
poisonous solutions, the extreme softness permitting free movement of the fingers and its thinness giving the sense of touch
Unlike the gold-beater's skin, it may be boiled
full play.
without injury, so that a surgeon's glove made from it, may
be dipped into a formaldehyde solution and then boiled for
the purpose of cleaning, disinfecting and sterilizing it. This
effectively protect the

is

a matter of great importance.
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This leather

is

applicable to a great variety of purposes in

the useful and fine

For example,

arts.

As

adapted for ink ribbons.

it

is

exceedingly well

a covering for balloons for

and other purposes, it has been found
superior to the ordinary silk covering by virtue of its greater
lightness, less bulk, pliability, softness and imperviousness.
It can be dyed any color.
When dyed, it may be used in

signaling, for military

As a

place of ornamental papers.

starting material, serves

the outer peritoneal coating of the caecum or blind gut of the

same substance which is used as gold-beater's skin in
making of goldfoil. In most of the slaughtering establishments in the United States and in Germany, this membrane
is now removed from the intestine which it envelops and is
ox, the

the

supplied in this condition to the manufacturers of gold-beater's
skin, or to gold-beaters.

In order to convert this delicate membrane into leather,

first

remove all fatty substances and adhering impurities therefrom
by the following treatment The membranes are first rinsed
in warm water, preferably in three graded baths, each having
:

a higher temperature than the preceding one.

Best results

by making the temperature of the first bath 25°
C, that of the second 30° C, and that of the third 35° C.
(77°, 86° and 95° F.).
The membranes are next immersed,
and left for about five minutes, in a bath composed, for 100
membranes, of 10 grams permanganate of potash dissolved in
3 liters of water and having a temperature of 80° F.
They
are then placed in a bath of 20 grams of sulphurous acid
are obtained

dissolved in 3 liters of water at 80° F.

must be

left until

In this bath the skins

they have swelled up and attained a pure

white color, whereupon they are taken out and again submitted to three rinsings in

now ready
is

warm

water as above.

They

are

immersed in a soap solution or bath, which
preferably prepared by boiling about J kilogram (1.1 lbs.)
to be

of good pure white toilet soap, such as white castile coap, in

1^ liters of water, for 100 membranes, the temperature of this
bath having been first reduced to 95° F. by the addition of J
liter

of cold water.

In

this soap bath the

membranes remain
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for several hours, until the soap has been completely absorbed
they are then put successively into two baths of warm water
having a temperature of 80° F., for the purpose of completely
;

The membranes

washing them.
which

process,

is

as follows

:

are

A

now ready

solution

is

membranes 100 grams
alum in 1 liter of water

for the

tanning

prepared by

dis-

solving for each 100

of chromic acid

and 50 grams of
membranes are placed in a bath of

at 95° F.

80° F.; the chromic acid solution

warm

is

1 liter of

gradually added to the

water, the skins being stirred about in the bath.

pursued

The

water of

Preferably

First, about ^ of the chromic
membranes, then after about ten
minutes a further ^ of the same, and after a further ten
minutes ^ of the original amount of the chromic solution, and

the following course
acid solution

is

is

added

:

to the

twenty minutes, the rest of the chromic solution
poured into the bath containing the membranes. In this
final bath the skins are allowed to remain for one hour, being
They are then removed from
constantly agitated or stirred.
the bath and rinsed twice with warm water of 80° F. This
completes the tanning process.
It is advantageous to immerse the tanned membranes in a
bath composed of 500 grams of yolks of eggs and 100 grams
finally after

is

of glycerine added to 2 liters of water

and thoroughly mixed

with it. The membranes remain in this bath about ten hours.
They are then removed and drained by hanging over ropes
and next placed on suitable frames and allowed to dry. After
they have thus lain for about eight days they are stored in
moderately damp chambers or inclosures, and are then drawn
over their entire surface over crescent-shaped blunt knives
until they are

The
tion,

leather

but for

smooth and
is

now

many

pliable.

finished

purposes

further finish or embellish
colors,

and

for this

purpose

and may be used
it

it.

in this condi-

may be found desirable to
It may be dyed beautiful

may be immersed

in a bath con-

taining the desired dye, such as aniline dye, in quantities

governed by the color to be imparted. A bath containing
from 3 to 5 per cent, dye usually answers. To this bath a
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mordant consisting of 4 cubic centimeters
per cent, strength

is

of acetic acid of

added.

remains several hours. Further, it is claimed that by
process the leather, whether dyed or undyed, may be
further finished by passing

some
over

cases colored
it,

50

In a bath so prepared the leather

it

through calendering

talcum powder

may

this
still

In

rolls.

be sprinkled or dusted

some
undyed leather with a thin film of a comprepared by mixing 8 parts collodion, 1 part castor

and

it

be then calendered.

It is also desirable in

cases to coat the

position
oil

and

caoutchouc solution.

1 part

Leather so coated

able for gloves, accordion bellows, and the like.

is suit-

When

it

is

desired to obtain a thicker and stronger leather, which, however, is not so well adapted to be dyed, a tanning bath consist-

ing of 100 grams of sulphate of zinc, 40 grams of alum and 50
grams of wheat flour properly mixed with 1 liter of water may
be used to tan 100 membranes, the other conditions and steps
This tanning
of the process remaining the same as above.
bath is used instead of the chromic acid bath described above.
This treatment yields white, lusterless leather of greater body
than that produced by the chromic acid method. This process
is patented by Bruno Trenckmann, of Berlin, Germany, who
also has a patent on the following described process
Manufacture of Parchment-like Skin.
ally carried out, the peritoneal

— In

the process as usu-

membrane

of the gut, after

having been cleaned of fat and soaked in a bath of soap, is
immersed in a bath of sulphate of zinc, chloride of barium or
any other similar mineral salts which are able to produce
pigments insoluble in water, by double transposition with
any organic salts, acids or bases. This process consists of alternately treating the skins in such baths at certain definite

For example, the gut membranes are

temperatures.

first

rinsed from five to ten minutes in a solution of sulphate of
zinc or other mineral salts of 15° Be.

40° F.

They

and

at a

temperature of

are then put into a solution preferably of car-

bonate of sodium of about 15° Be. and at the same temperature,

and are

same period of time
They are then returned

treated therein for about the

raising the temperature to 60° F.
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into another solution of sulphate of zinc,

more

twice

until the skins

of the pigment, which

is

and then

This treatment

tion of carbonate of soda.

have absorbed a

into a solu-

repeated once or

is

sufficient

amount

usually attained after two or three

treatments.

By

this process a parchment-like, clear white, or well col-

ored, product is obtained,

which may come into contact with

water and when again dry will appear as before.
is

capable of being extended

The product

when soaked and

will again

shrink while drying, thus making a tight cap, perfectly

air-

tight, so desirable for closing bottles of all kinds.

Leather for Organ

Pipes.

Leather made by the following process
its fineness,

ties

suppleness, lightness

being required for

many

and

is

distinguished by

durability, such proper-

industrial purposes, particularly

organ pipes, and in the manufacture of bellows and
and generally for purposes where it is desired to
have an airtight, light and flexible material. The leather
hitherto used for such purposes was usually not absolutely
for lining

the

like,

airtight or sufficiently flexible, while rubber sheets or fabrics

impregnated with a solution of rubber, although airtight, are
very difficult to fit snugly, because they are not sufficiently
They have, besides, the serious drawback of being liable
soft.
to

deteriorate

brittle

and

lose their

under the influence of

flexibility,

cold.

This

thereby becoming
is

of great import-

ance in the case of organs in churches which are not heated
during the winter. This leather obviates all these drawbacks,
and is therefore suitable for various purposes. It is manufactured from the caecum or blind gut of the animal. This
outermost skin of the blind gut has hitherto been deprived of
its fat

and

dried,

and used

as the so-called gold-beater's skin.

It has been proposed to subject

the leather obtained in that
tight

it

to a

way alone

tanning process, but

is

not sufficiently air-

and durable.

According to this process, the blind gut skin, well cleaned
and washed with potash or the like, is first tanned by means
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of mineral substances, such as chrome alum,

In practice

vegetable substances.

it

etc.,

or with

has been found that for

200 skins of maximum size, 400 grams of zinc sulphate with
10 liters of water are suitable as a tanning solution, or about
The skin
the same quantity of chrome alum may be used.
a bath of yolks of eggs, flour or the like, and
remain
until it is thoroughly impregnated,
to
whereby it is made thicker and stronger. This bath is made
by adding to about 1 liter of yolk of eggs a small quantity of
is

then

filled in

permitted

The

flour.

skins are then rinsed, stretched and dried.

The

is efi'ected by placing two skins, one on top of the other,
and allowing them to dry together in intimate contact. Dur-

drying

ing this drying process they firmly adhere to each other with-

The

out any glue or cement being used.

best plan

is

to place

the grain or outermost sides of the two skins against each other.

More than two skins may be superposed,

which case the

in

similar sides are placed in apposition.

When

a multiple skin treated in this

suflBciently

ing

it

dry

it

is

with benzine,

kneaded in
treatment

it,

is

manner has become

degreased or deprived of

whereby

rendered

is

it

and

soft

necessary to remove the

oil

and capable of being cemented

property renders

it

by

treat-

to

supple.

This

incorporated in the

«kin by the treatment with the eggs and to
soft

its fat

being at the same time rubbed and

it

make

the leather

wood and metal.

This

suitable for gluing or piecing together, so

may be made from small pieces,
can be cemented to other materials, such as wood, etc.,
which is of importance for organ pipes and other purposes.
This process, as stated, includes the process of tanning the
that large pieces of any size

and

it

untanned skins are subjected to the other steps of
the treatment
filling, superposing and washing with benzine
a product is obtained having many advantageous characteristics over the untanned skins previously known.

stock, but if

—

—

Tanning with Alfalfa Extract.
alfalfa and gambler are used.
composed of extract of alfalfa, 30

In this process of tanning,

The tanning compound
gallons

;

gum

is

gambler, 10

lbs.

;

salt,

2

lbs.
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The

obtained by boiling 8 lbs. of alfalfa
hay in 50 gallons of water until the
liquid has been reduced to 30 gallons, which will be of the
necessary strength.
The gum gambier and salt are dissolved
extract of alfalfa

seed or 50

is

of alfalfa

lbs.

in the extract to complete the mixture.

The hide
it

until

and unhaired and washed to free
then dipped into the tanning mixture

soaked, limed

is

from lime.

It

is

a uniform color, after which

it is removed and oiled
worked until it is dry.
It has been found, says the inventor of this process, that by
following the method that has been described, from 75 to 100
lbs. of leather can be tanned in from three to twelve days at
a cost of less than three cents per pound, the time necessary
for completing the tanning being reduced by reason of the
fact that the alfalfa opens the pores of the hide and permits
the compound to saturate the hide more rapidly.
The above
tanning compound has been patented by John H. McWhirter,
Grand Valley, Oklahoma.
it is

on both

sides with neatsfoot oil, then

Some Patented Processes op Bating and Deliming.
Bating with Sulphonated Oil and Sal Ammoniac.
cess consists of

—

This prodeliming hides and skins in a bath consisting

ammoniac. After the hides
or skins have been limed, fleshed and washed, they are treated
of sulphonated castor oil and sal

with this bating process to be freed from lime, softened,
swelled and purified and

The bating bath

made

receptive to the tanning mat-

For 2000 lbs. of limed
hides or skins, use a suitable vat or paddle, and run into it
approximately about 750 gallons of water, to which add 20
lbs. of sulphonated castor oil (Turkey-red oil) and 10 lbs. of
Raise the temperachloride of ammonium (sal ammoniac).
ture of the bath with steam to 110° F., and put in the limed
erial.

is

as follows

:

hides or skins.

In practice

it is

found that about

1

per cent, of the weight

mixed with about ^ per cent, of
the weight of the skins of sal ammoniac, when diluted with
water enough to cover the stock and raised to the temperature
of the skins of the soluble oil
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above

stated, will rapidly effect the conversion of the

lime

contained in the hides or skins into soluble lime solution or

calcium chloride.

Coincidently the fatty acid of the soluble

and is absorbed in such a manner by the skins
as to swell and make them porous, and also neutralize any
adhering lime that may remain in the cellular tissues and
may not have been acted upon by the free ammonium chloride
in the bath.
After the limed hides or skins have been placed
oil is set free

in the bath, they should be stirred about or

manner

usual

for

injured by being

drummed

in the

about one hour, although they will not be

left

in the liquor for a longer period of time.

In every case they should be left in it long enough to become
soft and thoroughly delimed.
A cold bath may be used but a longer immersion is required.
To expedite the process a temperature of from 105° to 115° F.
has been found desirable.

from lime, the skins

may

When sufficiently

be immediately placed in the tan-

The bate bath can be used continuously

ning liquors.

some time by adding fresh, but
increases in age and strength.
that

it

reduced and free

less,

for

material as the liquor

It is claimed for this process
thoroughly delimes the stock without affecting its

natural fiber and strength, and that after passing through the

subsequent tanning operations, the leather

is

stronger and

superior in quality to that bated by the older fermentation
processes.

—

Bating with Bichromate of Potash.
The gist of this process
lies in the employment of a chromium compound as a base, a
solution of

it

forming the main ingredient of the bate.

Prepare a saturated solution of 2
in water, pour

it

bichromate of potash
into a vat containing 1 000 gallons of water
ozs. of

and stir thoroughly. The quantity named is sufficient for
from 20 to 40 hides, which are thrown into the prepared bate
and left therein for twenty-four hours, being stirred about
occasionall3\

80° F.
then

The

left

haired,

in

The temperature
hides
it

may

of the bath should be about

be run in the liquor a short time and

over night or longer.

They

are then fine-

washed in warm water, and are then ready

to be
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tanned.

About 2

ozs. of

2000 pounds of hides or

bichromate of potash are used for

The use

skins, green-salted weight.

of bichromate of potash as a bate has been patented

by Henry

Schlegel, of Lepeer, Mich.

Bating with Sulphuric Acid, Glauber's Salt and Borax
process of bating with a

compound

—

solution of sulphuric acid,

borax and Glauber's salt has been made the subject of a
patent.
In applying the solution, the hides or skins, after
liming and unhairing, are placed in a paddle partly filled
with 5 or 6 barrelfuls of water to which a solution of 3 lbs.
of sulphuric acid, 3

lbs. of borax and 3 lbs. of Glauber's salt
has been added. This is suflScient for 150 hides or skins.
Five hours in a paddle reel will be sufficient for the liquor to
delime the hides.

After the treatment of the hides in the solution above de-

they may be placed for second treatment iu an
ordinary bark liquor to which have been added 3 lbs. of
scribed,

muriatic acid and 50
is

lbs.

The quantity of bark liquor
The addition of the muriatic

of salt.

about 1000 gallons of 6° B^.

acid and salt serves to precipitate all foreign substances in the

bark liquor and

to prevent

any fermentation

thereof,

action of the ingredients in the solution so formed

is

and the
to soften

the hides soaked therein and to render them more plump.

This method of treatment in a solution of water, sulphuric
acid, borax and Glauber's salt for neutralizing the lime in the
hides
acid

may

and

be used without the treatment with bark liquor,

salt

the hides

;

may

also be treated to the action of

the latter solution without submitting
the

first

named

them

Patented by N. Wilson, Beckett, Mass.

—

In working with
unhaired and washed. A

Bating with Ghwose, Sulphur and Yeast.
this process, the skins are limed,

bath at 95° F.

to the action of

liquor for the purpose of neutralizing the lime.

next prepared, consisting of 5 per cent,
glucose syrup and 1 per cent, sulphur, computed on the weight
of the skins,
treated.

is

and about

1

lb.

The bath prepared

stand twenty-four hours

to

of yeast for every

in

this

manner

is

1000

lbs.

allowed to

become thoroughly fermented.
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At

the end of this time the temperature of the liquor

is

raised

to 100° F.,

and the hides or skins are put into it.
In order to have a continuous bath, one-half the original
quantity of sulphur, glucose and yeast is added at the same
time.
In working this process it is not necessary to keep the
skins constantly in motion, but only to stir them about occasionally.
Heavy hides will be free from lime and in soft and
open condition at the end of eight hours lighter skins in a
;

proportionately shorter period.

On removing
and

raised,

the pack, the temperature of the bath

after

adding one-half the original quantity of

may

phur, glucose and yeast, another pack

making

it

be

sul-

be treated, thus

same
be understood that a continuous bath would in

possible to

It will

vat.

may

work two packs each day

in the

time become too concentrated from solutions of calcium compounds and thus prevent or retard fermentation. This diflB<5ulty

obviated by drawing off half of the solution every

is

time after treatment of the second pack.

The hides or skins show no trace of lime after
They are soft and open and have smooth, silky
there

is

loss of

<;an

As

nothing in this bate to cause putrefaction, there

is

no

hide substance and the skins without further drenching,

go

at

once into the tan liquors.

Where

the process the skins can be pickled at

This

treatment.
grain.

is

pickling

is

part of

once and then tanned.

the Oaks patented process of bating.

Bating with Dog Dung.

—Despite

the unpleasantness of

its

dog dung is an efficient bate for leather that requires a
«oft, fine and silky grain.
The material may be used alone
If dog
or combined with the droppings of hens and pigeons.
manure is kept for some time it becomes heated of itself, burns
up and becomes useless. Consequently it is placed in barrels,
covered over with enough water to soften it, and allowed to
ferment for two weeks or until it has resolved itself into a
pasty condition.
It can in this way be kept for months in
covered barrels without losing any of its bating action.
use,

When
this

it

is

to be used,

means a great many

it

is

stirred into boiling water (by

of the bacteria are killed but not the
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spores) until after decanting off several times all the soluble

matter has been removed and only the waste portion remains
behind.
But all sand must be allowed to settle out again
from the liquor, since if any of it is allowed to remain, it is
likely to injure the grain

this settling takes place to the best

;

advantage in a large vat.
For 100 pieces of calfskins,

it is customary to reckon about
10 to 12 quarts of dog dung while for 30 dozen sheepskins
about 50 lbs. of the material are used and for 1000 lambskins 100 lbs. or more is the quantity required.
The proper
;

;

amount

of the bate

suflBcient for the

placed in the paddle wheel in water

is

pack of skins

to be treated.

At the begin-

ning the temperature of the liquor should be about 90° F.
The skins should remain in the bate for from two to three
hours, or at the longest, until the flesh remaining on

can be readily removed.

them

them

It is injurious to the skins to bate

too long.

After the process

completed,

is

skins and then to place

them

it

is

at once

well to rinse

ofi^

the

on the beam or the

fleshing machine.
By placing them in fresh water the flesh
becomes tender and is not removed as readily as when it is in
the mellow condition in which it comes from the bate conse;

quently as

little

ness of the skins

water as possible
is

not

is

used so that the mellow-

lost.

In this process of bating

it is

easily possible for undesirable

fermentation to take place and to injure the skins.
tion of the bating in a

The dura-

normal case should occupy a

definite

time regulated by the temperature, strength of the liquor and
texture of the skins, as well as by the degree of fermentation

which the bate has developed.

This method of bating

is

not

patented.

Bating with Molasses.

—Sour

bate for hides for heavy leather.

putting 7 gallons of

it

molasses makes an effective

The molasses

is

soured by

into a barrelful of water, adding 1

gallon of milk to assist the souring, keeping the solution at

90°

F., and stirring it occasionally until it is sour.
More
than one barrel is required, so that more molasses can be
souring while the first is being used.
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To

use the sour molasses,

fill
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a paddle wheel with enough

water to cover 50 sides and add to

it

8 pailfuls of the sour

The sides remain in the bate at least thirty minand a longer bating will do no harm, although there is
always danger of bating too low. Judgment must be used as
to how long to continue the process.
When the bate becomes
weakened by the lime which works out of the hides, more
sour molasses should be added, say 6 pailfuls to 200 sides. If
the paddle holds 50 sides put in IJ pailfuls of molasses after
taking out each pack of hides, and keep the temperature of
molasses.

utes,

the bate at about 80° F.

The

bate should not be

made

fresh

added to it.
When the bating is over, withdraw the hides and rinse them
in cold water in another paddle wheel for a few minutes, and
for

each

lot

of hides, but molasses should be

The bated

then put them onto sticks for the tanning liquors.

hides will contain considerable lime but a few hours in the
liquor will take

it all

out.

After the liquor has been run through the yard from the

head handlers
tail

to the tail handlers or rockers, the liquor in the

handlers will be very weak, containing

less

than

1 per

cent of tannic acid, and quite a

little lactic and acetic acids,
which soon takes the lime out of the hides and plumps them.
A little lactic acid, say 3 quarts, added to the prepared bate
liquor, will help considerably in effecting a removal of the

lime from the hides.

The

processes of bating with molasses,

Dermiforma and bran are not patented.
Bating with Dermiforma.
Dermiforma

—

terial bate that

time bates.

is

a prepared bac-

has been introduced as a substitute for the old-

The methods

of using it described below have
proved satisfactory and the results desired have been obtained.
It should be borne in mind that bacteria are governed by

diflferent

temperatures, and

if it is

desired to reduce or deplete

the hides or skins, the temperature of the bating liquor should

be kept as near as possible to 95° F. during the process.
Experience has shown that a different grain is obtained at
different temperatures

;

consequently

if

the liquor

is

as nearly

AS possible kept at the above-mentioned heat during the pro-
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the skins will be reduced

cess,

will

be

This applies to

finer.

Demiforma

tity of

them

each 100

lbs.

Sheepskins, however,
lbs. of

lbs. of

skins varies.

are used for each 100 lbs,

same quantity being used

to be bated, the

calfskins.

100

to be used for every

In the bating of goatskins 4
of

more quickly and the grain
of stock.
The quan-

all classes

may

in bating

be bated with 2

lbs. to

them, and the same quantity bates hides and

kips, while seal skins require 3 lbs. of the bate for

100

lbs. of

them.
It usually requires

about four hours to get

calf, seal

sheepskins in condition to be pickled or tanned.

and

It requires

good judgment of the operator to determine the exact time for
the bating process consequently no general rule can be laid
;

down

as

some tanners do not bate hides longer than two hours

at 95° F.

If

it

is

desired to

bate will be sufficient for 100

plump

lbs. of

it,

the stock, IJ

lbs.

of the

the time required being

generally from two to four hours, and in some cases where

hides are being

plumped for sole leather they may remain in
The temperature should be normal or

the liquor over night.

not over 80° F.

In using Dermiforma in tanning liquors, either sweet or
lbs. to every 100 lbs. of green hides

natural sour liquors, 1^
will

plump them, and

the leather will gain in weight.

extract liquors are used entirely, the result

is

Where

greater and the

tannage more rapid with the above proportions. In all cases
the hides must be thoroughly washed from the limes or the
proportions given will not answer. When an excess of free
lime

is

carried into the bating process

Bating

is

more bate

is

required.

done most advantageously in a vat with paddles,

and not in a stationary tub,

as the action of the paddles causes

the liquor to be stirred, thus

deliming of the skins.

more quickly accomplishing the

A warm

bate depletes or reduces the

When deliming is comand the skins are soft and silky to the touch, they
should be removed from the bath, rinsed in warm water, and
then be either pickled or tanned. Skins are bated most satisfactorily in warm liquor while for hides for plump and heavy

goods

;

a cold bate plumps them.

pleted

leather a cold bate

is best.

APPENDIX.
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Deliming skins with an infusion of sour
one of the older methods of bating and one that is

Bating with Bran.

bran

559

is

common use. The following process will be found
satisfactory
Add enough water to a half-barrelful of bran to
make it mushy, cover it up and let it stand forty-eight hours,
in

still

:

or until

bran

it

has become thoroughly sour.

from 400

This quantity of

500 skins according to their
is emptied into a suitable
vat half filled with water and having a paddle wheel, and 3
pints of sulphuric acid and 3 pecks of salt are then added and
the mixture is thoroughly stirred and heated to 90° F. Throw
size

is

sufficient for

and thickness.

to

The sour bran

the skins in as quickly as possible and keep the paddle run-

ning

for four

from lime.

hours or until the goods are

soft,

clean and free

Light, thin skins of course require less drenching

than thick, heavy stock.
If the skins are to

be colored,

it

is

advisable to work the

grain out as clean as possible, and then to rinse

them

in

warm

water and pickle them.

For black leather the working-out
can be omitted, the skins being simply rinsed and pickled.
The drench can also be prepared by using the following proportions Soak 50 lbs. of bran in warm water until it is sour.
Then stir the same into 700 gallons of water in a paddle vat
and add 10 lbs. of sulphuric acid. Plunge the drench thoroughly warm it to 90° F., throw the skins in and drench
them until they are soft and clean. Then work the grain out
as clean as possible, rinse the skins and pickle them.
The
active deliming agent of the bran drench is the lactic acid
:

;

that results from the fermentation of the bran.

Many tanners

and wool-pullers prefer the use of commercial lactic acid to
the bran drench, it being soft, clean and certain in its action
and efiFect.

A
The hide

Quick Waterproof Tannage.

tanned by this process is soaked in cold
water for one and one-half days, then immersed for three days
in a concentrated solution of sodium sulphide and lime, each
testing 40° barkometer, at a heat of 110° F.
The hide is
to be
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then shaved and placed in clear cold water

for

twelve hours,

removed and placed in a composition of cutch extract, ten
pounds, and chestnut extract, ten pounds, and water, to test
26° barkometer each, from which it is removed and placed
for three days, in a bath of oil of vitriol at

when

it

is

30° barkometer,

placed for twelve days, in a bath of cutch and

chestnut extract each testing 25°, the strength of the bath

being every third day increased ten degrees. Remove and
place in a soda-ash bath of 25° at 126° F., for fifteen minutes
;

remove and place in

oil of vitriol at

30° barkometer at 130°

minutes then in clear cold water for one-half hour.
It is then placed in the dryhouse for five days, at a temperature of 145° F.
Paraffin, 1 lb.; yellow wax, 1 lb., and fat
suet, 2 lbs. are heated to 130° F.; mixed thoroughly and
F., for five

brushed onto the leather. After a thorough brushing the
leather is placed in the dryhouse at 110° F., for ten hours.
After it is thoroughly dry, place it for fifteen minutes in soda
ash solution testing 25° at a temperature of 126° F., next for
minutes in oil of vitriol testing 30° at a temperature of
130° F., then in cold water for three hours, when it is again
thoroughly dried and then rolled on the rolling machine.
five

After the

and again
house

first

roll.

rolling,

brush over quickly with oxalic acid

After the second rolling place

for twelve hours, after

which

it

is

it

in the dry-

ready for use.

Pat-

ented by Joszyp Moszynski, of Philadelphia, Pa.

A Gambier and

Salt Tannage.

The tanning composition

of this process consists of 83J per
gambier and 16f per cent, of common salt, and to each
5 lbs. of gambier used 1 lb. of Epsom salts is added. These
quantities are for a single hide.
When more than one hide is
to be tanned, add for each extra hide one-half of the specified
cent, of

quantities of ingredients.

For tanning the skins of calves, sheep, goats and deer, for
a single skin IJ lbs. of gambier are used with an amount of
salt equal to 16f per cent, of the whole mixture.
The gambier and salt are dissolved separately in 3 gallons of hot water,
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the gambler being dissolved in a brass vessel which will not be
affected by the chemical action of it.
The dissolved salt and
gambler are then mixed together and the Epsom salts added.
The skin is immersed in the liquor so prepared and allowed
to remain from two to four days, when it will be found to be perfectly tanned.
From 1 to 3 lbs. of gambler are used for each
hide of a yearling, and from six to ten days are required to
complete the tannage. For heavy hides 7 lbs. of gambler are

used with a quantity of salt equal to 16f per cent, of the total
amount of salt and gambler used, 6 gallons of hot water being

employed in

After the mixture has been

this composition.

prepared the hides are allowed to remain from fifteen to
twenty-five days, which time
character.

It is

is

necessary to tan hides of this

claimed that this process, which

by Martin B. Larson, of Molson, Wash., makes
leather quickly and at low expense.

A

soft

is

patented

and tough

Process of Salting Hides to Prevent Salt
Stains and Loss of Weight.

Immediately

after

removal from the carcass and before

tanning, in order to prevent decomposition and loss of substance, hides are sprinkled with

common

salt,

and

it

is fre-

quently found that stains are produced by such treatment.
Moreover,

washed

it

is

known

that

when

the salt

is

subsequently

out, a certain loss of hide substance takes place.

Some

experimenters have endeavored to prevent the formation of

salt

by the addition of an antiseptic such as zinc chloride
or mustard oil, since the stains were considered to be due to
the actioH of bacteria, though certain observers suggested that
they arose from the hemoglobin of the blood. Others have^suggested the addition of borax, which apparently prevents stains,
but causes a slight, generally, blue coloration of the whole mass.
Where borax or more powerful antiseptics, such as sodium
fluoride, mustard oil, etc., are employed, however, there is
still the loss in hide substance when the salt is washed out.
It is the object of the following method of treating hides before
tanning to overcome these disadvantages and to prevent the
36
stains
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formation of
if it

is

salt stains.

It

need scarcely be pointed out that

possible to prevent a loss of from 2 to 4 per cent, of

hide substance, the process would be of great commercial
importance since it would yield a greater weight of better
product.

The inventors

of this

method

of treatment

extensive experiments during both winter and

made

summer months

with large quantities of hides, and they claim to have succeeded
in eliminating the causes which underlie both the above-

mentioned phenomena.
prevented

if

They discovered

bacteriological decomposition

that staining can be
is

inhibited simply

by the exclusion of water and salts containing water of
crystallization instead of by the addition of antiseptics.
It is
well

known

that ordinary commercial salt contains consider-

able quantities of such salts, especially sodium
certain calcium and

magnesium compounds.

sulfate

and

has
been found that the loss in weight of hide substance can be
reduced by excluding salts containing water of crystallization
and calcium and magnesium compounds. Sulfate of sodium
Secondly,

it

in particular causes the liberation of free sulphuric acid in

the hide substance, which
It

is

an amphoteric

colloid.

has been found that sodium sulfate forms a very soluble

which causes the loss in weight. In
addition to the above two points, it has been found that if,
instead of adding antiseptics, the above-mentioned impurities
are excluded, the appearance of the leather is improved apart
from the salt stains. This improvement has been found to
be due to the avoidance of the formation of calcium and magnesium compounds soluble with difficulty with the albuminoid
matter of the hide colloid, and also to the avoidance of the
alkali hide substance

formation of the insoluble soaps with the fatty matter contained in and adhering to the hide.

According to

this invention, therefore, the inventors

substantially all the impurities from commercial

by the process patented by them

remove

common

salt

which

suc-

in Great Britain,

ceeds in producing a product containing 99.99 per cent of

sodium chloride. They then treat the hide immediately after
removal from the carcass, with about 15 to 20 per cent, by
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weight of such chemically pure

by the
65

hide.

lbs.,

salt in the

dry and very finely

The salt in this condition is readily taken up
The weight of an ordinary hide is from 60 to

divided form.

and the quantity of chemically pure
weight

for a hide of this

spread out on the

floor,

from 10 to 12

is

salt to

be used

The hide

lbs.

is

with the hair side down, and the

quantity of pure salt mentioned above

The

over the flesh side of the hide.

is

sprinkled evenly

the

salt is dissolved in

natural moisture of the hide and being perfectly pure, no impurities or water, either mechanically or chemically combined,

The

are introduced into the hide.

suspended

result of this treatment is

immediately stopped or
an indefinite period, thereby keeping the hide

that bacteriological decomposition
for

is

in a perfectly fresh condition without decomposition or ap-

preciable loss of hide substance.
definitely.

When

it is

to

it

should remove

salt, as is

all

the

if

salt is left in the

is

in-

thoroughly washed
not necessary that this washing

with pure water, but
used, since even

can therefore be kept

It

be tanned

it

is

the case where impure salt

is

a small quantity of the chemically pure

hide substance,

it

does not enter into any

objectionable chemical reaction or exerts any prejudicial effect

upon the subsequent tanning

process.

process of treatment the hide

is left

After undergoing this

in a very active form

and

rendered more capable of reacting with the tanning material.

The

process

may

be

summed up by

saying that in so far as

the salt stains are concerned, the hides are treated aseptically

compared to the processes using mustard oil or zinc chloride
which are antiseptic, or the process using commercial common
salt, which is septic, since in this latter case considerable
as

quantities of water are introduced into the hide, setting
bacteriological decomposition.

sence of hygroscopic impurities, especially
ride, it is possible to

magnesium

exclusion of mineral impurities and water,

save from 2 to 4 per cent, of hide substance.

and

chlo-

avoid the addition of water, since sodium

chloride itself contains no water of crystallization.

salting hides

up

Moreover, owing to the ab-

also the process

it

is

By

the

possible to

This method of

by which common

salt is
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rendered chemically pure, are patented by Charles C. Moore

and William Trantom,

of

Lymm,

England.

Methods of Coloring Leather with Permanganate
OF Potash.

By

the use of permanganate of potash in coloring leather,

is claimed that the cost is less than when the ordinary
methods are employed, less logwood being required than is
ordinarily used, and the shades of black are deep, rich and
permanent the grain of the leather appears smoothed down
all roughness, stringiness and beardiness are lessened, and the
it

;

;

leather has a finCj smooth, silky feel and,

when

glazed, a bril-

and a high dear finish. The process is applicable
and
skins of all descriptions.
The method of using
hides
to
Other
it upon chrome-tanned: skins will be described first.
leathers may be colored' in the same manner with such changes
in the quantities of materials employed and in the manipula>
tions as their different sizes and characters riequire.
In a suitable drum are placed, say, 450 lbs. of skins as they
come from the shaving machines, together with 30 gallons of
warm water, and the drum is then closed. Now dissolve 2|^
lbs. of permanganate of potash in 45 gallons of warm water,
and after adding to the solution 2| lbs. of muriatic acid, 21°
liant color

Be.,

pour

it

into the

drum through

the gudgeon.

Run

the

and allow the liquor to run
it
to rotate, and add as'before,
and
allow
Close the drum
off.
through the gudgeon, 2 gallons of iron liquor which has been

drum

ten minutes, then stop

it

mixed with 45 gallons of warm water. After the drum has
run ten minutes, stop it and allow the spent liquor to run off.
Next dissolve in 45 gallons of warm water 3 lbs. of extract of
logwood and 3 lbs. of sal soda, and after the drum has been
closed and started again, add the logwood and soda liquor by
pouring it through the gudgeon. After ten minutes, stop the
drum, open it and remove the skins. The coloring process is
now complete and the skins should be washed thoroughly,
preferably in a twister or polygonal drum, with warm water
for twenty minutes, then fat-liquored

and

finished.
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The

iron liquor referred to

may

be prepared by dissolving

scrap iron in dilute commercial acetic acid, and the solution

when ready
ferrous salt

for use

may

should show 10° Be.

But any suitable

The temperature of the warm water
summer and from 120°

be used.

referred to should be about 110° F. in

125° F. in winter.
Muriatic acid should never be added to a hot concentrated
solution of permanganate of potash, as this results in the
to

evolution of chlorine and the formation of manganous chloride,

which

is

not the salt of manganese desired.

The muriatic
when all the

permanganate solution
is present.
As an acidulated solution of permanganate of potash strikes very quickly on leather,
there must be sufficient water present in the drum to secure
even distribution over it. Skins that have not been washed
clean from the hypo bath should have the requisite amount
of acid added to the first 30 gallons referred to.
The permanganate dissolved in water is added after an interval of about
acid

is

added

to the

required quantity of water

five minutes.

To determine whether

a sufficient

amount

of

permanganate

has been used, throw a skin over a horse exposed to the sunlight

and observe

spots develop,

twenty minutes whether or
uniform and even. If light streaks or

after fifteen or

not the brown color
it is

is

evidence that the sulphurous acid in the

Such leather should
have more permanganate, but it must always be borne in
mind that permanganate of potash is a powerful oxidizing
agent and can be safely employed only in very dilute solutions.
On bark- tanned and extract-tanned leather weaker solutions
of permanganate than those above prescribed for chrome
leather should be used. When chrome-tanned skins are treated
with an acidulated solution of permanganate of potash, all of
the latter quickly combines with the leather, imparting to it
a brown color. It is to some extent reduced by the leather
itself, and it thoroughly destroys any sulphurous acid present
that has been carried over from the hypo bath.
Following
this with a ferrous salt, all the remaining permanganate comleather has not been entirely neutralized.
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pound

is

reduced to an insoluble modification, and the ferrous

salt is oxidized to a ferric state

The

stock.

perfectly

leather

final

permanent jet-black that

The function

itself.

assist in

and

is

by the

at once absorbed

treatment with logwood and soda forms a
will

long as the

last as

of the soda

is

not merely to

the formation of the color lake by neutralizing the

acid liberated from the iron liquor, but

necessary to have

it is

suflScient alkali present to neutralize all of the acid in the stock

which has been taken up from the previous
cess.

The

steps of the pro-

leather should be neutral, or only very slightly,

but never very, alkaline.

After this treatment

it

can be

washed perfectly clean, it being placed in a drum and not
removed until all the coloring operations are completed, saving thus much handling and labor.
Only very small quantities of the chemicals used are required
for a large number of skins, which makes the process not only
a very economical one, efiecting

saving over

considerable

present methods, but also secures the softest possible process
of applying coloring materials, as the grain

is

never in the

roughened or contracted and no bloom or spew ever
shows upon leather colored by this method. The fine smooth,
least

silky feel

;

which permanganate of potash imparts

to leather is

retained and emphasized by the subsequent treatment.

The

and permanent.

In working this
that
the
results
process, the inventor found
best
were obtained
by using the quantities of materials and the manipulations
specified, but he does not confine himself either to these proportions or to these methods of manipulations, as considerable
modifications can be made without departing from the essenThe use of permanganate of pottial features of the process.
ash in coloring leather is patented by William M. Norris, of
finish is very bright, clear

Princeton, N.

J.

Other methods of coloring are as follows 1st. To 650 gallons of water in a reel, add 5 lbs. of the permanganate, preThe temperature of the bath
viously dissolved in hot water.
should be about 110° F. The skins, washed and shaved, are
After remaining in the same,
placed into the prepared bath.
:
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with the paddles revolving, for thirty minutes, the leather is
removed, horsed up for one-half hour, and the usual operations

may now be proceeded
This treatment kills all traces
of sulphurous acid in the skins, and therefore it is not necessary to use soda, borax or other alkali in the water in which
they are washed, as is generally the practice. Or the permanganate may be applied in this manner
of staining, fat-liquoring and coloring

with in the ordinary manner.

wash the skins, stain and fat-liquor them.
smoothed out with a slicker, and, after being
folded, grain side out, each skin is dipped into a bath consisting of a solution of permanganate of potash, which is prepared
in the following manner 5 lbs. of permanganate are dissolved
in 30 gallons of water to form a stock solution.
Of this stock
2d. After tanning,

They

are then

:

solution 1 gallon

is

mixed with 12 gallons

forms a bath for treating 100
bath in the
solution

ing the

first

may
first

lbs.

of water,

instance, the percentage of

be increased to about 2 gallons

batch of skins an addition of

which

In preparing the

of skins.

;

permanganate
but after

treat-

1 gallon of the solu-

tion for each subsequent batch of 100 lbs. of skins will be

maintain the bath at the proper strength. After
allowing the stock to be drained well, the final coloring may
suflBcient to

be proceeded with in the ordinary manner, except that onehalf the usual quantity of logwood liquor will be suflBcient.

permanganate does not appear to strike evenly, and the
leather shows any indication of spots, streaks or teeth, a little
salts of tartar should be added to the bath
or the stock solution may be prepared by dissolving 5 lbs. of permanganate
and 2J lbs. of salts of tartar in 30 gallons of water. The
If the

;

workmen who dip

the skins into the liquor should wear rubber

gloves.

The methods employed

have
been treated with permanganate of potash vary, depending
upon the shade or color that is desired. For tan shades, the
preliminary treatment

in coloring the skins after they

may

be with a solution of tanning

sumac or gambler, and after this has been
applied the permanganate of potash is put on, and this is
material, such as
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followed by an application of aniline dye of the shade desired.

By

treating skins in this

manent and uniform

manner

it is

results are

claimed that more per-

obtained.

The

process

is

applicable to leather tanned by the use of alum, bark, extracts,
etc.,

as well as to chrome-tanned skins.

It

has been used in

however, mostly upon goatskins intended to be
ished into glazed kid.
practice,

Tanning with Lignite Distillate
WITH Tannic Acid.
This method of tanning with lignite
extract
first

is

carried out as follows

pickled in the usual

:

way and

in Combination

distillate

The

fin-

and tanning

hides to be tanned are

are then

immersed until

properly tanned in a liquor obtained by the destructive distillation of

a lignite coal of the cretaceous age which occurs

counties in Arkansas, including the county of
Ouachita described on page 28 of " The Minerals and Rocks
of Arkansas," published by F. L. Harvey, B. S. in 1886.
This
particular lignite will be referred to as Ouachita lignite.
in several

The tanning

liquor

is

obtained by the destructive

distilla-

tion of the lignite for a period of from seven to ten hours at

temperatures of from 300° to 450° F., the distillation being

performed in any usual form of retort. The distillate consists
principally of two distinct products, a watery liquor and an
oil,

which separate by gravity, the watery liquor being the

heavier and soon settling,
stand, so that

watery
nols,

it

when

the full liquor

can be readily drawn

off

distillate carries in solution certain of the

and

this alone

may

be used, or the

is

allowed to

from the

full

oil.

The

heavier phe-

liquor containing

oil may be used, the oily distillate operating to impart a
dark color and a distinctive odor to the leather.
It has been found that in practicing this process, the leather
produced is too porous for ordinary uses, making it necessary
that it be subjected to special treatment to impart the desired
density and firmness.
On the other hand, it is well known
that hides tanned by tanning extracts, alum, chrome, and the

the

like, are

hard and

brittle

and break

easily if bent,

making

it
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them with grease

necessary to treat

to render

them

soft

and

pliable.

By using

as a tanning agent a

mixture of the aforesaid

liquor distilled from Ouachita lignite and one of the well-

known tanning

agents, as hemlock extract or its equivalent,
some skins, particularly sheepskins, a mixture of
Ouachita and a mineral tanning agent as alum, chromium or

and
its

for

equivalent, a leather will be produced,

it

is

claimed, hav-

ing the density and firmness of leather tanned with usual
vegetable or mineral tannages now in common use and the
softness

and

months

to tan sole leather

tanned with the Ouachita,
and that the tanning process requires only from one-quarter
to one-third of the time required for tanning similar hides by
present processes.
For example, it requires from three to four
pliability of leather

and harness leather by present
newer process, leather of the same

methods, whereas by this

and believed

character,

duced in from four

to be of superior quality,

can be pro-

to five weeks.

The hides are first pickled in the usual way and are then
immersed in a bath consisting of a mixture of liquor produced
by the destructive distillation of Ouachita lignite and a usual
tanning agent, preferably one which contains tannic acid, as
extract of hemlock, oak, or quebracho.
For most purposes it
is

11

advisable to
lbs.

mix

said tannages in the proportions of about

of extract to

40 gallons of the

Best

distilled liquor.

by adding the extract

results are also said to be obtained

gradually, increasing the proportion and effect of the extract

Thus, at the beginning of the
of the extract is added to the 40 gallons of

as the process progresses.

process 1

Ouachita

lb.
;

at the

extract are added

and

beginning of the second week, 3
;

at the

lbs.

of the

beginning of the third week, 3

at the beginning of the fourth week, 4

lbs.

It is

lbs.;

not

necessary, however, to limit the proportions to those specified,
as excellent results

siderable range.

may

be obtained by varying within a con-

—Patented

by James

C. Cleary, of Chicago,

Illinois.

Another Process of Tanning

vrith

a Lignite

Distillate.

—
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process of tanning hides with liquor distilled from Ouachita

county lignite

is

patented by George S. Kimball, of Camden,

Arkansas, assignor to Michael

W.

Borders, of Chicago.

The

first pickled in the usual way and are then immersed in a bath consisting of liquor such as is produced by
the destructive distillation of this particular kind of lignite of

hides are

the cretaceous period, until properly tanned.

The duration

immersion will vary with different hides, but excan readily ascertain by examination
when the process is completed. In the case of sheepskins, it
has been found in practice that they can be tanned in twelve
days.
When the tanning process is completed, the skins are
removed from the liquor and subjected to any desired finishof the

perienced operators

ing process.

The

from which the tanning liquor used is produced
has no name which will serve to differentiate it from other
lignites.
So far as appears, therefore, the only manner of
identifying said lignites is to define the locality in which they
occur, which include several counties in the state of Arkansas,
lignite

including the county of Ouachita.

The

particular lignite

from which the tanning liquor used in this process is produced
is therefore referred to as Ouachita lignite.
The liquor is obtained by the destructive distillation of the lignite for a period
of from seven to ten hours at temperatures of from 300° to

450°

The
wit

:

F.,

and may be obtained

any usual form of retort.
two distinct products to
which separate by gravity.

in

distillate consists principally of

a watery liquor and an

The watery

oil,

distillate is characterized

by the

fact that it carries

and it is believed
of the liquor are due to the oxida-

in solution certain of the higher phenols,

that the tanning properties

tion products of these phenols.

In the practice of the application of this process, the liquor
full strength as produced, without dilution or change
Also, while it is preferred to use the watery
of any kind.

is

used

distillate alone, its

by the presence

tanning action

of the

oil,

and,

if

be used, in presence of the oily

is

not appreciably affected

desired, the full liquor
distillate,

which

is

may

almost
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black in color, operating to impart a dark color and a highly
phenolic odor to the
insoluble phenols.
properties

and

A

due

leather;

to the

presence of the

liquor which, as regards

characteristics,

its

tanning

the substantial equivalent

is

may be produced from the
by treating the same with a weak alkaline

of the orginal watery distillate
oily distillate

solution, such as saturated lime-water solution, a 5 per cent,

solution of carbonate of soda, or a 2 per cent, solution of

the following manner:

caustic soda, in

A

quantity of the

alkaline solution equal to from J to ^ of the quantity of the oily
distillate to be treated is added to the oily distillate and the

mixture

is

stirred for

The

one hour.

alkaline solution oper-

ates to dissolve the phenols remaining in the oil and, being

heavier than

be drawn

watery

—

off

all

distillate.

tralized

soon

oil,

settles

when allowed

to stand

and may

substantially as in the case of the original

Said solution, after being drawn

by the addition of

acid,

when

it

is

off*,

is

neu-

ready for use in

connection with this process of tanning, said liquor being used

same manner as the original watery distillate. The
tanning action of the liquor produced by treating the oil
distillate with an alkaline solution is due to the presence, in
in the

solution, of certain higher phenols.

Waterproof Filling for Sole Leather.
The following

method of waterproofing and otherwise improving chrome-tanned and bark-tanned sole leather
is patented by William R. Smith and assigned to the Buffalo
described

Leather Co., of Buffalo, N. Y.

A

bituminous composition

bringing the

high enough
high enough

is

introduced into the leather by

latter into contact therewith at a

to render the composition thin
to injure the leather.

and

temperature
fluid

and not

The maximum tempera-

ture varies with the kind of tannage, the vegetable-tanned
leather resisting a temperature of 150° F.,

up

to

about 200° F.

To

and chrome-tanned

insure proper impregnation, the

leather should be free from

oils,

glucose, etc.

treat the leather in a rotary tumbling

drum, the

It is best to

fluid

mixture
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and the heated

soles

being put into the drum, which

is

steam-

jacketed and heated, so that the temperature of the air within
it is

somewhat above the melting point

the

drum being

of the said mixture,
radial inwardly

preferably provided with

and

projecting shelves adapted to raise

release the composition

drum rotates. The operation
continued until the composition has thoroughly permeated

and the
is

pieces of leather as the

the leather.

The

leather employed

is

preferably of a porous

Whole sides may be
but the inventor prefers for economy of the mixture

character such as chrome sole leather.
treated,

tumble the leather with the composition

to

cut into forms or soles of the final

size.

after it has

The

process

is

been
ordi-

narily completed within one-half hour.

The bituminous composition used

contains as essential com-

ponents a solid bitumen possessing at normal or somewhat
higher temperatures a considerable degree of elasticity, combined with bitumen which, in

its

fused condition, possesses

The variety of elastic bitumen
or " mineral rubber," and the variety of

marked penetrative powers.
preferred

is elaterite

penetrative bitumen
is

is

ozocerite.

While the mineral

greatly to be desired in such a composition,

prevented by
viscosity

its

its

elaterite

use has been

and insoluble character, and its
by admixture
This diflSculty is overcome by altering

infusible

when brought

with other bitumens.

into a state of fusion

the character of the elaterite so as to render
in melted ozocerite or equivalent paraffin.

it

easily soluble

When

elaterite i»

gradually added to a melted bitumen, such as gilsonite, which
capable of withstanding a high degree of heat without

is

decomposition,

an

it is

softened

and gradually

infinitely large quantity of

it

of a small quantity of gilsonite.

dissolved,

and thus

can be melted in the presence
The elaterite fusible at high

temperature without decomposition and soluble in hot paraflBns

and forming therewith a

thin, penetrating liquid, is herein

termed " modified elaterite."

An

example of modified elaterite is the so-called " kapak,"
a bitumen well-known in the trade and produced from elaterite.
The elaterite found in Utah has all the desired qualities
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It is non-friable, tenacious,

for this process.

low temperatures,

brittle at
resilient,

and

elastic at

only moderately

normal temperatures,

When

resistent to chemical alteration.

warmed it becomes more flexible and more elastic
drawn out or bent, (like rubber), it tends to return to

slightly

so that if
its

former

shape upon the release of the disturbing force. When raised
to a high temperature it undergoes destructive distillation and
It may, by fusion with a
brought partly into solution, but it is
preferable to render it substantially soluble in melted solid
paraffin by previous modification. Ozocerite, having a higher
melting point than ordinary solid paraffine, is found to be a

carbonization without melting.
solid paraffin body, be

The

superior ingredient in this special composition.

propor-

tion of paraffine to modified elaterite naturally varies some-

what according
parts

Qf,

suata,b],e..»,l«
w

The

to the specific qualities given the latter, 3

Ozocerite. to 1 of modified elaterite being generally
,,i

,

.

flexibility

;

and

,

.

resiliency of elaterite are found to be

measurably retained by the composition, and in addition it
possesses a surface frictional resistance such a'S is possessed by
beeswax. The value of this latter quality is clearly observed
when chrome-tanned sole leather is worked through this procIS^otwithstanding the durable character of

ess.

its :use for,

chrome

the soles of shoes has been, greatly

is

by the

When chrome

slipperiness^ of the leather in wet weather.

leather

linjiited

leather,

impregnated with the composition of this process,

this undesirable quality is effectually overcome.

The wearing

heavy leather of all kinds for use for soles and
greatly increased by this treatment.
When finished

qualities of

heels

is

leather filled with ordinary paraffin

wax

shiu,e or. near a stove, there is a strong

is

placed in hot sun-

tendency for the wax

tp.melt and exude, thus defacing the shoe or other article.

On

account of the viscosity and higjj melting point of the

composition used in this process, the: It^aither

any

similar elevation of temperature.

is

not injured

by
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A

Pkocess of Preparing a Tanning Agent From the
Waste Products op Wood-Pulp Manufacture.

The
ing

following description relates to a

new

process of treat-

produce a tanning material.
the waste product of sulfite paper-pulp

sulfite pulp-digester liquor to

The

sulfite liquor is

works.

It is at

present usually run into rivers and thus be-

comes a public nuisance and is injurious to fish and cattle.
greatest drawback to utilization of the waste liquor is the
comparatively large amount of sulphur contained therein

The

The sulphur-containing products
always show disadvantage in application, especially when used
in organic

combinations.

the tanning industry.

in

quantity

undesirable
hydrates,

which

The products

of vegetable

also

gum and

contain
other

an

carbo-

cannot be profitably separated from the

other constituents, and are detrimental

used for tanning purposes.

By

when

the liquor

is

the application of this pat-

ented process the removal of the sulphur from the digester
liquor
table

may be easily effected, and at
gums and carbohy rates may

the same time the vege-

be separated

from the

tanning material. The process has the further advantage of
producing a tanning agent in solid form.

The raw

liquid from the works contains

ous acid which
in the usual

is

way

some

removed by adding lime or

free sulphur-

its

in form of sulfite of calcium.

equivalent

The

liquid

thereby becomes neutral against litmus, and for convenience

may

be somewhat concentrated. The resulting liquor is
analyzed, and especially the percentage of sulphur is detersake

mined according to the methods employed in organic analyses.
For every 32 parts by weight of combined sulphur present
there are added 65 parts by weight of potassium cyanid, or an
equivalent amount of other cyanid, preferably in the form of
a strong aqueous solution. The mixture is transferred into
an autoclave and heated from four to five hours, to a temperature of 150° C, (302° F.) whereby a pressure of about
five

atmospheres

results.

After cooling, the reaction mass

is

transferred into a vessel,

then diluted with water and allowed to

rest for

about twenty-
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At the end of this time, the sediments have settled
bottom and the clear, supernatant liquid above is drawn

four hours.
to the

off into a separate vessel

and the

washed by decantation.

The

used.

solid

sediment or precipitate

If preferred, a filter press

may

be

precipitate represents, neutral sulfite of calcium

and may be used again in the manufacture of paper pulp.
The resulting liquor which is now free from sulfite of calcium is acidulated by a mineral acid, for instance hydrochloric
or sulfuric acid, whereby a copious, brownish precipitate of an
organic cyanogen compound is obtained that may be separated
from the liquid by filtration. It is washed a little with water
and dried at ordinary temperature. High temperatures have
to be avoided because the precipitate would become insoluble

The brownish precipitate is comparatively insoluble
mother liquid which contains gums and carbohydrates
or saccharine matter, inorganic salts and traces of the new
product.
The new product, the brownish precipitate, if dissolved in water, forms a useful tanning substance.
It precipitates gelatin, glue, pancreatin, etc., and is absolutely absorbed
by skin.
in water.

in the

In place of a cyanid, sulfo-cyanids
effect

may

be used with equal

except to note that no sulfite of calcium will precipitate.

When

the resulting liquid

similar product

is

is

precipitated

by a mineral acid a

obtained which also precipitates glue, gela-

pancreatin, etc., and is also absorbed by animal skin.
This product has the odor of mustard oil and evidently

tin,

not so desirable as a tanning substance as the product
described, because

The very

best

it

is

first

contains sulfur.

tanning product

is

obtained by using a freshly

prepared aqueous solution of calcium cyanamid, Ca (CN)3 in
place of the above mentioned cyanids.

mid

is

The calcium cyana-

used, in freshly prepared aqueous solution, as above

described.

The novel air-dry product represents a brownish powder
which is soluble in lukewarm water and remains in solution
on cooling. The products obtained by all three methods
contain nitrogen and may be hydrolized by boiling them, for
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instance with dilute hydrochloric acid.

by hydrolysis

The products obtained
insoluble

are semi-crystalline,

in

the

usual

amyl alcohol,
They are free

solvents, for instance in alcohol, ether, acetone,

and very slightly soluble in water.
from nitrogen and when obtained as described probably represent lactons or anhydrids.
These hydrolized substances, how-

benzin,

etc.,

ever, are at present practicallj'^ useless, especially for tanning

purposes, because they are insoluble in water.

It is

important,

however, in substituting the sulfur-bearing or sulfo group by

another radical, to prevent a return reaction.

In the case of

the cyanids and cyanamids, the formation of the insoluble

calcium

sulfite,

CaSOg,

is sufficient

to prevent this.

In the case of a cyanid, the addition of calcium chlorid and
chlorid besides the cyanids was found to increase

ammonium

Further addition of alkaline
needed as soon as it is shown that the mixture of
the reagent generates hydrocyanic acid already at ordinary
In the case of calcium cyanamids an excess of
temperature.
the reagent is less detrimental because it will be decomposed
the quantity of the product.

hydrates

is

by heat anyhow and calcium carbonate and ammonium carbonate will be formed. In the case of hydroxyl groups being
present an addition of oxidizing substances like potassium
is needed.
The products thus obtained may be used
producing various organic substances, colors, medicines,

chlorate
for

and the

like.

The tanning

solutions prepared from the novel products
can not be analyzed as to their tanning value by the conventional oxidation methods with permanganate of potassium,
indigocarmine, and hide powder their tanning value is de;

termined by determining the total solids and the ashes before
and after treating them with hide powder. The difiference
represents the absorption of the substance by the hide powder.
Otto Grothe, of Jersey City,

New

Jersey, has taken out a

patent on the above-described process.

INDEX
ACETIC

injr.

Acid and

Alum

acid bath, for use after dye-

416

sumac and oak bark, tanning sheep-

for softening water, 408
basic blacks for dyeing calfskins. 149, 150
dyestuffs,
dyeing vege-

skins with, 52
tannage for goatskins, 217, 218
pickled sheepskins, 36-40
-tanned furs and hairskins, oiling
of, 164
lace leather, 354-356
sheepskin leather, coloring of,
40-43
tawing, process of, 540, 541
with Turkey red oils, 539
Alumina-pickled grains, tanning process for, 270
Ammonium butyrate, deliming and
bating with, 422-424
deliming and drenching with, 106, 107
for deliming goatskins,
185
Amyl alcohol, 474
Aniline dyestufis. coloring vegetabletanned sheepskins with, 55-57
Arsenic limes, 259
Automobiles, leather for, 519-523
Azure blue on sheepskins, 42

0, 7

blacks, dyeing calfskins black with,
111, 112

bnrns, treatment of. 452
colors and bisuipbate of soda, dyeing with. 23
application of. 409, 410
direct dveing of side leather
with, 275, 27B
dissolving of. 409
dyeing furs with. 170-172
goatskins with, 201-203

sumac mordant

for,

204

coloring calfskins with,
119. 120
chrome-tanned sheepskins with, 18, 19
for light shades. 22, 23
shades most in demand, 27

dyestuflfa,

BACTERIAL

fat-liquor for white side leather,
307, 308
pickled grains, chrome tannages

^

for,

Bag

2H8-270

leather, bleaching of, 226-228
finishing of, 349, 350
leathers, chrome, 292

manufacture

of,

344-350

Banana

419-427

Alfalfa extract, tanning with, 554, 555
Algin, 472
Alizarine brown on calfskins, 124
siiie leather, 278, 279
Alum and chrome tanning process for
goatskins, 1 90-1 92
gambier. tanning of hair skins
with, 1(8
salt, tanning hides for coats,
robes, etc., with, 177, 178
leather, black shades on, 493
blacking the flesh sides of,
493. 494
re-tanning of, with chrome,
490, 491

37

bate, bating with, 264,

265

quantity of. for softening water, 408
Acids, use of, in deliming and pickling,

and hemlock extract, tanning

with, 91, 92

table-tanned sheepskins
with, 54, 55
salt, pickling sheepskins with,

dyes,

salt

(

liquid, 473, 474
Bark-tanned leather, general

mode of
dyeing. 402
Baisic and acid blacks for dyeing calfskins, 149, 150
408
dyeing goatskins with. 203, 204
dyes, sumac mordant for, 204

colors, dissolving of,

I
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coloring calfskins with,
120
chrome-tanned sheepskins with, 19, 20
fat-liquor for side leather colored with, 282
for shades in most demand, 27
tannin mordant for, 276

dyestuffs,
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Basicity of tanning liquor, 508
Black glazed finish on chrome goat
Bating and deliming, some patented
leather, 215,216
552processes for,
sheepskins, 31-33
559
grain and blue or black flesh on
with ammonium butykangaroo leather, 260
rate, 422-424
leather, finishing vegetable-tanned
drenching kangaroo skins,
grains into, 335
239-241
on alum leather, 493
calfskins, 104-106
Chinese goatkins, 169, 170
glove leather, 489
chrome kangaroo, 244, 245
goatskins, 183, 184
leather, 450
hides for plump leather, 325
side leather, 279, 280
methods of, 262-265
-tanned calfskins. 111, 112
pigskins, 437
goatskins, 211-213
scudding and drenching split sealcolored leather. 411, 412
skins, 431
furs, 172
sealskins, 428, 429
with furrol colors, 173-175
sides for bag and case leathers, 345
India-tanned skins, 69, 70
harness leather, 298
vegetable-tanned calfskins, 146with bacterial bate, 264, 265
150
bichromate of potash, 553, 554
skins, 414, 415
bran, 559
velvet and suede leathers, 164,
dermiforma, 557, 558
155
dog dung. 655, 556
wax calf leather, 128
glucose, sulphur and yeast, 554,
woolskins, 93, 94, 95
555
ooze leather, 157, 168
mild fermented bate, 262-264
seal rabbit, dyeing of, 176
molasses, 556, 557
stain on vegetable-tanned leather,
sal ammoniac and pickling with
404
formic acid, 421. 422
with logwood on chrome-tanned
sulphonated oil and sal ammoskins, 414
niac, 552, 553
Blacking calfskins with logwood and
sulphuric acid, Glauber's salt and
salt of titanium, 146, 147
borax, 554
defective spots on chrome goat
Beamhouse work, notes on, 258-260
leather, 216
Beige on calfskins, 122
flesh side of alum leather, 493, 494
goatskins, 205, 208
for vegetable-tanned leather, 448,
Belt leather, chrome-tanned, 292, 301449
303
harness leather, 300, 301, 448
cement for joinsealskins, 430
ing the laps
sheepskins, 12-14
of, 474
varnish, bright, for shoe leather,
Belting leather, drum tanning for, 369,
447, 448
370
vegetable-tanned sheepskins, 53, 54
use of patented depilatories
with direct dyeing chrome black,
upon hides for, 499, 500
13, 14

Bichromate of potash, bating with, 653,
554
Biscuit on goatskins, 205. 206
Bismark brown on sheepskin leather, 25

hematin

and

direct

chrome

black, 12, 13

logwood and titanium potassium oxalate, 13
bleaching leather Blacks, acid and basic, for dyeing calf-

Bisulphite of soda,
with, 224
Black chrome oil grain leather, 288, 2S9
dye, preparation of, 43
embossed sheepskins, finish for, 64,
65
finish on Indir -tanned skins, 72
flesh and grain on vegetable-tanned
upper leather, formulas for, 329,

330

skins, 149, 150
Bleaching and finishing russet leather,
232. 233
chamois leather, 83-86
leather, 221-237
for the production of a regular and
light color, 605, 506
sides for bag and case leathers,
347, 348
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INDEX.
Bleaching skins with the hair on, 169
woolskins. 89
Blood, 466, 467
albumen, 467

CALF

preparation of, for leather finishes,
451
Blue flesh and black grain on vegetable-

ooze, notes on. 157-159
Calfskin glove and mitten leathers, 129131

tanned upper leather, 330

285

Bohm,

finish for

chrome side

chrome,

process

of

manufacturing, 511-513
chrome-tanned wax, 126-129
damping and staking of, 1 15

leather,

dark, on calfskins, 149
on furs, 172
with nigrosine, 450

Boarded

leather,

manufacture

of,

99-159

neutralizing of. 110
oiling of, 115
vegetable-tanned, manufacture
leather,

of,

138-152

white, 132-134
Calfskins, bating of, 104-106
bright finish, smooth or boarded

Charles, patent of, 533
Boracic acid, drenching with, 422, 423
Borax and lactic acid, bleaching leather
for, 118
with, 225
chrome-tanned, black on. 111, 112
neutralizing tanned goatskin leather
coloring of, 118-126
with. 193, 194
ooze, 1H4-138
clearing the grain of, and setting
sumac and sulphuric acid, bleaching leather with, 221, 222
the color with tartar emetic, 122
colored chrome, seasoning for, 118
Botton lac, 473
deliming of, 427
Box calf, final dressing for. 452
Brains for tanning buckskins, preparafancy leather. 513-516
tion of, 485, 486
fat-liquoring of, 1 1 2-1 1
Bran and lactic acid, bating calfskins
glazed finish for, 116
with, 104, 105
gun-metal finish for, 117, 118
bating with, 559
light shades of color on, 122
deliming with, 4, 5
mordants for, 120, 121
drench for calfskins, 106
popular shades of color on, 123-126
formulas for, 4, 5
processes of chrome-tanning, 108Brandt. Carl, patent of, 535, 536
110
Bright blacking varnish for shoe leather,
quebracho-tanned, coloring of, 155447, 448
159
boarded grain leather, finish for,
retanning of, for wax calf leather,
127
335, 336
finish, smooth or boarded, for calfseasoning for dull finish, 116
skins, 118
glazed finish, 116, 117
Bronze dyeings on sheepskins, 61-63
smooth dull finish for, 117
Brown dye, preparation of, 43
soaking of, 99, 100
"*
on calfskins, 124
vegetable-tanned, fat-liquoring of,
chamois leather, 495, 496
143-146
furs, 172
Camel brown on sheepskins, 41
shades on goatskins, 204, 205
Cape grain skins, tan on, 492
vegetable
tanned sheep- Carragee, 471
skins, 58, 59
Carriages, leather for. 519-523
Brush killing with caustic soda lye, 174 Case leather, finishing of, 349, 350
Buckskin, chrome tanned, 443, 444
leathers, manufacture of, 344-350
colored chrome, 445
Casein, 463, 469 471
white, 441-443
Castor leather from sheepskin splits,
chrome, 444, 445
79, 80
Buckskins, Indian method of tanning,
oil and potash soap and fat liquor,
485-487
394, 395
tanning of, 441-445
fat liquor, 395
Buenos Ayre.s, degreasing sheepskins in,
soap, how to make, 394
35, 36
sulphonated, preparation of,
Butyric acid, deliming with, 422
392, M93
sheepskins with, 5
sulphonating of, 387, 388
in chrome-tanning, 458, 459 Cattle hides, tanning of, for robes, coats,
use of. in pickling skins, 107
etc., 176-179
>
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Caustic soda, addition of, to lime liquor,
259, 260
Cement for joining the laps of chrome-

tanned belt leather, 474
Chair splits, finishing splits into, 365-367

Chamois

leather, 8(i-85

dyeing of, 494, 495
Chamoising, 589, 540
Champagne color on calfskins, 122
goatskins, 205. 206
sheepskins, 25
Chestnut brown on sheepskins, 41, 42
extract, function of, 316, 317
successful use of, 315, 316
tanning sheepskins with, 53
sides with, 315-319
China goatskins, dyeing black on, 169,
170
Chlorinating furs, 171
Chocolate brown, on calfskins. 123, 124
sheepskin leather, 25
side leather, 278
shade on goat-skins, 210
Chondrin, 468
Chromate colors, dyeing furs with, 172,
173
Chrome alum, dissolving of, 375, 876
tanning liquor, 371
bag and belt leathers, 292
black, direct dyeing with, 13, 14
calf leather, process of manufacturing, 511-518
calfskins, colored, seasoning for, 118
goat leather, clearing the grain of,
of grease, 214, 215
finishing of, 213-216
grain leather, heavy, 286-288

hydrate, 507
of,

244, 245

after fat-liquoring

292
side leather, black on, 279, 280

275-280
280-283
finishing of, 288-290
dyeing

of,

fat liquors for,

sole leather, water-proofing of, 296,

297

ointment for, 452
tannages for acid-pickled grains,

sores,

268-270
one-bath, 506-511
tanned belt and strap leathers, 301-

308
leather, cement for joining
the laps of, 474

buckskin, 443, 444
calfskins, black on, 111, 112
coloring of, 118-126
furs and woolskins, 166, 167
goatskins, black on, 211-218

dyeing

of,

201-213

two-bath processes for,
188
harness leather, 297-301

186-

leather, process of fat-liquoring, 197, 198

of,

titanium mordants

for,

412-

415
leathers,

and

drying, 410, 411
before coloring and

finishing it, 373, 374
fat liquors for. 200, 201
from India-tanned kips, 303-

305

how

to retan, 372, 373
increasing the suppleness of,
374, 375
neutralizing of, 372
oiling of, 897-899
Kussia, notes on, 157-159

Chrome

grain leather, black, 288, 289
process for glove leather, 490
residues, recovery of, 877, 378
retanning, 97
alum leather with, 490, 491
sheepskins, dyeing and fat-liquoring
of, after diying out from the
chrome tannage, 29, 30
flesh-finished, 27, 28
neutralizing of, 12
washing of, 12
side glove and mitten leather, 290-

_

kangaroo, dyeing black
lace leather, 351-854
leather, black on, 450
bleaching of, 221
coloring, 412

drying

Chrome oil

liquor, retanning India-tanned
skins with, 73
liquors, cost of, containing 100 lbs.
of chromium oxide, 507, 508

difference

between

one-bath and two-bath, 196,
197
ooze calfskins, 134-138
patent leather, 309-811
sheepskins, coloring and fatliquoring of, after drying
out, 28. 29
fat liquors for.

14-17

finishing of, 31-45
methods of coloring, 17, 81
white, 30, 31
side leather for sporting shoes,
158, 159
skins, black with

logwood on,

414

293-296
358-360
wax calf leather, 126-129
sole leather,

sjilits,

tanning, butyric acid in, 458, 459
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Chrome tanning

calfskins,

108-110

liquors, properties of,

quebracho-tanned
155-159

Coloring

509-

calfskins,

grains, 338-340

511

new process of, 376, 377
new two-bath process of,

sheepskin leather after fat-liquoring, 26, 27

for sheepskins, 192, 193
notes and suggestions on,

sides for bag and case leathers,
347, 348
skins, 404-406
skivers, 404-406
vegetable-tanned side leather, 337-

_

371-H78
sheepskins, 7-12, 194-196
side leather, 268-271
with glucose, glycerine,
steam and
saccharine
substances, 272-275
upper leather, fat liquor for, 281
velvet leather, 308
Chromium oxide, cost of liquors containing 100 lbs. of, 507, 508
Claret on furs, 172

340
velvet and suede leathers, 153
with natural dyestuffs, 41-43

phosphine dyestuffs, 24
woolskins, 92-95
Color solution, preparation of. 403, 404
Colors, good, on calfskins, 152
titanium mordant of, 151, 152
Coltskins, deliming of, 424

Cleaning furs, 165
white fur rugs, 168
Clearing bath for sheepskins, 55

Combination tannage for

calfskins, 142,

143
sheepskins, 50-

grain and setting the color with
tartar emetic, 122

52

skins, 404-406
skivers, 404-406
Cleary, James C. , patent of, 568, 569

sides,

320, 321,

322
-tanned leather, fat liquor

Coats, tanning of hides for, 176-179
Cod oil and neatsfoot oil, sulphonating
of, 386, 387
Coffee brown on sheepskins, 42
Collar leather, bleaching of, 226-228
Collodion, 473, 474
Color, light shades of, on calfskins, 122

for,

333,

334

Combined dyeing

process, 21, 22

vegetable and mineral tannage,
536, 537
Conservation of skin substance, 381,

382
Corichrome salts, 493
popular shades of, on calfskins, 123- Cowhide leathers, neutralizing and
126
washing of, 271
Colored chrome buckskin, 445
Cowhides, deliming of, 424
goat leather, seasoning for,
manufacture of leathers from, 252216
370

Cow

leather,preventing fading of,416,417
to

seal, 427
Crushed levant grain on India-tanned

dye black, 411, 412

sheepskins, seasonings for, 33, 34,
63, 64
side leather, finish for, 286
skins, re-dyeing of, black. 14

skins, 74
Currying, modern, features of the supe-

^

riority of, 601,

DAMPING

Coloring alum-tanned sheepskin leather,

40-43
and finishing India-tanned skins,
65-75
chamois leather, 81-83
chrome calfskins, 118-126
goatskins with natural
stuffs, 209, 210
leather, 412
after
fat-liquoring

564-568

staking

calfskin

Dark tan on sheepskin leather, 24
Defibrinated blood, 451, 466, 467
Degreasing dogskins, 164, 165
pigskins, 436

sheepskins. 34-36
'

method of, 545, 546
woolskins, 89, 90
Deliming and bating, some patented
processes for, 552skins,

and

patent leather, 310
sheepskins, 17-31
leather, lactic acid in, 415, 416
with permanganate of potash,
of,

and

leather, 115

dye-

drying, 410, 411

methods

502

559

with

ammonium

butyrate, 422-424

drenching,
butyrate

ammonium
for, 106,

107
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Deliming goatskins with

ammonium

butyrate, 185
heavy upper leather and patent
leather, 424-427
horsehides,
coltskins,
cowhides,
etc.,

424

sides for sole leather, 298
test, 107, 424, 516-518
use of acids in, 419-427

with bran.

4, 5
butyric acid, 422
Depickling sheepskins, 40
Depilatories, formulas for, 2, 3
patented, methods of using, 496-500
Depilatory compounds for woolskins and
hairskins, 379-381
paint, application of, 3
Dermiforma, bating with, 557, 558

Diamine

123
dyeing with. 23
Direct leather black, dyeing calfskins
with, 147
Dissolving and storing dyestufFs, 408410
Dog dung, bating with, 555. 556
Dogskins, degreasing of, 164, 165
Dolley and Crank, patent of, 525-529
Dongola tannage for calfskins, 141, 142
kangaroo leather,
249
Drab on goatskins, 205, 206
Drench, formic acid and lactic acid, 420
Drenching glove leather, 489
goatskins, 184, 185
with boracic acid, 422, 423
bran, 4, 5
colors.

Dressing, colorless, for russet leather,

233
final, for

box

calf,

452

for leather goods and furniture, 417
glove leather, 487-490
liquor for glove leather, 489, 490

Dried goatskins, soaking of, 180, 181
Drum killing, and soda solution, 173
with caustic soda lye, 174
milk of lime, 173
stuffing leather, 502-504
tanning for sole and belting leathers,
369, 370
Dry hides, soaking of, 253, 254
sodium sulphide process for, 257,
258
-salted goatskins, soaking of, 181

Drying chrome leather before coloring
and finishing it, 373, 374
kangeroo leather, 246
Dubbing for stuffing alum-tanned lace
leather. 354, 355
Dull finish for chrome goat leather, 216
kangaroo leather, 247

Dull finish on chrome side leather, 284
seasoning for, 33
finished side leather, fat liquor for,

282
Durio, G., patent of, 542, 543
Dye bath for woolskins, 93
and fat-liquoring chrome sheepskins
after drying out from the chrome
tannage, 29, 30
Dyeing chamois leather. 81-83, 494, 495
Chinese goat skins, 169, 170
chrome goat leather, 213, 214
kangaroo black, 244, 245
leather black, 450
side leather, 275-280
black, 279, 280
-tanned calfskin black. 111, 112
calfskins,

118-126

goatskins black, 211-213
furs black with furrol dyes, 173-175
with acid colors, 170-172
chromate colors, 172, 173

glove leather, drum for, 491
goatskins, 201-213
leather, acetic acid bath for use after,
416
formic acid in, 415
notes and suggestions on, 408-419
toning down of bright shades, 401
light shades with acid dyestuflTs, 22,
23
method of, for good colors on calfskins, 152
popular shades, formulas for, 24-26
process, combined, 21, 22
semi-chrome leather, 97. 98
sheepskins with fancy effects, 59-61
suede leather, 137, 138
vegetable-tanned
calfskins
black,
146-150
53-75
sheepskins,
velvet leather, 137, 138
with acid colors and bisulphate of
soda, 23
Dyestuff",

improvement of the

for leather,

affinity of,

402

phosphine, coloring with, 24
Dyestuffs, acid, coloring chrome-tanned
sheepskins with, 18, 19
dyeing light shades with, 22,

23
for shades

most in demand,

27
chrome - tanned
coloring
basic,
sheepskins with 19, 20
for shades most in demand, 27
natural, coloring with, 41-43
goatskins with, 209, 210
solution of, 209
storing and dissolving of, 408-410
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albumen, 467
EGGEggyolk,
463, 464
Eitner, hints by, regarding firmness in
sole leather, 477, 478
process of tanning with formaldehyde by, 43, 44, 479, 480
Elaterite, 572, 573
Embossed sheepskins, finish for, 64, 65
skivers, 77

FANCY

dyeing

effects,

sheepskins

with, 5ii-61
leather calfskins, 513-516
Fat-liquor, definition of, 460
for chrome side glove and mitten
leather, 291
low-priced leather, 391, 392
formulas for side leathers, 333,

334

Finish for embossed sheepskins, 64, 65
wax calf leather, 1 29
Finishing bag and case leathers, 349, 350
calfskins into ooze leather, 135, 136

chamois leather, 81
leather, 213-216
lace leather, 353-354
-tanned patent leather, 310, 311

chrome goat

sheepskins, 31-45
side leather, 283-290
imperfect grains into patent tip-

ping, 350, 351
India-tanned skins, 72-75
kangaroo leather, 247, 251
leather, materials used in, 466-474
notes and receipts for, 446-453

rough bag and case leather, 348-350
side leathers, 331-337
splits,

inventor of, 461
Fat-liquoring calfskins, 112-115
chrome-tanned leather, 197,198
patent leather, 310
kangaroo leather. 245, 246
notes on, 390-394
process of, 395-397
semi-chrome leather, 98
side leathers, 331-337

vegetable-tanned calfskins,
143-147
sheepskins, 59
wax calf leather, 127, 128
white calfskin leather, 132-133
of,

461

for calfskins, formulas for,

etc., 365-367
suede leather, 137, 138

upper leather, process

of, 532, 533
varnish for patent leather, pyroxylin,

112-

523-525

velvet leather, 137, 138, 153, 154

white calfskin leather, 133
side leather, 308
Fish glue, 469
skins, tanning of, 534, 535
Flesh color on sheepskins, 42
-finished chrome sheepskins, 27, 28
of calfskins, coloring of, 148, 149

Fleshing

side leather, 307. 308

Fat liquors, constitution

358-369

into Goodvears, chairs splits,

oil,

398

Flexibles, splits for, 327, 328, 366
Floss, 430
P^lour paste, 365

115

chrome

Foerderer, Robert, inventor of emulsified fat liquor, 461
side leather, 280-283
Formaldehyde, Eitner* s process of tan14-tanned sheepskins,
ning with, 479, 480
17
German process of tanning
manufacture and application
with, 543-545
of, 460-466
Miller patent on tanning with,
new, 395-397
478
receipts for, 198-201
Payne and Pullman's patent of
Fatty acids, free, sulphonating of, 393
tanning with, 478. 479
Fermented bate, mild, bating with,
preparation of skins for tanning
262-264
with, 480
Feval, Leon, patent of, 519-523
preservation of skins by, 475,
Fig soap, 465
476
Filhol, M. J., patent of, 545, 546
tannage for kips, 481, 482
Finish, black glazed, on chrome goat
sheepskins, 480, 481
leather, 215, 216
white calfskin leathdull, for chrome goat leather, 216
er, 133, 134
tanning with, 43-45
for bright boarded grain leather,
335, 336
woolskins with, 90
calfskins, 116-118
Formic acid and lactic acid drench, 420
colored India-tanned skins, 7'^,
salt, pickling with, 107,
73
108, 185
lace

3o3

leather, 352,
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and picking skins
with, 5, 420, 421
in leather dyeing, 415
pickling with, 421, 422
soaking calfskins with, 100
softening water with, 408

acid, deliming

Glove

alum-tannage for, 38
bating of, 489
by the chrome process, 490
calfskin, coloring of, 130, 131
tanning of, 129, 130

leather,

chrome

side,

290-292
489

Formic aldehyde, tanning and plumping

drenching

leather with, 525-529
Fox, red-haired, dyeing of, 175, 176
Furniture, leather for, 519-523
Furrol dyes, dyeing furs black with,
173-175

dressing liquor for,
of.

drum

of,

487-490

for dyeing, 491

gray shades on. 493
light yellow color on, 130, 131
Fur rugs, white, cleaning of, 168
liming of, 488, 489
Furs, alum-tanned, oiling of, 164
side chrome, fat-liquor for, 291
chlorinating of, 171
finishing of, 291, 292
chrome-tanned, 166, 167
washing back of, before dyeing,
cleaning of, 165
490, 491
dyeing black of, with furrol colors,
yellow, 290, 291
173-175
leathers, notes on, 487-496
of, with chromate colors, 172, Gloves, dye for, 26
173
nappa leather for, 45-48
with acid colors, 170-172
Glucose, glycerine, steam and saccharine
greasy, washing, 163
substances, chrome-tanning with,
killing processes for, 173, 174
272-275
light shades on, 172
preventing souring of, 272
liming of. 165, 166
sulphur and yeast, bating with,
mordanting of, 174, 175
554, 555
oil process for tanning, 163, 164
Glue, 467-469
Glutin, 468
soaking of, 160
Goatskin leather, tanned, neutralizing
tanning and dyeing of, 160-179
Fustic and logwood mordant, 24
and washing of. 193, 194
leathers, manufacture of, 180-220
extract and diamine and anthracene
colors, dyeing goatskins with, 205, Goatskins, alum and vegetable tannages
for, 217-220
206
bating of, 183, 184
mordant, 20, 21, 121
Chinese, dyeing black of, 169, 170
chrome-tanned, dyeing of, 201-213
and fustic mordant, 120,
121
fat liquor for, 200
two-bath processes for,
salt tannage, 560, 561
186-188
sumac, retanning leather
clearing the grain of, of grease, 205
with, 326-328
colored, fat liquor for, 201
sumac tannage for kandrenching of, 184, 185
garoo leather, 248,
dull-finished, fat liquor for, 199, 200
249
lactic acid drench for, 419, 420
mordant, 20
liming of, 182, 183
for tan shades on goatnew two-bath process of chrome
skins, 204
tanning for, 192, 193
sumac and oak extract, tannotes and suggestions on chromening sides with, 319, 320,
tanning
384
of, 194tannage for calfskins, 139, 141
196
tanning sides with, 321
d veing,
woolskins with, 91
206-209
Gelatine, 467-469
painting of, with lime and red
Gilsonite, 572
arsenic, 181, 182
Glazed chrome upper leather, seasoning
pickling of, 185, 186
for, 446, 447
process of alum and chrome-tanning
finish for calfskins, 116, 117
for, 190-192
on chrome side leather, 284
soaking of, 180, 181
seasoning for, 32, 33
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Goatskins, tanning of, in paddle vat, 188, Gusset splits, 360
189
with sulphate of HAIESKINS, alum-tanned, oiling of,
alumina,
164
sal
soda and chrome
depilatory compounds for, 379-S81
liquor, 189, 190
greasy, washing of, 163
liming of. 165, 166
use of patented depilatories for, 498
vegetable-tanned, 219, 220
oil process for tanning, 163, 164
Gold dust washing powder and acid,
soaking of, 160
bleaching leather with, 228, 229
tanning and dyeing of, 160-179
Golden-rod brown on sheepskin leather,
of with alum and gambier, 168
25
use of patented depilatories for, 498
Goldsmith, Byron B. patent of, 523-525 Handbags, leather for, 292
,

of, 342- Hard water, to soften, 410
344
Harness blacking, 448
Goodyears, finishing splits into, 365-367
leather, bating sides for, 298
splits for. 327. 328
blacking and stuflSng of, 300,
Grain, clearing the, and setting the
301
color with tartar emetic, 122
chrome-tanned, 297-301
leather, bright boarded, finish for,
coloring of, 403
liming sides for, 298
335, 336
from splits, formula for makmill-stuffed, bleaching of, 233,
ing, 368. 369
234
thin, liming hides for, 260-262
pickling sides for, 298, 299
Grained side leather, fat liquor for, 281,
retanning sides for, 299, 300
282
tanning sides for, 299
Grains, acid-pickled, chrome tannages
use of patented depilatories
for, 268-270
upon hides for, 499. 500
bright printed or boarded, fat- Heavy chrome grain leather, 286-288
liquor for, 334
side leather, fat liquor
imperfect, finishing of into patent
for, 282
tipping, 350, 351
Hemlock and quebracho extracts, tanquebracho-tanned, coloring of, 338ning sides with. 312
340
tannage for sheepskins, 49, 50
retanning of, with sumac, 327, 328 Hides, chrome tanning of, with glucose,
vegetable-tanned, finishing of, into
glycerine, steam and saccharine
black leather, 335
substances, 272-275
Grape sugar and lactic acid, bating calfdry, soaking of, 253, 254
skins with, 105
sodium sulphide process for,
Grease, pressing of, from pickled sheep257, 258
skins, 7
for plump leather, formula for, 325,
spots, removal of, from leather, 453
326

Goodyear welting, manufacture

robes, coats, etc., cleaning and
oiling of, 179
upper leather, liming of, 254-

Greases, mineral, 501

Greasy leather, sigs
Green on furs, 172

for,

449

sheepskin leather, 26, 42
-salted hides, soaking of, 252,

Grey on

calf.-kins,

furs,

253

122

172

goatskins, 205, 206
shades on glove leather, 493
GriflBth, Robert W., dyeing and fatliquoring chrome sheepskins after
drying out from the chrome tannage,
described by, 29, 30
Grothe, Otto, patent of, 574-576
Gun cotton, 473, 474
metal finish for calfskins, 117, 118
on chrome side leather,
285

257
green salted, soaking of, 252, 253
liming of, for thin grain, 260-262
methods of bating, 262-265
splitting, 266, 267
pickling of, 265, 266
salting of, to prevent salt stains and
loss of weight, 561-564
tanning of, for robes, coats, etc,
176-179
use of patented depilatories upon,

498-^00
Horsehides, deliming of, 424
tanning of, for robes, coats,
176-179

etc.,
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Horsehides, use of patented depilatories
upon, 500
Hydrolysis, 509
Hydrosulphites, bleaching leather with,
223
Hyraldite, bleaching leather with, 223

I

CELAND

moss, 471

Kangaroo

skins, use of patented depila-

tories, for,

498

Kapak, 572
Kid finish on black sheepskins, 33

Kid glove

leather, 218, 219
Killing processes for furs, 173, 174
Kimball, George S., patent of, 569-571
Kips, formaldehyde tannage for, 481,

482

India-tanned kips, chrome leather from,

India-tanned, chrome leather from,

303-305

303-305

ooze leather, 75
skins, black on, 69, 70
cleaning of, 405, 406
coloring and finishing of,

65-75
retanning

patent tipping from, 305,

306
Klipstein, patent of, 536, 537

LACE leather,

of,

with chrome

liquor, 73
retanning of, with sumac,
67
washing, 66
Indian method of tanning buckskins,

alum-tanned, 354-356
chrome, 351-354
manufacture of, 351-356
Lactic acid and bran, bating calfskins

with, 104, 105
grape sugar, bating calfskins with, 105
485-487
drench for goatskins, 419, 420
Intestinal leather, manufacture of, 546sheepskins, 419
in coloring leather, 415, 416
549
Irish moss, 471 472
use of, in deliming, 5
Isinglass, 469
Lamb, preparation of algin described
by, 472
leather, black grain and Lambskin, dyeing of, 175
blue or black flesh Lappe, Christian E. and Henry A.,
on, 250
patent of, 251
fat-liquoring of, 245, Larson, Martin B., patent of, 560, 561
246
Leather, bleaching of, 221-237
finishing of, 247
for the production
_

,

KANGAROO

,

imitation,

of a regular and
light color, 505,

stuffing

334
manufacture of, 238251
oiling and drying of,
246
for,

patented method of
finishing, 251
staking and tacking
of,

246

vegetable

-tanned,

247-251
yellow
flesh
black grain

and
on,

side leather, finishing of, 336, 337
sides, greasy, sig for, 337

bating

and drenching

condition of, as regards moisture,
500, 501
dressing, waterproof, 448

drum

251

skins,

506
chrome-tanned, process of fat-liquoring, 197, 198
colored, preventing fading of, 416,
417
to dye black, 411, 412
coloring of, lactic acid in, 415, 416
with
permanganate of
potash, 564-568

of,

502-504

419

2>i9-241

deliming of, 427
liming of, 238, 239
neutralization

stuffing of,

dyeing, acetic acid bath after, 416
formic acid in, 415
notes and suggestions on, 408-

and washing

244
one-bath process

finish,

preparation of

blood

for,

451
of,

for, 243, 244
pickling of, 241, 243
soaking and softening of, 238

finishing of, notes

and

receipts for,

446-453
for furniture, upholstery, carriages

and automobiles, 519-523
organ pipes, 550, 551
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Leather for pneumatic tires and other
purposes, 529-532
furniture, dressing for, 417
goods, dressing for, 417
greasy, sigs for, 449
heavily

stuffed,

production

of

a

Liming

pigskins, 436

sheepskins after
wool, 3-6

removal

of

the

bag and case leathers, 344,
345
harness leather, 298
sole leather, 293
skins preserved by formaldehyde,
sides for

good color on, 500-506
heavy, notes on tanning of, 322326
476
intestinal, manufacture of, 546-549
woolskins, 87, 88
low-priced, fat liquor for, 391, 392 Linings, dye for, 26
materials used in finishing, 466-474
neutralization of, 97
plump, formula for producing, 325,

split,

326
poor, process of improving,

of,

433, 434

direct leather black, dyeing calfskins black with,

111
of

salt

541,

542

titanium,

blacking

calfskins with, 146, 147

process of waterproofing, 533
removal of grease spots from, 453

removingspots and stains from, 417419
retanning of, with gambler and
sumac, 326-328
russet colors on, 406, 407
semi-chrome, 95-98
staining, 400-404
tanning and plumping of, with
formic aldehyde, 525-529
test for determining whether tanned by the one-bath or two-bath
process, 197
Turkey-red oil in tanning, 537-540
vegetable-tanned, blacking for, 448,

449
waterproofing of, 453-458
with severely damaged grain, dyeing of, 403
Leathers, bag and case, manufacture of,

344-350
chrome bag and
-tanned,

treatment

Logwood and

belt,

292

difference

between

leather black and titanium salt,
dyeing calfskins black with, 111
liquor, 146, 449
strikers for use after, 150

MC WHITER,
555

John

H,

patent of,

554,
Magnus, Philip, patent of, 531, 532
Marbled effects on sheepskins, 59-61
suede leather, production of, 535,
•

536

Maumen^

test, 399, 400
Mill-stuffed harness leather, bleaching

of, 233, 234
Miller patent on tanning with formaldehyde, 478
Mineral and vegetable tannage for woolskins, 90, 91
greases, 501
Mitten and glove leathers, calfskin,

129-131
leather, side chrome, 290-292
fat-liquor for, 291
finishing of, 291,

one-bath and two-bath, 196,
292
197
Mittens, nappa leather for, 45-48
from cowhides, 252-370
Mocha castor glove leather, 218, 219
velvet and suede, 152-155
leather from sheepskin splits, 79, 80
Levant grain, 427, 428
Molasses, bating with, 556, 557
crushed, 74
Moore, Charles C. and Trantom, WilLignite distillation, tanning with, in
liam, patent of, 561-564
combination with tannic acid, 568- Mordant for dark tan, 277
571
fustic, 20. 21
Lilac on sheepskins, 42
and logwood, 24
Lime and sulphide of sodium, liming
gambler, 20
calfskins with, 103, 104
for tan shades on goatskins, 204
Liming calfskins, 100-102
sumac and acid color, 24
for thin grain, 260-262
titanium potassium oxaglove leather, 488. 489
late, 21
for basic and acid dyes, 204
foatskins, 182, 183

plump leather, 325
upper leather, 254-257
kangaroo skins, 238, 239
ides for

tannin, for basic dyestuffs, 276
titanium, 151, 152
Mordanting furs, 174, 175
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Mordanting with sumac and acid dye.

One-bath process for kangaroo skins,
243, 244
Mordants for calfskins, 120, 121
with sulphate of alumina for
titanium, for chrome and vegetablecalfskins, 109, 110
tanned leathers, 412-415
Ooze calf leather, notes on, 157-159
Morocco finish on Indian-tanned skins,
calfskins, chrome-tanned, 134-138
277

73,74

leather, 74, 75
Indian
cleaning of, 419
dyes for, 71
method of tanning buckskins by, 485Orange on furs, 172
487
Mozynski, Joszyp, patent of, 559, 560
Organ pipes, leather for, 550, 551
Oropon, bating calfskins with, 104
leather, coloring of, 47, 48
for deliming sheepskins, 6
for gloves, 45-48
Ouachita lignite, 568
tannages for, 45-47
Oxalic acid bleaching leather with, 225,
226
Neatsfoot oil and cod oil, sulphonating
of, 386, 387
Oxblood color on sheepskin leather, 25,
how to test, 399, 400
26
Neutralization and washing kangaroo
shade on goatskins, 210
skins, 244
side leather, 277, 278
tanned sheepvegetable - tanned sheepskins, 57, 58
skin leather,
shades on calfskins, 125, 126
193. 194
Ozocerite, 573
of leather, 97
Neutralizing calfskin leather, 110
vat, tanning goatskins in a,
chrome leather, 372
sheepskins, 12
188, 189
Paraffine oils, use of, 398
cowhide leathers, 271
Parchment-like skin, manufacture of,
Nigrosine, blue flesh with, 450
Nitro-cellulose, 473, 474
549, 550
Norris, William M. patent of, 564-566 Paste for wax calf leather, 128, 129
Patent leather, chrome-tanned, 309-311
deliming of, 424-427
patented process of bating, 554,
pyroxylin in finishing var555
nish for. 523-525
Oil black, 448
use of patented depilatories
process for tanning furs and hairupon hides for, 499, 500
skins, 163, 164
shoe tipping, vegetable - tanned,
tanning, 539, 540
340-342
Oiling alum-tanned furs and hairskins,
tipping, finishing imperfect grains
164
into, 350, 351
calfskin leather, 115
from India-tanned kips, 305,
chrome goat leather, 213, 214
306
lace leather, 353, 354
Patented depilatories, methods of using,
leather, 397-399
496-500
kangaroo leather, 246
processes of bating and deliming,
Oils, sulphonated, how to make and
552-559
use, 385-390, 462
Patents, various, relating to tanning,
Ointment for chrome sores, 452
with specifications, 519-576
Oleic acid, sulphonating of, 393
Olive green, dark, on sheepskin leather, Payne and Pullman, patent of, for tanning with formaldehyde, 478, 479
26
Permanganate of potash, bleaching leathon sheepskins, 42
er with, 224, 225
One-bath chrome processes for acid-picklmethods of coloring
ed stock,
leather with, 564269, 270
568
sheepskins,
9-12
Petroleum oil, use of, 398
Phenolphthalein test, 516-518
tannages, 506-511
Phosphine dyestufF, coloring with, 24
process for calfskins, 109, 110
Picker leather, 356-358
goatskins, 189

Motheral,

J.,

description

of

NAPA

,

PADDLE

,

OAKS

,
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Pickled sheepskins, alum-tannage for

36-40
Pickling goatskins, 185, 186
hides, 265, 266
for chrome-tanned patent leather, 309, 310
kangaroo skins, 241-243
sheepskins with acid and salt, 6, 7

bag and case leathers, 346,
346
harness leather, 298, 299
sole leather, 294
skins, use of butyric acid in, 107
use of acids in, 419-427
with formic acid and salt, 107, 108
sulphuric acid and salt, 107
Pigskin leather, manufacture of, 435sides for

441
Pigskins, bating of, 437

liming of, 436
tanning of, 437-439
unhairing, 436
washing and degreasing of, 436
white, 439-441
Plump leather, formula for producing,
325, 326

Pneumatic

tires, leather for,

529-532

Porpoise skins, tanning of, 534. 535
Potash soaps, 394, 395, 464, 465
Preservation of skins, 475, 476
Pressing side leather, 322
Processes, receipts, formulas and notes,

Retanning chrome leather, 372, 373
grains with sumac, 327, 328
India-tanned skins with chrome liquor, 73
sumac, 67
leather with gambler and

sides for harness leather, 299, 300
Herman S., wash for chrome
sores, recommended by, 452
Roberts, patent of, for preserving skins,

Riederer,

475
Robes, tanning of hides for, 176-179
Roller leather, 85, 86
Rose color on sheepskins, 42
Rosin oil, fat-liquors prepared with,
396, 397
oils, objection to, 465
Rough bag and case leather, finishing
of, 348-350.
Rubber, waterproofing leather with,
454-457
Rugs, white fur, cleaning of, 168
Russet colors on leather, 406, 407
leather, bleaching and finishing,
232, 233
colorless dressing for, 233
skirting leather, 234, 235
upper leather, coloring of, 403
Russia chrome leather, notes on, 157159

SAL-ammoniac and

371-518
Purplish-blue flesh on calfskins, 148
Pyroxylin, 478, 474
in finishing varnish for patent

salt in bating calfskins, 105, 106
bating with, 421, 422
Salting hides to prevent salt stains and

leather, 523-525

loss of

weight, 561-564

Salts, dissociation of, 508,

QUEBRi* CHO

sumac

326-328

509

554
English imitation of, dyeing of,
176
large, 427
of, 313, 314
rabbit, dyeing of, 176
tannage for calfsmall or white coat, 427
skins, 138, 139
splits for white shoes, 434, 486
tanning sides with, Sealskins, bating of, 428, 429
312-315
blacking, 430
Quebracho extract tannage for kangaroo
finishing of, 432. 433
leather, 247, 248
tanning of, 427-436
tannage for sheepskins, 38, 49
unhairing, 428
tanned grains, coloring of, 338-340 Seasoning for black glazed finish, 32
skins, coloring, 155-159
colored chrome calfskins,
118
goat leathRACOON, dyeing of, 175
Red on furs, 172
er, 216
sheepskins, 33, 34
brown on side leather, 278
haired fox, dyeing of, 175,
dull finish, 33
176
on calfskin, 116
extract, characteristics
of, 312, 313
points to be observed in the use

Schlegel,

Henry, patent

of, 553,

Seal,

,

Retanning calfskins
127

for

wax calf leather,

on chrome side
leather, 284
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Seasoning for

glazed

chrome

upper Sheepskins, green on, 42
lactic acid, drench for, 419

leather, 446,447
finish, 32, 33
for calfskins,
116, 117

on

chrome

side leather. 284,

285
Seasonings for colored sheepskins, 63, 64

Semi-chrome leather, 95-98
Shark skins, tanning of, 534, 535
Shearlings, coloring of, 92-95
Sheepskin fleshers, 78-80
leather, alum-tanned, coloring of,

40-43

lilac on,

liming

42

after removal of the
wool, 3-6
olive green on, 42
pickled, alum-tannage for, 36-40
pressing grease from, 7
pickling of, 6, 7
removing wool from, 2, 3
rose color on 42
salted, soaking of, 1
seasoning for dull finish on, 33
of.

,

soaking
splitting

482-485
and shaving, 96

of,

tanning of, with formaldehyde,
43-45
two-bath chrome tanning of, 7-9
vegetable tanned, 48-53
coloring of, after fat-liquoring,
cleaning bath for, 55
26, 27
dyeing of, 53-75
dark olive-green on, 26
fat-liquoring of, 59
dark tan on, 24
white chrome-tanned, 30, 31
golden-rod brown on, 25
Shellac, 472, 473
green on, 26
Shoe leather, bright blacking varnish
ox-blood color on, 25
for, 447, 448
soft white, alum tannage for,
tipping, vegetable tanned patent,
40
340-342
39,
leathers, manufacture of, 1-98
Shoes, white, seal splits for, 434, 435
splits for stock resembling castor or Side glove leather, chrome, 290-292
mocha leather, 79, 80
leather, chrome, fat liquors for,
Sheepskins, azure blue on, 42
280-283
black glazed finish on, 31-33
finishing of, 283kid finish on, 33
290
blacking of, 12-14
tanning of, 268bronze dyeings on, 61-63
271
camel brown on, 41
dyeing of, 275-280
chestnut brown on, 41, 42
pressing and splitting of, 322
chrome, coloring of, 17-31
vegetable-tanned, coloring of,
337-340
dyeing and fat-liquoring of,
after drying out from the
tanning process for, 311chrome tannage, 29, 30
326
fat liqnors for, 14-17
white, 306-308
finishing of, 31-45
leathers, fat-liquoring and finishing
flesh finished, 27, 28
of, 331-337
neutralizing and washing, 12
mitten leather, chrome, 290-292
coffee brown on, 42
Sides for bag and case leathere, bleachcolored, re-dyeing black, 14
ing and coloring of, 347, 348
seasonings for, 33, 34, 63, 64
harness leather, bating of, 298
coloring of, with natural dyestuffs,
liming of, 298
41-43
pickling of,
298,
dark yellow on, 42
299
degreasing of, 34-36
retanning of, 299,
300
deliming of, 4-6
tanning of, 299
depickling of, 40
sole leather, deliming of, 293
drenching of, 4-6
liming of, 293
dry, soaking of, 1, 2
pickling of, 294
embossed, finish for, 64, 65
soaking of, 293
flesh color on, 42
tanning of, 294-296
formaldehyde tannage for, 480, 481

Bismark brown on, 25
champagne color on, 25
chocolate brown on, 25
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Sides, unsplit, tanning of, 271
Sig for greasy kangaroo sides, 337
Sigs for greasy leather, 449
S. K. solution, 192, 193

Skin, parchment-like, manufacture of,
549, 550
substance, conservation of, 381, 382
Skins, clearing and coloring of, 404-406
deliming and pickling of, with
formic acid, 420, 421
heavy, fat-liquor for, 199
in process, drying of, 382-384
pickling of, with formic acid and
salt, 107, 108
sulphuric acid and
salt, 107
preparation of, for tanning with

formaldehyde, 480
preservation of, 475, 476
preserved by formaldehyde, soaking
and liming of, 476
salted, use of patented depilatories
for, 496-498
with the hair on, to bleach, 169
Skivers, 76-78

clearing and coloring of, 404-406
flat finishing of, 76-78*
Skunk, imitation, dyeing of, 175

Small seal, 427
Smith. William R., patent

of,

571-573

Smooth dull finish for calfskins, 117
Snake skins, tanning of, 445, 446
Soaking and softening kangaroo skins,
238
dried goatskins, 180, 181
dry calfskins, 99, 100
dry hides, 253, 254
furs

and

Jiairskins,

160

green-salted calfskins, 99
hides, 252, 253
hides for plump leather, 325, 326
sheepskins, 482-485
sides for sole leather, 293
skins preserved by formaldehyde,

476

Soap black, 364, 365

how to make,
fat-liquor, 390, 391

castor oil,

394

Sole leather,

drum tanning for,

369, 370

durable, 323-325
firmness in, 477, 478
use of patented depilatories

upon hides for, 498, 499
waterproof filling for, 571-573
Soluble cotton, 473, 474
Solution-pressure, 509
Split linings, treatment of, 433, 434
sealskins,
bating, scudding and

drenching, 431

432
chrome-tanned, 358-360
finish for the black, 364
finishing of, 358-369
into
Goodyears, chair
splits, etc. 365-367
for flexibles, 327, 328
Goodyears, 327, 328
formula for making grain leather
from, 368, 369
heavy, softening and stuffing of,
362, 363
vegetable-tanned, 360-362
sealskins, tanning of, 431,

Splits,

,

white, 367, 3ti8
with severely damaged grain, dye-

ing

of,

406

Splitting and shaving sheepskins, 96
hides, 266. 267
after tanning, 267
out of lime, 266
sulphate of alumina and
salt pickle, 266, 267
leather, 322
sealskins, 430, 431
side leather, 322
Sporting shoes, chrome-tanned side
leather for, 158, 159
Spots, removing of, from leather, 417-

419
Staining leather, 400-404
Stains on hands, hew to remove, 452,

453
removing of, from leather, 417-419
Staking chrome goat leather, 213, 214
chrome-tanned patent leather, 310,
811

kangaroo leather, 246
fig, 465
Stick lac, 473
of sulphonated castor oil, prepara- Storing and dissolving dyestaffs, 408tion of, 392, 393
410
Soaps, potash, 394, 395, 464, 465
Storm-grain side leather, finish for, 286
bichromate,
Sodmm
507
Strap leather, 303
peroxide, bleaching leather with,
bleaching of, 226-228
224
Striker, formula for, 337
sulphide process for dry hides, 257, Strikers for table dyeing, 450, 451
258
use after logwood, 150
Softening heavy splits, 362, 363
Stripping tannage from sheepskins, 96,
Sole leather, bleaching of, 235-237
97
chrome-tanned, 293-296
Stuffing for wax splits, 363, 364
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Stuffing harness leather, 300, 301
heavy splits, 362, 363
Suede and velvet leathers, 152-155
leather, 74, 75
black on, 154, 155
finishing of, 137, 138
marbled, production of, 535, 536
tan on, 492, 493
Sugar of lead and acid, bleaching leather with, 222, 223
Sulphate of alumina and salt, pickling
goatskins with, 186
tanning white calfskin
leather with, 132
side leather with, 307

Tannage, dongola, for calfskins, 141 142
for chrome-tanned ooze calfskins,
135
,

roller leather, 85
sheepskin fleshers,

78

skivers, 76

woolskins, 88

gambier and

salt,

560, 561

139-141
mineral and vegetable for woolfor calfskins,

skins, 90, 91

quebracho, for calfskins, 138, 139
quick waterproof. 559, 560
stripping the, from sheepskins, 96,
97
Sulphide of sodium for soaking calf- Tannages, one-bath chrome. 506-511
various, for kangaroo leather, 249,
skins, 99, 100
250
Sulphonated castor oil, preparation of,
Tannic acid, tanning with lignite distil392, 393
lation, in combination with, 568-571
oil and sal ammoniac, bating with,
Tannin mordant for basic dyestuffs, 276
552 553
Tanning agent, preparation of a, from
oils, 385-390, 462, 463
waste products of wood-pulp manSulphuric acid and salt, pickling goatskin with, 186
ufacture, 574-576
and dyeing of furs and hairskins,
pickling with, 107
169-179
Glauber's salt and borax,
plumping leather with formic
bating with, 554
aldehyde, 525-529
Sulphurous acid, preparation of, 84
buckskins, 441-445
Sumac, alum and salt, tanning sheepIndian method of, 485-487
skins with, 53
calfskin glove leather, 129, 130
and acid color mordant, 24
fish and other similar skins, 534,
acid dye, mordanting with, 277
535
titanium-potassium oxalate, 21
goatskins in a paddle vat, 188, 189
mordant, 121
with sulphate of alumina, sal
for basic and acid dyes, 204
soda and chrome liquor, 188,
retanning grains with, 327, 828
190
India-tanned skins with, 67
hairskins with alum and gambier,
tannage for sheepskins, 52
168
Swelling in vegetable tanning, fixing
hides for chrome-tanned patent
the, 476-479
leather. 309, 310
S. Z. solution, 192, 193
plump leather, 325, 326
leather, Turkey-red oil in, 537-540
dyeing, strikers for, 450, 451
liquor, basicity of, 508
Tacking kangaroo leather, 246
for glove leather, 489, 490
Tan, dark, mordant for, 277
material, alkali and acid, bleaching
on sheepskin leather, 24
leather with, 229-232
on calfskin glove leather, 131
novel method of, 542, 543
calfskins. 123, 124, 125
of heavy leather, notes on, 322
cape grain skins, 492
hides for robes, coats, etc. 176suede leather, 492, 493
179
woolskins, 94
woolskins, 86-95
shades on goatskins, 204, 205, 210
oils, 394
gambier mordant for,
pigskins, 437-439
204
sealskins, 427-435
vegetable tanned sheepsides for bag .and case leathers, 346,
skins, 58, 59
347
Tannage, combination for calfskins, 142,
harness leather, 299
143
sole leather, 294-296
combined vegetable and mineral,
snake skins, 445, 446
536, 537

TABLE
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INDEX.
Tanning

splits, 361,

VARNISH,

362

various patents relating to,

with

bright blacking for shoe
leather, 447, 448
finishing, for patent leather, pyr-

specifications, 519-576
oxylin in, 523-525
white calfskin leather with sulphate
Vegetable-tanned calfskin leather, manof alumina. 132
ufacture of, 138side leather, 307
152
with alfalfa extract, 554, 555
calfskins, coloring of, 146formaldehyde, 43-45
152
German process of, 543fat-liquoring of, 143545
146
patents on, 478, 479
goatskins, 219, 220
gambler, sumac and oak exgrains, finishing of into
extract. 384
black leather, 335
lignite distillation in combinakangaroo leather, 247-251
tion with tannic acid, 668leather, black stain on, 404
571
blacking for, 448, 449
woolskins with alum, salt and hemtitanium
mordants
lock extract, 91, 92
for, 412-415
Tanolin, 47, 269, 270
patent shoe tipping, 340Tartar emetic, cleaning the grain and
342
setting the color with, 122
sheepskins, 48-53
use of, 206
dyeing of, 53-75
Testing neatsfoot oil, 399, 400^
side leather, coloring of, 337Tipping, patent, finishing imperfect
340
grains into. 350, 351
skins, black on, 414, 415
from India-tanned kips,
splits, 360-362
305, 306
upper leather, coloring and
Titanium mordant of colors, 151, 152
finishing of, 328-331
mordants for chrome and vegetabletanning, fixing the swelling in,
tanned leathers, 412-415
476-479
Traveling bags, leather for, 292
process for side leather, 311Trenckmann, Bruno, patents of, 546326
550
Turkey-red oil in tanning leather, 537- Velvet and suede leathers, 152-155
leather, black on, 154, 155
540
chrome, 308
Two-bath chrome processes for acidfinishing of, 137, 138
pickled grains, 268,
269
Violet dye, preparation of, 42
tanning of sheepskins,
on furs, 172
7-9
grain seal, 430
process for calfskins, 108, 109
Warter, A., and Koegel, H. C,
new, of chrome tanning
patent of, 540, 541
for sheepskins, 192, 193
processes for chrome tanning Washing and scouring woolskins, 86, 87
chrome sheepskins, 12
goatskins, 186-188
cowhide leathers, 271
calfskins, 100-102
India-tanned skins, 66
pigskins, 436
pigskins, 436
sealskins, 428
Water for dissolving dyes, 408
hard, calcareous, correction of, 408
Unsplit sides, tanning of, 271
to soften, 410
Upholstery, leather for, 519-523
Upper leather, chrome, fat liquor for, Waterproof filling for sole leather, 571573
281
glazed chrome, seasoning for,
finish for colored bag and case
leathers, 349, 350
446, 447
heavy, deliming of, 424-427
leather dressing, 448
without oily surface, 453, 454
liming of hides for, 254-257
process of finishing, 532, 533
tannage, quick, 559, 560
vegetable-tanned, coloring and Waterproofing chrome sole leather, 296,
finishing of, 328-331
297

WALRUS

UNHAIRING
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Waterproofing leather, 457, 458, 533
with rubber, 454-457
Wax calf leather, blacking of, 128
chrome, 126-129
paste for, 128, 129
splits, stuffing for,

Wool, removing
2,3

of,

degreasing, 89, 90
depilatory compounds for, 379-381
liming, 87, 88
of, 86-95
washing and scouring,

tanning

of,

dark, on sheepskins, 42
and black grain on kangaroo
leather,

251

for,

vegetable-

tanned

upper
leather,

330, 331

554

Woodpulp, preparation of a tanning
agent from waste products of manufacture of, 574-576
Wool, increasing the

dye, 92, 93

affinity of, for

87

flesh

pigskins, 439-441
shoes, seal splits for, 434, 435
side leather, 306-308
splits, 367, 368

Wilson, N., patent

86,

YELLOW back on calfskins, 148, 149

39,40

^

from sheepskins,

Woolskins, bleaching, 89
chrome-tanned, 166, 167
coloring of, 92-95

363, 5^64

Welting, Goodyear, manufacture
342-344
Whale skins, tanning of, 534, 535
White buckskin, 441-443
calfskin leather, 132-134
chrome buckskin, 444, 445
sheepskins, 30, 31
coat seal, 427
fur rugs, cleaning of, 168
grain leather, cleaning of, 419
leather, soft, alum tannage

of,

the

glove leather, 290, 291
on furs, 172
glove leather, 130, 131

ZINC

chloride for conservation
skin substance, 381, 382
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By the author of
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Ninth edition.
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ARLOT.—A Complete Guide for Coach Painters:
Translated from the French of M. Arlot, Coach Painter, for
eleven years Foreman of Painting to M. Eherler, Coach
Maker, Paris
By A. A. Fesquet, Chemist and Engineer,
To which is added an Appendix, containing Information respecting the Materials and the Practice of Coach and Car
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12mo
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ARMENGAUD, AMOROUX, AND JOHNSON.—The
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Draughtsman's Book of Industrial Design, and
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Forming a Complete Course of Mechanical Engineering and
Architectural Drawing. From the French of M. Armengaud
the elder, Prof, of Design in the Conservatoire of Arts and
Industry, Paris, and M. Armfengaud the younger, and AmoRewritten and arranged with addiroux. Civil Engineers.
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Illustrated
day. By William Johnson, Assoc. Inst. C. E.
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Comprising Tools, Pastes, Preparatory Work; Selection and
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pages.
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BELL. Carpentry Made Easy:
Or, The Science and Art of Framing on a New and Improved
With

System.
Frames,

Specific Instructions for Building Balloon
Frames, Mill Frames, Warehouses, Church
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Comprising also a System of Bridge Building,
with Bills, Estimates .of Cost, and valuable Tables. Illustrated by forty- four plates, comprising nearly 200 figures.
By William E. Bell, Architect and Practical Builder.
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8vo
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Products,

and Rubber

Substitutes:
Comprising the Preparation of Cellulose, Parchment-Cellulose, Methods of Obtaining Sugar, Alcohol, and Oxalic Acid
from Wood-Cellulose; Production of Nitro-Cellulose and Cellulose Esters; Manufacture of Artificial Silk, Viscose, Celluloid,
Rubber Substitutes, Oil-Rubber, and Faktis. By Dr. Joseph
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nearly 200 engravings.
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By
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The American Practical Dyers' Companion:
Comprising a Description of the Principal Dye-Stuffs and
Chemicals used in Dyeing, their Nature and Uses; Mordants
and How Made; with the best American, English, French
and German processes for Bleaching and Dyeing Silk, Wool,
Cotton, Linen. Flannel, Felt, Dress Goods, Mixed and
Hosiery Yams, Feathers, Grass, Felt, Fur, Wool, and
Straw Hats, Jute Yam, Vegetable Ivory, Mats, Skins, Furs,

BIRD.

Leather, etc., etc., by Wood, Aniline, and other Processes,
together with Remarks on Finishing Agents, and Instructions
in the Finishing of Fabrics, Substitutes for Indigo, WaterProofing of Materials, Tests and Purification of Water.
Manufacture of Aniline and other New Dye Wares, Harmonizing Colors, etc., etc.,; embracing in all over 800 Receipts for
Colors and Shades, accompanied by 170 Dyed Samples of Raw
Materials and Fabrics. By F. J. Bird, Practical Dyer,
Author of "The Dyers' Hand-Book. " 8vo
$4.00
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used by Tin, Sheet-Iron and Copper-plate Workers; Practical
Geometry; Mensuration of Surface and Solids; Tables of the
Weights of Metals, Lead-pipe, etc.; Tables of Areas and
Circumferences of Circles; Japan, Varnishes, Lacquers, Cements, Compositions, etc., etc. By Leroy J. Blinn, Master
Mechanic. With One Hundred and Seventy Illustrations.
12mo
$2.50

BOOTH.—Marble

Worker's Manual:

Containing

Practical Information respecting Marbles in
general, their Cutting, Working and Polishing; Veneering of
Marble; Mosaics; Composition and Use of Artificial Marble,
Stuccos, Cements, Receipts, Secrets, etc., etc. Translated
from the French by M. L. Booth. With an Appendix concerning American Marbles.
12mo., cloth
$1.50

BRANNT. — A

Practical Treatise on Animal and Vegetable
Fats and Oils:
Comprising both Fixed and Volatile Oils, their Physical and
Chemical Properties and Uses, the Manner of Extracting and
Refining them, and Practical Rules for Testing them; as well
as the Manufacture of Artificial Butter and Lubricants, etc.,
with lists of American Patents relating to the Extraction,
Rendering, Refining, Decomposing and Bleaching of Fats
and Oils. By William T. Brannt, Editor of the "TechnoChemical Receipt Book." Second Edition, Revised and
in great part Rewritten.
Illustrated by 302 Engravings.
In Two Volumes. 1304 pp. 8vo
$10.00

BRANNT.—A

Practical Treatise

on

Distillation

and Rec-

tification of Alcohol:

Raw Materials; Production of Malt, Preparation
of Mashes and of Yeast; Fermentation; Distillation and
Rectification and Purification of Alcohol; Preparation of
Alcoholic Liquors, Liqueurs, Cordials, Bitters, Fruit Essences,
Vinegar, etc.; Examination of Materials for the Preparation
of Malt as well as of the Malt itself; Examination of Mashes
before and after Fermentation; Alcoholometry, with NumerComprising

ous Comprehensive Tables; and an Appendix on the Manufacture of Compressed Yeast and the Examination of Alcohol
and Alcoholic Liquors for Fusel Oil and other Impurities.
By William T. Brannt, Editor of "The Techno-Chemical
Receipt Book." Second Edition. Entirely Rewritten. Illustrated by
105 engravings. 460 pages. 8vo.
(Dec,
1903)
$10.00

BRANNT.—India

Rubber, Gutta-Percha and Balata:

Occurrence, Geographical Distribution, and Cultivation, Obtaining and Preparing the Raw Materials, Modes of Working
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and Utilizing them, including Washing, Maceration, Mixing,
Vulcanizing, Rubber and Gutta-Percha Compounds, Utilization of Waste, etc.
By William T. Brannt. Illustrated.
12mo. A new edition in preparation.

BRANNT. —A

Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of
Vinegar and Acetates, Cider, and Fruit-Wines:
Preservation of Fruits and Vegetables by Canning and Evaporation; Preparation of Fruit-Butters, Jellies, Marmalades,

Catchups,
sources.
gravings.

Mustards, etc. Edited from various
T. Brannt. Illustrated by 101 En575 pp.
8vo; 3d edition
...Net, $6.00

Picldes,

By William

BRANNT.—The Metallic Alloys: A Practical

Guide:

For the Manufacture of all kinds of Alloys, Amalgams, and
Solders, used by Metal Workers: together with their Chemical and Physical Properties and their Application in the Arts
and the Industries; with an Appendix on the Coloring of
Alloys and the Recovery of Waste Metals. By William
T. Brannt. 45 Engravings. Third, Revised, and Enlarged
Net,
Edition.
570 pages. 8vo
$5.00

BRANNT.—The

Metal Worker's Handy-Book of Receipts

and Processes:
Being a Collection of Chemical Formulas and Practical
Manipulations for the working of all Metals; including the
decoration and Beautifying of Articles Manufactured therefrom, as well as their Preservation. Edited from various
sources.
By William T. Brannt. Illustrated. 12mo.$2.50

BRANNT.—Petroleum
Its

History,

Origin,

Occurrence,

Production, Physical and

Chemical Constitution, Technology, Examination and Uses;
Together with the Occurrence and Uses of Natural Gas.
Edited chiefly from the German of Prof. Hans Hoefer and Dr.
Alexander Veith by Wm, T. Brannt. Illustrated by 3
Plates and 284 Engravings. 743 pp. 8vo
$12.50

BRANNT.—The

Practical

Dry

Cleaner,

Scourer

and

Garment Dyer:
Comprising Dry, Chemical, or French Cleaning; Purification of Benzine; Removal of Stains, or Spotting; Wet Cleaning; Finishing Cleaned Fabrics; Cleaning and Dyeing Furs,

Skin Rugs and Mats: Cleaning and Dyeing Feathers; Cleaning and Renovating Felt, Straw and Panama Hats; Bleaching and Dyeing Straw and Straw Hats; Cleaning and Dyeing
Gloves; Garment Dyeing; Stripping; Analysis of Textile
Fabrics.
Edited by William T. Brannt, Editor of "The
Techno-Chemical Receipt Book." Fourth Edition, Revised

6
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$2.50

Dry Chemical

or French Cleaning. II. Removal
III. Wet Washing.
IV. Finishing Cleaned
and Dyeing Furs, Skin Rugs and Mats. VI.
Cleaning and Dyeing Feathers. VII. Cleaning and Renovating Felt,
Straw and Panama Hats Bleaching and Dyeing Straw and Straw
Hats.
VIII. Cleaning and Dyeing Gloves.
IX. Garment Dyeing.
X. Stripping Colors from Garments and Fabrics. XI. Analysis of
:

I.

of Stains or Spotting.
Fabrics. V. Cleaning

;

Textile Fabrics.

Index.

BRANNT.—The

Soap Maker's Hand-Book of Materials,
Processes and Receipts for every description of Soap; including Fats, Fat Oils and Fatty Acids; Examination of Fats and
Oils; Alkalies; Testing Soda and Potash; Machines and
Utensils; Hard Soaps; Soft Soaps; Textile Soaps; Washing
Powders and Allied Products; Toilet Soaps, Medicated
Soaps, and Soap Specialties; Essential Oils and other Perfuming Materials; Testing Soaps. Edited chiefly from the German of Dr. C. Deite, A, Engelhardt, F. Wiltner, and
numerous other Experts. With Additions by William T.
Brannt, Editor of "The Techno-Chemical Receipt Book."
Second edition, ReIllustrated by Fifty-four Engravings.
vised and in great part Re- Written. 535 pp. 8vo
$6.00

BRANNT. —Varnishes,

Lacquers, Printing Inks and Seal-

ing Waxes

Raw Materials and their Manufacture, to which is
added the Art of Varnishing and Lacquering, including the
Preparation of Putties and of Stains for Wood, Ivory, Bone,
Horn, and Leather. By William T. Brannt. Illustrated
$3.00
by 39 Engravings, 338 pages. 12mo
Their

BRANNT-WAHL.—The

Techno-Chemical Receipt Book:

Containing several thousand Receipts covering the latest,
most important, and most useful discoveries in Chemical
Technology, and their Practical Application in the Arts and
the Industries. Edited chiefly from the German of Drs.
Winckler, Eisner, Heintze, Mierzinski, Jacobsen, Roller and
Heinzerling, with additions by Wm. T; Brannt and Wm. H.
12mo. 495
Wahl, Ph. D. Illustrated by 78 engravings.
$2.00
pages

BROWN. —Five Hundred and
ments

Seven Mechanical Move-

:

all those which are most important in Dynamics,
Hydraulics, Hydrostatics, Pneumatics, Steam Engines, Mill
and other Gearing, Presses, Horology, and Miscellaneous
Machinery; and including many movements never before
published, and several of which have only recently come into
$1.00
use.
By Henry T. Brown

Embracing
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BULLOCK.—The Rudiments

of Architecture and Building:
For the use of Architects, Builders, Draughtsmen, MachinEdited by John Bullock,
ists, Engineers and Mechanics.
author of "The American Cottage Builder." Illustrated
$2.50
by 250 Engravings. 8vo

BYRNE. —Hand-Book

for the Artisan, Mechanic, and
Engineer:
Comprising the Grinding and Sharpening of Cutting Tools,
Abrasive Processes, Lapidary Work, Gem and Glass Engraving, Varnishing and Lacquering, Apparatus, Materials
and Processes for Grinding and Polishing, etc. By Oliver
Byrne. Illustrated by 185 wood engravings. Svo .... $4.00

BYRNE. — Pocket-Book

for Railroad

and

Civil Engineers:

Containing New, Exact and Concise Methods for Laying out
Railroad Curves, Switches, Frog Angles and Crossings; the
Staking out of work; Levelling; the Calculation of Cuttings;
Embankments; Earthwork, etc. By Oliver Byrne. ISmo.,
$1.50
full bound, pocketbook form

BYRNE. —The

Practical Metal-Worker's Assistant:
Comprising Metallurgic Chemistry; the Arts of Working all
Metals and Alloys; Forging of Iron and Steel; Hardening and
Tempering; Melting and Mixing; Casting and Founding;

Dependent on the Ducthe Metals; Soldering; etc. By John Percy. The
Manufacture of Malleable Iron Castings, and Improvements
By A. A. Fesquet, Chemist and Enin Bessemer Steel.
gineer.
With over Six Hundred Engravings, Illustrating
$3.50
every Branch of the Subject. Svo

Works

in Sheet Metals; the Process

tility of

CABINET MAKER'S ALBUM OF FURNITURE:
Comprising a Collection of Designs
Furniture.

Illustrated
fully Engraved Plates.

for

various Styles of

by Forty-eight Large and Beauti-

Oblong, Svo
Writing and Glass Embossing:
By
Illustrated Manual of the Art.
James Callingham. To which are added Numerous Alphabets and the Art of Letter Painting Made Easy. By James
$1.50
C. Badenoch. 25S pages. 12mo
CAREY.— A Memoir of Henry C. Carey:
75
By Dr. Wm, Elder. With a portrait. Svo., cloth
CAREY.—The Works of Henry C. Carey:
Manual of Social Science. Condensed from Carey's

CALLINGHAM.— Sign
A complete Practical

"Principles of Social Science."

12mo

,

By Kate McKean

1

vol.

$2.00
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Miscellaneous Works. With a Portrait. 2
Past, Present and Future. 8vo

vols. 8vo. $10.00

$2.50
Principles of Social Science. 3 volumes, 8vo
$10.00
The Slave-Trade, Domestic and Foreign; Why it Exists.
and How it may be Extinguished (1853). 8vo
$2.00
The Unity of Law: As Exhibited in the Relations of Physical, Social,

Mental and Moral Science

8vo

(1872).

$2.50

COOLEY. —A Complete

Practical Treatise on Perfumery:
Being a Hand-book of Perfumes, Cosmetics and other Toilet
Articles, with a Comprehensive Collection of Formulae.
By
Arnold Cooley. 12mo
$1.00

COURTNEY.—The

Boiler Maker's Assistant in Drawing,
Templating, and Calculating Boiler Work and Tank
Work, etc.
Revised by D. K. Clark. 102 ills. Fifth edition
80

COURTNEY.—The

Boiler Maker's Ready Reckoner:
With Examples of Practical Geometry and Templating. Revised by D. K. Clark, C. E. 37 illustrations. Fifth edition

$1.60

CRISTIANL— A

Technical Treatise on Soap and Candles:
at the Industry of Fats and Oils.
By R. S.
Cristiani, Chemist.
Author of "Perfumery and Kindred
Arts." Illustrated by 176 Engravings. 581 pages, 8vo

With a Glance

$15.00

CROSS.—The Cotton Yarn

Spinner:

Showing how the Preparation should be arranged for Different Counts of Yams by a System more uniform than has hitherto been practiced; by having a Standard Schedule from
which we make all our Changes. By Richard Cross. 122
pp.

12mo

75

DAVIDSON.— A

Manual of House Painting,
Graining, Marbling, and Sign -Writing
Practical

:

information on the processes of House Painting in Oil and Distemper, the Formation of Letters and
Practice of Sign- Writing, the Principles of Decorative Art,
a Course of Elementary Drawing for House Painters, Writers,
etc., and a Collection of Useful Receipts.
With nine colored
illustrations of Woods and Marbles, and numerous wood engravings.
By Ellis A. Davidson. 12mo
$2.00

Containing

DAVIES.— A

full

Treatise on Earthy

and Other Minerals and

Mining:

By

D. C. DaVies. F. G. S., Mining Engineer,
by 76 Engravings. 12mo

etc.

Illustrated

$5.00
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on Metalliferous Minerals and

Mining:

By D. C. Da VIES, F. G. S., Mining Engineer, Examiner of
Mines, Quarries and Collieries. Illustrated by 148 engravings of Geological Formations, Mining Operations and Machinery, drawn from the practice of all parts of the world.
Fifth Edition, thoroughly Revised and much Enlarged by
his son, E. Henry Davies.
12mo. 524 pages
.-$5.00

—

A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of
Brick, Tiles and Terra-Cotta:
Including Stiff Clay, Dry Clay, Hand Made, Pressed or
Front, and Roadway Paving Brick, Enamelled Brick, with
Glazes and Colors, Fire Brick and Blocks, Silica Brick, Carbon
Brick, Glass Pots, Retorts, Architectural Terra-Cotta, Sewer
Pipe, Drain Tile, Glazed and Unglazed Roofing Tile, Art Tile,
Mosaics, and Imitation of Intrarsia or Inlaid Surfaces. Comprising every product of Clay employed in Architecture, Engineering, and the Blast Furnace.
With a Detailed Description of the Different Clays employed, the Most Modern Machinery, Tools, and Kilns used, and the Processes for Handling
Disintegrating, Tempering, and Moulding the Clay into Shape,
Drying, Setting, and Burning. By Charles Thomas Davis.
Third Edition. Revised and in great part rewritten. Illustrated by 261 engravings.
662 pages
(Scarce.)

DAVIS.

DAVIS.—The Manufacture

of Paper:
Being a Description of the various Processes for the Fabrication, Coloring and Finishing of every kind of Paper, Including the Different Raw Materials and the Methods for Determining their Values, the Tools, Machines and Practical
Details connected with an intelligent and a profitable prosecution of the art, with special reference to the best-American
Practice.
To which are added a History of Paper, complete
Lists of Paper-Making Materials, List of American Machines,
Tools and Processes used in treating the Raw Materials, and
in Making, Coloring and Finishing Paper.
By Charles T.
Davis. Illustrated by 156 Engravings. 608 pages. Svo .$6.00

DAWIDOWSKY-BRANNT.— A

Practical Treatise on the
Materials and Fabrication of Glue, Gelatine,
Gelatine Veneers and Foils, Isinglass, Cements,
Pastes, Mucilages, etc.:
Based upon Actual Experience. By F. Dawidowsky, Technical Cheniist.
Translated from the German, with extensive
additions, including a description of the most Recent American Processes, by William T. Brannt. 2d revised edition,
350 pages. (1905) Price
$3.00

Raw
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DEITE. A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture
Perfumery

of

:

Comprising directions for making all kinds of Perfumes,
Sachet Powders, Fumigating Materials, Dentrifices, Cosmetics, etc., with a full account of the Volatile Oils, Balsams,
Resins, and other Natural and Artificial Perfume-substances,
including the Manufacture of Fruit Ethers, and tests of their
purity.
By Dr. C. Deite, assisted by L. Borchert, F.
EiCHBAUM, E. KuGLER, H. TOEFFNER, and Other experts.
From the German, by Wm. T. Brannt. 28 Engravings.
358 pages. 8vo
$3.00
-.

DE KONINCK-DIETZ.—A

Practical

Manual

of

Chemical

Analysis and Assaying:
As applied to the Manufacture of Iron from its Ores, and to
Cast Iron, Wrought Iron, and Steel, as found in Commerce.
By L. L. DeKoninck, Dr. Sc, and E. Dietz, Engineer. Edited with Notes, by Robert Mallet, F. R. S., F. S. G..
I. C. E., etc.
American Edition, Edited with Notes and

M.

an
Appendix on Iron Ores, by A. A. Fesquet, Chemist and
Engineer.

12mo

DIETERICHS.—A
Oils

$1.00

Treatise

on

Friction,

Lubrication,

and Fats:

The Manufacture

of Lubricating Oils, Paint Oils, and of
Grease, and the Testing of Oils. By E. F. Dieterichs,
Member of the Franklin Institute; Member National Association of Stationary Engineers; Inventor of Dietrichs' ValveSecond Edition Revised.
12mo.
Oleum Lubricating Oils.
$1.25
A practical book by a practical man

DUNCAN.—Practical

Surveyor's Guide:
Containing the necessary information to make any person of
common capacity, a finished land surveyor, without the aid
of a teacher. By Andrew Duncan. Revised. 72 Engrav$1.50
ings.
214 pp. 12mo

DUPLAIS.

—A

Treatise

on the Manufacture and Dis-

tillation of Alcoholic Liquors:

Comprising Accurate and Complete Details in Regard to
Alcohol from Wine, Molasses, Beets, Grain, Rice, Potatoes,
Sorghum, Asphodel, Fruits, etc.; with the Distillation and
Rectification of Brandy, Whiskey, Rum; Gin, Swiss Absinthe,
etc., the Preparation of Aromatic Waters, Volatile Oils or
Essences, Sugars, Syrups, Aromatic Tinctures, Liqueurs,
Cordial Wines, Effervescing Wines, etc., the Ageing of Brandy
and the Improvement of Spirits, with Copious Directions
and Tables for Testing and Reducing Spirituous Liquors, etc..

HENRY CAR3Y BAIRD &
etc.
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Translated and Edited from the French of

PLAis.

By M. McKennie, M. D.
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Illustrated.

8vo

Du-

743 pp.
$15.00

EDWARDS.—A

Catechism of the Marine Steam-Engine:
For the use of Engineers, Firemen, and Mechanics. A Prac-

Work for Practical Men. By Emory Edwards, Mechanical Engineer. Illustrated by sixty-three Engravings,
including examples of the most modem Engines. Third
edition, thoroughly revised, with much additional matter.
12mo. 414 pages
$1.50
tical

EDWARDS. — American Marine
and

Engineer,

Theoretical

Practical

With Examples
Practice.

of the latest

and most approved American

By Emory Edwards.

85 Illustrations. 12mo. $1.50

EDWARDS. —Modern American Locomotive

Engines:

By Emory

Their Design, Construction and Management.

Edwards.

Illustrated.

12mo

$1.50

EDWARDS. — Modern American Marine

Engines, Boilers,

and Screw

Propellers:
Their Design and Construction.

146 pp.

4to

$2.00

EDWARDS. — 900 Examination

Questions and Answers:
For Engineers and Firemen (Land and Marine) who desire
to obtain a United States Government or State License.
Pocket-book form, gilt edge
$1.50

EDWARDS.—The

American Steam Engineer:

Theoretical and Practical, with examples of the latest and
most approved American practice in the design and construction of Steam Engines and Boilers.
For the use of
Engineers, machinists, boiler-makers, and engineering students.
By Emory Edwards. Fully illustrated. 419 pages.
12mo
$1.50

EDWARDS.—The Practical Steam
In the Design, Construction, and

Engineer's Guide:
of American

Management

Steam Fire-Engines, Steam Pumps,
and Rings,
Safety Valves and Steam Gauges. For the use of Engineers,
Firemen, and Steam Users. By Emory Edwards. Illustrated by 119 engravings.
420 pages. 12mo
$2.00

Stationary, Portable, and

Boilers, Injectors, Governors, Indicators, Pistons

ELDER. — Conversations on the
Political Economy:
By Dr. William Elder. Svo

Principal

Subjects

of

$1.50
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Day:

By Dr. William Elder.

ERNI AND BROWN.—Mineralogy

8vo..$3.00

Simplified:

Easy Methods of Identifying Minerals, including Ores, by
of the Blow-pipe, by Flame Reactions, by Humid
Chemical Analysis, and by Physical Tests. By Henri
Erni, a. M., M. D. Fourth Edition, revised, re-arranged
and with the addition of entirely new matter, including Tables
for the Determination of Minerals by Chemicals and Pyrognostic Characters, and by Physical Characters.
By Amos
P. Brown, A. M., Ph. D. 464 pp.
Illustrated by 123 En-

Means

,

gravings, pocket-book form, full flexible morocco, gilt edges.

$2.50

FAIRBAIRN.—The

Principles of

Mechanism and Machi-

nery of Transmission:
Comprising the Principles of Mechanism, Wheels, and Pulleys, Strength and Proportion of Shafts, Coupling of Shafts,
and Engaging and Disengaging Gear. By Sir William
Fairbairn, Bart., C E. Beautifully illustrated by over 150
wood-cuts. In one volume. 12mo
$2.00

FLEMING.^Narrow Gauge Railways

in America:
Sketch of their Rise, Progress, and Success. Valuable
Statistics as to Grades, Curves, Weight of Rail, Locomotives,
Cars, etc. By Howard Fleming.
Illustrated.
8vo. .$1.00

A

FLEMMING.— Practical Tanning:
A Handbook of Modem Processes,

Receipts, and SuggesTreatment of Hides, Skins, and Pelts of Every
By Lewis A. Flemming, American Tanner.
Third Edition Revised and in great part rewritten, over 600
8vo
1916
$6.00
pp.
FORSYTH.— Book of Designs for Headstones, Mural, and
other Monuments
Containing 78 Designs. By James Forsyth, With an Introduction by Charles Boutell, M. A. 4to. Cloth. .$3.00
GARDNER.— Everybody's Paint Book:
A Complete Guide to the Art of Outdoor and Indoor Paint$1.00
ing
38 Illustrations. 12mo. 183 pp
GARDNER.—The Painter's Encyclopedia:
Containing Definitions of all Important Words in the Art of
Plain and Artistic Painting, with Details of Practice in Coach,
Carriage, Railway Car, House, Sign, and Ornamental Painttions for the
Description.

including Graining, Marbling, Staining, Varnishing,
By
PoHshing, Lettering. Stenciling, Gilding, Bronzing, etc.
Franklin B. Gardner
427 pp
158 illustrations. 12mo.
$2.00
ing,
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Goldsmith's Handbook:

Containing full instructions for the Alloying and Working of
Gold, including the Art of Alloying, Melting, Reducing, Coloring, Collecting, and Refining; the Processes of Manipulation,
Recovery of Waste; Chemical and Physical Properties of
Gold; with a New System of Mixing its Alloys; Solders, Enamels; and other Useful Rules and Recipes. By George E.

Gee.

GEE.

12mo

—The Jeweler's

$1.25

Assistant in the Art of Working in

Gold:

A Practical Treatise for Masters and Workmen. 12mo
GEE.—The Silversmith's Handbook:

$3.00

full instructions for the Alloying and Working of
Silver, including the different modes of Refining and Melting

Containing
the Metal;

its Solders; the Preparation of Imitation Alloys;
of Manipulation; Prevention of Waste; Instructions
for Improving and Finishing the Surface of the Work; together

Methods

By George

with other Useful Information and Memoranda.
E. Gee. Illustrated. 12mo

$1.25

GOTHIC ALBUM FOR CABINET-MAKERS:
Designs for Gothic Furniture
long

Twenty-three plates.

Ob$1.00

GRANT.—A Handbook on

the Teeth of Gears:
Their Curves, Properties, and Practical Construction
By
George B. Grant Illustrated. Third Edition, enlarged.
8vo
$1.00
GREGORY.—Mathematics for Practical Men:
Adapted to the Pursuits of Surveyors, Architects, Mechanics, and Civil Engineers.
By Olinthus Gregory. 8vo.,
plates
$3.00

GRISWOLD. —Railroad

Engineer's

Pocket

Companion

for the Field:

Comprising Rules

for Calculating Deflection Distances and
Angles, Tangential Distances and Angles and all Necessary
Tables for Engineers; also the Art of Levelling from Preliminary Survey to the Construction of Railroads, intended
Expressly for the Young Engineer, together with Numerous

Valuable Rules and Examples. By W. Griswold
12mo
Pocketbook form
$1.50
GRUNER.— Studies of Blast Furnace Phenomena:
By M. L. Gruner, President of the General Council of Mines
of France, and lately Professor of Metallurgy at the Ecole
des Mines. Translated, with the author's sanction, with an
Appendix, by L. D. B. Gordon, F R. S. E., F. G. S. 8vo.
$2.50
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Lumberman, Farmer

Containing Accurate Tables of Logs Reduced to Inch Board
Measure, Plank, Scantling and Timber Measure; Wages and
Rent, by Week or Month; Capacity of Granaries, Bins and
Cisterns; Land Measure, Interest Tables with Directions
for finding the Interest on any sum at 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 per
cent., and many other Useful Tables.
32mo., boards. 186
pages
25

HASERICK.—The

Secrets of the Art of Dyeing Wool,

Cotton and Linen:
Including Bleaching and Coloring Wool and Cotton Hosiery
and Random Yarns. A Treatise based on Economy and
Practice
By E. C. Haserick. Illustrated by 323 Dyed
Patterns of the Yams or Fabrics
8vo
$4.50

HATS AND FELTING:
A Practical Treatise on
Hatter.

their

Manufacture. By a Practical
of Machinery, etc.
8vo.

by Drawings

Illustrated

HAUPT. —A Manual

$1.00
of Engineering Specifications

and

Contracts:

By Lewis M. Haupt,
328 pp.

maps.

C. E.

Illustrated

with numerous

8vo

HAUPT. —The Topographer,

$2.00

His Instruments and Meth-

ods:

By Lewis M. Haupt,

A. M., C. E. Illustrated with numerous plates, maps and engravings. 247 pp. 8vo
$2.00

HAUPT.— Street

Railway Motors:
With Descriptions and Cost of Plants and Operation
various systems now in use.
12mo

HULME. —Worked

Examination
Geometrical Drawing:

Questions

in

of the

$1.50

Plane

For the Use of Candidates for the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich; the Royal MiUtary College, Sandhurst; the Indian Civil Engineering College, Cooper's Hill; Indian Public
Works and Telegraph Department; Royal Marine Light Infantry; the Oxford and Cambridge Local Examinations, etc.

By

F.

Edward Hulme,

borough
quarto

College.

F. L. S., F. S. A.,
Illustrated
by 300

KELLEY. — Speeches,

Art-Master Marlexamples. Small
$1.00

Addresses, and Letters on Industria.
and Financial Questions:
By Hon. William D, Kelley, M. C. 544 pages. 8vo $.200
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KEMLO.—Watch

Repairer's Hand-Book:
Being a Complete Guide to the Young Beginner, in Taking
Apart, Putting Together, and Thoroughly Cleaning the
English Lever and other Foreign Watches, and all American
Watches. By F. Kemlo, Practical Watchmaker. With
Illustrations.

KICK.

12mo

$1.25

—Flour Manufacturer:

A

By Frederick
Treatise on Milling Science and Practice
Kick, Imperial Regierungsrath, Professor of Mechanical
Technology in the Imperial German Polytechnic Institute,
Prague. Translated from the second enlarged and revised
edition with supplement by H. H. P. Powles, Assoc. Memb.
Illustrated with 28 Plates,
Institution of Civil Engineers.
$7.50
and 167 Wood-cuts. 367 pages. 8vo

KINGZETT.—The

History, Products, and Processes of
the Alkali Trade:
Including the most Recent Improvements. By Charles
Thomas Kingzett, Consulting Chemist. With 23 illustra$2.00
tions.
Svo

—

A Practical Treatise on Foundry Irons:
Comprising Pig Iron, and Fracture Grading of Pig and Scrap
Irons; Scrap Irons; Mixing Irons; Elements and Metalloids;
Grading Iron by Analysis; Chemical Standards for Iron;
Castings; Testing Cast Iron; Semi-Steel; Malleable Iron;
Etc., Etc.
By Edward Kirk, Practical Moulder and Melter,
Consulting Expert in Melting. Illustrated. 294 pages.

KIRK.

Svo.

1911

$3.00

KIRK.—The Cupola Furnace:
A Practical Treatise on the Construction

and Management of
Practical Moulder and
Melter, Consulting Expert in Melting. Illustrated by 106
Engravings. Third Edition, revised and enlarged. 482
pages.
Svo.
1910
$3.50

Foimdry Cupolas.

By Edward Kirk,

KOENIG.— Chemistry Simplified:
A Course of Lectures on the Non-Metals,

Based upon the

Designed Primarily for
Engineers. By George Augustus Koenig, Ph. D., A.
E. M., Professor of Chemistry, Michigan College of Mines,
Houghton. Illustrated by 103 Original Drawings. 449 pp.
12mo. (1906)
$2.25
Natural Evolution of Chemistry.

LANGBEIN.— A Complete Treatise on

M

,

the Electro-Deposition of Metals:
Comprising Electro-Plating and Galvanoplastic Operations,
The Deposition of Metals by the Contract and Immersion
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Processes, the Coloring of Metals, the Methods of Grinding
Polishing, as well as the Description of the Voltaic Cells,
Dynamo-Electric Machines, Thermopiles, and of the Materials and Processes Used in Every Department of the Art.
Translated from the latest German Edition of Dr. George
Langbein, Proprietor of a Manufactory for Chemical Products, Machines, Apparatus and Utensils for Electro-Platers,
and of an Electro-Plating Establishment in Leipzig. With
Additions by William T. Brannt, Editor of "The TechnoChemical Receipt Book." Seventh Edition, Revised and
Enlarged. Illustrated by 163 Engravings. 8vo. 725 pages.

and

1913

$5.00

LARKIN. —The

Practical

Brass

and

Iron

Founder's

Guide:

A

Concise Treatise on Brass Founding, Moulding, the Metals
and their Alloys, etc.; to which are added Recent Improvements in the Manufacture of Iron, Steel by the Bessemer
Process, etc., etc.
By James Larkin, late Conductor of the
Brass Foundry Department in Reany, Neafie & Co.'s Penn
Works, Philadelphia. New edition, revised, with extensive
additions.

414 pages.

12mo

LEHNER.—The Manufacture

$2.50

of Ink:

Comprising the Raw Materials, and the Preparation of
Writing, Copying and Hektograph Inks, Safety Inks, Ink
Extracts and Powders, etc. Translated from the German
of SiGMUND Lehner, with additions by William T. Brannt.
Illustrated.

LEROUX. —A

12mo
Practical Treatise

$2,00

on the Manufacture

of

Worsteds and Carded Yarns:
Comprising Practical Mechanics, with Rules and Calculations applied to Spinning; Sorting, Cleaning, and Scouring
Wools; the English and French Methods of Combing, Drawing, and Spinning Worsteds, and Manufacturing Carded
Yarns. Translated from the French of Charles Leroux,
Mechanical Engineer and Superintendent of a Spinning-Mill,
by Horatio Paine, M. D., and A. A. Fesquet, Chemist and
Engineer. Illustrated by twelve large Plates. 8vo .... $3.00

LESLIE.

—Complete Cooliery:

Directions for Cookery in its Various Branches. By Miss
Leslie. Sixtieth thousand. Thoroughly revised, with the
additions of New Receipts.
$1.00
12mo

LE VAN.—The Steam Engine and

the Indicator:
Their Origin and Progressive Development; including the
Most Recent Examples of Steam and Gas Motors, together

HENRY CAREY BAIRD &
with the Indicator,
tion.
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Engravings, chiefly of Indicator-Cards.

and

its

Applica-

Illustrated

by 205

its Principles, its Utility,

By William Barnet Le Van.
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469 pp.

8vo.

$2.00

LIEBER.—Assayer's Guide:
Or, Practical Directions to Assayers, Miners, and Smelters,
for the Tests and Assays, by Heat and by Wet Processes, for
the Ores of all the principal Metals, of Gold and Silver Coins
and alloys, and of Coal, etc. By Oscar M. Lieber. Re$1.50
vised.
283 pp. 12mo

Lockwood's Dictionary of Terms:
Used in the Practice of Mechanical Engineering, embracing
those Current in the Drawing Office, Pattern Shop, Foundry,
Fitting, Turning, Smith's and Boiler Shops, etc., etc.,
Edited
prising upwards of Six Thousand Definitions.

comby a
Foreman Pattern Maker, author of "Pattern Making." 417
pp.

12mo

$3.75

LUKIN.—The Lathe and

Uses:
the Art of Turning
Its

Instruction in
Wood and Metal. Including a Description of the Most Modem Appliances for the
Ornamentation of Plane and Curved Surfaces, an Entirely
Novel Form of Lathe for Eccentric and Rose-Engine Turning. A Lathe and Planing Machine Combined; and Other
Valuable Matter Relating to the Art. Illustrated by 462
engravings. Seventh Edition. 315 pages
Svo
$4.25

Or

MAUCHLINE.—The Mine

Foreman's Hand-Book:

Of Practical and Theoretical Information on the Opening,
Ventilating, and Working of Collieries.
Questions and Answers on Practical and Theoretical Coal Mining. Designed
to Assist Students and Others in Passing Examinations for
Mine Foremanships. By Robert Mauchline. 3d Edition.
Thoroughly Revised and Enlarged by F. Ernest Brackett.
134 Engravings.

Svo.

378 pages.

MOLESWORTH.—Pocket-Book

$3.75

(1905.)

of Useful Formulae

and

Memoranda for Civil and Mechanical Engineers:
By Guilford L. Molesworth, Member of the Institution
Civil

of

Chief Resident Engineer of the Ceylon
Full-bound in Pocketbook form
$1.00

Engineers,

Railway.

MOORE. —The

Universal Assistant and

the Complete

Mechanic:
Containing over one million Industrial Facts, Calculations,
Receipts, Processes, Trades Secrets, Rules, Business Forms,
Legal Items, etc., in every occupation, from the Household
to the Manufactory. By R. Moore.
Illustrated by 500
Engravings. 12mo
$2.50
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NAPIER. A System of Chemistry Applied to Dyeing:
By James Napier, F. C. S. A New and Thoroughly Revised
Edition. Completely brought up to the present state of the
Science, including the Chemistry of Coal Tar Colors, by A.

A. Fesquet, Chemist and Engineer. With an Appendix on
Dyeing and Calico Printing, as shown at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1867.
Illustrated.
8vo. 422 pages ... $2.00

NICHOLLS.—The Theoretical and

Practical Boiler-Maker

and Engineer's Reference Book:
Containing a variety of Useful Information for Employers
Foremen and Working Boiler-Makers, Iron, Copper,
and Tinsmiths, Draughtsmen, Engineers, the General Steamusing Public, and for the Use of Science Schools and classes
By Samuel Nicholls. Illustrated by sixteen plates. 12mo.
of Labor,

$2.50

NYSTROM.— On

Technological Education and the Construction of Ships and Screw Propellers
For Naval and Marine Engineers. By John W. Nystrom,
late Acting Chief Engineer, U. S. N.
Second Edition, Revised, with additional matter.
Illustrated by seven Engravings.

O'NEILL.

•

12mo

$1.00

—A

Dictionary of Dyeing and Calico Printing:
Containing a brief account of all the Substances and Processes in use in the Art of Dyeing and Printing Textile Fabrics;
with Practical Receipts and Scientific Information. By
Charles O'Neill, Analytical Chemist. To which is added
an Essay on Coal Tar Colors and their application to Dyeing
and Calico Printing. By A. A. Fesquet, Chemist and Engineer.
With an appendiji on Dyeing and Calico Printing,

as

shown

at the Universal Exposition,

491 pages

Paris,

1867.

8vo.
$2.00

ORTON. — Underground Treasures:
How and Where to Find Them. A Key

for the Ready Dethe Useful Minerals within the United
States.
By James Orton, A. M., Late Professor of Natural
History in Vassar College, N. Y.; author of the "Andes and
the Amazon," etc. A New Edition, with An Appendix on
Ore Deposits and Testing Minerals. (1901.) Illustrated.
$1.50
OSBORN. A Practical Manual of Minerals, Mines and

termination of

all

—

Mining:
Comprising the Physical Properties, Geologic Position; Local
Occurrence and Associations of the Useful Minerals, their
Methods of Chemical Analysis and Assay; together with
Various Systems of Excavating and Timbering, Brick and
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Masonry Work, during Driving, Lining, Bracing and other
Operations, etc. By Prof. H. S. Osborn, LL. D., Author of
"The Prospector's Field-Book and Guide." 171 Engravings.
Second Edition, Revised. 8vo
$4.50

OSBORN.—The

Prospector's Field Book and Guide:
In the Search For and the Easy Determination of Ores and
Other Useful Minerals. By Prof. H. S. Osborn, LL. D.
Illustrated by 66 Engravings.
Eighth Edition. Revised
and Enlarged. 401 pages. 12mo (1910.)
$1.50

OVERMAN.—The Moulder's and Founder's Pocket Guide:
A

Treatise on Moulding and Founding in Green-sand, Drysand, Loam, and Cement; the Moulding of Machine Frames,
Mill-gear, Hollow Ware, Ornaments, Trinkets, Bells, and
Statues; Description of Moulds for Iron, Bronze, Brass, and
other Metals; Plaster of Paris, Sulphiu", Wax, etc.; the Construction of Melting Furnaces, the Melting and Founding of
Metals; the Composition of Alloys and their Nature, etc.,
etc
By Frederick Overman, M. E. A new Edition, to
which is added a Supplement on Statuary and Ornamental
Moulding, Ordnance, Malleable Iron Castings, etc. By A.
A. Fesquet. Chemist and Engineer. Illustrated by 44
engravings.
12mo
$2.00

PAINTER, GILDER, AND VARNISHER'S COMPANION:
Comprising the Manufacture and Test of Pigments, the Arts
of Painting, Graining, Marbling, Staining, Sign-writing,
Varnishing, Glass-staining, and Gilding on Glass; together
with Coach Painting and Varnishing, and the Principles of
the Harmony and Contrast of Colors. Twenty-seventh
Edition.
Revised, Enlarged, and in great part Rewritten.
By William T. Brannt, Editor of "Varnishes, Lacquers.
Printing Inks and Sealing Waxes." Illustrated. 395 pp.
12mo
$1.50

PERCY.—The Manufacturing
By John Percy. M.

D.. F. R. S.

of Russian Sheet- Iron:

Paper

25

POSSELT.— Cotton Manufacturing:
Part I. Dealing with the Fibre, Ginning, Mixing, Picking,
Scutching and Carding. By E. A. Posselt. 104 Illustrations, 190 pp
$3.00
Part 11. Combing, Drawing, Roller Covering and Fly Frame,
$3.00

POSSELT. —The Jacquard Machine Analysed and Explained

:

With an Appendix on the Preparation

of Jacquard Cards, and
Practical Hints to Learners of Jacquard Designing.
By E.
A. Posselt. With 230 Illustrations and numerous diagrams.
127 pp. 4to
$3.00
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POSSELT, —Recent Improvements
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in Textile

Machinery

Relating to Weaving:
Giving the Most

Modem

Points on the Construction of all
Warpers, Beamers, Slashers, Winders,
Spoolers, Reeds, Temples, Shuttles, Bobbins, Heddles, Heddle
Frames, Pickers, Jacquards, Card Stampers, Etc., Etc. By
E. A. PossELT. 4to. Part I, 600 ills.; Part II, 600 ills.

Kinds of Looms,

Each part

$1.50

POSSELT. — Recent Improvements
Part

in Textile Machinery,

III:

Processes Required for Converting Wool, Cotton, Silk, from
Fibre to Finished Fabric, Covering both Woven and Knit
Goods; Construction of the most Modern Improvements in
Preparatory Machinery, Carding, Combing, Drawing, and
Spinning Machinery, Winding, Warping, Slashing Machinery,
Looms, Machinery for Knit Goods, Dye Stuffs, Chemicals,
Soaps, Latest Improved Accessories Relating to Construction and Equipment of Modern Textile Manufacturing Plants
By E. A. PossELT. Completely Illustrated. 4to
$5.00

POSSELT.—Technology

of Textile Design:

The Most Complete Treatise on the Construction and Application of Weaves for all Textile Fabrics and the Analysis of
Cloth.

By

E. A. Posselt.

1,500 Illustrations.

4to..$5.00

POSSELT.—Textile Calculations:
A Guide to Calculations Relating
Kinds of Yams and Fabrics, the
Power and Belt
trated.

Calculations.

4to

to the Manufacture of all
Analysis of Cloth, Speed,
By E. A. Posselt. Illus$2.00

REGNAULT.— Elements

of Chemistry:
Translated from the French by T.
Forrest Betton, M. D., and edited, with Notes, by James
C. Booth, Melter and Refiner U. S. Mint, and William L.
Faber, Metallurgist and Mining Engineer. Illustrated by
nearly 700 wood-engravings
Comprising nearly 1,500 pages.
In two volumes, 8vo., cloth
$5.00
RICH. Artistic Horse-Shoeing:

By M.

A

V. Regnault.

—

and Scientific Treatise, giving Improved Methods
of Shoeing, with Special Directions for Shaping Shoes to Cure
Different Diseases of the Foot, and the Correction of Faulty
Action in Trotters. By George E. Rich. 362 Illustrations.
217 pages. 12mo
$2.00
Practical

RICHARDSON.—Practical Blacksmithing
A Collection of Articles Contributed at Different
Workmen

Times by

"The Blacksmith and
Wheelwright, " and Covering nearly the Whole Range ot
Blacksmithing, from the Simplest Job of Work to some of the

Skilled

to the columns of
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most Complex Forgings Compiled and Edited by M. T.
Richardson.
Vol.
I.
210 Illustrations.
224 pages. 12mo
$1.00
Vol.
II.
230 Illustrations. 262 pages. 12mo
$1.00
Vol.
III.
390 Illustrations. 307 pages. 12mo
$1.00
Vol.
IV. 226 Illustrations. 276 pages.
12mo
$1.00
RICHARDSON.— Practical Carriage Building:
Comprising Nvmierous Short Practical Articles upon Carriage
and Wagon Woodwork; Plans for Factories; Shop and Bench
Tools; Convenient Appliances for Repair Work; Methods of
Working; Peculiarities of Bent Timber; Construction of
Carriage Parts; Repairing Wheels; Forms of Tenons and Mortises; Together with a Variety of Useful Hints and SuggesCompiled by M. T. Richardson.
tions to Woodworkers.
$1.00
Vol. I. 228 Illustrations. 222 pages.
283 Illustrations. 280 pages
II.
$1.00
Vol.
RICHARDSON.—The Practical Horseshoer:
Being a Collection of Articles on Horseshoeing in all its
Branches which have appeared from time to time in the columns of "The Blacksmith and Wheelwright," etc. Compiled
and edited by M. T. Richardson. 174 Illustrations, $1.00

RIFFAULT, VERGNAUD, and TOUSSAINT.— A

Practical
Treatise on the Manufacture of Colors for Painting:
Comprising the Origin, Definition, and Classification of Colors,
the Treatment of the Raw Materials; the best Formulae and
the Newest Processes for the Preparation of every description
of Pigment, and the Necessary Apparatus and Directions for
its use; Dryers; the Testing, Application, and Qualities of
Riffault, Vergnaud, and
By
Paints, etc., etc.
Toussaint, Revised and Edited by M. F. Malpeyre, TransIllustrated by
lated from the French by A. A. Fesquet.
$5.00
Eighty Engravings. 659 pp. 8vo

MM.

ROPER. — Catechism

for Steam Engineers and Electricians:
Including the Construction and Management of Steam EnBy Stephen
gines, Steam Boilers and Electric Plants.
Roper Twenty-first edition, rewritten and greatly enlarged
by E. R. Keller and C. W. Pike. 365 pages. Illustrations.
$2.00
18mo., tucks, gilt

ROPER.—Engineer's Handy

Book:

Containing Facts, Formulae, Tables and Questions on Power,
its Generation, Transmission and Measurement; Heat, Fuel,
and Steam; The Steam Boiler and Accessories; Steam Engines
and their Parts; Steam Engine Indicator; Gas and Gasoline
Engines; Materials; their Properties and Strength; Together
with a Discussion of the Fundamental Experiments in Electricity, and an Explanation of Dynamos, Motors, Batteries,
By Stephen
etc.. and Rules for Calculating Sizes of Wires.
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edition.
Revised and Enlarged by E. R.
E., and C. W. Pike, B. S.
With numerous

Pocket-book form.

Leather
$3.50
of Land and Marine Engines:
Including the Modeling, Construction, Running, and ManIllustrations.

ROPER. — Hand-Book

agement of Land and Marine Engines and
Illustrations.
By Stephen Roper, Engineer.
12mo., tucks,

gilt

edge.

With

Boilers.

Sixth Edition.
$3.50

ROPER.— Hand-Book

of the Locomotive:
Including the Construction of Engines and Boilers, and the
Construction, Management, and Running of Locomotives.
By Stephen Roper. Eleventh Edition, 18mo., tucks, gilt
edge
$2.50
ROPER.—Hand-Book of Modern Steam Fire-Engines;
With Illustrations. By Stephen Roper, Engineer. Fourth
Edition, 12mo., tucks, gilt edge
.$3.50
>.

ROPER. — Instructions and

.

.

Suggestions for Engineers and

Firemen

By Stephen Roper,

Engineer.

18mo., Morocco

$2.00
for Stationary and
Marine Engineers and Electricians:
With a Chapter of What to Do in Case of Accidents. By
Stephen Roper, Engineer. Sixth Edition, Rewritten and
Greatly Enlarged by Edwin R. Keller, M. E., and Clayton
W. Pike, B. A. 306 pp. Morocco, pocketbook form, gilt
$2.00
edges

ROPER. — Questions and Answers

ROPER. —Tiie Steam

Boiler: Its Care and Management:
By Stephen Roper, Engineer. 12mo., tuck, gilt edges. $2.00
ROPER.—Use and Abuse of the Steam Boiler:
By Stephen Roper, Engineer. Ninth Edition, with Illusgilt edge
$2.00
Engineer's Own Book:
Containing an Explanation of the Principle and Theories on
which the Steam Engine as a Prime Mover is based. By
Stephen Roper, Engineer. 160 Illustrations, 363 pages.
$2.50
ISmo., tuck

trations.

18mo., tucks,

ROPER —The Young

—

The Complete Practical Machinist:
Embracing Lathe Work, Vise Work, Drills and Drilling, Taps
and Dies, Hardening and Tempering, the Making and Use of
Tools, Tool Grinding, Marking out work. Machine Tools, etc.
By Joshua Rose. 395 Engravings. Nineteenth Edition,
12mo.,
greatly Enlarged with New and Valuable Matter.

ROSE.

$2.50

504 pages

ROSE.—Mechanical Drawing

Self -Taught:

Comprising Instructions in the Selection and Preparation of
Drawing Instruments, Elementary Instruction in practical
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Mechanical Drawing, together with Examples in Simple
Geometry and Elementary Mechanism, including Screw
Threads, Gear Wheels, Mechanical Motions, Engines and
Boilers.
By Joshua Rose, M. E. Illustrated by 330 Engravings. 8vo. 313 pages
$3.50

ROSE.—The

Slide-Valve Practically Explained:
Embracing simple and complete Practical Demonstrations of
the operation of each element in a Slide-valve Movement,
and illustrating the effects of Variations in their Proportions
by examples carefully selected from the most recent and
successful practice.
By Joshua Rose, M. E. Illustrated
by 35 Engravings
$1.00

ROSE.— Steam Boilers:
A Practical Treatise on Boiler Construction

and Examination,
Use of Practical Boiler Makers, Boiler Users, and Inspectors; and embracing in plain figures all the calculations
necessary in Designing or Classifying Steam Boilers. By
Joshua Rose, M. E. Illustrated by 73 Engravings. 250
pages. 8vo
$2.00
for the

ROSS. —The Blowpipe

in

Chemistry, Mineralogy and

Geology
Containing all Known Methods of Anhydrous Analysis, many
Working Examples, and Instructions for Making Apparatus.
By Lieut Colonel
A. Ross, R. A., F. G. S. With 120

W

Illustrations.

12mo

$2.00

SCHRIBER.—The Complete Carriage and Wagon Pointer:
A Concise Compendium of the Art of Painting Carriages,
Wagons, and Sleighs, embracing Full Directions in all the
Various Branches, including Lettering, Scrolling, Ornamenting, Striping, Varnishing, and Coloring, with numerous Recipes for Mixing Colors.
73 Illustrations.
177 pp.
12mo.
$1.00
SHAW.— Civil Architecture:
Being a Complete Theoretical and Practical System of Building, containing the Fundamental Principles of the Art.
By
Edward Shaw, Architect. To which is added a Treatise on
Gothic Architecture, etc. By Thomas W. Silloway and
George M. Harding, Architects. The whole illustrated by
102 quarto plates finely engraved on copper. Eleventh Edition
4to
$5.00

SHERRATT.—The

Elements of Hand-Railing:
and Explained in Concise Problems that are Easily
Understood. The whole illustrated with Thirty-eight Accurate and Original Plates, Founded on Geometrical Principles,
and showing how to Make Rail Without Centre Joints, MakSimplified

ing Better Rail of the

Same

Material, with Half the Labor,
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Stairs of all Kinds.

By

R.

J.

$2.50

SHUNK. — A

Practical Treatise on Railway Curves and
Location for Young Engineers:
By W. F. Shunk, C. E. 12mo. Full bound pocket-book
form
$2.00
SLOANE. Home Experiments in Science:
By T. O'CONOR Sloane, E. M.. A M., Ph. D. Illustrated
by 91 Engravings. 12mo
$1.00

—

SLOAN. —Homestead

Architecture:
Containing Forty Designs for Villas, Cottages, and Farmhouses, with Essays on Style, Construction, Landscape Gardening, Furniture, etc., etc.
Illustrated by upwards of 200
Engravings. By Samuel Sloan, Architect. 8vo
$2.00
SMITH.—The Dyer's Instructor:
Comprising Practical Instructions in the Art of Dyeing Silk,
Cotton, Wool, and Worsted, and Woolen Goods; containing
nearly 800 Receipts. To which is added a Treatise on the
Art of Padding; and the Printing of Silk Warps, Skeins, and
Handkerchiefs, and the various Mordants and Colors for the
different styles of such work.
By David Smith, Pattern
Dyer. 12mo
$1.00

SMITH.—A Manual
By
a

of Political Economy:
E. Peshine Smith. A New Edition, to which

full

Index.

is

12mo

added
$1.25

SMITH. — Parks and Pleasure-Grounds:
Or

Practical Notes on Country Residences, Villas, Public
Parks, and Gardens. By Charles H. J. Smith, Landscape
Gardener and Garden Architect, etc., etc. 12mo
$2.00

SNIVELY.—The Elements
Chemical Analysis:
A Hand-book for Beginners.
16mo

STOKES.—The
panion

of
-

Systematic

By John H.

Qualitative

Snively, Phr. D.

Cabinet Maker and Upholsterer's

$2.00

Com-

:

Comprising the Art of Drawing, as applicable to Cabinet
Work; Veneering, Inlaying, and Buhl- Work; the Art of Dyeing and Staining Wood, Ivory, Bone, Tortoise-Shell, etc.
Directions for Lacquering, Japanning, and Varnishing; to
make French Polish, Glues, Cements, and Compositions;
with numerous Receipts, useful to workmen generally. By
Illustrated.
A New Edition, with an Appendix
J. Stokes.
upon French Polishing, Staining, Imitating, Varnishing, etc.,
etc.

12mo

$1.25

STRENGTH AND OTHER PROPERTIES OF METALS:
Reports of Experiments on the Strength and other Properties
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of Metals for Cannon
With a Description of the Machines
for Testing Metals, and of the Classification of Cannon in
By Officers of the Ordnance Department, U. S.
service.
Army. By authority of the Secretary of War. Illustrated
by 25 large steel plates. Quarto
$3.00

SULZ.

—A Treatise on Beverages:

Or the Complete

Practical Bottler.

Full

Instructions for

Laboratory Work with Original Practical Recipes for all
kinds of Carbonated Drinks. Mineral Waters, Flavoring
Extracts, Syrups, etc.
By Charles Herman Sulz, Technical Chemist and Practical Bottler.
Illustrated by 428
Engravings. 818 pp. 8vo
$7.50
SYME. Outlines of an Industrial Science:
By David Syme. 12mo
$2.00

—

TABLES SHOWING THE WEIGHT OF ROUND, SQUARE
AND FLAT BAR IRON, STEEL, ETC.
By Measurement.

TEMPLETON.^^The

Cloth
Practical Examinator

the Steam-Engine:
With Instructive References relative
the Use of Engineers, Students, and
Templeton, Engineer
12mo

63

on Steam and

thereto,
others.

arranged for

By William
$1.00

THALLNER.—Tool-Steel
A Concise Hand-book on

Tool-Steel in General. Its Treatthe Operations of Forging, Annealing, Hardening,
Tempering, etc., and the Appliances Therefor.
By Otto
Thallner, Manager in Chief of the Tool-Steel Works, Bismarckhutte, Germany. From the German by William T.
Brannt. Illustrated by 69 Engravings. 194 pages
8vo.
1902
$2.00

ment

in

THAUSING.—The Theory and
of

Practice of the Preparation

Malt and the Fabrication of Beer:

With

•

especial reference to the Vienna Process of Brewing.
Elaborated from personal experience by Julius E. Thausing,
Professor at the School for Brewers, and at the Agricultural
Institute, Modling, near Vienna.
Translated from the German by William T. Brannt. Thoroughly and elaborately
edited, with much American matter, and according to the
latest and most Scientific Practice, by A. Schwarz and Dr.
A. H. Bauer
Illustrated by 140 Engravings.
8vo. 815
pages
$10.0

TOMPKINS.— Cotton and

Cotton Oil:

Cotton: Planting, Cultivating, Harvesting and Preparation
for Market.
Cotton Seed Oil Mills: Organization, Q)nstruction and Operation.
Cattle Feeding: Production of Beef
and Dairy Products, Cotton Seed Meal and Hulls as Stock
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t'eed.

By

Fertilizers:

D. A. Tompkins.

Manufacture, Manipulation and Uses.
8vo. 494 pp
Illustrated
$7.50

TOMPKINS.— Cotton
A

Text-Book

for the

Mill, Commercial Features:
Use of Textile Schools and Investors.

With Tables showing Cost of Machinery and Equipments
for Mills making Cotton Yams and Plain Cotton Cloths.
By
D. A. Tompkins.

8vo.

240 pp.

Illustrated

$5.00

TOMPKINS.— Cotton
An
for

Mill Processes and Calculations:
Elementary Text-Book for the Use of Textile Schools and
Home Study. By D. A Tompkins. 312 pp. 8vo.

Illustrated

$5.00

TURNER'S (THE) COMPANION:
Containing Instructions in Concentric, Elliptic, and Eccentric Turning; also various Plates of Chucks, Tools, and Instruments; and Directions for using the Eccentric Cutter,
Drill, Vertical Cutter, and Circular Rest; with Patterns and
Instructions for working them.
12mo.
.$1.00

VAN CLEVE. —The

English and American Mechanic:
Comprising a Collection of Over Three Thousand Receipts,
Rules, and Tables, designed for the Use of every Mechanic
and Manufacturer. By B. Frank Van Cleve. Illustrated.
500 pp. 12mo
$2.00
VAN DER BURG.— School of Painting for the Imitation
of

Woods and Marbles:

A Complete,

Practical Treatise on the Art and Craft of Graining and Marbling with the Tools and Appliances. 36 Plates.
Folio, 12x20 inches
$6.00
:

VILLE.

—The School of Chemical Manures:

Or, Elementary Principles in the Use of Fertilizing Agents
From the French of M. Geo. Ville, by A. A. Fesquet,
Chemist and Engineer. With Illustrations. 12mo.
.$1.25
.

VOGDES.—The

.

Architect's and Builder's Pocket-Companion and Price- Book:
Consisting of a Short but Comprehensive Epitome of Decimals, Duodecimals, Geometry and Mensuration; with Tables
of United States Measures, Sizes, Weights, Strength, etc., of
Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Cement and Concretes, Quantities of Materials in given Sizes and Dimensions of Wood.
Brick and Stone; and full and complete Bills of Prices for
Carpenter's Work and Painting; also, Rules for Computing
and Valuing Brick and Brick Work, Stone Work, Painting,
Plastering, with a Vocabulary of Technical Terms, etc.
By
Frank W. Vogdes, Architect, Indianapolis, Ind. Enlarged,
Revised and Corrected. In one volume 368 pages, fullbound, pocketbook form, gilt edges
$2.00
Cloth
.$1 50
'
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WAHNSCHAFFE.—A

Guide to the Scientific Examination of Soils:
Comprising Select Methods of Mechanical and Chemical
Analysis and Physical Investigation. Translated from the

German

of

Dr

F.

liam T. Brannt.

Wahnschaffe. With additions by WilIllustrated by 25 Engravings.
12mo.

177 pages

$1.50

WARE.—The

Sugar Beet:

Including a History of the Beet Sugar Industry in Europe,
of the Sugar Beet, Examinatioi, Soils, Tillage
Seeds and Sowing, Yield and Cost of Cultivation, Harvesting, Transportation, Conservation, Feeding Qualities of the
Beet and of the Pulp, etc. By Lewis S. Ware, C. E.,
M. E. Illustrated by ninety Engravings. 8vo
$2.00
Varieties

WARN.—The

Sheet-Metal Worker's Instructor:
For Zinc, Sheet- Iron, Copper, and Tin-Plate Workers,

etc.

Containing a selection of Geometrical Problems; als:) Practical and Simple Rules for Describing the various Patterns
required in the different branches of the above Trades. By
Reuben H. Warn, Practical Tin-Plate Worker. To which is
added an Appendix, containing Instructions for Boiler-Making, Mensuration of Surfaces and Solids, Rules for Calculating the Weights of different Figures of Iron and Steel, Tables
of the Weights of Iroi, Steel, etc.
Illustrated by thirtytwo Plates and thirty-seven Wood Engravings. 8vo. .$2.00
WARNER. New Theorems, Tables, and Diagrams, for
.

—

the Computation of Earth-work:
Designed for the use of Engineers in Preliminary and Final
Estimates, of Students in Engineering and of Contractors
and other non-professional Computers. In two parts, with
an Appendix. Part I. A Practical Treatise; Part II. A
Theoretical Treatise, and the Appendix Contaiiing Notes to
the Rules and Examples of Part I.; Explanations of the Construction of Scales, Tables, and Diagrams, and a Treatise
upon Equivalent Square Bases and Equivalent Level Heights.
By John Warner, A. M., Mining and Mechanical Engineer.

by 14

8vo
$3.00
of the Hand-Lathe:
Comprising Concise Directions for Working Metals of all
kinds, Ivory, Bone and Precious Woods; Dyeing, Coloring,
and French Polishing; Inlaying by Veneers, and various
methods practised to produce Elaborate work with dispatch,
and at Small Expense. By Egbert P. Watson, Author of
"The Modem Practice of American Machinists and Engineers."
Illustrated by 78 Engravings ..
?1.00
WATSON. The Modern Practice of American Machinists
Illustrated

Plates.

WATSON —A Manual

—

and Engineers:
^ Including the Construction, Application, and Use of Drills,
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Lathe Tools, Cutters for Boring Cylinders, and Hollow-work
generally, with the most economical Speed for the same; the
Results verified by Actual Practice at the Lathe, the Vise,
floor.
Together with Workshop Management,
Economy of Manufacture, the Steam Engine, Boilers, Gears,
Belting, etc., etc.
By Egbert P. Watson Illustrated by
eighty-six Engravings.
12mo
$2.00

and on the

WEATHERLY.—Treatise on

the Art of Boiling Sugar,
Crystallizing, Lozenge-making, Comfits,
Goods:
And other processes for Confectionery, including Methods
for Manufacturing every Description of Raw and Refined
Sugar Goods. A New and Enlarged Edition, with an Appendix on Cocoa, Chocolate, Chocolate Confections, etc.
196
12mo
pages.
$1.50
WILL, Tables of Qualitative Chemical Analysis:
With an Introductory Chapter on the Course of Analysis

Gum

—

By Professor Heinrich Will, of Giessen, Germany. Third
American, from the eleventh German Edition. Edited by
Charles F. Himes, Ph. D Professor of Natural Science
Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa. 8vo
$1.00
,

WILLIAMS.— On Heat and Steam:
Embracing New Views of Vaporization,
Explosion. By Charles Wye Williams,
trated.

Bvo

Condensation and
A. I. C. E. Illus$2.00

WILSON.—The Practical Tool-Maker and Designer:
A Treatise upon the Designing of Tools and Fixtures

for

Machine Tools and Metal Working Machinery, Comprising
Modern Examples of Machines with Fundamental Designs
for Tools for the Actual Production of the work; Together
with Special Reference to a Set of Tools for Machining the
Various Parts of a Bicycle. Illustrated by 189 Engravings

$2.50
Chapter I. Modern Tool Room and
Abuse. III. Steel and TemMachine Fixtures. VI. Tools
pering.
and Fixtures for Screw Machines. VII. Broaching. VIII. Punches
and Dies for Cutting and Drop Press. IX. Tools for Hollow-ware.
X. Embossing Metal, Coin and Stamped Sheet-Metal Ornaments.
XI. Drop Forging. XII. Solid Drawn Shells or Ferrules; Cupping
or Cutting and Drawing; Breaking Down Shells. XIII. Annealing,
Pickling and Cleaning. XIV. Tools for Draw Bench. XV. Cutting
and Assembling Pieces by Means of Ratchet Dial Plates at One
Operation. XVI. The Header. XVII. Tools for Fox Lathe. XVIII.
Suggestions for a set of Tools for Machining the Various Parts of
a Bicycle. XIX. The Plater's bynamo. XX. Conclusion With a
few Random Ideas. Appendix. Index.
(1898)

CONTENTS

:

Introductory.

Files, Their Use and
IV. Making Jigs. V. Milling

Equipment.

II.

:

—

WORSSAM.— On

Mechanical Saws:

From the Transaction
S. W. WoRSSAM, Jr.
Bvo

of the Society of Engineers, 1869.
Illustrated

by Eighteen

By

large Plates.

$1.50

BRANNT'S "SOAP MAKER'S HAND BOOK."
The most helpful and up-to-date booh on the A.rt of Soap
Making in the English language.
In one volume f 8vOf 535 pages, illustrated by 54 engravings,
I^rice $6.00 net. Free of Postage to any Address in the Worldf
or by Express C, O. D. freight paid to any Address in the
United States or Canada,

PUBLISHED APRIL,

1912.

THE

SOAP MAKER'S HAND BOOK
OF

MATERIALS, PROCESSES AND RECEIPTS FOR
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF SOAP
INCLUDING

FAT OILS, AND FATTY ACIDS EXAMINATION OF FATS AND OIILS ;
ALKALIES TESTING SODA AND POTASH MACHINES AND UTENSILS
HARD SOAPS SOFT SOAPS TEXTILE SOAPS WASHING POWDERS
AND ALLIED PRODUCTS TOILET SOAPS, MEDICATED SOAPS,
AND SOAP SPECIALTIES ESSENTIAL OILS AND OTHER
PERFUMING MATERIALS TESTING SOAPS.

FATS,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

EDITED CHIEFLY FROM THE GERMAN OF

DR.

C.

DEITE, A. ENGELHARDT, F. WILTNER,
AND NUMEROUS OTHER EXPERTS.

WITH ADDITIONS
BY

WILLIAM

T«

BRANNT,

KDITOK OP "THK TECHNO CHEMICAL RECEIPT BOOK."

ILLUSTRATED BY FIFTY-FOUR ENGRAVINGS.
SECOND

EDITION. REVISED

AND

IN

GREAT PART RE-WRITTEN.

PHILAll)ELPHIA

:

HENRY CAREY BAIRD &

CO.,

INDUSTRIAL PUBLISHEES, BOOKSELLERS, AND IMPORTERS,
810

Walnut
1912

Street.

KIRK'S CUPOLA FURNACE..
An Eminently,

Practical, Up-to-Date JBooJc, by an Expert,
Third Thoroughly Revised and Partly Re-written Edition,
In one volume, 8vo., 482 pages, illustrated by one hundred
and six engravings. Price $3.50, Free of Postage to any
Address in the World, or by Express C O. D., freight paid to
any Address in the United States or Canada,

PUBLISHED AUGUST,

1910.

THE CUPOLA FURNACE
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE

CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT
OF

FOUNDRY CUPOLAS:
COMPRISING
IMPROVEMENTS IN CUPOLAS AND METHODS OF THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT; TUYERES; MODERN CUPOLAS; CUPOLA FUELS; FLUXING OF IRON; GETTING
UP CUPOLA STOCK; RUNNING A CONTINUOUS STREAM; SCIENTIFICALLY
DESIGNED CUPOLAS SPARK-CATCHING DEVICES BLAST-PIPES AND
BLAST; BLOWERS; FOUNDRY TRAM RAIL, ETC., ETC.
;

;

BY

EDWARD

KIRK,

PRACTICAL MOULDER AND MELTER, CONSULTING EXPERT IN MELTING.

Author of " The Founding' of Metals," and of Numerous Papers on Cupola

Practice,

ILLUSTRATED BY ONE HUNDRED AND SIX ENGRAVINGS.
THIRD THOROUGHLY REVISED AND PARTLY RE-WRiTTEN EDITION.

PHILADELPHIA

:

HENRY CAREY BAIRD &

CO.,

INDUSTRIAL PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS, AND IMPORTERS,
810

Walnut
1912

Street.

FOUNDRY

KIRK'S

IRONS.

A

Practical, Up-to-Date Book, hy the well known Expert,
Price $3.00 net.
, Svo^ 294: pages, illustrated.
Free of Postage to any Address in the World, or by Express
C, O, D., freight paid to any Address in the United States or

In one volume

Canada,

"^

PUBLISHED JUNE,

1911.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE
ON

FOUNDRY

IRONS:

COMPRISING

AND FRACTURE GRADING OF PIG AND SCRAP IRONS
SCRAP IRONS MIXING IRONS ELEMENTS AND METALLOIDS
GRADING IRON BY ANALYSIS CHEMICAL STANDARDS
FOR IRON CASTINGS TESTING CAST IRON SEMISTEEL MALLEABLE IRON ETC., ETC.

PIG IRON,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

BY

EDWARD

KIRK,

PRACTICAL MOULDER AND MELTER CONSULTING EXPERT IN MELTING.
AUTHOR OF "the CUPOLA FURNACE," AND OF NUMEROUS
PAPERS ON CUPOLA PRACTICE.
;

ILLUSTRATED

PHILADELPHIA

:

HENRY CAREY BAIRD &

CO.,

INDUSTRIAL PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS AND IMPORTERS,
810

Walnut
1911

Street.

BRANNTS DRY CLEANER.
The only book including Hat Cleaning and Renovating in any language^ in one volume, 12mo, 371
pages f illustrated. Price $2.50 net, Free of postage
to any address in the worlds or by express freight
paid to any address in the United States or Canada,
PUBLISHED OCTOBER,

1911.

THE PRACTICAL
DRY CLEANER, SCOURER, AND

GARMENT DYER:
COMPRISING
DRY, CHEMICAL, OR

FP'''^""H

CLEANING; PURIFICATION OF BENZINE;

REMOVAL OF STAINS, OR SPOTTING; WET CLEANING; FINISHING
CLEANED FABRICS; CLEANING AND DVEING FURS, SKIN RUGS
AND MATS; CLEANING AND DYEING FEATHERS; CLEANING
AND RENOVATING FELT, STRAW AND PANAMA HATS;
BLEACHING AND DVEING STRAW AND STRAW HATS;
CLEANING AND DVEING GLOVES; GARMENT
DYEING; STRIPPING; ANALYSIS OF
TEXTILE FABRICS.

EDITED BY

WILLIAM
EDITOR OF

FOURTH

T.

BRANNT,

"the TECHNO-CHEMICAL

EDITION, REVISED

RECEIPT BOOK."

AND ENLARGED.

ILLUSTRATED BY FORTY-ONE ENGRAVINGS.

PHILADELPHIA:

HENRY CAREY BAIRD &

CO.,

INDUSTRIAL PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS AND IMPORTERS,
810

WALNUT
1911.

STREET.

